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SUMMARY

This study aims to investigate the manner in which intermediate level learners of French interact 

with L2 texts in instructional and naturalistic settings and on the basis o f findings from this 

research to design interactive reading materials for use in a Computer Assisted Language 

Learning environment which can provide a scaffold for second language reading based on 

cognitive and interactionist approaches.

The research was carried out in the context of an Action Research project which entailed four 

phases; initiation, investigation, intervention and evaluation. The initiation was essentially an 

observation phase where the difficulties intermediate level students encounter reading authentic 

texts emerged as a significant issue in terms of both inadequate vocabulary thresholds and 

processing deficiencies and the consequent failure to create accurate micro-propositions at 

sentence level and macro-propositions at lext level. Observation of students in a CALL reading 

environment suggested that the level o f engagement in the activity was a determining factor in 

sustaining motivation and creating the opportunity for deep processing o f text. Observation of 

L2 readers working with a native speaker highlighted how students may look for assistance on 

individual items of vocabulary which the native speaker tended to pul back in context and 

explain in a manner which was elaborative and showed characteristics of foreigner discourse.

The intitiation phase which suggested an alternative approach to scaffolding second language 

reading then moved into an investigation phase in which student dyads worked on target texts 

using think aloud protocols. Problems encountered by the students were then categorised 

according to a framework proposed by Laufer (1997) and adapted for the purposes of this study. 

This allowed for identifying problems for particular students on particular texts but also for 

identifying patterns o f mistakes among intermediate level readers. Students were also seen to 

negotiate the meaning o f certain words and phrases successfully and these stages in negotiation 

could also be used as an inspiration for providing assistance for future readers.

At the intervention phase, a glossed reading programme was designed to address errors and 

error types which had been pinpointed at the investigation phase with the assistance of a Native 

Speaker who provided suggestions for glosses which reflected a more naturalistic approach to 

repairing breakdowns in meaning. Three levels of glosses were provided; L2 word level glosses, 

L2 sentence level glosses and an L2 -  LI glossary. A model for L2 reading in a glossed reading



environment was proposed. An additional vocabulary acquisition enhancement phase was 

designed using a virtual language laboratory. This incorporated an oral reading of the text and 

exercises leading the students from recognition to production of targeted sequences.

At the evaluation phase, student summaries which had been written at the end of the glossed 

reading phase were analysed for evidence o f successful creation of micro-propositions and 

student production during an oral recall exercise was transcribed and analysed for evidence of 

vocabulary retention.

There was considerable evidence that the glossed reading phase helped students decode a text at 

word level and avoid issues of deceptive transparency which had been seen to be particularly 

problematic for the initial group of smdents. It was also seen to be very effective in facilitating 

reading for meaning; the L2 sentence level glosses which contained Native Speaker input in 

particular had helped readers create accurate mental representauons o f the text. Where items 

remained problematic, suggestions were made for possible modifications in terms of glossing 

low frequency words with simple L 1 glosses and ensuring high frequency words are glossed at 

both word and sentence level to maximise contextual processing. Recommendations were also 

made for training students in reading in glossed reading environments and the need for 

developing general reading strategies in order to maximise the effectiveness of such a 

programme.

There was also evidence o f vocabulary retention which appeared to be as a result o f the 

combined effect of the glosses and supplementary “time on task” provided by the vocabulary 

acquisition enhancement phase, rather than the targeting o f specific sequences. Vocabulary 

retention patterns indicated that learners tended to retain vocabulary and sequences of words 

which were highly imageable and relevant to the main ideas in the text. Targeting of sequences 

tended to be of limited value as in some instances students appeared not to be ready to produce 

any sequences in their output. Where students retained some targeted sequences, they also 

retained other untargeted sequences which expressed key ideas in the text. It was recommended 

that in order to optimise targeting of vocabulary for retention, items most relevant to the central 

meaning of the text should be prioritised as these appeared to be retained in a highly 

contextualised manner. This would suggest that L2 reading is a highly meaning oriented 

learning environment in terms o f comprehension, processing and production, with grammatical 

components being part of lexical knowledge.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This study will investigate how intermediate level second language learners of French 

interact with authentic texts, and how multimedia materials designed on the basis of 

cognitive and interactionist approaches can support this process. The thesis will initially 

consider the background to the study and the broad and specific aims o f the project; it 

will then provide a comprehensive literature review o f relevant areas. The research 

methodology chapter will outline the rationale for the use o f an Action Research 

approach to this study and the phases o f the study within an Action Research plan. Each 

of these phases will then be considered as separate chapters as the thesis explores the 

initiation and preliminary investigation phases, proposes an intervention to remedy 

previously identified problem areas, and finally provides an evaluation of the 

effectiveness of the intervention. The final chapter will provide a summary of the main 

findings and conclusions.

/. 1 Background to the Study

The advent of technology in learning has created a proliferation o f multimedia teaching 

and learning materials which claim to address the needs o f learners and create 

acquisition rich environments. Software may however, all too often be designed 

according to the capabilities of the technology rather than based on sound pedagogical 

principles. This study was motivated by the need to use the learner as a starting point 

for design and through greater understanding o f the learner’s efforts and interactions, 

design computer based learning materials which address actual behaviours and 

processing problems and provide a scaffold to support the learner in a semi-autonomous 

environment. This is particularly relevant in the context of this digital age where 

increasingly educational institutions are looking at computer based learning as an 

integral part of coursework and distance and on-line learning as alternatives to 

classroom based tuition.
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The target learners in this study were third level students o f Business Studies at 

Institutes o f Technology in Dublin, Ireland. These students were in year 2 o f a three 

year ordinary degree programme and were taking French as a mandatory subject. The 

level of the students was estimated to be intermediate, most o f the students falling in the 

B 1 or in a few cases the B2 category on the Council of Europe Framework of Common 

Reference Levels for Languages (See Appendix). Findings from this study would be 

relevant for the teaching o f a second language to any intermediate level students, in 

particular second level students in senior cycle or non-specialist language students at 

third level.

Initially the intention o f the study was to focus on the design of materials to support 

second language reading comprehension in a multimedia context. Having worked with a 

variety o f CALL packages for many years and in particular having used a virtual 

language laboratory as an integrated component of student language programmes, the 

task seemed easily realisable once some primary research had been carried out into 

learner needs. However the investigation o f learner behaviour in L2 reading which was 

intended to be a preliminary part o f the study yielded a vast amount o f data which itself 

became a major focus of the research. This led to a need to consider the nature o f 

vocabulary acquisition itself and to design Computer Assisted Language Learning 

materials which would address not just the general issue of reading comprehension but 

the particular issue of different types o f breakdowns in meaning occurring around 

different linguistic elements of texts on both a semantic and syntactic level. Research 

carried out in the United States in the mid to late nineties into glossing authentic texts in 

computerised environments provided an approach which allowed for dealing with 

reading difficulties literally on a word by word basis but using a variety of aids. The 

groundwork which had been carried out also provided a basis upon which further 

research could be undertaken.

There was therefore a shift over time away from the generalities o f reading 

comprehension and the design of an end-product towards a more intensive study o f 

breakdowns in meaning during L2 reading and consideration o f how best to supply
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specific input in the form o f glosses to address such breakdowns. The possibility of an 

innovative approach to gloss provision in this context became apparent during 

observation o f students working with a native speaker while negotiating the meaning o f 

a text. While the study o f learner error in L2 reading provided a cognitive focus for the 

study, the use o f a computerised environment and the possibility o f replicating 

spontaneous native speaker input in gloss provision also allowed for an interactionist 

viewpoint. Viewing L2 reading through these two complementary lenses allowed for 

considering problems and remediation in tandem; the richness of the data on L2 error 

allowed for tackling these errors in a comprehensive marmer. The virtual language 

laboratory could be brought in to support and consolidate the glossed reading phase. 

The remediation could then be monitored with a view to establishing its effectiveness. 

The study became in this way an Action Research type project moving through the three 

phases of investigation, intervention and evaluation.

1.2 Aim o f  the Study 

1.2.1 General Aims

The aim of the project is to investigate the manner in which intermediate level learners 

of French interact with L2 reading texts in instructional and naturalistic settings and on 

the basis of findings from this research to design interactive reading materials for use in 

a Computer Assisted Language Learning environment which facilitate independent 

reading and maximise opportunities for language acquisition.

The project seeks to consider issues within several different areas o f learning, to bring 

together theories across different fields which have common threads, to establish 

coherence between these common threads and extrapolate in an attempt to establish new 

connections between existing areas o f research. The main areas of learning under 

investigation in this study within an overall framework of Second Language Acquisition 

are:

• Cognitive and interactionist approaches to second language learning
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• Reading in a second language

• Vocabulary acquisition from written texts

• Reading in computerised environments

The current state of research in each of these areas as outlined in the literature review 

has informed the approaches taken at all stages so that rather than replicating 

experimental phases from previous studies, this study can build on previous findings and 

consider the effectiveness o f learning materials which are designed on the basis o f 

primary research with regard to this group o f learners in this context but also results o f 

previous studies and theoretical underpinnings.

1.2.2 Specific Aims

In designing interactive reading materials for L2 readers, this project aims to consider 

how learning takes place in naturalistic settings and in particular within a socially- 

mediated context (Vygotsky, 1978, 1981) where an expert provides scaffolding as 

detined by Woods Bruner and Ross (1976) which facilitates the learner in acquiring the 

skill, knowledge or competence required to carry out a task. In a computerised 

environment, this requires the design o f an interface which simulates this type o f 

interaction; in a language learning context the Native Speaker becomes the expert and 

expert input needs to have features o f child-directed speech and by extension foreigner 

discourse. At the same time cognitive elements of second language learning and in 

particular inter-lingual issues when moving between French and English are also 

considered.

This study aims to produce a glossed reading environment which takes account o f the 

cognitive aspect of second language learning and second language reading but which 

also tries to provide modified input to help the struggling L2 reader as one would find in 

more naturalistic settings. In this manner when a learner is confronted with a breakdown 

in meaning when reading a text, he may negotiate meaning by accessing different types 

of glosses until the problematic language has been clarified. The study aims to focus on 

word level meaning but also on sentence level meaning, and uses a model o f reading put
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forward by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) which looks at reading at the level of decoding 

individual words, the creation of micro-propositions at sentence level and macro

propositions at text level. A model of reading in a glossed reading environment is 

proposed which seeks to describe the interplay between reading for meaning and 

vocabulary acquisition. The study also aims to consider how following on from a 

glossed reading phase, vocabulary acquisition can be enhanced in a virtual language 

laboratory. The study then evaluates the effectiveness o f the materials in facilitating the 

stated objectives on the basis of a trial phase with a group o f L2 learners.

The study therefore aims to prioritise meaning over form in the reading process itself, in 

the scaffolding provided, in the acquisition o f language in L2 reading and in learner 

output. The extent to which meaning plays a role in each of these will be tracked 

throughout the study and consideration given to the validity of such an approach and 

how it could be further enhanced to provide a more effective model.

1.3 Significance o f  the Study

It is generally acknowledged by researchers in the area o f Applied Linguistics that it is 

not possible to determine exactly how languages are learned; we can merely observe 

individual instances of learner behaviour and individual instances of language 

acquisition. In this context this study aims to observe and describe processes and 

outcomes in second language reading.

The importance of reading as an opportunity for language acquisition continues to hold 

its own in an age o f communicative methodologies which may appear to emphasise oral 

language and communication. Interacting with authentic texts allows the learner to 

consider language in a highly contextualised manner. Because there is less pressure of 

time than when engaging in oral interaction the learner can process the language at his 

own pace. This means increased opportunities for acquiring lexical knowledge which in 

mm leads to increased proficiency. Harnessing the opportunities provided by L2 

reading is therefore essential in order to maximise the effect o f such a context.
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1.3.1 Error Analysis of L2 Reading

A considerable amount of research has been carried out in terms o f error analysis on 

features o f learner language in the context o f interlanguage studies, mostly in the area of 

language production. However there has been little equivalent research in the area of 

second language reading which can be considered to be an internal process. This study 

aims to get behind this internal process and look at how meaning breaks down for 

second language readers in a variety of unexpected ways.

This is significant in the context of our current approach to modem languages education 

in this country and elsewhere, in particular in relation to the use of authentic texts. Text 

comprehension is considered to be an essential language exercise on language syllabi 

and features on most language examinations; this is true for state organised education at 

second and third level as well as international examining bodies. This research aims to 

determine the difficulties intermediate level L2 readers may have extracting meaning 

from authentic texts, building propositional models and arriving at an appropriate global 

meaning with limited vocabulary thresholds. The study provides an extensive analysis 

of errors made by intermediate level Anglophone learners of French as a foreign 

language in the context o f reading which may provide insights for teachers of French. 

However many o f the findings could be applicable to text study in any second language, 

and by looking at how different approaches to glossing may assist second language 

readers, this research may help teachers create didacticised materials which address the 

real deficits in the area o f vocabulary knowledge and develop appropriate skills for 

reading further texts.

1.2.2 Glossing Authentic Texts

The area of glossing authentic texts has grown in significance in the past decade in the 

context of multimedia environments. Most of the research has been carried out in the 

area o f preferences learners have for different gloss types, and the effectiveness of these
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in terms of vocabulary acquisition. While in existing studies glosses tend to be on 

individual words and to consist of dictionary type information in LI and L2 and other 

multimedia aids, in this study a more holistic approach is taken through the 

incorporation o f native speaker type repairs which deal not just with individual words 

but with sentence level meaning and the interpretation of the meaning of a word in 

context. The emphasis on elaboration of meaning rather than just definition aims to take 

full advantage of the contextualisation of language within a reading text rather than de- 

contextualisation as usually occurs with this type o f intervention.

1.2.3 The Development of CALL Materials

Unlike many CALL programmes which are technologically complex and pedagogically 

simplistic, the glossed reading programme proposed in this study is technologically very 

simple to create using functions of Microsoft Word but based on an understanding of the 

complexities o f second language reading and interactionist theories of learning. 

Language teachers could leam to use such an interface very easily and create their own 

learning materials to suit their learners’ needs quickly and efficiently at a low cost. 

Current views on CALL would support the need for interventions of this type which are 

designed on the basis of real instances o f language learning, which are adaptable and 

allow for the integration of CALL learning materials into general coursework.

Virtual language laboratories have replaced traditional language laboratories in some 

institutions, others have opted for a more eclectic use o f various computer applications 

to support language learning. Previous research on the effectiveness of virtual language 

laboratories in the context of second language acquisition (Harris, 2001) could be 

considered in the very specific context o f this particular study. This allowed for looking 

at the manner in which features of such laboratories can be used to create a scaffold 

which is in keeping with theories of Second Language Acquisition theory, and for 

evaluation of how such a scaffold may allow for converting input into output. These 

virtual language laboratory systems tend to be costly investments for institutions and 

may in some instances still be modelled on earlier behaviourist type theories of language
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learning; this study allows for considering how they can be exploited to meet the 

requirements o f current theories o f language learning and the constraints which may be 

found on their usefulness in this role.

While virtual language laboratory type exercises may continue to be driven by 

instructional approaches, the glossed reading environment is designed to be learner led 

and this is seen to be important in the context of developing learner autonomy. Giving 

the learner the tools to negotiate the meaning o f a text according to his needs in order to 

complete a task gives the learner responsibility for how he interacts with this 

environment with no two students following exactly the same path. The success o f such 

a programme in sustaining learner motivation and facilitating completion o f a task can 

provide a model for the development o f L2 reading materials for other students and in 

different contexts.

1.4 Structure o f  the Thesis

In terms of research methodology, this study was carried out in the context o f an Action 

Research project. The thesis therefore follows the structure of an Action Research 

model with chapter headings corresponding to the phases o f such a project.

Chapter 1 Introduction: This introductory chapter outlines the main aims o f the thesis 

and the significance of this study in terms of overall research. It also provides a 

background to the study and details with regard to the context within which this study 

was undertaken.

Chapter 2 Literature Review considers research in the areas key to this study, i.e 

theories of first and second language learning, second language reading, vocabulary 

acquisition and reading in multimedia environments.

Chapter 3 Research Methodology outlines the principles of Action Research, and 

details of the study within these parameters, its relevance in relation to the CALL 

research agenda and the main theories underpinning the approaches to be taken. It also 

sets out the mains research questions within the overall context o f the study.
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Chapter 4 Initiation describes the genesis o f the project and initial observation phases 

o f students working in L2 texts in class, CALL environments and with a native speaker. 

Chapter 5 Preliminary Investigation provides details and analysis of errors made by 

students during an initial unassisted reading phase.

Chapter 6 Intervention describes the creation o f a glossed reading phase and 

vocabulary enhancement phase based on data from the previous two phases.

Chapter 7 Evaluation considers the effectiveness o f the intervention in terms of 

facilitating reading for meaning and vocabulary acquisition.

Chapter 8 Summary and Conclusions reviews the findings from previous chapters in 

the light of the initial research question, considers limitations in the study and 

recommendations for further research.

An appendix is provided in a separate volume for each chapter. These appendices 

contain the supporting documentation for the study and in particular reading texts, 

transcripts of student interactions, full error analysis o f all texts, details o f the design of 

the intervention, and student output in the form o f written exercises and transcriptions of 

oral production.

1.5 Conclusion

As previously stated, this study aims to bring together research from various different 

fields in the area o f learning and second language acquisition and to build on previous 

research. For each o f the research areas in this study there already exists a significant 

body of knowledge in terms o f both theoretical and empirical studies. The next chapter 

will consider research in each of these areas with a view to establishing a sound 

theoretical basis for this Action Research project.
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2 Literature Review

The Literature review aims to provide a background in areas of key relevance to this 

study. As the research itself draws on previous exploration in various fields, the 

literature review necessarily considers previous research in each. Four main areas are 

therefore considered. The review begins by exploring theories of first and second 

language learning which need to be accounted for when designing CALL materials. The 

second section deals with reading and in particular second language reading. In the third 

section vocabulary acquisition is focused on both in general terms and more specifically 

in the area o f vocabulary acquisition during L2 reading. The final section deals with 

reading in multimedia environments and considers how current research in this area has 

provided a basis upon which fiirther research can be undertaken.

2.1 Theories o f  First and Second Language Learning

2.1.1 Introduction

The real challenge for any designer o f language learning software must be that of 

applying principles which have been shown to underlie good practice in language 

learning in general and that this in turn should stem from an understanding of the nature 

of language acquisition in a naturalistic setting. Educational Multimedia is seen to be 

essentially constructivist in its approach to learning (Boyle, 1997), particular 

consideration will therefore be given to two constructivist approaches which apply also 

in the field o f language learning; the interactionist viewpoint of the learning process 

which highlights the interactive nature of computerised learning environments and the 

socially mediated dimension o f language learning and a purely cognitive approach 

which focuses on process and helps to account for the internalisation of the learning 

process. These approaches stand in contrast to behaviourist views of learning which 

although no longer in vogue had a significant impact on language learning and education. 

Each theory of learning contributes to explain different aspects of the learning process.
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and they will be considered within the framework o f their usefulness to the particular 

field of Computer Aided Learning.

2.1.2 Behaviourism

Before dealing with cognitive and interactionist paradigms, it is worth considering 

briefly the considerable impact which behaviourist theories of the 1940’s and 1950’s had 

on language learning methodologies. Not only were these theories highly influential in 

promoting the audio-lingual methods of the 60’s and 70’s , they were also ideally suited 

to the notion o f machine learning and many early computer programmes were able to 

handle the limited functions promoted by behaviourist theory. In 1954 Skinner was one 

of the first to advocate the use o f computers or “teaching machines” for learning in 

general and for language learning in particular as part, of the “programmed instruction” 

movement. Indeed, such was its influence that even now educationalists are still trying 

to counteract the propensity of designers of learning software to still create behaviourist 

type exercises when psychologists in the area of learning have recognised the limitations 

of such approaches.

2.1.2.1 The Lim itations of Behaviourism

In the context of language learning, behaviourism has been seen to account for only very 

limited aspects of language learning. Chomsky (1959) reacting to a later work by 

Skinner’s {Verbal behaviour 1957) refutes its validity to explain the very complex 

process of language acquisition in a young child with limited abilities to carry out other 

equivalent complex processes in any other domain. In time, behaviourist theories on 

which the concepts of “teaching machines” were based lost their appeal. Ellis (1994, p. 

243) notes “Because they reject the idea of “mind” as an object for enquiry, they ignore 

the internal processing that takes place inside the learner”. Lightbrown and Spada (1999, 

p. 36) make the case that behaviourists account for learning in terms of imitation, 

practice, reinforcement (or feedback on success), and habit formation, but that “for 

second language acquisition, as for first language acquisition, the behaviourist account
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has proven to be at best an incomplete explanation o f language learning”. Krashen 

(1982, p. 6) summarises the situation well by noting “behaviourist theory failed to apply 

successfully to language teaching because it was, simply, not a theory o f language 

acquisition”.

While Behaviourist theories may not therefore be useful for accounting for language 

acquisition in general, some elements o f language learning may still lie within its 

domain. Widdowson (1990, p. 11) warns that “total rejection of behaviourist theory is 

no more reasonable than total acceptance. Effective communication depends on the 

inamediate and automatic access to linguistic forms so that the mind can consciously 

engage in the more creative business of negotiating meaning”. He sees habit formation 

to be a necessary element o f language learning particularly in second language learning, 

and that drill and practice of language forms can lead to the necessary automaticity 

required when higher order functions are reacting in communicative environments.

2.1.2.2 Behaviourism  and Com puter Aided Learning

Initially in the field of Computer Aided Instruction similarly behaviouristic principles 

would have been followed in line with Programmed Instruction theories from the 50’s 

and 60’s. Behaviourist theories lent themselves to the development of tools for language 

learning which were machine-based. Levy (1997, p. 52) notes that the Computer Aided 

Instruction approach was largely associated with compartmentalised learning, and while 

it seemed to have a direct application for the teaching and learning o f grammar, the 

response from teachers and learners was quite negative, and the effectiveness o f the 

approach never empirically proven. Technological improvements in the nineties 

broadened the scope o f computer aided learning and the commonly used term 

“interactive multi-media” highlights the fact that it is the interactive nature of the 

modem computer which endows it with learning promoting features.

The question remains therefore how present-day technologies may support language 

learning in ways which may meet behaviourist ends but which are not subject to the
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limitations of behaviourist theories themselves. It is therefore essential to consider the 

interactive nature of the learning process itself in order to assess the extent to which 

computers can mimic or even emulate this process. This will then be looked at in the 

Ught of research on cognitive theory in an attempt to see the complementarities of such 

views.

2.1.3 Interactionist Theories

Interactionist theories stem essentially from work carried out by Vygotsky (1896-1934) 

in the 1920’s in his socio-cultural theory advocating the concept of learning being 

socially mediated, although much o f his work has only become known in the West in 

recent decades. Vygotsky (1978, p. 55) defines learning as a movement along three 

stages. Firstly object-regulation where the child is attracted to objects which catch his 

attention, secondly other-regulation where other people can direct the child’s attention 

and thirdly self-regiilation where the child can regulate his own attention. Vygotsky’s 

term Zone o f  Proximal Development refers to the difference between what a child can do 

on his own and what he can do during interaction with an adult. “It is the distance 

between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem-solving 

and the level o f potential development as determined through problem-solving under 

adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86) 

The facilitation by the adult is therefore seen to be essential in moving the child from 

one level to the next. The adult / child relationship can be replaced by expert / novice 

and the ZPD can be seen as a metaphor for any learning situation. Vygotsky (1981, p. 

163) sees learning taking place initially on an inter-psychological level, i.e. it is socially 

mediated and then on an intra-psychological level, where the process is internalised and 

the child moves towards self-regulation.

Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) put forward the notion of “scaffolding” which defines 

the exact role o f the expert in providing help for the novice. While coming from a 

cognitive and constructivist viewpoint, they note 6 features of scaffolding where the
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expert can create the ideal learning environment so that the learner can construct new 

concepts and ideas based on existing knowledge:

1. Recruiting interest in the task (Vygotsky’s “other regulation”)

2. Simplifying the task

3. Maintaining pursuit o f the goal

4. Marking critical features and discrepancies between what has been produced and the 

ideal solution

5. Controlling frustration during problem-solving

6. Demonstrating an idealised version o f the act to be performed

This summarises well the level o f support an expert / parent / teacher can provide for the 

learner and could also be seen as a blueprint for task design and by extension for 

instructional design in computerised learning environments.

2.1.3.1 Interactionist Theory and First Language Learning

The interactionist theory is particularly appropriate to the area of first language 

acquisition, where the parent or care-giver is seen to adapt their language (Child- 

Directed Speech) so that it is more comprehensible for the child. There are divergent 

views on how well adapted this language is to the needs o f the child acquiring language. 

Chomsky (1965) coming from an Innatist standpoint would argue that the language 

children are exposed to is o f such poor quality that the only logical explanation for how 

children acquire language is the pre-existence of a “Language Acquisition Device” . Pine 

(1994, p. 16) outlines research by Levelt (1975) and Moerk (1976) suggesting that Child 

Directed Speech was perfectly adapted to the needs o f the child acquiring language. 

Research by Cross (1977) revealed that most of the utterances produced by caregivers 

were in fact well-formed and did not constitute the “noise” suggested by Chomsky.
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However even among interactionists the notion o f this child-directed speech or

“motherese” being perfectly adapted to the needs o f the child has been disputed. Pine

(1994, p. 17) summarises the research thus:

although several studies have failed to find evidence of fine-tuning at either the 
syntactic or the semantic level, the results o f these studies which have found 
relationships between maternal characteristics and children’s current language 
level have tended to suggest, firstly, that such effects are stronger for word 
choice and content than they are for syntax and, secondly, that mothers are more 
sensitive to the child’s comprehension level than they are to the productive 
language level.

Snow (1977) in particular notes that this modification o f input is particularly adjusted to 

semantics, with an emphasis on the child comprehending rather than on facilitating 

production.

This research may seem somewhat disappointing if  one is trying to apply a Vygotskian 

theory to language learning, if  one is equating the ability to speak language perfectly 

with the ability to complete the construction o f a complex tower of bricks. However it 

provides insights into the priority in evidence here in scaffolding which has more to do 

with constructing meaning than constructing language. Many studies (Philips 1972; 

Snow 1977) of child directed speech note the importance of content words over 

grammatical words. Hoff-Ginsberg and Shatz (1982) note that noun development 

proceeds first, followed by verbs. Pine (1994, p. 19) notes that speech adjustments are 

made in a desire to communicate, not to instruct. This would suggest therefore that in 

scaffolding language input, a meaning-based model may be closer to naturalistic 

approaches and potentially more acquisition-enhancing than a form -based  model.

2.1.3.2 Interactionist Theory and Second Language Learning

While most of Krashen’s research would come under Chomskian paradigms, Krashen’s 

Input Hypothesis (1982, 85) and in particular his oft cited i+1, the notion of providing 

the learner with comprehensible input just beyond his capability would correspond quite 

obviously to the intital stages o f scaffolding and Vygotsky’s ZPD. Current 

Interactionist Second Language Acquisition theory puts forward certain conditions for
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instructional classroom settings which could be adapted for computerised environments. 

Hegelheimer and Chapelle (2000, p. 42) consider noticing and interaction to be key 

elements in the process:

1. Input needs to become intake, i.e. input that has been comprehended 

syntactically and semantically (semantically alone may give limited lexical 

information but not overall meaning).

2. Input is more likely to become intake if it is noticed (Schmidt, 1990).

3. Learners are more likely to notice during interaction. In face-to-face interaction 

this happens through the negotiation o f meaning.

In the research on interaction in second language learning, there are two main areas of

interest. Ellis (1999) makes what appears to be a valid distinction between two different

types of interaction in L2 settings. On the one hand, he sees direct applicability o f the

theory of Vygotsky to the construction o f a second language, and cites an interaction

where the expert adult leads the learner to move from single word utterances to two-

word utterances (Ellis, 1999, p. 4). This Vygotskian point o f view gives the expert the

lead role in creating the learning environment, setting up the scaffolding for the learner

and leading the learner towards independent expertise. On the other hand, the theory o f

Negotiation of Meaning based on the Interactionist Hypothesis approaches the

interaction from a different angle with an alternative viewpoint on novice / expert

interaction. Here the learner plays the lead role in so far as his breakdowns in

understanding become the starting point for the expert’s interaction. While in the first

instance the process is expert-driven, in the second instance the process is learner-driven.

The IH (Interactionist Hypothesis) concerns itself with social interaction; socio
cultural theory views interaction as something which can be both social and 
private. The IH concerns itself narrowly with one type of interaction (the 
negotiation of meaning); socio-cultural theory while suggesting particular forms 
of interaction (such as instructional conversations) is concerned with interaction 
in general. (Ellis, 1999, p. 21)

Both of these perspectives can be seen to be significant in the context o f facilitating 

learning. While the teacher can be seen to provide scaffolding through modification o f
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input in oral situations and materials and exercises adapted to the level of the learners in 

classroom learning, the focus on the learner as initiator in the negotiation of meaning can 

be seen to be an important metaphor in the context o f the development of independent, 

autonomous learners who can attend to language which is difficult, request modified 

input and integrate this input into their previous knowledge base. Such a model may be 

essential if learners are to interact successfixlly with computer based learning materials. 

In section 2.4 consideration will be given to how different types of CALL materials 

engage the learners in different ways.

2.1.3.3 Foreigner Discourse

Ellis (1999, p. 19) presents what Tharp and Gallimore (1988) refer to as “instructional 

conversation” which would be focussed informal conversation in a classroom setting, 

resembling parent-child interactions in an LI setting. The learning environment in this 

case is considered to be very much “socially mediated” in Vygostkian terms. The 

content of the conversation should be within the ZPD of the learner, and subsequent to 

the speech act as such, the learner internalises the information through “private speech” 

which constitutes a large part of language learning, leading to “inner speech” which is a 

function of self-regulation. This view leads directly from theories on interaction in first 

language acquisition; just as there is child directed speech, there is learner directed 

speech. Wesche (1994, p. 220) distinguishes between Foreigner Talk in general used by 

ordinary individuals confronted with a non-native speaker of their language which may 

in fact become ungrammatical and reflect the intonation patterns of the non-native 

speaker in its attempt to accommodate his language needs and Foreigner Discourse 

which is rather a register of language used by native speakers or teachers in a foreign 

language classroom.

2.L3.4 Foreigner Discourse and Focus on Meaning

Wesche notes that “most researchers agree that NSs use FD primarily to facilitate 

comprehension o f meaning by learners” and she cites Varonis and Gass (1985) who
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showed that Foreigner Discourse was triggered in Native Speakers when confronted 

with a non-NS who appeared not to understand normal NS speech. Wesche (1994 p. 221) 

cites research by Ferguson (1975) which believed that native speakers would engage in 

both ““simplifying” (omission, expansion and rearrangement) and “non-simplifying” 

(elaboration, expansion and attitude-expressing).” Wesche (p. 226) reports features o f 

FD which in fact resemble features o f Child-Directed Speech including:

• Phonological modifications: slower speech rate, exaggerated intonation.

• Morphology and syntax: simplified syntactic structures, propositionally more 

transparent, canonical word order; preference for use o f present tense and 

avoidance o f conditionals and certain tenses; topics are moved to the beginning 

of utterances.

• Vocabulary: the use of frequently occurring concrete vocabulary items, the 

avoidance of idiom and slang, a higher usage o f  copulas to verbs, the avoidance 

of pronouns in favour o f re-statement o f the noun or proper noun.

• Discourse: repetition and elaboration of already stated material and paraphrase. 

Frequent questions are used to engage the learner and check comprehension. 

With regard to paraphrase she notes from a previous study: “Intuitively, it would 

seem that paraphrase provides richer lexical and structural data” (Wesche & 

Ready, 1985).

This scaffolding involved in such modifications reflects the LI scaffolding provided by 

Child Directed Speech, and once again we can see that meaning appears to take priority 

over form .

2.1.3.5 Negotiation of Meaning

There has been much debate on the value o f Negotiation o f Meaning since it was first 

put forward as a theory. Hatch (1978) initially proposed that the focus should shift from 

considering how L2 structure learning could lead to the learner’s communicative use of 

L2 to a consideration of how the learning of L2 structure could evolve from the learner’s 

use of L2. The research was based initially on interactions between native speakers and
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non-native speakers. Pica (1994, p. 494) in her article summarising the position at that 

time noted :

this term has been used to characterise the modification and restructuring of 
interaction that occurs when learners and their interlocutors anticipate, perceive 
or experience difficulties in message comprehensibility. As they negotiate, they 
work linguistically to achieve the needed comprehensibility, whether repeating a 
message verbatim, adjusting its syntax, changing its words, or modifying its form 
in a host o f other ways.

2.1.3.6 A Re-evaluation of Negotiation of Meaning

If the theory o f negotiation o f meaning is truly as important as initial research would 

suggest, the challenge to imitate such interaction in a computerised environment is 

enormous. Closer analysis o f research in the area reveals however that it is not 

necessarily the optimal or indeed the only means o f developing language acquisition on 

the basis of input which needs some sort o f processing in order to make it accessible to 

the learner. Initial research by Long (1980, 1981) showed how input was modified 

during interaction through negotiation between the native speaker and the non native 

speakers. Research by Pica, Young and Doughty (1987) showed that the level of 

comprehension o f input was greatest when the input was interactionally modified i.e. 

modified through negotiation o f meaning. However a later study by Pica (1992) showed 

that input which had been carefully pre-modified in line with modifications carried out 

during interactions achieved similar levels o f comprehension among learners. In the 

context of computer assisted learning, this possibility of pre-modifying input allows 

programme designers to create appropriate input for virtual learners if they have first 

carried out adequate research on interactional modifications with real learners.

Several issues remain controversial as regards negotiation of meaning. Firstly, while 

comprehension, i.e. access to meaning is a key factor, the opportunity for focusing on 

form may not take place with pre-modified input as it does with interactionally modified 

input. Pica (1994, p. 507) notes that “it is difficult to find a direct relationship between 

comprehension o f meaning in L2 input and the internalisation o f L2 forms which the 

learner aims to acquire” . While Krashen may believe that providing comprehensible
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input is sufficient, other researchers such as Schmidt (1990) would emphasise the need 

for noticing. Negotiation o f meaning affords this opportunity for noticing. Devitt (1997, 

p. 450) notes “those who have conducted research on negotiation are themselves careful 

to underline the there is no direct proof that learners incorporate all or any of the 

linguistic features o f the input that is highlighted in negotiation routines into their 

linguistic system”. Pica (1994, p. 518) also notes that “negotiation seems to work most 

readily on lexical items and larger syntactic units, negotiation on grammatical points is 

rare”. In order to optimise the effect of features of negotiation o f meaning and to 

simulate this through the creation of pre-modified input, it may be more appropriate to 

focus on lexical rather than grammatical aspects o f language.

A second problem has been an exact definition o f the participants in negotiation o f 

meaning. While initially the dyads involved in negotiation were native speaker / non

native speaker pairs, subsequent research involved classroom instances of negotiation o f 

meaning and the results were quite negative. Notably, Foster (1998) who found that in 

classroom research, instances of negotiation were so infrequent that this became the 

focus o f her study rather than her initial intention o f analysing different types o f 

negotiation. The only relevant finding on negotiation data itself was that students 

negotiate mostly on lexical items rather than grammatical morphology which concurs 

with findings by Pica, Kanagy and Falodun, (1993). In fact students engaged in 

strategies which were quite counter-productive to negotiation o f meaning, for instance

a different communication strategy (and one any native speaker would surely 
admit to) can be employed when confronted with a gap in understanding: pretend 
to understand and hope a future utterance will cast light on your darkness. (It 
often does). (Foster, 1998, p. 19)

It is worth noting that learner dyads often used in studies of negotiation of meaning such 

as Foster’s do not reflect the Vygotskian paradigm of expert and novice as learners are 

often o f equivalent levels. While from a constructivist point o f view, learners may very 

well provide some form o f scaffolding in collaborative tasks as borne out by research 

carried out by Donato (1994, 2000), communicative classrooms may be quite defective 

in providing the opportunity for activities where learners are engaged in negotiation of
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meaning of tlie expert / novice type unless the teacher / student ratio is very low in 

which case the teacher acts as expert. Pair and group activities of a communicative type 

may lack expert input and scaffolding and learners may revert to avoidance strategies. 

Van Lier (1996) notes the lack o f authenticity o f situation in many classroom based 

tasks. Such evidence would suggest that a computer programme which has taken on 

board the expert’s knowledge and the ability to scaffold may provide an opportunity for 

each learner to engage in expert / novice type interaction in a manner which is not 

possible in a classroom, although it may fall short of the ideal; interaction with a real 

native speaker.

2.1.3.7 Foreigner Discourse and Negotiation of Meaning

The distinction made between Foreigner Discourse and Negotiation of Meaning, 

although apparently valid from the point o f view of Ellis (1999), may very well be 

largely a question of perspective in real terms. The Native Speaker engaging with the 

Non-Native Speaker in Negotiation of Meaning situations will also necessarily use 

Foreigner Discourse in an attempt to adapt the input to the needs o f the non-native 

speaker and this will be on-going, with each breakdown in meaning prompting not just a 

re-formulation or simplification of the offending utterance, but also a re-adjustment of 

the level of language in subsequent utterances. In effect, taking into account the level of 

the NNS, the NS is in fact pre-modifying the input in anticipation of the problems the 

NS may encounter in the future. Similarly, in the case o f Foreigner Discourse and 

Instructional Discourse, while the teacher / Native Speaker is pre-modifying the input, 

through comprehension checks the leamers necessarily become involved in some level 

of negotiation of meaning.

2.1.3.8 Implications for the Development of CALL Materials

While the input needs to be comprehensible, achieving the target i+ 1 with a range of 

leamers will require different levels of modification to facilitate the diversity in level of 

these virtual leamers. Modifications should be incorporated into the package in a guided
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way to reflect the expert’s role in facilitating the learning process and creating a scaffold 

for the learner. However to reflect the case o f Negotiation of Meaning where the 

breakdowns are primarily learner led, supplementary modifications should also be 

available to reflect the interactionally modified input o f a real life situation. As the 

research shows that meaning rather than form is the main focus for learner interest, any 

modifications provided should have a strong meaning focus, and forms should only be 

incorporated into modifications where meanings are very obviously enhanced by the 

focus. Learners involved in trying to understand input for meaning are unlikely to 

access supplementary information on form with a view to increasing explicit linguistic 

knowledge.

2.1.4 The Cognitive Perspective

While interactionist theories are very useful for accounting for how learners learn in a 

naturalistic or classroom setting and give guidelines as to how the manipulation of 

different factors and variables in such settings can optimise learning by providing an 

appropriate scaffold, cognitive theories are essential to gain an understanding o f how 

learning is internalised and the information stored for future retrieval. O f particular 

interest are ideas put forward by Piaget (1897-1980) who is considered to be the founder 

o f constructivist theories of learning and sees learning as a “structuring activity” (1980, 

p. 23) and focuses on the internal processes at play.

2.1.4.1 Cognitive Development and First Language Learning

The cognitive perspective provides quite a different point o f view on language learning 

and began to replace behaviourist theories in the seventies. It focuses on how language 

is processed by the brain during internalization and retrieval. This more mentalistic 

approach would be evident among researchers such as Chomsky (1981) who would have 

argued in favour o f the existence o f a Language Acquisition Device (LAD) which means 

that interaction is just one way in which the learner acquires the detail for the pre

existing framework for language acquisition. According to this theory, children are bom
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with an innate ability to acquire language. This would be in keeping with traditional

cognitive views such as Piaget’s who would have considered language acquisition as an

indicator of general development and as Lennegberg (1967) noted, this takes place

during a critical period of the child’s development -  once the period for language

acquisition has passed, it is virtually impossible to replicate the first language learning

process with an older child. Hickman (1986, p. 11) notes that Piaget’s approach to

language acquisition diverges considerably from Vygotsky’s:

For Piaget, cognitive development is in principle both autonomous from 
language development and causally prior to it... In contrast, according to 
Vygotsky there are constant interactions between language development and 
cognitive development, such that thought is neither autonomous nor causally 
prior to it.

However, she finds that the two positions are not necessarily contradictory, but rather a 

matter o f definition.

2.1.4.2 Cognitive Approaches to Second Language Learning

Chomsky’s Innatist position and underlying Universal Grammar theory are also 

applicable to second language learning in so far as there is evidence that second 

language learners do not merely use their first language as a structure for building a 

second language (although there is also ample evidence o f this) but revert to a Universal 

Grammar type structure in the same way as first language learners to create simple 

sentences. Lightbrown and Spada (1999, p. 73) note that there is evidence o f both in 

learners’ “interlanguage”, a term used by Selinker (1972) to describe the intermediate 

state of language production while the new language is being learned.

The issue of transfer from LI to L2 was perhaps over-stated initially when Lado (1957) 

put forward his Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis, claiming that difficulties in acquiring a 

second language could be predicted on the basis of features o f the first language. It is 

now acknowledged that while there is some transfer, this can be both positive and 

negative. Corder (1983, p. 92) remarks “Borrowing is a performance phenomenon, not a 

learning process, a feature therefore o f language use, not of language structure”. It can
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be seen therefore as not so much a dehberate tactic, but rather a fallback for the learner 

in difficulty. Selinker (1996, p. 109) himself takes a somewhat stronger position and 

summarises thus:

In forming IL competence, the basic learning strategy is that of interlingual 
identifications, with the learner (in ways we do not understand) trying to make 
the same what in systemic terms carmot be the same. When the learner perceives 
that the basic learning strategy does not work, then, and only then, do UG 
principles and leamability in general, click in.

With regard to the relative importance of meaning and form, Interlanguage studies show 

that there is more transfer from the LI in phonetic and lexical areas than in grammatical 

areas. Kellerman (1987, p. 42) notes “enormous quantities of evidence for the influence 

of the LI on IL (Interlanguage) when it comes to lexis”. Ellis (1994, p. 334) notes that 

learners tend to have a greater sense of grammars o f language being different and this 

probably makes them more cautious of calquing LI strucmre on the L2.

Another point worth noting made by many researchers summarised by Ellis (1994) is the 

evidence that learners have a sufficient sense of their own language to have a sense of 

what can or caimot be transferred. These intuitions are not necessarily accurate, the 

closeness in linguistic terms o f the L2 to the LI will probably determine the validity of 

their perceptions, and derive from core and peripheral elements of the native language. 

They tend to be more cautious about transfer when an item is peripheral rather than core, 

or if it is “marked” . This shows an awareness on the part of the learner of the notion of 

idiom.

2.1.4.3 The Contribution of Krashen to SLA Theory

Krashen’s (1982) theories o f language acquisition follow on from much o f Chomsky’s 

work and provide a direct application o f such theories for the classroom envirormient. 

However some of Krashen’s hypotheses have been disputed -  not least his distinction 

between language which is “acquired” as opposed to language which is “learned” . This 

also causes difficulties for the “monitor hypothesis” as the inability to distinguish 

between acquired and learned language makes it difficult to determine how one could be
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used as a monitor for the other. For the purposes o f this study, the input hypothesis 

remains the most important of Krashen’s hypotheses, in particular because it is also an 

important feature of interactionist theories and this allows for working on common 

ground across the two fields o f cognitive and interactionist theories.

The “affective filter” hypothesis (Krashen, 1982, p. 31) has implications for language 

learning environments in general. Krashen sees motivation, self-confidence and lack of 

anxiety as being factors external to the LAD of Chomsky, but key to acquiring language 

successfully. “The Affective Filter hypothesis implies that our pedagogical goals should 

not only include supplying comprehensible input, but also creating a situation that 

encourages a low filter” . (Krashen, 1982, p. 32) This has specific implications for 

working in a computerised environment which may have either positive or negative 

effects on language learners depending on their learner .styles. The designer of 

interactive course materials may have an important role to play in creating software 

which is sufficiently well designed to keep the learners’ affective filters down and so 

allow for acquisition.

An important difference of opinion exists between the interactionist viewpoint and 

Krashen with regard to output. Krashen (1989) sees the role of output to be merely to 

allow the native speaker make the necessary adjustments to make the subsequent input 

comprehensible to the learner, and later (Krashen 1998) disputes the interactionist 

viewpoint that producing output facilitates acquisition. The interactionist viewpoint 

would be that output sets up opportunities for the negotiation of meaning (Long, 1985) 

and others such as Swain (1985) would argue in favour of “pushed outpuf’. As this 

study is focusing mostly on input and making input comprehensible and the way in 

which it leads to acquisition, output and in particular communicative output is secondary 

to this study
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2.1.4.4 Im plicit and Explicit Knowledge

Ellis (1994. p. 356) notes that the terms “implicit” and “explicit” knowledge may be 

better descriptors than Krashen’s distinctions between “acquired” and “learned” 

language “this is because this distinction does not rest on how the knowledge was 

internalised but on how L2 knowledge is represented and used by learners” . In a general 

theoretical framework based on Gass (1988) Ellis (1994, p. 349) (See section 2.1.5. 

figure 2.1) divides the knowledge into “implicit” knowledge which equates to acquired 

language and is available as output and “explicit” knowledge which is knowledge which 

Gass (1988, p. 207) would consider needs to be “put into storage, if it is not yet possible 

to integrate it into the interlanguage system”.

Bialystok (1978, p. 74) who initially would have been quite close to Krashen’s way of

thinking on acquired and learned language, subsequently showed more flexibility, not

only in suggesting they corresponded in fact to implicit and explicit knowledge, but

more importantly in acknowledging an interface between the two. She claimed that

“formal practising” could help turn explicit knowledge into communicative competence

by developing automaticity in the production of certain items. Meanwhile, “functional

practising” and exposure to the target language can develop implicit knowledge. Ellis

(1994, p. 360) notes that in terms of cognitive psychology there appear to be two types

of learning and cites N. Ellis (1991)

Implicit learning is coming to learn the underlying stmcture of a complex 
stimulus environment by a process which takes place naturally, simply and 
without conscious operations. Explicit learning is a more conscious operation 
where the individual makes and tests hypotheses.

The nature o f the interface between implicit and explicit learning remains the subject of 

much debate. N. Ellis (2005, p. 307) notes that on a scientific and biological level 

“explicit and implicit knowledge are distinct and dissociated: they involve different 

types o f representation and are substantiated in separate parts of the brain”. He notes 

that findings in the area demonstrate that despite this separateness, language acquisition 

can be speeded by explicit instruction.
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2.1.4.5 Depth of Processing

The question remains therefore, having established that the input is comprehensible, how 

does this input become intake and subsequently become available as output? What types 

of interactions will create learning situations, and which interactions will cause new 

materials to be stored in long-term memory? Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed a 

framework into which fitted different levels o f processing. They proposed that 

information is processed at many different levels, from sensory through to semantic and 

that the depth of processing will determine how well the material is remembered 

subsequently. They note that under normal circumstances, the level of attention given to 

input is low, and processing is automatic. At a very basic level, therefore, the concept of 

“noticing” as noted by Schmidt (1990) is a first step in learners to reflect on the input 

which is presented to them. The challenge therefore is to create situations where the 

depth o f processing can be increased in order to allow for enhanced intake.

Wittrock (1974) in his generative processing model sees that by connecting new

materials to previous learning or existing knowledge the learner will process the new

material at a deeper level. Ellis notes the importance of task type in creating generative

learning type situations and summarises it thus:

Learning, then is seen as a function of the associations, concrete and abstract, 
which subjects generate between the stimulus and prior experience. When such 
associations are developed, long-term memory occurs, and also, subjects are able 
to transfer information to new contexts and new problems. (Ellis, 1999, p. 27)

Biggs (1987) notes varying depths of learning and in particular notes the fact that

learning purposes and strategies combine to create a 4-tier framework -  surface,

achieving, deep and deep achieving. Wild (1996) looks particularly at these levels in the

context of instructional design and notes that “deep and deep achieving approaches to

learning are more likely to result in better learning outcomes; and as such, instruction

should be provided to encourage students to develop these approaches”. He remarks

It is impossible to provide a set of guidelines for effective instructional 
multimedia -  but it is possible to describe the types o f “conversations” or
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“interactions” between instructor and learning that contribute to, and even define 
the learning process (in this case the emphasis being on the negotiation o f 
understandings and meaning). (Wild, 1996, p. 4)

McAlpine (1996, p. 2) notes that while deep and surface learning are useful to describe 

levels o f engagement, he also sees the quality o f learning being influenced to a high 

degree by whether the student sees the task as worthy o f deep study. In M cAlpine’s 

study, students who thought computer-based learning material would be assessed in a 

short term test of memory or recall tended not to attempt to process material deeply 

whereas students who used a computer programme along with books and course notes in 

preparation for an end o f year examination used it more effectively and gave more 

positive reports on the experience of using it.

2.1.4.6. Parallel Distributed Processing Model

The Information Processing model posits that through repeated processing o f language 

the learner builds up a knowledge base which can then be accessed automatically as the 

need arises. In the initial stages the learner will focus on key content words in a 

sentence but will go on to process more complex morphological features with more 

practice. The learner needs to consciously attend to language during periods o f 

intentional learning but may also learn from less focused exposure to language.

Within this context, Connectionism is a general theory of learning which has 

applicability to L2 learning. It sees learners developing strong neurological connections 

between elements built up over time. Lightbrown and Spada (1999, p. 42) summarise it 

thus “cormectionists argue that learners gradually build up their knowledge of language 

through exposure to thousands o f instances of the linguistic features they eventually 

learn” . This would mean that comprehensible input would be a main source o f the 

knowledge. One of the most important applications of cormectionist theory in the area 

o f L2 learning would be in relation to colligation, the phenomenon o f words being tied 

together by grammatical necessity and collocation, where certain words appear together 

frequently such as noun-adjective units, noun-verb units etc.
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Cormectionist theory would imply that over time learners will make these associations 

themselves from having seen instances of these lexical units re-occurring over time. A 

learner will choose the appropriate verbal form and make an appropriate agreement not 

because he is applying rules which he has learned but because he is applying the 

sequence of words he has been exposed to frequently in the past. Example: je  n ’en at 

plus, il fa u t que j  ’y  aille.

The PDP (Parallel Distributed Processing) research group headed by Rumelhart and

McClelland (1986) argue in favour o f a theory which is essentially cormectionist and

incorporates the information processing model. By feeding in language to a computer

programme incorporating the parallel processing units, the computer was able to

“acquire” language in a similar manner to humans, and showed evidence o f cormections

being created and strengthened between units over time, and over-generalisations on

structural entities emerged on the basis of perceived patterns. Ellis (1994) notes that the

PDP position, while some such as Pinker and Prince (1989) may see it as behaviourism

re-visited, attempts in fact to explain the internal neural processes in language learning.

He questions the extent to which this theory will dominate research in acquisition and

quotes Gasser (1990, p. 186)

It is now clear that some form o f connectionism will figure in a general model of 
human linguistic behaviour. The only question is whether the role will be a 
minor one... or whether the cormectionist account will supersede symbolic 
accounts, rendering them nothing more than approximations of the actual messy 
process.

Cormectionist theories question the need to focus specifically on form. If collocation is 

seen to automatically link lexical items together, this would suggest a case for words 

being studied in groups rather then in isolation as single units of meaning. Colligation in 

many ways is merely a development o f this idea and even overlaps with it as a concept. 

The grammatical form of a word required in any particular context, makes that word a 

lexical item as such rather than a derivation from a root form o f a lexical item. In theory, 

the strength of the connection between the initial lexical item and the appropriate form 

of the following word should be triggered without recourse to a rule as such.
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2.1.5 Conclusion

Having acknowledged the contribution o f behaviourism to ideas on language learning 

and Computer Aided Instruction, constructivist theories can be seen to be significant in 

providing an explanation o f learning, first and second language learning which embrace 

both socially mediated and internal processing dimensions. Cognitive and interactionist 

accounts o f language learning can be seen to be complementary rather than 

contradictory. A framework for considering Second Language Acquisition put forward 

by Gass (1988) and adapted by Ellis (1994) to include the distinction between implicit 

and explicit knowledge on the basis of research by Bialystok (1978) and N. Ellis (1991) 

can be a useful summary of a cognitive view of SLA, it is also accepted by 

interactionists as a useful framework for explaining how interaction may facilitate 

various stages of the input -  output phases. (Hegelheimer & Chapelle, 2000).
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Figure 2.1 “A fram ework fo r  investigating L2 acquisition” (Ellis, 1994, p. 349 based on Gass 1988).

Levy (1998, pp. 92-93) notes “as far as Piagetian and Vygotskian positions on language 

learning are concerned... in my opinion, both theoretical positions have the potential to 

inform research and practice in educational computing and in CALL”. Further 

implications of these two approaches will emerge in the areas of L2 reading and 

vocabulary acquisition and will be considered in more detail in the final section of the 

literature review dealing with L2 reading in multimedia environments.
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2.2. Reading in a Second Language

“Reading is the extraction and construction o f a message from a written text” according 

to Bernhardt (1999, p. 2). However the simplicity of such a definition belies the many 

different theories of reading which have developed over the past 40 years or so. 

Theories of reading generally originate in an LI context, theories of reading in a second 

or foreign language will necessarily be based on these but will also require additional 

hypotheses and research evidence to bridge the gap between two very different reading 

experiences. While the first part of this section focuses on features of LI and L2 reading, 

in the second part the contribution o f text will be considered and finally how the 

interaction between reader and text can be understood in the light of interactionist 

models of learning.

2.2.1 An Overview of Developments in Reading Theory

Most research makes a distinction between two different ways of describing reading. 

The first is to look at reading as a process, and within this context, bottom-up, top-down 

and interactive models can be considered. The second is to look at the components 

involved in reading as individual elements. The distinctions between different 

approaches can become blurred as components may be implied in process models and 

process a necessary adjunct to the existence o f components. A considerable amount of 

interesting research into the nature o f reading has been carried out in the context of 

assessing reading; the need to assess appropriately requires researchers to analyse 

carefully the process of reading, the skills required by readers and the different factors 

affecting comprehension. The distinction between reading per se and comprehension 

can also become blurred in this context.

Urquhart and Weir (1998) distinguish between process models and componential models, 

and consider both of them to be valuable. Alderson (2000) comes out in favour of 

process models and disputes the value of componential models. Grabe’s 1991 review 

article seeks to accommodate the two approaches and sees the process being sub-
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divided into a set o f component skills as a useful approach “A “reading components” 

perspective is an appropriate research direction to the extent that such an approach leads 

to important insights into the reading process” (Grabe, 1991, p. 382) He notes that in the 

area of cognitive psychology, the two positions correspond to “the notions of modularity 

o f processing components versus strongly interactive connections among processing 

components”, (Grabe, 1991, p. 384) This second position ties in with connectionist 

theory and a parallel distributed processing model.

2.2.1.1. Process Models of Reading

Initially, in an effort to move away from traditional bottom-up decoding o f text, research

into LI reading in the sixties and seventies led by Goodman emphasised the importance

of top-down processing skills, encouraging learner readers to guess unknown words

using background knowledge and prediction skills. What was significant about

Goodman’s theories was the role of the reader in constructing meaning

It is a psycholinguistic process in that it starts with a linguistic surface 
representation encoded by a writer and ends with meaning which the reader 
constructs. There is thus an essential interaction between language and thought 
in reading. The writer encodes thought as language and the reader decodes 
language as thought. (Goodman, 1975, p. 6)

Later models o f reading stressed the importance of the interaction o f different skills so 

that higher level processing and lower-level decoding together created meaning from 

written text. Rumelhart (1977) contested the notion of a linear model in favour o f a 

“pattern synthesiser”, which simultaneously processed data of different types. This ties 

in with Rumelhart’s significant work in the area of Parallel Distributed Processing a 

decade later (Rumelhart & McLelland 1986). Stanovich (1980, p. 63) with regard to his 

inter-active compensatory model remarked “The compensatory assumption states that a 

deficit in any knowledge results in a heavier reliance on other knowledge sources, 

regardless of their level in the processing hierarchy” In time this division of skills, even 

the notion of hierarchy led to more debate with Alderson (1990, p. 478) remarking “At 

least part of the process probably involves the simultaneous and variable use of different 

and overlapping “skills” . The division of skills into “higher” and “lower” orders.
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however tempting, does not seem to be justified in practice.” Alderson (2000, p. 11) 

considers the position o f Lunzer, Waite and Dolan (1979) i.e. that reading consists o f a 

single, global integrated aptitude, although he concedes that the existence of decoding 

and comprehension as separate elements may be acceptable as put forward by Gough, 

Juel and Griffith, (1992), and notes Carver’s (1992) “simple” view o f reading which 

includes word recognition skills, reading rate and problem-solving comprehension sidlls.

Both Alderson (2000) and Urquhart and Weir (1998) consider the terms “local” and 

“global” comprehension referring perhaps to the breadth o f processing rather than the 

level of processing, favouring initial work by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978). They 

suggested a different framework, where decoding leads to the establishment of micro

propositions. The combination of these micro-propositions then leads to a micro

structure of propositions. The more important o f these propositions together create a 

macro-structure which needs to be understood using global comprehension. This and 

further models by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) have become broadly accepted and 

adapted as explanations of the reading process, and are used widely as a framework for 

explaining how comprehension occurs and how meaning can break down.

2.2.1.2 Componential Models of Reading

Grabe’s 1991 article “Current developments in second language reading research” 

summarised developments during the eighties, Grabe’s (1999) article “Developments 

in Reading Research” updates research for the nineties. While the basic theories remain 

the same, we can see that bottom-up skills have been re-habilitated with “greater 

emphases on word recognition abilities, vocabulary knowledge, strategic processing and 

awareness of discourse organising principles”. (Grabe, 1999, p. 11)

Grabe (1999, p. 13) considers the components o f the reading process. He maintains the 

distinction between lower-level processing and higher level processing with working 

memory, where semi-processed language is stored as an interface between the two.
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Grabe’s model reflects closely models proposed by Just and Carpenter (1980) Kintsch 

(1988, 1994) van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) and Singer (1990)

2.2.1.2.1 Lower-level Processing

• Orthographic processing remains fundamental. The Orthographic Depth 

Hypothesis (Frost & Katz, 1992) argues that different languages have different 

orthographical depths depending on the closeness of the phonology to the 

orthography of the language.

• Morphemic structure, while always a part of word recognition lexical access, can be 

seen to encompass not just various forms of a word, but also significant syntactical 

and semantic information carried by these morphemes, particularly bound 

morphemes.

• Phonemic coding is seen by Grabe to be an important phase in word recognition and 

also very valuable for maintaining information in working memory. He notes that 

even fluent readers will phonemically encode, even in non-alphabetic scripts and 

sees it as a necessary rather than an optional stage as put forward in the dual-route 

theory of Perfetti and Zhang (1995).

According to Grabe, the input is then held in working memory, although he notes that 

“research is still investigating exactly what is stored, how much is stored, how it is 

stored and how it is used.” (Grabe, 1999, p. 15) At this point the input is processed in 

two ways;

• On a syntactic level, the reader reconstructs the grammatical structure of the 

sentence.

• On a semantic level, the reader constructs a proposition drawing on the lexical items 

and the syntactic processing.

Grabe argues in favour o f the propositional theory and prepositional networks and cites 

many researchers who would agree with the validity o f this conceptualisation. He notes 

that while there may be some disagreement with the notion of propositions, on the whole 

these lower level processing skills are accepted by most.
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2.2.1.2.2 Higher-level Processing

Grabe attempts to find common ground between researchers and notes that recently 

“research on discourse processing has converged on a number of central ideas while still 

disagreeing on specifics” (Grabe, 1999, p. 17). Therefore, from the initial lower-level 

processing level and coming from working memory and the individual propositions, the 

reader builds up

• A text model which reflects the textual information closely

• A situation model which reflects the content of the text, but also what the reader

brings to the text in the form of background knowledge, affective responses and 

individual interpretation.

Other considerations proposed by Grabe as being contributory factors in reading are:

• Inferencing is an important higher level process in that it allows readers to link 

information in an in-coming proposition to information in previous propositions, 

thus enabling the construction of a text model. Bridging inferencing allows the 

reader to connect a proposition to the situation model which is under construction. 

It is noted that good readers tend to make inferences, and that readers can be taught 

to infer meaning. However, he notes that research has not to date been able to 

account fully for the process.

• Discourse structuring principles are also o f significant importance in helping 

readers create the text model initially and establish a structure and hierarchy o f 

content leading to a coherent situational model.

• Strategies for reading comprehension have been considered important, but Grabe 

sees these as being more in the domain of educational psychology than cognitive 

psychology and not a component of the reading process per se. He acknowledges 

the importance of strategy training in reading which has been shown to yield positive 

results.

• World Knowledge and Content Knowledge have been the subject of much debate 

and are seen to impact significantly on comprehension.
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• Motivation and affective factors including the role o f topic interest, involvement, 

attitude, goal-setting, attributions o f success and self-regulation can impact 

significantly on reading. Grabe does not develop this significantly, while 

acknowledging that a significant body o f research has been carried out in the area in 

recent years.

2.2.1.3 Specific Features of Second Language Reading

Grabe (1999, p. 31) sees all o f the features o f LI reading as being applicable to the L2

reading context but sees some additional factors which place constraints on the L2

reading process. These features of L2 reading will be given further consideration in

subsequent sections.

• Vocabulary thresholds need to be at 95% (Laufer, 1989), authentic texts would 

usually fall well below this level. Uncertainty around how the bilingual lexicon 

functions suggests differences in processing L2 language.

• Authentic materials may produce significant emotional responses in students who 

are asked to comprehend texts beyond their comprehension levels.

• L2 readers need a level o f language awareness which helps them to use syntactic 

knowledge and discourse organising principles. (In first language reading this may 

be done at an implicit level, but in second language reading this needs to be explicit). 

They may engage in L2 -  LI translation.

• Slower reading rates and less automaticity will have an effect on the efficiency o f the 

process.

• L2 readers will have different cultural knowledge to that expected when reading first 

language texts.

• L2 readers will need a threshold of language knowledge in order to engage in LI 

processing skills.
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2.2.2 The Relative Contribution of LI Reading Skills and L2 Competence 

2.2.2.1 Transfer of LI Reading Skills

It would be usual for readers to learn to read in their first language before embarking on 

reading in a second language, and as such it could be considered that individuals learn to 

read once and then having acquired a second language can automatically transfer their 

LI reading skills to an L2 context. Coady (1979) notes that advanced L2 learners read in 

their L2 in much the same way as in their LI; however lower level readers will be 

unable to use their LI reading fluency due to lack o f L2 knowledge. Bernhardt (1999, p. 

2) notes that knowledge of the second language is required but “this knowledge is 

inevitably influenced by the level o f first language literacy, the intention to read, the 

motivation to read and the reader’s knowledge base” . However, there may be some 

element o f learning to read the L2 which is not automatic and which resembles native 

speakers learning to read that language. The distance between the LI and L2 will 

determine to some extent the automaticity of transfer o f L 1 reading ability. Bernhardt 

notes that transfer will be easier between English and French than English and Turkish, 

that difference in scripts for readers of Arabic or oriental languages entails a new 

approach to word recognition and that sharing o f a common culture e.g. European will 

also facilitate transfer.

2.2.2.2 L2 Competence

The transposition of Goodman’s (1967) psycholinguistic guessing game theory into the 

domain of L2 reading was somewhat controversial; the importance of prediction skills 

and guessing words in context was possibly overstated, ki reality, an LI reader trying to 

match graphemic input to a known phonetic and semantic lexical item, is quite a 

different form of “guessing” to an L2 reader trying to match graphemic input to an 

unknown lexical item for which he may not have phonetic, let alone semantic 

information.
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In the eighties, there was a move away from top-down processing and back towards

considering the importance of decoding. Clarke (1980, p. 119) put forward the “short-

circuit” hypothesis where inadequate language competence led to a breakdown in text

comprehension which top-down processing could not repair. Van Dijk and Kintsch

(1983, pp. 23-24) note:

what is really wrong with poor readers is that they recognise isolated words 
inaccurately and too slowly, and compensate for their lack in decoding with 
context-dependant guessing or hypothesis testing... good readers with their 
superior decoding skills can decode letters and words rapidly in bottom-up 
fashion, and therefore do not normally need to resort to guessing strategies.

Alderson (1984) asked the question whether L2 reading was a reading problem or a 

language problem which sparked considerable debate for a number o f years. Bernhardt 

and Kamil (1995, p. 15) looked more closely at the question a decade later and noted the 

existence of two conflicting hypotheses. The first, based on the “short circuit 

hypothesis” they refer to as “the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis” (LTH) and it states: 

In order to read in a second language, a level o f second language linguistic ability must 

first be achieved. The second hypothesis the “Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis” 

states that Reading performance in a second language is largely shared with reading 

ability in the first language. They re-state the problem by asking two interdependent 

questions:

1. How first language literate does a second language reader have to be in order 

to make a second language work?

2. How much second language knowledge does a second language reader have 

to have to make the first language reading knowledge work?

2.2.2.3 Thresholds of L2 Competence for Successful L2 Reading

Researchers have attempted to quantify what this threshold of language competence 

might be. This competence has been defined in terms of both grammatical ability and 

vocabulary knowledge.
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2.2.2.3.1 Grammatical Thresholds

Bernhardt (1999, p. 4) analyzes data from several studies including her own which 

indicate that “second language reading is principally dependent on grammatical ability 

in the L2”, with grammatical ability accounting for approximately 30% of the variation 

in L2 comprehension scores, followed by first language reading ability with a score of 

14% - 21%. Alderson (1999, p. 50) argues that Bernhardt’s claims can only be accepted 

if grammatical ability is clearly defined to include lexical knowledge. In an earlier study 

Alderson (1993, p. 219) found a high correlation between the ability to use grammar and 

the ability to read a text for academic purposes correctly.

Clapham (1996, p. 171) found a relationship between grammar thresholds and 

background knowledge thresholds. Using a grammar test to measure language 

proficiency, she found that students who scored a minimum of 60% on a grammar test 

could understand texts in their own discipline; students who scored over 80% could 

understand texts in other disciplines equally well. The role o f background knowledge 

therefore appears to be most important for students in this 60% - 80%) band.

2.2.2.3.Z Vocabulary Thresholds

Considerable research has been carried out on vocabulary thresholds and this is 

important in the context o f providing “comprehensible input” as defined by Krashen 

(1982). Attempts have been made to quantify the vocabulary threshold the L2 reader 

should have in order to read texts o f a general nature. Laufer’s (1992) research in EFL 

for example suggests that at 3,000 word families, students can score 56% in a reading 

comprehension test and each additional 1,000 word families will increase this score by 

7%. In a later article, Laufer remarks “It was shown that readers below the 3,000 

vocabulary level, did poorly on the reading test regardless of how high their academic 

ability was” (Laufer 1997, p.24). Laufer suggests that based on her own 1989 research 

and Deville (1985) there should be 95% coverage (approximately one unknown word in 

every second sentence). This would correspond to the i+1 criterion for comprehensible
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input as suggested by Krashen. Nation (2001, p. 147) notes that that for ease o f reading 

where reading is a pleasurable activity, 98% -  99% coverage would be necessary as 

suggested by research carried out by Hirsch and Nation (1992). At this level, the input 

may correspond to “i” rather than “i+1”. However, by relieving the pressure o f lack of 

vocabulary knowledge, the reader may begin to transfer his reading skills per se.

Guessing words from context has encountered a certain amount of bad press with 

researchers such as Laufer (1997), and Hulstijn, Hollander and Greidanus (1996) 

claiming that very often, contextual clues are inadequate and there are insufficient 

redundancies to provide the optimal context for guessing the meaning o f unfamiliar 

words. This will be looked at in more detail in the context o f vocabulary acquisition.

If one uses 95% coverage as a rule o f thumb for i+1, one could look at a particular text 

and see if it is suited to the actual group o f readers for whom it is intended, rather than 

corresponding to generalities of language threshold. Some researchers (Hulstijn et al. 

1996; Joe, 1998) have manipulated texts to suit the language level of the students so that 

the 95% coverage criterion is met. These issues will be dealt with further under 

consideration o f text.

2.2.3 The Role of Background Knowledge in L2 Reading

There has been considerable research on the role of background knowledge as a 

component in the reading process but primarily its role in text comprehension. Much of 

the research has been carried out in the field of EAP (English for Academic Purposes), 

and it is not always possible to extrapolate from such research for the purposes o f 

general text comprehension for more intermediate level students. As we saw above in 

regard to thresholds, the impact on different levels o f students is significant. The role o f 

background knowledge has also been considered important in the field o f testing o f 

reading because of the possibility that background knowledge could become a 

significant variable in performance among different readers. However, background 

knowledge does not necessarily have to be o f a highly specialised nature as in the case
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of EAP; Carrell (1983a) considered three types of background knowledge: context (prior 

knowledge of what the text would be about) transparency (the presence or absence of 

specific lexical terms as opposed to vague terms such as “things”) and familiarity (the 

reader’s own familiarity with the subject matter.

Any discussion on higher level processing skills necessarily entails consideration of the

role of background knowledge in the reading process. Clapham (1996, p. 16) remarks

In all top-down and interactive models of reading it is presumed that humans 
depend on memory or previous knowledge of some kind when they interpret 
written cues. Without background knowledge, they would not be able to take an 
active part in comprehending text. For example, they would not be able to make 
inferences or hypotheses about what was coming next. Fundamental to all these 
models, therefore, must be some system of storing and retrieving past knowledge.

2.2.3.1 Schema Theory

In order to account for how background knowledge was stored, research on schema 

theory carried out originally in the field of psychology by Bartlett (1932) has been used 

in more recent times as a way of explaining how information is stored and activated 

during LI and L2 reading. ““Schema” refers to an active organisation o f past reactions 

or past experiences, which must always be supposed to be operating in any well-adapted 

organic response”. (Bartlett, 1932, p. 201). The notion o f “schema” was built on by 

others such as Minsky (1977) who developed a frame system theory reflecting how we 

organise reality in our perceptions. An alternative to this was the theory of “scripts” “A 

script is a pre-determined stereotyped sequence of actions that define a well-known 

situation” as put forward by Schank and Abelson (1977, p. 422). Carrell (1983) and 

Anderson and Pearson (1988) in their consideration o f top-down processing suggested 

that incoming information was matched with the reader’s prior knowledge, which would 

be organised in terms o f “schemata”, “frames” or “scripts”. Bransford and Johnson 

(1973) had found that readers could easily activate inappropriate background knowledge 

in the absence of clear context. This becomes especially acute in an L2 reading context 

where readers are hoping to fill in gaps in meaning due to language problems by calling
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on background knowledge, but in fact this may be compounded by the background 

knowledge being inaccurate, or too specific to their LI culture.

The main purpose of triggering appropriate schemata therefore is to arrive at an 

appropriate mental model o f the text (Johnson-Laird 1983). Carrell (1988, p. 102) 

considers how Fillmore’s (1981) understanding of schema theory could be applied to the 

reading context. He showed how the pre-existence o f schemata in the reader’s mind 

could have a positive effect when textual clues in the L2 triggered a full range of 

appropriate concepts in the reader facilitating their comprehension o f the L2 text; on the 

other hand, there is a possible negative effect as triggering schemata which are particular 

to the LI culture can interfere with the reader’s ability to interpret the text accurately. 

Fillmore showed how readers could engage in text-based processing alone, taking each 

sentence in a text at face value. This he considered to be E-0 or zero level envisionment. 

Carrell (1988. p. 102) notes that readers in this mode were often “text-bound” and failed 

to interpret texts. At level E-1, the reader was beginning to create a text model linking 

micro-propositions in keeping with a Kintsch and Van Dijk model; at level E-2 , readers 

apply their life knowledge and begin to make inferences. However at E-3 readers begin 

to apply excessive amounts o f their own experience or personal opinions and disregard 

the actual content o f the text and the interference from their own schemata is detrimental 

to their understanding of the text. In the context of L2 reading, this brought to light the 

many problems associated with both content and formal schemata in a different 

linguistic and cultural setting. Firstly, cultural differences prevented the reader from 

interpreting the information correctly and secondly, in the area of formal schemata, 

inadequate understanding o f text organisation in the target culture could lead to 

inefficient processing of content.

From a pedagogical point o f view, one of the main impacts of schema theory has been 

the belief that readers, in particular L2 readers need a clear notion of context, to ensure 

that schemata have been appropriately instantiated before reading commences. Carrell 

sees the provision of a pre-reading activity, or an advance organiser as put forward by 

Ausubel (1963) to be beneficial to L2 readers approaching a new topic. This can supply
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the reader with the appropriate cultural schemata for the topic, or provide them with new 

schemata, if none had previously existed.

2 .23 .2  Towards a Reassessm ent o f the Im portance o f Schem a Theory

There has been considerable criticism of schema theory since the nineties. Grabe (1991, 

p. 384) noted that many psychologists and psycholinguists did not find it useful to 

explain reading processes and question whether information is stored in stable schemata 

as proposed by schema theory, but notes “the notion o f schemata remains a useful 

metaphorical explanation for many experimental results” . Urquhart and Weir (1998, p. 

71) note “L2 researchers entertain remarkably loose notions o f the whole concept, so 

that schemata can be activated or even acquired at the drop, so to speak o f a short 

passage of introductory reading”. Clapham (1996) notes that lack o f empirical proof of 

its existence and how it works has made researchers sceptical.

It remains nonetheless a useful, if not empirically proven, metaphor, to quote Grabe. 

The role of schemata in building mental models of incoming information may not be 

entirely clear, however the manner in which previous knowledge and life experience has 

been stored in the past would appear to have some effect on how new input is processed 

and the associations which may be made between new elements of this input and 

elements of previous knowledge and experience.

2 .2 .3J  Topic Interest and Background K nowledge in Text Com prehension

Topic interest and background knowledge are seen to be linked by many researchers on 

the basis that people tend to have high degrees o f background knowledge in topics 

which interest them (Guthrie 1981). Carrell and Wise (1998) note several researchers 

who found that they were independent variables (Baldwin, Peleg-Bruckner & 

McClintock, 1985; Pearson & Johnson, 1978) and they note that topic interest is an 

affective factor, whereas background knowledge is not. They conclude thus;
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Topic interest and prior knowledge may or may not be correlated for a given set 
of students and a given set of topics. Students may have an intrinsic, personal 
interest in a topic but may not have much prior knowledge; similarly, students 
may have a great deal of prior knowledge but may not be particularly interested 
in the topic”. (Carrell & Wise, 1998, p. 302)

Clapham (1996, p. 46) notes that in Carrell’s 1983 study, students had better recall o f an 

unfamiliar but novel topic for which they had little background knowledge than a 

familiar topic. She wonders “if a text is particularly interesting or unusual is it more 

memorable than one which is familiar but dull, and if this is the case, how does this fit in 

with schema theory?”

(Hudson 1982, p. 198) observes that “A high degree of background knowledge can 

overcome linguistic difficulties”. However, the move away from top-down processing 

has caused researchers to re-assess this role. In the area of testing, considerable research 

has been carried out to establish the extent to which background knowledge facilitates 

comprehension. Alderson and Urquhart (1985, p. 182) in their article “The test is unfair, 

I am not an economist” noted that if the topic is very specific, background knowledge 

will be a significant variable in comprehension performance. Carrell and Wise (1998) 

carried out research into the relative contribution o f background knowledge and topic 

interest but their findings showed moderate effect. They conclude “when either prior 

knowledge or topic interest is high, reading comprehension is slightly facilitated; 

reading may suffer most when both prior knowledge and topic interest are low .... This 

seems to be particularly so for lower level proficiency groups.” (Carrell & Wise, 1998, p. 

299) Interestingly, they found that by the time students reached third level standard, 

there appears to be a certain levelling off in so far as L2 readers will apply themselves 

sufficiently to texts which they perceive to be outside their subject area in order to 

achieve high levels o f understanding on a par with their peers who might be specialists 

in the area.

Under grammatical thresholds we considered Clapham’s finding that background 

knowledge is significant for students scoring between 60% and 80% on grammar tests.
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This would suggest that where proficiency levels are intermediate, background 

knowledge will have a significant effect in text comprehension.

hi the area of formal schemata, research has shown gender differences in understanding 

text types. Bugel and Buunk (1996) claim that the traditional information-based text 

corresponds more to LI reading of boys, leaving girls at a disadvantage when they are 

taking reading comprehension tests o f the usual EFL type. In this research, text type, 

background knowledge and topic interest were strongly linked as they reflected LI 

reading. They note “This study suggests that differential scores on male and female 

reading comprehension texts are associated with differences in prior knowledge and 

interests and mostly with differences in reading habits”. (Bugel & Buunk, 1996, p. 25)

2.2.4 Text Organisation and Cohesion

2.2.4.1 Text Organisation

This topic follows on to some extent from “formal schemata” as the way in which a text 

is organised, and the ideas organised in a text will on the one hand affect the readability 

o f the text but on the other hand may also be a function of the cultural conventions o f the 

L2 writing tradition. De Beaugrande (1980) distinguishes between narrative, descriptive 

and argumentative type texts. Much o f the research has been in the area of narrative 

texts, with very interesting insights into how the story-telling tradition o f a particular 

culture will greatly affect a reader’s reading o f a folk tale from a different culture. 

However, this is beyond the scope o f this study which will focus exclusively on 

expository texts.

Alderson (2000, p. 67) considers the features of expository texts, noting that Kintsch and 

van Dijk (1978) see that in general expository texts follow some form of schemata 

which facilitate the organisation of the macro-propositions and that different formal 

schemata exist for newspaper articles, reports etc. Meyer (1975) looks at different types 

of expository texts in the English language tradition and notes 5 main types:
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1. Collection o f descriptions: (lists o f items / ideas)

2. Causation: (cause and effect)

3. Response: (problem -  solution)

4. Comparison: (compare and contrast)

5. Description: (attribution)

She believes that readers take account of the structure o f a text when reading and will 

use their knowledge o f formal schemata to follow the propositions laid out in the text. 

Clapham (1996, p.45) reports on research by Meyer and Freedle (1984) in LI and 

replicated by Carrell (1985) in an L2 context which shows that students had most

difficulty recalling details o f text in the “collections of descriptions” category -  the other

three text types appear to have provided a more satisfactory macro-structure on which to 

hang the various ideas. This would suggest that choosing texts for readers should 

involve taking into account this factor in order to maximise the level o f engagement.

Nuttall (1996, p. 106) notes the importance of students coming to grips with text 

structure, and she sees this as being a function of both the way sentences are organised 

to create a paragraph and the way in which the paragraphs contribute to create an overall 

macro-proposition or set o f macro-propositions for the text. She suggests creating text 

diagrams in order to become familiar with how text is laid out as a part o f strategy 

training in “text attack skills”

2.2.4.2 Typologies of French Texts

While these types are applicable to the English language tradition, they are not 

completely transferable to the French language tradition. The French have given 

considerable attention to text types; identifying the characteristics of different types of 

texts is part o f the second level curriculum in France, learning to construct a text 

according to type a development o f this activity. Beck and Vaillant (1998) note that 

while initially definitions o f text types established in the English language tradition were 

adopted in France these were expanded to allow for a greater range of text types. In 

order to determine the text type two aspects are looked at: the superstructure which is the
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overall schema d ’organisation for the text and on the level o f microstructure, the 

language used, such as particular tenses.

Wlassoff-Delahousse (1999) identifies 7 text types based on research by Adam (1991) 

and Boissinot (1992) -  le texte narratif - le texte descrip tif-le  texte scenique - le  texte 

informatif -  le texte explicatif - le texte injonctif -  le texte argumentatif. On the level of 

micro-structure, certain linguistic elements can be seen to be associated with these texts 

types. With regard to the main types o f expository texts, the informative text can be 

characterised by "''effacement absolu de I ’enonciateur, lexique specifique, 

nominalisations etc.'\ the explanatory text would have similar characteristics but also 

''connecteiirs logiques causes /  consequence, le present d valeur general etc". The 

texte argumentatif is a little different and probably goes beyond the intentions of 

informing present in these texts: "'enonciation souvent implicite notamment dans 

I'appreciation, connecteurs logiques (notamment la concession), modalisation etc.” 

Interestingly, many researchers in the area note that one cannot necessarily classify an 

entire text, but only sequences in the text. Adam considers that one can establish a 

dominant text type, and then consider elements o f other text types within the same text.

Of particular interest to this study is the texte explicatif because of its suitability in 

terms o f content, this will be considered further under choice o f texts in section 5.1.2; 

the linguistic features identified below can also be seen to be particularly suited to 

intermediate level students;

a. L ’adjonction: this allows for sequencing of the elements in the text which can be 
simply additive {et, de plus, par ailleurs, de surcroit, en outre) or ordered {tout 
d ’ahord, ensuite; premierement, deuxiemement; non seulement, mais aussi)

b. Cause a effet: expressing cause {en effet, car..) consequence {d ’oii, c ’est 
pourquoi, done, alors), hypothesising {supposons que, admettons)

c. L ’exemple: introducing examples o f the point being made {par example, ainsi)
d. La reformulation: reiterating an idea being expressed so as to explain it further 

{autrement dit, c ’est a dire,) or to modify it slightly (plus precisement, dans le 
detail, a vrai dire)

e. Outils pour preciser. the writer can link information knowledge by using analogy 
and comparison {ressembler, c ’est un peu comme s i...)  or by pointing out the 
differences through contrast {toutefois, en revanche, cependant, mais, par 
contre (http://perso.club-internet.fr/fzpc/Go/Svnth EcrityExplik.htm)
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2 .2.43  Cohesion.

The issue o f coherence in text and cohesion as a term requires some consideration. A

rather teclmical definition o f cohesion is provided by de Beaugrande (1980, p. 19)

“cohesion subsumes procedures whereby surface elements appear as progressive

occurrences such that their sequential connectivity is maintained and made recoverable” .

Fundamentally a text needs to be coherent insofar as readers need to be able to create

meaning on the level o f micro-propositions and ensure that the meaning from one

sentence is related to that in the following sentence and so on. Nuttall (1996, p. 25)

notes that a text may be coherent without cohesive devices. In this case, the reader is

clear enough with regard to the meaning and the particular value o f each sentence in the

context to be able to infer the relations between them. One o f the issues therefore, is the

extent to which cohesion, or cohesive devices contribute to making text more coherent.

Alderson (2000, p.68) is dismissive of the role o f cohesion in understanding texts. He

stresses the need for coherence in a text, but says that “the effects of cohesion on

understanding and recall are weak” quoting research by Freebody and Anderson (1983)

and Hagerup-Neilsen (1977). He does admit however, that conjunctions can help

average ability readers to better understand a less familiar topic. Urquhart and Weir note

that even the term “cohesion” is somewhat of a coverall term used by de Beaugrande

(1980) for quite different features, notably:

The most obvious difference is that between Conjunction whereby a cohesive 
device indicates the pragmatic relationship between two text utterances or blocks, 
and devices such as Reference Substitution and Ellipsis, where the cohesive item 
replaces previously occurring parts o f text. (Urquhart & Weir, 1998, p. 74)

While Urquhart and Weir are unenthusiastic about cohesion in general and note a 

considerable lack of research in the area relegating it to an area o f interest of the 80’s 

and 90’s, it would seem premature to dismiss its role in text comprehension simply 

because o f lack o f research. Training in strategies o f reading emphasise establishing 

local and global meaning, and focusing on conjunctives would appear to be an important 

factor in this. A study o f the discourse markers in the text should allow a reader to 

establish the text type involved and subsequently instantiate the relevant schemata.
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Urquhart and Weir (1998, p. 75) note research by Cohen, Glasman, Rosenbaum-Cohen, 

Ferrara and Fine (1979) showing that L2 readers tend not to know the meaning of 

conjunctives. In the area of vocabulary learning, conjunctives may be particularly 

difficult to learn due to their lack o f “imageability” . Specific vocabulary training in this 

area might be required to meet this deficit.

Research by Chung (2000) specifically looked at how paragraph headings and logical

connectives helped L2 readers to understand a text. While advanced readers could

manage without them, for students o f a lower level, the presence or absence o f these

items was seen to be considerable. Interestingly, she notes

Paragraph headings facilitated top-down processing in the first place and guided 
the processing o f the information at a lower level. Such a process was cyclical. 
In other words, information flowed between the two levels o f meaning 
representation: micro-structure and macrostructure. (Chung, 2000 p. 255)

Logical connectives alone contributed at the level o f understanding o f macrostructure, 

but not of microstructure. Less proficient readers benefited most from a combination of 

both paragraph headings and logical connectives; Chung sees this as being due to 

information processing theory whereby a concept or fact frequently processed will 

increase in strength. The signals in this case allow for the main ideas to be more 

frequently processed and become source nodes from which activation with regard to the 

rest of the text spreads.

With regard to reference, substitution and ellipsis, in the next section on working

memory consideration is given to the fact that weaker L2 readers may have difficulty

holding information in working memory long enough to be able to make the connection

between a reference or recurrence o f a previous item or section of text. Walter (2004, p.

329) sees lower intermediate level students differing to upper intermediate level students

in dealing with pro-forms.

The upper-intermediate participants were resolving Immediate and Remote pro
forms similarly well in LI and L2. The lower-intermediate participants resolved 
Immediate and Remote pro-forms well in LI, and resolved Immediate pro-forms 
well in L2. ...however the lower-intermediates were significantly worse at 
resolving Remote pro-forms in L2 than in L 1.
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Again Nuttall (1996, p. 86) argues in favour o f specific training in this area. Sie 

suggests that L2 readers benefit from training in interpreting pro-forms and that because 

pro-forms may be anaphoric or cataphoric, requiring learners to locate them in a text 

may be is useful exercise. With regard to ellipsis, different languages may ha/e 

different levels of acceptance of ellipsis in particular structures, with English lor 

example tolerating ellipsis o f subject pronouns where French would not.

2.2.5 Time Factors and Autom aticity in L2 Reading

An important characteristic o f reading is the economy o f effort demonstrated by readers 

in extracting information from text. Goodman (1975, p. 6) noted “readers are efficient 

in using the least amount of effort to achieve effectiveness. To accomplish tLis 

efficiency readers maintain constant focus on constructing the meaning throughout tie 

process, always seeking the most direct path to meaning”. Samuels and Kamil (1984, p. 

32) argue that this idea of time might be an important factor in the approach used by tie 

reader “Even if a skilled reader can generate predictions, the amount of time necesscry 

to generate a prediction may be greater than the amount of time the skilled reader needs 

simply to recognise words”. This statement takes on even greater importance in the 

context of second language learning where word recognition can be a far grea:er 

problem than in native language reading. Eskey (1988, p. 95) also emphasises ihe 

shortest route to meaning and the importance of developing good reading rates and ci:es 

Stanovich (1980, p. 44) “Reading rate is more dependant on the speed with whicl. a 

reader can recognise words and construct a representation than on the ability to Lse 

predictions.” Carver (1982) notes that in LI there are similar rates for processing o f 

language in reading and listening modes i.e. approximately 300 words per minute. Tiis 

is considered to be the “rauding” rate and represents a threshold, in that efficier.cy 

decreases dramatically when readers try to increase this rate. Forcing L2 readers to :ry 

to read as quickly as in LI would bring them past this threshold at an early stage, w hxh 

would be detrimental to their comprehension levels. However, as information is be:ng 

processed more slowly, this will necessarily affect the efficiency of the process.
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Segalowitz, Poulsen and Komoda (1991, p. 20) remarks that even proficient L2 readers 

read more slowly in their second language than in their first and that this is due to basic 

word recognition rates.

2.2.5.1 The Role of Working Memory in the Reading Process

One o f the key elements when considering reader efficiency is the role of working 

memory during the reading process. Grabe (1999, p. 28) outlines the model put forward 

by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) who consider the operation of the memory system in 

discourse comprehension in relation to three different levels of comprehension 

representation. The first stage is the “verbatim representation” which is subject to very 

rapid decay once some meaning has been extracted to create an initial proposition. This 

sentence level proposition can then be held in working memory while the next 

proposition is being constructed, but this then needs to be stored as meaning rather than 

form in a text-based representation, until finally, a situation model is created which 

readers construct from the meaning they have gleaned from the text combined with 

information they bring to the text themselves.

2.2.5.2 Breakdowns in Meaning and Working Memory

An important consideration here is the fact that any breakdown in comprehension due to 

inadequate decoding skills is going to impact on the efficiency of the students’ working 

memory. In Walter’s (2000) experiment lower intermediate readers performed perfectly 

well on LI texts, and on L2 texts were able to relate repeated items and pro-forms to 

each other when close together, but not when they were more than two clauses away. 

This demonstrates how difficult it is for L2 readers to create stable micro-propositions 

on which to build subsequent micro-propositions. She notes “This supports the 

hypothesis that it is the ability to build mental representations of text that fails to be 

transferred in the L2 reading threshold phenomenon” (Walter 2000). Frequent 

interruptions in the reading process may mean that readers fail to build up a text-based 

model, let alone a situation model, with a coherent macro-structure. Micro-propositions
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which have slipped out of working memory in the course of the reading of a text will 

leave the overall argument o f a text fragmented. As seen in section 2.2.3.1, a reader then 

bringing his own knowledge to the text may do so quite inaccurately, even imposing an 

overall meaning inappropriate to the full context o f the text.

While a breakdown in meaning may cause such an interruption in the reading process, 

equally, accessing help in the form o f a gloss, dictionary or indeed teacher intervention 

may solve the problem of understanding that particular proposition but may have caused 

the previous proposition which was not problematic to have been lost before being 

properly integrated. Hulstijn et al. (1996) have noted resistance among L2 readers to 

using dictionaries and evidence o f simply ignoring unknown words. These may actually 

be healthy attitudes on the part of readers to prioritise overall meaning.

In the context of negotiation of meaning in interactionist theory, it was noted that a 

breakdown in meaning allowed for focus on form, and the repair o f the breakdown the 

opportunity for the learner to focus and perhaps subsequently acquire a new form. While 

oral learner discourse usually consists o f short exchanges on simple topics, and once a 

breakdown has been repaired the possibility of picking up the conversation again easily; 

in the context of reading, the overall thread of the argument of the text may have been 

lost during the breakdown. The teacher of reading needs to look at the advantages in 

relation to working memory in getting L2 readers to forge ahead with reading a text 

trying to ignore individual items not understood in favour o f gleaning overall meaning. 

This brings us back to the argument of over-reliance on “guessing”, and ultimately the 

construction of an inaccurate mental model.

What types of help will least interfere with working memory? Arguably, glosses will be 

quicker to access than a dictionary or a teacher. However the level o f engagement will 

be lower with glosses, the negotiation of meaning weakened in the process and the focus 

on form so fleeting that it may not lead to any acquisition. Lomicka (1998) found her 

students when presented with a range of different types of glosses, tended to choose the 

L 1 translation glosses. She comments;
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Many students erroneously interpret comprehension as a process consisting of 
mere translation and para-phrasing. Students seem to be generally satisfied with 
achieving a minimal level of comprehension via quick and basic translation. If 
they are able to translate the words into their L I, then they assume they have 
understood the text. In doing this students often fail to achieve a global 
understanding of the text. (Lomicka, 1998, p. 50)

Widdowson (1978, p. 85) distinguishes between different types of glosses but notes that 

one of the disadvantages of certain types o f glossing is “it tends to relieve the learner o f 

the essential task of interpreting the discourse for himself.” A further discussion o f this 

will be considered in section 2.3 in the context o f vocabulary acquisition. What is clear 

for the moment is that consultation of word meaning from outside sources may clarify 

the meaning o f individual words and sentences but may be detrimental to the building of 

text meaning because of the pressure on working memory to hold on to the concepts of 

the text while the offending word is being checked. In this context, L2 readers are 

unlikely to be able to reach a full understanding o f a text on a single reading.

2.2.6 L2 Reading Texts as a Source of Comprehensible Input

Krashen (1982, p. 58) argued that a naturalistic setting may not be the best environment 

for language learners from beginner level right up to intermediate level, because o f the 

fact that the input they are exposed to in such situations would not be “comprehensible” . 

He makes the case for instructional environments rich in opportunities to engage with 

comprehensible input being more acquisition-promoting than a naturalistic setting.

2.2.6.1 Vocabulary Acquisition from L2 Texts

While much of the focus in Krashen’s 1982 work is on oral language, he also notes the 

value of reading materials as a source of comprehensible input. Krashen (1989, 2000) 

considers that reading as input should be pleasure reading, where the reader can pick 

something of interest and then read it in whichever way he feels inclined. The reader 

will therefore automatically choose reading material to suit his level. Krashen (1989, p. 

440) claims that we acquire vocabulary and spelling by reading “The Input Hypothesis
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assumes that we acquire language by understanding messages. I argue that the best 

hypothesis is that competence in spelling and vocabulary is most efficiently attained by 

comprehensible input in the form of reading.” As with his general principles on 

language acquisition, Krashen sees reading affording the opportunity o f acquiring 

language using Chomsky’s Language Acquisition Device, which he argues is more 

effective than a skills building approach. With regard to vocabulary development, 

Krashen considers research by Nagy and Herman (1987) which shows greater 

vocabulary gains from a skill-building type approach than from reading, but notes that 

they see reading providing a deeper knowledge o f words than other methods. Krashen 

(1989, p. 450) summarises “It thus appears to be the case that vocabulary teaching 

methods that attempt to do what reading does -  give the student a complete knowledge 

of the word -  are not efficient, and those that are efficient result in superficial 

knowledge”. A decade later, Krashen (2000) is still promoting reading as a source o f 

input, again emphasising the importance o f reading for pleasure and arguing in favour o f 

extensive reading programmes.

2.2.6.2 Incidental Vocabulary Acquisition

Many researchers would disagree with Krashen’s view that exposure alone is sufficient

for readers to acquire language. While Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 174) accept

Krashen’s findings, they remark:

The process by which “incidental” acquisition occurs through reading is slow 
however and there is no way to predict which words will be learned, when, nor to 
what degree. The question remains as to whether instructional intervention could 
support the process and make it more directed and efficient.

They also note that knowledge of items is incremental, with learners having varying 

levels of knowledge of individual items. Repeated exposure to these items is required in 

order to push them higher on the scale from low level recognition to being able to re-use 

the item in an appropriate context. Schmidt and Frota (1986) emphasise the importance 

of noticing input so that unknown target language forms can become known and 

subsequently used. Hulstijn et al. (1996, p. 327) look at incidental vocabulary learning
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and looks at the negative evidence -  why learners fail to spontaneously learn previously 

unknown words. These include

• Simple failure to notice the word, or a belief they already know its meaning.

• Readers decide to ignore the word.

• If the context is very clear, they may access the meaning and ignore the form of the 

word.

• The meaning may not be inferable from context.

• Readers tend to be economical in their use of dictionaries: for short texts they may

look up most words, for longer texts they will tire if there is new information

overload.

This research will be looked at more closely later in the context of vocabulary 

development.

2.2.7 Negotiation of Meaning on Written Texts.

When a learner engages with a written text, the experience can be quite different to 

when a learner engages in conversation with a teacher, native speaker or “expert” . 

While the text may provide expert input, it is not necessarily comprehensible for an L2 

reader or indeed for the range o f L2 readers likely to read it. Widdowson (1985, p. 20) 

observes:

No negotiation by active participation is possible: the reader and writer cannot, 
as conversationalists can, work together in directing the course of 
communication. This does not mean that no negotiation takes place. The writer 
is engaged in a kind of vicarious interaction with a presumed reader and 
anticipates and provides for likely reactions.

However, there may very well be a gap between the writer’s actual audience and the 

intended audience, in particular where the L2 reader is concerned. The writer may have 

incorporated re-iterations and clarifications into the text for the native speaker, but these 

may fall short of the needs of the L2 reader. Texts written specifically for L2 learners, 

although ostensibly more suited to their needs may not be as rich in terms of language 

and insights into the target culture. This is discussed further in the section on authentic 

texts.
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2.2.7.1 Scaffolding Texts

To some extent, using a Vygotslcian paradigm, every writer as “expert” treats the reader 

as a “novice”, and in this role provides some scaffolding for the reader. Training in 

strategies can show the reader how to interact with a text and make the most of the 

“scaffolding” which the writer has provided in the text, because ultimately all writers 

have as an objective to convey rather than to obscure meaning. Research has shown that 

training in strategies can improve levels o f comprehension (Brown, Presley, Van Meter 

& Schuder, 1996; Slavin 1995). Eskey and Grabe (1988, p. 229) suggest even basic 

strategy training in SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review) can be effective in 

an L2 reading context. Grabe (1999, p. 22) gives a more detailed list o f strategies:

• Recognising affixes and root forms o f words

• Sounding out o f words to assist recognition

• Determining the subject and main verb o f a complex sentence

• Interpreting and learning new vocabulary

• Recognising miscomprehension

• Recognising discourse organisation

• Locating the main idea o f the text

• Questioning information and predicting upcoming information

• Repairing non-comprehension

Urquhart and Weir (1998, p. 183) suggest meta-cognitive strategies corresponding to the 

stages o f reading:

• Pre-reading phase: Previewing a text (title, sub-headings etc) and prediction 

(anticipating content and activating background knowledge on the text).

• While-reading phase: Self-questioning (Text talk as described by Nutall 1996) and 

Self-monitoring (checking that comprehension is taking place).

• Post-reading phase: Evaluation and personal response.
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1 2 .1.1 Tasks as Scaffolds

Setting a reading task for a particular text is also a way of providing supplementary 

scaffolding. Tasks can encourage the use o f strategies as outlined above; they can also 

be used to address the deficit in language competence in the reader. Urquhart and Weir 

(1998, p. 175) note that tasks “may well be broken down, staged or scaffolded to help 

the less able learner”. Discrete questions may be used to ensure a text model is being 

built up through efficient decoding. Open-ended questions may force the reader to 

create a mental model o f the text and engage in generative processing. Subsequent 

production o f output will also force him to compare his language production with forms 

in the text and thus engage in self-monitoring and clarification.

1.1 .1.3 Reader-driven Interaction on Texts

We have seen how a teacher may provide a scaffold by providing a worksheet which can 

lead the learner through a text. However, to develop independent readers, learners also 

have to be able to lead the reading process. While specific focus may need to be put on 

the development of reading strategies initially, in time the reader should have learned to 

apply these without prompting. Without teacher constructed scaffolding, the meaning of 

the text may remain inaccessible to the reader; at this stage lack o f L2 knowledge is 

manifesting itself in the form of breakdowns in meaning and higher-order skills such as 

inferring meaning are inadequate to repair such breakdowns. In a conversation, meaning 

would be negotiated between the two participants -  what happens with text?

A breakdown in meaning will cause the reader to look for modification of input. As we 

have already seen in the context o f oral discourse, such occasions are an opportunity to 

focus on form and therefore the opportunity to provide the reader with an appropriate 

modification which will not only clarify meaning but provide the opportunity for 

integrating the item not understood into a new knowledge base. Providing dictionaries 

and glosses is the most obvious way o f providing this modified input. In this context 

two considerations are essential; firstly to identify where breakdowns in meaning might
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occur for a range o f readers on a particular text and secondly to look at how negotiation 

o f meaning can be simulated in a textual context providing assistance which would 

resemble native speaker modifications and provide not just direct lexical access to the 

text, but the opportunity to acquire a deep contextual understanding of the new item. 

This will be considered further in the context of glossing in a multimedia environment in 

section 2.4.

2.2.8 Text Difficulty

Grellet (1980, p. 7) notes that the difficulty o f a comprehension exercise is a function of 

the combined effects o f text and task. As noted previously, to develop independent 

readers, we have to look towards students working on texts without the provision o f a 

task or worksheet, and at this point inherent text difficulty needs to be considered. It 

was also noted that students who have been trained to use reading strategies should 

automatically be able to generate a similar scaffold for themselves to create the 

appropriate level of interaction with the text. The question arises also as to whether it is 

justifiable to simplify texts, and if so, what adjustments will actually make it more 

readable.

2.2.8.1 Evaluating Text Difficulty

Most researchers agree that traditional indexes o f text difficulty in LI such as the 

Gunning fog index or the Flesh index are o f little use for predicting readability o f these 

texts as L2 texts. Urquhart and Weir (1998, p. 146) note “the literature abounds with 

warnings against reliance on readability formulas for estimating text difficulty”. They 

quote Miller and Kintsch (1980) “the readability o f a text is determined by the ways that 

certain text properties -  primarily the arrangement o f the propositions Ln the text base, 

but also word frequency and sentence length -  interact with the reader’s processing 

strategies and resources”. While on the level o f vocabulary, 95% coverage was 

considered optimal for text comprehension, but apart from vocabulary, other factors may 

play an even more important role.
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Fulcher (1997, p. 504) carried out research on what made texts difficult and proposed a 

list of factors which tend to pose problems in communication between the writer and 

reader. These revolve around the intended audience, the clarity o f purpose, the ability to 

predict content, the sequencing of topics and the volume o f information provided. He 

sees these factors being inter-linked and therefore having a chain effect on the coherence 

o f a text. “With an unclear concept of audience, it is frequently the case that the purpose 

of the text, the message which the writer wished to communicate and the topical focus is 

confused and unclear” . He notes in particular inadequately signalled topic-switching 

which poses problems for readers trying to predict meaning, and the amount of 

information on a particular topic being so great that the reader’ short-term memory is 

overloaded. Features of poor text can be summarised thus (Fulcher 1997, p. 507):

• Absence o f awareness o f the reader

• No clear goal

• Poor introduction of information and poor connections between sentences

• Poor organisation of topics and frequent switching between topics

• Lack of discourse markers and headings or sub-titles

• Distance between subject and verb in long sentences

The issues for L2 reading are considerable. The issue of audience and purpose tie back 

into the notion of authenticity. Even where a writer writes for a particular audience, our 

L2 readers are unlikely to match the profile of an LI audience. It also highlights the role 

o f formal schemata and text organisation and the importance of cohesive devices. This 

is borne out from evidence from texts which scored high on the Flesh index, but were 

found to be readable:

• Clear presentation of the purpose of the text

• Enumeration of information in paragraphs

• Repetitions of structure in examples given
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2.2.S.2 Sim plifying Texts

From Fulcher’s research, it becomes apparent that “simplifying” a text is more complex 

than one might at first imagine. Creating shorter simpler sentences may at some level 

help readers decode each sentence, but may not contribute to creating a text-based model, 

let alone a situation model. On the contrary, adding to the text signals and cohesive 

devices, and linking shorter sentences with appropriate discourse markers may 

significantly contribute towards coherent processing o f the text. Grellet (1980) remarks 

“paradoxically, simplifying a text often results in increased difficulty because the system 

o f references, repetition and redundancy as well as the discourse indicators one relies on 

when reading are often removed or at least significantly altered”.

Davies (1984) considers the implications o f simplifying texts, where the teacher 

consciously adjusts the language presented to the learner. Fie distinguishes between 

simple accounts and simple versions quoting Widdowson “a simple account is a genuine 

instance of discourse, designed to meet a communicative purpose.... A simplified 

version is not genuine discourse, it is a contrivance for teaching language” Widdowson 

(1978, p. 88) notes that simplified versions are necessarily distorted. Simple accounts 

on the other hand are new versions of information and can be considered to stand alone 

without the original text. He remarks “The language must be such that the learner is 

willing and able to react to it authentically as an instance o f discourse”. (Widdowson 

1978, p. 89) Davies cites Lautamatti (1978) who believed that for early learners, it 

makes sense to start with simpler texts but always with a view to preparing them 

ultimately for dealing with authentic texts. As such, she considers that simplification 

and authenticity rather than being contradictories are at two ends of the same continuum.

In the eighties and nineties however, there was a considerable move towards the use of 

only authentic texts and opposition to simplifying texts, even for lower level learners. 

These arguments will be considered in the next section.
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2.2.S.3 The Importance of Authenticity

Grellet (1980, p. 8) makes the case for using authentic texts, and keeping their original

authentic format. “Authenticity means that nothing of the original text is changed and

also that its presentation and layout are retained” . She argues in favour o f simple tasks

to compensate for difficult texts. Little, Devitt and Singleton (1988) note that authentic

texts are an essential part of communicative language pedagogy, as the texts were

written with a communicative purpose in the target language comjnunity. They see two

main reasons for using authentic texts:

First, because they have been written for a communicative purpose, they are
more interesting than texts which have been invented to illustrate the usage of
some feature o f the target language; learners are thus likely to fmd them more 
motivating than invented texts. Secondly, because they revolve around content 
rather than form, authentic texts are likely to have more acquisition-promoting 
content than invented texts. (Little et al. 1988, p. 22)

They believe that this is because “they can challenge learners to activate relevant 

knowledge of the world, o f discourse, and of the language system, and thus construct the 

conditions for further learning” . (Little et al., 1988, p. 24). In the context of reading this 

suggests that authentic materials may stimulate readers to engage in more high-order 

processing, drawing on background knowledge or at least challenging their existing 

world knowledge and leading them to broaden or add to their schemata.

It was noted in section 2.1 that in LI learning, meaning was prioritised in child-directed 

speech, and in L2 reading, extracting meaning, is seen to be the main priority. Little et 

al. (1987, p. 22) note that with authentic texts meaning takes priority over form, and that 

while authentic tasks on authentic texts should be meaning focused to reflect real-life 

situations and the communicative element of text, there is always the opportunity to 

focus on form, and authentic texts can provide a living context for consideration of form.

Not all researchers agree on the absolute superiority o f authentic texts. Urquhart and 

Weir (1998, p. 141) note that “There has been a consensus for a number of years that 

texts used both for teaching and testing should be “authentic”, though this requirement
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has become more a matter o f common sense than, as originally, o f almost missionary 

dogma”. They quote Williams and Moran (1989) who note that authenticity is not taken 

as literally as was once the case, Lewkowicz (1997) who believes that texts may be 

modified, but with “due caution”, emphasising the importance of texts containing salient 

authentic features and that full authenticity may not be necessary, attainable or desirable.

2.2.S.4 Issues in “Reading” Authentic Texts

Perhaps a distinction could be made between “working” with authentic texts and 

“reading” authentic texts. Alderson (2000, p. 297) notes that UCLES (the University of 

Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate) for their Certificates in Communicative 

Skills in English uses the same collection o f  authentic materials for testing reading skills 

for levels 1 -  4 where level 1 is Preliminary and level 4 is Proficiency. Preliminary level 

readers may very well “extract” and “construct” a message, or indeed several 

independent messages from an authentic text. However, it is unrealistic to imagine that 

they will engage in the reading process and create accurate and coherent text-based and 

situation models in the manner outlined in the previously cited Van Dijk and Kintsh 

(1983) model as proficient level readers would. A true reading o f an authentic text may 

need to take into account the notion of language threshold and vocabulary coverage as 

discussed previously. UCLES documentation on the perceived complexity o f the tasks 

highlights this difference: as regards complexity they note:

Level 1: Does not need to follow the details o f the structure of the text

Level 2; The structure of a simple text will generally be perceived but tasks

should depend only on explicit markers.

Level 3: The structure of a simple text may generally be perceived and tasks may 

require understanding of this

Level 4: The structure of the text followed even when it is not signalled 

explicitly.

This leads on to an area which Urquhart and Weir (1998, p. 101) note is somewhat 

neglected in the research i.e. the skills involved in different kinds of reading. They
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consider that most instances o f “reading” involves in fact carefiil reading, “We have 

theories of careful reading but very little on how readers process texts quickly and 

selectively i.e. expeditiously, to extract important information in line with intended 

purpose”. We have seen under the section on time factors in the reading process that LI 

readers are efficient and expeditious; arguably L2 readers should demonstrate similar 

characteristics in order to become independent readers. This also ties in with the notion 

of authenticity of the reading situation. Urquhart and Weir note five kinds of reading; 

search reading, skimming, scanning, careful reading, browsing.

2.2.9 Assessing Reading

2.2.9.1 Assessment of General v. Specific Reading Skills

The approach taken to assessing reading will necessarily reflect the approach taken to 

reading itself as outlined in section 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 which dealt with process and 

componential models o f reading. However while Munby (1978) for example lists 19 

different micro-skill involved in reading which could be tested, Alderson (2000, pp. 94 - 

96) makes the case that these skills are not discrete and would be very difficult to test for, 

and puts forward simpler frameworks based on general reading ability which attempt to 

measure just a few general and specific skills. Lennon (1962) suggests word knowledge, 

explicitly stated material, implicitly stated material, appreciation; Rost (1993) proposes 

just two elements: inferential reading comprehension and vocabulary; Carroll (1993) 

lists general reading comprehension, special reading comprehension, reading decoding 

and reading speed as measurable entities. Urquhart and Weir (1998) suggest a matrix of 

reading types based on notions of local and global comprehension corresponding to the 

creation of micro-propositions and macro-propositions as suggested by Kintsch and van 

Dijk’s 1978 model of reading. Urquhart and Weir see the possibility of combining 

these approaches with time constraints in a testing situation.
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Table 2.1 Matrix of reading types (Urquhart »& Weir, 1998, p. 123)

Global Local
E.xpeditious A. Skimming quickly to establish 

discourse topics and main ideas.
Search reading to locate quickly and 
understand information related to pre
determined needs.

B. Scanning to locate specific information; 
symbol or group o f  symbols; names, dates, 
figures or words.

Careful C. Reading carefiilly to establish accurate 
comprehension of the explicitly stated 
main ideas the author wishes to convey; 
propositional inferencing.

D. Understanding syntactic structure of  
sentence and clause. Understanding 
lexical and / or grammatical cohesion. 
Understanding lexis / meaning o f lexical 
items from morphology and context.

1 2 .9.2 Issues in Testing Reading

There are many comphcating factors in testing reading comprehension. There is the 

possibihty that what is actually being measured is reasoning ability, memory, IQ, 

(Alderson 2000) or background knowledge as outlined in the article “The test is unfair, 

I ’m not an economist” (Alderson & Urquhart 1988). Alderson sees that the effect of 

intelligence in performance may extend beyond the processing of the text, to the 

processing of the test and test items. This may be particularly true of multiple choice 

type questions or cloze tests where intelligent students may use reasoning and logic to 

eliminate wrong options rather than language ability to choose the correct answer.

One of the main issues which emerges with regard to test items is the fact that the 

questions themselves may be bringing information to the readers which help them to 

understand the text. This is particularly true where the test items are in the LI (Shohamy 

1984). Alderson (2000, pp 202 -  233) comes out strongly in favour of using different 

approaches to testing and notes three main question types:

1. Selected response (typically multiple choice or true -  false)

2. Limited production (short-answer questions, typically requiring up to a single 

utterance)

3. Extended production response (longer than a single sentence but ranging from 

two sentences to virtually free written composition).
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In the context of this study, the third type is of particular relevance in the context of 

testing students through summary writing and in a delayed recall test, this will be 

considered in further detail below.

2.2.9.3 Extended Production for Testing Reading Comprehension.

The literature on testing reading comprehension sees considerable benefits in the use o f 

free recall and sees summary-writing as being a variation on this. Alderson (2000, p.230) 

notes that free recall tests may provide “a purer measure o f comprehension since test 

questions do not intervene between the reader and the text” . In order to write a summary, 

Alderson believes that “students need to understand the main ideas o f the text, to 

separate relevant from irrelevant ideas, to organise their thoughts about the text and so 

on, in order to be able to do the task satisfactorily”. However he notes that summary 

writing in the L2 may well be a test o f writing skills rather than understanding.

Summary writing in the LI may therefore allow for seeing if  the students are building 

stable mental representations of the information in the text, but it may also play a part in 

the very building up of these mental representations. Zwann & Brown (1996) carried 

out research into the number o f causal inferences made by skilled and less skilled L2 

readers in recall exercises in the LI and L2. They found that less skilled readers had 

significant problems in L2 recall and even skilled readers who were able to create a 

strong text-base in the L2, had difficulty creating strong situation models in the L2. 

Donin & Silva (1993) noted that L2 readers failed to use inferencing when recalling 

texts in their L2, but did use inferencing when the recall was carried out in the LI. 

Recalling in the LI therefore can be seen to be more effective for converting language 

into meaning.

Many researchers (Meyer & Rice 1984, Alderson 2000) agree that both free recall and 

summary writing are very difficult to score. While Meyer (1975) and Bernhardt (1991a) 

support the notion of “prepositional analysis” where idea units and relations between 

idea units are scored, Alderson sees the complexity o f this approach prohibitive
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(Bernhardt admits establishing a marking framework for a text could take up to 50 

hours). Working just with idea units without considering relationships is put forward by 

Alderson as an alternative, although he notes that identifying idea units can be difficult. 

On the one hand general propositions based on ideas can be taken as units, on the other 

hand he suggests “an alternative is to treat every content word or phrase as potentially 

containing a separate idea”.

2.2.10 Conclusion

Reading in a second language can be seen to have many o f the characteristics of first 

language reading but also to have specific features which impact significantly on the 

processing o f L2 texts. The Kintsch & van Dijk (1978) framework for reading was seen 

to summarise well the general processes at work in L2 reading where the reader decodes 

word by word and creates micro-propositions which then come together as macro

propositions. The pressure on working memory as information is processed was seen to 

be considerable and scaffolding L2 reading would need to account for this. The manner 

in which information is stored and structured according to schema theory helps us 

understand how background knowledge is also a major factor in reading L2 texts. The 

importance o f texts as input with which readers interact was highlighted, the importance 

of this input being comprehensible underpins the potential the reader has to interact with 

text in a meaningfiil way and acquire language in so doing. The issue of vocabulary 

acquisition therefore needs further consideration both from the point of view of 

cognitive processes at work and the manner in which such acquisition can be supported 

by mediating meanings during the reading process through appropriate scaffolding.
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2.3 Vocabulary Acquisition

Having set the context for learning and for learning from second language reading in 

particular, this section of the literature review deals with the specific issue of vocabulary 

acquisition, vocabulary acquisition from reading and how the acquisition and retention 

o f vocabulary can be facilitated through different means o f scaffolding which would 

include both the development o f strategies on the part of the learner and the provision of 

glosses by the teacher.

2.3.1 General Considerations on Vocabulary Building

In section 2.2.2.3 the existence o f vocabulary thresholds for successful second language 

reading emerged as an important point. From the perspective o f vocabular>' instruction 

therefore, consideration needs to be given to how vocabulary is learned from reading 

texts, but also how the learning o f this vocabulary can contribute to the learner’s general 

vocabulary threshold, thus facilitating future reading. Nation (2001, p. 11) makes the 

distinction between high-frequency words and low-frequency words. It becomes 

apparent that mastery o f the first 1,000 words will already give coverage of 84% of 

conversational language, but only 75.6% of the language in a journalistic article. The 

next 2,000 words will bring the level to 90.3% for conversational language and 80.3% 

for journalistic articles. High-frequency words he notes are the 2,000 word families 

which appear in Michael W est’s (1953) A General Service List o f  English Words. He 

notes that this list constitutes 80% of the running words in a general text. Given the fact 

that an educated adult English speaker has a vocabulary o f approximately 20,000 word 

families, it is remarkable that just 3,000 word families can give a coverage o f this 

amount. However, this figure still falls well short o f the 95% coverage recommended by 

Nation for ease of reading.

Nation sees the implications from a teaching point of view as being that for high- 

frequency words, intensive vocabulary study is advisable (Nation 2001, p. 16-17). For 

low-frequency words which are unlikely to be encountered again in the near future
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learners should focus on developing strategies for guessing what the word might mean, 

or the teacher might provide a simple LI gloss allowing the learner to move on and not 

waste time on an item which is less significant (Nation 2001, p. 19). Fundamentally 

therefore, there is an implication that as vocabulary is such a vast area and vocabulary 

learning such a long and incremental process, the teacher needs to be strategic in 

evaluating which items will best contribute to the overall vocabulary threshold of the 

student and the types of helps and glosses needed by a variety o f students to develop 

their knowledge of these items.

2.3.2 The Mental Lexicon

An insight into the LI and L2 mental lexicons is essential if the process of vocabulary 

acquisition is to be understood. This necessarily brings us back to the research on the 

psychology of learning as considered in section 2.1 and in particular how language fits 

into various theories. The main consideration is whether to view vocabulary acquisition 

in the context of Modularity where a s>TTibolic paradigm is in evidence, namely that 

cognition involves the manipulation of symbols and rules for transformations or 

alternatively Connectionism, where knowledge is seen to lie in the strength of 

connections built up over time rather than in rules or patterns.

2.3.2.1 The Modularity Hypothesis

Singleton (1999) looks at some of the theories which see some language processing 

elements of the brain as having very distinct fiinctionality. He cites Garman (1990) as 

being one of the proponents of “a number o f distinct, specialised, structurally 

idiosyncratic modules that communicate with other cognitive structures in only very 

limited ways”(Singleton 1999, p. 84). Singleton is careful to point out that people such 

as Chomsky (1980) and Fodor (1981) who subscribe to a modularity hypothesis claim 

only that “there is a dimension of language-related cognition which is subserved solely 

by the language module” (Singleton 1999, p. 112). They would conceive therefore that 

there is an interface between language processing and general cognitive processing.
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This would be in line with Chomsky’s approach to language acquisition and Fodor’s 

view of language processing. They believe that there is a language module which deals 

with language-related cognition alone and that some general processing systems link it 

to other modules. One o f the problems Singleton (1999, p. 118) sees with this 

modularity hypothesis is that o f “informational encapsulation” whereby the role o f 

context and non-linguistic information is factored out o f language processing. Singleton 

sees that position as being untenable in the light o f ample empirical evidence to the 

contrary.

2J.2.2. The Connectionist Position

In section 2.1.4.6 it was noted that in the area o f cognitive psychology, general 

connectionist theories are increasingly being seen to account for a plausible explanation 

o f learning. In the area of vocabulary acquisition, this has a particular applicability 

which is supported by many theorists. Hulstijn (1997, p. 211) notes “Most theorists 

agree that it is impossible to draw a clear border-line between lexical knowledge and 

encyclopaedic knowledge, and that therefore the mental lexicon cannot be regarded as 

an information module stored separately from other kinds o f knowledge in long-term 

memory” . Singleton (1999, p. 121) looks closely at some models of the mental lexicon 

which he sees as being essentially connectionist insofar as they have elements o f parallel 

processing, which is seen to be a key element o f connectionism in the context o f Parallel 

Distributed Processing theories as put forward by McClelland and Rummelhart (1986). 

While each of these models has a contribution to make to our understanding of 

vocabulary acquisition, Levelt’s Blueprint model (Levelt 1989, p. 9) has been put 

forward by many (de Bot 1992; Ellis 1994; Hulstijn 1997; Jiang 2000; Singleton 1999) 

as being perhaps the most useful in terms o f explaining the simultaneous nature o f the 

processing of elements. It will be considered separately below.

Singleton outlines a number of connectionist models, the main characteristics of these 

models could be seen to be as follows:
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Morton’s (1961, 1964) logogen model has a strong connectionist basis in that the 

priming effect of a preceding word is seen to be a trigger for a subsequent word. The 

trace of the triggered word then decays rapidly, though not completely leaving a 

strengthened connection behind it. Morton revised his model to consider separate 

entries for phonetic and orthographic forms with inter-connections between them.

Marslen-Wilson’s (1978) cohort model so-called because a cohort o f possible words is 

seen to be activated by the onset of a phoneme. The appropriate word is then selected 

from this cohort and the other possible words go into decline in the absence o f any 

further support for them. He considers the nature of the determining phonemes, often an 

initial phoneme, which supports the “tip of the tongue” effect.

Forster’s (1976) search model sees information as being stored in phonetic, 

orthographic and syntacto-semantic files, and that these are searched. He suggests some 

cross-referencing with a master file which may be largely semantic in nature. (This may 

be a metaphor for the role of background knowledge in general terms). Singleton notes a 

certain lack o f clarity in relation to this model, but it is useful to account for differences 

in processing o f spoken and written language.

2.3.2.3. Levelt’s Blueprint Model

Levelt (1989) put forward a model o f general speech production which is seen by many 

researchers today as being one o f the most useful in explaining how vocabulary is 

accessed in the lexicon for the purposes of conveying a message. There are four stages: 

The conceputalizer where the message is generated, the form ulator where the message 

is converted into a speech plan, the articulator which creates speech from the speech 

plan and the speech comprehension system  which provides feedback allowing the user 

to make adjustments at the conceptualizer stage.
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Figure 2.2 L evelt’s  Language Production M odel (1989)

On the basis of these four parts, Nation (2001, p. 38) interprets Levelt’s model and puts 

forward the following as a typical speech production sequence:

1. The conceptualizer produces a pre-verbal message consisting o f information the 
speaker wishes to convey.

2. The formulator accesses the lexicon in order to find the lemma with the 
appropriate meaning components.

3. Some of these meaning components will be directly connected to particular 
grammatical features. Other grammatical components which are part o f the 
lemma will be activated.

4. The meaning and grammar components o f the lemma are linked to the 
morphological and phonological features o f the word.

5. The appropriate morphological form is chosen or produced for the word to 
encode the meaning and grammatical function o f the word.

6. The phonological features of the word are procured to match the morphological 
form of the word.

7. The articulator produces the word.

An important element of Levelt’s model is the distinction between procedural and 

declarative knowledge. The declarative knowledge includes encyclopaedic and world
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knowledge on a general level, and lexical knowledge which Levelt sees as being divided 

into forms or “lexemes” and “lemmas” which include all semantic and syntactic 

specifications and also pointers towards morphological aspects. Singleton (1999, p. 128) 

questions this division between general knowledge and lexical knowledge, seeing the 

two as being strongly linked.

While Levelt’s model may appear at first sight to be sequential in nature, in the context 

of actual speech production there will be necessarily quite a lot o f parallel processing of 

components in a sentence which will be at different stages of production. This means it 

potentially fits in well with connectionist theories, in particular Parallel Distributed 

Processing.

23,2.4  Levelt’s Blueprint Model and L2 Lexical Development

Jiang (2000) considers how the insights afforded by Levelt’s model can allow for 

explanation o f some of the features of L2 lexical development. He considers in 

particular the L2 instructional setting for young adults which he considers to lack the 

type o f highly contextualised input which LI learners are exposed to. The second 

consideration is the pre-existence of LI lexical settings. Instead o f creating a new 

lexical entry, Jiang (2000, pp. 50-53) sees L2 learners connecting items to the pre- 

established LI entries. This can be seen more clearly in the proposed three stages o f 

lexical development.

Stage L The formal stage o f Lexical development. While LI words are learned as both 

semantic and formal entities, L2 words are learned primarily as formal entities. This 

means the L2 items have no lemmas and grammatical information is stored in a different 

area (in episodic memory rather than in the lexicon) and cannot be accessed 

automatically. The bond between the L2 word and the LI lemma is strengthened with 

repeated usage.
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Stage 2. The lemma mediation stage. The L2 lexical item has acquired the lemma from 

the LI item and this is activated automatically. “Information in LI lemmas may be 

copied or attached to L2 lexical forms to form lexical entries that have L2 lexical forms 

but semantic and syntactic information of their LI translation equivalents.” Jiang (2000, 

p. 52) The L2 item has a very weak conceptual representation, and the LI lemma itself 

becomes weakened in the translation process.

Stage 3. The L2 integration phase. Here, the lemma for the L2 entry becomes filled out 

“semantic, syntactical and morphological as well as formal specifications are established 

within the lexical entry” (Jiang, 2000, p. 53). Jiang notes that this is not a description of 

the entire language acquisition process, but an evaluation of the process for each lexical 

entry. Most learners would have vocabulary items at each of the three stages.

Jiang notes that fossilisation is a feature of language learners who get stuck at phase 2. 

In this case, repeated exposure just reinforces the link between the LI lemma and the L2 

lexeme. A closer look at Levelt’s model shows that at Jiang’s stage 2, the L2 lexeme is 

slotted in just before the point of articulation, without due regard to syntactic, semantic 

or morphological appropriateness as all the previous planning stages would have been 

carried out on the LI lexeme.

It would seem apparent therefore that in the context of second language vocabulary 

instruction, the main aim will be two-fold; to give learners the opportunity to leam new 

words, and to facilitate the formal stage of lexical development which necessarily comes 

first, by providing some links to the LI lemma. However as soon as possible, every 

effort should be made to fill out the L2 lemma so that learners may move this item 

forward into the integration phase.
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2.3.2.S Features of the L2 Lexicon 

2.3.2.5.1 Separation or Integration of Modules

Much research has been carried out with regard to how L2 words are stored in the 

mental lexicon. Hulstijn (1997, p. 211) notes that among the theories put forward were 

that o f a single store (the extended system hypothesis), separate stores (the dual system 

hypothesis) and even the tri-partite hypothesis where similar words such as cognates are 

stored in a common store and language-specific words in separate stores. He notes that 

most theorists nowadays would be in favour of the subset hypothesis, where all words 

are stored in a single store but the connections between the words o f the same language 

would be stronger thus creating a sub-set within the community of words. Singleton 

(1999, p. 167) notes that some theorists who subscribe to intramodularity in the LI 

mental lexicon would see L2 learning after childhood occurring in a context of extra

modularity, implying that the LI and L2 lexical processing would be quite different. 

This would suggest complete separation o f stores. Singleton comes out in favour of 

some integration, and having cited research on bilinguals and noting both their ability to 

access one language at a time and research from de Bot and Schreuder (1993) which 

suggests code-switching does occur and he notes;

It appears from the evidence reviewed that LI and L2 lexis are separately stored, 
but that the two systems are in communication with each other -  whether via 
direct connections between LI and L2 lexical nodes, or via a common conceptual 
store (or both). (Singleton, 1999, pp. 189-190)

2.3.2.5.2 Form and Meaning in the L2 Lexicon.

In research on vocabulary acquisition, attention has been given to both form and 

meaning. As we have seen above, in the initial stages o f vocabulary learning, the form 

has to be memorised first with a very basic connection to the L 1 form and by extension 

the LI meaning. Jiang (2000, p. 59) notes research by Chen and Leung (1989) which 

showed that adult beginner learners could provide the L2 word faster when presented 

with the LI word than when presented with a picture o f the word. Further supporting
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research by Kroll and Curley (1988) showed that lexical association was important at the 

early stages but it gives way to conceptual mediation as the level o f proficiency grows.

Singleton (1999, p. 220) disputes the belief held by many researchers (Hatch, 1983; 

Laufer, 1989; Soudek, 1982) that words in LI are linked by meaning, but in L2 are 

linked by phonological features. The Birbeck experiment carried out by Meara (1883,

1984) showed students guessing wildly the meaning of unknown words and apparently 

using phonologically similar words as the basis for their guesses. Singleton (1999, p. 

236) argues that a closer look at the research at that time shows that there is in fact 

semantic association and that as Marechal (1995, p. 71) suggests, as students become 

more proficient they use more semantic association and less phonological association.

As language is essentially communication driven, however, form alone is an inadequate 

means of remembering a word even in the initial stages. As we saw in earlier sections, 

the storage of a word in working memory and it’s subsequent transfer to a more stable 

memory system is essential. Tulving (1972, p. 386) distinguished between episodic and 

semantic memory. A form may be stored in episodic memory, but in order for it to be 

stored in semantic memory, semantic information which will allow for connections 

between elements is essential.

Such is the difficulty of remembering new words in a language at the initial stages that 

the mnemonic keyword method has been put forward by some (Atkinson & Raugh, 1975; 

N. Ellis & Beaton 1993; McDaniel & Pressley 1984;). In this case the new L2 form is 

associated in the learner’s mind with an image of an LI word which sounds very like the 

L2 word but has a meaning which is totally different, (e.g. chaise / chase -  imagine a 

chair chasing you down the road). While the method is sometimes controversial, it 

indicates how difficult it is to memorise form alone to the point that a dissociated 

meaning is needed to act as intermediary between LI and L2 forms.

While Jiang (2000) considered that each lexical item has its own level of development 

and passes through a number o f stages, it may be that intermediate level learners have a
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lot of words at stage 2 of lexical development and so frequently have similar type lexical 

problems. This may indicate a general level o f proficiency in language which will 

determine certain general characteristics o f the learner and of his attitude to vocabulary 

acquisition.

There is evidence that as proficiency grows, knowledge o f the language provides its own 

scaffold and such a method is no longer needed. Nation quotes research by Gathercole 

and Baddeley (1993) which shows that short-term memory plays a less important role in 

vocabulary learning as learners get older and he concludes “The decreasing size of 

correlations suggests that the more words you know, the easier it is to learn new words 

because o f the phonological features that new words share with already known words” 

(Nation 2001, p. 43). It is also possible that new words also share a lot of 

morphological features with already known words. Nation (2001, p. 47) notes: “The 

learning burden o f a word will depend on the degree to which it consists o f already 

known parts and the regularity with which these fit together.” Thus a word such as 

emporter could be learned not as a new word meaning “to take away” but a word 

composed of the already known porter to carry and the already known pre-fix em. This 

would appear to provide insights into the findings o f Hulstijn and Tangelder (1991) 

which showed that for intermediate level students, words which had similar forms 

caused confusion, whereas for more proficient students, words with similar meanings 

were more problematic.

2.3.2.6 Colligation and Grammar

An important element of Levelt’s Blueprint model is the notion that speech production is 

lexically driven. Singleton (1999, p. 18) notes that developments in theoretical 

linguistics indicate that grammar is considered more and more to be lexically governed, 

and that what were once considered to be grammatical irregularities are now considered 

to be lexical idiosyncrasies as it is the lexical item which requires a specific form, rather 

than the grammar acting irregularly. Singleton quotes Levelt on the lexical hypothesis
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This means that grammatical and phonological encodings are mediated by lexical 
entries. The syntactic, morphological, and phonological properties of an 
activated lexical item trigger, in turn, the grammatical, morphological and 
phonological encoding procedures underlying the generation of an utterance. 
(Levelt, 1989, p. 181)

This ties in with the notion of “colligation”, which defines how words are necessarily 

found together for grammatical reasons. The selection o f a particular word will create 

the need for a particular grammatical form o f a particular word to follow it.

Jiang (2000, p. 62) notes in his comment on Levelt’s blueprint, that L2 learners tend to 

store L2 grammar as explicit knowledge rather than as part of the lexical entry for an 

individual word. He shows how in English the root form appears to be the lexical entry 

as it is the form students leam first, in Arabic it is the past tense form o f the verb. 

While in the LI, the lexical entry for “leave” would include “left”, “leaving” etc, in L2 

this is not necessarily the case. Jiang notes that each of these words may in fact 

constitute a separate lexical entry.

2.3.2.7 Collocation

Research into Corpus Linguistics facilitated by the advent of computers has allowed for 

a new approach to defining word usage. By comparing and analysing multiple actual 

occurrences of words in context, a closer definition o f the usage o f that word can be 

established. Such research has shown that words often occur in predictable sequences or 

as “collocates”. Pawley and Syder (1983, p. 208) consider that words are stored 

individually but also as parts of collocations. They distinguish between “memorised 

sequences” which are transparent regularly formed clauses and “lexicalised sentence 

stems” which are not totally predictable from their parts. This element o f 

unpredictability is seen to be a significant factor in collocation. N. Ellis (1997) considers 

language knowledge to be collocational knowledge. This language by association ties in 

closely with connectionist theories.
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Possibly the most significant project in this area is the COBUILD project led by Sinclair 

(1987) which gathers instances o f authentic data for analysis, with a view to integrating 

such information into dictionaries etc. Singleton (1999, p. 24) quotes Sinclair on the 

“idiom principle”:

The principle o f idiom is that a language user has available to him or her a large 
number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, although 
they may appear to be analysable into single segments... in fact it may well be 
argued on the basis o f the work in this book that when we have thoroughly 
pursued the patterns o f co-occurrence o f lexical choices, there will be little or no 
need for a separate grammar or lexicon. (Sinclair, 1991, p. 110)

The implications of such research are many, but in particular in the area o f vocabulary 

acquisition, it seems to suggest that most vocabulary learning should be carried out 

using collocations rather than individual items as this better reflects the authentic 

occurrence of this item in the target language. This in turn should lead to greater levels 

of fluency and native-like production. Nation (2001, p. 335) notes research by Towell, 

Hawkins, and Bazergui, (1996) which showed that learners o f French who had spent a 

period abroad gained fluency mostly as a result o f the proceduralisation of knowledge 

which came from the storing of memorised sequences.

Nation (2001, p. 320) notes the reduction in processing time is significant if the learner 

can access a ready-made expression "Instead of having to refer to a rule or pattern to 

comprehend or produce the chunk, it is treated as a basic existing unit” . However, the 

disadvantage is the amount of storage needed and sometimes the difficulty o f retrieval 

for all of these expressions compared to the storage o f the component parts. He also 

notes that the component parts may be tied into the collocation in storage and not be 

available for creative use. As with vocabulary itself, Nation (2001, p. 336) considers 

that a balance needs to be struck so that frequently occurring collocations and 

collocations on frequently occurring words are prioritised. The learning burden of a 

collocation will depend on the closeness to L I, but also to the unpredictability o f the 

elements. On a receptive level, i.e. in reading for example, the collocation may be semi

opaque or unique and this will affect comprehension levels.
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On a psycho-linguistic level, although more complex initially, learning a word in a 

collocation will not only provide the learner with greater contextual information on the 

word thus filling out the L2 lemma and moving the lexical item through the stages of 

acquisition, but on a communicative level will enable the learner to begin to produce 

language which is more authentic with less effort as the number of lexical items to be 

chosen and arranged according to rules drawn from episodic memory will be reduced, in 

fact the need to access knowledge bases may also be reduced.

On a macro level, the notion of collocation ties back into Schema theory and in 

particular the notion of “scripts” where predictable sequences o f utterances are required 

to instantiate the particular schema. Collocations are in many ways the building bricks 

o f scripts.

2.3.3 Vocabulary Knowledge

Much o f Nation’s research on vocabulary knowledge centres on the notion o f “learning 

burden”, i.e. the amount of effort required to leam a word. What is interesting about this 

approach is that it defines vocabulary learning not just in terms o f absolutes, but in terms 

of the difficulty of learning a word for each individual learner. A significant factor to be 

taken into account in this context is that of the distance between the L2 form and the LI 

form, or indeed to the form in another foreign language already known to the learner. 

The burden will be lighter if it has sounds which are similar to those in LI (“legume” is 

easier than “poireau”), if the word follows a regular spelling pattern , if it is a loan word 

in the L 1 with roughly the same meaning, if it fits roughly into grammatical patterns and 

if it has similar collocations and constraints (Nation 2001, p. 24).

2.3.3.1 Features of Vocabulary Knowledge

What it means to “know” a word is complex, but a breakdown in the elements is 

important if the intention is to provide the learner with a means of knowing a word 

better. Nation’s (2001, p. 27) provides the following list:
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1. The spoken form
2. The written form
3. Word parts (and members of a word family)
4. Connecting form and meaning
5. Concepts and referents (homonyms, underlying root meanings etc.,)
6. Associations
7. Grammatical functions
8. Collocations
9. Constraints on use.

This list can be cross checked with Laufer’s (1990) outline o f what makes words 

difficult to learn to gain a broader view o f the factors involved. Firstly she looks at 

difficulties with regard to formal features. She notes the importance of 

“pronounceability” which ties in with the need to pre-vocalise forms even in a silent 

reading context. Singleton notes research by Service (1992, 1993) on the importance of 

representing words phonologically in working memory, and N. Ellis and Beaton (1993) 

on its value for committing words to long-term memory. There is therefore an argument 

in favour of providing the pronunciation o f new / unrecognised words wherever possible. 

With regard to length, Laufer notes that usually shorter words are easier to learn but 

known suffixes and prefixes will not add to the difficulty. She notes nouns and verbs are 

easier to remember due to their greater “imageability” which reflects early LI learning. 

By extension, visualisation during reading impacts on comprehension, but also on 

retention of new words (Tomlinson, 1996, p. 256). On the level o f semantico-pragmatic 

intra-lexical difficulties, Laufer cites specificity o f meaning, multiplicity of meaning, 

connotational and stylistic nuances and synonymy. These overlap with Nation’s list and 

will be dealt with in more detail below under “paradoxical elements to word knowledge”.

Complexity at the level of morphology and derivation affect not just L2 learners but also 

LI learners. Nation (2001, p. 25) notes that many native English speakers never acquire 

Graeco-Latin based English as part of their productive skills, although it may fall within 

their receptive skills. Therefore English speakers who have not mastered Graeco-Latin 

based English vocabulary and structures, will not have this knowledge to transfer when 

learning French words with similar morphologies.
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2.33.2 Measures of Vocabulary Knowledge

In practical terms, Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 179) report on the use o f their 1993 

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale for the purpose o f evaluating vocabulary gains although 

they note “The VKS scale is not intended to go beyond the ability to use the words in 

initial contextualised production, for example, to tap knowledge o f additional word 

meanings, or derivational, paradigmatic, semantic and other relationships or networks” 

The scale has nonetheless proved usefiil in roughly quantifying stages o f vocabulary 

knowledge and has also been used by other researchers (Joe 1998).

I I don’t remember having seen this word before

II I have seen this word before but I don’t know what it means

III I have seen this word before and I think it m eans_________(synonym/ translation)

IV I know this word. It m eans__________________ .

V I can use this word in a sentence_________________________ .

2.3.3.3 Paradoxical Elements of Word Knowledge

Another aspect of difficulty in acquiring vocabulary and in particular in-depth accurate 

lexical knowledge has to do with the learner’s expectations, and this links back into the 

settings from his LI. Laufer’s 1997 article deals with “the lexical plight in second 

language reading” with the sub-heading “words you don’t know, words you think you 

know and words you can’t guess” . Most interesting here is her evaluation o f this middle 

category where readers are most likely to make errors. She notes certain errors which 

come from what she considers to be the “deceptive transparency” o f words. (Laufer, 

1997, p. 25)

1. Deceptive morphological structure; the student believes the meaning is the sum of its 

component parts. E.g. discourse = dis+course.

2. Idioms: again interpreted as the sum of the component parts e.g. to miss the boat.

3. False friends: L2 words which have similar forms to LI words but a different 

meaning e.g sympathetic = nice Hebrew simpati (Fr sympathique).
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4. Words with multiple meanings where only one is known e.g. state = country / 

situation.

5. Synforms (similar lexical forms) e.g. price / prize, industrious / industrial.

Laufer notes that in the context of reading comprehension, words a reader knows they do 

not know will cause fewer comprehension problems than these words which are 

deceptively transparent as the reader will either get help, look the word up in a 

dictionary or ignore the word. Working from the level o f micro-propositions to that o f 

macro-propositions, Laufer sees a chain effect “unawareness o f ignorance of DT words 

—> misinterpretation o f DT words —>■ distortion o f immediate context —► using distorted 

context for further misinterpretation ^  distortion o f larger context” (Laufer, 1997, p. 27). 

Two questions arise: how can learners be made aware o f their tendency to mis-interpret 

words, and how can readers be encouraged to check the meaning of words they are not 

sure of, given the tendency towards economy of effort in the reading process?

Jiang (2000, p. 67) looks at this whole problem from a psycho-linguistic point of view. 

He suggests three categories of words: strangers, real friends and false friends. In 

relation to “real friends” we noted that in Nation’s terminology, the learning burden is 

light because of the closeness of LI and L2. However Jiang notes that these vocabulary 

items can easily be fossilised in that no effort is made to incorporate new L2 specific 

context into the item and it remains at the second stage o f development. By contrast, 

“strangers” which are difficult in the initial stages because of lack o f formal or semantic 

overlap, need to be encountered in different contexts on multiple occasions in order to 

fill out the L2 lemma which the LI has not been able to mediate. In time these lexical 

entries will necessarily have reached stage 3.

2.3.4 Vocabulary Acquisition in L2 Reading

In section 2.6 vocabulary acquisition from L2 reading was considered in its broad 

context. Reading was seen to provide a deeper knowledge of words than other 

vocabulary teaching strategies. The term “incidental” was looked at briefly and the
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concept o f “noticing” items of vocabulary was seen to be important. We also saw how 

readers often fail to pay attention to unknown words.

2.3.4.1 Incidental Vocabulary Acquisition

Ellis (1999) distinguishes between intentional and incidental learning:

Whereas intentional learning requires focal attention to be placed deliberately on 
the linguistic code (i.e. on form or form-meaning connections), incidental 
learning requires focal attention to be placed on meaning (i.e. message content) 
but allows peripheral attention to be directed at form.

It would appear that truly incidental vocabulary acquisition during reading is necessarily 

a very slow process. Research by Nagy, Herman, and Anderson, (1985, p. 20) on 

children learning vocabulary during LI reading showed the incremental nature of 

vocabulary learning. A first exposure to a word led to a 5 -  10% acquisition rate, rising 

with repeated exposures. 10 exposures were suggested for final acquisition of the word.

Hulstijn et al. (1996, p. 327) who worked on incidental vocabulary learning in L2 

reading define it thus: “Incidental learning can only be defined in negative terms as the 

accidental learning of information without the intention of remembering that 

information”. Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 175) note that progress is “slow and 

haphazard”. They identify certain factors which promote incidental learning in terms of 

how new words figure in the text as well as features o f learners:

• Learners must attend to new words.

• Clear cues to their meaning and relationships must be present.

• Redundant presentation of words must be present.

• Learners’ previous knowledge o f words can be a factor.

• Different kinds of words are learned differently e.g. nouns are more easily learned 

than connectives (Paribakht & Wesche, 1997, p. 177)

Hulstijn et al., (1996, p. 328) also note textual factors and the role of the learner:
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•  Deep elaboration of the meaning of a word -  it was noted that inferred meanings 

were remembered better than given meanings.

• Words which were considered key to the understanding of the text were attended to 

more.

• Readers with high verbal ability pick up more words.

• The use o f a dictionary positively impacts on vocabulary acquisition.

• The provision o f marginal glosses enhances vocabulary acquisition and text 

comprehension.

• LI cues appear to be more effective both for dictionary and glosses although some 

students prefer L2 cues.

• Frequency of encountering a word is a factor although not a guarantee.

It is evident from the last two points that the definition o f “incidental” is being stretched 

to include more than just coming across a word -  but significantly processing the word 

in some way. In fact much o f the research on vocabulary learning from reading now 

includes as an important element the nature o f this processing and how it can be 

enhanced.

2.3.4.2 Noticing

We noted above the importance of the reader “attending” to new words. In terms of 

Second Language Acquisition theory as put forward by Gass, (1988) as outlined in 

section 2.1.5, this is an essential stage in acquisition in the chain input -  noticed input -  

comprehended input -  intake -  explicit and implicit knowledge -  output. Schmidt 

(1990, p. 149) takes a strong position on noticing stating that “subliminal language 

learning is impossible, and that intake is what learners consciously notice. This 

requirement of noticing is meant to apply equally to all aspects o f language (lexicon, 

phonology, grammatical form ...)”. It is interesting to note that after noticing, the next 

stage is necessarily “comprehended input”, the possible alternatives of “rejected input” 

or “uncomprehended input” will take the vocabulary item out o f the chain and in terms 

o f connectionist theory, the word will decay rapidly and leave little trace. Noticing
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therefore needs to be followed up by some form o f intervention to ensure the vocabulary

item will become “comprehended input”. Hulstijn et al. (1996, p. 328) remark

Incidental vocabulary learning during reading does indeed take place but only 
incrementally and in small quantities. Thus given the undeniable usefulness of 
L2 reading (e.g. for the improvement o f automatic word recognition) the 
educationally relevant question remains how this generally low incidence of 
incidental vocabulary learning can be improved.

2.3.4.3 From Noticed Input to Comprehended Input

Nation (2001, p. 64) uses the term “decontextualisation” to describe what happens when 

an item of vocabulary is “noticed” because it is causing problems for comprehension. 

“Noticing involves de-contextualisation. Decontextualisation occurs when learners give 

attention to a language item as a part of the language rather than as a part of a message”. 

Nation sees two types o f de-contextualisation which can occur as a response to noticing: 

Negotiation and Definition. These two types o f decontextualisation can be seen to tie in 

with interactionist and socially mediated approaches on the one hand and an 

instructional cognitive type approach on the other.

2.3.4.3.I. Negotiation of Meaning

In Interactionist SLA theory we noted that to bridge the gap between noticing and 

comprehending the L2 learner engaged in negotiation o f meaning with the NS or adult 

expert / teacher. In L2 reading, negotiation had to be facilitated without an available NS 

but through the provision of glosses and scaffolding exercises as well as by developing 

questioning strategies on the part o f the reader. Here we look at how vocabulary in 

particular fits into this context.

Negotiation is learner led and allows for the learner to interact with the adult expert / 

Native Speaker. Research shows that vocabulary items negotiated are more likely to be 

learned than items not negotiated (Ellis, Tanaka & Yamazaki, 1994). However, Nation 

(2001, p. 65) notes that negotiation takes time (4 times as long as an elaborated input
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situation) and tliat in real terms therefore, only a few items can be negotiated without 

interfering significantly with the communicative / reading task at hand.

2 .3 .43 .2  Definition

Definitions in an LI and L2 context may need to be approached slightly differently. In 

an LI context, Flowerdew (1992) sees “formal definition” as consisting o f a term (the 

word to be defined), the class it fits into and its defining characteristics. While this may 

be an appropriate approach for explaining scientific terminology, it may not be as suited 

to explaining words in general in an L2 context. Ellis (1999, p. 52) notes the 

characteristics of “ideal” definitions as set by Aristotle;

1. A definition should give the essence or nature o f the thing defined, rather 
than its accidental properties

2. A definition should give the genus and differentia o f the thing defined
3. One should not define by synonyms
4. A definition should be concise
5. One should not define be metaphors
6. One should not define by negative terms or by correlative terms

Nation (2001, p. 88) on the other hand notes a range o f definition types in an L2 context 

which would directly contradict some of these guidelines, in particular a list put forward 

by Richards and Taylor (1992) based on strategies used by intermediate and advanced 

learners of English as well as Native Speakers o f English to produce written definitions 

o f words:

1. Synonym beautiful means nice
2. Antonym young  means not old
3. Analytic definition an X is a
4. Taxonomic definition autumn is a season
5. Definition by exemplification furniture -  something like a chair, sofa etc
6. Definition by flinction pen -  use it to write
7. Grammatical definition worse -  comparison form o f bad
8. Definition by association danger -  lives have not been protected
9. Definition by classification fam ily -  a group of people

What becomes apparent is that these L2 context definitions differ from formal dictionary 

definitions and the Aristotelian approach. Many o f these are not true definitions as they
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do not provide a complete explanation o f the word, but each one does make a significant 

contribution to providing an approximation of meaning and by combining several of 

these an overall meaning may indeed be arrived at.

Nation (2001, p. 65) sees providing definitions as being teacher led, however this may 

not necessarily be the case. The learner in looking for clarification of meaning of a 

certain item, if provided with a range of definitions, may in fact interact with these 

definitions to engage in a simulation of negotiation o f meaning. As we saw in the 

section on negotiation o f meaning, definitions will be part o f the adult expert’s 

contribution to the negotiation. Nation notes that Chaudron (1982) found elaborate 

definitions confusing, he argues in favour o f simple definitions, noting that learning is 

faster with LI translations. However, we have seen above that this may not be the most 

effective solution in the long-term. The issue o f definition will be considered further 

under glosses.

2.3.4.3.3 Vocabulary Acquisition Enhancement Exercises

We considered in the section on reading how the provision o f exercises and tasks could 

also scaffold the learning process. Equally, with vocabulary, considerable research has 

been carried out to show how the undependable incidental learning process can be 

enhanced by the provision o f activities. Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 183) suggest a 

range o f types of exercises:

a. Selective attention (pre-reading list o f vocabulary, or target words highlighted)

b. Recognition of form or meaning : matching exercises

c. Manipulation of morphological or grammatical elements

d. Interpretation: considering the meaning o f the words with other related words

e. Production: cloze exercises, answering questions, providing L2 for L I, finding 

mistakes in idioms, using them and correcting them

Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 195) found that learners preferred type b and d exercises, 

which remain quite low on the scale o f effort. Their control group, who spent the extra 

time on an additional text on the same topic instead of on exercises, performed almost as
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well on subsequent vocabulary knowledge tests. They also found that learners estimated 

their vocabulary gains at 60% when in fact they were closer to 35%. This would lead 

one to believe that time spent on the text and their ability to use their own strategies may 

be as effective as simple exercises. Learners may also under-estimate the amount of 

effort required to leam vocabulary and move knowledge from a passive to an active 

phase.

2.3.4.3.4 Task Design and Vocabulary Acquisition

Joe (1998) moves beyond the lower-level type task to look at tasks which require higher 

levels o f engagement and generation. Joe tries to establish a link between generative 

processing and incidental vocabulary acquisition, and in particular argues in favour of 

tasks which require recall as suggested in some research (Ellis, 1991; Fincher-Kieffer, 

Post, Greene, & Voss, 1988). Joe (1998, p. 375) found that participation in read and tell 

tasks as well as high background knowledge were associated with high vocabulary gain, 

with greater levels o f generative processing leading to greater vocabulary gains for 

unknown words.

Laufer and Hulstijn in their 2001 article “Incidental vocabulary Acquisition in a second 

language: the construct of task-induced involvement” take this notion o f task a step 

further. As with the previous examples, elaboration is seen to be a key element in 

understanding and retaining the meanings o f new words. They also consider 

engagement theories which factor in motivation. Nation has also identified motivation 

as being a key factor in noticing (2001, p. 63) “Motivation and interest are important 

enabling conditions for noticing... without the engagement and aroused attention of 

learners, there can be little opportunity for other conditions favouring learning to take 

place.” Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, p. 8) consider the idea o f “need to leam” and note 

research by Landy (1985) who considered that need is primarily a creator of tension 

which causes the student to leam. They also note the potential significance of 

instrumental need, tying back into instrumental motivation where Keller (1983) notes 

that students leam better when a lesson matches what the leamer thinks he needs to leam.
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Laufer and Hulstijn conclude that an 12  reading task needs the following features: Need 

(to achieve), Search (dictionaries and other sources) and Evaluate (comparing words 

with other words, evaluate relative meanings). They suggest that words will be retained 

better when the involvement load is higher, and that teachers are in a position to design 

tasks with a high involvement load, thus favouring retention.

2.3.5 Inferring Meaning from Context: Positive Effects and Pitfalls

Before considering how best to provide scaffolding for L2 readers to assist them in 

understanding words, consideration must be given to the richness of processing which 

takes place when students infer the meaning o f a word. Hulstijn (1992) notes that the 

semantic processing involved in inferring meaning enhances its encoding and increases 

its retention. The benefit if we consider Jiang’s (2000) view may be that it is an 

important opportunity to fill out the lemma o f the L2 word on the basis o f contextual 

information also in the L2 rather than importing the LI lemma from the LI translation 

provided. Nation (2001, p. 257) recommends using a procedure suggested by Clarke 

and Nation (1980) which outlines how guessing should be carried out in 5 steps:

1. Decide on the part of speech of the unknown word

2. Look at the immediate context o f the word simplifying it grammatically if necessary.

3. Look at the wider context of the word, that is the relationship with adjoining 

sentences or clauses.

4. Guess

5. Check the guess.

What is interesting about Clarke and Nation’s strategy is that it focuses not so much on 

semantic but syntactic elements of the word and sentences around it. Van Parraren and 

Schouten-van Parraren (1981) also consider the importance of looking at grammatical 

features of the context, seeing this as being the lowest level, with the meaning level 

coming afterwards, once the grammatical structure is seen to be clear and understood.
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Both Clarke and Nation and Van Parraren and Schouten-van Parraren see checking the 

guess as being an important element of the guessing process, although Hulstijn (1993) 

considers this may actually negate the positive effects o f inferring meaning. Hulstijn et 

al., (1996, p. 336) suggest that where words can be inferred in the context, marking them 

with an asterisk might be useful for readers. They see two factors playing a role in 

successful guessing: the strength o f contextual clues and the reader’s verbal and non

verbal proficiency. They also consider which parts of words can be inferred with 

certainty, and also that the generic meaning may be inferred in some cases, where the 

specific meaning may not. In both of these cases, there is in fact some successful 

guessing.

The trend in research in vocabulary acquisition, as we saw in reading, is a move away 

from guessing which is seen to be too random and in the end counter-productive in 

achieving the overall objective o f achieving meaning. Laufer (1997, pp. 27-30) 

summarises some o f these issues. We already saw the problems with words she 

considered to be deceptively transparent; in addition to these Laufer considers the 

problems associated with words “you can’t guess”. This would tie in with Filmore’s 

levels of envisionment as considered in section 2.2.3.1.

The first is the supposed existence of contextual clues allowing the reader to guess a 

word from context. Bensoussan and Laufer (1984) in an experiment on EFL reading 

found contextual clues for only 13 out o f 70 words. Laufer notes that the contextual 

clues themselves may be unusable because they have not been understood either. Some 

clues may be misleading -  interpreting a word based on the previous words may be quite 

inaccurate, where the reader is unsure whether the word is actually providing additional 

or opposing information. A final problem is where readers use their own background 

information and this actually over-rides the effect o f contextual clues provided.

Laufer’s view would concur with that of Nation in regard to the importance of the level 

o f coverage of the text;
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The higher the coverage, the lower the density of unknown words. When the 
density is low, there is a good chance of finding clues to the unknown words. 
There is also less cognitive capacity involved in lower-level processing. As 
more clues are made available, the better guessing becomes. As less cognitive 
capacity is invested in decoding words, more o f it is available for higher-level 
processing. (Laufer 1997, p. 31)

2.3.6 Glosses as Scaffolding in an L2 Reading Context 

2.3.6.1 Working with Dictionaries and Glosses in L2 Reading

The purpose o f providing glosses in a reading context is therefore two-fold: firstly they 

make the text being read more accessible by increasing the level o f coverage o f a text to 

a level which allows the reader to read for meaning, hopefully transferring their LI 

reading skills to the L2 reading context. Secondly, glosses can help readers acquire 

more vocabulary from the text (whether this can be considered truly incidental or not), 

and the lemmas o f L2 words can be filled out. Maintaining the balance between these 

two purposes may be difficult as we saw under breakdowns in meaning and working 

memory.

Consideration should also be given to dictionary use, and the ways in which working 

with glosses is different to working with a dictionary. Research by Hulstijn et al. (1996) 

found that students working with dictionaries retained the words they looked up better 

than students who had the same words defined for them as marginal glosses. This would 

suggest that the depth of processing when working with a dictionary is greater than the 

depth of processing when working with glosses, but it also correlates with time spent on 

the look-up task, which will be longer than with a gloss consultation. However, a 

significant factor here was the fact that the readers in question chose to look up only 

about 5 words in the text, while the students with marginal glosses had 32 words glossed 

for them. The overall performance on vocabulary retention was therefore better for the 

students working with glosses.
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This highlights one o f the problems o f working with dictionaries. Hulstijn et al. (1996, p. 

335) note that working with dictionaries is boring for most learners and cite Miller and 

Gildea (1987, p. 89) “One trouble with this approach is that most healthy right-minded 

children have a strong aversion to dictionaries”. They note in the context o f their own 

research group

Advanced L2 learners, when reading a text for global comprehension, do not feel 
an urge to interrupt the flow of reading by investing considerable time and 
mental effort to infer or look up the meaning o f unknown words. They will only 
do so when they perceive the word is relevant, when intrigued by it, or when 
alerted or even annoyed by the fact that the word keeps returning in the text and 
may warrant their attention. (Hulstijn et al. 1996, p. 335)

They note the importance o f providing learners with texts which are interesting and 

motivating, so that learners will take the trouble to look up words and also to infer 

meaning.

Nation (2001, p. 252) cites research by Nist and Olenijk (1995) which found that in 

dictionary look-ups, the main factor in the quality of learning o f a word was the quality 

o f the dictionary explanation rather than the context in which the word occurs. This 

highlights the importance o f the definition provided. Glossing allows the teacher to 

provide what he considers to be the most usefial definition and this will be considered 

below.

2.3.6.2 Designing Glosses

Widdowson (1978, p. 82) provides a good starting point for consideration o f basic 

distinctions between glosses, before considering the vast amount o f options proposed by 

other researchers in the area. He considered the merits and drawbacks of different types 

o f glosses. A list of words expected to cause problems during reading can be presented 

as a priming  glossary, a prompting  glossary can be provided for access while reading, 

either below the text or in the margins.
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The nature of the glossing itself he sees as being either the provision of signification or

value glosses. Signification glosses provide a “definition as a linguistic element of the

language code”, he cites as an example “spring” “a place where there is water coming up

through the ground”. Widdowson finds that these definitions take time to interpret as

the definition needs to be converted into a concept and then the concept fitted into the

actual context in which the word appears. However it does encourage the reader to

interpret the text. Value glosses on the other hand provide a meaning of the word in

context -  he gives the example of the words “penetrate” “filter” “seep” and “percolate”

all having distinct meanings on a signification level but having a single value “soak

through” in the context o f water soaking through the ground. Widdowson notes:

One might argue then, that the signification gloss leaves the learner with too 
much to do: it does not give him enough help but misleads him into thinking that 
it does. The argument with the value gloss is that it may leave the reader with 
too little to do. (Widdowson 1978, p. 86)

He sees value glosses providing the reader with direct access to the text by-passing the 

need to use interpreting strategies; a further disadvantage is that the value gloss provided 

may not be providing accurate information on a particular lexical item which can be 

transferred to other contexts. The nub o f the problem remains therefore finding a balance 

between helping the reader and encouraging reading strategies on the one hand, and on 

the other hand the balance between accessing the meaning o f written text and acquiring 

more lexical knowledge about items for future use.

While Widdowson’s ideas summarise the main considerations as regards lexical 

glossing, other researchers have looked at other functions o f glosses. Stewart and Cross 

(1991) consider three types of glosses: elaboration glosses which provided statements or 

questions which helped the reader to see the meaning o f the text more clearly, bridging 

glosses between prior knowledge and new information and finally key poin t and 

vocabulary glosses attached to important statements and providing definitions of 

difficult words. Roby (1999) proposes a complete taxonomy of glosses, situating both 

Widdowson’s categories and Stewart and Cross’ more meta-cognitive approaches within 

an overall framework, noting that each gloss will come under several different categories.
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Table 2.2 R oby’s (1999) Taxonomy of gloss types

Taxonomy o f glosses
I. Gloss authorship

A. Learners
B. Professionals

1. Instructors
2. Materials developers

II. Gloss presentation
A. Priming
B. Prompting

III Gloss Functions
A. Procedural

1. M eta-cognitive
2. Highlighting
3. Clarifying

B. Declarative
1. Encyclopaedic
2. Linguistic

a. Lexical
i. Signification
ii. Value

b. Syntactical
IV Gloss focus

A. Textual
B. Extratextual

V Gloss language
A. LI
B. L2
C. L3

VI Gloss form
A. Verbal
B. Visual

1. Image
2. Icon
3. Video

a. with sound
b. without sound

C. Audio (only)

2.3.6.3 Towards a more Pedagogical Approach to Glossing

While such a taxonomy is impressive and provides a good frame o f reference, a more 

pedagogical approach can be taken to the rationale for providing glosses. Lyman-Hager, 

Davis, Burnett and Chenault (1993) used Bernhardt’s (1991) model o f L2 reading to 

create a range of gloss types in a multi-media environment as follows:

Word recognition: LI or L2 definitions provided as separate gloss types 

Phonemic / graphemic decoding: pronunciation o f the word can be accessed
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Syntactic feature recognition: grammatical notes and explanations provided 

Intra-textual perception: questions provided to assist students in linking statements / 

ideas

Prior knowledge: cultural reference glosses as well as priming introduction 

Meta-cognition: the tracking device allows for reviewing gloss types accessed.

On a lexical level, lists of features o f word knowledge such as those provided by Nation 

and Laufer in previous sections could provide the content for glosses, as could the mis

interpretation of words in Laufer’s deceptive transparency category. Research on 

colligation and collocation would suggest the need for glosses which take these factors 

into account. The choice of L2 or LI glosses could be determined by the stage o f lexical 

development of the words as outlined in Jiang’s interpretation o f Levelt’s blueprint 

model, an LI gloss being appropriate where the word is at an early stage o f development, 

and L2 gloss being more appropriate where the lemma o f the word needs to be filled out. 

Whether the word is a high frequency word or low frequency word will also be a 

consideration in providing a simple gloss or a more elaborate gloss. It should be borne in 

mind however at this point the value o f inferring meaning and that some help might be 

able to be given to help the student infer the meaning rather than providing them with a 

precise definition.

Provision of glosses may be teacher led, whereby the teacher can provide a gloss which 

he considers to best match the needs of a student for that particular word or at that 

particular level. Alternatively, by providing a range o f gloss types, the activity can be 

learner led whereby the reader can seek clarification at the level at which he perceives 

the difficulty, and if the meaning still remains unclear he may access a different gloss. 

Such multiple interaction mirrors real life instances of negotiation o f meaning which 

were seen to be particularly effective in lexical development. By creating glosses based 

on real instances of interaction on a text, a teacher may be able to re-create the 

interaction with glosses corresponding to actual instances o f negotiation o f meaning, or 

better design ideal glosses corresponding to “pre-modified input” type criteria.
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2.3.7 Conclusion

In this section consideration was given to how lexical knowledge is acquired, stored, 

retrieved and produced on the basis o f a number of different models of the mental 

lexicon in both an LI and L2 context. Aspects o f word difficulty for second language 

learners were outlined with particular attention given to elements of deceptive 

transparency. The difficulties inherent in acquiring vocabulary incidentally were 

explored in the specific context o f how scaffolding in the form o f glossing could 

facilitate in the first instance comprehension but also acquisition o f words. Further 

consideration will be given to how glosses can support interactionist and cognitive 

processes in the next section in the context o f a multimedia environment.
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2.4 Reading in Multi-media Environments

It is somewhat ironic that Computer Assisted Language Learning emerged in the eighties 

almost at the same time as Communicative Language Teaching approaches were being 

adopted in classrooms. Just as the focus in language learning was moving towards the 

development of communicative competence in at least semi-authentic meaning-focused 

situations, a tool for language learning presented itself which at the time could handle 

only written text, was most suited to individuals working alone and could do little to help 

in the development o f communicative skills. The tension created by this ambiguous 

relationship between the potential of the computer to enhance language learning and 

current theories o f Second Language Acquisition remains. The creation o f learning 

environments which harness the technology available to support the processes involved 

in SLA becomes critical if CALL is to continue to play a useful role in language 

classrooms. With a proliferation o f electronic text sources on the internet, L2 reading 

skills remain vital for L2 learning; the development o f reading skills in a technologically 

enhanced context may be a means of developing independent readers in the fiiture.

2.4.1 An Overview of the History of Computer Assisted Language Learning

Warschauer (2000) suggests that CALL as we know it today has come through a number 

o f stages of development, namely:

1. 1970-s -  1980’s: Structural CALL (previously termed Behaviouristic CALL

in Warschauer & Healey 1998),

2. 1980’s -  1990’s: Communicative CALL.

3. 21^'Century: Integrative CALL.

While this three-stage model is frequently alluded to as being an accurate representation 

o f how CALL has changed and developed, it pre-supposes that one stage is abandoned in 

favour o f the next newer approach. Bax (2003) proposes an alternative three approaches 

which re-defme Warschauer’s three stages, and also allows some continuity of practice o f 

each of the stages:
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1. Restricted CALL; dominated from 1960 -  1980

2. Open CALL: lasted from 1980 to the present day

3. Integrated CALL: exists in a few places and a few dimensions but is far from

common.

The manner in which CALL developed within these parameters over the past 40 will be 

looked at more closely in the following sections.

2.4.1.1 Behaviourism; Restricted CALL

In section 2.1.2 consideration was given to the aspiration that language could be taught 

by means o f “learning machines” as proposed by Skinner in 1959. The audio-lingual 

method saw language laboratories as having the potential to fulfil this role. However the 

method and associated technology did not live up to expectations, Little 1998, p. 16 notes: 

“with or without the language laboratory, it was not securing the kind of language 

learning results that its advocates had predicted”.

In the early 80’s in the field of instructional design. Instructional Systems Design or ISD

formulated by O’Neill (1979) and based on behaviourist theories was adopted widely for

computerised programmes for training in industry etc. Alessi and Trollip note that there

has been much criticism of such design in recent times because:

they ignore important unobservable aspects o f learning (such as thinking, 
reflection, memory and motivation); that although they are good for teaching 
intended learning outcomes, they often overlook or even ignore valuable 
unintended outcomes, that they place too much emphasis on the instructor and the 
instructional materials and too little on the learner. (Alessi & Trollip, 2001, p. 19)

Early Computer Assisted Language Learning software also relied heavily on such

theories with a propensity towards drill and practice type exercises. This was partly due

to the limitations o f the technology itself, Kenning and Kenning note with regard to

computer programmes o f the early eighties:

Not only do they operate mainly within the medium of the written language, but 
they operate in a pre-determined fashion and cannot cope with the unexpected...
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it does put a premium on predictability and rules out any genuinely open-ended 
activity. (Kenning & Kenning, 1983, p. 4)

2.4.1.2 Beyond Behaviourism towards Communicative CALL

With the emphasis shifting from behaviourism to cognitive theories, the processing itself 

becomes the focus o f attention, and the way in which CALL materials can support the 

processing becomes critical. The very definition of cognitive psychology provided by 

Neisser in 1967 cited by Levy (1997, p. 55) “all processes by which the sensory input is 

transformed, reduced, elaborated, stored, recovered and used” immediately suggests how 

a computer can play a role in any or all of these processes in supporting and facilitating 

the internalisation of information, and in this context, the process o f acquiring a second 

language. The Information Processing approach in cognitive psychology which is 

inspired by the way computers handle information, in turn informs how information can 

be presented to learners via computers.

Technological improvements in the nineties which incorporated sound and graphics 

broadened the scope o f computer aided learning and the commonly used term “interactive 

multi-media” highlights the fact that it is the interactive nature of the modem computer 

which endows it with learning promoting features. While cognitive theories support the 

internal processes, interactionist theories support the processes by which the input is 

made comprehensible. However where the interaction can directly support cognitive 

processes, the impact on the learning processes should be far more significant.

Doughty (1991) considers two comprehension-based models of SLA appropriate to 

CALL: the Cognitive Processing model of SLA which emphasises the importance of 

mental representation of information and the manner in which it is processed during 

intemalisation and retrieval, and the Negotiated Interaction model of SLA. Her work on 

the inter-active Videodisc, a forerunner to modem day multimedia allowed for evaluation 

of such theories in the light o f a more communicative tool. This was followed by CD-rom 

technology, and the creation of comprehensive multimedia language courses such as 

those produced by the TELL consortium in the UK. Speech recognition was seen to be
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the remaining Holy Grail, and in the late nineties, there were significant breakthroughs in 

this area. This allowed for a much more authentic simulation o f interaction with the 

native speaker as aspired to years earlier, as well as the possibility o f providing corrective 

feedback for poor pronunciation or wrong answers. Software such as Tell Me More by 

Auralog would be an example o f such a programme. Warschauer would see this as the 

first of three potential roles played by the computer in this communicative phase, i.e. the 

computer as tutor which provides skill practice providing the right answer where 

necessary. Other roles would be the computer as stimulus for student writing, discussion 

or thinking and the computer as tool in the form o f word-processor, spell-checker, 

concordancer etc.

Meanwhile, language laboratories had fallen into disrepute and often disuse in the 

eighties and early nineties because of the perceived behaviourist focus although some 

researchers such as Ely (1989) saw the possibility of creating communicative type 

activities within this essentially behaviourist environment as outlined in his work 

Bringing the lab back to life. With the advent of more advanced technology, these could 

now use some of the features o f computers to enhance more traditional language 

exercises. Divace and CANS are examples o f virtual language laboratories which 

combine the facilities o f language laboratories with CALL. These allowed teachers to 

author their own materials rather than being tied to the ready-made communicative 

software which was on the whole inflexible. The teacher also maintained a role within 

the activity.

What Warschauer (2000) termed Communicative CALL ironically did not truly reflect 

communicative methodologies which emphasised language use in authentic situations, 

but rather provided the learner with the opportunity to practice language which was of a 

communicative nature in a non-authentic computerised setting with a view to acquiring 

the competence necessary to produce it in future authentic settings. By the mid-nineties, 

the possibility for authentic communication in a computerised environment became 

possible with the development o f internet technologies, in particular e-mail and chat
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rooms. This supported the move towards more authentic instances o f communication and 

socially mediated learning models.

2.4,1,3 Interactionist Learner settings: Towards Integrative Integrated CALL

The term “interactive” in interactive multimedia does not in itself guarantee interactionist 

theories at work. The way in which this interaction is carried out however will depend on 

underlying theories, Watts (1997, p. 3) notes “Unfortunately, a number o f superficially 

attractive programs which describe themselves as “interactive multimedia” remain 

wedded to older approaches and employ a restricted range of activities and exercises 

which are basically those of a drill-practice kind”. He argues in favour of a learner-based 

rather than an instructional approach, and this becomes a key factor in the development 

of an integrated approach to CALL.

While initially the focus of CALL and o f CAI in general was very much looking at how a

computer can imitate the teacher, the focus has shifted in favour of the view that CALL

should facilitate the learner, and this has led to a more open view of the type of resource

the computer can provide. Garrett (1998) noted that the learning process needed to be the

point of departure for developing a rationale for CALL rather than taking traditional

teaching methods and trying to make them work on a computer. This reflects very much

trends in the field o f Applied Linguistics which have moved in the direction o f a study of

Second Language Acquisition and away from language teaching methodology. However

a proliferation of theories has made it difficult to emerge with any one clear view o f the

role of CALL in Language Acquisition. Levy (1997) tries to reach an accommodation of

different points of view;

Which conceptual framework is likely to bear fruit in the CALL context? To 
answer this question, one must look carefully at the specific attributes o f this 
learning environment and then consider which model o f SLA most closely 
matches the capability of the hardware and the software. (Levy, 1997, p. 54)

Effectively, the impact of communicative methodologies also meant a move towards 

more socially mediated learning models. Interactionist theory attempts to integrate this
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type o f communicative model into a computerised environment taking the level of 

interaction a step further, particularly in providing opportunities for learners to negotiate 

meaning and using a Vygotskian paradigm, to seek modified input from an expert other, 

which in this case becomes the computer software. Stepp-Greany (2002, p. 167) explains 

how technology enhanced classrooms operate “Learners now view the computer as a 

medium through which they must negotiate meaning through interaction, interpretation 

and collaboration rather than as a finite, authoritative informational base for carrying out 

a stipulated task”.

Warschauer and Healey’s (1998) understanding o f Integrative CALL was that within this 

learner-centred paradigm, technological tools would be used on an on-going basis as part 

o f coursework, rather than as separate “lab sessions”, that while the behaviourist phase 

had favoured accuracy, and the communicative phase fluency, the integrated phase 

privileged content and authentic communication.

In practice, therefore, computer laboratories provided in language learning settings, while 

initially envisaged as being alternatives to the instructional setting of the classroom have 

in many cases become centres o f learning rather than instruction. While some institutions 

have invested in ready-made software, authoring shells and virtual language laboratory 

facilities, many have used generic computer facilities for word-processing with foreign 

language spell checks and grammar checks, internet applications for sourcing authentic 

materials and e-mail facilities and chat rooms for tandem learning with real native 

speakers in foreign institutions. The key is integration -  work done in the language 

laboratory becomes an integral part o f language learning coursework and supports and 

gives meaning to its overall raison d’etre.

Bax considers that in reality, the level of integration being practiced at the moment is 

very limited and falls short o f the ideal that he puts forwards, that of complete 

normalisation. He would argue that we have moved into a more authentically 

communicative phase with many features of the Open phase, but that this co-exists with 

elements of other phases.
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However this Open aspect of the technology and software is by no means 
matched by an Open attitude in other key areas o f implementation such as 
teachers’ attitudes, administrators’ attitudes and timetabling. Furthermore much 
software being produced today is still o f a relatively Restricted type. For this 
reason we could argue that in general terms we are in an Open phase o f CALL, 
but that each institution and each classroom may also exhibit certain Restricted 
and even Integrated features. (Bax, 2003, p. 23)

This may in fact represent a truer picture of the current state of CALL.

2.4.2 The Role of Motivation in CALL Environments 

2.4.2.1 Theories of Motivation

Motivation has been highlighted by many in the field of SLA as being a key factor in 

successful language learning. Where learners are working in settings which are not 

traditional classrooms, part of programme management from the teacher’s point o f view 

has to be to consider how motivational factors can help sustain learners during their 

learning activities.

For many decades Gardner and Lambert were seen to be the experts in the field since in 

1972 they distinguished between instrumental and integrative motivation, seeing that 

each could play a role in sustaining learning. In the first instance the learner is motivated 

because of some perceived outcome to his learning such as better career opportunities or 

the ability to read foreign language journals in his subject area. In the second instance, 

the learner in some ways identifies with the target culture on a personal level and wishes 

to better understand the people and their language. It is thought that in the context of 

second language learning, integrative motivation will be more effective in helping the 

learner sustain his interest over the long years needed to leam a language. In the context 

of a CALL learning environment, a teacher may tap into a learner’s instrumental 

motivation by providing materials which are ultimately useful in allowing the learner to 

attain his instrumental goal and ensure such work is assessed and marks allocated to 

encourage the desire to achieve on a particular lesson. A learner’s integrative motivation 

may be encourage by providing the opportunity to engage with materials which are
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inherently interesting and authentic and provide new insights into the target language and 

culture.

In the Gardner and Lambert model, one is working essentially with pre-existing levels of 

motivation in learners, a more interesting model in terms o f the creation o f innovative 

learning environments may be a dynamic model where the experience of learning itself 

generates the motivation to learn again. Domyei (1994, 2001) suggests that this can be 

approached from two angles: Initially, the teacher can play a role in creating basic 

motivational conditions in a supportive learning environment, generating student 

motivation through enhancing existing values and attitudes; maintaining motivation by 

setting proximal goals, increasing the quality o f the learner experience and self- 

confidence, and nurturing self-motivating learning strategies and finally providing 

feedback which rewards effort and increases learner satisfaction. The role o f the teacher 

in this instance is similar to that o f the expert in Vygotskian terms providing a scaffold 

for learning as defined by Woods Bruner and Ross (1976). Where Domyei emphasises 

the importance o f nurturing self-motivating strategies, we can see the move from “other 

regulation” to “self-regulation” in Vygotskian terms. He sees at this second level the 

learner can help to develop ways o f motivating himself through setting short-term and 

long-term goals, rewards, consciously focusing on the task and controlling emotions.

Ushioda (1996) looks at the roles of success / failure in on-going motivation. She sees 

ability and effort as being the two elements brought to a task, and the need for the learner 

to see stable causes for success. She notes “In short the ideal motivational scenario is one 

in which students attribute positive outcomes to personal ability and negative outcomes to 

temporary shortcomings that can be remedied” (Ushioda 1996, p. 16). In a computerised 

learning environment it is important therefore that CALL lessons and programmes are 

well matched to the learner’s abilities and provide opportunity for engagement at the 

level o f effort so that a threshold level of ability and focused effort can together ensure a 

successful outcome to the learning phase. When students become motivated by a positive 

learning experience which encourages them to want to learn again, they become 

intrinsically motivated, which is an extremely important attribute o f independent learners.
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Intrinsic motivation can be seen to be a pre-requisite for autonomous learning which 

Little (1991, p. 4) sees as “a capacity -  for detachment, critical reflection, decision

making and independent action” in learning environments which are characterised by 

“negotiation, interaction, and problem-solving rather than showing and telling”.

IA.1.1  Motivation and Task in L2 Reading Environments

In the context of second language computerised reading environments Hegelheimer and

Chapelle (2000) remark on the difficulties which may be encountered in getting students

to engage in reading activities in laboratory settings:

Learners’ participation depends on factors such as their ability level, their interest 
in the reading passage, and their desire to learn the language in the reading 
passage...If learners have no desire to learn the target language (as one may 
suspect is the case in laboratory settings) or if  they have no interest in the 
meanings conveyed in the particular reading passage, they may not care enough to 
notice unknown vocabulary and to request modified input. (Hegelheimer & 
Chapelle, 2000, p. 52)

In section 2.1.4.5 consideration was given to the notion of Depth o f  Processing as 

defined by Craik and Lockhart (1972), Generative Learning as defined by Wittrock 

(1974) and different levels of learning from Surface to Deep Achieving as defined by 

Biggs (1987). Along with theories o f engagement put forward by Kearsley and 

Schneiderman (1999) these theories can be seen to argue strongly in favour of 

maximising learner effort through mindful engagement with the learning process. An 

understanding of the interplay between motivation and task becomes essential in the 

context of second language reading environments.

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, p. 1) in their article “Incidental Vocabulary Acquisition in a 

second language; the construct of task-induced involvement” propose a motivational- 

cognitive construct of involvement. They base their argument initially on two 

fundamental tenets of SLA research: the first in the area of vocabulary acquisition 

“Elaboration on features o f new words promotes their retention” and the second in the
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area of motivation “Motivation promotes success and achievement in second language 

learning”.

Their construct is based on the cognitive effects of focusing on vocabulary and the 

relationship between motivation and achievement in language learning. Within the 

cognitive view, they consider the need for noticing as defined by Schmidt (1990) the 

need for some explicit learning which they feel is essential in the acquisition of meaning, 

and depth of processing which they see as being essential for movement into long-term 

memory of particular items. The main premise for their construct drawing on previous 

research, is that the depth of processing of the words undertaken in a particular task is the 

determining factor in acquisition of vocabulary. They consider this acquisition to be 

incidental in so far as it occurs while learners are performing a task for a purpose other 

than vocabulary learning, in this case reading a text for meaning.

They propose three assumptions with regard to the interaction between involvement and

learning. With regard to involvement they note:

Retention o f words when processed incidentally is conditional on the following 
features: need, search evaluate.
Need represents the motivational aspect o f involvement, search and evaluate the 
cognitive dimensions o f involvement. (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 14)

On a cognitive level, Laufer and Hulstijn see different activities requiring different levels

o f involvement, entailing various depths o f processing. This aims to meet the criteria of

the second assumption which concerns the involvement load:

Other factors being equal, words which are processed with higher involvement 
load will be retained better than words which are processed with lower 
involvement load. (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 15)

This leads to their third assumption which looks at how tasks need to be chosen or

designed judiciously by teachers in order to ensure that a higher involvement load is

created, by devising tasks with various degrees o f need, search and evaluation.

Other factors being equal, teacher / researcher designed tasks with a higher 
involvement load will be more effective for vocabulary retention than tasks with a 
lower involvement load. (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 15)
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While not specifically dealing with a computerised environment, the basis for the model 

they propose emphasises the application o f a reader’s cognitive skills to a reading task. 

For L2 readers working alone, whether in a computerised or non-computerised 

environment this model seeks to optimise reader effort and by so doing engage in a level 

o f processing which facilitates vocabulary acquisition. The application of such a model 

could significantly contribute to the design o f effective second language reading 

environments.

2,4.3 Reading Electronic Texts

Before considering reading in multimedia environments, some consideration should 

perhaps be given to reading from a computer screen as it does differ from reading from a 

paper source and some design issues should be borne in mind. While a lot of literature 

exists from the eighties and nineties on negative aspects of screen presentation of text, 

technological advances have allowed for great improvement in the quality o f interfaces 

both in software design and also in how the hardware reproduces that design. Also, as 

readers become increasingly accustomed to reading on screen, many of the factors which 

made it difficult precisely because it was different, may be eliminated. McNamara (1999, 

p. 139) who worked on the area o f Computer Adaptive Testing notes that in regard to 

reading “In terms of authenticity computer-assisted reading tasks in fact best simulate the 

reading of a computer text, a perfectly authentic skill in its own right, but not the same 

skill as reading non-computer text”.

Muter (1996, p. 2) notes that reading on screen is 28% slower than reading on paper, but 

there was no effect on comprehension rates. He cites both technical issues such as screen 

resolution, contrast, colour as well as lack o f familiarity with the medium as being 

possible causes. As learners increasingly engage with electronic texts for learning and 

leisure, lack of familiarity may no longer be an issue. As regards good practice, he notes 

that research into best practice when presenting text on paper such as that of Frenckner 

(1990) might apply but could not automatically be transferred across to a computer 

display context. Frenckner had advised against white words on dark backgrounds, using
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upper case types and right justification. Muter recommends the use of dark text on Hght 

backgrounds and criticises the use o f colour in particular which may reduce the clarity o f 

the words, “hi my opinion, the worst sins in the computerised presentation of text are 

committed with the use o f colour” (Muter, 1996, p. 4).

There appears to be a need for compromise as regards the amount of text displayed on 

screen at any one time. Where a text does not fit on a single screen, he argues in favour 

of paging rather than scrolling, as readers tend to remember the position o f words / ideas 

on a page and scrolling can interfere with this effect. An important point here is the 

number o f words on the screen. Muter (1996, p. 6) notes that reading speeds decrease 

when the number o f words per page decreases. Therefore the larger the size of the text 

screen, the more efficient the reader can be. To maximise the number of words on a page 

while maintaining clarity, he recommends increasing the spaces between the lines and 

decreasing the spaces between words.

Alessi and Trollip (2001) recommend that text should be displayed in the same way as on

paper i.e. moving from top to bottom and left to right. They argue in favour of proper

formatting which means not squeezing as much text as possible into a display

lines should not end in the middle of words, and paragraphs should not begin on 
the last line of a display or end on the first line o f the next display. Consistent use 
o f indentation or blank lines to indicate new paragraphs should be used. (Alessi 
& Trollip, 2001, p. 63)

While Alessi and Trollip also note the disadvantages o f scrolling as outlined by Muter, 

they add the possibility that readers may not realise that there is more text to read. They 

note that the main advantage of scrolling is in an environment such as a web page where 

the presentation o f the text may vary from one computer to another and scrolling can 

accommodate this.

McNamara (1999, p. 140) observes “The physical constraints o f reading computer 

presented texts means that reading processes which involve moving rapidly over long 

stretches o f text, as in skimming and scanning, cannot easily be replicated”. In this
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context, it may be preferable to use shorter texts for interactive reading exercises. Where 

longer texts are needed for language study, students may prefer to print them out. 

McNamara sees search facilities on electronic texts as an alternative approach to 

traditional skimming and scanning. The use o f hypertext links and bookmarks may also 

help a reader navigate longer electronic texts.

Roby (1999, p. 99) notes that where an electronic text is being glossed, it is very 

important that the glosses themselves do not intrude upon the text or clutter the screen. 

He suggests either pop-up glosses which cover a section above rather than below the text 

being read, or alternatively a gloss box at the bottom of the screen where the gloss for any 

word would appear. He suggests that words for which there are glosses can be marked in 

bold.

2.4,4 The Development of Software for Reading 

2.4.4.1 Prototypes of Software for Reading

Throughout the eighties when much experimentation was taking place with regard to

how computers could facilitate language learning in general, various types o f packages

were developed with a focus on reading. Nyns (1986, p. 254) takes issue with many of

the CALL programmes being produced at that time and notes

Most CALL still consists of rather tedious drill activities, cloze type exercises, or 
multiple choice questions. These activities stand in strong contrast to the 
generally accepted concept of communicative teaching, which sheds light on the 
limits and perils of repetitive drills in language learning and teaching.

He argues firmly in favour of a strong pedagogical basis for using CALL and rather than 

wondering “what can 1 do with my computer?” the teacher should be asking “which 

medium should I use to teach such and such a skill?” In this context he believes the 

computer can be a useful tool for teaching reading comprehension and outlines some sub

skills which can be developed using CALL.
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•  Speed reading: to increase reading rate, he suggests forcing sldm reading by 

highlighting important units o f information in a text. This chunking could be used 

in conjunction with a timing feature, or the timing feature could be used alone.

• Vocabulary: he suggests creating a dynamic dictionary with restricted access at 

some times in the programme, to help students with vocabulary and different 

grammatical forms o f the same word.

• Syntax and text structure; he suggests using a computer to demonstrate 

complicated grammatical structures, practising connectives to help understand the 

overall meaning of texts, and giving knowledge about types o f structure 

encountered in texts.

Nyns’ approach is founded very much on research into reading in the eighties, with many 

o f his ideas reflecting types of reading exercises favoured by Nutall (1982) and Grellet 

(1980). Although the technology at that time did not have the necessary capabilities to 

facilitate all o f his ideas, in time many o f his ideas were realisable, and certain elements 

remain present in current software packages and indeed in internet sources. The 

programme Nyns developed at that time was for training students in reading specialist 

texts. He aimed to use the computer to develop some particular sub-skills in reading 

which would help with general proficiency in reading. First of all he presented the text 

piece by piece on-screen with questions at critical points to focus on inferencing skills 

(guess the keyword in the preceding passage) anaphorical referencing (what exactly is 

meant by “this way” with a hint provided) and he then focused on predictive skills where 

the reader was asked to guess subsequent content, which would have been very much in 

keeping with the “psycho-linguistic guessing game” approach o f the time.

Nyns notes he had considerable difficulty handling the range of possible answers students 

could come up with. This would have been a typical problem of the time where teachers 

agonised over trying to anticipate and factor in all possible answers students might 

produce. This is reminiscent of Farrington’s translation software Bon Accord at that time 

which is very impressive, but when one considers that he had to produce hundreds of 

possibilities for each little piece of translation, one would question whether the effort of
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replacing the teacher as evaluator of correct / incorrect answers was really worth the 

effort, although as an exploratory tool for checking different ways of translating it 

presented an innovative approach. Later approaches to CALL where the role o f software 

and teacher were re-defmed in a more integrative way moved away from this.

Higgins (1988) distinguishes between software where texts are presented for smdy 

purposes and software which is actually trying to teach reading itself as a skill. As was 

typical of the time, one of his criticisms of many reading packages was that they were 

neither fully top-down nor bottom-up in their approach, but his real problem was with 

some of the randomness of the approaches. While he found the provision of graphics for 

explanatory or motivational purposes good, and the branching allowing for readers going 

down different paths according to choices made, he found “the weakest part o f the 

package is usually the comprehension questions, just as it is in many textbooks” (Higgins 

1988, p. 68) He argues that a better use o f the computer is that o f trainer in speed reading 

as in his programme Hopalong which highlights in yellow meaningful chunks of text in a 

sequential manner. The reader finds a speed which is comfortable for him and in this 

way is led through the text. The reader may stop the synchi'onised reading at any point, 

and the rest of the text is available in a recessive colour so that he can refer back to it if 

he wishes.

2AA.2 Software for Reading in the Nineties and Beyond

While developments in terms of communicative language software were slow in the 

nineties and the cost prohibitive for wide scale investment on the part of many 

institutions, even small technological improvements allowed for improving text-based 

software and the cost in this instance was often modest.

Some o f the more experimental DOS type CALL exercises o f the eighties were tidied up 

and packaged in a more professional Windows type environment in the nineties. The 

WIDA suite of exercise generating software would be a good example of this. This easy 

to use authoring shell allowed teachers create their own exercises on materials of their
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choice. A combination of exercise types on the same input for example could lead a 

learner through stages o f acquisition of a particular set o f language features. Multiple 

Choice question and matching activities could be used for initial recognition, gap-filling 

and prediction for more active exercises and to encourage production, and the well- 

known Storyboard which allowed text re-construction with helps and hints worked in by 

the teacher - author to provide a final scaffold. Such software could truly be seen to 

provide activities at various levels o f interaction and facilitate the input -  intake -  output 

phases of SLA favoured by both cognitive psychologists and interactionist theorists as 

seen in section 2.1.5. Fun with Texts by Camsoft provided a range o f exercises involving 

re-constmction at various levels by jumbling letters in words, jumbling words in a 

sentence, and sentences in paragraphs. In time variations on such exercises were available 

free on the Internet on the Hot Potatoes website for example. This text manipulation type 

approach was seen by Little (1998) to have two main virtues: firstly in terms of the 

psychological processes at work and secondly in terms o f authorship and relevance of 

learning materials;

this was more likely to develop learners’ conscious awareness and productive 
control of grammatical relationships in the target language than the rote learning 
o f grammatical rules or the repetition o f grammatical drills. Second, these 
exercises in text repair were not created by programmers but by teachers 
themselves. (Little, 1998, p. 62)

Levy (1997, p. 86 - 87) outlines programmes in the nineties which focused more 

specifically on reading such as the ALICE  programmes (Levin et al. 1991) wliich 

presented texts, audio and video corpora and Venture-reader by Clarke (1989) which 

presented extensive reading texts with questions. Meanwhile the data-base facility in the 

computer allowed for multiple programmes for vocabulary learning -  LEXI-CAL (Kidd 

1990), CompLex (Harrington 1994).

In the late nineties the internet itself became an unexpected source of text materials. The 

development o f hypertext in the eighties and its widespread usage in the nineties meant 

that text was no longer a linear two dimensional format in which to present information 

but a multi-dimensional interactive exploratory environment where in keeping with 

constructivist theories o f learning and theories on learner autonomy, the reader could
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choose what additional information he wished to acquire while reading a main text. The 

reader along with the writer of the text and the provider of links together allowed for the 

creation of an individual path through a text with the reader determining the depth of 

knowledge and information he needed. With the advent of multimedia, these links could 

be not only text based but also audio and video based. The development o f e-mail 

facilities and chat-rooms allowed for discussion of texts which brought an authenticity of 

communication, where texts became a focal point o f real rather than simulated 

communication.

2.4.4.3 Recent Comprehensive Reading Packages

With the advent of multimedia technology, interactive L2 reading materials could be 

developed which could create the opportunity for high levels o f engagement on the part 

o f the learner and the provision o f supports in the form o f supplementary information, 

modified input, and scaffolding exercises to help guide the reader through the text. 

Specific packages for reading using this multimedia technology would include a number 

o f slightly different focuses. Further discussion of these packages will be found in the 

review of research literature on student interaction with reading software later in the 

chapter.

GALT  (Glossing Authentic Language Text) was an authoring shell developed by 

MaryAnn Lyman-Hager at Penn State University in the mid nineties. As outlined in 

section 2.3.6.3 this was essentially designed to facilitate glossing authentic text, it was 

based on sound theoretical underpinnings, i.e. Bernhardt’s 1991 model of L2 reading. 

This software, written on an early version o f Toolbook takes the notion o f glossing 

further than simple hypertext by allowing multiple annotations on a single word. In all 7 

levels of glossing were possible, although for each individual word just two or three of 

these were provided. The glosses provided were: LI translation, L2 definition, 

pronunciation, grammatical explanation, a relationship “tree”, background knowledge 

and a question.
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However, as will be seen in section later, students tended not to use the range of glosses 

available to them and later versions of GALT developed on a later version o f Toolbook 

and renamed Gemini provided instead focused vocabulary work on texts e.g. glosses on 

all of the verbs in the text, glosses on the connecting words etc.

Cyberbuch, (1994/5) developed by Dorothy Chun and Jan Plass at the University of 

California, Santa Barbara, for learners o f German is designed for intermediate level 

readers o f a short story. It was developed using Java script and while not exactly an 

authoring shell, the interface has been re-used for a number o f different short stories. The 

theoretical basis for the package is based on providing multimedia-based glosses to create 

a rich environment where graphics and text together help to enhance input. A key factor 

is also the provision of a video clip as an advance organiser before the reading o f the text, 

a variety o f glosses and armotations in the form o f text, graphics, video and sound for 

unfamiliar words. It also uses features o f CALL programmes such as multiple choice 

questions to check comprehension. Additional features include dragging and dropping 

type features for key information and vocabulary. It also tests vocabulary retention 

through exercises asking readers to match the annotation with the word to which it 

belonged.

REAL (1998). A different approach to creating software for reading would be the REAL 

project. While developed by a number o f participants in a European project, Sue Hewer 

and the team at the University of Dundee who then produced “Nuffield French for 

Science Graduates” were the people who brought to actualisation the original design. 

This programme considers reading at a more advanced level, in particular in the area of 

languages for Academic Purposes. In its design it draws on theoretical underpinnings 

with regard to the reading process, in particular in the area of higher level skills. The 

focus is on the student creating meaning from the text, rather than on de-coding, although 

a vocabulary list is provided with each text. It is not a particularly intelligent system and 

the value is more in the work done by the reader reading the text than in any interactive 

features. Submission o f the student’s written work subsequently to a teacher / tutor 

would be necessary to complete the process.
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Each text has six screens to bring the reader through different reading approaches.

• Information: outlines the text and explains its purpose

• Prediction: students note expected words and ideas for comparison later

• Skim: students are asked to drag key ideas to the notebook and then ask for a check

• Scan: students answer questions dragging relevant passages to notebook

• Search: students answer questions by dragging information from key passages and 

composing their own answer.

• Link: Students have to fill in a gapped summary using a list of words below the text.

It works on the basis o f a split screen with the text presented on the right hand side and 

the student’s note book on the left-hand side. The student can drag and drop parts o f the 

text onto the notebook, or model answers provided by the check function. At the end of a 

session the student has a copy of the text and all o f the work he has done as well as notes 

from the tutor to print off.

2.4.4A  Authoring Reading Materials

While some of the earlier tools required programmers to develop a program to 

accommodate the requirements of the teacher designing materials, increasingly authoring 

tools could be used; this would allow the teacher to develop his own learning materials. 

While there was still a need for perhaps a week-long training course in Toolbook or 

Authorware, the teacher could become an independent user o f the programme. Web- 

based tools such as DreamWeaver could also be used to create materials, the advantage 

being that they could be available as on-line learning materials (A1 Seghayer (2001); De 

Ridder (2002)). Materials developed on authoring shells could also be incorporated into 

Distance Learning programmes such as Web CT.

2.4.5 Research on Reading in Multimedia Environments

Ln 1997, Chun and Plass presented a very comprehensive review o f the research in LI 

and L2 reading and the effect of the adjunct o f multimedia. They focus particularly on
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the difference in cognitive processes and differences in learner styles in learning from 

different media. They propose a model for text comprehension with multimedia aids and 

a schema for how multimedia aids can function in a text comprehension environment.

2.4.5.1 Comprehension of Text / Comprehension of Image.
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Figure 2.3 Proposed model o f  text comprehension with multimedia aids (Chun & Plass, 1997, p. 65)

Their model for text comprehension in LI is based on processes which would have much 

in common with models considered previously in the section on reading, in particular the 

van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) model which sees text comprehension as the active process 

o f constructing mental representations o f the text information:

1. The construction of a mental representation of the text’s linguistic structure
2. The construction of a prepositional representation o f the semantics o f the text
3. The construction o f a mental model o f the subject matter described in the text 

with the help o f existing cognitive schemata (Chun & Plass, 1997, p. 64)

In this context, working with text aids and picture aids may be quite different. They note 

research by Schnotz (1993) which sees processing images to be a shorter route to the 

construction of meaning as the second phase of creating a prepositional model is by

passed and the word is converted immediately into a mental image. The other main
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difference is the fact that text is processed sequentially, i.e. word by word and line by line, 

building an overall mental representation over a period of time while images are 

processed more globally and are more quickly integrated into the stage three mental 

model.

Chun and Plass see that multimedia aids may interact with the construction of meaning at 

each of these phases in different ways, highlighting the need to consider the purpose of 

each aid provided as proposed by the model below:

Text
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W o  td s Surface

Represen
tations
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Figure 2.4 Functions o f  multimedia aids in text comprehension (Chun & Plass, 1997, p. 65)

This would tie in also with Mayer’s (1984) suggested aids for text comprehension:

a. aids for selecting information: these aids focus the learner’s attention on the more 

important elements of what is being presented so that the key information can more 

easily be accessed.

b. aids for building internal connections: these help the learner to create accurate 

propositional representations as the learner works through the material.

c. aids for building external connections: these help to link new concepts to existing 

frameworks and construct an overall mental model.
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2.4.S.2 Multimedia Aids for Text Comprehension

Different types of multimedia aids would include: text, visual, auditory or a combination 

o f these forms. They note that auditory aids would be similar to text aids in that they are 

also processed in a linear manner and require the second “propositional” phase before a 

mental representation o f the concepts can be made. In building a Model o f Text 

Comprehension in Multimedia environments, they draw on various different researchers. 

In the area of lower-level processing skills they cite research by Paivio (1986) showing 

that there is dual-coding i.e. that verbal and visual information are stored separately and 

therefore provide back-up to each other. Mayer and Sims (1994) found that this allowed 

the learner to build referential connections between the visual representation and the 

verbal representations in short-term memory which resulted in better performance in 

transfer tasks than the successive presentation o f materials.

These points have significance in terms of research alluded to previously in the areas of 

reading and vocabulary acquisition. The research carried out by (Jiang 2000) on 

vocabulary acquisition outlined in section 2.3.2.5 noted that in the initial stages learners 

often work between LI and L2 words rather than through the concept -  the adjunct of 

image should therefore help to redress this over reliance on the lexical connection. Laufer 

(1990) notes nouns and verbs are easier to remember due to their greater “imageability” 

which reflects early LI learning. By extension, visualisation during reading impacts on 

comprehension, but also on retention o f new words as reported by Tomlinson (1996). It 

would appear that the provision of image might be most beneficial in the early stages of 

learning when the learner is building up a considerable database o f concrete nouns and 

verbs. A clear representation o f a word such as “bread”, or “buy” may be possible with 

an image; at a more advanced level, where more abstract lexical items are being acquired 

such as “however”, or where groups of words form a lexical unit, the use o f image may 

not be as useftil or straightforward.
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With regard to higher level processing skills, Chun and Plass see the function of visual

aids as being slightly different, in particular with regard to M ayer’s (1997) generative

theory o f multi-media learning:

The generative theory o f multimedia learning views the learner as knowledge 
constructor who actively selects relevant words and images from the information 
presented, organises these words and images into coherent mental representations, 
and integrates the newly constructed visual and verbal representations with one 
another. (Chun & Plass, 1997, p. 66)

Visual aids for lower level processing skills therefore tend to be descriptive, while visual 

aids for higher level processing skills would tend to be additive, as they are adding to the 

overall mental model.

Z.4.5.3 Task Interference

Chun and Plass note that while the collaborative effects o f processing o f different

multimedia aids may enhance learning, other researchers such as Kirby (1993) would

believe that when information is provided simultaneously using different forms o f media,

there may be task interference; this is a critical point if usefial multimedia supports are to

be developed. They summarise thus:

Task interference can occur in complex tasks when the visual and verbal 
processes are not automated but require executive resources, and when they have 
to be executed under time pressure. For example, when viewing a film in a 
foreign language, a learner may not have enough executive resources to 
comprehend the foreign language and all the visual information given. (Chun & 
Plass 1997, p. 66)

They note that processing animation and text which are both visual may make excessive 

demands on the reader’s attention, however having the textual information read splits the 

perceptual attention between the auditory and visual and learning and transfer are 

improved. This would suggest that audio + image or audio + text are better combinations 

than image + text. Readers might also be led by the most interesting looking information 

source rather than by the most informative one, or the one most relevant to their needs.
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With regard to the use of video, it was found that it tended to decrease the amount of 

mental effort on the part of the learner. Text and picture annotations produced better 

results than text and video annotations.

Interestingly, Chun and Plass (1996) noted that in a recall test, students who had had the 

benefit of visual annotations whether picture or video showed evidence o f better recall of 

words for which only textual information was given. This would suggest that image may 

actually over-ride the L2 word in terms of memory. Remaining within the written word 

may be more effective for lexical development.

2.4.S.4 Learner Styles and Preferences

The different media will also need to be considered in the context o f learner styles and 

preferences. The main findings in this domain were;

• Verbal ability: visual aids may be helpful in building mental images for readers 

with poor verbal ability.

• Spatial ability: High imagers are effective readers o f descriptive texts as they 

create good mental models. Multimedia aids are most effective for these learners 

if their prior knowledge is low.

• Visualiser/verbalizer: learners who were visualisers tended to recall better on the 

basis of visual cues and verbalizers on the basis o f verbal cues. Visual aids were 

therefore most useful for visualizers, but made little difference to verbalisers. The 

visual preview was most effective for visualizers.

• Background knowledge: In referring to schema theory, they draw on research by 

Carrell (1985, 1987) which outlines the importance o f activating background 

knowledge before reading on a topic. In section 2.2.3.2 it was noted that advance 

organisers may be useful to help readers, Chun and Plass suggest this could be 

visual and would be one method of supporting the process o f integrating newly 

acquired knowledge with an existing mental model.
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2,4.6 Glossing Texts in a Multimedia Environment

In section 3.3.6.1 consideration was given to how consulting glosses differs from 

dictionary look-ups. While dictionary look-ups tended to require deeper processing and 

produce a higher level of retention of these items, glosses provided a higher level of 

coverage, were quicker and easier to access and students reported greater satisfaction. 

(Hulstijn et al., 1996). While in a paper-based reading exercise glosses are either 

provided in margins or on a separate sheet, in a multimedia environment glossing is more 

discreet as the words glossed may be marked to show a gloss can be accessed, or even 

unmarked so that readers click on a word only if  they encounter a difficulty with it. In 

this way L2 readers are not presented with a list of word glosses to accompany their 

reading but rather access them on a needs basis.

Fundamental to the concept of reading in a multimedia environment is the idea that a text 

is no longer just two dimensional and the reading process linear. Roby (1999, p. 99) 

remarks “the processing of multimedia text can be conceived of as taking place in a 

curvilinear fashion. Readers wind their way through texts accessing those supplements 

they choose”. Similarly Lomicka (1998) suggested that readers can proceed globally 

rather than linearly through electronic text.

Ease of access is therefore a significant factor in gloss consultation in a computerised 

environment. Roby’s (1999) study compared readers working in four conditions: a. paper 

dictionary b. paper dictionary and paper glosses c. computer dictionary d. computer 

dictionary and glosses. He found that comprehension levels tended to be the same, but 

readers working with glosses worked through the text much faster than those working 

with dictionaries and those in the computer conditions tended to look up more words and 

reported a higher level of satisfaction with the supports than those working in paper 

conditions.
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2.4.6.1 Glossing Densities

Roby (1998) noted that students working in a multimedia environment tended to look up 

far more words than students working in a paper based environment. He warns against 

students being too “click happy” and this would tie in with Widdowson’s notion of 

learners being over-dependent on glosses and failing to go to the trouble o f inferring 

meaning themselves. However research by Hulstijn (1993) gives an interesting 

perspective on this. In this case readers read a text on-screen with an on-line dictionary 

providing an LI translation. The researchers focused on 16 words, half of which were 

relevant to the task in hand, the other half less relevant. They also chose 16 words for 

inferability i.e. half of them could be inferred from the text, the other half not. “The 

results showed that participants almost always looked up the meaning o f the Plus relevant 

and Minus inferable words and least often the Minus relevant and Plus inferable words. 

Thus, far from using the consultation facility in a blind or random fashion, participants in 

this study approached their task in a strategic manner.” (Hulstijn 2000, p. 38 on Hulstijn 

1993).

De Ridder (2002) examined the effect o f visible and invisible hyperlinks for glossing. 

Her research indicates that while students consulted significantly more glosses when the 

hyperlinks were visible than when they were invisible, their vocabulary retention levels 

were equal to those o f students who consulted fewer items in the invisible mode. She 

sees this as evidence of more than short term learning as suggested by Roby (1999). She 

notes similar levels of text comprehension and vocabulary learning in the two conditions 

which would suggest that students may infer meaning more with the invisible links. 

Therefore, one could surmise that while the presence o f invisible links may favour the 

development o f reading skills, visible links may favour vocabulary development.
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2.4.6.2 Aspects of Glossing in L2 Reading Environments 

2.4.6.2.1 Noticing

The importance o f attending to new words was considered in section 3.3.4.2, the fact that 

a word is glossed draws the learner’s attention to fact that it may be problematic and need 

some processing in order to be fully comprehended. This noticing hypothesis can be 

explored further in the context o f a computerised environment. Hegelheimer and 

Chapelle (2000) note that L2 readers should notice vocabulary which impedes their 

progress and that this should then trigger an interaction with the software to access 

modified input (they suggest LI translation or L2 simplifications). This allows input to 

become intake, which is a first step in acquisition. De Ridder (2002) carried out 

research into the effect of visible or invisible hyperlinks for electronic glossing. One of 

her main arguments in favour of visible hyperlinks (a highlighted or underlined word in 

the text) was influenced by Brett (1998) who noted that making an item salient in any 

way increased the chances o f it being remembered. De Ridder (p. 136) posits that 

highlighting a word for glossing, whether the students actually consult the gloss or not, 

would make the word salient within the text, thus encouraging deeper processing. The 

fact that students did consult many of these visible glosses “might be an indication of 

how poweriiil a tool highlighting is to attract the reader’s attention”.

2.4.6.2.2 Vocabulary Retention

Hulstijn, et al. (1996) in an investigation into incidental vocabulary learning looked at the 

influence of marginal glosses, dictionary use and reoccurrence of unknown words. They 

found that students learned from marginal glosses precisely because they were easily 

available to them. They suggest that an easy to access on-line dictionary might have the 

same effect. Students working with dictionaries only, showed higher levels of retention of 

these words, but in fact they looked up very few words, so one would wonder whether the 

dictionary look up was a deeper means of processing the word or if in fact the students 

had fewer words to remember than those working with the marginal glosses.
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Hegelheimer (1998) found that when learners frequently requested help by accessing on

line glosses, they performed “significantly better” in vocabulary post-tests.

2.4.6.2.3 Vocabulary Retention and Gloss Type

In the literature there are many instances o f learners being provided w îth a wide variety 

o f gloss types, what becomes apparent from an overall perspective and from looking at a 

few case studies is that in a computerised environment L2 readers tend not to consult the 

wide range o f glosses available to them and appear to be looking for the most direct route 

to meaning through LI translation or L2 explanation.

Lyman-Hager et al. (1993) found that students working with multimedia annotations on 

text retained vocabulary better than students working with the same text and glosses in 

paper format. As noted previously, when developing the GALT  software for reading 

programme, Lyman-Hager had created the possibility of 7 different gloss types to reflect 

Bernhardt’s (1981) aspects o f word knowledge. In a subsequent study Davis and Lyman- 

Hager (1997) found that while different types o f glosses were provided, students tended 

to consult mostly and only the English definitions.

Laufer and Hill (2000) provided several different types o f look-up information for 

students carrying out a reading task on computer; a definition in L2, translation into LI, 

word pronunciation, root, extra information. They include several different approaches 

on the basis that cognitive psychologists believe processing is important and quote 

Hulstijn “the more a learner pays attention to a word’s morpho-phonological, 

orthographic, prosodic, semantic, and pragmatic features and to intra-word and inter

word relations, the more likely it is that the new lexical information will be retained” . 

(Laufer & Hill, 2000, p. 59) Their study is somewhat complicated in that it was carried 

out on learners o f English in Israel and Hong Kong and the patterns emerging are quite 

different.

• In the Israeli study, students chose LI look-ups mostly (72%) although retention 

levels were shown to be highest among students who looked up both the LI and
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L2 explanations (16%) of students, only 6% chose the L2 only and only 2% other 

helps.

• In the Hong Kong study, students used “other” mostly (36%), they surmise that 

they may have accessed the sound feature in particular, then L2 look-ups (32%), 

LI / L2 (17%) and LI (12.5%). The highest level of retention came from L2 

look-ups (69%) and L1/L2 (60%).

While differences between the groups are explained very much in terms of distance 

between the LI and L2 of the tw'o groups o f students, they note “the beneficial effect of 

LI + L2 look-up may lie in the richness o f semantic encoding; it may lie in the prolonged 

attention that multiple items of information require, or it may lie in both” (Laufer & Hill 

2000, p. 71).

2.4.6.2.4 Glossing and Text Comprehension

While vocabulary acquisition may benefit most therefore from L2 readers consulting 

more than one gloss, which may engage deeper levels o f processing, text comprehension 

in terms of building micro-propositions leading to macro-propositions may need a 

different type o f glossing.

Roby (1999) notes a study by Blohm (1982) which looked at the effect o f glossing on text 

comprehension in an LI context and found that readers had better recall of a text when 

they had worked with glosses which paraphrased the content. This may have helped 

readers create a propositional model of the text, but Roby notes that the additional time 

spent accessing the glosses may itself have produced the better recall as “time on task” as 

Wittrock (1986) noted is a predictor of learning success. In this context however, it 

should be considered that even if glosses are just a way o f getting students to spend more 

time on a text, that in itself may be beneficial as student unwillingness to consult 

dictionaries during reading is seen to be a factor in slow development of reading skills. 

(Hulstijn et al., 1996)
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Doughty (1991) carried out research into the acquisition of relative clause structures from 

reading texts in a computerised environment. She provided both rule-oriented and 

meaning-oriented helps for the readers. While both groups made advances in their ability 

to use relative clauses over a control group which had merely been exposed to the text, 

the meaning-oriented group performed significantly better than the others in 

comprehending the texts.

Lomicka (1998) contends that in an on-line environment, the reader can be encouraged to 

generate more causal inferences “The online generation of causal inferences, integrating 

prior text information and causal antecedents across sentences with background and / or 

world knowledge, leads to the production of a coherent situation model.” (Lomicka 1998, 

p. 44). In her study she looked at how L2 readers generate causal inferences to see if 

multimedia annotations help readers to better understand a text. She also used the GALT 

software designed by Lyman-Hager with multiple gloss types for her experiment. A 

“talk-aloud” protocol allowed for the collection of data indicating how readers 

constructed situation models. Students had to indicate which gloss they chose and why 

and also how their understanding of each sentence within the overall context o f the text 

was evolving over time. Lomicka worked with three groups, the first had the 

introduction + text but no glosses, the second group had introduction + text + simple LI 

and L2 glosses, the third group had access to introduction + text + LI , L2 glosses, 

images, references, questions, pronunciation.

Participants in condition B i.e. LI and L2 definitions consulted the L2 definitions most, 

while participants in condition C despite the wide range of glosses available tended to 

consult the LI translation most. The pronunciation gloss used by two of the students 

extensively did not appear to improve comprehension. While the grammatical glosses 

were consulted moderately, “they did not appear to directly aid students in developing a 

deeper level o f comprehension because inferences were not generated” . (Lomicka, 1988, 

p. 48). Lomicka notes that while it was not clear why students accessed the question 

glosses -  possibly because the LI and L2 definitions were inadequate, students usually 

generated one or more inferences having done so. One could wonder if the question
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glosses are in fact true glosses (Roby (1999) would subscribe to this point o f view), or 

rather a form of scaffolding, or indeed training in reading strategies which allow the 

reader to move beyond the sentence level understanding o f the text. The reference 

glosses also allowed for generation of inferences but were consulted infrequently. She 

reports that readers tended not to use the “picture” glosses.

Despite the helps put in place and her expectation that readers would move beyond a text- 

base in such a gloss rich environment, students tended to content themselves with word 

by word line by line translation. With regard to students’ understanding o f L2 reading 

she remarks:

Many students erroneously interpret comprehension as a process consisting of 
mere translation and paraphrasing. Students seem to be generally satisfied with 
achieving a minimal level o f comprehension via quick and basic translation. If 
they are able to translate the words into their L I, then they assume they have 
understood the text. In doing this, students often fail to achieve a global 
understanding o f text. (Lomicka, 1998, p. 50)

Lomicka suggests the need for questions interspersed throughout the text to facilitate the 

construction of a situation model as well as the glosses on particular words.

It would appear therefore that while LI and L2 glosses may be effective in clarifying 

word meaning, they may not facilitate the creation of meaning at sentence level and 

paragraph level. This draws our attention to the fact that glossing does not provide the 

same type of scaffold as either a classroom led reading task or indeed a paper-based 

reading task -  without proper training in reading strategies, students cannot be expected 

to access the information which is most relevant to their needs, or to ask themselves the 

global question necessary to bring together the previously understood micro-propositions 

of the text.

2.4.6.2.S The Effect of Task on Gloss Consultation

De Ridder (2002) studied L2 readers in two conditions: a general reading task and a 

specific reading task. Students in the specific reading task condition consuhed
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significantly fewer glosses and acquired less vocabulary than students with a general 

reading task. She sees this being due to the fact that time was devoted to processing of 

content rather than attention to language. However, contrary to her expectations, the 

specific task group did not perform better on general text comprehension. This would 

suggest that for reading tasks which are devised for learning language rather than 

significant content a more general approach may create better opportunities for 

observation of language and vocabulary acquisition.

2.4.7 Conclusion

Glossing in a multimedia environment can be seen to be a development in CALL which 

is very much constructivist in its approach as it allows the L2 reader to access the aids he 

needs to assist him in creating meaning from text, and highly interactionist in that glosses 

can be accessed at different levels which in turn can allow the L2 reader to negotiate the 

meaning of a text with the aid of modified input which supports the cognitive processes 

involved in L2 reading. In the context o f Integrative CALL, glossing may be seen to 

support general language coursework and a high level of integration and engagement may 

be achieved if appropriate motivational and task considerations are taken on board. 

While a rich variety o f multimedia aids may be incorporated into a reading task, it was 

noted that when dealing with L2 reading, textual supports may be most effective in 

supporting lexical development. It was also noted that L2 readers tend to prefer simple 

glosses, most often LI definitions or L2 explanations and that using more than one gloss 

type may lead to better retention. However these gloss types did not necessarily facilitate 

global comprehension; some form of scaffolding such as questions appear to be necessary 

to achieve this. The insights afforded by such research can pave the way for developing 

reading supports which on the one hand take account of previously observed student 

behaviour in CALL reading envirorunents and on the other hand support the cognitive 

processes where deficiencies may have been found in previous studies.
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3 Research Methodology

As this research project aims to look at Second Language Acquisition in the area of 

second language reading, an Action Research model was chosen as the most appropriate 

way of carrying out an observation, investigation, intervention and evaluation in the 

field using English-speaking second language learners o f French. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 

of the thesis are based on these phases o f an Action Research project; this chapter will 

look specifically at how using such a model facilitated carrying out the research. 

Initially consideration will be given to a framework in SLA which allows for defining 

the focus of the project, followed by an outline o f the aims and objectives of an Action 

Research project. Due consideration will also be given to how the project fits into the 

research agenda in the area o f Computer Assisted Language Learning and the theories 

from the literature review which underpin the approaches taken.

3.1 A Framework o f Second Language Acquisition

This study aims to look at L2 reading from a cognitive and interactionist perspective 

using the framework originally put forward by Gass (1988) and modified by Ellis (1994). 

This framework is accepted as being a useful description of second language acquisition 

in both cognitive and interactionist approaches. (See section 2.1.4.4).
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Figure 3.1 “A fram ew ork fo r  investigating L2 acquisition” based on Gass (1988) in Ellis (1994, p. 349)
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The study aims to track students as they move through the stages, to analyse difficulties 

they are encountering and to provide a scaffold to assist them in the reading process and 

vocabulary acquisition. Research was undertaken in a number of phases in order to 

ascertain what was happening at each stage o f the process and how intervention could 

create an improved learning environment. Situating such a learner and process-centred 

approach in a research framework requires carefial consideration of the objectives of the 

phases of the research, as moving from one phase to the next may require variation in 

approaches and accommodation o f different levels of measurement o f outcomes.

3.2 Situating the Research on a Quantitative - Qualitative Continuum

In research methodology in general, quantitative approaches are seen to be highly 

scientific and based on measurement, whereas qualitative approaches are seen to be 

more descriptive and to focus on making deductions from data gathered. In the area of 

SLA, quantitative research needs to be very experimental in nature and may yield very 

useful data in terms of outcomes; however in many cases it may not be subtle enough to 

take into account the various factors and variables which may be accounted for in a more 

ethnographic approach involving qualitative research. A qualitative paradigm allows for 

observation and describing outcomes without pre-established hypotheses needing testing.

Nunan (1992) considers qualitative and quantitative research to be over-arching but not

necessarily discrete categories which can be applied to the field of Applied Linguistics

as to other fields o f research. However he sees the need for additional categorisations of

research to account for different approaches and methodologies within this field. This

study has been carried out in the spirit of qualitative research which Nunan distinguishes

from quantitative research:

Qualitative research, on the other hand, assumes that all knowledge is relative, 
that there is a subjective element to all knowledge and research, and that holistic 
ungeneralisable studies are justifiable (an ungeneralisable study is one in which 
the insights and outcomes generated by the research cannot be applied to 
contexts or situations beyond those in which the data were collected). (Nunan, 
1992, p . 3)
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Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) see qualitative and quantitative research as two ends 

o f a continuum on which they position various types o f research approaches:

Q u a l it a t iv e Q u a n t it a t iv e

Introspection Participant
observation

N on
participant
observation

Focused
description

Pre-
experimental

Quasi-
experimental

Experimental

Figure 3.2 Qualitative  -  Quantitative Continuum o f  Research M ethodologies (Larsen-Freeman Long  
1991)

This study finds itself mid-way on the continuum as in the initial stages the research 

involves non-participant observation in order to identify problem areas, focused 

description in the intermediary stage where student transcripts are analysed for particular 

features o f language and error, moving towards pre-experimental in the final stage 

where some link between cause and effect emerges. Larsen Freeman and Long (1991, p. 

19) are clear about the limitations “While researchers using this design are prohibited 

from making statements about causality, pre-experimental designs can provide useful 

insights into SLA which later may be tested using more rigorous procedures” .

3.3 Action Research

While this study may have features o f qualitative and to a lesser degree quantitative 

research, the approach taken is fundamentally one of Action Research. This type of 

research may be seen to be an alternative to traditional approaches and was indeed 

revolutionary in its time when Kurt Lewin (1948) introduced the concept in the area of 

social psychology in an attempt to address real social issues through social action rather 

than theorizing. Corey (1953) brought action research into the field of education in the 

belief that it would be more effective than scientific research in bringing about change in 

educational practice. Unlike more abstract or theoretical approaches to research, action 

research is “a small-scale intervention in the functioning of the real world and a close 

examination of the effects of such an intervention”. (Cohen & Manion, 1985, p. 174)

Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) define action research as having three essential 

characteristics: firstly, it is carried out by practitioners, secondly it is collaborative
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between teachers and researchers and thirdly, it has change as an outcome. This

approach is frequently used in the field o f Applied Linguistics as it allows the teacher to

look at a problem area in a classroom situation, propose and try out some intervention

and evaluate the outcomes o f this intervention. Action Research is also seen to be

significant in contributing to the body o f knowledge in the area of language education in

general and emphasises the importance o f researchers working together on defined areas

of difficulty or planning. The steps proposed are as follows:

Table 3.3 Steps in the Action Research Cycle adapted from Nunan 1992

Step 1: Initiation; the teacher comes up with a problem and consults a researcher.
Step 2: Preliminary investigation: baseline data is collected through classroom observation.
Step 3; Hypothesis: a hypothesis is put forward as to the cause o f the problem.
Step 4: Intervention: the teacher develops strategies to overcome the problem.
Step 5; Evaluation: data is collected from the classroom again to determine if the intervention has been 

effective.
Step 6: Dissemination; the teacher presents her findings to other teachers.
Step 7; Follow-up: the teacher investigates alternative methods o f  achieving results in this area.

Kemmis and McTaggert (1988) would consider this study to fall short of all o f the 

requirements of an Action Research project because o f the lack of collaborative work 

between a number of colleagues / stakeholders and the requirement to implement change 

at a broader level as an end result. However, Nunan (1992) would hold an alternative 

point o f view.

While collaboration is highly desirable, I do not see that it should be a defining 
characteristic of action research. Many teachers who are interested in exploring 
processes of teaching and learning in their own context are either unable for 
practical reasons or unwilling for personal reasons, to do collaborative research. 
The work that such people carry out should not be excluded from action research. 
I would also dispute the claim that action research has to be involved with 
change... that said I know of few such studies which have not resulted in change 
of some sort. (Nunan, 1992, p. 18)

N unan’s comments appear to be very valid and particularly applicable to the valuable 

research being carried out in language classrooms. While a teacher without research 

experience would be well advised to carry out research in a collaborative manner with 

experts in the area of Applied Linguistics, where a teacher is also a researcher and is 

undertaking the research in a supervised context there seems little need to extend the 

concept of collaboration further. The elements relating to external validation of the
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project may be seen to be part of the post-study process and not necessarily feature as 

part o f the study itself.

3.3.1 An Outline of this Study in the Context of an Action Research Project

Consideration of the steps in this study within the context o f an Action Research project 

allows for situating the various phases o f the research within an overall framework. 

Within the context of Second Language Acquisition research, the investigation phase o f 

the project focuses on the earlier stages o f the SLA framework, i.e. input becoming 

comprehended input as this has to be seen as a primary concern when dealing with L2 

reading. The intervention phase specifically aims to facilitate this process by providing 

modified input, a secondary aim o f this phase is to look at how input may become intake. 

In the evaluation phase consideration is given to how effective the intervention phase 

was in converting input into comprehended input and also to what input has become 

intake and how much o f the intake is available as output. An overall outline o f how the 

research was carried out with regard to each of these stages can be detailed as follows:

Step 1: Initiation-, a problem is identified i.e. L2 readers have considerable difficulty 

extracting meaning from authentic texts. Prior to the commencement of the study, a 

phase o f classroom observation was carried out which included:

(i) Observation of L2 readers working in a classroom environment with texts with a 

variety o f supports -  comprehension questions, dictionaries, L2 -  LI glossaries, 

marginal glosses.

(ii) Observations of L2 readers working in a computerised environment. Monitoring 

how students interact with CALL materials in task based activities.

(iii) Observation of students working in pairs on a pilot text Vive les Grands-meres in a 

classroom environment. The interaction o f the dyads was recorded and analysed.

(iv) Observation of how a native speaker provides assistance to L2 readers who are 

experiencing breakdowns in meaning during the reading process on the same text Vive 

les Grands-meres. These sessions were also recorded and the transcripts are used to
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analyse strategies used by the Native Speaker. The interaction is analysed for features of 

modified input in other naturalistic settings such as child-directed speech in LI learning 

and foreigner discourse in L2 interactions. This is contrasted with language use in 

instructional settings i.e. teacher talk and learner directed speech.

Step 2: Preliminary investigation:

(i) Observation of L2 readers reading texts in pairs and providing a rough translation of 

10 target texts. These interactions are recorded and transcribed and both the transcripts 

and original sound recordings are analysed as a means of gaining insights into how 

readers process written texts.

(ii) This data is analysed under a number o f headings:

• instances of negotiation of meaning on individual items

• items which are left un-translated or mis-translated

• items which students believe they have translated correctly but have not

• number o f sentences for which students have arrived at a clear overall meaning

• the % of the text which is translated accurately

• the % of items which need explanation or clarification

• the grammatical category o f errors

Step 3: Hypothesis', after reviewing initial data, it is hypothesised that:

• Difficulties perceived by one set o f L2 readers on a particular text can be useful 

indicators of difficulties which other L2 readers may experience on this text and 

can be used as a basis for gloss design.

• L2 readers will be able to extract meaning from authentic texts more successfully 

if they have access to glosses which have the characteristics of both instructional 

and native speaker modifications o f input.

• L2 readers will create better mental representations of the text with the aid of

such glosses and this will be apparent in the micro and macro-propositions they

create.

• L2 readers will retain vocabulary which has been the subject o f the glosses and 

specific enhancement exercises will consolidate this process.
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Step 4: Intervention:

(i) Analysis of data to inform design of teaching materials.

• Through study of the student transcripts, causes o f error can be categorised and 

linked to theoretical frameworks o f vocabulary knowledge and text 

comprehension.

• Suggestions can then be made for glosses which would specifically address the 

types of error, to tackle their underlying causes and facilitate understanding but 

also expansion of lexical knowledge of the item.

• A Native Speaker is asked to listen to the transcripts and where breakdowns in 

meaning occur, to provide assistance as she would in a classroom context with a 

real group of learners. This modified input can be incorporated into the design.

(ii) Design o f learner materials.

• Glosses are designed at different levels to reflect both the theoretical linguistics 

cognitive approach and the interactionist native speaker approach. The text and 

glosses are incorporated into an easy-to-use programme which allows for access 

using simple mouse-over functions and hyperlinks.

• Supplementary vocabulary acquisition enhancement exercises are prepared 

taking account of the level of lexical development of the students, the need for 

contextualised exposure to language and models o f depth o f processing to help 

ensure optimal levels o f outcome.

(iii) Implementation of CALL reading course

• Students work through a series o f glossed texts and vocabulary acquisition 

exercises designed to address the problems previously identified.

Step 5: Evaluation: In this phase, a new group o f students works through the texts and 

their interactions on the exercises as well as recall sessions are analysed as a means of 

evaluating how effective the computerised programme is in providing a scaffold for 

learners to successfully read a foreign language text. The purpose is to track how the 

glosses and vocabulary acquisition enhancement exercises may have helped this group 

of readers to understand items o f vocabulary and concepts in the texts which proved
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problematic for the earlier group of learners. The following tasks will provide key 

points at which the effectiveness o f the programme can be evaluated:

(i) Summary in English. On completion of the initial reading of a glossed text, the 

summary-writing exercise aims to gauge how well the students are able to decode words 

correctly, construct micro-propositions at sentence level, and fmd coherence between the 

micro-propositions and arrive at macro-propositions which are appropriate and match 

those intended by the writer of the text.

(ii) Delayed Recall in the L2 (to be completed a few weeks after the text study). On 

completion o f the vocabulary enhancement exercises comprising a learning cycle of 

repetition, translation and production on key collocations in the text, students received 

marks for successful completion o f the task. However, this in itself can not be seen to

equate to acquisition. While it would be expected that students would work through

these with ease, the effectiveness o f this cycle in terms o f long-term acquisition is o f 

greater interest and for this reason the evaluation o f this phase can only be carried out 

through a delayed recall test. The following items are tracked:

• The use of key vocabulary to relate the contents o f the text.

• The use of targeted collocations which were the subject o f the vocabulary 

enhancement exercises.

• Other areas of language retained from the original text.

• A clear sense of the points being made in the text.

• The ability to express this meaning clearly using a combination o f elements 

above.

3.4 Elements o f Research Methodology from other Models

While an Action Research model provides an overall design for the project, other 

models can provide alternative insights into the research being carried out in this study. 

As this project is being carried out in the area o f Second Language Learning in a 

computerised environment, it is worth considering briefly how models dealing 

specifically with these areas can provide further insights.
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3.4.1 Van Lier’s Research Design Model

Van Lier’s (1988) Research Design Model can be seen to complement the Action 

Research model, as it can be used to define what is actually happening in each phase. 

Van Lier considers research using two parameters, interventionist and selectivity. The 

inverventionist parameter allows for situating research according to the extent to which 

the researcher intervenes in the research environment. The selectivity parameter places 

research according to the extent to which the researcher pre-specifies the phenomena 

being investigated. By seeing these as two lines, each as a continuum, the intervening 

“semantic spaces” allow for positioning a piece o f research within this framework.

H iehlv selective

CONTROLLING

Intervention

ASKING /DOING

MEASURING

Non-intervention

WATCHING

N on-selective

Figure 3.3 Parameters in Research Design, (van Lier 1988)

Nunan’s commentary on van Lier’s model takes its potential application a stage further

1 find van Lier’s model o f types o f research a useful one, although as van Lier 
himself points out, it is a simplification o f what really happens when research is 
carried out. In reality a piece o f  research may well transcend the initial 
“semantic space” . An investigation may well begin in the “watching” space, and 
then as issues emerge, the focus may become narrower. (Nunan, 1992, p. 7)

In fact this model is ideally suited to describing what happens in a study such as this one 

which has a number of different phases.
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3.4.2 An Outline of this Study in the Context of Van Lier’s Research Design Model

We can re-consider the steps as outlined under the Action Research framework in the 

light o f van Lier’s model. The absence o f a “controlling” element is indicative of the 

fact that this study falls short of the criteria for a quantitative study. However, the fact 

that there is throughout the study a considerable degree o f selectivity indicates that the 

objectives o f the research move beyond purely qualitative research and have some 

precise focus even if absolute causality remains outside the remit o f the project.

Step 1: Initiation: This first phase is characterised by “watching” which is non

interventionist and non-selective and very qualitative in nature.

Step 2: Preliminary investigation:

The phase of error analysis is characterised by “measuring” and as the study becomes 

more selective, in ascertaining the extent to which different factors contribute to error. 

While there is a quantitative element to this phase, the context within which the 

“measuring” is carried out remains qualitative as it is applied to individual instances of 

student language observation rather than comparative or longitudinal approaches.

Step 3: Hypothesis:

This is an intermediary stage o f reflection between phases 

Step 4: Intervention:

The materials design phase and trial o f these materials corresponds to the “asking /

doing” stage in that there is a high level o f intervention but not a high level o f control,

leaving it mid-way between quantitative and qualitative approaches:

One investigates certain problem areas by probing, trying out minor changes, 
asking for participants’ views and concerns and so on. After a while it may be 
possible to pinpoint the problem so precisely that a controlled environment can 
be created in order to conduct an experiment, (van Lier, 1990 pp. 34-35)

Step 5: Evaluation: The final phase, which van Lier would anticipate as being one of 

control, is in fact another measuring phase as it is characterised by a high degree of 

selectivity but a low degree of control so that it falls short o f quantitative criteria but 

nonetheless moves beyond a purely qualitative evaluation o f the intervention. “One
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selects certain features, operationally defines them, and quantifies their occurrence, in 

order to establish a relationship between features, or between features and other things 

such as educational outcomes” (van Lier, 1990, p. 34)

3.4.3 Classroom Based Research

In the field o f Second Language Acquisition, and in particular in Action Research, 

studies are frequently carried out in classrooms, giving rise to the term “classroom based 

research”. The initiation phase of this study arose out o f classroom observation, but the 

study itself, while carried out “in the classroom” did not focus on classroom based 

learning and the study does not sit comfortably in this category. As the focus of the 

study was the design o f learning materials which could be used for independent learning, 

there are traces of classroom based research in the approaches taken, but in many cases 

they stand in opposition to traditional classroom situations. The final product could be 

considered as an alternative to the type o f independent study carried out by second 

language learners in libraries, rather than that carried out in classrooms.

The main considerations with regard to such research would be in terms of how 

classroom interaction and formal instruction facilitate acquisition. The classroom as 

used in this study did not have an overt social dimension. As the researcher was present 

in the role o f teacher but acting as an observer and monitor, there was no intentional 

interaction between teacher and students. The purpose o f the learner dyads translating 

texts together in the preliminary investigation was not intended to be an exercise in 

collaborative learning although there is evidence o f this having taken place. Its primary 

purpose was to create a “think aloud” type protocol to allow the researcher to understand 

the internal processes at work when L2 readers read a text.

With regard to considering how interaction contributes to L2 acquisition, the initial 

study o f how the Native Speaker can modify input in an interactional setting becomes a 

model for creating the glossed reading materials. The simulation of this real life 

interaction allows for the creation of a new form o f interaction between reader, text, and
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modified input in a CALL environment. Where materials are more instructional than 

interactional, they may be considered to take the place o f the teacher, in this sense the 

glossed texts and in particular the vocabulary enhancement exercises can be seen to be a 

source o f formal instruction. In this context, the evaluation phase o f the study does 

provide considerable insights into how interaction and instruction facilitated acquisition 

and also constraints which govern the level of success o f the interactional and 

instructional approaches.

3.4.4 Computer Science Model

Given the technological dimension o f this project, it could also be seen to have 

developed in a similar way to projects in computer science, hi this context the aim can 

be seen to be the design of a model which is capable o f carrying out a particular task, in 

this instance, providing L2 readers with support during reading. The design of the 

model is therefore key to the intervention phase. The evaluation phase is an opportunity 

to try out the model in order to consider its suitability to the task and where its strengths 

and weaknesses lie. Again the emphasis is on process rather than product, there is no 

attempt to run large-scale testing o f a perfected product but rather to investigate the 

processes at work and move towards a more effective and adequate model which could 

be used by other researchers and teachers in second language reading contexts.

3.5 CALL and the Research Agenda.

Many people working in the field o f Second Language Acquisition have expressed 

concern at how research in the area of Computer Assisted Language Learning has 

developed. It is hoped that this study can make a significant contribution to the field of 

CALL, in particular because it is inspired by observations o f real learners in real 

learning situations and as such, the CALL materials being developed can be considered 

to be pedagogically sound and to correspond to real needs of language learners. Bax 

(2003) argues that CALL needs to become a normalised part o f language learning 

“CALL will be normalised when computers are treated as always secondary to learning
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itself, when the needs of learners will be carefully analysed first of all, and then the 

computer used to serve those needs.” (Bax, 2003, p. 24)

Garrett’s words o f warning may have been overstated when she declared in her keynote 

address “Where do research and practice meet?” at the EuroCall conference in 1998. 

“Why do we urgently need to develop a research agenda in CALL?... I believe that 

technology is going to define language learning and not the other way around”. This 

may illustrate the extent to which CALL was riding on the crest of the wave in the late 

90’s, and the extent to which it may be finding a more integrated identity in the new 

millennium. Garrett argues strongly in favour o f gaining a better understanding of what 

happens in face-to-face communication so that we can better design multimedia learning 

and teaching materials. (Garrett, 1998, p. 11)

Little (1998) notes that research in the area o f CALL should take the process of language

learning as a starting point and could be o f three varieties:

We need theoretical research to provide a basic orientation; empirical research in 
order to explore in a disciplined way how language learners actually use 
information systems, and to what effect; and action research in order to ensure 
that our research enterprise is not a linear but a cyclical process. (Little, 1998, p. 
128).

This study aspires to provide insights into each o f these categories to varying degrees.

Second Language Reading would appear to be a useful target for research using CALL 

and this is borne out in the literature. Computers may be at their best in presenting input 

which can be made comprehensible. Levy (1997, p. 54) supports Doughty’s (1991) 

view that “comprehension-based models of SLA offer the greatest potential to 

researchers and materials developers”. Doughty specifically supports two 

comprehension based models o f SLA; the Negotiated Interaction Model of SLA and the 

Cognitive Processing Model of SLA. This study approaches L2 reading using both of 

these perspectives.
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3.6 Participants in the Study

As the focus of an action research project is essentially on process rather than product, 

the researcher’s main task is to manipulate the variables in terms of input and process 

and the students become not so much the subjects o f the study but participants whose 

interactions help the researcher evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions 

undertaken. As such, different groups o f students may be used at different stages by the 

researcher to participate in a series of phases in a cycle. While it is important that 

groups should have similar levels o f language competence, in research terms there are 

no comparisons being drawn between the performance o f groups, only the effectiveness 

of the intervention in providing a better scaffolding for subsequent groups of students.

3.6.1 The Researcher and Native Speakers

The researcher was the class teacher for all o f the groups o f students featured in the 

study. In this role, the researcher was able to observe, record and assess the students and 

activities at various phases o f the study. As the focus o f the study was to encourage 

students to interact in dyads; with the native speaker, and with the learning materials in 

an autonomous manner, the researcher confined her role to data collection avoiding 

direction intervention in the sessions. Full details are provided in table 3.2.

Two native speakers assisted in the research, the first interacting in real time with the 

students, the second providing modified input for the glossed reading phase. Both were 

French natives who had studied English in France to degree level. Native Speaker 1 was 

a language assistant aged 21 with no prior experience of language teaching. Native 

Speaker 2 was aged 24 and had worked as a part-time lecturer for two years with 

experience in teaching the type o f students involved in this study.
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3.6.2 Profile of Students

All of the students used in this study were students at third level institutes, either at the 

Institute of Technology in Tallaght or the Institute of Technology in Blanchardstown. In 

each case, French was a major component o f their course accounting for 7 / 8 hours per 

week of class contact, and approximately one third of the credits for the programme.

The students were considered to be of equivalent ability and also from equivalent socio

economic backgrounds suggesting similar levels o f general literacy and world 

knowledge. As the Institutes of Technology in Tallaght and Blanchardstown had both 

been set up in areas of low participation in Higher Education, students tended to come 

from modest backgrounds with a vocational view of third level education.

The entry requirement on to these courses was approximately 320 points in the Leaving 

Certificate examination which is taken at the end of Secondary School studies in Ireland. 

Students would typically have studied French for five years and needed to attain a 

minimum grade B3 at Ordinary Level to be admitted on to the course. Most of the 

students did in fact have a grade B at Ordinary Level, or a grade D or C at Higher Level. 

In the first year of their Business Studies programme the focus is primarily on 

introducing students to the language of the workplace and in developing oral proficiency 

in this context. Students also study French grammar for an hour a week as grammar 

instruction at second level tends not to be systematic and there is a need to bring 

students from different second level learning experiences to a similar level. Elements o f 

French culture and society are also studied through authentic video and related texts, but 

text study tends to be incidental rather than systematic. The first year of the programme 

aims therefore to consolidate skills acquired at second level and provide an introduction 

to business French, but does little to develop reading skills beyond those acquired at 

second level.

On the Council of Europe framework. Leaving Certificate Language is seen to cover 

Level B1 / B2. (Ushioda, 2001). The grades attained by these students would 

correspond to the lower B 1. The descriptors for the self-assessment grid for these levels
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on the Council of Europe Framework o f References for Languages document (see 

Appendix) show a significant difference between the two levels.

• B l: I can understand texts which consist o f mainly high frequency everyday or 

job-related language. I can understand the description o f events, feelings and 

wishes in personal letters.

• B2: I can read articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in 

which the writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints. I can understand 

contemporary literary prose.

The students are therefore at a point where they should be able to engage with authentic 

texts, ahhough the effects o f topic familiarity and background knowledge would be 

considerable. It seems clear that pedagogically at level B l students would still benefit 

from a scaffolded approach with questions focusing on global and specific 

comprehension to guide them. In reality most o f these students were due to go to France 

on a semester abroad programme under Erasmus in the following semester or the 

following year and would need to leam to deal with authentic texts without teacher 

prepared worksheets. As all of these students were in year 2 o f a three year programme, 

it was imperative that they acquire reading skills sooner rather than later. Once in the 

workplace, they would be expected to be able to extract and construct meaning from a 

range o f  work-related documents. They would also need to have the necessary reading 

skills to continue to expand their own knowledge o f French social, cultural, business and 

economic issues.

3.6.3 Schedule of Participation of Students in Phases of Research

The participation of the different groups o f students at the various phases o f the research 

highlights the importance of the observation and data collection phases in yielding 

information for subsequent phases. Outlined below are details of each group, the 

activities they were involved in and the outcomes in terms o f each phase.
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Group A. Year 1 Applied Languages IT  Tailaght. (Step 1)

The interactions on L2 reading texts by learner dyads were observed, recorded and 

analysed with a view to gaining insights into how meaning breaks down for L2 readers 

and how different exercise types provide different types o f scaffolds.

Group B. Year 2 Marketing and Languages IT  Tailaght. (Step 1)

These students worked in pairs on the same text but this time with NS 1 who provided 

assistance on request when meaning broke down, hiteractions were recorded with a 

view to understanding which items L2 readers tend to seek assistance on and the nature 

of the NS Assistance.

Group C. Year 2 Marketing and Languages IT  Tailaght. (Step 2)

These 20 students worked in pairs on a new set of 10 texts which had been selected for 

their suitability in terms o f content, interest and authenticity. These texts were to become 

the target texts for the intervention in terms o f glossing and enhancement exercises. The 

dyads translated the texts together and were recorded. The recordings were analysed for 

breakdowns in meaning and NS 2 was asked to prepare modified input to address these 

breakdowns. Glosses were designed on the basis of the perceived difficulties, NS 

suggestions, and theoretical aspects of L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition.

Group D. Year 2 Business IT  and Languages IT  Blanchardstown. (Steps 4 +5)

This group of 15 students followed a course in L2 reading in the computer laboratory for 

one hour per week over 10 weeks. 5 o f the 10 texts worked on by Group C and NS 2 at 

the preliminary investigation phase were studied, each over 2 weeks. In the first week 

students completed the glossed reading phase and summary in English. In the second 

week they completed the vocabulary enhancement exercises. At the end of the semester 

a recorded oral recall exercise provided insights into what this group of students had 

retained from the texts. The summaries, completion level on exercises and transcript of 

recordings provided the opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions. 

This in turn provided the opportunity for recommendations on how the intervention 

could be ameliorated to better meet the needs o f subsequent groups of L2 readers.
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T able 3.2 Schedule of phases of research

Steps in Action 
R esearch

A pproach Activity S tu d en t g roup

1. In itia tion Teacher
observation

L2 reading in class with a variety o f 
supports

Year 1 Applied 
Languages, IT Tallaght

Teacher
observation

L2 reading in a computerised environment Year 1 Applied 
Languages, IT Tallaght

Recording 
o f dyads

Pilot te x t : Vive les grands-meres in dyads Year 1 Applied 
Languages, IT Tallaght

Recording 
o f NS /Ss 
interaction

Pilot te x t : Vive les grands-meres with 
Native Speaker

Y ear 2 M arketing & 
French, IT Tallaght

2. P re lim inary  
investigation

Recording 
o f dyads

Dyads reading texts Year 2 M arketing & 
French, IT Tallaght

Teacher Analysis o f  transcripts and recordings

3. H ypothesis Teacher Generation of hypotheses on the basis o f 
preliminary investigation

4. In terven tion Teacher Error analysis
Native 
Speaker 2

Suggestions for glosses from Native 
Speaker on the basis o f errors in reading on 
recordings

Teacher Adaptation of native speaker suggestions for 
design o f  glossed reading phase

Teacher Design o f vocabulary acquisition 
enhancement phase

Teacher
observation

Implementation: Trial o f  learning materials Y ear 2 Business IT and 
French students, IT 
Blanchardstown

5. E valuation Teacher 
analysis o f 
written 
production

Evaluation o f summaries at the end of the 
glossed reading phase

Y ear 2 Business IT and 
French students, IT 
Blanchardstown

Teacher 
analysis o f 
oral
production

Evaluation o f the output in the delayed 
recall phase

Y ear 2 Business IT and 
French students, IT 
Blanchardstown

3.7 Theoretical Underpinnings

An Action Research project such as this needs solid theoretical underpinnings drawn 

from the literature review but applied very specifically to how it is envisaged this model 

can be developed. Justification is given below for the selection o f  the most applicable
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theories in areas of L2 reading, language learning in naturalistic settings, interactionist 

theories and negotiation o f meaning and vocabulary acquisition in L2 reading.

3.7.1 Models of L2 Reading

This study aims to look at reading in a second language very much from a meaning- 

focused point of view in line with researchers such as Bernhardt (1999, p. 2) “Reading is 

the extraction and construction o f a message from a written text”. These two elements 

i.e. extraction on the one hand and construction on the other can be seen to be 

complementary skills which need to be developed in L2 readers. Many o f the complex 

process models of reading, in particular highly interactive ones such as those of 

Rummelhart’ (1977) or Stanovich (1980) may highlight the complexity o f the process of 

fluent reading, whether in LI or L2. A simpler staged model seems better suited to the 

needs o f the researcher attempting to account for the efforts o f the struggling L2 reader.

The model put forward by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) seems to suit the purposes of 

this study well. In this model decoding leads to the establishment o f micro-propositions, 

which in turn leads to a micro-structure o f propositions, the most important of which 

allows for the creation of a macro-structure. This would correspond to the simpler type 

o f model o f lower level processing and higher level processing with working memory 

as an interface between the two favoured by Grabe (1999, p. 13) who finds common 

elements between Kintsch (1988, 1994) van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) and Singer (1990).

Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) highlight the limited capacity of working memory. In L2 

reading it essentially means that just one sentence can be held in working memory in a 

verbatim state. Once the reader moves on to the next sentence, the previous sentence 

decays to make space for the incoming one. There is therefore a very small window of 

opportunity where assistance can be given to the reader to convert the verbatim 

representation of a sentence into meaning. Respecting this limitation will be the single 

most important constraint in gloss design.
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In the context o f intermediate level readers dealing with authentic texts, a componential 

model can also be useful as a framework for analysing what is happening for the 

struggling L2 reader and to determine if breakdowns in meaning are due to lower-level 

or higher-level processing problems. Grabe (1999, p. 17) in attempting to find an 

accommodation of views o f various researchers suggests that at the stage o f lower-level 

processing there are 3 components in decoding: orthographic, morphemic and phonemic. 

These categories can serve as an initial framework for tracking errors in decoding. The 

impact o f decoding problems on higher level processing, or problems in higher level 

processing themselves can be seen in how L2 readers build text models which reflect 

textual information closely and situation models where readers bring background 

knowledge, affective responses and their own interpretation to the text. Factors at play in 

building up these models would include inferencing skills, background knowledge, 

discourse structuring principles and reader strategies.

3.7.2 Language Learning in Naturalistic Settings

The strong meaning-focused approach advocated in this study draws on the idea that 

reading is inherently meaning-focused but also on other aspects o f language learning 

which are essentially meaning-focused which reflect the importance o f meaning in 

current communicative methodologies.

In LI learning we saw that interactions between care-giver and child were essentially 

based on meaning. Snow (1977) and Pine (1994) note that modifications in input by the 

care-giver are particularly adjusted to semantics, helping the child to understand rather 

than facilitating later production. Other studies such as that o f Philips (1972) note the 

importance o f content words over grammatical words in such interactions.

In second language learning, Wesche (1994, p. 220) found that foreigner discourse was 

similar to child-directed speech. She notes the following features in common between 

the two: slower speech rate, exaggerated intonation, simplified syntactic structures, the 

use of frequently occurring concrete vocabulary items, the avoidance o f pronouns in
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favour of restatement of the noun or proper noun, repetition and elaboration o f already 

stated material. Again, it is evident that meaning takes priority over form with 

simplification and clarification of the meaning taking precedence over explanation or 

exemplification. These principles will be tracked in the pilot study of a native speaker 

interacting with students and later incorporated into the gloss design section to underpin 

the design of reading materials on the basis that they then respect a naturalistic approach 

which at all times favours a focus on meaning.

3.7.3 Interactionist Theories and Negotiation of Meaning

Vygotsky (1978) provides us with a framework within which the expert other - seen 

above providing both child-directed speech and foreigner discourse - can interact with 

the learner in a meaning focused situation and lead the learner through the learning 

process. This can be applied equally to the field of reading. This study attempts to use a 

Vygotskian paradigm to provide the L2 reader with the help needed to move through 

stages of learning and become independent. Glossing is seen to be a way o f providing a 

scaffolding for L2 reading by providing expert input in a phased manner to suit the 

learner who is operating in a Zone of Proximal Development.

The interactionist approach taken in this study aims to help L2 readers read not just these 

target texts independently, but also become more aware readers who can resolve 

breakdowns of meaning more effectively on future texts. By focusing on vocabulary 

which is intrinsic to discursive texts, students are building their vocabulary threshold, 

facilitating their understanding of future texts. Word level glosses provided should not 

only provide assistance in understanding an unfamiliar word, but the means to decipher 

future unknown words. Sentence level glosses should not just help the reader develop a 

situation model for this text, but the skill to develop situation models for future texts.

In a language learning context, interactionist theories are highly applicable to instances 

of negotiation of meaning. In this study, the provision o f glosses for the L2 reader is 

seen to be in line with interactionist theories which stress the importance for
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opportunities to negotiate meaning. Hatch (1978) sees this as being essentially the 

modification and re-structuring of interaction which takes place between a native 

speaker and non-native speaker in order to arrive at meaning. Pica’s development o f this 

is important in the context of designing modified input; she notes that the NS uses a 

variety of strategies “repeating a message verbatim, adjusting its syntax, changing its 

words or modifying its form in a host o f other ways” (Pica, 1994, p. 494). Pica notes 

that “negotiation seems to work most readily on lexical items and larger syntactic units” 

(1994, p. 518) rather than on grammatical points, which supports the strong focus on 

meaning rather than form in this study. The aim is therefore to turn input which initially 

is beyond the recommended i+1 (Krahsen 1982) into comprehensible input which can 

therefore be comprehended and from which language can be acquired.

With several different gloss types, the reader may very well engage in a type o f 

negotiation o f meaning. The reader will access moditied input in one form o f gloss, 

check if this clarifies the meaning, then access a second gloss, again integrate this 

knowledge into the knowledge he has so far and finally seek a third level o f explanation 

if the meaning remains obscure. The design hopes to ensure the reader will have 

clarified meaning by the end of this process and the processing itself should have given 

the reader the opportunity to gain insights into several aspects of knowledge o f the word, 

enhancing the lexical entry for that word.

This simulation o f negotiation o f meaning may appear to be a somewhat poor 

approximation to natural instances of negotiation of meaning. However, while Long’s 

(1980, 1981, 1982) research showed that interactionally modified input was the most 

effective for learners, Pica’s (1992) research showed that input carefully pre-modified in 

line with modifications carried out during interactions achieved similar levels of 

comprehension among learners. In this study an attempt is made to initially look at 

types o f breakdowns in meaning which occur for L2 readers on particular texts and types 

of helps / clarifications a native speaker can provide to a reader to help them better 

understand the text in line with theories quoted above. It may be possible to extrapolate
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from instances on particular texts and determine in general a best approach to providing 

such modified input in the form of different gloss types.

While considerable work has been carried out on negotiation o f meaning and the 

opportunity to focus on form, this is beyond the scope o f this study which will prioritise 

meaning over form. Singleton (1999, p. 18) notes that in theoretical linguistics, grammar 

is seen more and more to be lexically governed, that grammatical irregularities could be 

considered to be lexical idiosyncrasies. Lexical form will necessarily include 

morphological aspects which wherever possible can be incorporated into the lexical 

entry. Simplification o f structure rather than explanation o f structure as the shorter route 

to meaning will also be justified on the basis o f keeping working memory functioning on 

meaning focused elements o f the reading process.

3.7.4 Vocabulary Acquisition from Written Texts.

For the purposes of this study, vocabulary acquisition from written texts will not be 

looked at as being incidental as outlined by Krashen (1989) or Hulstijn et al. (1996). 

This study aims to consider how attending to vocabulary while reading creates a 

semantically rich opportunity for acquisition while also improving reading skills. This 

follows from research by Nagy and Herman (1987) which showed that reading provides 

a deeper knowledge o f words than other methods, although it may be less efficient. This 

ties in with research by Jiang (2000) who contends that L2 learners in an instructional 

setting are not exposed to sufficient contextualised language input and much o f their 

knowledge of the L2 is bound to their LI knowledge, with adult learners in particular 

reverting to LI lemmas to understand (imperfectly at best) L2 lexical items. Reading 

therefore provides a richer environment for expanding L2 lemmas, and the provision of 

glosses on texts aims to provide supplementary context.

Vocabulary will be looked at in the light of connectionist theories rather than a modular 

hypothesis as outlined by Singleton (1999) as this emphasises the importance not only o f 

the interdependence o f various aspects of language processing as outlined by Levelt
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(1989) but also the interconnections between lexical knowledge and world knowledge 

(Hulstijn 1997). Another aspect o f connectionist theory will be considered with regard 

to the importance of lexical items being considered in association rather than in isolation. 

While this may be viewed as an important aspect of vocabulary knowledge, it is 

particularly relevant for subsequent production. Nation (2001) argues in favour o f L2 

learners acquiring ready-made chunks o f language in particular because this cuts down 

on processing time in production. This reflects Sinclair’s (1991) idiom principle, where 

accessing an idiom is a single choice compared to the multiple choices involved in 

constructing a phrase o f similar length. This study aims to consider vocabulary in 

collocational situations, taking on board however the recommendations by Nation that 

high frequency collocations on high frequency words should be prioritised as the 

learning burden o f low frequency unpredictable collocations may not be justified.

Glossing L2 texts can therefore be seen to fit in well to the framework of SLA proposed 

by Gass (1988) which was considered at the beginning of the chapter. The provision of 

glosses on a reading text aims to convert input into comprehended input; vocabulary 

enhancement exercises aim to ensure intake and production exercises are in effect 

creating pushed output. The delayed recall exercise allows us a framework within which 

to consider how vocabulary is acquired.

3.8 Conclusion

This project can be seen to be founded on principles of Second Language Acquisition 

and SLA research and to follow the phases in an Action Research model which allows 

for a thorough investigation of L2 reading among English speaking learners o f French in 

a third level Institute o f Technology sector context in Ireland. The study can also be 

seen to match the objectives of the current research agenda in the area of Computer 

Assisted Language Learning. Specific theories outlined in the literature review have 

been selected to underpin the approach taken in the project which aims to highlight 

interactive and cognitive elements of L2 reading. The genesis of this project in terms of 

these elements will be considered in the initiation phase.
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4 Initiation

The genesis for this study originated very much at the level of observation of students 

trying to extract meaning from L2 texts. This chapter outlines elements of L2 reading 

which were observed in the initiation phase and which became the focus for a 

subsequent preliminary investigation phase. The interaction o f students on a pilot text 

and the types of error made in interpreting the meaning o f the text provide initial insights. 

The assistance provided by a native speaker compared to that provided by a dictionary 

or teacher highlights differences between naturalistic and instructional settings which in 

turn reflect interactionist and cognitive approaches to learning as identified in the 

literature review. This allows for developing a more in-depth model for investigation in 

the preliminary investigation phase with a view to providing appropriate intervention to 

tackle issues in L2 reading which had already been identified at this initial stage.

4.1 Context

This research project arose from a growing awareness of the importance of L2 reading in 

terms of general development o f language skills and vocabulary knowledge. Text study 

for the target groups o f students at Institutes of Technology usually focused on relevant 

content in the form of authentic texts which dealt with topics in the area of French 

culture and society or with speciaUsed language in the area o f business studies and 

computing. As at least one hour a week was devoted to text study, it became apparent 

over time that these students had difficulty extracting meaning from text for a variety of 

reasons and that this needed to be addressed if  these learners were to progress and 

become independent L2 readers.

4.1.1 Text Study in the Classroom

The initial observation stage involved preliminary work on texts using think aloud 

protocols. Year 1 Applied Languages students at IT Tallaght were recorded as they 

worked in pairs on texts under different conditions. Students were observed interacting
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with texts with general comprehension questions, with multiple choice questions, with 

pre-reading activities, without pre-reading activities; they worked with paper versions o f 

texts and computerised versions, with dictionaries and with glossaries; they practiced 

writing summaries in the LI and the L2 and translated texts from French into English.

For the purposes of this study, the most interesting data emerged from students reading 

and translating texts together without any supports in the form of scaffolding through 

comprehension questions or dictionaries or glosses. The transcriptions o f these 

interactions were to provide invaluable information with regard to how breakdowns in 

meaning occur for students who do not have the support of a worksheet or dictionaries 

or glosses. This also gives a more accurate insight into the challenges facing L2 readers 

when confronted with authentic texts, and the extent to which their level of language is 

adequate or inadequate for dealing with these texts.

4.1.2 Text Study in a CALL Context

Text study was also undertaken in the computer laboratory using various CALL 

packages available at the time. O f particular interest was the WIDA suite of authoring 

tools which allowed for the creation of multiple choice questions, gap-filling exercises, 

and prediction exercises on a text. Initially students continued to work in pairs on 

exercises generated on a text, some of the learner dyads were recorded in order to gain 

insights into how the learners interacted with the programme. It became apparent that 

learners became very absorbed in the interaction with the computer programme and that 

in particular they were less reliant on teacher support as the feedback provided by the 

programme seemed to fulfil their need to know the right answer, have an understanding 

of what they had done wrong, and the opportunity to choose the correct answer through 

re-doing the exercise. Students also began to use on-line dictionaries and learned to 

move between these and the exercises they were doing quickly.

One of WIDA’s products Storyboard opened up new possibilities in terms of interacting 

with text. This was a text reconstruction exercise where the student first read the text for 

a number o f minutes, the text then disappeared from the screen and the student had to
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reconstruct it from memory, but also on the basis of their knowledge of linguisitic 

features o f texts. Reconstruction alone was a difficult exercise and students tended to 

tire from what was at a fiindamental level a test of memory. Towards the end of a 

session students could be seen hopping forwards and backwards between the original 

text and the blanked text in an effort to complete the exercise in the hour allocated to it. 

Students lost points for doing this as the programme tracked each accessing o f the 

original text, but students were more anxious to complete the exercise in some manner 

than to achieve high scores.

The programme had a “hint” function where the teacher in setting up the text could tag 

any individual word with a hint to help the student guess the word. What became 

apparent over time was that the more hints in the text, the more engaged the learner 

became in re-constructing the text. The term “hint” itself suggests bringing the student 

some information on the word which allows him to guess what the word might be on the 

basis of this hint and also on surrounding words and overall context. Students were less 

inclined to access the original text, they engaged more with the meaning contained in the 

text than in a memorising exercise. The acts of guessing and also retrieval o f the items 

from working memory appeared to strengthen the link with the text in terms o f both 

meaning and form. The setting up o f these text re-construction exercises with hints took 

longer for the teacher, but the benefits in terms of student engagement were considerable. 

Once set up, these texts could be re-used for subsequent groups of students.

The question arose therefore as to whether this level o f engagement with text could also 

be created with texts being read for the first time where the meaning was unclear. As 

hypertext had become a common feature of multimedia programmes at that time, the 

technology to support this already existed; the question that arose was around the type o f 

helps and hints which would best support the learner in extracting meaning from the text 

and at the same time enable gains in terms of vocabulary knowledge. Before this could 

be developed further, it would be important to undertake fiarther observation o f how 

readers process texts and how teachers and native speakers can support these processes.
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4.2 Work on Pilot Text: Vive les grands-meres

A pilot text was chosen which learner dyads worked on together. Think aloud protocols 

were used to gain insights into the processes at work as readers work together on the text. 

This was an authentic text originally published in France Dimanche on the 2.3.91 which 

had been re-reproduced in the students’ textbook Droit au but! It was a rather long text 

and for the purposes of this study only the first part will be dealt with although students 

did in fact work on the rest o f the text outside o f this particular study time. The full text 

is available in the appendix for this chapter. The text was chosen as it fell within the 

category o f French culture and society but was not so specialised that the content should 

have posed any particular problems for the students. As it dealt with family issues it was 

hoped L2 readers would have some familiarity with the context which would not be too 

different between the two cultures.

4.2.1 Observation of Levels of Processing

The purpose of this initial stage was to see how L2 readers worked in different 

conditions. Three learner dyads were selected, each was given the same text. The first 

group was asked to read and translate the text together, having completed this phase they 

were given a set o f 10 multiple choice questions to answer. The second dyad was given 

the text and the multiple choice questions at the same time and the third dyad was given 

the multiple choice questions first and asked to try to answer the questions on the basis 

o f what they thought might be the most likely answers and then read the text. The 

students in conditions two and three engaged well with the text, the dyad o f most interest 

to this study is the first as it provided insights into the manner in which students interact 

with text without supports. Based on the transcript of their interaction on the text (see 

Appendix), the first part is re-produced below. This gives an indication o f the parts of 

the text which proved problematic for this learner dyad.
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Vive les grands-meres!

Depuis plusieurs annees, le prem ier dimanche de mars est consacre aux mamies.

Et c ’est vrai qu’elles jouent un role capital nos grands-meres. Un role encore plus important que par le 
passe.

Tout d ’abord, elles sent de plus en plus nombreuses. En tout, on compte en France plus de huit 
millions de grands-parents, et une femme sur deux est grand-mere avant 52 ans ! Jeunes, dynamiques, 
actives, elles peuvent faire et font beaucoup pour les leurs.

Tout d ’abord, les mamies possedent un bien devenu plus que precieux a notre epoaue : Le tem ps.
A ujourd’hui, la plupart des meres travaillent. Leur vie ressemble a une veritable course d ’obstacles 

qui commence aux aurores. les propulse a I’ecole, puis dans les transports, puis au travail d ’oii elles 
reviennent tard, juste le temps de recuperer le petit chez la nounou. de le faire diner et de le mettre au lit. 
Mamie, elle, ne dit jam ais ou presque a I’enfant « depeche-toi. » Mamie a le temps d ’ecouter, de parler, 
d ’aimer. Et elle en a des choses a dire.

D ’abord. tout comme les grands-meres d ’autrefois, elle est la memoire de la famille. « Mamie, 
raconte-nous des histoires de quand tu etais petite », demandent si souvent les enfants vers I’age de dix 
ans. Et de plonger ainsi avec leur aieule dans le passe rassure les enfants, leur donne un equilibre, des 
racines. Mais bien avant cela, mamie peut dire beaucoup de choses utiles.

« Dans un foyer, lorsque nait un second enfant, explique le celebre psychologue Catherine Muller, le 
premier se sent souvent delaisse. malheureux. Mais il n ’ose pas montrer sa jalousie de peur qu’on lui 
reproche de ne pas aimer son petit frere ou sa petite soeui'. A lors il se toume vers sa grand-mere pour 
solliciter un calin. En serrant I’enfant dans ses bras et en lui murmurant a I’oreille pour que personne
n ’entende ; « C ’est vrai, il nous embete ce bebe qui pleure tout le temps », elle va tout naturellement
dedramatiser la situation qui. autrement. aurait pu laisser des sequelles et developper chez lui un sentiment 
tres fort de culpabilite qui pourrait le marquer a vie. » Une sim ple phrase ainsi chuchotee peut eviter bien 
des drames.
Figure 4.1 Pilot text with un-translated and mis-translated sections underlined in the firs t section.

Because these students were asked to just read and roughly translate a text together, they 

were engaging in what was essentially a bottom-up reading process. Comprehension 

questions were not provided as a scaffold for comprehension of global or specific

meaning. When students engage in such a process, one would expect that they would

also try to get a sense of the overall meaning o f the text. In fact the students did not tend 

to generate questions of their own in an attempt to reach a global understanding o f the 

text. This was true even at the level of trying to understand who exactly is being 

referred to in terms of a key macro-proposition in the article. The text used entitled Vive 

les grands-meres was about the role o f grandmothers in contemporary French society. 

The familiar term mamie “granny” was used intermittently throughout the text and mis

translated as “Mammy” or “mother” each time. Their failure to link the two terms 

mamie and grand-mere gives a strong indication of the superficial level at which they 

were processing the text.
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As these students have only recently completed their second level studies, (see section

3.6.2 for profile), they may still be engaging in L2 reading according to the Leaving 

Certificate examination requirements which favour reading for specific information 

rather than learning to read texts independently. With regard to reading skills, the 

Modem Language Syllabi (1995, p. 25) for the last two years o f second level studies in 

Ireland explain their expectation with regard to performance at the Leaving Certificate 

level

Candidates will be expected to demonstrate an understanding o f and extract 
relevant information from such texts as public signs, menus, timetables, 
brochures, guides, letters, newspaper or magazine articles and works o f literature. 
Materials at the Higher Level will place greater demands on the candidates. It 
will require the candidate to explore various levels o f meaning within a text and 
demonstrate awareness o f some stylistic aspects o f literary texts.

Without comprehension questions, students may therefore engage almost exclusively in 

lower level processing, there is certainly evidence o f engagement in orthographic, 

morphemic and phonemic decoding but less so higher level processing skills.

4.2.2 Vocabulary Thresholds for Reading

The general level of language of the students compared to the level o f the language in 

the texts needs to be considered. While every effort was made to choose a text which 

was not excessively difficult but still authentic, it would appear that it remains beyond 

the level o f the students. As noted in the literature review (section 2.2.3.2) many 

researchers (Delville 1985; Laufer 1989b), would consider that a coverage level of 

approximately 95% of a text i.e. the equivalent o f 1 unknown word in every second 

sentence, would be necessary if readers are to be able to extract meaning from a text 

and also be able to deduce the meaning o f unknown words. This was seen as the 

equivalent o f Krashen’s (1982) notion of comprehensible input or i+1.

At first sight, it would appear that the students in this study have reading thresholds 

which are low and provide a very low level o f coverage. This section o f text contains 

368 words, the 88 underlined words and phrases in the text have not been translated, or
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not been translated correctly. The percentage o f this text apparently understood at least 

at individual word level appears to be 70%. However closer analysis o f problem words 

would indicate that many o f these words were “unrecognised” rather than “unknown”. 

Some words were decoded inaccurately on an orthographic level, some on a phonemic 

level and some on a morphemic level. This may suggest either lack o f decoding skills or 

lack o f decoding effort. Some words were un-translated due to problems with previous 

words at the beginning o f the sentence.

It would appear that providing glosses on unknown words could raise the reading 

threshold, leaving the reader with the task o f arriving at micro and macro propositions 

without the inconvenience o f an excess o f unknown words. The provision o f glosses 

could also be very effective in addressing the problem o f partially known or recognised 

words. In the first instance glosses could point the student in the direction of the correct 

way o f decoding the word and in the longer term they could encourage readers to pay 

more attention to features o f words with a view to decoding more accurately in the 

future.

4.2.3 Lower Level Processing; Lexical Access

In accordance with Grabe’s outline o f lower level processing components, due attention 

needs to be paid to word recognition. There is ample evidence o f decoding errors at 

orthographic, morphemic and phonemic levels:

Orthographic: while orthographic recognition problems would be more common in 

languages which have different script systems, inherent differences between French and 

English may also cause problems. The many words which students failed to read 

correctly may partly be due to poor phonemic encoding, but equally to an inability to 

recognise the letter sequences used in words. Examples o f this would include:

Definitivemenf. they translate as “definitely” having failed to decode the extra syllable to 

give “definitively”
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Reprocher: is translated correctly as “reproach”, when the word rapprocher appears 

later it is also translated as “reproach”.

Reussir. they translate as “reassure” which once again suggests inattention to the 

sequence of letters in the word.

Morphemic: bound morphemes in particular can pose problems. Jiang (2000) notes that 

L2 learners tend to store grammatical knowledge as explicit knowledge rather than as 

part o f the lexical entry. Each form of a word may therefore be stored as a separate 

lexical entry with no connections between them. Some forms o f verbs in French are so 

far removed from root forms that orthographically, they could be considered almost 

separate lexical items. Examples o f lack of recognition o f such forms would be puisse 

present subjunctive of pouvoir. Students often translate a word with its most familiar 

meaning or in its most frequently occurring form rather than the one intended in the 

context.

Malheureiix: they translate as the adverb “unfortunately” not the adjective “unhappy”.

Menace: is interpreted as an adjective / noun “menace” when in fact it is a verb 

“threatens”.

Leur. may mean “to them”, “their”, “theirs” depending on the context. These students 

use a single translation “their” in each case which is incorrect several times.

Les petits: is interpreted as “the little” by the first student, the second suggests “the 

young” showing better knowledge o f possible grammatical meanings.

Se bloquent and se decouragent are translated as transitive verbs, not reflexive verbs 

although students at this level should be very aware of the difference between the two.
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Phonemic:

Metier is translated as “subject” through assimilation with matiere.

Le f i l  they translate as “child”, indicating a failure to distinguish phonemically between 

f i l  “thread” and fi ls  “son”.

Pont they translate as “point” apparently not distinguishing between pont and point on 

the basis o f pronunciation although inaccurate orthographic decoding may also have 

played a role here.

4.2.4 Deceptive Transparency

Words which posed problems for students in this text could also be viewed in the light 

o f another feature o f L2 reading highlighted by Laufer (1997) (section 2.3.3.3) - that of 

deceptive transparency. In her evaluation o f the lexical plight of L2 readers she notes 

three categories of words “words you don’t know, words you think you know and words 

you can’t guess” . There is ample evidence o f each o f these types of words in the student 

transcript, however the second category is the one which Laufer sees as being most 

problematic and it accounts for many o f the instances o f mistranslations. She sees these 

as being particularly detrimental to the move from micro-propositions to macro

propositions as the meaning becomes increasingly distorted. She wonders how readers 

can be encouraged to check the meaning o f words they are not absolutely sure o f given 

the tendency towards economy of effort on the part o f the student. Certainly the 

provision of a clarifying gloss and the visibility of the gloss, the speed o f access to the 

clarification may all contribute to the reader’s willingness to look for this information. 

In the longer term, awareness o f deceptive transparency may encourage the reader to be 

more attentive to such items.

Examples from the text o f each of Laufer’s instances o f deceptive transparency are 

evident:
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Deceptive morphological structure: interpreted as the sum of parts o f the word 

Autrefois (formerly, previously) they translate as “other times” without any sense o f the 

past.

Idioms: interpreted as the sum o f component parts:

Tout comme (just like) they translate as “like all” this shows lack of knowledge of tout 

as an adverb, but more likely the idiom itself.

Prendre parti (to take someone’s side) they translate as “to take part” .

False friends:

Solliciter is translated as sollicitate.

Words with multiple meanings where only one is known:

reciiperer which has two common meanings in French: to collect someone or something 

which has been left somewhere and to recover from an illness. They translate directly as 

recuperate / recover, then to clean up the house.

Synforms (similar lexical forms): these would include all o f the examples cited under 

orthographic and phonemic decoding and account for many o f the unnecessary errors in 

translating the text. Hulstijn and Tangelder (1991) noted that for intermediate students, 

words with similar forms caused confusion whereas for more proficient students, words 

with similar meanings caused confiasion.

4.2.5 Evidence of Strategies for Dealing with Breakdowns in Meaning

The interaction between the students plays an important role in their understanding of 

the text. In all they interact on 49 items. The breakdown of items shows 17 interactions 

on verbs, 15 on nouns, 6 on adverbs, 5 referential problems related to pronouns, 4 on 

adjectives, and 2 on phrases. O f these, they successfully resolve 26 items, translating at 

least with an appropriate generic meaning. This is due in part to the collaborative nature
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of their knowledge in that each student has some knowledge the other does not have, but 

in many cases the processing itself between the two participants is the way in which 

meaning is arrived at or refined. It would appear that if  they had spent more time 

interacting on problem areas, they would probably have succeeded in resolving even 

more comprehension problems. This would indicate that the more processing they 

engage in, the more likely they are to arrive at a suitable meaning. The negotiation of 

meaning involved here is however imperfect as neither is an expert and the interaction 

through the LI does not provide the same richness o f input as negotiation in the L2. On 

very few occasions was the interaction unhelpful or did it consolidate mistakes or 

miscomprehensions. Through interaction they arrived at one of the following outcomes:

a. They found the meaning o f words.

b. They found plausible or generic meanings for words.

c. They were unable to work out the meaning but worked around it.

d. They accepted they did not understand sections and moved on.

e. They identified an item with regard to its derivation (souvienne < souvient).

f. They failed to identify the grammatical form of a word (puisse < pouvoir).

While it might appear from the evidence above that only 23 items remained unresolved, 

mistranslations which the students were unaware o f account for another 25 items. In 

these cases the students presumed they were translating correctly and did not interact on 

the items. It is interesting to note that while interactions were centred primarily on 

nouns and verbs, mistranslations occurred on a broader range o f items: 6 on nouns, 6 on 

phrases, 5 on verbs, 5 on adverbs, 2 on adjectives and one pronoun / referential.

4.2.6 Higher Level Processing: Inferencing Skills

The text is decoded word by word, at times they have little regard for the meaning o f the 

sentence. At other times they translate phrase by phrase, constructing micro- 

propostitions. However there is little evidence of students attempting to construct 

macro-propositions, they remain very much at the level o f a fragmented text model and
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make little effort at arriving at a situation model. In the following examples the students 

try to use context to help construct meaning. In this first exchange they are relatively 

successful:

Phrase: elles sont de plus en plus nombreuses

I they are more and more nombreuses
E there is more and more
I what does it mean like, what is more and more numerous?
E Grandmothers are more and more numerous
I oh right

While in this second exchange they are aware that they have not:

Phrase: les mamies possedent un bien devenu plus que precieux a notre epoque: le temps

E the mothers possess -  what’s that?
I I’ll look it up -  oh I haven’t got a dictionary
E a good... devenu
I became, like
E em
I the mothers well become more precious in their era, the tim e... it doesn’t 

really make sense.

There is some evidence that they connect these micro-propositions with preceding 

propositions, this helps them to infer meaning.

Phrase: (Dans un foyer, lorsque nait un second enfant, explique le psychologue 
Catherine Muller,) le prem ier se sent souvent delaisse, malheureux.

I delaisse is like to feel
E depressed?
I yeah
E is it?
I it makes sense anyway.

On occasion, as suggested by Laufer (97) with regard to deceptive transparency, the 

distortion caused by misinterpreting one word has consequences for subsequent words. 

These students translate chez as “house” which leads them to interpret petit as an 

adjective and they arrive at a totally inaccurate meaning in their attempts to infer:

Phrase: elles reviennent tard, juste le temps de recuperer le petit chez la nounou.
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I what’s revientl
E they something late, I don’t know
I they return, n o ... just in time anyway to recuperate the Uttle
E house, to clean up the house is it?
I yeah

The points at which the students interacted, where meaning broke down were for the 

most part where there was a problem with a single lexical item. They tended not to 

identify structural problems, and these can be seen under the heading “mistranslations” 

rather than under “points of interaction”. This would suggest that L2 readers like LI 

language learners are particularly concerned with the meaning o f individual words and 

believe that overall meaning will come from the sum of individual meanings. They are 

therefore likely to seek information on individually glossed words and be less aware of 

their need for help with overall sentence structure.

4.3 Students Reading a Text with Native Speaker Assistance

The second stage in this observation phase was to look at how a native speaker provides 

assistance to an L2 reader when a breakdown occurs in a text which is being read. There 

was a dual purpose to this activity: on the one hand it provided information on where 

students thought they had difficulties and where they would look for help and on the 

other hand it would reveal specific features o f Native Speaker assistance. Given the 

extensive literature which exists on glossing and the enumeration o f gloss types (c .f 

Roby’s 1999 taxonomy of gloss types which contains 37 gloss types section 2.3.6.2), it 

seemed appropriate to look at how a native speaker would spontaneously respond to a 

struggling reader. This was carried out with the view that following on from Vygotskian 

theory and theories on child-directed speech and foreigner discourse, the native speaker 

will instinctively modify the input in an appropriate way to suit the needs o f the non

native speaker. It should follow that this modification would be primarily meaning- 

focused rather than form-focused. Most valuable in this experiment would be to see how 

native speaker modification would differ from dictionary explanations in LI or L2 and 

from teacher designed glosses.
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4.3.1 Conditions for the Task

The text used Vive les grands-meres had first o f all been read and roughly translated by 

two students under conditions outlined in the previous section. Breakdowns in meaning 

and mis-translations were analysed and categorised and suggestions for gloss provision 

prepared. (See appendix). These teacher suggestions were prepared using a 

combination o f dictionary explanations and teacherese / instructional discourse to bring 

the explanation to the level o f the students.

Three students read the first half o f the text together with a language assistant. Only half 

o f the text was dealt with in the same amount of time (30 minutes) as it had taken for 

two students to read and translate the complete text together. The language assistant had 

studied English, but did not have any formal training in and very little experience of 

teaching. The students are required to ask her for help with comprehension problems of 

any kind. The assistant is asked not to lead the conversation in any way but to give any 

assistance she deems necessary on requested items as long as this is conducted entirely 

through French. The process is student led in so far as the student has to decide which 

items are problematic and request help. This is to mimic the conditions under which 

students would work with a computer programme where they could access help through 

glosses.

In this setting students are more selective about the help they look for. They are not 

required to translate the text into English therefore they remain within the L2. We 

cannot know what other items they have not understood, it is possible that without the 

requirement to translate into English they are satisfied with more vague general 

meanings of words and phrases. While the students reading alone experienced 35 

breakdowns in meaning in this section o f text, the students working with the language 

assistant request assistance on 14 items. Again students look for help mostly on 

individual unknown lexical items, they identified 7 nouns, 5 verbs, 1 adverb and 1 

adjective which were problematic. Two short sequences o f words, one complex 

combination o f verb + noun +adverb + noun, and one verb + adverb.
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4.3,2 Spontaneous NS Repair of Breakdowns in Meaning

A comparison of the dictionary type entry for each of these words and the actual 

approach taken by the native speaker to repair meaning is quite revealing. There is 

evidence in the input o f the native speaker of elements of child-directed LI speech and 

foreigner discourse as outlined by Wesche (1997). More specific analysis of individual 

instances of input reveal highly semantic adjustments to facilitate understanding of 

meaning.

Nouns

Where a word appears to merit a technical explanation, the native speaker in fact fills 

out the lemma of the word by giving a simple explanation but highlighting the 

collocation / idiomatic usage of the word and elaborating on the meaning within the 

context of the text.

Example 1: Leur vie ressemble a une veritable course d ’obstacles qiii commence
aux aurores,

Dictionary entry; aurore: lueur qui apparait dans le d e l juste avant le lever du
soleil.

Native speaker help: Aux aurores, tres tot le matin... commencer aux aurores c ’est une 
expression qui veut dire commencer tres tot le matin, mais Vaurore en fa it ga veut dire 
une periode tres precise dans la journee, quand le soleil se /eve.

While she points out that aurore refers to a particular moment in the day, she decides not 

to expand further probably considering it to be excess information for the context.

Example 2: .. .rassure les enfants, leur donne un equilibre, des racines.

Dictionary entry: Racine: partie des vegetaux par laquelle ils sont fixes au sol et y
puisent certaines matieres necessaires d leur nutrition.
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Native speaker help; Alors, tu vois un arbre? Et I ’arbre commence a pousser dans la 
terre... c ’est ce qui est sous la terre. Done, ici c'est I ’origine, d ’accord, connaitre ses 
origines. II y  a aussi un verbe qui dit deraciner, enfin un adjectif, done etre deraeine, 
c ’est aussi quand on n ’a plus d ’identite comme les Algeriens pendant les annees 
soixante.

She elaborates the meaning and suggests a general context within which the associated 

term is used.

Example 3: Alors il se tourne vers sa grand-mere pour solliciter un cdlin

Dictionary entry: cdlin adj., qui a le gout des caresses, qui exprime une douce
tendresse
(The use o f cdlin as a noun does figure in other dictionaries)

Native speaker help: Vous pouvez regarder la phrase d la suite... en serrant I ’enfant
dans ses bras, serrez, vous comprenez?... done un cdlin c ’est en rapport avec <̂ a... un 
cdlin c ’est etre dans les bras, quoi, fa ire un bisou, ou quelque chose comme ga. Ce 
qu ’on fa it avec les parents, quand on est triste.

She uses context to help interpret the word, in this case the sentence following on, she 

also notes the family context within which the word is used. This is quite absent from 

the dictionary entry.

Verbs and particles

Verbs and particles being less concrete and less imageable than nouns may be more 

difficult to explain. The native speaker uses a number o f strategies to help the students. 

Firstly, she draws the students back to the context so that meaning gleaned from nouns 

and adjectives can be called on to help interpret the meaning o f the verbs. Secondly, she 

looks at the derivation of the word for clues, L2 learners tend to have little 

understanding o f the roles o f suffixes and affixes on verbs as this function is carried out 

largely by particles in phrasal verb structures in English.

Example 1: Leur vie ressemble d une veritable course d ’obstacles qui commence aux
aurores, les propulse a I ’ecole, puis dans les transports, puis au travail, d ’oii elles 
reviennent tard.
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Dictionary entry: fa ire avancer a I 'aide d ’un propulseur.

Teacher suggestion; un helicoptere est propulse par les helices

Native speaker help: Done la course d ’obstacles les propulse a I ’ecole, les propulse, 
d ’apres le contexte, regardez le contexte, une course d ’obstacles en general, on saute 
dans une course d'obstacles, il y  a des obstacles et on saute dessus, I ’idee d ’effort et de 
saut, en fa it la, c ’est la m im e image, propulser, c ’est, vous connaissez le mot ressort? 
C ’est metallique, dans cette forme-ld spirale...pensez aussi a I ’aspect dynamique, 
course d ’obstacles, done la ga les pousse a I ’ecole en fait, la journee est tellement 
remplie, les gens sont pousses toute la journee a agir tres vite.

The difficulty in explaining this term in the L2 is in finding corresponding words which 

the L2 reader may understand, the dictionary entry obviously fails to clarify. The teacher 

suggestion may or may not clarify the meaning, as the word helice may not be 

understood by the student. The native speaker suggestion takes quite a different 

approach. While this is an extremely long explanation, the semantic richness of the 

assistance being given by this native speaker is worthy o f consideration. She takes 

three different approaches to explaining the word, in each case her perception of the 

energy involved in this word is paramount:

• Firstly she brings the verb back to the context, to the notion of an obstacle course 

and the need to jump over the obstacles.

• Secondly she uses the image o f a spring to illustrate pressure and the force 

coming from another source.

• Thirdly she equates the pressure with “pushing”, being pushed to act, she adds 

tres vite to emphasise the force.

Even words which can be explained quite easily are subject to greater semantic 

elaboration by the native speaker;

Example 2 Le premier se sent souvent delaisse, malheureux.

Dictionary entry /teacher suggested help: derive de laisser, avec le sens de laisser de
cote.
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Native speaker help: delaisse, alors regardez le contexte, quand nait un second enfant, 
le premier se sent souvent delaisse, malheureux. Vous comprenez malheureux?... Vous 
connaissez laisser? C ’est a p eu p res  la meme chose. A part que c ’est abandonner Id... 
le contexte est affectif, done Id ce serait abandonne, neglige et puis de, ga traduit 
I ’eloignement, vous comprenez eloigne, loin? ...I'eloignement, la separation, etre separe, 
done de, un prefix qu ’on met au debut des mots parfois et la on le met « delaisse », pour 
insister sur la separation, dans le contexte affectif.

In this case once again she uses context and brings the sense o f the known words 

malheureux and laisser together to allow the meaning to be inferred. She then 

elaborates on the meaning using two synonyms both o f which have similar forms in 

English. She finally deals with morphological aspects of the word, highlighting the 

semantic meaning associated with the bound morpheme de. She takes a similar 

approach to explaining dedramatiser : en fa it  c ’est le contraire de fa ire un drame, on a 

encore “de ”, et dramatiser, tu dramatises tout, cela vent dire tu fa is comme si tout etait 

grave... dedramatiser c ’est fa ire  le contraire, c ’est a dire baisser I'importance.

Phrases

A problematic phrase may be seen to be the sum of problematic words, providing a 

dictionary explanation o f each item requires the reader to interpret the phrase. It is 

apparent from the dictionary explanations below that the complexity of the explanation 

is unlikely to clarify meaning. Therefore on the basis o f the level o f the students and the 

context, teacher helps were suggested which appeared to be better suited to the needs of 

the students. However observation o f the explanation o f the native speaker reveals quite 

a different approach.

Phrase: elles reviennent tard, juste le temps de recuperer le petit chez la nounou

This sentence had also proved problematic for the previous dyad I and E working alone

as can be seen in their interaction, problematic words have been underlined:

I What’s revient?
E They something late, I don’t know
I they return, n o ... just in time anyway to recuperate the little
E house... to clean up the house, is it?
I yeah...
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Dictionary explanations:
Revenir: Venir de nouveau, venir une autre fo is
Recuperer: rentrer en possession de biens materiels, d ’objets perdus ou confies pour un 
temps
Le petit: petit enfant (du point de vue des parents, des adultes)
Chez : indique une localisation dans la demeure, le pays ou la civilisation, I ’oeuvre 
litteraire ou artistique de quelqu ’un
Nounou < nourrice: femme qui allaite un enfant qui n ’estpas le sien 

Teachers suggestions:
Revenir: verbe derive de “venir”; implique une repetition de I ’action de “venir” 
Recuperer: ce verbe a le sens de “aller chercher quelqu ’un ”
Le petit = le petit bebe /  gargon, done I ’enfant 
Chez : a la maison de quelqu 'un
La nounou: mot fam ilier pour une nourrice, une dame qui garde Venfant pendant que 
les parents travaillent

Native speaker help: (B is the native speaker, N, E and D are students)

B Vous comprenez recuperer?
N Oui
B Le petit, c ’est qui?
N L 'enfant?
B Ok recuperer un synonyme enfrangais?
N Pardon?
B Un synonyme de recuperer 
D Occuper 
B Non, recuperer
N Retrouver?
B Retrouver, oui, ga ressemble, c ’est reprendre, d ’accord, alors vous regardez le

contexte de la phrase, elle revient tard, d'accord? Du travail, juste le temps, 
elles ont juste le temps ga veut dire, elles ont, c 'est sous-entendu vous comprenez, 
id  ce n 'est pas ecrit qu 'elles ont juste le temps, mais ga veut dire elles ont juste  
le temps de recuperer, de reprendre le petit, done I ’enfant chez, vous comprenez 
chez? Done, la nounou quelle est la sonorite du mot nounou, comment ga sonne? 

E Nursery? No?
B Oui, en fait, c ’est la personne, done la, le son du mot peut aider aussi, nounou, 

ga fa it un des mots des petits enfants, OK?

What is remarkable about the Native speaker help is that it is so different to the teacher 

generated dictionary based help. In fact looking at the sentence, there is only one true 

lexical problem, one unknown word, nounou. The other four words are high frequency 

words which would probably have been unproblematic in a simpler context e.g Je
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reviens chez ma mere pour recuperer mes bagages avant de partir. Mes deiix freres  

sont Id pour me dire au revoir. Le grand me serre la main et le uetit m ’embrasse. 

Approaching the problem sentence by providing lexical explanations for each problem 

word may very well be effective in that clarification o f the grammatical form and 

general meaning may force the reader to approach the translation of the sentence in a 

different way and avoid the deceptive transparency syndrome. While the native speaker 

checks that the students more or less understand the meaning o f the individual words 

(which she instinctively feels they should) she goes to great trouble to clarify the context 

to such a point that students even manage to infer a generic meaning for the unknown 

word noimou. Most importantly, this has allowed all o f the processing to take place 

within the context of the text instead o f moving outside the text, so that the information 

being held in working memory is undergoing deeper processing rather than being 

compromised by external information.

4.4 Conclusions to be drawn from Observation Phase

A number o f conclusions can be drawn, albeit tentatively, with regard to the evidence 

emerging from the transcripts of learner dyads and Native Speaker -  Student interaction. 

These insights may then in turn allow for further investigation o f aspects o f interaction 

on texts which can inform the design o f a CALL reading programme.

4.4.1 Student Reading Strategies

Students tend to look for help or perceive breakdowns in meaning mostly around 

individual lexical items, nouns and verbs apparently causing most problems. However, 

it is interesting to note that in reality, problems occur in many different areas and 

students are often quite unaware o f these. L2 readers will therefore look for help on 

nouns and verbs, but may need to learn to look for clarification o f other words.

Students processing the text deeply either through interaction with each other or with a 

native speaker can arrive at appropriate meanings for words which they did not think
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they knew. This suggests that with the right kind o f help, students could infer meanings 

more successfully. Simplifying sentence structure might allow for more accurate 

interpretation o f partially familiar words

In a considerable number of cases deceptive transparency can be problematic in that 

students think they know the meaning of words; these words do not undergo any deep 

processing and can subsequently distort the meaning o f the text. Highlighting these 

words for glossing may draw the students attention to these words / idioms and 

encourage them to check their meaning.

4.4.2 Differences in Instructional and Native Speaker Assistance

Nation (2001) emphasises the importance o f noticing vocabulary during reading. He 

sees two ways of doing this -  by providing definitions and by negotiation o f meaning. 

He considers both of these activities to be instances o f decontextuaUsation of the word in 

so far as attention is given to the word as part o f language as opposed to being part of a 

message. While the provision o f definitions can be seen to be teacher-led, negotiation of 

meaning is seen to be leamer-led.

In this pilot study, it is apparent that while dictionary and teacher assistance tends to 

decontextualise a word, provide an abstract meaning and then require the student to 

recontextualise the word in the text, native speaker assistance tries at all times to remain 

within the context, using the context to clarify meaning and elaborate the context with 

further explanation. While the dictionary / teacher assistance aims to increase explicit 

knowledge of items, perhaps strengthening the link with the equivalent term in LI, the 

native speaker assistance aims to increase implicit knowledge and fill out the lemma in 

the L2.

A further aspect of this explicit / implicit knowledge dichotomy can be seen in the 

tendency of the dictionary / teacher to find a meaning for the individual word, and for 

the native speaker to relate it immediately to the collocation it appears in.
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Dictionary and teacher assistance tend to focus on form with regard to tenses and parts 

of speech, native speaker assistance focuses on form with regard to meaning contained 

in bound morphemes, which are essentially aspects o f word knowledge.

4.4.3 Implications for Gloss Design

There appears to be an overwhelming argument in favour o f incorporating the native 

speaker approach into gloss design. A very obvious feature o f the native speaker helps 

is the fact they are rather “long-winded”. Nation (2001) notes that definitions should be 

simple, Ellis (1995) finding that short definitions were the most effective, Chaudron 

(1982) noting that long-winded explanations tended to be confusing rather than helpful. 

The strain on working memory needs to be borne in mind also, even if the word is being 

elaborated within the context o f the text, the decay o f previous elements of the text in the 

meantime may distract from the overall reading process.

To accommodate both approaches, there is an argument in favour of having short simple 

definitions on word level glosses, reflecting an instructional “teacherese” approach 

although it would also be essential that individual glosses reflect some of the micro

strategies shown by the native speaker such as the use of simple conversational style 

language as opposed to an overly instructional or erudite style. Arguably, the language 

in the glosses should reflect the style of the text itself, but should at all times be less 

rather than more complex. Native speaker, interactional type input may be better suited 

to sentence level glosses. As the native speaker interaction focuses holistically on 

meaning, the provision of sentence level glosses appears to be the most appropriate way 

of creating this opportunity to negotiate the meaning within the text. These glosses 

could pick up on complex structures, unclear usage o f vocabulary and connect to 

preceding and subsequent sentences. As this gloss would be an optional extra and would 

be accessed once the student has already tried to work out the meaning using individual 

glosses, it would help in the construction o f the micro-proposition and could even
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consolidate the meaning of previous propositions. Further consideration will be given to 

these elements under gloss design.

4.5 Conclusion

The initiation phase allowed for observation of readers reading L2 texts in a variety of 

different contexts and looked specifically at what L2 readers do and how native speakers 

can assist when meaning breaks down. Patterns in breakdowns in meaning, negotiation 

o f meaning and requests for assistance were noted providing insights into some of the 

cognitive processes at work and also how interactionist theories can be brought to an L2 

reading context. This phase provides a basis for a more in-depth exploration of 

problems in L2 reading. This will be the subject of a more systematic investigation in 

Chapter 5.
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5 Preliminary Investigation

Following on from the initiation phase outlined in Chapter 4 it was possible to look 

towards providing an intervention which would create an L2 reading environment better 

suited to learner needs. At this stage of preliminary investigation, initially the focus is 

on the choice of a set of texts which will become the material for the reading programme 

at the intervention stage. These texts are then worked on by student dyads using think- 

aloud protocols. The transcripts o f these interactions are used to gain insights into where 

meaning is breaking down for these students at word level and at sentence level. This 

information both in its specificity with regard to particular errors particular students 

make, and in its generality identifying tendencies learners have towards 

misinterpretation, as well as strategies in evidence among intermediate English-speaking 

L2 readers of French, can inform the design o f the intervention phase.

5.1 Rationale fo r Choice o f  Texts

10 texts were selected from the French monthly magazine (7a m ’interesse. In this 

section consideration is given to the selection of these texts in relation to the target group 

o f students but also in relation to general good practice in terms o f first and second 

language reading theory. The texts chosen in this study are selected with the specific 

intention o f introducing students to independent reading o f texts i.e. without any 

particular scaffold apart from the requirement to read and try to understand the meaning 

of the texts. The provision of glosses on the texts will give the reader the opportunity to 

access assistance on the texts as it is needed. The texts are short, between 300 -  400 

words, they are designed to be read by a fluent reader in about 5 minutes, by L2 readers 

working with assistance in about 20 minutes. This reading phase with more in-depth 

study o f the glosses and a summary-writing task would make up a one hour session.

In the table below, the ten texts chosen are listed with the topic o f each text. In column 

4 the texts are categorised under Meyer’s 1994 categorisation o f expository text types.
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and in column 5 the texts are considered according to a French typology o f texts (Adam, 

1991). These categorisations will be discussed further in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.2.1.

Table 5.1 Texts selected for reading programme (see Appendix C l for texts)

Text Full Title of text Topic Category Dominant text type and 
secondary text type

Text 1 Comment attribue-t-on 
les termes de rue, avenue, 
boulevard, etc. ?

Conventions for 
naming streets in 
France

Causation Texte explicatif

Text 2 Qui sent les Europeens ? Differences on a 
national and regional 
level in Europe

List o f items 
Comparison

Texte informatif/ 
texte argumentatif

Text 3 Deux siecles du 
baccalaureat frangais

Historical 
background to the 
baccalaureat

List o f items / 
ideas

Texte inform atif 
/ texte exphcatif

T ext 4 Comment est ne le 
concept de la jeunesse

The status o f children 
in the 17th century

Comparison Texte explicatif

Text 5 Mondanites = banalites.,. 
Plus on vieillit, moins on 
est spontane.

Discourse patterns 
among different 
people

Comparison Texte explicatif / texte 
inform atif

Text 6 Travailler en solo, vivre 
en « Soho »

Teleworking in 
France today

List o f items / 
ideas

Texte explicatif / 
Texte inform atif

Text 7 Le climat de la France Climatic changes in 
France

Causation Texte explicatif / 
Texte inform atif

Text 8 Cederoms : L’autre fagon 
de choisir sa destination

CD roms for tourist 
purposes

List o f  items / 
ideas

Texte inform atif / 
texte explicatif

Text 9 L’illettrisme : temoignage Illiteracy Causation Texte narratif / 
Texte explicatif

Text
10

Crac, boum... The Internet List o f items / 
ideas

Texte inform atif / 
texte explicatif

5.1.1 Suitability to Target Group of Students

It needs to be borne in mind that there are in fact several target groups of students for 

these texts. The students involved in this preliminary investigation phase o f the study 

were in Semester 3 of a Marketing and Languages programme at the Institute of 

Technology in Tallaght. These students would be working on the texts without any 

assistance with a view to the researcher gaining insights into how students at this level 

interact with these texts. The students involved in the intervention stage would be 

working with these texts in a glossed reading situation. Ultimately on completion o f the 

project there would be the possibility o f other students working on these same texts
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again in other contexts. For this reason it was essential to choose texts of enduring 

interest and suitable to a relatively broad range o f learners.

The notion o f suitability was therefore based on a particular profile of student which 

matched that of the group of students in this investigation stage. These students studied 

both general and Business French. The syllabus for this semester included work on 

authentic texts in relation to both cultural and business topics with the ability to 

summarise as a learning outcome. The students would benefit therefore from working 

on texts which covered both types of topics but which did not contain excessive amounts 

of low-frequency and highly specialised vocabulary. Given the processing difficulties 

observed at the initiation phase it was evident that the students were not ready for study 

of texts for academic purposes but needed practice in working on more mainstream 

authentic texts.

5.1.2 Text Type

Expository type texts were chosen rather than narrative texts primarily because they best 

reflect the type of reading which students in business studies should be undertaking in 

relation to learning about aspects of business and civilisation o f the target country. It 

was noted in the literature review that there can be a benefit in asking students to work 

with similar style texts over a period o f time as they become accustomed to the formal 

schemata involved in such texts. As Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) noted, familiarity with 

these schemata can help readers organise the content into macro-propositions. The 

articles chosen from (7a m ’interesse are written by different writers but are similar in 

style and can be seen to correspond to different types o f expository texts - collection of 

descriptions, causation, response, comparison - as outlined by Meyer (1994). The gender 

effect alluded to by Bugel and Buunk (1996) in using information-based text types 

which would tend to favour boys would be mitigated by the fact that all of these students 

would already be well practiced in reading expository texts in their own language from 

the business and IT components of their general course o f study.
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5.1.2.1 French Typologies of Texts

In section 2.2A.2, the different types o f expository texts in French were outlined, in 

Table 5.1 each of the selected texts is matched against a dominant text type as suggested 

by some researchers in the area (Adam 1991). Closer analysis o f the macro-structure or 

superstructure o f texts from (7a mHnteresse would suggest they fall largely under the 

categories of texte informatif texte explicatif and texte argumentatif. Beck and Vaillant 

(1998) note that distinguishing between these text t>'pes can be difficult. They remark 

that while “’faire comprendre" may be seen to be the aim of the texte explicatif and 

‘'"convaincre" that o f the texte argumentatif, the difference between simply informing 

and providing information which seeks to convince is not absolute. If we consider that 

the dominant text type is the texte explicatif, it is important to consider why this text type 

is suitable for these students.

Firstly with regard to schema theory, the reader becomes familiar with this particular 

schema and this allows him to access other similar texts of this type in the future. It is 

ideally suited to intermediate level students in that it is less complex than the texte 

argumentatif which could be too subtle in its argumentation but more complex than the 

texte informatif which as seen in the literature review, would have fewer connectors etc. 

This text type affords the student the opportunity to engage with written language where 

the relation between the micro-propositions needs to be considered carefully in order to 

build up a macro-structure for the text.

Secondly, the texte explicatif is seen to be characterised in particular by "Hes manieres 

d ’enchainer les idees enoncees". As intermediate level students need to build their 

competence in producing longer utterances, combining ideas within the one sentence 

rather than producing single idea utterances in a linear manner, the texte explicatif 

provides a good model for this. Language acquired due to this particular text type 

independently of the topic in each text should in turn give the learner the means by 

which to create both oral and written texts which are well sequenced and explanatory.
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For students who are to work in the business world at a future date, this skill would be 

fundamental in effective business communication.

Thirdly, from the point o f view o f vocabulary acquisition, the texte explicatif should 

provide well contextualised instances of language where the existence o f related items 

whether additive, subtractive or contradictory strengthens the meaning base and causes 

the reader to process more deeply the elements in the text. As the connectors themselves 

could be considered to be a particular focus o f language study, they re-occur from one 

text to another thus allowing for incremental learning o f these items and multiple 

examples o f contextualised occurrences o f these terms.

5,1.3 Topic Interest and Background Knowledge

An essential criterion in selecting these texts was that the topics would be interesting. In 

the literature review it was seen that in a Vygostkian paradigm, the text needs to first 

attract the attention o f the learner, and in dynamic motivation theory, interest was seen 

to be a sustaining factor. Krashen (2000) emphasises the importance o f reading for 

pleasure in particular in the context o f extensive reading; there is an argument in favour 

o f reading even shorter texts for pleasure. Carrell (1983) found readers had better recall 

o f an unfamiliar but novel topic. Clapham (1996) believes that texts which are 

interesting or unusual may be more memorable than ones which are familiar but dull. 

Carrell and Wise (1998, p. 299) note: “reading may suffer most when both topic interest 

and prior knowledge are low ... this seems to be particularly true for lower level 

proficiency groups” . Having established that the target group falls into a lower level 

proficiency category with regard to reading skills the aim therefore is to choose texts 

where topic interest is high, prior knowledge is either adequate for the text, or the text is 

novel enough to be able to arouse the interest o f the reader and counteract the lack of 

knowledge.
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5.1.4 Text Difficulty

Given the level of the students and the fact that they were at the initial stages of working 

independently on authentic texts, it was considered necessary to find texts which were 

“not too difficult”. In order to quantify the level o f difficulty in these texts, a number o f 

frameworks and categorisations outlined in the literature review were considered.

Vocabulary; although difficult to estimate, texts were chosen on the basis that they 

contained mostly high-frequency lexical items, a limited amount o f specialised 

vocabulary and a limited amount of unusual idioms (no more than one or two per text). 

In the initiation phase it became apparent that words were often not recognised or not 

interpreted correctly rather than not known. A low amount o f truly unknown words 

would free up the students’ processing capacity so that they could prioritise extracting 

meaning from partially known words and context. While the students would not have 

vocabulary knowledge to provide the optimal 95% coverage o f the text, the glosses 

provided at the intervention stage for the final group o f students would raise the 

percentage coverage to an overall level where the meaning o f the text could be extracted 

and constructed with ease.

While vocabulary may be dealt with expeditiously through gloss provision, other factors 

need to be considered in order to evaluate the overall readability of a text. Different 

researchers have highlighted different areas of text difficulty. Nuttall (1996) stresses the 

importance of coherence in a text. She notes that cohesive devices can play a role in 

making a text coherent, but that a well-written text may be coherent without such 

devices. This does however highlight the importance o f the ideas in the text being 

presented with clarity, allowing the reader to construct micro-propositions which relate 

to each other and ultimately macro-propositions which are close to the author’s 

intentions. Miller and Kintsch (1980) see the arrangement of the propositions in the 

text-base, word frequency and sentence length interacting with the readers’ processing 

strategies and resources. If we consider that the strategies and resources of the target 

group of students may be limited, lack o f clarity in presentation of ideas could be
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detrimental to the student’s extraction o f meaning from the text even at the intervention 

stage when glosses are provided. Evaluation of the difficulty o f the text therefore can be 

seen to have two functions: firstly to ensure texts chosen are not excessively difficult so 

that a better student can work out the meaning un-aided once he has accessed the 

vocabulary glosses. Secondly, by identifying areas o f text difficulty, this information can 

be factored into the provision of sentence level glosses which aim to clarify the micro

propositions in the text.

Consideration o f the texts under headings put forward by Fulcher (1997) allows for 

initial evaluation of the texts:

• Audience
• purpose
• prediction
• topic switching
• information overload

5.1.4.1 Audience and Purpose

With regard to audience and purpose, one needs to ask who these articles were written 

for and what the purpose of the writing was. Articles in (7a m Interesse are obviously 

written for French people, so immediately there will be added difficulty for Irish people 

who are not the original intended audience. Keeping the background knowledge 

requirement low will help minimise this problem. (7a m ’interesse is read by French 

people from a variety of backgrounds with a moderate level o f education, which means 

the content o f the articles should be accessible to a similar audience o f Irish people. 

Topics covered tend not to be relevant to any particular age group -  in some cases 

articles look back into the past, some at newly emerging trends and some at 

developments in the future. Topics relating to the present and future should be easily 

understood by students o f Business and Technology, those related to the past may be 

less accessible.
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W ith regard to purpose, the initial purpose o f  the writer o f these texts was to inform and 

to some extent to entertain, to highlight the m ost interesting aspects o f  a topic and in 

some cases to surprise the reader with facts he had not expected to hear. The editor for 

the magazine, Jean-Charles Durand outlines what characterises his publication and how 

it differs from others;

Journaliste : Quelle est la principale caracteristique de (^a m Hnteresse? 
Jean-Charles D urand : La capacite d s'interroger ! Toutes les questions qu'on 
se p o se  un jo u r  ou I'autre en regardant le d e l  ou en ecoutant le journa l televise. 
(7a m 'interesse a une approche pluridisciplinaire qui perm et au lecteur 
d'acquerir les savoirs d'aujourd'hui. (7a m 'interesse est comme un millefeuille de 
savoirs. C'est tres appetissant et ga deborde d'informations.
Journaliste : Qu'est-ce qui distingue (7a m 'interesse de ses concurrents ? 
Jean-Charles D urand : Pour nous, etre serieux ne signifie pas etre ennuyeux. Le  
desir de comprendre commence p a r  I'etonnement. P our le susciter, nous avons 
une demarche qui jo u e  sur la surprise, I'humour ou I'imagination. M ais celle-ci 
reste toujours respectueuse de I'autre, de I'environnement, des valeurs de « 
I'honnete Homme ». (w w w.prism apresse.fr retrieved 11.02.03^

W hile the authenticity o f  purpose m ay be m aintained for both a French and English- 

speaking audience, the purpose may cause problem s w ith regard to the next factors -  the 

ability to predict what is coming next in the text and topic-switching. If  the author’s 

purpose is to surprise -  this m ay very well be over-challenging for the L2 reader. Under 

topic interest, we noted that novelty value m ay be significant in prom oting interest and 

memory; there may however be a trade-off in terms o f the construction o f m icro

propositions.

Under schema theory, Anderson and Pearson (1988) note that in-coming information is 

matched with prior knowledge. Students reading the text Le Climat de la France did not 

expect to be told that last year it was hot in February and cold in April and therefore 

failed to grasp this anomaly. In section (2.2.3.1) research by Fillmore (1981) into 

various levels o f envisionment was considered. W here the writer is deliberately trying to 

surprise, level E-2 where readers apply knowledge from life to create inferences m ay be 

susceptible to the type o f error usually found at level E-3 where readers apply excessive 

amounts o f information from their own life experience or their own opinions.
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5.1.4.2 Prediction and Topic-switching

To balance this writing style, the articles in (7a m ’interesse are very rich in cohesive 

devices and discourse markers. These, along with headings are seen to be important for 

prediction purposes by Fulcher (1997). As noted in the literature review section 2.2.4.3, 

many researchers are now unenthusiastic about cohesion in general, its role in 

facilitating comprehension as much as its role in making a text coherent. Alderson 

(2000) does however concede that it can help average ability students to better 

understand an unfamiliar topic. In this study, the target group of students being of 

average ability may benefit from the presence of discourse markers in particular to 

signal unexpected information. Chung (2000) found less proficient readers benefited 

most from logical connectives and paragraph headings; the former facilitating the 

construction of micro-propositions, the latter of macro-propositions. However valuable 

these connectives might be, it needs to borne in mind that L2 readers tend to have a poor 

knowledge of them as vocabulary items. Laufer (1990) and Tomlinson (1996) suggest 

this may be due to their poor “imageability”. They may therefore need careful glossing 

-  building up knowledge of this area could significantly help readers for subsequent text 

work.

5.1.4.3 Information Overload

With regard to information over-load, the texts in m ’interesse tend to contain a 

moderate amount of information with just a few main points. Some texts such as text 2 

Qui sont les Europeens? and text 6 Travailler en solo which fall into the “list of 

descriptions” category may contain a lot of information in the form of examples, but on 

the whole it is fairly clear that each of these pieces of information does not need to be 

held in short term memory as the overall argument is something other than the sum total 

of the examples. A more significant factor in information overload may be in relation to 

what Fulcher (1997) calls “the distance between the subject and verb in long sentences”. 

This is also alluded to by Walter (2000) in her work on L2 reading where she saw a 

significant effect on the overload of working memory when this occurs. While this may
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be an important factor in English language texts, the structure of French language texts 

may be more complex still, as there is no convention in French which requires a writer 

to begin a sentence with the subject followed by the main verb followed by the object. 

The convention in English of having a main clause with subordinate clauses coming 

between the subject and predicate o f this main clause is not a typical French structure 

where subordinate clauses are often used as a means o f introducing a main idea. This 

inherent difference in structure may be problematic to the L2 Anglophone reader. Nor is 

due respect paid to the length o f sentences, with many sentences spanning an entire 

paragraph. The challenge for the L2 reader may be to distinguish between main and 

subordinate clauses and to hold the information from the subordinate clauses in working 

memory until the main clause becomes clear. While the texts in (7a m Hnteresse often 

follow this structure o f sub-ordinate clause followed by main clause, the sentences 

remain on the whole constructed o f no more than 4 clauses with careful signalling of the 

purpose o f the subordinate clause.

Analysis of the following extract from a text which was rejected for the purposes of this 

study reveals some fundamental differences in structure between French and English 

texts. In the first instance a translation in English is provided respecting the original 

sequence of propositions in the French text. This reveals a stylistic approach which 

places the subordinate clauses first building towards the main proposition. This would 

be in contrast to the English language approach which favours placing the main clause 

first with the subordinate clauses and propositions following it.

Text in French;

Invite a plancher a Berlin devant les deputes allemands de la commission des 
affaires europeennes du Bundestag, P ierre M oscovici s ’est longuement attache, 
mercredi 19 janvier, a justifier I'approche prudente du gouvernement frangais 
avant la conference intergouvernementale (CIG) charge de preparer I ’Union aux 
prochains elargissements, qui a fa it  I ’objet, ces derniers temps de critiques, 
notamment de Jacques Delors dans un entretien au Monde (mercredi 19 janvier).

Direct translation into English :
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Invited to speak in Berlin before the German deputies o f the Commission for 
European Affairs o f the Bundestag, Pierre Muscovici went to great lengths, on 
Wednesday the 19̂  ̂ o f January, to justify the cautious approach of the French 
government with regard to the inter-govemmental conference responsible for 
preparing the Union for the forthcoming enlargements, which came under, in 
recent times, criticism, notably from Jacques Delors in an interview with Le 
Monde.

Translation into English respecting norms o f order of elements in an English Language

text:

Pierre Muscovici was invited to address the German deputies of the Commission 
for European Affairs at the Bundestag on Wednesday the 19* o f January. He 
went to great lengths to justify the cautious approach o f the French government 
with regard to the intergovernmental conference (IGC) responsible for preparing 
the Union for the forthcoming enlargements. This approach had come under a 
certain amount o f criticism in recent times, in particular from Jacques Delors in 
an interview with Le Monde.

5.2. Investigation o f Learner Dyad Interactions on Target Texts

Once the 10 texts had been chosen on the basis o f the criteria outlined above, the next 

task was to consider the elements o f the texts which intermediate level students would 

fmd difficult, where meaning would break down for these learners, with a view to 

providing appropriate glosses for subsequent groups of students working on these same 

texts. It was also hoped that using a think-aloud protocol, the introspective comments, 

interactions and negotiations o f meaning between the pairs o f learners would shed light 

on the reasons why these elements proved difficult to understand or to process. This in 

turn would inform the content of the glosses to be provided.

It was also hoped that individual instances of breakdown o f meaning could provide 

insights into breakdown of meaning in general and that patterns might emerge which 

would provide valuable information for those involved in teaching second language 

reading. This information would be available on two levels; firstly aspects of the French 

language which tend to cause difficulties for English language readers reading authentic 

texts, and secondly the processes which L2 readers engage in when meaning breaks
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down and they are faced with trying to deal with these challenges. While this research is

by its very nature more qualitative than quantitative, as Singleton (1999, p. 245) remarks:

We cannot afford to ignore any avenue that holds the possibility of supplying 
information and insights about L2 processes. Purism in this matter is entirely out 
o f place, whether it be o f the variety that rejects “error analysis” as “too product 
orientated” or of the variety that rejects introspective evidence as “too soft”.

5.2.1. Data Collection

The ten texts from (7a m ’interesse were photocopied from the original magazine articles 

and each dyad was given one text. The dyad translated the text together in an open plan 

language laboratory set up in pair mode so that they had privacy from other pairs of 

students but could communicate with ease together while the laboratory recorded their 

interaction. The dyads were instructed to read each line o f the text out loud first and then 

agree on a translation of the line between them. No time limit was set on the exercise 

which took place during a one hour session, but in general the reading and translating of 

a text took about 30 minutes. A certain amount of time was used in setting up the 

laboratory, distributing the texts and explaining the exercise, but in general the students 

had more time than they needed. All o f the dyads completed the exercise well within the 

hour but made little use o f the remaining time to go back over the texts. Those who did 

go back over the text did so in a haphazard maimer and gained little in terms of 

understanding o f the text. For the purposes o f this study this review work will be 

disregarded.

The student recordings were then transcribed and marked using a simple categorisation 

process. (See Appendix C2 for ftill analysis o f all texts.) Three broad categories were 

used and these were colour coded on the original text.

1. U n-tr^sla ted  items: this included any items in the text which the students failed 

to translate either due to lack o f knowledge or inattention.

2. Mistranslated items: this category included any item in the text which was 

translated in a manner which was counter to the original intended meaning and
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which would consequently cause the student to create a micro-proposition which 

was not in keeping with the author’s intentions.

3. Inaccurately trans  ̂ this included any item which was translated in a

manner which was not quite linguistically accurate either in terms o f  semantic or 

syntactic usage, but where this translation did not prevent the reader from 

creating an appropriate micro-proposition and following the general meaning o f  

the text.

Text 1 Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc.?

En fait. rappd]_atign des voies coTnme le nom qu’on.Jeur_ dpnne n 'obeit a aucune loi ecrite : chaque 
commune est souveraine dans ce dom aine'. Dans les grandes villes, une commission tbmiule des 
propositions, qui sont votees par le cpnsdl. mumcipal."

TouteFois. les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres et “boulevard” une 
aitere formee de voies de circulation separees par un teire-plein plante d ’arbres.^ M ais aucun texte 
n ’impose de largeur maxi male pour une rue ou /m in in i^e  pour une avenue. * Cela depend de la largeur 
moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.^

II faut compter aussi avec le respect ( ^ v ^ d u  au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie.^ C ’est pour 
cette raison que de nprnbreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue du 
General-de-Gaulle, plutot que rue, a u i^ t[ j^  pour un a  grand homme.^

D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dam  ie:;^]aci m im c ip ^ te s  de ne pas changer les habitudes 
des riverains.* Lorsqu’on ag'andit une rue et qu’elle devient plus large que I’avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiquement changer son nom.’ D’autant que f e s ^ m ^ a p a t t^  sont de.plus.en p lus souciem es de 
preserver les noms anciens des rues, qui font partie du patrimoine historique de la yil.l.e..''̂

Figure 5.1 Text 1: Initial error analysis.

Toutefois. les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres 

(However, the usual approach is to call a wide street lined with trees an avenue) 

Figure 5.2 Example o f  a sentence from  a text

C So that one is many times, is it? Des habitudes, usually
D the residents
C oh yeah the residents are named, les habitudes, are usually, they are usually nam ed avenue, a

large way bordered by trees 
Figure 5.3 Corresponding extract from  student transcription

Each item was then entered in a grid which noted the item as it occurred in the text, the 

meaning as it occurred in the text, the meaning given to the item by the students and the
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cause o f error or strategy demonstrated in arriving at that presumed meaning. Each item 

was marked with a superscript number to indicate the text it came from, for example: 

Table 5.2 Example of an error being analyzed

Word M eaning in 
text

Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

“ toutefois however many times Word translated as sum o f component 
parts toute (all) + fo is  ftimes^

“ (les habitudes) 
sont de nommer

(the usual 
thing) is to call

they are called Grammatical / referential

While many o f the items consisted of individual words, in quite a lot o f cases they 

consisted of a multi-word unit such as sont de nommer. This was due to the fact that 

meaning broke down for the students on the basis of the sequence o f words rather than 

on an individual word in the group. The 764 words identified as problematic over the 

course o f the 10 texts become 414 items.

5.2.2 Prelim inary Analysis of Data

The distribution of items in the three categories “untranslated” “mis-translated” and 

“inaccurately translated” varied considerably from text to text. While the difficulty of 

the text and unfamiliarity or specificity o f lexical items would lead to large numbers of 

items being noted as problematic within one or other of the categories, the strategies 

used by the dyads often dictated which category carried most items. This is a limitation 

o f this study in that the student data does not allow us to know with any degree of 

certainty why items were dealt with in a certain way; what is important perhaps is to be 

aware o f a certain number of possibilities. Therefore a text which showed up large 

numbers of un-translated items may indicate an unwillingness on the part of the dyad to 

interact on items or to guess unknown words rather than absolute lack of knowledge. A 

text which showed a large number o f mistranslations and few un-translated items could 

suggest either a dyad willing to guess unknown words and support each other in guesses, 

or a dyad decoding word by word and making do with any approximation to the 

meaning without due regard to the overall meaning of the text. While large numbers of
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inaccurately translated words could indicate partial knowledge o f many items, it could 

also be indicative of dyads who worked well at guessing unknown words in context.

5.2.2.1 Vocabulary Thresholds

As vocabulary thresholds were considered to be o f key importance in this study, an 

initial calculation was made of the percentage o f words which were problematic in the 

texts. This would need to be refined further in the light o f greater insights into whether 

words were truly unknown or not. For the purposes o f this calculation, tokens (every 

word and each occurrence of that word is counted) were used rather than types (words 

are counted only once, regardless o f the number o f occurrences). Grammatical elements 

such as articles and auxiliary verbs were included where the student failed to identify the 

word category as well as the word. The Microsoft Word word count approach was 

respected whereby qu ’on is taken to be one word although arguably it contains two 

distinct units o f meaning que + on.

Table 5.3 Example of calculation of problematic words in text

Key to errors Text 1

Text 1

Words not translated: 21
M is t ra n s la t io n s : 31
Inaccurate! V , transl ated / parti al_ laiowledge:, 17 
Total number of problematic words: 69 
Total number o f words in text: 212 
Percentage o f problematic words: 32 %

This information was then entered on a grid for each text so that comparisons could be 

made between texts and an average across texts arrived at.
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Table 5.4 Distribution of erro r types across all texts

Text 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 Av
Words not translated 21 9 57 7 39 11 41 20 35 11 25.1
Mistranslations 31 15 13 15 58 39 52 17 30 20 29
Inaccurately translated 17 28 32 7 34 28 19 30 9 19 22.3
Total num ber of problematic 
words 69 52 102 29 131 78 112 67 74 50 76.4
Total number of words in text 212 305 281 214 341 283 264 358 308 206 277

Percentage o f  problematic words 33 17 36 14 38 28 42 19 24 24 28

5.2.2.2 Student Interactions on Items

The number o f items interacted upon by the dyad was counted. An interaction implied 

that both o f the students engaged in processing an item. In order to gauge where 

students considered meaning was breaking down for them, the grammatical categoiies o f  

the items interacted upon were tracked.

Table 5.5 Example of calculation of problematic words in text

Number of student interactions in transcript: 15
Breakdown of interactions: Breakdown of interactions: 7 nouns, 2 verbs, 5 adjectives, 1 adverb.

This information was then entered onto a grid allowing for comparison across texts. 

Table 5.6 Distribution of interaction types across all texts

Text 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Tot
Nouns 7 7 15 1 10 9 7 11 9 6 82
Pronouns + relative pronouns 2 2
Verbs 2 7 4 6 3 4 2 5 18 8 59
Adjectives 5 2 3 3 3 4 6 26
Adverbs / adverbial expressions 1 4 3 2 1 1 3 1 16
Prepositions 2 1 1 1 1 6
Idioms / expressions 3 1 5 1 2 1 2 15
Referential 7 2 1 2 1 13
Negative 3 3
Word sequence 3 3
Phonetic 1 1
Orthographic 1 1
Total num ber of interactions 15 32 25 14 23 20 15 26 33 24 227
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From the data above it is apparent that students are more likely to interact on nouns than 

on any other items. Apart from text 9 which has an extremely high level o f interaction 

on verbs which may be specific to the nature of the text, most o f the other texts show 

that nouns are the main focus o f student interaction. This emphasis on nouns would be 

in keeping with first and second language acquisition studies which highlight the 

importance of nouns in conveying meaning. Where students are reading for meaning, 

nouns and verbs are necessarily the main carriers o f this meaning.

Students are therefore more likely to look for and access helps provided for nouns, but 

this may be to the detriment of other grammatical categories. Adverbs and adverbial 

expressions which can often function as discourse markers may be neglected. This will 

be looked at in more detail in subsequent sections.

S.2.2.3 Text Comprehension

In an attempt to ascertain the level of comprehension o f the text, each text was divided 

into micro-propositions. This exercise was somewhat approximate as some of the texts 

were made up o f sequences of short sentences, others longer sentences made up o f 

several clauses. Where the sentences were short, each one was considered to be a micro

proposition in itself. Where the sentences were longer, each sentence was considered to 

contain several components and each o f these components carried a weighting. Thus a 

fully comprehended micro-proposition was counted as 1, an un-comprehended micro

proposition as 0, a sentence which contained 4 components half o f which were 

understood was counted as .5. As the object was to evaluate the proportion rather than 

the amount of micro-propositions, it was considered more important to be consistent in 

how micro-propositions were counted within texts than across texts. The proportion was 

calculated as a percentage.
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Table 5.7 Calculation of proportion of text comprehended on the basis of micro-propositions

Micro-propositions successfully constructed (0 = no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-propositions, other 
figures refer to micro-propositions on parts of a sentence)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
,25 1 .25 0 0 .75 1 .25 1 .5

Proportion of micro-propositions successfully constructed 5/10 = 50%

Table 5.8 Percentage of text comprehended on the basis of micro-propositions across texts

Text 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10
Score on correct micro-propositions 5 13.8 4 5.8 3 9.3 4.3 8,5 15 6.3
Number of micro-propositions in text 10 19 12 10 15 18 16 14 32 12
% o f  text comprehended 50 72.5 33 57.5 20 51 27 61 47 52
% o f  text not comprehended 50 27.5 67 42.5 80 49 73 39 53 48

It is evident from these figures that the level o f  comprehension o f the text when 

measured in terms o f micro-propositions is low with no dyads scoring over 75%, 6 

dyads scoring in the 50% to 75% range, 3 dyads in the 25% -  50% range and one dyad 

below 25%. This would suggest that while students are extracting some meaning from 

individual sentences o f the text, they are unlikely to be creating coherent text-based 

models. Students at this level are quite obviously in need o f  considerable assistance in 

dealing with even quite simple authentic texts.

Table 5.9 Percentage of problematic words and percentage of text not comprehended

Text 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 Av
Percentage o f  
problematic words 32 17 36 14 40 28 42 19 24 24 27.8

% o f  text 
comprehended 50 72.5 33 57.5 20 51 27 61 47 52 60
% o f  text not 
comprehended 50 27.5 67 42.5 80 49 73 39 53 48 40

While it is not possible with this data to draw absolute conclusions with regard to 

correlations between problematic words and text comprehension, the figures would
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suggest that the percentage o f problematic words in a text can create comprehension 

problems at sentence level which go well beyond the weight o f the words themselves.

For example in text 4, which had the lowest percentage of problematic words (14%), 

42.5%) of the text was not understood; for text 5 which had the highest percentage of 

problematic words (40%), 80% of the text was not understood. Other texts show lower 

levels o f effect o f problematic words and there are other variables which could influence 

the level of text comprehension besides problematic words and it is not possible to 

generalise from these figures.

5.3 Analysis of Errors and Breakdowns in Meaning

As the starting point for this section of the study was the errors and breakdowns in 

meaning encountered by these students on these texts, it was essential to find a 

framework which had credibility in the fields of vocabulary and reading study but which 

could also be expanded to include additional error types emerging from this study. As 

Laufer’s (1997) framework had served as a reference point at the initiation phase, it 

seemed appropriate to use this framework again at this point, (c.f. section 2.3.3.3 for full 

discussion).

Unlike other frameworks which consider word knowledge in isolation, Laufer sees 

reading comprehension problems to be closely associated with lexical problems. As the 

title o f her 1997 article “The Lexical Plight in Second Language Reading: Words you 

don’t know, words you think you know and words you can’t guess”, suggests, she starts 

with very broad categorisations seen from the point o f view o f the learners and moves 

towards more specific linguistic elements within these categories. Her own research 

interest is largely in the category “words you think you know” and this is where the 

strength o f the framework lies. An outline o f her proposed framework is as follows:
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1. Words you don’t know: The below threshold syndrome

2. Words you think you know: Deceptive transparency
• Deceptive morphological structure
• Idioms and multi-word units
• False friends
• Words with multiple meanings
• Synforms

o Phonological synforms 
o Morphological synforms

3. Words you can’t guess
• non-existant contextual clues
• unusable contextual clues
• misleading and partial clues
• suppressed clues (Laufer, 1997, pp. 22 - 30)

In order to use the framework for analysis o f these errors, certain elements of it needed 

to be re-defmed with regard to the initial categorisations used on the texts which were 

“untranslated items”, “mistranslated items” and “inaccurately translated items”.

Firstly, the percentage o f problematic items in the text cannot be taken to equate to the 

percentage of unknown words. The category “Words you don’t know” spanned many of 

the other categories and could not be determined in absolute terms initially. In order to 

ascertain the exact number of unknown items it would be necessary to analyse in more 

depth the un-translated items, include items in the deceptive transparency categories and 

the inaccurate guesses in the guessing categories. While the “untranslated” items would 

seem to fit into this category, it became apparent that not all the un-translated items were 

unknown. “Untranslated items” was therefore used as a first section in this adapted 

framework with two sub-sections, namely, “unknown items” and “skipped items”.

Secondly, “mistranslated items” were considered under Laufer’s categories for deceptive 

transparency which were kept exactly as she had envisaged them, with phonological and 

morphological synforms being considered separately. Some “Inaccurately translated 

items” were also considered under this category where the inaccuracy arose from some
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confusion in form or meaning. Where “mistranslated items”did not fit into any of these 

categories, they were considered under the “guessed items” category.

Thirdly, Laufer had focused specifically on lexical problems i.e. at individual word level; 

in fact some of the errors emerging from the texts involved problems in sentence level 

processing. An extra category called “syntactic problems” was therefore added to 

account for these errors with two sub-sections “poor grammatical processing” and 

“referential problems”.

Fourthly, for the purposes o f this study it seemed appropriate that with regard to 

Laufer’s category “words you can’t guess”, it would be useful to consider words which 

the students did obviously using guessing strategies with and within this, to consider 

which items had been guessed with some accuracy and which items guessed wrongly. 

Both “mistranslations” and “inaccurate translations” which could not be accounted for in 

previous categories inevitably fell into this category, although the quality o f the guessing 

in such instances needs to be evaluated with care.

Below is an overall breakdown o f student error on the ten texts. In table 5.4 the errors 

had been calculated on the basis o f individual problematic words, below in table 5.10 

items (which may be composed o f 1, 2 or 3 words) are used for calculation purposes. 

While un-translated items account for one third o f the errors, deceptively transparent 

items are almost equally significant. Syntactic problems carry the lowest percentage at 

just 15%, however their significance may be considerable as whole sentences are 

affected, and known items may undergo mis-interpretation in the absence of efficient 

syntactical processing. Guessed items account for almost one fifth o f all errors, and not 

even one quarter of these are in any way close to the intended meaning, the other three 

quarters being completely inaccurate. All of these categories therefore need due 

attention if one is to consider difficulties in L2 reading.
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Table 5.10 Distribution of error types across texts using expanded fram ework based on Laufer 97

Text Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 Tot %

Untranslated
1.1 Unknown items 5 5 15 1 7 4 13 6 13 4 73 17.6
1.2 Skipped items 5 1 12 4 9 4 10 5 10 5 65 15.7
Total % o f  errors 33.3

Deceptive
transparency

2.1 Deceptive 
morphological 
structure 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 1.4
2.2 Idioms and multi
word units 2 2 1 1 9 3 3 2 1 5 29 7.0
2.3 False friends 0 0 2 1 3 2 1 5 1 4 19 4.6
2.4 Words with 
multiple meanings 1 1 5 1 3 4 3 1 2 5 26 6.3
2.5.1 Phonological 
synforms 1 3 0 3 2 4 7 3 2 1 26 6.3
2.5.2 Morphological 
synforms 4 4 2 2 2 1 6 3 2 4 30 7.2
Total % o f  errors 32.9

Syntactic
problems

3.1 Poor grammatical 
processing 1 2 5 1 4 3 2 1 1 1 21 5.1
3.2 Referential 
problems 3 2 3 3 4 7 5 7 3 4 41 9 ,9

Total % o f  errors 15

Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate 
guesses 2 1 2 1 4 3 2 3 3 1 22 5.3
4.2 Inaccurate guesses 8 3 2 3 9 4 9 6 10 2 56 13.5
Total % o f  errors 18.8
Total number of 
problem items 34 24 49 21 56 39 62 43 1 49 37 414 100

The following section aims to take instances from the target texts of different error types 

to illustrate the problems intermediate level L2 readers face when interpreting a text. 

Where possible examples will be taken from texts 1 and 6 which are later used as sample 

texts at the intervention and evaluation phases. This section may be read in conjunction 

with appendix for chapter 5 if  the reader wishes to have a fiill overview of all of the 

errors in each category.

5.3.1 Untranslated Words

As mentioned above, almost half o f the un-translated items could not automatically be 

presumed to be unknown. Close analysis of the dyad transcriptions allows for discerning 

truly unknown words and words which were skipped for reasons other than being 

unknown.
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Table 5.11 Breakdown of untranslated words in texts

Text 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i Tot %

Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items 5 6 15 1 7 5 13 6 13 4 75 53.6
46.41.2 Skipped items 5 3 10 4 9 4 10 5 10 5 65

Total 10 9 25 5 16 9 23 11 23 9 140
% truly unknown 50 67 60 20 44 56 57 55 57 44 I 53.6

5.3.1.1 Untranslated Items Presumed to be Unknown

The items in this category were for the most part mentioned by the students, but they 

appear unable to translate them. They either identified them as being unknown or 

translated the words around them leaving them in isolation un-translated, from which we 

can presume that the words were not understood. These items could also be considered 

under “words you can’t guess” and by extension “words you can guess” as many of the 

words were composed o f some previously known parts which the students fail to 

identify. The categorisation o f these items allows for identifying similar potential 

processing difficulties for these words as for words which were mistranslated or guessed.

Words with no previously known parts

The following sample list includes words which do not contain any previously known 

parts which means that students could not be expected to guess their meaning. These 

words do not have direct L 1 equivalents which would be in common usage by the target 

group. While most of these words could not be considered to be high frequency words, 

neither can they be dismissed as low-frequency words. One might have expected the 

students to understand words such as mieux and ^  vers, but most of the other words 

would belong to the range o f vocabulary one would expect to acquire moving from 

intermediate to upper intermediate level. A proportion o f the words are quite advanced 

and students would need to be able to access a gloss to clarify meaning, but not 

necessarily undertake serious vocabulary study on them.
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Table 5.12 Words with no previously known parts

W ord M eaning in text Reason un-translated
“ qui aurait fa it mesquin which would have seemed mean Mesquin unknown, + syntactic 

complexity
“ le souci (des municipality) the concern unknown

appareil piece of equipment Unknown
chevre goat Unknown

Vvmieux better unknown
pas step unknown
soulage relieved unknown

iVvers towards unknown
‘“̂ enceintes speakers unknown

Words with some previously known parts

The following words are all derived from words which would probably have been 

previously known. Learning to look at how words are derived from root forms is an 

important element of building lexical competence. It is evident from the items below 

that these intermediate level students, especially those reading text 7 have not yet 

acquired this skill. Glosses which help to identify such derivations can serve to both 

clarify the meaning o f these words but also to develop the skill o f noticing how words 

are constructed.

Table 5.13 Words with some previously known parts

W ord Meaning in text Reason un-translated
commergant shop keeper Unknown, failed to identify commerce 

“business”
(plus) nous vieilissons the older we get Unknown, failed to identify vieia/vieille “old”

‘ ̂  la secheresse dry period Unknown, failed to identify sec = “dry”
rechauffement warming Unknown / failed to identify chaud “hot”
secheresses dry periods Unknown, failed to identify sec “dry”

1 / avant-coureurs fore-runners Unknown / failed to process avant “ before” + 
courir “to run”

au-dela beyond Unknown, failed to process au = “at the”, + de 
= “from”, + /a = “there”

Words with previously known parts but deceptively transparent

The following items are made up of known parts but needed to be treated as deceptively 

transparent as the known parts will not help the student to understand the meaning of the 

word. See discussion below.
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Table 5.14 Words with previously known parts but deceptively transparent

Word M eaning in text Reason un-translated
plutot rather Unknown, not the total o f plus + tot
on parvient a one succeeds in Unknown, not the total o f p a r  by + venir come
soutenaient que maintained that Unknown, not the total o f sous under + tenir 

to take

Words with some similarity to LI equivalent

Advanced learners of French might identify these words as having some similarity to LI 

words, but for these intermediate level students, this might not be the case. Many words 

o f Latin origin may not be within the general competence level of non-specialist students 

who may have followed second level studies which were functional or vocational rather 

than literary or come from social classes where such words would not be in common

usage.

Table 5.15 Words with some similarity to LI equivalent

Word Meaning Reason un-transiated
apparition appearance unknown
(a) comm is commissioned unknown
deplore deplores / regrets unknown

Unknown in idiomatic or specialized usage

These items also need special attention as the meaning o f the original word needs to be 

interpreted in context. A gloss needs to allow the student to see how the original 

meaning can be extended to include a more specialized meaning.

Table 5.16 Unknown in idiomatic or specialized usage

Word M eaning Reason un-translated
“ art ere artery / roadway Unknown, substitute “one”

mettre sur pied set up Unknown
a (batons) rompus disjointed Unknown idiom (they recognize 

it as an idiom)
“  actifs people who work unknown
"  connait experiences Unknown in this context

Unknown due to grammatical complexity

In many cases students fail to translate words when confronted with a combination of 

lexical unfamiliarity and grammatical complexity. This would be true o f most of the
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items below. The students will need some clarification o f lexical items, but the sentence 

level glosses will need to simplify some o f  the structural issues as well.

Table 5.17 Unknown due to gram m atical complexity

W ord M eaning Reason un-translated
“ (un) si ( grand homme) (such) a great man Advanced structure

T6 ■ )•qui s ignorent who are unaware o f each other lexical unfamiliarity and 
grammatical and referential 
complexity

se confond merges with lexical unfamiliarity and 
grammatical and referential 
complexity

a se reduire to diminish / decrease Unknown / reflexive infinitive 
form may be challenging

(ce boiileversement) ne 
devrait se faire pleinement 
(sentir)

should only be fully (felt) Preceding bouleversement 
unknown, grammatical 
complexity of structure

quel que soit (le pays) which ever (country) it might be Unknown. Probably due to 
grammatical complexity

Cultural references

In some cases the problem was due to lack o f cultural or geographical knowledge rather 

than strictly lexical.

Table 5.18 Cultural References

W ord Meaning Reason un-translated
Flamand Flemish speaking people in Belgium Unknown cultural reference
Wallon French speaking people in Belgium Unknown cultural reference
Bacca lauri Laurel branch (symbol for Bac) Latin
Avevronnais Person from Aveyron Unknown

5.3.1.2 Untranslated Items which may have been Known

This second category o f words could be categorised as “skipped” rather than unknown, 

ha general students do not refer to these items in their interactions. Many o f these words 

are high frequency words and should not be problematic for intermediate level learners. 

What is o f  interest therefore are the factors which caused these items to be skipped. 

Where students are struggling with high levels o f  unknown words, skipped items are 

potentially invaluable sources o f meaning which L2 readers choose to disregard.
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Introductory clauses and discourse markers

As seen in the literature review, discourse markers tend to cause difficulty for language 

learners as they are more difficult to leam due to difficulties with imageability. Below is 

a list o f discourse markers which are relatively accessible for intermediate level students 

but which they choose to skip in favour o f translating first o f all the main clause and 

never quite getting back to the introductory words.

Table 5.19 Introductory clauses and discourse markers

Word Meaning Reason un-translated
alors que while / whereas Possibly unknown, but thought 

unimportant in the sentence
mieux encore better still Skipped -  focus on next words
plus the more Unaware o f  plus... moins only 

translate following words
d'ailleurs besides Possibly unknown, focus on verb 

and noun following
y y • j 'jusque-la up until then Focus on following words

ainsi in this way Possibly unknown / unaware of 
cause and effect nuance

While glosses may be provided for each one to clarify its meaning, there is no guarantee 

that learners will consult them. The information thus lost impacts not only on the 

sentence itself, but also on the building up of interconnecting micro-propositions. 

Sentence level glosses may help to clarify the links between sentences, but attention to 

glosses probably also needs to be dealt with under the development o f reading strategies.

Clauses and words preceding problematic items

Items are often left untranslated due to problems in understanding the rest o f the 

sentence. However as seen below, this occurs more frequently with ends of sentences 

than with beginnings of sentences. With regard to beginnings o f sentences, some o f the 

discourse markers could also be brought in under this category, but most o f the discourse 

markers occurred in sentences which were understood, unlike these items. This 

highlights the tendency among L2 readers to proceed directly to the main clause or the 

subject or main verb of the sentence. While this may be an effective strategy, attempting 

to translate the previous words anyway might clarify the meaning of the following words.
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Table 5.20 Clauses and words preceding problem atic items

Word M eaning Reason un-translated
conforme a (la moyenne) in keeping with Difficulty with next words
depuis (une decennie) for the last ten years, decade Decennie probably unknown, rest 

o f sentence untranslated
(qui) ont seduit (des 

concepteurs multimedia
seduced / attracted Confusion with regard to overall 

meaning o f the sentence. They 
focus on concepteurs

Clauses and words following problematic items

Reading may be characterised by economy o f effort and this is evident in the tendency 

among these students to abandon decoding a sentence once they have encountered a 

breakdown in meaning. While in a meaning-based context their strategy may seem 

rational, once again they are missing out on potential meaning coming from the rest o f a 

sentence whether it serves to clarify difficult elements or to provide information relevant 

to subsequent sentences or to the overall meaning of the text.

Table 5.21 Clauses and words following problem atic items

Word Meaning Reason un-translated
“  (le solid) des m unicipality (the concern of) town councils Previous word souci unknown

(n'a pas ete) donne (was not) given away for nothing Ignored, preceding ete m is
interpreted as noun “summer”

(avec un interlocuteur) de plus 
par semaine

more per week Unsure of meaning of 
interlocuteur and move on

(froids) inhabituels unusual (cold spells) Froids translated as “the cold” 
difficult to tag on to (if known)

revient d intervalles plus ou 
moins reguliers

comes back at more or less 
regular intervals

Subject o f sentence “/a 
secheresse” unknown

‘^(je me suis dirige vers) une 
association dans mon quartier

association in my area Unknown previous words “w e’ll 
come back to it”

(me donner) a fond (commit myself) completely Problems processing me donner
(de quoi alimenter sa) 

nostalgic
Nostalgia Preceding alimenter not 

understood

Referential indicators

The un-translated items below all served functions o f either linking ideas from one 

sentence to the next or referring back to previously mentioned people or ideas. Many o f 

these words are very simple and should not cause problems for L2 readers. This would 

suggest that readers are decoding on a sentence by sentence basis and are not effectively 

holding in working memory any information gleaned in the previous clauses and
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sentences. This highlights the importance o f training students to establish connections 

between sentences so that macro-propositions are being constructed as the reading 

progresses.

T able 5.22 R eferen tia l ind icators

W ord M eaning R eason un -transla ted
“ (I’appellation des voies)comme 
fie nom qu ’on leur donne)

like Ignore the relation between the 
two phrases

(le ministere....) en 
(organisera trois autres)

o f them Failure to link with previous 
clause

tons et toutes all o f  us, (men and women) Difficulty of relating words to 
previous phrase

(les Anglo-Saxons appellent) 
Qa (small office home office)

this referential

(lap lus grandepartie d ’entre) 
nous

(among) us D ’entre translated as “between” 
making the nous difficult to 
translate / referential

(ce sont des choses) dont (on 
parle peu)

about which Fail to connect the two related 
phrases

‘“’ leur (futurpublic) their Unaware of relation between 
subject (singers) and audience

Second encounter with a difficult item

In the two cases below, where the students failed to translate a concept earlier in the text, 

they do not attempt to do so on the second occasion. As the context might be slightly 

different, trying it a second time might allow for better understanding or more contextual 

clues.

T able 5.23 Second encoun ter w ith a d ifficult item

W ord M eaning R eason un -transla ted
est que le bac se democratise 

plus
is that the bac would be 
accessible to more students

Previous difficulty with this 
concept at the start o f the text, 
ignored here.

‘ ̂  mo ins on est proche de son 
interlocuteur

the less close one is to the person 
one is speaking to

Difficulty translating this earlier 
in the text

Items considered superfluous to meaning of sentence

The items below are once again evidence o f economy o f effort on the part o f the L2 

readers. If the sentence makes sense having translated the easily recognised main 

components o f the sentence, the students seem to see little need to incorporate extra
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words into the overall meaning. It should be noted however, that as the students were 

reading the text aloud first, they may have absorbed the meaning of these words and 

through inattention neglected to translate them orally.

Table 5.24 Items considered superfluous to meaning of sentence

Word Meaning Reason un-translated
qui est du which is due Superfluous to overall meaning
veulent (abandonner) want to (abandon) Translate abandonner as main 

verb
I 'historien (Philippe Aries) the historian Start by identifying his name
le grand (public) the general public Lack o f effort -  they settle for 

just public
(je) devais (envoyer) had to Envoyer used as main verb

Random un-translated items

These items were left un-translated mostly due to inattention, or perhaps failure to 

verbalise a translation which may have taken place internally.

Table 5.25 Random untranslated items

Word Meaning Reason un-translated
d Rome in Rome In the middle o f an untranslated 

sentence
disorganisation generale widespread disruption Leave in French apparently 

understood
architecte architect Last item in list, lack o f attention
(qui n ’a) jam ais ( repondu) (who) never (answered) Skipped perhaps due to difficulty 

processing sentence
(de) toutes (ces ressources) all (these resources) Lack o f  attention, ressources 

translated correctly

5.3.1.3 Conclusions from Analysis of Untranslated Items.

The recordings of students working together and analysis of the transcripts allows for 

gaining some insights into why items were left un-translated. Such insights help the 

researcher better understand not only where students make errors, but also where 

students effectively opt out of the processing required to extract meaning from a text. 

This act of understanding and predicting where meaning will break down is an essential 

part of gaining the intuitive skills required to be able to prepare a text for glossing. The 

need to provide L2 readers with ready access to the meanings of unknown words needs
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to work in tandem with strategies to sustain readers’ efforts where they are deaUng with 

partial understanding of words or phrases, or where their processing abilities are being 

drawn in too many different directions. Analysis o f actual mistranslations will bear out 

many o f the presumed causes of error in the untranslated items section; this will allow 

for fiarther exploration of features of words which make them difficult to learn.

5.3.2 Words You Think You Know: Deceptive Transparency

This is the category where Laufer looks at how learners think they know the meaning of 

a word, but in fact the word is deceptively transparent. She argues strongly that not 

knowing what a word means and being aware o f this is less treacherous than thinking 

you know what a word means. In the first instance the text is deprived of the meaning o f 

that word and the lack o f certainty as to its meaning is itself factored into the 

comprehension of the text, in the second instance there can be a considerable chain 

effect where a word is mis-translated and this impacts negatively on the construction of 

accurate micro-propositions and ultimately macro-propositions.

Instances o f each o f the five categories identified by Laufer were found to varying 

degrees. While each text has only a few items in each category, overall the combined 

effect amounts to 32.9% of text error, and given Laufer’s suggestion that these errors 

may have far-reaching consequences, this could be very significant. In each category, 

the problematic word is identified and the meaning in the text provided. This can be 

compared to the translations given by the learner dyad. Where several attempts were 

made at fmdmg an accurate translation, these attempts are numbered. In the final 

column, the cause of error or strategy used in trying to arrive at an appropriate 

translation is detailed, this usually draws on insights provided by the recordings and 

transcripts or on linguistic elements o f the mistake in question.
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5.3.2.1 Words with a Deceptive Morphological Structure

Words may look as if they are composed o f meaningful morphemes, but in some cases 

these may only be components rather than morphemes and even where they are in fact 

morphemes, the overall meaning o f the word may not be the sum of each part, or at least 

not in the way the reader interprets them. Examples in English cited by Laufer are 

nevertheless “never less”, discourse “without direction”.

Table 5.26 Words with a deceptive morphological structure

Item Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
"  (on) 
agrandit

(one) makes bigger 1 repeat
2 rename

M isinterpretation o f components - They 
identify “dit" as “says” and guess

“ toutefois however many times W ord translated as sum o f component 
parts toutes (d\\) + fo is  (times)

payante Which must be 
paid for

for the country L2 similarity with “pays", presumed to 
be a derived adj

devenir become 1 send
2 venir = come
3 devenir = come back
4 return

Unknown word guessing from 
derivatives
D e  (from) + venir (come)

‘“'(plus)
surprenant

(more) surprising 1 on taken
2 important
3 undertaking
4 on taking more

Treated as sum o f the meaning of 
component parts sur (on) + prendre 
(take). Plus is then incorrectly 
integrated into the structure.

One could expect problems with unknown adverbs such as toutefois, less so words such 

as devenir or surprendre which one might consider to be part o f intermediate level 

lexical knowledge. The manner in which the students break down the words is not 

illogical, but it is evident that they need to be made aware in general o f the fact that 

these words have a meaning which goes beyond their parts. Glosses to clarify meaning 

are likely to be used as it is evident that the students are prepared to try to work out the 

meaning.

The misinterpretation o f agrandit is an example o f how L2 readers can randomly select 

a syllable in a word and elevate it to the status o f root form. Breaking up the \̂  ord in 

this manner shows a lack of a sense o f the French language in identifying the root form 

and verb ending. With regard to pays, the fact that the “s” is silent may mean that 

learners do not consider it a significant element o f the word and therefore do not notice
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its absence in payante. In a language like French where the orthography is significantly 

different from the pronunciation, one can expect student error in the area o f absent 

vowel sounds.

S.3.2.2 Idioms and Multi-word Units

Laufer uses the category Idiom, but as this is sometimes a difficult category to define 

this category is extended to include any multi-word unit which has a specific meaning 

which goes beyond the meaning o f its parts. Laufer gives examples in English such as 

hit and miss, sit on the fence. In the samples gathered in French, some o f these are less 

figurative and have more to do with the necessity o f proximity in collocation or 

colligation, but need to be accounted for in a similar manner. Below, different types o f 

idioms were identified and sub-categorised.

Short idioms where the overall meaning goes beyond the constituent words.

These are short expressions which carry more meaning than the words themselves and 

need elaboration when translating into English. As can be illustrated by de meme, 

understanding the word and trying to interpret it will not necessarily reveal the true 

meaning. This type o f lexical knowledge is probably beyond the reach o f intermediate 

level students, but each item needs to be clarified in order to allow the L2 reader to 

proceed with his reading efficiently.

Table 5.27 Idioms where the meaning goes beyond the words.

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
de m im e in the same way at the same time Lack o f knowledge of idiom
les uns des 

autres
from one another from one to the other Lack o f familiarity with idiom

histoire de as a means of liistory Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
expression

entre autres among other things other Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
expression

110 jde quoi enough to o f which Direct translation unawareness o f 
idiomatic meaning
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Idioms where the words are taken literally

The second category of idioms is probably the most common and consists o f items 

which are translated directly. The translation brings very little true meaning to the text, 

the reader will probably have difficulty fitting his literal translation into the context. 

Many o f these idioms would be within the learning range for intermediate level students 

and focusing on them could expand their lexical competence.

Table 5.28 Idioms where the words are taken literally

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
de bas en haut up and down from the bottom on high Literal translation o f idiom
une grand- 

messe
a high mass a huge mass Unaware o f  idiomatic meaning

bon marche cheap good quality L2 sum o f parts
une activite 

economique
a job, a means of 
earning money

activity economic Superficial processing, contextual 
guess

a leurs yeux in their eyes/view their eyes Fail to recognize idiom
“ '‘profiler (au 
maximum)

to take best 
advantage o f / 
make the most of

to make a maximum 
profit

Direct translation o f individual 
words

Idioms on the basis of grammatical requirements

In the third category we find examples o f structures which are in themselves idiomatic 

but do not translate straight into English. In the instance of plus...plus below, students 

were unaware of the structure where two items were connected and worked on decoding 

each individually. It should be possible to anticipate the likelihood o f this type o f error 

and not just highlight the idiom but also draw attention to the components of the idiom, 

which may be at some distance from each other in the sentence.

Table 5.29 Idioms on the basis of grammatical requirements

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘‘‘ mains dans... 
que

less in the ... than it’s less than the way that 
it is

Idiom not recognised

plus (on a..)., 
plus on...

the more one., the 
more one..

more so even., as well 
one

Unaware o f idiomatic meaning

^^(d e ...d ) en 
passant par

(from ...to) 
including / going 
through

1 in passing
2 in spending
3 in passing by

Direct translation / lack o f 
knowledge o f idioms or 
relationship between elements in 
the sentence
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Terminological equivalences

The fourth category contains items where the reader needs to find the equivalent in 

English in order to translate correctly. The unfamiliarity o f the term and the attempt to 

translate literally means the meaning is lost for the student. The equivalent term in 

English needs to be supplied to the student for verification purposes.

Table 5.30 Terminological equivalences

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ le conseil 
municipal

the town council the council / the 
committee o f the town

Difficulty finding exact term in 
English language context

Terre-Neuve Newfoundland earth something Unknown multi-word unit
Pays de Galles Wales country o f  Galle Direct translation
repondeur

telephonique
answering machine answer phone Lack o f effort in finding 

equivalent term in English

Confusion w'ith an idiom in English

Another possible cause o f confusion is where the reader believes 

idiom when in fact it is only an idiom in English and needs to be 

direct manner.

Table 5.31 Confusion with an idiom in English

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘ ' compter avec le 
respect

take account o f the 
respect

to account with respect to Understood to have the same 
idiomatic meaning as in English

Partially translated idioms

Finally there are examples o f idioms which remained so elusive for the students that 

they only extracted random elements from them.

Table 5.32 Partially translated idioms

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
avait p lus de 

mal d
found it more 
difficult to

badly Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
meaning, settle for generic 
“badly” from “mal”

“  d ’apres according to after Lack of knowledge o f idiom
ses etats 

(d ’dme)
one’s deeper 
thoughts

states o f Direct translation o f idiomatic 
expression

he has identified an 

translated in a more
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S.3.2.3 False Friends

The issue of LI transfer is a significant one in the literature, and is often seen to be a 

major cause of error for language learners. In the translation of these texts however, the 

number of false friends identified was not great in the overall context o f error. There 

may be some overlap with other categories, in particular in idioms where items are 

translated directly. Laufer cites as an example sympathetic being translated as “nice” to 

reflect the Hebrew meaning o f the word “simpati”, this would also hold true for French 

where sympathique also has the meaning “nice” . In this case the learner presumes that if 

the L2 word looks like an LI word, it will mean the same too.

Faux amis (false friends) moving from French to English tend to occur with regard to 

words of Latin origin which came through French to English at the time o f the Normans, 

or later through the use o f Latin in University and Ecclesiastical contexts. Over time 

these words evolved and in extreme cases took on a more specific meaning in one of the 

languages, or in other cases a different nuance. This can lead to various levels o f error, 

in some cases the meaning taken by the reader can be diametrically opposed to the 

intended meaning, in other cases it leads to inaccurate comprehension or the item 

appears quite meaningless in its current interpretation.

Classic faux amis.

Below are listed examples o f what would be considered to be instances o f classic faux  

amis. Part of building lexical competence entails becoming aware of these items and the 

possibility o f ambiguity needs to be highlighted. Jiang (2000) notes that while these 

items need considerable attention initially, once acquired, these items may be 

incorporated into the lexicon very well as the level o f attention to them is greater than 

the level o f attention to LI words which appear to transfer more easily.
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Table 5.32 Classic faux aniis

W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
‘^passer to take / sit an 

exam
to pass Direct LI translation

travailler work travel LI similarity / inattention
‘ ’ pour I 'instant for the moment for instance LI similarity
“^stations resorts stations LI similarity

(vous serez) 
averti

informed / warned avoid, avert LI similarity

disposez you have available you dispose of Direct translation

Partial Faux Amis

In this second list, we find items where the meanings o f words in English and French 

have not evolved in quite the same way and this nuance needs to be accounted for. 

Focusing briefly on such nuances can contribute to filling out the L2 lemma of the word 

and this can be consolidated over time.

Table 5.34 Partial faux amis

W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
une pointe a peak a point LI similarity
se restraint becomes smaller 1 is restrained

2 is more restraintive
LI similarity

la plus grande 
panic

most the biggest party Direct LI translation

(les plus) 
courants

the most common / 
usual

the most current LI meaning

patron boss 1 patron
2 sponsor
3 guardian

LI similarity

‘ ‘ preenregistres pre-recorded pre-registered Similarity to LI superficial 
processing of context

Culturally specific items

These two items have been isolated as instances of cultural context interpretation and 

probably need to be dealt with in this context rather than as simple lexical items.

Table 5.35 Culturally specific items

W ord 1 M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
I ’etat civil official status civil state Direct translation
hymne national national anthems national hymns Direct translation / lack of 

cultural knowledge
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S.3.2.4 Words with Multiple Meanings

Laufer sees the problem here being related to the fact that second language learners 

often only know one of the meanings o f words with multiple meanings and their 

assumption that the known meaning is the only meaning. This applies to both 

homonyms and polysemes. Homonyms (words having the same sound and perhaps the 

same spelling, but having different meanings and origins) would include for example see 

and sea, there and their, or pare  and pear. Polysemes (words with more than one 

meaning) would include words such as state meaning a “country” or a “situation”, since 

meaning “from the time when” or “because” .

Homonyms

Homonyms make up by far the smaller category here but these items are significant. 

The fact that ete was mis-identified as “summer” on two different texts draws attention 

perhaps to the fact that the noun ete has been retained more effectively than the past 

participle o f the verb “to be” which one imagines should be a very familiar item for 

intermediate level students. This may be related to the greater levels o f imageability o f 

nouns and the confusion learners often have with auxiliary and modal verbs.

Table 5.36 Homonyms

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
n'a pas ete was not not in the summer Confusion with ete summer, 

failure to identify verb
I  /  .ont ete have been in summer Confusion with “e« e t i '
1 / voire even as seen Confusion with ^\oir” see
no ou or where (oil) Confusion with similar form
n o ,les sons the sounds his {son) Misidentification of meaning

Polysemes -  multiple meanings

To an extent all words have multiple meanings and nowhere is this more apparent than 

for second language learners. Often the multiple meanings will depend on the 

correspondence in LI and the proximity o f the two languages in terms o f word families. 

Translating within Romance languages, for example from French to Spanish, many 

words will keep a single meaning, but translation from French to English may require
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different translations which have more to do with the way meaning is allocated in the LI 

than any inherent ambiguities in the L2. For example the word parent in French has a 

single but broad meaning (a relative), whereas in English it has a more restricted 

meaning (father / mother). It is the restriction in English which means that parent needs 

to be translated by “parent” in some cases and “relative” in others. The word mime 

needs to be translated into English as “even” (adverb), “same” (adjective before a noun) 

or “very” (adjective after a noun). However for the French speaker, this term does hold 

some common meaning of emphasis regardless of its function or position which cannot 

be transferred across to English as a single word. Many of the polysemes below are 

commonly occurring words and highlighting these multiple meanings could help fill out 

the L2 lemma for these items.

Table 5.37 Polysemes with multiple meanings

Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
(qui avail deja) 

monte une session
(who had already) 
put on a session

increase Limited knowledge o f usage of 
verb monter besides “to go up”

en raison mim e for the very reason in the same reason Lack o f familiarity with range o f  
meanings o f  meme

d'entre (  nous) among (us) between Failure to select best meaning 
from range o f possible meanings

encore (mal 
connus)

still (fairly 
unknown)

again Failure to select correctly 
between still / again

parent relative parent Unaware that parent has a 
broader meaning than in English

Polysemes -  specialised meanings

Another area which needs to be considered is the development over time of specialised 

meanings for words in particular contexts. In this case the meaning allocated goes 

beyond the original meaning of the word and may overlap with a notion of idiomatic 

meaning. Intermediate level students are unlikely to know these more specialised 

meanings and typically translate them by using a more generic term, which is the case in 

almost all of the items below. Helping students to acquire these meanings would be a 

significant part of lexical development. As they already know the oral and written form 

of the word, the learning burden is lightened as they only have to attach the new 

meaning to the known word. In this way, rather than having separate lexical entries for 

separate meanings, the lexical entry is expanded to include more possibilities.
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Table 5.38 Polysemes with specialized meanings

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘ ‘ appellation categorisation naming More usual meaning o f  appeller

admis those who passed 
an exam

admissions Simple processing without 
context

la rentree return to school re-entry Lack o f knowledge o f  range of 
meanings o f word

des nouvelles news 1 new information
2 new ideas 3 new things

Lack o f knowledge o f  idiomatic 
usage o f  word

ces derniers the latter the last ones Lack o f knowledge o f  range of 
meanings o f word

parole speech / words parole Unaware o f origin o f “on parole” 
/ sur parole = on your word

connait (des 
hivers elements)

experiences know Difficulty interpreting nuance of 
meaning in context

S.3.2.5 Synforms

Laufer distinguished between phonological and morphological synforms. From the 

point o f view o f the student, the effect is similar. The student may have learned both 

synforms and confuse them, or may only have learned one and mistake another for it. 

Laufer (1997, p. 26) remarks that often “since its representation in the memory is 

insecure or defective, a similar word that shares most o f its formal features might look 

identical to it.” This may be particularly true o f intermediate level students who have 

been exposed to a considerable amount of language, but a lot o f this lexical knowledge 

may be only at a very initial stage and incremental consolidation may not yet have taken 

place o f many o f the items. Errors at this stage may be an opportunity to notice the 

differences between forms and move some way towards consolidating this lexical item 

or the item it is being conftised with.

As we have seen in the literature review (Kroll & Curley 1988; Meara 1984; Singleton 

1999), form is an important element in lexical association at the beginning stages of 

language learning, but this gives way to semantic association as learners become more 

proficient. In the many examples below o f phonological synforms, it is evident that the 

students are indeed at quite an early stage o f proficiency. The morphological synforms 

on the other hand would suggest that processing on the basis of meaning is taking place 

but not at a sufficiently advanced level as to allow the learners find the appropriate
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meanings for the words. However it is questionable as to whether learners are aware of 

the difference between phonological and morphological synforms, or if in fact they are 

grasping at any similarity to help them decode the word.

Another factor which may be at play here is the question as to whether overall 

proficiency levels determine how words are processed. While Hulstijn and Tangelder’s 

(1991) research may have suggested that at intermediate level words with similar forms 

caused confusion, Jiang (2000) posited that L2 learners have words at different stages of 

development and that the way in which a word is processed is dependant on whether the 

word is still in the very early stages o f acquisition. This may account for the different 

levels o f processing of different words.

The large number o f synforms (26 phonological and 30 morphological synforms) found 

in the texts would suggest that intra-lingual lexical confusion may be more significant 

than inter-lingual confusion which is in evidence from the number of items classified 

under false friends (19) and literal translation o f idioms (29). This in itself must be seen 

to be a positive thing, that learners are operating within the L2 albeit with some 

difficulty, rather than connecting everything to the LI.

There is some evidence from the dyad transcriptions that students rather than confusing 

forms, may actually be misreading forms. This is particularly true o f polysyllabic words 

where the students fix on some o f the phonemes and construct a word which contains 

these rather than decoding each o f the syllables accurately. An example o f this is 

mondialisation which was read by the first student as “modernisation” and this was 

corrected by the second student. We should not underestimate the difficulties L2 

learners may have with regard to the “pronounceability” o f certain words (Laufer 1990), 

or the errors which may be occurring as L2 readers are representing words 

phonologically in working memory which is seen to be important, particularly as this is 

seen as being an essential element in memorizing vocabulary (Service 1992; Singleton 

1999).
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Phonological Synforms

Phonological synforms are words which sound alike but have different morphological 

meanings and origins. Examples in English cited by Laufer would include cute /  acute 

and valuable /  available, conceal /  cancel. The similarities can be related to consonant 

or vowel sounds; some element of rhyme and word level stress probably also play a part. 

Phonological synforms account for almost a fifth o f all o f the deceptive transparency 

errors and are most revelatory o f the type o f associations that learners can make between 

previously learned words. Once again the fact that French differs so much in its spoken 

and written form will automatically predispose the language to this type of phonological 

confusion. In some cases the student may have been confiasing a word in French with a 

similar word which exists in both French and English (e.g. pourtant confused with 

important) and it is very difficult to know whether the student actually knew the French 

word before translating it as its English equivalent.

Table 5.39 Phonological synforms

Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“  d ’autant que all the more so as other than Contextual guess -  autant 

presumed to be related to autre 
other

s ’eloignent move further apart 
from each other

getting longer themselves 
(they mispronounce 
“eloign” as “elong”)

Confusion between “loin" far and 
“long" long

ouvrage work / book opening Confusion with “ouvrir” to open
metier trade / profession subject Similarity to L2 matiere
pourtant however important Similarity to L2 / LI important
appartiennent they belong they are apparent 

they are apart
LI
LI /L 2

selon according to only Similarity to seulement
dont o f which therefore Similarity to “done"
Quant aux... as for... when Confusion with “quand” when
cependant however it depends on whether L2 similarity to dependre to 

depend
innombrables innumerable unnameable

(innommable)
Common prefix + first syllable

Morphological synforms

These words will also have some phonological resemblances but will usually come from 

some common root form which has the same meaning. Laufer notes examples in 

English such as industrious / industrial, economic/ economical. The category includes 

derivatives of words and also different grammatical categories.
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In some cases, without a knowledge of Latin and the etymology of the word, it would 

not be possible to distinguish between phonological and morphological synforms and in 

general students would not have this knowledge available to them. For example we 

know that ouvrage evolved from “opera”, work and ouvrir from “aperiri” to open and 

are therefore phonological synforms although they appear to have derived from a 

common word. By contrast patrimoine and patronage are both derived from the word 

pater in Latin meaning “father”, but this connection may be meaningless to students and 

trying to incorporate such knowledge into a gloss may be overloading them with 

urmecessary detail. Where the words do have a relationship which students can identify, 

such as ville and village, distinguishing between the words while building up a 

relationship between them can further enhance the lexical entries for these items. There 

could also be some overlap with the category words with multiple meanings. For 

example different and different look similar but are phonetically different and 

morphologically connected, whereas ou and oil have different meanings.

Table 5.40 M orphological synforms

W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ patrimoine heritage patronage Guess based on morpheme “patr”
“  de nombreuses many / numerous a number of Lack o f knowledge o f derivatives 

o f “nombre”
different they differ different Failure to identify the verbal form 

confusion with adjective different
le ministere the ministry / 

department
the minister Lack o f attention to 

morphological endings
objectif aim objection L2 lack o f knowledge o f  

derivations
on les evalue a one estimates the 

number...
the value of LI similarity and poor 

morphological processing
equatoriales equatorial equators Poor morphological processing
general general generally Lack of knowledge o f derivatives
climatologues climatologists climates Inattention to morphology
tempere temperate temperature Similarity to ‘'^temperature”

' ' le temps the weather the temperatures Similarity to ‘'^temperature"
sommairement briefly / in a 

summary manner
a summary Lack of attention to 

morphological endings
certes, (des 

logiciels...)
certainly (adverb) certain (software) 

(adjective)
Awareness o f generic meaning 
but lack o f specific knowledge 
for this term / poor use o f  
contextual clues
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S.3.2.6 Conclusions from Analysis of Deceptive Transparency

It would appear that intermediate level students are at a stage in their language 

acquisition where words have been stored as lexical entries which are very unstable and 

the likelihood for confusion with other L2 words and LI words is considerable. The 

students appear to lack reflective skills in many instances which should prevent them 

from jumping to conclusions as to the meaning o f a word on the basis o f lexical 

similarities which are often random. Although these students are studying language at 

third level, as they are primarily business studies students they may lack aptitude in 

terms o f language, or meta-cognitive skills which one would expect language students to 

have developed. Idioms on the whole remain beyond their level o f competence and 

word for word translation is evident.

5.3.3. Syntactic Problems

There is a close relation between the morphological synforms, grammatical knowledge 

problems and referential problems; in this section an attempt is made to divide out some 

o f these issues. While morphological synforms have a grammatical element in that 

confusion occurs between forms on the basis of elements which may carry grammatical 

as well as lexical meaning, lack of grammatical knowledge is seen to go beyond the 

individual word to creating sentence level problems. Referential problems occur when 

L2 readers fail to establish an appropriate relationship between elements o f a sentence.

While the point has already been made that sentence level glosses can help L2 readers to 

better understand the meanings o f individual words as the context has been elaborated, 

with syntactic problems sentence level glosses can deal very directly with problems 

where no individual lexical item can be identified as causing a problem, nor indeed can 

any individual gloss hope to clarify structural issues.
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5.3.3.1 Poor Grammatical Processing

Grammatical knowledge has been broken down into categories which emerged on the 

basis o f actual errors tracked in the dyad transcriptions. This allows for closer analysis 

o f how meaning actually breaks down for L2 readers rather than trying to impose some 

pre-determined over-arching structure based on instructional approaches to grammatical 

knowledge.

The level o f grammatical processing engaged in below is quite low for students who are 

supposed to be o f intermediate level. The focus of attention may be a factor here. We 

saw in the literature review that grammatical knowledge may be stored as explicit 

knowledge and may not be accessed simultaneously with lexical knowledge. (Jiang 2000 

on Levelt 1992). This may account for errors associated with lack o f semantic 

processing as instanced below. Learners focusing on meaning may be disregarding 

semantic clues; if these same instances of language were being considered in a grammar 

focused class, they might very well be processed much more effectively. What might be 

said therefore is that these students have not yet reached a level of automatic recognition 

o f the grammatical requirements associated with L2 lexical items, and under pressure of 

time and effort to hold meaning in working memory, may fail to process effectively even 

quite simple grammatical structures and fall back on the more familiar LI structures.

As seen in the literature review, Clarke and Nation (1980) would consider processing the 

syntactic elements o f a sentence as being an important first step in trying to arrive at a 

meaning for a lexical item which is problematic, although L2 readers tend to resist 

accessing grammatical glosses when they are reading for meaning. Glossing therefore 

needs to take into account this need for clarification o f syntactic elements on both an 

individual word level and at sentence level.

Misidentification of grammatical category

These examples illustrate how L2 readers can somewhat randomly attribute a word to an 

incorrect grammatical category. In the first examples the students interpret words as
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nouns. We have already seen that nouns tend to be a primary focus o f  these L2 readers, 

here we see it to the point o f  using nouns in place o f  the actual grammatical category. 

This is probably associated with contextual guessing rather than absolute lack of  

knowledge -  the effort to process the context and syntax together may lead to 

simplification o f form to privilege nouns over other parts o f  speech. It is interesting to 

note that structures around adverbial plus  had already caused problems at the level o f  

idiom, here the structure appears to remain opaque on a grammatical level.

Table 5.41 M isidentiflcation of gram m atical category

W ord M eaning in text T ranslation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ de plus en plus 
(soucieuses de 
preserver)

more and more 
(concerned with 
keeping)

more (are preserving) Grammatical adverbial locution 
interpreted as noun

on multiplie 
evidemment

one obviously 
increases

there is a multitude of 
evidence

Verb interpreted as a noun, 
adverb interpreted as a noun

plus onparle... 
plus les relations 
sont conjlictuelles

the more one talks 
the more 
conflictuai the 
relations

more of them are talking, 
more of them have 
conflict

Adverb taken to be a noun.

(sentier)
pedestre

pedestrian (paths) something about 
pedestrians

Failure to recognise adjectival 
function of noun

Noun + adjective sequence mis-translated

Although students learn at an early stage that adjectives usually follow nouns in French 

which is the opposite to English where the adjective precedes the noun, they appear to 

be susceptible to misinterpreting such sequences when the words themselves are not 

absolutely transparent or when the context is unclear. Glossing needs to take into 

account that this type o f error may occur.

Table 5.42 Noun + adjective sequences

W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
etudes

secondaires
secondary school 
studies

studies secondary to LI word order maintained

''' la moitie nord the northern half half of the north noun + adj sequence 
misinterpreted

cadres
superieurs

senior management executives, superiors Failure to identify noun + adj. 
sequence

profession 
liber ale

self-employed
professional

professional freedom Misidentiflcation of noun + adj as 
adj + noun
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Comparative / Superlative structures

This might be considered to be part o f intermediate level knowledge, but the examples 

below show that these structures which are very different from Li structures continue to 

pose problems at this level.

Table 5.43 Superlative structures

W ord Meaning in text T ranslation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
des differences 

moins nationales 
que regionales

the differences are 
not so much at a 
national level as at 
a regional level

they are less national than 
regional, there are more 
differences between 
countries than within 
countries

Referential: confusion between 
elements

miewc connaitre 
un marche

to know a market 
better

best knowledge of a 
market

Failure to process grammatical 
components correctly

‘' les plus 
chaudes

the hottest more... hotter Grammatical knowledge

Question forms

Table 5.44 Question forms

W ord Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
'' I 'ennui ne nait- 
il pas de 
I 'uniformite?

does boredom not 
come from 
sameness?

boredom isn’t bom from 
uniformity

Failure to recognise question 
form

Negative forms

Negative forms in French composed o f two elements can pose problems for students, in 

particular they fail to recognise the ne + que structure meaning “only” which they would 

have learned early on in their learning o f the negative.

Table 5.45 Negative forms

W ord M eaning in text T ranslation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
n 'a jamais que only ever has never had but 

never had
he had only, no he never

Failure to process ne + que 
negative structure

pas seulement 
la sanction

not only the 
sanction

not the only way Failure to identify grammatical 
structure “not only”

T4 ,n avait que only had wasn’t Lack of recognition of ne + que 
negative structure
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S.3.3.2 Referential Problems

As seen in the literature review, Walter (2002) saw referential problems to be typical of 

intermediate level students and associated with difficulties holding information in 

working memory as each sentence is decoded. The issue in this case is therefore with 

regard to processing rather than word knowledge. A number of different types o f 

referential problems can be identified in the errors noted in the dyad transcriptions.

Failure to identify the subject / object of a sentence

Many o f the referential problems occur around verbs in that L2 readers appear to have 

difficulty correctly identifying the subject and / or object o f a verb. In the first category 

below, this appears to happen in a fairly random manner and seems difficult to anticipate.

Table 5.46 Failure to identify subject / object of sentence

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
qu ’on (habille 

comme adulte)
who one dresses... who dresses as Failure to identify object of 

“dresses”
contre 31 as opposed to 31 with 31 against Referential 31 taken as object 

rather than subject
qui consulte 

(chez lui)
who has a practice 
(in his house)

which they consult at 
home

Referential failure to identify 
subject / object relation

tres demandeur 
en services

requires a lot of 
services

a very demanding service Referential / grammatical the 
subject from the previous clause 
is replaced the object o f this 
clause

d vocation 
(office de 
tourisme)

for the purpose o f are made by Referential: confusion over 
subject / object

I I I ) ' ]  .ils sont they are it is Lack o f attention to structure, 
referential to subject o f sentence

Relative pronouns

Relative pronouns fulfill an important function in creating a link between two sentences. 

Where students translate these poorly it may indicate lack of knowledge of relative 

pronouns {dont can be particularly problematic because of the unfamiliarity of the L2 

structure in an LI context), however they may also be mistranslating because they 

genuinely do not understand the relationship between elements of the two sentences.
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Table 5.47 Relative pronouns

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
ce qui which as Contextual guess / poor 

processing o f grammatical 
components

(d ’entre nous) 
qui

(among us) who which Nous untranslated, qui taken to 
refer to a previous element in the 
sentence

dont of which, whose which Lack o f grammatical knowledge 
o f  relatives

qui n 'a (jamais 
repondu)

who never that I could not respond Referential

Mistaking active / passive structures

As actives and passives exist in both English and French and there is evidence the 

students make errors in both directions, this would indicate for the most part very 

superficial processing o f  structure. Students may be engaging in guessing rather than 

processing and may be disregarding the overall context o f the text. This is a serious 

error as inverting the subject and object o f  a sentence is creating a true contre-sens 

without necessarily any lexical difficulty to account for it. Sentence level glossing is 

essential to allow for the reformulation o f some o f  the elements o f  the sentences so that 

the relationship between the items becomes clearer.

Table 5.48 Active supplied instead of passive

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ qui sont votees which are voted on who vote Grammatical / referential

gagne par overcome by gained Referential active /passive 
structure unprocessed

(la these est... ) 
contestee

(the thesis is) 
questioned

challenging Referential problem subject / 
object unclear

que nous avons 
suivies

which we have 
followed

which we have to follow Poor processing o f grammatical 
components

Table 5.49 Passive supplied instead of active

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ (les habitudes) 
sont de nommer

(the usual thing) is 
to call

they are called Grammatical / referential

“form ule formulates is formed Grammatical / referential
est en train 

d  'etudier
is currently 
studying

is in the process o f  being 
studied

Referential: passive form 
supplied instead of active

(Ces cederoms) 
concernent les 
professionnels

they are suited to /
concern
professionals

are concerned for 
professionals

Referential: familiarity with LI 
usage over-rides L2 usage
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Reflexive verbs and the consequent failure to identify the subject / object

The lack of true reflexive verbs in English may be the cause of this failure to apply an 

appropriate translation to a reflexive structure. Glosses can clarify, but training learners 

to recognise this structure and automatically provide an appropriate translation may be a 

more effective long-term solution to the problem.

Table 5.50 Reflexive verbs

Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
■ 5 'adapter to adapt to adapt referential problem

me donner give m yself / 
commit

(I am going) to give me Grammatical knowledge

Impersonal structures

The impersonal structure with on in French which is uncommon in English is not 

automatically recognised and interpreted correctly. This appears to leave the sUident 

with a very vague idea as to the identity o f the subject in the sentence.

Table 5.51 Impersonal structures

Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
16 on commence one is beginning / 

people are 
beginning

something starting Referential failure to identify 
subject o f sentence

(transformer) 
son (ordinateur)

one’s his Referential; Lack of attention to 
impersonal structure in text

Relation between two nouns mis-identified

In the following examples, we see phrases containing two nouns where the relationship 

between them is misinterpreted. Again this may be due to superficial processing or 

contextual guessing. The main problem appears to be attributing a genitive relationship 

rather than an ablative or dative relationship or vice versa.
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T able 5.52 N oun sequences

W ord M eaning  in te.\t T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
opposition de... 

professeurs
opposition o f 
teachers

opposition to teachers Referential

(on commence) 
a s ’interesser a 
eux

(people are 
beginning) to take 
an interest in them

find something to do of 
interest to them

Referential failure to identify 
subject o f sentence

en u n  peu plus 
d ’un (siecle)

in a little more than 
(a century)

this is a little more this 
century

Poor processing o f referential 
components

a commencer 
par I ’itineraire

beginning with the 
itinerary,

at the start o f your 
itinerary

Referential: relation between 
begin and itinerary unclear

‘'^personnel sous 
sa direction

staff under his 
responsibility

personal direction Poor processing o f grammatical 
elements

Words or phrases wrongly connected to preceding or following item

Students can unexpectedly connect up elements of sentences in ways not originally 

intended. While normally there are adequate clues in the text to prevent a student from 

doing so, word by word and sentence by sentence decoding can create this problem.

T able 5.53 W ords or phrases w rongly  connected to previous p h rase

W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
'■ (budget d 
ralimentation, les 
Allemands ne lui 
en reservent que 
15%:) en moyenne 
et p a r jour, ( les 
Italiens ...)

(the Germans only 
keep 15% o f their 
budget for food). 
On average and per 
day (the Italians 
watch and three 
and a half hours o f 
TV)

The Germans reserve 
15% o f their budget for 
food per day

Referential: Assumption that the 
“on average and per day” goes 
with the spending on food rather 
than the TV viewing

sent egalement 
un excellent outil

are also an 
excellent tool

are equally excellent as a 
tool

Referential: suppose egalement 
qualifies excellent

(logiciels) 
aptes d ( lire)

(software) capable 
of...

Apt software to read Referential: apt is applied to the 
noun when it describes the verb

Cause and effect

A more specific instance o f referential problems similar to that of confusing subject and 

object is the confusion o f cause and effect as can be seen in the examples below. Again 

the impact on the micro-propositions will be considerable with a consequent effect on 

the comprehension o f the wider arguments of the text.
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Table 5.54 Cause and effect

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
a cause de because of it’s a cause of Referential: poor processing of 

cause and effect
(I’influence) du 

(G ulf Stream)
(the influence) o f  
(the Gulf Stream)

(influenced) by (the Gulf 
Stream)

Referential: poor processing o f  
cause and effect

S.3.3.3 Conclusions from Analysis of Syntactic Problems

Many o f the errors noted in this section stem from L2 readers falling back on LI 

structures as they carry out their reading. N.Ellis (2005) considers that while first 

language learning is carried out at an implicit level, second language learning 

necessarily is taking place on an explicit level as it has to define itself with regard to 

how the L2 is different to the LI. Jiang (2000) noted that grammatical knowledge is 

stored as explicit information. The mistakes being made by students in this section 

cannot all be explained by lack o f grammatical knowledge. It appears rather that LI 

structures which are fundamentally implicit are coming through during the process o f 

reading which being meaning orientated may also be fundamentally implicit. In this 

context reading in a second language may involve moving between lexical knowledge in 

the LI and L2, implicit knowledge at the level o f making meaning of the ideas in this 

text and explicit knowledge where L2 syntax needs to be consciously factored into the 

decoding o f the sentences. The learners’ processing capacities may well be over

stretched by such requirements.

5.3.4 Words You Can’t Guess

Laufer argues strongly that in many instances unknown words cannot be guessed. She 

believes that so-called contextual clues may be unusable if the words around are as 

difficult to understand as the original word, or if the level o f text coverage is low. Clues 

may be misleading if they are in sequence with a word and students cannot know if the 

meaning is additive or opposite. She also identifies suppressed clues where a reader is 

bringing background knowledge to the text which over-rides their attention to the 

intended meaning o f the writer. Analysing these texts for clues is beyond the scope o f
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this study as the glossed reading context aims to provide clues and create redundancy 

which in effect compensate for any inherent lacks in the text itself. What instances of 

guessing can yield is an insight into how L2 readers deal with words which they do not 

know, the basis on which they make guesses, and the potential for guessing correctly 

based on their previous linguistic knowledge

It should be borne in mind that guessing can only take place where readers already have 

a vocabulary threshold which gives them a relatively high degree o f text coverage 

(Nation). If the threshold is too low as appears to be the case in many o f these texts, the 

opportunities to guess from context will be very limited as the context itself lacks clarity 

and there are too many other problematic words.

Contextual Guesses

The words contained in these categories have to be seen in the context of the overall 

study o f lexical difficulty up to now. Category 2, “words you think you know” and the 

sub-categories o f deceptive transparency represent words which students may have had 

some partial knowledge of, or were guessing on the basis of proximity to LI, or 

similarities to other L2 words. As such the student presumed that there were inter

lingual or intra-lingual clues available to help him with decoding the word and we have 

seen how these strategies were not necessarily helpful in all instance, although in general 

such a strategy is to be encouraged because o f the similarities between the two 

languages. It should be borne in mind that between French and English, such strategies 

can be and often are very useful for decoding. In section 2.1.4.2 the issue o f transfer 

from LI to L2 was noted Corder (1983, p. 92) remarking “Borrowing is a performance 

phenomenon, not a learning process, a feature therefore o f language use, not of language 

structure” . It will be seen below in the section “Successfully Negotiated Items” that 

readers tend to look first at LI and L2 similarities and then apply context. In this section 

on contextual guesses, essentially most LI / L2 similarity has been ruled out and the 

reader is left with context alone to help work out a meaning. What is o f interest to us is 

to see the extent to which readers use what little information is available to them to try to
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work out meaning and where this process breaks down or cannot yield any more 

meaning.

As no pre-test was carried out on the items in the texts, we have to presume that in many 

cases students also had some previous partial knowledge o f items which helped them in 

their guessing. In the contextual guesses, many of the items were not truly contextual 

guesses o f unknown words but rather contextual translations of some previously known 

words, some partially known words and some words with known parts. Poor processing 

also led students to engage in guessing when they could have worked out the meaning o f 

words. Within the categories o f partially accurate guesses and inaccurate guesses, 

further attention will be given to how the students arrived at these approximations or 

misinterpretations.

5.3.4.1 Partially Accurate Contextual Guesses

The partially accurate category below contains items which were translated in a way 

which does not necessarily give an accurate lexical meaning for the word itself but 

which allows the student to continue with his reading without loss of overall meaning. 

In reality the way in which these words have been guessed does not in any real way 

show lexical knowledge o f the items themselves but rather a sense of what they might 

mean from the context. Hulstijn (1992) noted that words which had been guessed in 

context had been processed very deeply and would remain in memory better than words 

which had been looked up in a dictionary. While there is some debate as to whether 

guesses should be checked or not with some researchers very much against as it might 

negate the benefit of the guessing (Hulstijn, Hollander & Greidanus 1996), others very 

much in favour (Clarke & Nation, 1980, Van Parraren & Schouten-van Parraren 1981), 

it would appear from the guesses below that this would be a necessary stage as the word 

would need to be defined more precisely in order for students to store the lexical 

information in a clear way which would allow them to re-use the item in a future context.
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Table 5.55 Guessing on the basis of known parts

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
interlocuteurs people we speak to interviews conversations Contextual guess
appareil de 

bureaiitique
office technology office phone Contextual guess, bureau 

understood as office
teletravaille teleworks 1 works by phone

2 telesales
Contextual guessing

les contours the outline the route Contextual guess

Table 5.56 Approximations

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
au-dela de 

(I age)
beyond (the age of) by Contextual guess

(descend) d goes down to goes down by Contextual guess
1 / vers towards around Contextual guess

proches de 20C close to 20C around Contextual guess

Table 5.57 Using context effectively to deduce meaning

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
riverains residents when people are in a 

certain part o f a country 
they are called something

Unknown, contextual guess 
leading to belief it’s a name for 
particular people

s ’epanouir blossom / develop expand,succeed. Contextual guess 
“it’s a positive thing”

“  se nouent are formed are made Contextual guess
artisans craftsman entrepreneur Contextual guess notion of 

independent business people
de souche originally from the start Contextual guess

/ y  / jrater (le cours 
de man niveau)

miss 1 rate
2 pick the class
3 I can’t get to
4 better than

Contextual guess but unsure

(m ’a)soutenu supported (me) was a great help Contextual guess
ronronnements purring (of a cat or 

car)
1 going around o f  the 
wheels
2 vroom- vroom sound of 
engine

Contextual guess Association 
with rond  (round) 
Onomatopoeic effect

Table 5.58 Loose interpretation

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
(les noms) 

qu ’on leur donne
the names that they 
are given

how the names come 
about

Contextual guess 
Loose interpretation

agreablement pleasantly easily Contextual interpretation
refuges refuge / shelter hostel Contextual guess
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S.3.4.2 Inaccurate Contextual Guesses

The words in this category highlight how ineffective guessing can be and how random 

the search for meaning can seem when L2 readers are left with so little to help them. In 

the categories below, it is obvious the readers have less and less to go on as all instances 

o f guessing based on some strategies have already been documented in previous 

categories. It would seem foolhardy to draw any significant conclusions from the 

examples below apart from observing them and acknowledging that as students find 

themselves in a situation described by Singleton (1999, p. 132) as “a simple state of 

ignorance which provokes a desperate casting about for lexical straws to clutch at” . 

This should also be seen in the light o f the large number of un-translated items which the 

students did leave un-translated and un-guessed.

Guessing on the basis of some known element

In the examples below the students appear to have some vague sense of meaning which 

they attempt to apply to the context. This limited sense o f meaning is inadequate to help 

them arrive at an overall meaning for items in the text and the attempt to apply context 

causes them to arrive at conclusions which are quite far from the inherent lexical 

meaning of the words.

Table 5.59 Guessing on the basis of some known element

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ la largeur the width 1 amount o f people

2 amount o f houses
3 content

Contextual guess, some sense of 
quantity

“ terre-plein 
(plante d ’arbres)

median strip 
(planted with trees)

a field (planted with trees) Contextual guess based on the 
existence of trees

votes de 
circulation

lanes of traffic loads o f  different ways Contextual guess based on 
“voies”

“  souveraine autonomous they have something of 
value

Contextual guess, some sense o f a 
positive attribute

mobilise conscript protest Association o f  LI ideas
en plein essor full development very obvious positive attribute, contextual 

guess
“'moindre least slow Some sense o f negative 

connotation
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Discourse markers

It may be worth looking at the many discourse markers which are inaccurately guessed. 

We saw previously in section 5.3.1.2. that knowledge of discourse markers tended to be 

very poor and that these items were often left un-translated. Below we see how 

attempting to guess these items is not particularly successful either.

Table 5.60 Guessing discourse markers

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
en fa it in fact firstly Contextual guess
ainsi in this way maybe Contextual guess
tant.. q u ’on so m any... that therefore.. .at which Contextual guess o f unfamiliar 

tant and structure
alors que whereas throughout Contextual guess
puisque since following this Contextual guess
ainsi in this way since connective identified but guessed 

in context

Contextual guess based on expectation of similarity / difference

Laufer noted that L2 readers often operate on the basis o f Goodman’s “psycholinguistic 

guessing game” definition o f reading, trying to predict what comes next. Below are a 

few examples of this:

Table 5.61 Contextual guess based on expectation of similarity / difference

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
' '  (les differences) 
et les s ingu larity

specific traits / 
peculiarities

similarity 
singularity ?

Contextual guess o f opposite to 
^^differences”

(des etes) 
brulants

burning hot cloudy Guess weather related word

‘' pas trap 
brulants

not too burning hot 1 too warm
2 breezy
3 windy
4 cloudy

1 pas  not processed
2,3,4,lack o f certainty about
w eather type

generiques (de 
series)

signature tune (o f a 
series)

1 soaps
2 generic

Contextual guess based on 
similarity, “soaps and series”

Negative structures

Table 5.62 Negative structures

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ aucun... ne no.. every... doesn’t Contextual guess
“ n ’obeit d aucune 
loi ecrite

doesn’t follow any 
written law

is not only written Aucune taken to mean “only”, 
obeit not understood 
Contextual guess
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Syntactic fit

In section 3.3 we saw how L2 readers can confuse grammatical categories and 

incorrectly attribute a particular grammatical fimction to a lexical item. It is worth noting 

in the examples below that while the translations provided are incorrect, the students 

have taken care to select a word which they hope will fit the context but which at least 

fits into the structure of the sentence. This shows that attention is being paid to form and 

structure even when the words themselves remain unguessable.

Table 5.63 Syntactic fit

Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
(les risques d ’) 

accrochage
(the risks / chances 
o f )
Conflict/dispute

recording Contextual guess, identify noun

une regie 
(simple mais 
logique)

(a simple but 
logical) rule

solution Contextual guess / inattention to 
detail, identify noun

vieux old 1 beautiful
2 ironic

Unknown word, contextual guess, 
identify adjective

prudents cautious aware Contextual guess
(une bonne) 

mise en condition
a good preparation a good account Contextual guess

■IV .amene brought to / put in a 
position

able to Contextual guess

mis (le temps) took (the time) had a lot o f (time) Contextual guess
i'9rencontrees encountered learned Contextual guess identify 

participle

Over-interpretation

In the examples below, the students have over-interpreted the words to arrive at a 

meaning which goes beyond the original intended meaning in the text. These are o f 

interest in so far as they illustrate the phenomenon at work. As seen in the literature 

review section 2.2.3.1, it was noted that in order to create micro-propositions, readers 

have to access background knowledge and existing schemata. At the highest level of 

envisionment “E3” (Fillmore 1982), the readers apply excessive amounts of their own 

personal experience or opinions and disregard the actual content of the text.

While this type of guessing cannot be seen to be a good thing in itself, the fact that over 

ten texts there are just seven instances o f this would indicate that these L2 readers are 

more likely to be “text-bound” (Carrell 1988) and tend to operate at a much lower level
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o f envisionment and as is evident in many o f  the texts, fail to create enough micro

propositions to allow for overall comprehension o f  the text.

Table 5.64 Over-interpretation

W ord M eaning in text T ranslation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
fon t oui they indicate yes they are for E3 Over-interpretation: presume a 

figurative meaning
■ un mouvement 

de la tite  lateral
a shake of the head 
(from side to side)

they are for it., they say 
yes for a lateral head 
(connect lateral to head 
rather than movement)

E3 Interpret it figuratively rather 
than literally

civilisation culture / 
civilisation

population E3 go beyond the intended 
meaning

(lettres)
professionnelles

work related letters 1 job application
2 reference

E3 envisionment

(Gilbert) 
maitrise (la 
lecture)

(Gilbert) masters 
(reading)

1 he had trouble
2 no self-confidence
3 no skill

Contextual guess E3 
Presumption his efforts at learning 
to read were unsuccessful

Random guessing and misinterpretation

The items below represent instances o f  random guessing o f elements and 

misinterpretation o f  information in context. While it may be that the students through 

inattention misread some o f these items, the possibility exists that their interpretation o f  

the context actually over-rides what is on paper. The misreading o f  the age and degrees 

as percentages may indicate the propensity among readers in general to half read what is 

in the text and supply the other half themselves.

Table 5.65 Random guessing and m isinterpretation

W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
''' (tant) d ’enfants (so many) children (therefore) the child Poor processing of known 

elements in context
mal connus little known badly informed Over-interpretation of meaning of 

individual components
0,7C 0.7 degrees 0.7% inattention
oriente direct towards article (in newspaper) Contextual guess

I V rJe me suis 
dirige

I went to I was nervous Contextual guess
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S.3.4.3 Conclusions to be Drawn from Analysis of Guessed Items

While the partially accurate guesses gave insights into how L2 readers can arrive at a 

coherent sentence level meaning despite unknown lexical items, the inaccurate guesses 

section shows just how difficult it can be to guess the meaning o f unknown words when 

the context does little to clarify the meaning. While providing modified input which 

clarifies the meaning o f the word is a necessary requirement of a reading programme on 

a linguistic level, the level of engagement o f the students with the texts must also be 

seen to be a factor; as previously noted under untranslated items, sustaining student 

effort must be seen to be a priority in the design o f a reading programme. This ties in 

with the original Vygostkian paradigm o f the expert leading the learner through the 

process, or the scaffold proposed by Wood Bruner and Ross (1986) which included 

“controlling frustration during problem solving”. Where students can be encouraged to 

engage their linguistic knowledge and processing skills on unfamiliar items, their ability 

to work out the meaning o f unknown, but particularly partially known words can be 

remarkable. The following section will look at successful instances of negotiation of 

meaning.

5.3.5 Successfully Negotiated Items

With such focus on error it is possible to lose sight o f the fact that students are also 

successfully extracting meaning from these texts and in some cases using good 

deductive skills to do so. The inclusion therefore o f this section is with a view to 

looking at what strategies students are using when they do negotiate meaning 

successfully and arrive at an English equivalent for a French item which is both 

linguistically correct and contextually appropriate. Most o f the instances o f negotiation 

here are in three parts which highlights the stages in the development of meaning. Two- 

stage negotiation may also be effective and many o f the student interactions take this 

format, but is o f less interest to us as it involves less processing, often indicating a more 

question and answer type interaction between the students where one student knows the 

word and the other does not.
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T able 5.66 Successfully negotiated  item s.

W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r
les habitudes 

(sont de nommer)
the usual way 1 usually

2 residents
3 are usually (called)

1 known item d  'habitude
2 L2 cognate habiter
3 choice in context

“ out ete baptisees have been called 1 have been baptized
2 have been
3 have been given the name

1 LI similarity
2 grammatical check
3 contextual application

“ un (si) grand  
homme

(such) a great 
man

1 the large man
2 important
3 a well known figure

1 direct translation
2 interpretation o f  grand
3 contextual integration

“ (I’avenue) 
voisine

the neighbouring 
(avenue)

1 the neighbours
2 neighbouring

3 beside it

1 known noun
2 recognition o f adjectival 
function
3 contextual integration

mondialisation globalisation 1 modernisation
2 globalisation is it?
3 monde is world, so it 
must be

Initially orthographic similarity; 
translation of component parts

s'uniformisent are becoming 
more alike

1 uniformalised
2 all the same
3 becoming the same

1 closest LI equivalent
2 alternative L 1 meaning
3 match with grammatical 
requirements in context

' '  (ces diversites 
culturelles), 
mettent-t-elles en 
danger I'U E

do these cultural 
differences 
threaten the EU

1 put them in danger o f the 
EU
2 it doesn’t say in danger o f
3 oh it endangers
4 puts the EU in danger

1 word for word translation, elles 
seen as object, EU the subject
2 second student notices the 
misattribution
3 first student clarifies subject
4 second student clarifies object

(I’histoire) a 
demontre

history has 
demonstrated

1 to come down
2 montrer is to show
3 demonstrate

1 confiision with de+monter 
1 clarification of root word 
3 prefix + root

notes marks /  results 1 notes
2 marks
3 exam marks
4 results

1 LI similarity
2 check range o f meanings
3 apply to context o f text
4 generalise to fit context

une grand- 
messe annuelle

an annual high 
mass

1 a large mess
2 a huge mass
3 an annual mass

1 L i similarity
2 triggering o f  meaning
3 application to context

enquite investigation 1 research
2 interview
3 survey

Move from general contextual 
guess to more specific contextual 
guess

"‘portraits profile 1 portraits
2 results
3 picture

1 direct translation
2 contextual meaning
3 combine sense o f  image -i- 
results
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5.3.5.1 Tracking of Negotiation of Meaning

Negotiation was very much dependant on the skills the individual students possess to 

reflect on language but also the dynamic between the two students in the dyad and as 

can be seen below did not occur in all o f the dyads (texts 3,5 and 8 do not show evidence 

o f true negotiation). The students in the dyad need to be willing to work together and 

listen to each others’ suggestions. In text 8 the students were unevenly matched and the 

stronger student chose to disregard the weaker student even though some of his 

suggestions would have made a positive contribution to negotiating meaning.

In tracking instances of negotiation what was being looked for was evidence o f both 

students engaging in reflection on an item and moving through a sequence of guesses 

until they were satisfied. The initial difficulties that occur are similar to those outlined 

in the deceptive transparency categories in the previous section. In some cases this 

involved moving from an erroneous guess o f a phonological synform as with ‘̂'Auteur 

d ’un livre where auteur is translated as “other” and livre as “live” . Once livre is 

identified as a book, auteur is re-considered and the context allows for connecting with 

the correct translation “author”. An example of a literal translation of a word with 

multiple meanings would be ”  Un si grand homme where the dyad move from a literal 

translation “large” to “well-known”. ”  (L ’avenue) voisine shows students re-defining 

the grammatical category o f the word from “neighbour” to “neighbouring” to allow for 

correct translation in context. In the iXQxn^(ces diversites culturelles), mettent-t-elles en 

danger VUE the students work out the subject and object o f a sentence through 

reflection and re-defining terms. In ^P ousser (a fa ire des etudes), the students are not 

content to settle for a direct translation and search for an improvement on it.

5.3.5.2 Patterns in Negotiating Meaning

In general terms, students seem to follow a particular pattern. They begin by checking 

for L 1 similarity, in some cases this gives them a rough translation from which to work 

with s 'uniformisent ‘\iniformalised”, portrait “portrait”, in other cases this may be quite
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inaccurate as in une grand-messe “a big mess”, mondialisation “modernisation”, en 

reecoutant “recounting”. It is interesting to note that from such a poor starting point, 

students do recover and get beyond the deceptive transparency o f the item. This may 

therefore be considered a process to go through as a means o f checking rather than one 

to be avoided in case the reader remains at this stage.

hi the second stage some sort of checking appears to take place, often initiated by the 

second student in the dyad. This can take a number o f different forms, the student may 

suggest an alternative translation which is itself incorrect but shows some sense of 

breaking the words into component parts and looking at alternative possible meanings. 

An example of this would be habitude, where the student may have seen that the first 

student’s suggestion of “usually” was an adverb she identifies it as a noun and on the 

basis o f the cognate habiter suggests “residents” . Grammatical checking is also seen as 

noted above in Vavenue voisine where the first student suggests “neighbours” and the 

second student recognising the adjectival function suggests “neighbouring”. Where the 

word is less problematic, this second stage is used for suggesting an improvement on the 

rough translation, the word is reformulated in simple but understandable English for 

example “uniformalised” is reformulated as “all the same”, “large” as “important”.

At the third stage, the students appear to look at how the word processed to this point 

now fits into the context of the text and arrive at a final translation. Often, the first or 

second translations may have been adequate, but they choose to take the process a step 

further so that the final versions are often equivalent words and to an extent context 

specific translations. Un si grand homme the students move from “large” to 

“important” to “well-known”, and they replace “man” by “figure” to suit the collocation. 

“Neighbouring” may have been adequate to translate voisine, but the students go beyond 

this to “beside it”. Pousser is initially translated by “pushed” but reformulated as 

“encouraged” in the context o f studies.
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S.3.5.3 Conclusions from Analysis of Successfully Negotiated Items

This three stage approach would suggest that L2 readers will firstly look for similarity of 

form in L 1 although this is prone to elements of deceptive transparency, secondly break 

down the parts or re-defme the form or function and thirdly look for contextual support 

to arrive at a final version. It is important therefore that glosses mirror this pattern 

which students appear to engage in naturally. We can expect the student to look for LI 

similarity; if  there is deceptive transparency now is the time to anticipate it. We can 

help the reader to break down the component parts to clarify meaning, or distinguish it 

from similar words, and finally the sentence level glosses allow the student to clarify the 

context.

5.4 Conclusion

This preliminary investigation highlighted how reading for meaning breaks down for L2 

readers, the pitfalls involved in trying to work out the meaning of unknown words and 

the strategies involved in this process.

On a cognitive level it would appear that intermediate level readers have stored a 

considerable amount of lexical information, but in many cases this knowledge is 

unstable and prone to inter-lingual and intra-lingual confusion, top licit and explicit 

knowledge o f language may not be accessed appropriately or as needed. Learners’ 

processing powers are being stretched by these different demands and the pressure on 

working memory building micro-propositions may be considerable.

On an interactionist level, where L2 readers are working in pairs, they do notice and 

discuss problem items; however they tend to prioritise nouns and verbs over other parts 

o f speech and focus on meaning rather than form. In negotiation of an item they tend to 

look for LI and L2 similarities, but also contextual interpretations. The next chapter will 

consider how this information can be incorporated into an intervention phase.
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6 Intervention

The preliminary investigation highlighted the manner in which meaning broke down for 

a set of L2 readers on the target texts but also afforded the opportunity to consider how 

in a more general way L2 readers approach L2 texts. This intervention phase aims to 

draw on the observations from the initiation phase, data from the preliminary 

investigation phase and theoretical underpinnings from the literature review to create an 

intervention which can address the emerging issues. The intervention took the form o f a 

programme for L2 reading comprising a set o f CALL reading sessions based on the 

target texts which was made up o f a primary glossed reading phase and a secondary 

vocabulary consolidation phase.

6.1 Design o f Programme for L2 Reading

The set of CALL reading sessions was designed with two complementary frameworks in 

mind. Firstly the programme needed to respect the framework of Second Language 

Acquisition put forward by Gass (1988) considered in the Research Methodology 

chapter. Secondly, the programme needed to be set within a framework which reflects 

interactionist principles as put forward by Vygostky (1978, 1981), in this instance a 

scaffolding framework suggested by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) is used.

6.1.1. Design of Reading Programme in the Context of SLA

The aim was to create an interactive reading environment which would allow the reader 

to access the meaning of the text efficiently and effectively and also allow for some 

consolidation o f the vocabulary. As outlined under research methodology, this would be 

achieved using a general theoretical framework as put forward by Ellis (1994) based on 

Gass’s (1988) model o f SLA as follows;
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Explicit
knowledge

T T

L2 - < • noticed — comprehended intake -> implicit L2
input input input knowledge 

(IL system)
output

Figure 6.1 Ellis (1994, p. 349) “A framework for investigating L2 acquisition” based on Gass (1988)

It needs to be noted that only a proportion o f input becomes output, and that from one 

stage to the next, a smaller amount of language is actually pushed along through the 

process. Ellis (1994, p. 349) notes that not all apperceived input is comprehended, and 

not all comprehended input becomes intake. Equally, not all intake will involve the 

development of both implicit and explicit knowledge, and the amount of the intake 

which is available for output will be dependant on a number of factors which will be 

considered.

Firstly, an interactive glossed reading interface would need to be designed which could 

accommodate different levels of glossing and allow for the conversion of input into 

comprehensible input and for at least some o f the vocabulary items, intake of both form 

and meaning. This would take into account the inherent difficulties in these particular 

texts and the likelihood o f error around certain types of vocabulary items and 

constructions. Three levels o f glossing are proposed: L2 word level glossing, L2 

sentence level glossing, and the provision o f an L2 -  L 1 glossary. Justification for this 

approach will be provided later in the chapter. (See Appendix D for lists of glosses).

Secondly, in order to maximise the effect, and build on the incremental nature of the 

initial phase, an opportunity would need to be designed to allow for interactive exercises 

on the language in the texts as well as some oral and aural work in order to move from 

recognition skills to production skills. This would satisfy the requirement to bring the 

intake to the final stage of the learning cycle, that o f output.
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6.1.2. Design of Reading Programme in the Context of Scaffolding

As each o f the texts is worked on through these two phases to build into an overall 

second language reading programme over a semester, consideration needs to be given to 

the nature of the learning task involved for the students in the context of the overall 

design. It was important that this programme would be viewed by a set of students as a 

course in second language reading, that on completion o f each text student output in the 

form o f written summaries and oral production would be marked and that this mark 

would be part of an overall continuous assessment grade at the end o f the semester.

Initially a simple scaffold was seen to be the best approach to an overall task design. 

The overall task from the students’ point o f view could be seen to be to develop reading 

skills through working with scaffolded reading texts in a computerised environment and 

to acquire new language through working with these texts. Subskills within this overall 

task would include learning to infer meaning, learning to summarise information, 

learning to identify high frequency expressions which would raise the overall vocabulary 

threshold and express in oral form information gleaned from a written text.

A model put forward by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) could be seen to be an 

appropriate starting point; it outlines features o f scaffolding which enable the “expert” to 

create an ideal learning environment.

• Recruiting interest in the task

• Simplifying the task

• Maintaining pursuit o f the goal

• Marking critical features and discrepancies between what has been produced and 

the ideal solution

• Controlling frustration during problem solving

• Demonstrating an idealised version o f the act to be performed.
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In the design of this study, because o f the fact that the desire was to create materials for 

a learning environment where the students could work independently of the teacher, the 

features of this expert scaffolding needed to be incorporated into either the interactive 

features of the computerised envirormient or the overall task design as conceived by the 

teacher. This would ensure both internal and external coherence.

Recruiting interest in the task: On a macro level, the need to develop reading skills 

and the need to perform well on continuous assessment were seen as factors reflecting 

instrumental motivation. On a micro level, as seen in the rationale for choice of texts, the 

texts were selected specifically because o f the fact that they were inherently interesting 

and concerned aspects o f French life which would attract students with integrative 

motivation. Working in a computerised environment rather than a classroom also had 

novelty value.

Simplifying the task: On a macro level, the staging o f the activities surrounding the text 

aims to simplify the input-intake-output phase. On a micro level, the glossing of the text 

aims to simplify the reading activity, providing support and assistance at several levels 

for the students attempting to understand the text alone.

Maintaining pursuit of the goal: At a macro level, the provision of exercises and in 

particular the need for the student to alternatively receive information, process 

information and produce information creates a dynamic in the materials which should 

sustain student effort. At a micro level, ease o f access to the glosses and immediate 

feedback on exercises should create an envirormient where the student is rewarded by 

his own understanding. The two levels of glosses and L2 -  LI glossary are designed to 

allow the student the possibility of working out the meaning o f each sentence before 

moving on to the next.

Marking critical features and discrepancies between what has been produced and 

the ideal solution: On the level o f reading, production must be seen as being the 

construction of the meaning o f a text on an internal level. The glossed text functions as
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the scaffold allowing for the construction o f accurate meaning from the words and 

sentences. One of the roles o f the glosses is to make the items salient in keeping with 

theories of noticing (Schmidt, 1990); the provision of the glosses draws the students’ 

attention to items in the text which may be problematic. The glosses themselves then 

mark critical features o f words with a view to helping learners see how words are 

composed of some already known parts and increasing word knowledge in a contextual 

way. Sentence level glosses anticipate where meaning may break down for students at a 

syntactic or referential level; the clarification provided in this context allows the student 

to correct any inaccurate micro-propositions being constructed. In the vocabulary 

enhancement exercises, the identification o f collocations and the sequence o f practice 

exercises with feedback provide the learner with the building bricks to move towards the 

construction o f his own text.

Controlling frustration during problem-solving: problem-solving in the context of 

this study has to be seen to be the construction of meaning from the written text. One of 

the primary purposes o f providing students with on-line glossed texts is to make the 

experience less frustrating than working with dictionaries. The ease o f access to glosses 

and the freedom to access glosses as required should give the learner a certain level of 

autonomy and therefore sense o f control over the learning environment. While students 

are advised to use L2 word glosses first, then check meaning using L2 sentence level 

glosses and use LI glosses as a last resort, a student struggling with meaning and 

becoming frustrated can short-circuit this approach and revert to using LI glosses until 

he feels comfortable with his processing o f the text again.

Demonstrating an idealised version of the act to be performed: a number o f elements 

of design allow for the incorporation of some elements of this feature o f scaffolding. 

Each gloss contributes to an overall idealised interpretation o f the text. Sentence level 

glosses show the reader the meaning he should have gleaned from combination of word 

level glosses. In the second phase, the oral reading of the text produces an oral model of 

the linguistic features of the text, and reading comprehension questions allow students to 

check if their initial reading o f the text had dealt with the main ideas. The identification
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of key phrases and expressions and the practice exercises on these provide the learner 

with the key language required to orally summarise the meaning o f the text.

Taking account of the SLA framework on the one hand and a scaffolding framework on 

the other, elements o f these reading sessions can be plotted with regard to each as 

summarised in the grid below.

Table 6.1 L2 Reading in the context of Gass (1988) and Wood, Bruner & Ross (1976)

Framework for SLA 

(Gass 1988)

Phase 1; Glossed 
reading phase

Phase 2: Vocabulary 
acquisition 
enhancement phase.

Scaffolding
(Wood, Bruner & Ross 
1976)

L2 Input Text Text
Noticed input Text with visible links to 

glosses
Highlighted
collocations

Recruiting interest in the 
task

Comprehended input Gloss consultation phase Glossed collocations Simplifying the task 
Maintaining pursuit o f 
the goal

Intake Reading with glosses + 
summary writing

Repetition and 
production exercises

Marking critical features 
and discrepancies 
between what has been 
produced and the ideal 
solution

Implicit + explicit 
knowledge

Proceduralisation of 
oral production + focus 
on form in written 
production

Controlling frustration 
during problem-solving 
Demonstrating an 
idealised version o f the 
act to be performed

L2 Output Oral recall exercise

6.1.3 Task Design in a Computerised Environment

The internal coherence o f design of learning materials in a computerised environment 

can often be justified on the basis that the student-computer interaction mimics a real life 

learning situation or a corresponding classroom situation. However the replication of 

cognitive processes and teacher-leamer interactions alone does not guarantee similar 

results. The removal of the teacher as policeman monitoring student work and the fact 

that consequently learners are less accountable for their time can lead to a very loose 

learning environment.
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The level of engagement with learning materials in such an environment can be 

superficial and consequently the processing information and committal to long-term 

memory dangerously lower than in a classroom situation. Several researchers have 

expressed concern at the type o f learning students engage in in computerised 

environments. As noted in the literature review section 2.1.2.1 and 2.4.1.1, many CAL 

packages have been seen to be behaviourist favouring rote learning in short term 

memory o f small chunks o f information corresponding to surface learning rather than 

deep or achieving as defined by Biggs (1987). Engagement as put forward by Kearsley 

and Schneiderman (1999) is seen to be a key factor in learning; they emphasise the need 

for creative purposeful activity and problem-based learning. The need for relevance o f 

the learning materials is highlighted in McAlpine’s 1996 study which noted that positive 

feedback from students came when a programme had the following features: it was easy 

to use, fitted in well with the overall course, required them to think deeply and helped 

them for an in-depth understanding o f the topic.

In order to ensure that this computer-based reading course would engage the students 

and create an opportunity for deep and achieving learning, this reading course would 

need take into account a number o f factors. Setting the computer-based activities within 

a coherent task setting was considered essential to the overall success o f student 

application to the reading activities. This would need to take into account a number of 

factors:

On a macro level:

• Continuous assessment marks would need to be allocated to the sessions to take 

into account the time spent on the tasks and the learner effort involved. There 

would also need to be some acknowledgment of the skill-building involved in the 

programme at the final examination stage.

• The value o f learning to read authentic texts independently needs to be situated 

in the context of future academic work and / or in a context of lifelong learning.
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On a micro level;

• Glossed Reading Phase: In order for the glossed reading phase to be effective, 

learners would need to engage in deep processing and the requirement to write a 

summary in English could help ensure this. Summarising information from L2 

to LI involves deep levels o f engagement with the materials. Read and recall 

tasks are seen to require a deep level of processing which in turn encourages 

acquisition (Ellis 1990), connectionist theories would posit that retrieving an 

item during recall strengthens the cormection.

• Vocabulary Enhancement Phase: Graded exercises for vocabulary enhancement 

move the learner through initially shallow processing in the form of practice type 

exercises, towards production in both written and oral form. While there are 

some behaviourist elements to the early exercises, Widdowson (1990, p. 11) 

would defend such a position on the basis that habit formation is a necessary part 

o f language learning. Oral practice exercises in particular encourage accuracy in 

phonemic encoding which as has been seen is particularly important for English 

speaking learners o f French. Again the final task to combine these elements is an 

oral summary in French which combines the benefits of recall with “pushed 

output” as outlined by Swain (1985). This gives students an opportunity to 

reproduce some of the vocabulary and phrases focused upon as well as 

grammatical forms inherent in the text.

6.2 Design o f Glossed Reading Phase

6.2.1 Technical Design

Consideration was given to different authoring packages as a means of setting up the 

glossed reading element o f the intervention. As noted in the literature review, 

researchers in the nineties tended to use authoring tools such as Toolbook or Authorware, 

in later authoring programmes web-based tools such as Dreamweaver were used. For 

the purpose of this project, a prototype was developed using Microsoft Word and the
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“comment” function. In fact this proved to be more than adequate for the task and there 

were considerable additional benefits: glossed reading texts were quick and easy to 

design, there were no cost implications for the educational establishment, the materials 

were readily available on the Student Share network and could be transferred to a 

distance learning platform such as WebCT at a later date. It was also extremely easy for 

students to use and equally easy to demonstrate to other teachers who could start to 

create their own lessons almost immediately.

The glossed text was prepared therefore on a Microsoft Word document using the 

comment fiinction for glosses and a hyperlink to the L2 -  LI glossary. The mouse-over 

effect on the words and the appearance o f the comment box two lines above provided 

direct immediate access to the comment with least intrusion. The words glossed appear 

highlighted in yellow or within an unobtrusive square bracket depending on the version 

o f Word the reader has. Sentences are numbered and sentence level comments provided 

by mouse-over on the number o f the required sentence. A hyperlink at the top of the 

page brings the student to an L2 -  LI glossary, a hyperlink at the top of the glossary 

page brings the student back to the text again. The texts were made available on the 

student-share network o f the institute allowing the students to access the texts within the 

given class period, but also outside o f class time.

There were also certain limitations in particular with regard to tracking student usage o f 

different comment functions. However as comparison o f the effects o f different 

comment types had already been carried out by many other researchers, this was not to 

be the focus o f this study which could draw on previous research.
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Backup of Comment attribue glossed document.wbk - Microsoft Word

Rie E(it Wew ^ s e r t  Format Table Window Help

□ b: a © s  a  ^  ® ^   ̂  ̂i ^ E0 n  s  n i s  ir
Final Showing Markup -  |how  "  Normal +  Bold -  Tm es New Roman

Comment ^ttribn^t-on les termes de roe, avenae, boulevard, 
etc?

Link to L2-L1 
glossars'

p n  fai^ I’̂ ^ e lla tio t^  des jromme^ le nom q u ’on  k u r  donne 
a ’obeit a  ^ucun^ loi ecrite; chaque com m une est ^uveraine j *: 
ce domaine^. D ans les grandes villes. une (:ommissioi^ form- ^
des propositions, qui sont voices par le ^onseil m u n ic ip a l.

entre les deux 
cotes de to route es t 
grande (oppose de 'e tro if)

[Toutefoi4 les ^ b itu d e ^  sont de nom m er “avenue" une voie (ared 
jjordee) d ’arbres et "boule\'ard” une ^ te re j form ee de (ixiies de ^  
circulatioi^ separees par un ^erre-plein|plante d’arbres^. M ais 
^ucun| texte n ’impose de |argeui) maxim ale pour une rue ou 
m inimale pour une avenue’ . C ela depend de la  largevff juoyenn^ 
des voies dans la ville ou dans le ^u a rtie if .

II faut jronipteij aussi avec le respect qui ^st diij au ^ersonnag^ qui 
donne son nom a la vote*. C ’est pour cette raison que jde

m ^ c r > r ^ r < r T n . - t n  tU  v tlli^^  n rtt____

phrase 3) 

(Phrase 4j 

(Phrase 5)

(Phrase 6j

Figure 6.2 Example o f  Word level gloss on the word “large” text 1

Backup of Comment attribue glossed document.wbk - Microsoft Word

B e  ^ew  Insert Fwrnat Xocte T^ale VfirxJow

□  S  ^  45 S  a  v " '  , *  i f e  ®  f f l  n  ( i g  n  S  I T  100%  -  © .
Final Showing Markup •  Show -  i ^  :S> •  ,  -A  Normal » Times Nevv Roman *

Comment ^ttriba^t-on les termes de m e, arenue, boolevard, 
etc?

p n  fait  ̂ r^ippeilatiot^ des ft̂ oie-̂  j:ommej le nom qu ’on leur donne 
n’obeit a |jucune^lol ecrite: chaque commune est J50u\’erain^ dans 
ce domaine^ Dans les grandes villes. une j:oinmissioi^formule) 
des propositions, qui sont votees par le ^onseil munic^af^.

[Toutefoi4 les ^abitude^ sont de nom mer “a\'enue'’ une voie (arg^ 
^ordeej d’arbres et “boule\'ard” une ^ t « ^  form ee de ji'oies de 
circulatioi^ separees par un ^erre-pleinjplante d’arbres^. Mais 
^ c u i^  texte n ’impose de (argeuij maximale pour une rue ou 
minimale pour une avenue'*. C ela depend de la  largeur ^o y en n ^  
des voies dans la ville ou dans le guartietf.

n  f a u t  a ng =:i ■■'i.-.-r li» ri»ci-.,-i-t n n i  U«:  ̂ rii'j a n  U,-rgnnti.-' o>J m u’

Link to L2-L1
giossai'v

phrase Ij

p b r . .
Commented - II n'y a  pas 
d'indications predses en ce 
conceme les dimensions c fu «  voie 

(Phr etfappellafein qu'on donne (rue, 
b o l l a r d  etc.)

phra^4 j 

phrase 5|

Figure 6.3 Example o f Sentence level gloss on phrase 4 text 1
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6.2.2 Preserving the Authenticity of the Original Texts

Every effort was made to preserve the authenticity o f the texts. No changes were made 

to the content of the texts in any way either in simplifying the content or eliminating 

problematic words or structures. The overwhelming arguments in favour of working 

with authentic texts outlined in the literature review were respected in particular in 

relation to the richness o f the input and the coherence of the text. While Widdowson 

(1978) argued that glossing a text may just be simplifying it, the provision of glosses in 

the manner in which they are designed for this study is seen to be a way o f elaborating 

rather than simplifying the text.

Grellet (1980) argued that the authenticity o f texts should be preserved in every way and 

this included the presentation o f the text on the page. There has been considerable 

alteration of the context within which these texts were originally situated. While these 

texts may no longer look like authentic magazine articles, they do look like examples of 

authentic electronic text which has itself become a genre in this computer dominated age. 

The validity o f the medium can be set in the context o f McNamara’s remarks “in terms 

of authenticity computer-assisted reading tasks in fact best simulate the reading o f a 

computer text, a perfectly authentic skill in its own right, but not the same skill as 

reading non-computer text” (McNamara, 1999, p. 139).

The transfer of these texts from magazine to a computer screen immediately changes the 

medium. The magazine itself is made up o f dossiers comprising several articles on the 

same topic, in this case an article is viewed in isolation without the supporting 

information from preceding or parallel articles, hi some instances, articles were very 

long and the text as presented here is just the first part of the article. If the text were 

based around an argument, this could seriously undermine the coherence of the article; 

this type of editing was however only carried out where a text was in the “collection of 

descriptions” category and the rest o f the article would have been additive in terms of 

information rather than argument.
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With regard to headings, in some cases there was a heading on the set of articles but not 

on the short article selected for this study. If the overall heading was appropriate it was 

used. In other cases using the overall heading was seen to be misleading and an 

alternative heading based on a combination o f the heading and some vocabulary from 

the text was used. Some articles had subheadings and these were preserved as they 

provided a valuable overview o f the content o f the text.

The page lay-out o f the magazine is in four columns across the page. Most articles 

therefore consisted o f one column going from top to bottom of a page or two columns if 

the article was “boxed” in a section of the page. There were therefore, on average 5 

words in each row. In some cases the page was laid out in 6 columns, making for even 

shorter rows of 3 to 4 words. The font size was approximately 9. There was 

considerable cutting of words from one row to the next sometimes using syllable 

division for example [dis-parites] , sometimes not e.g. [te-te]. As the text was justified 

across the column, the overall appearance was neat, but it did little to aid comprehension.

In transferring the texts to a computer screen, lay-out and font size of the original text 

were disregarded and instead conventions for reading text with ease on a computer 

screen were followed as recommended by Muter (1996). Font size 12 was used as 

would be usual on internet documents, and the text was presented on a single screen 

with the reader needing to scroll down as little as possible. The text was not laid out in 

columns as had been the case in the magazine presentation, although a right hand 

column was kept for links for sentence level comments. On the home page of websites 

for newspapers and magazines, articles are often presented initially in the traditional 

column approach; however when the reader clicks on the news item he is usually 

brought to a new screen where the article is laid out in a “print-friendly” manner across 

the page. The lay-out of the texts in this study aims to conform to this type of 

presentation.

A hyperlink linking the text to the French -English glossary and a hyperlink back to the 

text were visible at all times. The glossary was also presented as a single screen, v/here
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possible without the need to scroll down. The columns in the original documents did not 

facilitate the creation o f paragraphs, and indeed the shortness o f the lines made it 

difficult to see if a sentence ended in a full stop or a paragraph break. When transferred 

to a full sized computer screen, many o f the texts without paragraph breaks looked too 

long to be in a single paragraph format. From the point of view o f students reading the 

texts, they looked inaccessible. A decision was made therefore to divide the texts into 

paragraphs. This was done in a way that respected the main arguments o f the texts and 

the role of discourse markers in introducing new ideas. This gave the students shorter 

paragraphs to process and the opportunity to pause at the end o f each paragraph and 

evaluate the micro-propositions being built up in that section.

6.2.3 Glossing as Scaffolding

As seen previously, glosses are provided as a scaffold (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976) for 

L2 readers who are not yet able to read an authentic L2 text without help due either to 

lack o f sufficient linguistic knowledge or lack o f skills and strategies for dealing with L2 

texts. Because readers tend to be efficient (Goodman, 1975), they tend to demonstrate a 

resistance to looking up words in dictionaries. Hulstijn et al. (1996) demonstrated that 

readers working with dictionaries would only look up on average about 12 words per 

text, often choosing to ignore words they did not know. They found that marginal 

glosses helped students learn because they were readily available to them. Roby (1999) 

noted that L2 readers working with computerised glosses demonstrated similar levels of 

comprehension as students working in more traditional conditions, but they worked 

through the text much faster, looked up more words and expressed more satisfaction 

with the exercise. As speed o f processing is essential so that readers can move to the 

phase of constructing mental representations o f the content of the text (van Dijk & 

Kintsch 1983) glosses allow the L2 reader to overcome the handicap o f limited 

vocabulary thresholds (Nation 2001) and call on LI reading skills to help arrive at 

sentence level and paragraph level meaning.
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Glossing a word makes it salient; the reader therefore processes it more deeply. The 

visibility of glosses causes readers to notice words which might be problematic (De 

Ridder, 2002). This noticing (Schmidt, 1990) is a first stage in consideration of the 

word as a lexical item. The gloss types allow for readers to seek modified input either of 

an instructional type in the form of a definition or o f a negotiation o f meaning type 

explanation or clarification. Observing words within the text leads to a contextualised 

learning (Nagy & Herman, 1987), the glosses provide further elaboration which is 

additive in terms o f filling out the L2 lemma (Jiang, 2000). Paribakht and Wesche (1997, 

p. 177) noted certain conditions for incidental learning o f words from reading; providing 

glosses can enhance and augment these conditions:

1. Learners must attend to new words: highlighting glosses draws initial attention.

2. Clear cues to their meanings and relationships must be present -  instructional 

glosses provide definitions, negotiation type glosses clarify the relationships between 

items.

3. Redundant presentation o f  words must be present: the re-occurrence o f key words in 

sentence level glosses creates a level o f redundancy which may have been lacking in 

the original text.

4. Learners ’ previous knowledge o f  words can be a factor, glosses can help a learner 

see how a new word relates to a previously known word, or how previously known 

meaning is contained in parts of the apparently unknown word.

5. Different kinds o f  words are learned differently {concrete nouns easier to acquire 

than discourse connectives): glosses can draw attention to the less frequently 

noticed words and encourage learning o f these word types.

Hulstijn et al. (1996) observed that readers retain words better when they have inferred 

the meaning; Bensoussan and Laufer (1984) noted that in most cases, there are not 

enough contextual clues in the text to allow meaning to be inferred accurately. Providing 

glosses may very well fulfil this function if the reader is left with some work to do in 

integrating new information into the overall context o f the word in the text.
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6.2.4. Glossing Density

As these texts are designed to be studied by students working independently, glosses 

have to be provided for all possible breakdowns in meaning so that any student at 

intermediate level will be able to access the information he needs to arrive at an accurate 

interpretation o f the word and o f the context. This means that glossing densities will 

need to be very high; in a case where students would be working under the guidance o f a 

teacher, a more parsimonious approach could be taken to glossing, providing glosses on 

just the key words initially, and subsequently on other words in the text. While the 

items carrying L2 glosses would be mostly intermediate level words, the L2-L1 glossary 

needs to pick up on all but the simplest words.

High levels of glossing can however have implications with regard to student reading 

behaviour. Roby (1998) noted students become “click-happy” when they see that many 

words in a text have been glossed which he believes leads to very superficial levels o f 

processing of vocabulary. De Ridder (2002) however, notes that when working with 

visible links, students look up far more items than when working with invisible links. 

Her finding that students retained similar amounts o f vocabulary in each condition and 

also had equivalent levels of comprehension is justification for high levels of glossing. 

Furthermore, research by Hulstijn (1993) where students worked with on-screen texts 

and on-line dictionaries showed that far from having random, look-up behaviours, 

students looked up mostly the most relevant and least inferable words in the text. One 

would expect therefore that students will be strategic in their approach to gloss 

consultation, and that even if they do consult large numbers of words, this will not be 

detrimental to either their comprehension levels or levels of vocabulary acquisition.

6.2.5 Glossing and Reading Skills Development

Widdowson (1978) was cautious about the use and function o f glosses as aids to reading 

comprehension. He distinguishes between signification glosses which give a dictionary 

type definition of a word and value glosses which give an explanation of the meaning o f
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the word in the context o f the text being read. Widdowson (1978, p. 86) considered that 

signification glosses may provide too little help, leaving the student with a lot o f work 

still to do, and value glosses which are so specific to the context that they explain too 

much but leaving the reader with too little work to do. The design o f glosses in this 

study aims to take account o f these concerns. Dictionary type entries are simplified in 

line with instructional type language and value glossing is avoided by providing 

elaborated input rather than a short-cut to the direct meaning. In this way it is hoped that 

a balance is found in providing the reader with lexical help as needed but obliging the 

reader to engage in considerable processing o f each item, and then integrate the item into 

the overall context o f the text. This also reflects the way in which students successfully 

negotiated items during their interactions on the target texts in the investigation phase 

outlined in Chapter 5.

6.2.6 Rationale for Choice of Gloss Types

It was deemed necessary in this study to make strategic decisions as regards the types o f 

glosses provided in line with current research, the needs of the target group o f students 

and observations from the initiation and investigation phases. With regard to the 

provision o f glosses it was therefore decided that:

1. Glosses would be textual only. The provision o f graphics in glossing seemed less 

suitable for intermediate level students where words are less imageable and the risk of 

task interference as outlined by Chun & Plass (1997) (section 2.4.5.3) seemed to 

outweigh any benefits of dual-processing theories as put forward by Paivio (1971). As 

reading as well as vocabulary are the targets of this study it was considered preferable to 

remain within the textual domain. Furthermore, several studies have shown that while 

consultation o f visual glosses aided recall (Chun & Plass, 1997) intermediate level 

students tend not to consult them (Lomicka, 1998) and tended mostly to consult LI and 

then L2 glosses, (Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997).
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2. High frequency and low frequency words would be treated in the same way. Given 

the importance which Nation attributes to frequency, initially the possibility was 

considered that high frequency words should carry more elaborate glosses, in particular 

in the L2, to ensure depth o f processing; low frequency words could carry a simple LI 

gloss which would allow the student to simply access the meaning of the word and move 

on. However, this did not facilitate the overall design which aims to keep LI glosses at 

a separate level to L2 glosses. If  students have a sense o f the importance o f words as 

outlined by Hulstijn (1993) it is likely that they will retain the L2 explanation for high 

frequency words and revert to the LI gloss for difficult low-frequency words 

instinctively.

3. Glosses would be meaning oriented rather than grammatically oriented. As outlined 

previously, the precedence o f meaning over form in naturalistic language learning and in 

reading as an activity would be reflected in gloss design. Furthermore, Doughty (1991) 

found that in a computerised reading environment, meaning oriented helps were as 

effective as rule oriented helps in helping students acquire a grammatical structure, but 

the meaning-oriented helps were far more beneficial for text comprehension. Lomicka 

(1998) also found that grammar-oriented glosses did not aid comprehension o f the text 

in general.

4. As lexical knowledge is incremental in nature, glosses would be provided not only on 

words which one would expect intermediate level students to find difficult, but also on 

partially familiar words which need more processing. This represents a movement from 

mere recognition o f the lexical item, through having a sense o f its meaning to the point 

where the student feels he can use the term himself as outlined by Paribakht and Wesche 

(1993, 1997) in their scale o f vocabulary knowledge presented in the literature review. 

However it was decided that the glosses were not the best moment at which to present 

complex aspects o f word knowledge as this would distract the L2 reader from the task in 

hand i.e. to read and extract meaning from a text. It is hoped that through the 

clarification of the text itself and the elaborative glosses some of this knowledge would 

be gleaned rather than specifically targeted in an instructional manner.
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5. LI and L2 glosses would be provided. While several studies showed that L2 readers 

tend to prefer to consult LI glosses, the engagement with L2 glosses appears to have 

many benefits with regard to inferring the meaning of the word in the text and increasing 

word knowledge in a highly contextualised manner. An LI glossary would be provided 

as a hyperlinked text. While previous studies showed vocabulary acquisition from both 

LI and L2 glosses, Laufer and Hill (2000) note that in their study, readers who consult 

both LI and L2 glosses appeared to engage in richer processing and acquire most 

language. Gains in lexical competence would in this context tend to be implicit rather 

than explicit. The benefit o f remaining within the context o f the L2 text and the creation 

of micro-propositions within the language as would happen with a native speaker appear 

to justify this approach. The decision was made therefore that the learner should initially 

have access to visible L2 word level glosses on the text with a simple mouse-over, and 

sentence level L2 glosses also with a mouse-over. The rationale for providing an L2 -  

LI glossary and two types of L2 glosses will be dealt with in the following sections.

6.2.6.1 Design Considerations for L2 -  LI Glossary

The glossary is designed as an additional help to the reader working alone who finds the 

French language glosses inadequate for his own level o f understanding o f the text or 

who would like to check the meaning of a word he thinks he has understood with the 

help of the French glosses. Clarke and Nation (1980) encourage L2 readers to guess the 

meaning o f a word working through a number of steps;

1. Decide on the part o f speech of the unknown word.

2. Look at the immediate context of the word, simplifying it grammatically if necessary.

3. Look at the wider context of the word, the relationship with adjoining sentences and 

clauses.

4. Guess.

5. Check your guess.

In this study, the aim is to bring the reader through stage 2 with L2 word level glosses, 

and stage 3 with L2 sentence level glosses. Stage 4 should have occurred at one of these
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points and on accessing the L2-L1 glossary the reader should in effect be at stage 5, 

checking his guess. As seen from the large number of inaccurately guessed words in the 

error analysis section, this could be o f  significant benefit in consolidating lexical 

knowledge o f partially known words.

The L2 glosses expect the reader to be at intermediate level in so far as they target words 

and expressions which would be difficult for a typical intermediate level learner and the 

explanations themselves presume a similar level of understanding of French. The 

French -  English glossary allows for readers with atypical problems or readers at a 

lower level to at least gain lexical access to the text. At word level therefore, there are 

more items in the glossary than would carry L2 glosses within the text. As it is available 

to the reader as an external document, the reader is conscious of the fact that he is 

moving outside the main body o f the reading exercise into an external help document.

The glossary is designed to imitate a dictionary look-up type function in that the words 

are provided in alphabetical order rather than in the order o f their appearance in the text. 

The entries are short and to the point allowing for quick access and a quick return to the 

main text. While the level o f processing is potentially less deep than with a traditional 

dictionary look-up, it is hoped that as with the L2 glosses, the elimination o f the need to 

filter irrelevant information and the speed and ease of access to this information will be 

less detrimental to the reader’s processing o f the text itself and in particular to the 

creation o f a propositional model of the content. The reader should be able to hold both 

linguistic and textual information in short-term memory more effectively than when 

reading a text with a dictionary.

The glossary aims to give a simple translation for each word. In each case the most 

obvious meaning for the word is given, if  the meaning o f the word in the context is 

slightly different, a second meaning is given to allow for this. The glossary avoids 

giving what Widdowson (1978) termed value glosses i.e. the precise meaning for the 

word in the context, for two reasons: firstly so that the learner will have an accurate 

sense o f the usual meaning of the word and will interpret it correctly in new contexts and
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eventually come to use it appropriately in general contexts. Secondly the reader will 

need to draw on his reading skills in both LI and L2 in order to work at interpreting how 

the meaning in the glossary fits in with the overall meaning o f the text and adapt his 

perception o f  that meaning appropriately to suit the context.

Te»t 1 French - English glossary - Microsoft Word

Rle Edit Wew Insert - Format loo ls  Table ■, W ndow  Help

D ^  S  ^  ® - ^  '1
Final Showing Markup ^  Show ^  ^  ^  | tl3>

U

t:%iE
Normal +  11 pt -r._ Times New Roman 

    __________
I ■ 1 ■ 1 - 2

Text 1 French -  English Glossary

I ■ 10 ■ I ■ 11 ■ I ■ 12 ■ I • 13 ■ I • 14 ■ I • 151

Click here to return to text

Nouns and pronouns Verbs + participles

appellation (f): a name or term atg toer: to attribute /  to give
,artere (5: artery /  main road or ^ ^ e ( e )  de: lined -with

street c o l t e r  avec: to take into account
circulation (fy traffic du a: due /  owed to
conmiission (f): a nominated group
cpnged (m): council Adiectives
habitude (Q; habit /  usual practice
incol^renceXf): incoherence / ancienfne): old (afier a noun)

inconsistency aucjm(e): (not) any
largeur (f): -width large: -widê
m i^ c jg ^ e  (f): city /  town authority mesquin(e): mean
pab^om e (f): heritage moyen(ne): gv^jig^e
g u ^ w  (m): district municipal(e); town
nwr_M (m): resident ngmbre^,(se): m a ^
sguci (m): -worry /  anxiety soucie^(se): -worried I  concerned
source(f): source /  origin souvercm(e): having authority
ten;ej3lem (f): bed o f  earth! plants
voie (t)-. a road  /  -way /  lane
r ' Other

d’jiu t^ ^  gue; more especially as
lors„guej -when
tgutefms: however

Figure 6.4 Example o f  French -  English Glossary
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In other studies glossaries were provided according to the order o f appearance of the 

words in the text, or in alphabetical order. In the investigation phase, it was noted that 

students who successfully negotiated items tended to identify the grammatical category 

of the word and this was sometimes a significant element in finding the meaning o f the 

word. This would be in keeping with the recommendation by Clarke and Nation (1980) 

that when trying to guess the meaning o f a word, readers should start by deciding on the 

grammatical category it belongs to. This also highlights one of the differences between 

LI and L2 reading as outlined by Grabe (1999) in section 2.2.1.3 where he notes the 

need to invoke language awareness in terms o f syntactic knowledge which implies that 

while LI reading may be carried out on the basis o f implicit knowledge, L2 reading 

demands that explicit knowledge o f the L2 be accessed. This is in keeping with the view 

of Ellis (2005), that first language is processed at an implict level, but a second language 

needs to be processed at an explicit level.

In this study therefore, an irmovative approach was taken to design o f the L2 -  LI 

glossary. As both the investigation phase and previous research would suggest that 

identifying the grammatical category is important and as the project also sought to 

engage the reader as much as possible during gloss consultation, it was decided to 

arrange the words in the glossary in grammatical categories. The categories varied 

slightly according to the distribution o f words in each text, for example some texts did 

not have difficult adverbs, prepositions or present participles. The categories o f noun, 

verb, and adjective appear for all texts, these reflect the priorities L2 readers were seen 

to give to items when interacting in learner dyads and with the native speaker. Items are 

listed in alphabetic order within the category. Lower case presentation is used to reflect 

occurrence in the text, this facilitates identifying words from the text which as they are 

unknown may be stored in visual rather than phonological memory.

This forces the reader to focus on the part of speech involved when he goes to consult 

the glossary, and this may in itself help the learner better understand the word and 

realise that what he thought was a noun was actually a verb, which may have been what 

prevented him from having a clear meaning of the word. The example in the error
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analysis of k e  as past participle being mistaken for k e  summer, or the reaction o f one 

student faced with desormais “Does anyone know what the verb desormir means?” 

shows how clarification o f category may point the student in the right direction as 

regards meaning. This clarification should also help acquisition of the item in the long 

term. Verbs are presented in their infinitive form, but present and past participles are 

also listed. Nouns and adjectives are provided in their singular form.

While Clarke and Nation considered “checking” to be the final phase in the process, in 

an interactive environment such as this one, the L2 reader may very well, and probably 

should be encouraged to return to the main text and the L2 glosses and with the benefit 

of the clarity provided by the LI glossary entry re-read the L2 input and come to an 

understanding of what additional information was being provided in the L2 glosses and 

how that relates to the item in the text. This allows for maximising the effect o f the 

modified input which in turn may fill out the lemma o f the L2 word rather than just 

connecting it to the LI equivalent. It should also bring greater clarity to the micro

proposition being constructed and situation model evolving from the meanings emerging 

from the text.

The glossary is designed to fit on one page, and wherever possible to fit in one screen so 

that the reader can scan the screen without having to scroll down. This should again 

facilitate ease of access and cut down on the time devoted to manual aspects o f a 

dictionary look-up.

6.2.6.2 Design Considerations for L2 Word Level Glosses

Individual glosses are prepared for any word or short sequence o f 2 -  3 words which 

may be problematic for an intermediate level reader. In the error analysis section it was 

noted that errors often occurred on these short chunks as well as on isolated unknown 

vocabulary items. While Roby (1999) suggested an entire taxonomy o f possible gloss 

types (see section 2.3.6.2), the approach taken in this study was very much a bottom-up 

approach in that a gloss \^'as provided on the basis of the type o f error encountered on
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each item by an intermediate level Anglophone reader, and the type o f assistance a 

native speaker would provide in response to such an error. If these were to be 

categorised according to Roby, glosses would fall into very different category types in 

an apparently random manner. In section 2.3.4.3.2 Nation (2001) noted the de- 

contextualisation which occurs when a learner is dealing with a difficult word and 

considers two types of intervention: the teacher may provide a definition, or negotiation 

takes place. This provides two categories based on approach as on the one hand glosses 

which could be classified as definitions may be provided based on dictionary type 

entries and simplified according to the level o f the students in line with instructional 

approaches to produce an explanation in learner-directed speech; on the other hand 

negotiation is looked at in particular as a means of designing glosses which take a 

different approach with many glosses falling more into the category o f clarifications, 

elaborations, and provision o f background knowledge which would reflect 

interactionally modified input as found in native speaker discourse and spontaneous 

caretaker and foreigner talk.

The purpose o f the L2 word level glosses is to provide the reader with the necessary 

information in French to allow him to better understand the meaning o f individual words 

and then attempt to create sentence level meaning. By staying within the French 

language, the student is operating at the level of extension o f the L2 lemma rather than 

strengthening the link back to the LI lemma as outlined by Jiang (2000). Kroll and 

Curley (1988) showed that lexical association is important at the early stages of 

language acquisition, but this gives way to conceptual mediation as the level of 

proficiency grows. For items which are truly unknown for a learner, reverting to the LI 

glossary may be the most appropriate strategy; for items which are not understood in the 

text, L2 glosses may provide the most appropriate support. Jiang (2000) would see both 

o f these approaches to be necessary stages for acquisition o f different items of 

vocabulary in intermediate level language acquisition. Furthermore, as the word can 

only be stored in working memory temporarily, it is essential that it is transferred to a 

more stable memory system if it is to be remembered subsequently. Tulving (1972) 

noted that a form is stored in episodic memory, but for it to be stored in semantic
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memory, semantic information which allows for connections between elements is 

essential. The L2 glosses aim to create such connections.

6.2.6.3 Design Considerations for L2 Sentence Level Glosses

The motivation for the design o f sentence level glosses is based on a number of issues. 

Firstly, the richness of elaboration which the native speaker provided in the initiation 

phase highlighted the fact that it is not natural to provide only discrete level information 

on individual words to L2 readers struggling with extracting meaning from a text. As 

already noted the word level glosses need to be succinct so that the information in them 

does not overload working memory or distract the reader from the primary task of 

building up sentence level meaning. Sentence level glosses appear therefore to be an 

opportunity to provide rich input but at a moment when the reader has already carried 

out an initial processing o f the sentence and has created a preliminary micro-proposition. 

Sentence level glosses can pick up on any number o f problematic issues in the text -  

lexical, structural, referential or application o f background knowledge.

Secondly, as seen in the literature review section 2.4.6.2.4, many researchers working in 

the area of reading comprehension in computerised environments have suggested 

embedding questions into the text (Higgins 1988; Nyns 1986) or providing a question 

gloss (Chun & Plass 1997; Davis & Lyman-Hager 1996). As questions provide 

scaffolding, these have proved to be very effective in providing readers with the 

opportunity to reflect on the micro-propositions being built up at sentence level and 

provide a link between these propositions allowing the reader to see the macro

propositions. In this study, however, the objective of developing independent readers 

precludes using questions, as essentially it provides too much support for readers and 

organises the content of the text for them. Nevertheless, in real terms the sentence level 

glosses are answering to some extent imaginary questions such as “what are the main 

elements alluded to in this sentence?” etc. If students have the necessary skills to 

question themselves about what is happening in the text, they can check their micro

propositions with the sentence level gloss.
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Thirdly, the sentence level glosses themselves provide supplementary input. For the 

skilled reader, these glosses are redundant, and this redundancy (Hulstijn et al., 1996) is 

precisely what provides the extra input a reader may need to better understand words in 

context. A study by Blohm (1982) on glossing in LI reading texts, showed that readers 

had better recall o f texts when they were provided with paraphrasing glosses, this again 

highlights the effect of elaboration of meaning and the supplementary processing 

associated with such re-iteration. The benefits should therefore be seen both at the level 

o f clarification of the meaning o f the text and clarification of individual word meanings.

6.2.7 Data from Initiation and Investigation Phases as a Basis for Gloss Design

In the previous sections the findings o f other researchers in the areas o f SLA, L2 reading 

and glossed reading environments have helped define the design o f this glossed reading 

course. At this point the data from the previous phases can be considered. As the aim o f 

this study is to look at how glosses could be designed to better meet the needs o f L2 

readers, the initiation and preliminary investigation phases of the study created the 

possibility of gaining real insights into L2 reading processes and breakdowns o f 

meaning and considering how native speaker assistance could be used to repair these 

problems. This allows for a dual approach to gloss design.

A cognitive approach can consider the data which emerged in the error analysis section 

at the investigation phase and take on board the likelihood o f a breakdown o f meaning 

on particular linguistic elements o f texts. The use of Laufer’s (1997) adapted framework 

to categorise these errors helps pinpoint the source o f such errors and an appropriate 

remediation can be suggested within the context of this categorisation.

An interactionist approach can take the view that reading is a highly meaning oriented 

activity, an instance o f authentic communication between text and reader and an 

opportunity for negotiation o f meaning if additional modified input can be made 

available to the reader. In this context, addressing potential breakdowns in meaning
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which had been identified using a cognitive approach, may best be done using a highly 

meaning oriented approach which would mimic features o f native speaker assistance 

identified at the initiation phase.

In the following sections, the contribution which each of these approaches can make to 

gloss design will be looked at with specific reference to gloss design for texts 1 and 6. 

Initially, an interactionist approach is taken which looks at the namre of modified input 

produced by a native speaker and how this can be applied to the gloss preparation o f text 

1. Consideration will then be given to the cognitive approach which will look at how the 

categorisation of errors in text 6 can help determine the best approach to remedying the 

type of error an L2 reader is likely to encounter on the basis of inter-lingual and intra- 

lingual confusion.

6.3 The Interactionist Approach: Native Speaker Input into L2 Glosses

The aim was to design glosses which would have the characteristics o f the language 

which is used in oral interaction between a caretaker and child, and a native speaker and 

foreigner. In this way it was hoped that the modified input provided in the glosses 

would have a strong orientation to meaning rather than to explicit linguistic features of 

the input. In the initiation phase, characteristics o f native speaker assistance to struggling 

L2 readers were noted. These were essentially instances o f interactionally modified 

input as they occurred between the students and native speaker as they negotiated the 

meaning of the text. The glossed reading phase aims to provide pre-modified input in 

line with such interactionally modified input; this would need a theoretical basis and 

practical application.

6.3.1 Theoretical Underpinnings

The literature review (section 2.1.3) provided insights into caretaker talk and foreigner 

talk, Wesche (1994) in particular looking at similarities between the two. Ellis (1994, pp.
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248-257) provides an overview o f the characteristics o f each, a summary of which is

provided below in grid form.

Table 6.2 Characteristics of Caretaker Talk and Foreigner Talk (from review by Ellis R 1994)

Caretaker talk Foreigner talk

Has 3 main characteristics

1. More simple
2. More grammatical
3. More redundant

Characterised by 3 general processes

1. Simplification
2. Regularisation
3. Elaboration

Simplification Simplification
Features o f  conversational language
• Slower
• Higher pitch
• Use of gesture and gaze
• Talk around objects in the here and 

now, actions taking place at this time.
• Use of attention getters “Look!”
• Frequent comprehension checks.
• Repetition of all or parts of 

utterances.
• Probes by requesting clarification

Features o f  conversational language
• adjustment of speech rate
• articulation rate
• silent pause phenomenon

• Restricted range of vocabulary items • avoiding difficult items or reduced use
• preference for high frequency lexical 

items

V
V

• Lower mean length of utterance • shorter sentences i

• Fewer subordinate and coordinate 
constructions

• fewer subordinate clauses V

• Higher ratio of content words to 
functors

• low type-token ratio (frequent repetition 
of the same words within utterances)

V

Regularisation Regularisation
• Produce sentences which express a 

Hmited range of syntactical and 
semantic relations.

• selection of forms that are basic or 
explicit

V

• movement of topics to the front of the 
sentence

V

• avoidance of formal styles V
• avoidance of idiomatic expressions V

• Restricted range of vocabulary items • use of lexical items with a wide 
coverage (generic words etc)

V

Elaboration Elaboration
• Expands on what he thinks the child 

said
• lengthening the sentences in an attempt 

to make the meaning clear
V

• Repeats and paraphrases • analytic paraphrases of difficult lexical 
items

• offer synonyms and definitions V
• add information that helps to 

contextualise an item
V
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Many common features between the two can be identified, the main characteristics can 

be seen to be equivalent: the language in caretaker talk is likely to be more simple than 

language addressed to adults, simplification is also a feature of language addressed by 

native speakers to non-native speakers; where caretaker talk is seen to be more 

grammatical, foreigner talk is seen to be “regularised”; where caretaker talk is 

considered more redundant than normal speech, foreigner talk is seen to contain a lot of 

elaboration which in effect creates redundancy in repetitions and re-iterations. In the 

summary above, elements of these which could be incorporated into the gloss design 

phase are marked with a tick. Elements specifically related to oral discourse and face- 

to-face situations could not be incorporated, however some of these could be 

incorporated into the subsequent vocabulary enhancement phase in the multimedia 

language laboratory.

6.3.2 Practical Application: The Native Speaker as a Source of Modified Input

As seen in section 2.4.6 in previous studies o f glossed reading environments the 

emphasis was on providing dictionary type helps for readers as they read through a text. 

This contrasted with the skills building type CALL materials designed for the 

development of oral competence which drew extensively on theories o f modified input, 

and negotiation of meaning. This study aims to bring this latter approach to an L2 

reading environment.

In the initiation phase, a native speaker had worked with students on a reading text and 

provided modified input to students where meaning broke down. In the literature review 

it was noted that while this type of interactionally modified input is extremely rich, it 

requires a native speaker to spend a considerable amount o f time working through 

materials with students, in fact it has also been noted that only a limited number o f items 

could be negotiated while remaining within a meaningful context. In the context of this 

study where the materials are authentic texts with many opportunities for breakdowns in 

meaning, real time native speaker -  student interaction could be extremely time- 

consuming and an alternative approach was looked for which would achieve the same
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achieve the same objectives o f ultimately providing modified input o f an interactional 

type but in a pre-modified form through gloss provision.

To this end, the recordings (but not the transcripts) o f the students working on the texts 

together and a copy o f the original texts were given to a native speaker who was 

instructed to listen to where meaning broke down for students and consider how best to 

help students arrive at an understanding o f these elements o f the text which proved 

problematic. Certain guidelines were given;

• That she should provide assistance as if she were dealing with the students in an 

oral situation.

• That she did not need to provide instructional information unless she considered 

it to be the only way o f clarifying the meaning.

• That she should not revert to the L 1.

On this basis, the native speaker provided a list of problematic words followed by an 

explanation for each item. The assistance provided by this native speaker showed many 

of the characteristics of foreigner talk as outlined previously, with instances of both 

simplification and elaboration for lexical problems in the text and also regularisation in 

the way in which she modified the input which was causing difficuhies due to complex 

structures.

These native speaker suggestions served as a basis for the design o f the L2 glosses in the 

final study. They did however need some modification and adaptation as their ultimate 

suitability in their current form did not correspond completely to the aims of the project. 

A number of issues emerged; examples below are taken from text 6.

1. Level of Language. As the native speaker was not dealing with real students in a 

live situation the level of language in the explanations was at times higher than real 

students would be able to cope with. These native speaker suggestions (N.S.) were 

simplified to make them more accessible in adapted version (A.V).

Example 1:
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Text:

Transcript:

N.S.

A .V

Example 2 

Text:

Transcript:

N.S.

17Pourtant, on commence a s 'interesser a eux.

D: Pourtant... em something to do with starting to be o f interest

Pourtant.

Pourtant

annonce quelque chose de contraire. Ils sont difficiles d 
identifier, mais on s ’interesse d eux. E x : Mon entretien 
d ’embauche s 'est malpasse, pourtant ils m ’ont engage.

en debut de phrase, ce mot marque [’opposition avec les 
phrasesprecedentes, « mais.. »

60% des Soho ont au moins un ^̂ appareil de '̂ ‘̂bureautique

F: 60% of the Soho have at least one office phone, appareil 
D: yeah phone..

Un appareil: ensemble de pieces qui form e un dispositif servant a 
quelque chose : les appareils electriques. Remplace aussi 
parfois le mot telephone.

34i.

A .V Un appareil: un objet qui fonctionne, une machine, telephone etc..

2. Discourse style. As this native speaker had already done some work as a language 

teacher, she tended to have an instructional style in some of the glosses which was 

something the project itself was trying to avoid.

Text: ‘ Âinsi, la Soho agency a etc creee par Alain Bosetti

Transcript: F: Since the Soho agency was created by Alain Bossetti for to be used by
enterprises like French Telecom

N.S. Ainsi : M ot de liaison qui sert d reprendre I ’idee d ’une phrase et
la developper

A. V. A in s i: Ce mot annonce le developpement de I ’idee dans la
dernierephrase « De cette maniere... »

The native speaker had reverted to a dictionary to explain some terms and the purpose of 

the L2 glosses was to try to overtly avoid dictionary style explanations. She explained 

that she had used mostly the Dictionnaire du Frangais : Reference Apprentissage (1999, 

Chancerel: London), which is specifically designed for learners which aims to define 

words in simple terms and it was found that these entries were in fact far more suitable
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for learners than traditional dictionaries. Some modifications were still made however 

to lighten the tone o f the entries.

Text: Un phenomene en plein ‘^essor

Transcript: D: it’s a phenomene that’s very obvious maybe?

N.S. Un essor : tres souvent utilise dans I 'expression « en plein essor »,
synonyme : developpement 

A. V. e sso r : developpement

3. Use of elaboration in Native speaker assistance. Some o f the explanations were 

very long and others were quite short. At this point consideration had to be given to the 

manner in which elaborations on individual items could distract the reader from the 

primary task of reading the text for meaning and constructing micro-propositions. For 

this reason it was decided that preference would be given to simple explanations or 

regularisation, or short elaborations offering synonyms and definitions for word level 

glosses. Longer explanations and regularisations were moved to sentence level glosses 

which could be checked by the learner as he was building a provisional micro

proposition. These elaborations and regularisations would offer some redundancy in 

terms o f content and also clarification with regard to the relationship between different 

elements in the sentence.

In fact many o f the longer explanations were picking up on syntactical or referential 

issues rather than straightforward lexical issues and were more appropriately positioned 

as sentence level glosses. An example from the start of text 6 illustrates how a 

breakdown occurred around the words d ’entre nous and how elaboration allowed for 

clarification of the function o f these words in this sentence and context.

Example 1

Text: Ce terme adopte en France s ’applique au 1,3 million d ’entre nous qui
travaillent chez eux.

Transcript: F: the term is adopted in France applying to 1.3 million between
w hich... travel from their house or something.
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NS help: 1,3 millions d ’entre nous : Sur toute la population frangaise, 1,3 million
travaillent chez eux, a domicile.

Example 2 

Text: En raison m im e de leur style de vie, ils appartiennent rarement a des 
groupes structures.

Transcript: F: en raison m im e... em in the same reason or their way o f lifestyle
or of life, it is they are apparent what’s that?

D: rarely in group structures is it? Rarely a part of maybe
F: a part o f group structures are very different from one to the other

NS Help: En raison (meme) de : A cause (justement) de... I d  m ime sert a
souligner I ’idee que parce qu ’ils travaillent chez eux, ils ne ferm ent pas 
de groupes distincts.

4. Unidenrified mistakes. A final problem with the native speaker glosses was the 

fact that they did not pick up all of the mistakes the students had actually made, hi some 

cases the native speaker did not spot where re-producing a sentence structured on the 

French did not in fact indicate that the learner had understood the sentence, ki other 

cases, passing over items quickly and general muttering on the part of the students 

masked their lack of understanding. These errors would therefore also need to be 

addressed in a similar fashion. This increased significantly the number o f items being 

glossed. All new glosses designed were subsequently checked by the native speaker for 

consistency with previously designed glosses and appropriateness o f language.

6.3.3 Modification of Input to Address Breakdowns in Meaning in Text 1

The breakdowns in meaning encountered by the students which had been picked by the 

native speaker on the basis o f the recordings o f their interactions could be looked at 

more closely by examining the transcripts o f these learner dyads. As seen in chapter 5, 

the initial categorisation of error types allowed for pin-pointing where items were 

completely misunderstood, partially understood, or left un-translated. Where meaning 

had broken down due to words being unknown or deceptively transparent these words 

were glossed at individual word level. Where high frequency words which should have 

been known were skipped or misinterpreted in context, these items were left for
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clarification in the sentence level glosses along with syntactic and referential problems. 

This student dyad had successfully translated some items which other students of their 

level might not have known. With this in mind, any vocabulary items which could be 

challenging for intermediate level students were also glossed in a similar manner. A 

total of 40 word level glosses and 10 sentence level glosses were provided (table 6.3). 

38 items were included in the L2 -  LI glossary (figure 6.4). Below, the correspondence 

between the initial problematic items and the glossing o f the text can be seen. In table 

6.3 words which had proved problematic for the learner dyad are coded according to 

error type. In table 6.4 L2 glosses are provided on the underlined items, other 

breakdowns in meaning are dealt with in sentence level glosses or in the in the L2 -  LI 

glossary.

Text 1 Comment attrihue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc?

En fail, rappellatipn des voies comme le nom gu ’on leur donne n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite : chaque 
commune est souveraine dans ce dom aine'. Dans les grandes villes, une commission formule des 
propositions, qui sont votees par le cpnseil rnumcipal.^

Toutefois. les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres et “boulevard” une 
artere formee de voies de circulation separees par un teire-plein plante d'arbres.^ <mcun texte
n ’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue c^ ijn in im ^d  pour une avenue. Cela depend de la largeur 
moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.^

II faut compter aussi ayec j e  respect qiii est du au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie.^ C’est pour 
cette raison que de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue du 
General-de-Gaulle, plutot que rue, qui aurait fait mesqutn pour un si grand homme.’

D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des mimicipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes 
des riverains.* Lorsqu’on aarandit une rue et qu’elle devient plus la ije  que I’avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiquement changer son nom.^ D 'autant que les*municipalites sont de.plus en plus soucieuses de 
preserver les noms anciens des rues, qui font partie du natrimoine historique de la yille.'

Key : untranslated mistranslated, inaccurately trans^^^

Figure 6.5 Text 1: Breakdowns in meaning
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Comment attribue-t-on Les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc?________________
En fait. 1’ appellation des voies comme le nom qu’on leur donne n ’obeit a aucune loi Phrase 1 

ecrite : chaque commune est ŝouveraine dans ce dom aine '. Dans les grandes villas, une 
ĉommission f̂ormule des propositions, qui sont votees par le ^^conseil municipal^. Phrase 2

^Toutefois, les ^̂ habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie ^^large '̂^bordee d ’arbres
et “boulevard” une ^farterejbrm ee de voies de circulation separees par un ' ''terre-plein 
plante d ’arbres^. Mais ^̂ aucun texte n ’impose de ^̂ largeur maximale pour une rue ou 
minimale pour une avenue'*. Cela depend de la largeur  ̂ movenne des voies dans la ville 
ou dans le ^̂ quartier^.

Phrase 3

Phrase 4 
Phrase 5

II faut compter aussi avec le respect qui est du au personnage qui donne son nom a 
la voie^. C ’est pour cette raison que '̂̂ de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de 
petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue du General-de-Gaulle, '̂^plutot que rue, qui ^^aurait 
fait '̂ ‘̂mesquin pour un si grand homme’.

Phrase 6 

Phrase 7

D ’autres '  incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des municipalites de ne 
pas changer les habitudes des ^^riyerains^. ^'^Lorsqu’on ^'^agrandit une rue et qu’elle 
deviant plus large que 1’avenue ' '̂^voisine. on ne va pas systematiquement changer son 
nom’. ^^D’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en plus '̂’soucieuses de preserver
les noms ^^anciens des rues, qui font partie du ‘’“patrimoine historique de la ville,10

Phrase 8 

Phrase 9 

Phrase 10

Figure 6.6 Text I: Items fo r  glossing

6.3.3.1 Word Level Glosses

A complete list o f word level glosses for text 1 is provided below in table 6.5. A 

number o f characteristics o f these glosses need consideration in the context o f  this 

glossed reading course. Because these glosses are designed to be read in conjunction 

with the text, their content may be very different to dictionary entries. When taken in 

isolation, these glosses may appear to be partial or indicative rather than absolute in their 

definition o f meaning. While some concrete terms do carry glosses which are the 

equivalent o f definitions, many o f these glosses are not definitions (see discussion on 

definitions in Ellis (1994), section 2.3.4.3.2), they are helps for the L2 readers which 

point to the meaning o f  the word, or supply the reader with sufficient meaning to create 

accurate micro-propositions. This is undoubtedly a necessary compromise in that lexical 

knowledge is gradually being built by the combination o f text and glosses but the 

primary aim is to facilitate comprehension and this precludes extensive vocabulary study 

at this point.
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A number of comments could be made in relation to how these glosses were designed:

• In some instances the explanation given may look vague or even inadequate

compared to a dictionary entry for the same term. However, in context, this very 

simple explanation may be very adequate. E.g. the word ^^quartier is glossed as 

partie d ’une ville which in the phrase dans la ville ou dans le quartier perfectly 

expresses the notion o f in the town/ city in general or in a part o f the town / city.

• Where an explanation is given which is complex, a simple synonym which is 

adequate for understanding the meaning in this text may also be useful e.g ^^riverains. 

In the case of ̂ ^voisine only a simple synonym is given, although the entry in the L2 

-  LI glossary does give a full explanation.

• For discourse markers, simple high frequency equivalents are used. This will not

give all o f the nuances needed for gaining full knowledge o f the term but it does 

clarify its function in terms o f being additive, contradictory, conceding etc. e.g.

“toutefois- mais, ’autant que -  en plus.

• Synonyms with LI lexical similarity are very likely to be understood e.g. ^en fa it - en 

realite, ^^plutot que - de preference a, ‘'°patrimoine -  heritage.

• Words are connected to more familiar derivatives so that the lexical knowledge of 

the item is extended e.g. ‘Hes habitudes -  d ’habitude, ^^du -  on doit, ^^agrandit — 

grand.

• In some cases defining by opposition or relation will help clarify meaning and builds 

the learner’s lexical knowledge. E.g ‘Harge -  etroit; ‘^largeur -  longueur. 

Explaining in terms o f a negative o f a high frequency word '^mesquin -  pas genereux, 

‘^incoherences -  pas logique.

• Native speaker helps tend to bring the context back into the explanation e.g. ‘̂ voie de 

circulation, terre-plein, ^'souci.

• Words in French which would have a medium to low frequency English equivalent 

would need to be re-formulated to take account o f varying literacy levels in English 

of target students. High frequency synonyms in French are provided e.g. 'attribuer, 

^commission, formule, '^incoherences.
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Table 6.3 Text 1: L2 Word Level glosses

Word in text Gloss given Rationale for gloss
‘Attribuer = donner Simplification: High frequency synonym
■̂ En fait en realite Simplification: Synonym LI similarity
L ’appellation > du verbe "appeler”, le nom ou 

la categorie qu 'on d o m e  a 
quelqiie chose

Elaboration: Connects to known appeler 
Expands usage o f  word for context

‘‘Une voie = une route Simplification: High frequency synonym
^Comme de m im e que Elaboration: Synonym to distinguish 

from comment
‘’Aucune il n 'existe pas de loi ecrite Regularisation: negative fiinction o f aucune 

defined
'Souverain a le pouvoir absolu (comme un roi) Elaboration: Explanation and connects to royal 

concept
* Commissi on un groupe de personnes charge 

d ’etudier une question
Elaboration: Explanation o f concept

'^Formule preparer un rapport, une liste Elaboration: Explanation in context
'“Le conseil 
municipal

le groupe de personnes elues, 
chargees d'adm inistrer la ville

Elaboration: Explanation o f concept

’^Toutefois Mais, pourtant Simplification: high frequency equivalent
‘"^Habitudes ce qu 'on fa it  d'habitude, (la 

coutume, la tradition)
Elaboration: Connects to more common 
d ’habitude, provides equivalents in context

'■* Large quand la distance entre les deux 
cotes de la route est grande 
(oppose de "etroit”)

Elaboration: Spacial explanation to define 
difference in meaning from English “ large”, 
opposite provided to define concept

'■’Bordee de chaque cote Elaboration: Explanation in context o f  streets
‘^Artere une voie (le sang coule dans les 

arteres)
Simplification: Equivalent for this text + origin 
o f image

'*’Voie de 
circulation

une voie prevue pour des vehicules 
allant dans un sens ou dans I ’autre

Elaboration: Explanation to highlight the 
concept o f  « lane »

'^Terre-plein petite bande de terre plantee 
d ’arbres au milieu d 'une route

Elaboration: Explanation with connections to 
trees and road for this text

"*Aucun il n 'y  a pas de... Regularisation: Negative function o f aucun 
defined

'^Largeur < large, on mesure un objet dans 
le sens de la largeur et de la 
longueur

Elaboration: Connects back to previously 
encountered large, defines by opposition

'̂ ‘̂ Moyenne 15m, 20m, 25m, 30m, 35m, la 
moyenne c ’est 25m

Elaboration: illustration of concept

“̂‘Quartier unepartie d 'une ville Simplification: Explanation which suffices in 
context

‘̂ '^Compter prendre en consideration Simplification: Particular usage of compter in 
context using equivalents with LI similarity

"^Est du on doit Regularisation: Connects to more known form 
o f verb devoir

"“’Personnage une personne bien connue ou 
importante

Elaboration: Explanation showing how derived 
word carries extra meaning

""De
nombreuses

beaucoup de.. Simplification: Simple equivalent distinguishes 
from « a number of » which caused confLision

■'’Plutot que de preference a... Simplification: Equivalent with LI similarity
■^Aurait verbe avoir au conditionnel. Si on 

donnait le nom de “ru e ”pour  
quelqu ’un d ’important, ce serait 
ridicule.

Regularisation: Connects form to infinitive. 
Reformulates the conditional proposition
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 ̂ Mesquin pas tres genereux Simplification: Explains in terms of negative o f  
high frequency word

■'’incoherences ce qui n ’est pas tr h  logique Simplification: Explains in terms o f negative of  
high frequency word

■’“Source origine Simplification: Synonym with LI similarity
■"Souci preoccupation, le desir de fa ire  

quelque chose de bien
Elaboration; Synonym and explanation o f  
meaning in context

■‘̂ Municipalite le maire et I ’assemblee des 
personnes elues pour administrer 
la ville

Elaboration: Explanation

^^Riverains les personnes qui habitent a cote 
d ’une riviere ou d ’une rue, les 
habitants

Elaboration: Explanation o f origin o f word + 
simple synonym

“̂Lorsqu’ quand Simplification: High frequency synonym
■’̂ Agrandit rendre plus grand Regularisation: Connects back to previously 

known grand
‘̂’Voisine d cote Elaboration: Explanation in context
’̂D ’autant que en plus Simplification: Simple high frequency equivalent

■*“Soucieuses <souci, avoir une preoccupation, 
un desir de fa ire quelque chose de 
bien

Elaboration: Connects to previously 
encountered souci and re-iterates gloss

^^Anciens vieux Simplification: High frequency synonym
‘''^Patrimoine heritage Simplification: Synonym with LI similarity

6.3.3.2 Sentence Level Glosses

The sentence level glosses are designed to reflect native-speaker assistance even more 

than the word level glosses and are strongly characterised by the features o f “foreigner- 

talk” . Again, as these glosses are designed to be read in conjunction with the text, they 

have no absolute fiinction in terms o f providing explanations or definitions. The later 

sentence glosses presume a building up of knowledge around lexical items and concepts 

contained in earlier items. A full list o f sentence level glosses is provided below. The 

manner in which simplification, regularisation and elaboration have been used can be 

seen as follows:

Simplification

• High frequency words are used to reformulate low frequency words, where 

possible these concern a re-iteration o f vocabulary provided in word level glosses 

to keep the concepts and words within the same context.

• Spatial relations are clarified as much as possible by simplifying the structure 

and highlighting the elements involved.
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Regularisation

• The main actant in the sentence is brought to the start of the sentence gloss and 

becomes the subject o f this new sentence. In some cases this means a passive 

structure becomes an active structure.

• Use of generic terms such as gens instead o f riverains, homme instead of 

personnage when trying to convey the general meaning o f the sentence.

Elaboration

• Most o f the glosses include a reference back to a previous phrase in the text so 

that the new information in this sentence is seen in the light of information in a 

previous sentence.

• Pronouns and generic words are re-defined in terms of what they were originally 

referring to.

• Para-phrasing is used extensively, this is not done in a word by word equivalence 

but by providing an alternative sentence sometimes picking up words already 

used in the text to arrive at the same meaning.

Table 6.4 Text 1: L2 Sentence Level Glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss Function of gloss
1 En fait, I’appellation des voies 

comme le nom qu’on leur 
donne n ’obeit a aucune loi 
ecrite : chaque commune est 
souveraine dans ce domaine.

En France, les communes ont 
I 'autorite de choisir le terme 
(rue, avenue etc.,) et le nom pour  
les routes de la ville.

Regularisation / Elaboration
Clarifies place, places subject 
first, distinguishes 2 elements in 
naming streets

2 Dans les grandes villes, une 
commission formule des 
propositions, qui sont votees 
par le conseil municipal.

Si on doit choisir un nom pour  
une rue, le conseil municipal 
doit considerer les propositions 
d ’un groupe responsable de 
dresser une liste de noms 
possibles.

Regularisation / Elaboration
Cormects to naming from phrase 
1, passive expression made 
active, explains commission

3 Toutefois, les habitudes sont 
de nommer “avenue” une voie 
large bordee d ’arbres et 
“boulevard” une artere formee 
de voies de circulation 
separees par un terre-plein 
plante d ’arbres.

Selon la tradition, une avenue 
est une rue large avec des arbres 
de chaque cote, dans un 
boulevard par contre les arbres 
se trouvent au milieu entre les 
deux voies de circulation.

Simpliilcation
Clarifies sense o f tradition, 
reformulates sentence using 
synonyms from word glosses, 
prioritises conceptualising where 
the trees are positioned.

4 Mais aucun texte n ’impose de 
largeur maximale pour une 
rue ou minimale pour une

11 n ’y  a pas d  ’indications 
precises en ce qui concerne les 
dimensions d ’une voie et

Regularisation / Elaboration
Connects back to key idea of 
naming streets phrase 1,
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avenue. I ’appellation qu'on donne (rue, 
boulevard etc.)

establishing a relation with 
dimensions. Clarifies the 
purpose o f the texte

5 Cela depend de la largeur 
moyenne des voies dans la 
ville ou dans le quartier.

II fa u t prendre en compte la 
largeur des autres voies dans la 
ville avant d ’attribuer 
I ’appellation “rue ” ou 
“avenue” d une nouvelle voie.

E lab o ra tio n
The sense o f relative width 
within a town is connected back 
to the notion o f naming streets in 
phrase 4.

6 11 faut compter aussi avec le 
respect qui est du au 
personnage qui donne son 
nom a la voie.

La decision d ’attribuer le terme 
“rue ” ou “avenue ” depend  
aussi de I ’importance de la 
personne qui donne son nom a la 
voie.

E lab o ra tio n
The notion o f  respect is coined 
in terms o f the importance of the 
person, this connects back again 
to phrase 4.

7 C ’est pour cette raison que de 
nombreuses rues principales 
de villages ou de petites villes 
ont ete baptisees avenue du 
General-de-Gaulle, plutot que 
rue, qui aurait fait mesquin 
pour un si grand homme.

Puisque le General de Gaulle est 
considere comme un tres grand  
homme en France, on donne 
souvent son nom d I ’avenue la 
plus importance de la ville. Ce 
serait un manque de respect de 
preter son nom d une petite rue.

Sim plification / R egularisation
Passive expression made active, 
main actant becomes subject. 
New information 
around mesquin is formulated 
in terms o f respect mentioned in 
phrase 6.

8 D ’autres incoherences 
trouvent leur source dans le 
souci des municipalites de ne 
pas changer les habitudes des 
riverains.

Les municipalites ne veulentpas 
deranger les gens en changeant 
rappella tion  des voies trop 
souvent, mais le resultat n ’est 
pas toujours tres logique

S im pliflcation / R egularisation
M ain actant becomes subject o f 
sentence. High frequency 
vocabulary replaces low 
frequency. Connects back to 
phrase 1

9 Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et 
q u ’elle devientplus large que 
I’avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiquement changer son 
nom.

Si on elargit une rue, on ne va 
pas forcem ent changer son nom 
et I ’appeler une avenue.

S im plification / E labora tion
Reformulates agrandit in terms 
o f now familiar “widening”. 
Possible name change is 
clarified as rue —► avenue.

10 D ’autant que les municipalites 
sont de plus en plus 
soucieuses de preserver les 
noms anciens des rues, qui 
font partie du patrimoine 
historique de la ville.

On veut garder les noms qui fo n t 
I ’histoire des villes

Sim plification
Simple clarification, no re
iteration o f  previously 
encountered elements.

6.4 The Cognitive Approach: Error Analysis as a Basis for Gloss Design

At the preliminary investigation phase, using Laufer’s framework allowed for 

categorising error types in L2 reading which in turn allowed for discerning aspects of 

language and text which may cause difficulties for L2 readers. At the gloss design phase, 

these insights can inform the design o f the glosses. Text 6 taken from the data in 

Chapter 5 will be used as an example o f how a glossing exercise can be built up based 

on the data available from the error analysis.
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As with text 1, the initial classification o f  errors types allows for pinpointing where 

items were completely misunderstood, partially understood or left un-translated. 

Glosses would need to be provided on these items to address the cause o f  the breakdown 

in meaning, and on any other items likely to be problematic for intermediate level 

students. The correspondence between the breakdowns in meaning and where glosses 

were provided can be seen below.

Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.

Les Anglo-Saxons appellent qa. Small Office, home office (Soho)'. Ce terme adopte en France s’applique 
au 1,3 million d’entre nous qui travaillenl chez eux. Enquete^.
Le fermier qui produit des fromages de chewe, le medecm qui consulte chez lui.^ le peintre doiit I’alelier 
se confond avec la chambre ou I’informaticien qui “tel.etravaille” soot tous des Soho qui s’ignorent'’. Tous 
exercent une.actiyite econpmi a partir de leur domicile^. Soho: Small office, home office, sigle anglo- 
saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et bureau a domicile” .̂ Un phenomene en plein essor^. 
Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million*. Mais ils restent encore mal connu.s .̂ En raison meme de leur 
style de vie, ils appaitiennent rarement a des groupes stmcm̂ ^̂  et leurs metiei's sont tres differents ]es uns 
des.autres'”.

Pourtant. on commence a s~interes.ser a eux‘*. Ainsi. la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain Bosetti pour 
permettre a des entreprises comme France Telecom de mieux connaitre un inarche tres demandeur en 
sei-vices de telecommunications'". L ’agence marketing .../en Personne a realise la premiere enquete les 
concem ant'\ Leurs portraits se precisent enfin; les hommes (55%) sont majoritaires, la plus_grande partie 
d ’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans (68%) et 33% declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs''*. Ils sont 
pour la plupart artisans, commerpants, cadres,superie^  ou exercent une profession liberale. medecin, 
avocat, arcbitecte, etc'^

Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison: les nouvelles technologies et la crise 
economique'^. Selon une enquete Ifop. commandee par I’agence ..../en Personne, 60% des Soho ont au 
moins un_appareil de bureautique'^. L’apparition d ’ordinateurs, de fax bon marche et les possibilites 
offertes par I’lntemet (ont contribue a ce developpement)'*.

Key : untranslated^ mistranslated, inacciirately transjat^

Figure 6.7 Text 6: Breakdowns in meaning
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Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.

Les 'Anglo-Saxons appellent ?a Small Office, home office (Soho)'. Ce terme adopte en 
France s ’applique au 1,3 million d ’entre nous qui travaillent chez eux^. Ênauete .̂

Le fermier qui produit des fromages de ĉhevre, le ‘‘medecin qui consulte chez lui, le 
p̂eintre dont I’̂ atelier se confond avec la chambre ou I’̂ informaticien qui “teletravaille” 

sont tous des Soho qui ŝ ’ignorent'*. Tous exercent une âctivite economigue a partir de
leur '^domicile’ Soho: Small office, home office, "sigle anglo-saxon signifiant
litteralement “petit bureau et bureau a domicile” .̂ Un phenomene en plein 
Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million*. Mais ils restent encore 
raison meme de leur style de vie, ils ‘̂ appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures, et 
leurs ‘̂ metiers sont tres differents les uns des autres‘°.

‘̂ essor .̂ 
'^mal connus^. ' ‘*En

Phrase 1 
Phrase 2 
Phrase 3

Phrase 4 
Phrase 5 
Phrase 6 
Phrase 7 
Phrase 8 
Phrase 9 
Phrase 10

Pourtant. on commence a s’interesser a eux . Ainsi. la Soho agency a ete creee par 
Alain Bosetti pour permettre a des entreprises comme France Telecom de '^mieux 
connaltre °̂un marche tres demandeur en services de telecommunications'^. L’agence 
marketing ^ '.../en Personne a realise la premiere enquete les concemant'^. Leurs 
^̂ portraits ^̂ se precisent enfin; les hommes (55%) sont ‘̂*maioritaires. la plus grande 
^̂ partie ^̂ d’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans (68%) et 33% declarent gagner plus de 12

14 27 28 29500 francs . Ils sont pour la plupart artisans, commercants. cadres superieurs ou 
exercent °̂une profession liberale. medecin, ^'avocat. architecte, etc'^.

Phrase 11

Phrase 12 
Phrase 13

Phrase 14 
Phrase 15

Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison: les nouvelles 
technologies et la crise economique'^. ^̂ Selon une enquete Ifop, commandee par 
I’agence ..../en Personne, 60% des Soho ont au moins un âppareil de '̂*bureautiQue'^.

apparition ’ordinateurs, de fax ^̂ bon marche et les possibilites offertes par I’lntemet 
ont contribue a ce developpement'^.________________________________________________

Phrase 16 
Phrase 17 
Phrase 18

Figure 6.8 Text 6: Items for glossing

The more detailed categorisation o f errors carried out in Chapter 5 can provide more 

specific information on the cause o f the error. Laufer’s initial general categorisation of 

“words you don’t know”, “words you think you know” and “words you can’t guess” was 

expanded to create a more detailed framework of error types as follows:

Table 6.5 Fram ework for erro r analysis (adapted from  Laufer 1997)
Text Number

Untranslated 1.1 Unknown items
1.2 Skipped items
2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
2.2 Idioms and multi-word units

Deceptive 2.3 False friends
transparency 2.4 Words with multiple meanings

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
2.5.2 Morphological synforms

Syntactic 3.1 Poor grammatical processing
problems 3.2 Referential problems

Guessed 4.1 Partially accurate guesses
4.2 Inaccurate guesses
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The insights afforded by the use of this framework can cause us to re-consider whether a 

word was actually known or not or merely confused with another word or misinterpreted 

in the context. This knowledge allows for a more strategic approach to glossing, in 

particular in determining whether it is better to deal with a word in a word level gloss or 

to pick it up in a sentence level gloss, and within these glosses how best to address the 

lack of knowledge on the part o f the students. Where words had been successfully 

negotiated by the students in the pilot phase, the process and associations made by the 

students were incorporated into the glossing for these items for subsequent students who 

might not know these words.

6.4.1 Unknown Words

Initially this category will include all of the words which had been considered to be 

unknown in the un-translated category, and words which had been guessed either 

slightly or completely inaccurately. Skipped items will need to be re-allocated to other 

categories on the basis of the difficulty inherent in the items which may have caused 

them to be skipped. In this text, many skipped items appear to have been skipped 

because of referential problems rather than lack o f knowledge and will be considered in 

that category.

As seen in the context o f the need for checking guesses, all o f these unknown items are 

explained in the L2-L1 glossary so that whatever meaning is gleaned in the L2 glosses 

can subsequently be checked in the L2 -  LI glossary. The L2 glosses then aim to make 

the meaning of the word accessible to the L2 reader using native speaker like language 

which reflects foreigner discourse and a limited amount of instructional language. As 

with text 1, simplification, regularisation and elaboration are inherent in the native 

speaker approach to learner assistance. This can be seen in the approaches taken to 

remedy the actual source of error for the students.

Unknown words needing explanation; Elaboration was used to create explanatory 

glosses which remain highly meaning oriented rather than form oriented. In some cases
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problematic items are explained in a word gloss and also picked up in the sentence level 

gloss.

Table 6.6 Text 6: Examples of glosses on unknown untranslated words

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
artisan entrepreneur une personne qui fabrique a la 

main des objets qui ont une valeur 
artistique

L2 word gloss explanatory 

(Elaboration)
apparition appearance on voit pour la premiere fois... L2 word gloss explanatory 

(Elaboration)
chevre untranslated / 

unknown
C ’est un animal qui donne du lait, 
mais ce n 'est ni une vache, ni un 
mouton

L2 word gloss
Explanatory
(Elaboration)

Low frequency words: In line with simplification, a high frequency synonym is given. 

This connects the form with a general sense of the meaning but compromises on the 

nuance o f meaning and on usage issues. It was felt that at intermediate level, the 

learning effort involved in trying to acquire low frequency words would be to the 

detriment o f the reading task.

Table 6.7 Text 6: Glossing of low frequency words with a high frequency word

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
en plein essor very obvious developpement L2 word gloss

Synonym
(Simplification)

Une idee qui se developpe 
beaucoup

Sentence gloss
Explanatory
(Simplification)

qui s ’ignorent Untranslated / 
unknown

qui ne se connaissentpas L2 Word gloss synonym 
(Simplification)

In some cases a word was defined as an antonym, requiring a longer explanation.

Table 6.8 Text 6: Glossing of low frequency words with an antonym
Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
mal connus Badly informed / ’oppose de “bien connu ” Word gloss provides more 

familiar opposite term 
(Elaboration)

On n ’a pas encore beaucoup Sentence level gloss explains
d ’informations concernant ces overall context
personnes. (Elaboration)

Where an explanation or synonym might not clarify sufficiently, an example was also

given.
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Table 6.9 Text 6: Glossing of low frequency words using an example
Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
sigle Untranslated / unknown groupe de lettres initiales 

constituant une abreviation 
exemple : SNCF

L2 word gloss explanatory +
example
(Elaboration)

High frequency words: where these should have been understood, they were picked up 

in sentence level glosses where the meaning should become clearer.

Table 6.10 Text 6: Glossing high frequency words

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
commandee
par

Run by « En personne » demande a 
I ’institut IFOP de fa ire  une 
enquete sur les gens qui 
travaillent a domicile

L2 sentence gloss clarifies 
actants involved and 
includes more familiar 
demande 
(Elaboration + 
Simplification)

teletravaille Works by phone 
telesales

Toutes ces personnes travaillent 
chez eux...

L2 sentence gloss 
(Simplification + 
Elaboration)

se confond Untranslated / 
unknown

le peintre qui a son studio dans 
sa chambre

L2 sentence gloss 
(Regularisation)

Discourse markers: these had been identified as being particularly problematic in the 

error analysis and would need particular attention. Considerable elaboration would be 

needed in order to really explain their meaning, in the context of reading for meaning it 

was considered preferable to opt for simplification instead. Their fiinction in the 

sentence would need to be clarified and a simple synonym given where possible. This 

might lead to only an approximate notion of the actual meaning which in discourse 

markers can be very nuanced. Only checking the L2-L1 glossary would give the student 

a more exact idea o f the meaning, although discourse markers in French do not always 

have exact satisfactory equivalents in English. The aim in the L2 gloss is to give the 

student enough sense o f the meaning of the marker to at least begin to build some 

connotational knowledge of the item and at the same time interpret the rest of the 

sentence correctly in the light of this albeit restricted meaning.

Table 6.11 Text 6: Glossing discourse markers

Word Error Suggested gioss Gloss type
ainsi since Ce mot annonce le developpement de 

I ’idee dans la derniere phrase : « De 
cette maniere.... »

L2 word gloss function +
reformulation
(Elaboration
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+Simplification)

6.4.2 Deceptive Transparency

This was Laufer’s main cause for concern and was seen to be a significant category in 

the error analysis section and the instances o f confusion within words, between L2 

words, between L2 and LI words provided a wealth o f knowledge. Unfortunately it 

would not be possible to integrate all o f this information into the design o f the initial 

phase o f the reading session as this would create overly complex glosses. Awareness o f 

deceptive transparency and the extent to which it can be problematic can alert the 

teacher / gloss designer to potential problem areas, ensuring that glosses are provided for 

any word which is likely to be mis-interpreted. The actual mis-interpretations for the 

most part would need to be dealt with in development exercises or a vocabulary study 

phase so as not to compromise attention to the task o f reading for meaning.

Deceptive morphological structure

In French, this proved to be a very small category. No examples o f this type of error 

were found in text 6, an example is given below from text 8. Aji L2 gloss can connect 

the word to a more high frequency instance o f the word such as an infinitive; this may be 

achieved through simplification or regularisation. This brings the student along a path 

o f recognition of the morphology of the item. There is no justification for actually 

mentioning the point o f initial confusion as subsequent students might not make this 

error and the association would not be helpful.

Table 6.12 Text 6: Glossing deceptive morphological structure

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
payante country Du verbe payer; on doit payer /  

acheter ce cd-rom
L2 word gloss 
Connect to root form and 
re-formulate 
(Regularisation)

Idioms and multi-word units

Elaboration through re-formulation of one or all o f the words allows for clarifying the 

overall meaning of the unit and perhaps the more specific usage of some element o f the
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group of words. Where high frequency words are used to replace low frequency words, 

this equates to simplification.

Table 6.13 Text 6: Glossing idioms and multi-word units
Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
une activite 
economique

Activity economic Us sont tous engages dans des 
activites professionnelles chez 
eux.

L2 sentence gloss 
Clarification o f what 
defines the activity 
(Elaboration)

bon marche Good quality qui ne content pas cher L2 word gloss explanatory 
(Simplification)

False friends

As the students have in this case erroneously associated an L2 item with an LI item, by 

providing an association instead with a high frequency L2 synonym, the lemma for the 

item is filled out and the meaning clarified. Very simple instances o f false friends 

should become clearer as the context o f the text becomes clearer and L2 sentence 

glosses provide more information around the content through elaboration and 

redundancy.

Table 6.14 Text 6: Glossing false friends

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
(la plus 
grande) partie

The biggest party proportion L2 word gloss synonym 
(Simplification)

(1,3 milliuon 
d'entre nous 
qui)
travaillent 
chez e ta

travel Les Frangais sont nombreux a 
travailler chez eux

Sentence level gloss 
(also in L2-L1 glossary) 
(Regularisation)

Words with multiple meanings

When a word has multiple meanings, it is only by looking at the associated words that 

the intended meaning becomes clear. In this instance therefore the gloss needs to be on 

the group of words rather than glossing the word alone. In the first case below the group 

of words is re-formulated in a manner which could be seen to be elaborative, but may in 

fact be more a case o f simplification as high frequency equivalents are used. In the 

second case the sentence level gloss clarities the referential problem as it regularises the
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structure and then reformulates as a means of elaboration. In the third instance the 

reformulation of the sentence includes a more familiar instance of the problem word, 

paraphrasing the elements. No reference is made to the other possible meaning of the 

word, as seen previously this may have more to do with how the word is translated in the 

LI rather than conflicting meanings within the L2. Reformulation should allow for 

expanding their knowledge o f instances o f usage o f the word rather than creating 

different categories for usage at this point.

Table 6.15 Text 6: Glossing words with multiple meanings

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
en raison 
m im e

In the same reason a cause, justement, de... L2 word gloss 
reformulation 
(Simplification)

d ’entre ( nous) between Les Frangais sont nombreux d 
travailler chez ewe - 1 ,3  million 
sur une population de 60 million

L2 sentence gloss 
clarifying who is being 
referred to 
(Regularisation)

encore (mal 
connus)

again On n 'a pas encore beaucoup 
d ’informations concernant ces 
personnes.

L2 Sentence gloss which 
includes pas encore 
which may be more 
familiar 
(Elaboration)

appareil phone un objet qui fonctionne, une 
machine

L2 word gloss
Explanatory
(Elaboration)

Phonological synforms

These need to be dealt with in a similar way to unknown words as they are, essentially, 

unknown. In Chapter 5 it became apparent that students confusing words with 

phonological synforms were either mis-reading the word or grasping at straws 

connecting it to some previously encountered L2 word with which it had some similarity. 

Either way, a fundamental lack of knowledge o f the word is evident and it is effectively 

unknown. The discourse marker is treated as previously.
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Table 6.16 Text 6: Glossing phonological synforms

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
selon only d ’apres ; I ’enquete Ifop dit que... L2 word gloss synonym 

+ re-formulation 
(Elaboration)

metiers subject les activites professionnelles L2 word gloss
Explanatory
(Elaboration)

appartiennent They are apparent 
They are apart

appartenir = itre membre de L2 word gloss +
Reformulation
(Simplification)

pourtant important En debut de phrase, ce mot 
marque I 'opposition avec les 
phrasesprecedentes « mats... »

L2 word gloss 
Function + simple 
synonym 
(Elaboration + 
Simplification)

Morphological synforms

UnUke phonological synforms, morphological synforms indicate some knowledge and 

this needs to built on and strengthened. In this case, an elaborative or regularising 

sentence level gloss can be effective in clarifying the context.

Table 6.17 Text 6: Glossing morphological synforms

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
(Ils
appartiennent 
rarement a) des 
groupes 
structures

Group structures C ’est precisement d cause de 
I ’aspect independant de leur vie 
professionnelle qu ’il y  a peu de 
contact entre eux.

Sentence level gloss 
clarifies overall meaning 
but does not focus on 
error
(Simplification + 
Regularisation)

on les evalue a The value of ... Le nombre de personnes 
travaillant d la maison de cette 
maniere est 1,3 million

Sentence level gloss 
reformulates meaning of 
evaluer and relation 
between the elements 
(Elaboration)

(appareil de) 
bureautique

office phone des objets electroniques ou de 
telecommunications au bureau

L2 word gloss
explanatory
(Elaboration)

6.4.3 Syntactic Problems

In this instance words are rarely truly unknown, but are rather known words which are 

being misinterpreted in relation to the words around them or in the context o f  the text. It 

would appear obvious that sentence level glosses could help to clarify the meaning but
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in some instances pinpointing the source o f the confusion and glossing it individually 

can be more effective.

Poor grammatical processing.

Where the relationship between two elements is unclear, an overall explanation in the 

form of an elaboration or reformulation through regularisation may be provided. Some 

explicit grammatical information may need to be given to clarify the relationship 

between the elements. There are relatively few instances o f poor grammatical 

processing in this text; in other texts tenses, subjunctives and “i f ’ clauses, interrogative 

and negative structures posed problems. As there are very few instances o f this, the 

overall focus on explicit knowledge will be small within the overall context o f the task.

Table 6.18 Text 6: Glossing instances of poor grammatical processing

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
cadres
superieurs

Executives,
superiors

dans une entreprise, les personnes 
qui ont le plus d'expertise et de 
responsabilite

Word gloss explanatory 

(Elaboration)
profession 
liber ale

Professional
freedom

un metier independant et 
intellectuel

Word gloss connects 
with previously defined 
metier and
explains(Simplification)

mieux
connaitre un 
marche

Best knowledge of 
the market

Le comparatif de “bien ” ex. Je le 
connais bien, mais je  voudrais le 
connaitre mieux

Word gloss on M ieia  
explanatory, connects to 
bien + example 
(Elaboration)

Grace a cette agence, les besoins 
de ce groupe seront mieux servis 
par des socie ty  comme France 
Telecom

Sentence gloss clarifies 
context
(Simplification)

Referential problems

The real strength of the sentence level glosses becomes apparent in clarifying referential 

problems. Several strategies are used in these glosses, which show evidence of 

regularisation or elaboration. In impersonal stmctures, these glosses make suggestions 

as to who may be referred to. Pronouns are replaced by nouns to clarify the participants 

in the actions. The relationship between these participants is highlighted by converting 

passive sentences into active sentences. The broader context is brought into the equation 

to link information from previous sentences with this one.
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Table 6.19 Text 6: Glossing referential problems

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
on commence a 
s ‘interesser a 
eiix

Find something to 
do of interest to 
them

Maintenant, les medias, les 
organisations professionnelles etc. 
sont plus attentifs a ce groupe.

Sentence level gloss 
clarifies who the on might 
be and the eux 
(Elaboration)

le medecin qui 
consulte chez 
lui

The medicine which 
they consult at home

...le medecin qui a son cabinet 
medical a la maison...

Sentence level gloss 
reformulates clarifying 
relationship between 
elements 
(Reguiarisation)

(d’entre nous) 
qui

which Les Frangais sont nombreux a 
travailler chez eux - 1 ,3  million sur 
une population de 60 million

Sentence gloss clarifies 
who qui refers to 
(Reguiarisation)

tres demandeur 
en services

A very demanding 
service

Un marche ou il y  a beaucoup de 
demande

Word level gloss 
explanatory
on demandeur links it to 
simpler demande 
(Reguiarisation)

(le peintre) dont 
(le studio se 
confond avec la 
chambre)

Who has ...lepeintre qui a son studio dans sa 
chambre...

Sentence level gloss 
clarifies
(Reguiarisation)

Skipped items o f  a referential nature highlight the difficulties L2 readers have in holding 

in working memory information from previous sentences. The sentence level glosses 

can effectively clarify by bringing the information required from the previous context 

into the present context.

Table 6.20 Text 6: Glossing referential problems in the “skipped” category

Word Error Suggested gloss Gloss type
pa. untranslated Les Anglais /  Americains utilisent ce 

terme pour decrire le phenomene de 
travailler chez soi

L2 sentence gloss picks 
up what is being referred 
to
(Elaboration)

(d’entre) nous untranslated Les Frangais sont nombreux a 
travailler chez eux -1 ,3  million sur 
une population de 60 million

L2 sentence gloss 
clarifies who nous refers 
to
(Reguiarisation)

d 'entre eux untranslated de ce groupe L2 word gloss on eia  
(Elaboration)

L ’enquete realisee par I ’agence 
donne des informations precises sur 
les personnes qui travaillent chez eux

L2 sentence gloss sets in
context
(Elaboration)
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6.4.4 Glossing Known Words

Having glossed the items which proved problematic for this student dyad, it was then 

necessary to consider what other items in the text would be likely to pose problems for 

subsequent students. The two items which had been successfiilly negotiated by the 

students i.e. enquete and portraits were dealt with giving simple explanatory glosses 

which would incorporate the suggestions made by the students during negotiation.

Then attention was given to any words in the text which were considered to be beyond 

the competency level of a pre-intermediate student in order to ensure that all possible 

problematic words had been glossed. One o f the problems in approaching glossing in 

this manner is that glossing tends to be on discrete points once again. Anticipating the 

combinations o f words which will prove problematic is not quite so simple. This is 

where the sentence level glosses can play a significant role in picking up breakdowns of 

meaning around groups o f words. It also becomes apparent that glosses are provided 

mostly on nouns and verbs. This reflects the strong meaning-focused approach which 

emerged from the dyad transcriptions. Once again, it is hoped that sentence level 

glosses will help resolve comprehension problems which relate to more syntactic or 

grammatical elements of sentences while remaining in a meaning focused context.

6.4.5 Summary of Glosses for Text 6

The more bottom-up approach taken with regard to gloss design for text 6 which reflects 

a cognitive approach to error analysis can be seen to be complemented by the more top- 

down approach to providing glosses through application o f native speaker type modified 

input characterised by simplification, regularisation and elaboration. In this study, the 

two approaches have been used in an inter-dependent manner rather than as discrete 

approaches. The outcome is a glossed reading design which is highly meaning focused. 

While in the previous section individual word glosses were considered, below a 

summary o f the gloss provided is given which connects back once again to the native 

speaker approach.
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Table 6.21 Text 6: Summary of L2 word level glosses

Word in text Gloss given Gloss type
'Anglo-Saxons Personnes habitant dans un pays ou on 

parle anglais.
Elaboration

^Enquete L ’etude d ’une question Simplification
■'chevre C'est un animal qui donne du lait, mais ce 

n 'est ni une vache, ni un mouton
Elaboration

‘̂ medecin un docteur medical Simplification
^peintre une personne engage dans le metier 

artistique ou pratique de la peinture
Elaboration

'’atelier petit local ou un artisan, un ouvrier 
travaille

Elaboration

^informaticien une personne qui travaille dans 
I 'informatique, avec des ordinateurs

Elaboration

“s ’ignorent qui ne se connaissent pas Simplification
^domicile leur maison Simplification
‘“sigle groupe de lettres initiates constituant une 

abreviation exemple : SNCF
Elaboration

"essor developpement Simplification
‘“̂ mal connus I ’oppose de “bien connu ” Elaboration
’■*En raison meme de a cause, justement, de... Simplification
'"'appartiennent appartenir = etre membre de Simplification
'^metiers les activity professionnelles Elaboration
‘*’Pourtant En debut de phrase, ce mot marque 

I ’opposition avec les phrases precedentes 
« mais... »

Elaboration + 
simplification

‘ ^Ainsi Ce mot annonce le developpement de 
I ’idee dans la dernierephrase; “De cette 
maniere.... ”

Elaboration + 
simplification

‘*mieux Le comparatif de “bien ” ex. Je le connais 
bien, mais je  voudrais le connaitre mieux

Elaboration

'^un marche tres 
demandeur

Un marche oil il y  a beaucoup de demande Regularisation

"'^.../en Personne ceci est le nom de I ’agence Elaboration
■^'portraits description d ’une personne par certaines 

caracteristiques, le profil
Elaboration

precisent devenir plus precis Regularisation
■ majoritaires dans la majorite Simplification
' U
■ partie proportion Simplification
'^M’entre eux de ce groupe Elaboration
“’’artisans une personne qui fabrique a la main des 

objets qui ont une valeur artistique
Elaboration

‘̂ ^commergants une personne qui achete en gros et vend 
aux clients

Elaboration

■“cadres superieurs dans une entreprise, les personnes qui ont 
le plus d ’expertise et de responsabilite

Elaboration

' '̂^une profession 
liberale

un metier independant et intellectuel Simplification

’̂̂ avocat personne qui defend des accuses devant la 
justice

Elaboration

^'Selon d ’apres, I ’enquete I f  op dit que... Elaboration
■'^appareil un objet qui fonctionne, une machine Elaboration
■‘■‘bureautique des objets electroniques ou de 

telecommunications au bureau
Elaboration
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J 4 t >L appantion on VO it pour la prem iere fo is... Elaboration
^^bon marche qui ne content pas cher Simplification

Table 6.22 Text 6: Summary of L2 Sentence Level glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss Function of gloss
1 Les ‘Anelo-Saxons aoDellent ca 

Small Office, home office (Soho).
Les Anglais /  Americains utilisent 
ce terme pour decrire le 
phenomene de travailler chez soi.

Elaboration

2 Ce terme adopte en France 
s ’applique au 1,3 million d ’entre 
nous qui travaillent chez eux.

Les Frangais sont nombreia d 
travailler chez eux -1 ,3  million 
sur une population de 60 millions

Regularisation

3 Enauete. Ce reportage est compose de deux 
parties : des statistiques sur le 
teletravail et un commentaire sur 
son developpement

Elaboration

4 Le fermier qui produit des fromages 
de ^chevre, le '’medecin qui consulte 
chez lui. le ^oeintre dont I’̂ atelier se 
confond avec la chambre ou 
r^informaticien Qui “teletravaille” 
sont tous des Soho qui *s’ienorent.

Toutes ces personnes travaillent 
chez eux mais ils ne sont pas 
conscients du fa it qu ’ils aient ce 
point en commun : Le fermier d la 
ferme, le medecin qui a son 
cabinet medical a la maison, le 
peintre qui a son studio dans sa 
chambre, I 'informaticien qui grace 
a la technologie peut travailler 
chez lui.

Regularisation + 
Simplification + 
Elaboration

5 Tous exercent une '^activite 
economioue a partir de leur 
'^domicile

Ils sont tous engages dans des 
activites professionnelles chez eux.

Elaboration
+Simplification

6 Soho: Small office, home office, 
"siele anelo-saxon sianifiant 
litteralement “petit bureau et bureau 
a domicile”

On explique I ’origine de 
I ’expression Soho

Elaboration

7 Un ohenomene en olein ''^essor Une idee qui se developpe 
beaucoup

Simpliflcation

8 Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 
million

Le nombre de personnes 
travaillant d la maison de cette 
maniere est 1,3 million

Elaboration

9 Mais ils restent encore '■’mal connus On n 'a pas encore beaucoup 
d ’informations concernant ces 
personnes.

Elaboration

10 ‘“'En raison meme de leur stvle de 
vie, ils '^aoDartiennent rarement a 
des groupes structures, et leurs 
'^metiers sont tres differents les uns 
des autres

C ’est precisement a cause de 
raspect independant de leur vie 
professionnelle qu ’il y  a peu de 
contact entre eux.

Simplification + 
regularisation

11 ‘ ^PourtanL on commence a 
s ’interesser a eux

Maintenant, les medias, les 
organisations professionnelles 
etc., sont plus attentifs a ce 
groupe.

Elaboration

12 '^Ainsi. la Soho aeencv a ete creee 
par Alain Bosetti pour permettre a 
des entreprises comme France 
Telecom de '^mieux connaitre “̂un 
marche tres demandeur en services

Grace a cette agence, les besoins 
de ce groupe seront mieux servis 
par des societes comme France 
Telecom.

Simpliflcation
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de telecommunications
13 L’aaence marketing . ./en 

Personne a realise la oremiere 
enquete les concemant

Cette agence a fa it des recherches 
concemant ce groupe.

Simplification

14 Leurs ^^oortraits '̂̂ se orecisent enfin: 
les hommes (55%) sont 
“̂maioritaires, la plus arande ^^oartie 

^^d’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 
ans (68%) et 33% declarent gagner 
plus de 12 500 francs

L ‘enquete realisee par I ’agence 
donne des informations precises 
sur les personnes qui travaillent 
chez ewe.

Elaboration

15 Ils sont pour la plupart'  artisans,
28 29 1 '  'commercants, cadres suoeneurs 
ou exercent ^°une orofession liberale. 
medecin, ^'avocat, architecte, etc

En general, ceux qui travaillent d 
domicile le plus sont enumeres 
dans cette liste

Elaboration

16 Deux raisons expliquent le 
developpement du travail a la 
maison; les nouvelles technologies et 
la crise economique

Les facteurs qui ont contribue d ce 
phenomene.

Elaboration

17 ■’“̂ Selon one enquete Ifop, 
commandee par 1 ’agence ... ./en 
Personne, 60% des Soho ont au 
moins un ^^appareil de ‘̂'bureautiaue.

La societe « En personne» 
demande a I ’institut IFOP de faire 
une enquete sur les gens qui 
travaillent a domicile.
L 'enquete revele I ’utilisation de 
supports de telecommunications

Elaboration + 
Simplification

18 ^^L’anparition ’ordinateurs, de fax 
^%on marche et les possibilites 
offertes par I’lntemet ont contribue a 
ce developpement

La technologie coute moins cher 
qu 'avant, et I ’Internet est aussi un 
outil tres interessant pour ceux qui 
teletravaillent.

Simplification

6.5 The Notion o f Task in a Glossed Reading Exercise

In the literature review (section 2.4.2) the role of motivation and task in L2 CALL 

reading environments was considered; in the context o f the design o f this programme the 

level of engagement o f the learners needs to be considered.

6.5.1 Task Design for Vocabulary Acquisition

As research carried out by both Hulstijn (1992, 1993, 1996) and Laufer (1989, 1992, 

1997) in the area o f vocabulary acquisition from written texts has been drawn on 

extensively in this study, it seemed appropriate to use their article “hacidental 

Vocabulary Acquisition in a Second Language; the construct o f task-induced 

involvement” (Laufer & Hulstijn 2001) as a means o f cross-checking the coherence of 

the design of the approach in this study (see section 2A.2.2 for full discussion). Their
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construct is based on the cognitive effects o f focusing on vocabulary and the relationship 

between motivation and achievement in language learning. The main premise for their 

construct drawing on previous research, is that the depth o f processing of the words 

undertaken in a particular task is the determining factor in acquisition of vocabulary. 

They consider this acquisition to be incidental in so far as it occurs while learners are 

performing a task for a purpose other than vocabulary learning, in this case reading a 

text for meaning.

The construct they propose is as follows;

1. Involvement: Assumption 1. Retention of words when processed incidentally is 
conditional on the following features: need, search evaluate.
Need represents the motivational aspect o f involvement, search and evaluate the 
cognitive dimensions of involvement.

The glossed reading programme would be carefully integrated into the overall student 

course and the allocation o f continuous assessment marks and end of semester oral was 

intended to highlight the centrality of this programme to the semester work. The need to 

achieve on a global level would therefore have fallen somewhere between moderate and 

strong as the motivational effect of achieving to gain marks would be partly driven by 

teacher expectation but doing well at the programme would be more likely to be driven 

by the learner’s own expectation.

With regard to achievement on a particular glossed reading task on a particular day, the 

need to achieve is significant in that the reader is required to write a summary in English 

o f the text at the end o f the reading phase. The reader therefore needs to understand the 

text, i.e. the meaning o f the text and the words used to express it in order to subsequently 

summarise it in his own language.

On a cognitive level, Laufer and Hulstijn see different activities requiring different 

levels of involvement, entailing various depths o f processing. The gloss design in this 

study for reasons previously outlined aims to be more effective than marginal LI glosses 

which Hulstijn found to be less effective than dictionary look ups. The design also seeks 

to imitate instances o f negotiation of meaning which they considered to be superior to
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non-negotiation and pre-modified input. While each layer o f gloss provides input which

has been pre-modified, interaction with the different glosses led by the learner deepens

the level of involvement and engagement with the different levels o f information. The

glosses therefore provide a cycle of search and evaluate options. This aims to meet the

criteria o f the second assumption:

Assumption two: Other factors being equal, words which are processed with 
higher involvement load will be retained better than words which are processed 
with lower involvement load.

Glossing itself can create different levels of involvement load for different words. For 

example as seen previously simple high frequency synonyms can be provided for low 

frequency words, keeping the involvement level low, saving the learner effort for more 

deserving words. For words which are considered more important in terms of meaning 

or readiness for acquisition, more glossing can be provided so that the there is higher 

involvement and words are better retained.

The provision o f a meaningfiil task (summary writing) in addition to vocabulary 

enhancement exercises and overall task design would match the aspirations of 

assumption three:

Assumption three: Other factors being equal, teacher / researcher designed tasks 
with a higher involvement load will be more effective for vocabulary retention 
than tasks with a lower involvement load.

In the light of a need - search - evaluate model of L2 reading, closer analysis o f the 

processes at work and the inter-dependence of these factors and processes can help 

create a model of L2 reading in a glossed reading environment. In the following section 

consideration will be given to the elements and synergies involved in such a theoretical 

model.

6.5.2 A Model for L2 Reading in a Glossed Reading Environment

The interaction between reader and L2 text therefore can be seen to be a movement 

between meaning and foim and the need to balance the allocation of resources
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alternately between one and the other but trying to stay in a middle ground position in 

order to achieve the dual goals of understanding the meaning of the text and acquiring 

vocabulary knowledge o f the forms used to construct this meaning. Reading for 

meaning and lexical development can be seen to run in parallel to each other.

Lexical development

Reader consults L2 
doss

Item
noticed

An
unknown 
word causes 
meaning to 
break down 
for reader

Trigger
Reading for meaning - construction of micro-proposition

SearchSearch SearchEvaluate Evaluate Evaluate

Meaning is 
unclear

Meaning is 
unclear

Link back to 
LI lemma

L2 lemma 
filled out

L2 lemma 
contextual usaee

Meaning is 
clear, reader 
continues

Meaning is 
clear, reader 
continues

Reader consults L2 
sentence level aloss

Reader consults LI -  
L2 elossarv

Reader
re-reads
sentence
for
meaning

Reader
re-reads
sentence
for
meaning

Reader re
reads 
word in 
sentence 
for
meaning

Figure 6.9 Proposed model o f  L2 reading in a glossed reading environment

When meaning breaks down for the reader it draws attention to a problematic word 

which in turn triggers a need in the student to find out what the word means. Noticing in 

this way propels the reader into the area of lexical development and temporarily extracts 

him from the reading process. The reader consults the L2 gloss which gives the reader 

clarification which he then takes back to the text and he evaluates how well this meaning 

fits into the meaning of the text. If the reader is still unclear, he can consult the sentence 

level gloss which provides him with additional meaning, which he again brings back to
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the text. A final resort is to check the LI meaning which should clarify the meaning 

ultimately.

The more a reader consults the glosses, the more lexical knowledge he will gain, 

however this may not be an absolute. As the reader’s motivation to search is driven by a 

need, the act o f reading for meaning must be seen to be the underlying driving force. 

This force will be diminished if the text becomes secondary to the vocabulary study and 

the student’s motivation will decline. The reading itself must therefore remain the 

primary focus in order to sustain the vocabulary study. This means that accessing 

glosses will always engage but a fraction o f the information contained in all of the 

glosses put together and also be a somewhat fleeting interaction with the elaborative 

material but it is a tension which allows the activity to continue, and allows the reader to 

reach the end of his task which was not to learn vocabulary, but to successfully extract 

meaning from a text.

6.6 Design o f Vocabulary Acquisition Enhancement Phase

A second level o f engagement was considered essential in order to maximise the 

opportunity to acquire vocabulary from a given text. Paribakht and Wesche (1997, p. 

174) noted: “The process by which “incidental” acquisition occurs during reading is 

slow however and there is no way to predict which words will be learned, when, nor to 

what degree. The question remains as to whether instructional intervention could 

support the process and make it more directed and efficient” . This question underlies 

the design of this phase which seeks to provide the student with interactive learning 

materials to provide more exposure to the lexical content o f the text and by encouraging 

deeper processing of the content to move from the phase o f “comprehended input” to 

“intake” and with the aspiration that the language would then be available to students as 

output. While the glossed reading phase necessarily highlighted unknown words in the 

text, this phase aims to target partially known items and move them along a scale of 

knowledge. It also aims to target high frequency words and collocations with a view to
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increasing the learners’ overall vocabulary threshold and provide them with language 

which they can use again in other contexts.

6.6.1 Technical Design using CANS Virtual Language Laboratory

This second stage was designed therefore on the CANS multimedia virtual language 

laboratory which has the features o f a traditional language laboratory and the 

ftinctionality o f modem language learning software. As it functions as an authoring 

shell, transfer o f the texts to this medium allows for manipulation of the content and the 

addition of sound. Vocabulary enhancement activities are facilitated by in-built exercise 

types which allow the student to move through the phases o f recognition to production. 

Feedback is available automatically on most closed question type exercises, the teacher 

can also access the sound files in real time or outside the classroom sessions and leave 

messages for the students suggesting corrections etc.. Students have the opportunity to 

provide written as well as oral summaries. Both sound recordings and written work can 

be accessed by the teacher during or outside of class time.

Each text would be studied for 2 hours, typically 1 hour per week over two weeks. In 

the first hour students would read the glossed reading text and provide a summary in 

English. In the second hour students would work on the vocabulary exercises. In each 

text 10 items were targeted for intensive study of form and meaning.

6.6.2 Targeting Sequences for Enhancement Exercises

This phase sought therefore to target certain items o f language in the text for further 

study. In the initial glossing stage, up to one third of words carried glosses. While this 

percentage is high, it is justifiable on the basis that a student working alone in a 

computerised environment should have available to him all o f the support he could 

possibly need as there is no teacher to fall back on, and the purpose o f glossing is to 

avoid a situation where a learner has to look up an item in a dictionary. As seen earlier, 

L2 readers tend to regulate their own look-up behaviour on the basis o f words most 

relevant to the text and most difficult to infer from the context.
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It would not however be possible to target all o f these items for vocabulary enhancement 

activities; most research carried out in vocabulary acquisition from texts target a 

maximum of twelve items per reading activity. As seen from the analysis o f student 

errors, insufficient knowledge o f nouns and verbs were frequently seen to be a cause of 

difficulty in understanding text. However focusing on a list of nouns and verbs as would 

traditionally appear in textbooks appeared to be a somewhat discrete approach to take, as 

this did not reflect the approach being taken in the glossing phase which was highly 

meaning focused and sought to consider vocabulary items as they were embedded in 

context. The emphasis on filling out the lemmas o f the items through L2 glosses and 

sentence level glosses needed to be maintained as an approach.

6.6.2.1 Rarionale for Targeting Sequences of Words

It was decided therefore that it would be preferable to target sequences o f words in the 

text and this was done for a number of reasons:

Collocations: there was evidence at the investigation phase that learners approached the 

text on a word by word decoding basis. By targeting collocations learners are 

encouraged to consider the overall meaning conveyed by combinations of words, and to 

consider how some items co-occur, or where certain structures are an inherent 

requirement given the expression being used. Collocations give the learner a ready-to- 

use chunk of re-usable language; learning collocations breaks the tendency to translate 

word for word from the LI and can enhance the lemma o f surrounding words. The 

sequences of words targeted in some cases would correspond well to the criteria for 

collocation or colligation as seen in the literature review; however no research was 

carried out on these items as to their occurrence in corpora per se. Therefore for the 

purposes of this study the co-occurrence o f these words in these texts seemed adequate 

justification for selection of these items which will be referred to by the less technical 

terms sequences or chunks rather than collocations or colligations.
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Noticing: It was evident from the error analysis that students in decoding word by word 

often do not notice idioms which they interpret as the sum of the component parts. L2 

readers often fail to notice elements o f language which support nouns and verbs and 

allow the speaker to express a desired meaning concerning these items. Drawing 

learners’ attention to the existence of these items in itself is developing the meta- 

cognitive ability o f learners and trains them to pay more attention to such items in the 

future.

Frequency: as pointed out by Nation (2001) given the effort involved in learning a new 

item, it is preferable that learners at intermediate level invest this effort and time in high 

frequency items which will contribute to their overall vocabulary threshold rather than 

low frequency items which they may not encounter or need again. All o f the 

collocations selected in the texts represent high frequency items which are useful for 

recalling this text, but could also be used as they are or with slight modifications in 

future contexts.

Task: as the final task for the activity would be recall, the students needed building 

blocks to express the meaning o f the text. Focusing on collocations would give students 

ready to use expressions to which they could add vocabulary items which they were also 

acquiring in a quasi-incidental manner while carrying out these exercises.

6.6.1.2 Selection of Items for Targeting

In selecting chunks for targeting, there were a number of considerations. As this was 

seen to be a consolidation phase, most o f the chunks were made up o f previously known 

elements and o f high frequency words in order to ensure that the learning taking place 

would yield maximum results and increase their general vocabulary threshold. As the 

final task for the activity would be recall, the students needed building blocks to express 

the meaning o f the text. The following sequences were chosen for targeting in text 1:
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Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc.?

En fait, I’appellation des voies comme le nom g u ’on leur donne‘ n’obeit a aucune loi ecrite : chaque 
commune est souveraine dans ce domaine. Dans les grandes villes, une commission formule des 
propositions ,̂ qui sent votees par le conseil municipal.

Toutefois, les habitudes sent de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d’arbres  ̂ et “boulevard” une 
artere formee de voies de circulation, separees par un terre-plein plante d’arbres. Mais aucun texte 
n’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une avenue. Cela depend de'̂  la largeur 
moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.

II faut compter aussi avec  ̂ le respect qui est du au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie. C’est pour 
cette raison que de nombreuses rues principaies* de villages ou de petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue 
du General-de-Gaulle, plutot que  ̂rue, qui aurait fait mesquin pour un si grand homme.

D’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des  ̂ municipalites de ne pas changer les 
habitudes des riverains. Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu’elle devient plus large que I’avenue voisine, on 
ne va pas systematiquement changer son nom. D ’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en plus 
soucieuses de preserver les noms anciens des mes, qui font partie’ du patrimoine historique de la 
vUIe'".

Figure 6.10 Text 1: Targeted sequences in text

Some chunks were chosen as they contained vocabulary which was considered key to 

the meaning o f the text. E.g. une commission form ule des propositions; une voie large 

bordee d 'arbres ; patrimoine historique de la ville.

Other chunks were chosen as it was thought that these would allow learners to connect 

ideas and express themselves in a more native speaker like manner. E.g Cela depend de ; 

II fau t compter aussi avec ; plutot que ; dans le souci de ; qui fo n t partie de.

Some chunks were chosen because they had a structure in French which was different to 

a structure in English and it was hoped that learners would acquire the structure through 

the development o f automaticity in production. E.g. le nom q u ’on leur donne ; cela 

depend de ; de nombreuses rues principales.

6.6.3 Session Design: Sequence of Exercises

In keeping with the model of SLA as outlined in the framework put forward by Gass 

(1988), a sequence of exercises was designed to lead the learner from input to output.
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Below is the session plan for Text 1, session plans for the other texts were similar with 

some slight variations.

T able 6.23 Text 1: Sequence of m ulti-m edia la b o ra to ry  exercises

Exercice 1: Resum ez. W rite a summary in English having completed the glossed reading phase. (10 %)

E xercice 2: Ecoutez. Listen to the text being read by a native speaker. The synchronised feature will lead 
you through the text highlighting the text as it is being read.

Exercice 3: R epondez. 10 multiple choice questions in English on key parts o f  the text. (10 X 2 marks = 
20%)

Exercice 4: O bservez. Listen to the text being read for you again and observe the occurrence o f  10 key 
collocations in the text. A translation for each collocation is provided in the margin.

Exercice 5: Repetez. Repeat each of the 10 collocations in the sentences in which they occur.

Exercice 6: T raduisez. Each o f  the 10 collocations is blanked out in the sentence. Read the sentence in 
French then check your answer from the model recording.(10 X 3 marks = 30%)

Exercice 7; Ecrivez. Each collocation appears in a gap-filling exercise, the English translation is 
provided. Write the correct version o f the sentence. (10 X 3 marks = 30%)

E xercice 8: Resum ez. Provide a brief oral summary in French o f what this text was about. (10%)

6.6.3.1 From Input to Comprehended Input 

Exercise 1: Summary writing

The summary writing exercise followed the glossed reading phase and aimed to ensure 

that students had extracted meaning from the text in the form o f micro-propositions and 

were building accurate mental models o f the content o f the text. This will be looked at 

in more detail in the evaluation phase.
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Exercise 2: Listening

An oral reading of the text provides input enhancement and establishes a first link 

between the written and spoken forms o f the text.

Qsv student: TeKtl Comment attribue-t-on les termes de ruei-S
File Edit Options Play Pause Record J Help

study this explanation 
Comm ent attribue-t-ori les term es de rue, avenue, boulevard , etc?

En f d i t ,  I 'ap p e  1 la tio ii des u o ie s ,  conne le non 
qu 'on  leur donne, n 'o b e i t  a ducmie lo i e c r i t e :  
chaque connune e s t  so u u era in e  datis ce donaine.
Dans les grandes Mi I le s ,  une co n n is s io n  fo rn u te  
des p ro p o s itio n s , qui so n t v o tee s  par le consei I 
n u n ic ip a I .

j

une woie la rge  bordee d ’a rb re s  e t  «bouleuard» 
une a r t e r e  fo rn ee  de y o ie s  de c i r c u la t io n  sep a ree s  
p ar un te r r e -p le i i i  p la n te  d ’a rb r e s .  Mais aucun 
te x te  n ’ inpose de la rg eu r n a x in a le  pour une rue  
ou n in  in a le  pour une avenue. Cela depend de la 
la rg eu r noyenne des woies dans la wi l l e  ou dans 
le  q u a r t ie r .

00314

Figure 6.11 Text 1: Screen shot o f  Exercice 2 : Ecoutez

On an individual word level, phonemic decoding is seen as being one of the ftindamental 

lower level processing skills; instances of L2 readers decoding words inaccurately have 

already been noted in the error analysis. In a language such as French where the 

relationship between the written and oral form is still considered difficult for lower to 

intermediate level students, providing an oral version o f the text may allow for 

recognition o f a word when it is pronounced by a native speaker. Learners may have 

previously encountered an item during oral discourse but failed to identify that form 

phonologically during a silent reading phase, due either to not recognising its written 

form or poor phonemic encoding.
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With regard to vocabulary learning, phonemic encoding is also seen to be important. 

Laufer (90) sees “pronounceability” as being a factor in learning a word. While it was 

considered above how L2 readers of French may fail to recognise from its written form a 

word previously encountered orally, equally with new words, students with poor 

knowledge o f the phonology o f French may be pre-vocalising new lexical items 

inaccurately during silent reading. They may be applying rules for English 

pronunciation rather than French pronunciation and acquiring a word with inaccurate 

vowel sounds, or pronounced consonants which should be silent. Representing words 

phonologically in working memory was seen to be important by Service (1992, 1993) 

and o f value for committing words to long-term memory (Ellis & Beaton 1993). There is 

ample evidence from the interlanguage o f English speakers of French o f lexical items 

having been memorised with English phonetic settings rather than French phonetic 

settings. Providing an oral reading o f new words should therefore help ensure some 

accuracy at this level.

Observation o f lower intermediate level students learning new words in French reveals a 

tendency to produce not just LI pronunciation and intonation patterns, but also 

apparently deliberate vocalisation o f final consonants, agreements and morphological 

endings. This may be an effort by learners to phonologically re-produce bound 

morphemes as a means o f acknowledging that they exist or to help memorise them, but 

this can only be detrimental to their oral language acquisition in the long term. If 

learners engage in this type o f activity on an on-going basis and consolidate poor 

internal pronunciation, a level o f fossilisation may occur; in the absence o f a native 

speaker pronunciation model a group o f learners may even accept this among 

themselves as a type o f lingua franca.

It was noted previously that pronunciation glosses were not found helpful in most 

studies except where students were moving between different script systems such as 

Chinese to English (Laufer & Hill 2000). The oral reading o f the text has a much 

broader aim than just to provide pronunciation o f individual items: it provides students 

with the opportunity to listen to the text being read by a native speaker who has
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understood the text and can therefore provide the appropriate stresses, pauses and 

intonation to fiarther clarify the meaning o f the text. With a digitised recording, students 

can easily pick sections o f the text they need to listen to again; with synchronised 

reading, each sentence o f the text is highlighted as it is read so that students are led 

through the text in a focused way.

Exercise 3: Multiple choice questions for comprehension

Rle Edit Options Pfay i  Pause Record Help

Pick the  answer (1,2,,..)
With regard to changing the  nam es of roads, town councils prefer:

HHto update them regularly 
3 | t o  preserve the old names

Figure 6.12 Text 1: Screenshot o f  Exercice 3 ; Repondez

The summary writing exercise would have taken place the previous week, the purpose o f 

the multiple choice questions is to engage the student once again in the meaning o f the 

text and are designed to allow the student to check he is creating accurate micro

propositions, immediate feedback allows the student to correct any erroneous situation 

models being constructed. As the meaning of the text should be both familiar and clear 

at this point, the learner’s processing capacities can be directed to the targeted sequences 

in the following exercises.
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Exercise 4: Listening and observing sequences in text
QSV Recorder 1
File Edft Play Record Pause Te)rt Mark Help

Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue. avenue, boulevard, etc?

En f a i t ,  Tappe I la tio rt des v o le s , conne le iran qu'on leur donne, 
n 'o b e i t  a aucune lo i e c r i t e :  chaque conmuie e s t  souveraine dans 
ce donaine. Sans les grandes v i l l e s ,  une connisslon  fo rn u le  des 
p ra p o s itio n s i qui se n t vo tees par le co n se il n u n ic ip a l.

T ou te fo is , les hab itudes son t de nonner «avenue» une vo ie  larye 
bordee d 'a rb re s  e t  «boulevard» une a r te r e  fo rnee  de v o ie s de 
c ir c u la t io n  separees par un te r r e - p le in  p la n te  d ^ a rb res . Mais 
aucun te x te  n 'in p o se  de largeur nax in a le  pour une rue ou n in in a te  
pour une avenue. Cela depend de la la rgeur noyenne des vo ies dans 
la v i l l e  ou dans le q u a r t ie r .

the name given to them 

a group formulates suggestions

a wide stree t edged with trees 

that depends on

11 fdu t conpter aussi avec le re sp e c t qui e s t  du au personnage qui one niust also tai<S! into account 
doniw son non a la v o ie . C 'e s t  pour c a t te  ra iso n  que de nonbreuses
rues p r in c ip a le s  de v i l la g e s  ou de p e t i t e s  v i l l e s  on t e te  b a p tise e s  many main streets
avenue du G eneral-de-G auIle , p lu to t  que ru e , qui a u r a i t  f a i t  nesquin rather than
pour un s i  grand honne.

D’a u tre s  incoherences trouven t leur source dans le souci des 
m u n ic ip a li ty  de ne pas changer le s  hab itudes des r iv e ra in s .  Lorsqu'on 
a g ran d it une rue e t  q u 'e l l e  d ev ien t p lu s large que Tavenue v o is in e , 
on ne va pas sy s ten a tiq u en en t changer son non. D 'au tan t que les 
n u n ic ip a l i ty  son t de p lu s en p lus souc ieuses de p r ^ e r v e r  les nons 
anciens des ru e s , qui fo n t p a r t ie  du p a tr in u in e  h is to r iq u e  de la v i l l e .

the concern to

which a r e  p a r t  of  
the  he r i t ag e  o f  the  tow n

Figure 6.13 Text 1: Screen shot Exercice 4 : Observez

Students are asked to listen to the text being read for them again. 10 key collocations 

are highlighted and an explanation in English o f these is given in the margin of the text. 

There is no attempt for readers to guess or infer meaning -  readers’ processing energies 

are directed at noticing: noticing the collocation as it occurs in the reading o f the text, 

noticing the written form, attending to the oral form, attending to the meaning given in 

English. As considered previously the benefits for the student in attending to these items 

will be in terms of considering the overall meaning conveyed by combinations of words, 

how some items co-occur, or where certain structures are an inherent requirement given 

the expression being used. As the sequences selected represent high frequency items the 

learner has the opportunity to acquire ready-to-use chunks o f re-usable language which 

are useful for recalling this text, but could also be used as they are or with slight 

modifications in future contexts. These would complement vocabulary items consulted 

previously in the glossed reading phase and which they are also acquiring in a quasi

incidental manner while canying out these exercises.
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6.6J.2 From Intake to Output

Exercises 5, 6, 7 are designed to focus on the form o f the sequence, moving the item 

along a continuum of passive to active knowledge. While these exercises may be rather 

traditional and behaviourist in style, as Widdowson (1990) argues, they may play a 

valuable role in providing the learner with immediate and automatic access to these 

chunks.

Exercise 5: Repetition

-=l£i-2
Fie Edft Options Play Pause Record Help . ‘ '

Listen, then record

ui font pcQ'tie du patrinoine historique de la vi l l e.  t h e  h e r i t a g e  o f  t h e  tov*n

00008

Figure 6,14 Text I: Screenshot o f  Exercice 5 : Repetez

This exercise focuses primarily on pronunciation, although the effect o f reading and 

repetition also helps the learner to memorise the sequence. The learner listens to the 

sentence being read by the native speaker and then reads the sentence him self A sound 

bar appears at the bottom of the screen and the learner can compare his production with 

that of the native speaker. Leaving the translation in English on the right hand side 

again re-enforces the cormection between the target sequence as both a written and 

spoken form and the LI meaning.
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Exercise 6: Oral translation

[W s v  a u d e o t :  T ex tl C om m ent a th 'ibue-t-on  le s  te rm e s  <fe
File Ecft, Options Play Pause Record Help

Record, then listen

qui font partie du tn e  h e r i t a g e  or th e  town

0000H

^  08800
Figure 6.15 Text I: Screenshot o f  Exercice 6 : Traduisez

Similar to exercise 5, this exercise focuses on oral production but this time the learner 

has to retrieve the item from working memory. The learner has to record his own 

version first before being able to check his answer with the sound recording. The 

provision of the English translation on the right hand side as well as the model answer 

on the recording help the learner remember the meaning of the item in the first instance 

or have another opportunity to hear the item in the second instance. Leaving the 

sequence of words within a longer sequence of words contextualises the sequence but 

also helps consolidate learning of the surrounding words. Once again the learner can 

compare his answer in terms of pronunciation by trying to produce a sound bar similar in 

outline to that of the model answer. Students tend to try this exercise several times to 

get it right. The teacher can listen in to the student production and assign a mark based 

on her perception of the quality of the response in terms of both pronunciation and 

accuracy.
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Exercise 7: Written production

.jsixj
File Edft Options Play Pause Record Help

Fill in t h e  b lanks
q u i f o n t  p a r t i e  du BSSHHHI IBSBHflH H H jjjĵ QB h e r i t a g e  o f  t h e  to w n

I

Q s v  s tuden t; Tentl Comment attribue-t-on  les te rm es

Figure 6.16 Text 1: Screenshot o f  Exercice 7: Ecrivez

This exercise again requires the learner to produce the item from memory, but this time 

to focus on the written form in a gap-filling exercise.

Exercice 8: Oral summary

Resumez: Students are asked to record an oral summary o f the text in French at the end 

of the session with a view to encouraging them to re-use the language in the text with the 

purpose of expressing the main points o f the article.
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6.7 Implementation

A target group o f students was chosen for the implementation phase. As the 

investigation phase had been carried out with a group of Year 2 Marketing and French 

students, it seemed appropriate to choose a Year 2 group again, this time o f Business IT 

and French. This group of 15 students followed a course in L2 reading in the computer 

laboratory for one hour per week over 10 weeks. 5 o f the 10 texts worked on at the 

preliminary investigation phase were studied, each over 2 weeks. In the first week 

students completed the glossed reading phase and summary in English. In the second 

week they completed the vocabulary enhancement exercises.

6.7.1 Integration of Programme into Semester Syllabus

In order to ensure that students saw the relevance o f this part o f their course, it was 

carefially integrated into overall coursework both in terms o f content and marks.

Marks for French in semester 3 o f this programme are divided between Continuous 

Assessment (50%) and End o f semester exam (50%). O f the 50% CA mark, 10% was 

allocated to performance on the reading exercises and 5% for an oral recall o f the texts 

at the end o f the semester. A reading comprehension exercise in the end o f semester 

examination was also allocated 10% of 50%. As reading therefore makes up 25% of the 

overall assessment marks, students can see the value in applying themselves to the 

exercises.

6.7.2 Preparation of Students

The students were already familiar with the CANS multimedia language laboratory 

system. It was expected that they would work through the exercises systematically 

although there were some unexpected deviations from this as outlined below under 

observation. The students had some prior experience o f reading texts in a computerised 

environment in the context of carrying out research for projects in year 1. In these 

conditions they tended to work with on-line dictionaries or on-line translation tools. The
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students were given an introductory session outlining the purpose o f the reading course 

and making recommendations as to how these reading sessions could be used to best 

effect. They were encouraged to use the assistance provided in the order already 

established at the design phase i.e.

1. Use the word level L2 gloss to help understand the meaning o f the word.

2. Use the sentence level gloss once a provisional micro-proposition has been 

formed or if the meaning is still unclear having consulted the word level glosses.

3. Use the glossary when these first two phases have not helped clarify the meaning.

Further guidelines given were with regard to how best to work on the sessions in 

general :

1. To work alone and not confer with other students as the glosses and glossary 

together had taken account o f almost all possible breakdowns in meaning.

2. To generate questions for themselves around the text as they read through it in 

order to check their own levels of comprehension.

3. To engage in the summary writing exercise as an opportunity to identify the key 

ideas in the text and re-formulate them in their own language rather than as a 

translation exercise.

4. Where students missed a session, it was more important to use the laboratory 

hour to catch up on a session missed than to move ahead and do whatever the 

other students were doing.

5. As the glossed reading materials were available on the Student-Share network in 

all laboratories, and the vocabulary enhancement exercises available in two 

dedicated laboratories, students were encouraged to catch up on missed sessions 

in their own time.

6.7.3 Observation of Students

During the glossed reading phase, students worked well on their own and seemed to see 

little need to confer. In the earlier weeks students were observed reverting to on-line
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translation tools and dictionaries, but once they became familiar with the gloss design 

they stopped doing this. They appeared to be quite absorbed in the task in hand and 

moved between glosses and glossary quickly and efficiently. Most students took notes 

in English as they went through the text and used these notes for the summary-writing 

exercise at the end.

Students were accustomed to multimedia lab sessions from Year 1 of their programme 

where a variety of exercise types had been used mostly with a view to encouraging focus 

on form in grammatical type exercises and dialogue and role-play type exercises to 

practice oral production. They were less used to longer exercises such as Exercise 2 

which involved just listening to the text. As they had already worked on the glossed text 

and summary-writing, some students tended to skip this phase or not listen all the way 

through. However as students were answering the multiple choice questions in Exercise 

3, they tended to revert to Exercise 2 to check the content o f the text, it is unlikely 

however that they actually listened to the recording of the text again. They were more 

attentive to the focus on collocations, but particularly engaged in the sequence o f 

exercises on individual chunks. Most students practiced the production exercises several 

times imitating the model, and when feedback was negative as in Exercise 7, they re-did 

the gap-filling exercise to get it right. Exercise 8 however was not particularly well 

done. Some students tended to copy chunks out of the text and read them onto the 

computer, others found they had run out of time at the end o f the session and left the 

exercise uncompleted. For this reason and also with a view to establishing more long 

term retention of vocabulary, it was decided to test students through a supplementary 

recall exercise at the end o f the semester.

During and after the session it was possible to look more closely at learner production by 

accessing exercise screens and listening to recordings of student output. Marks were 

allocated automatically to MCQ and gap-filling exercises, marks were entered manually 

by the researcher on the basis o f the quality of production. A summary o f student 

performance could then be accessed on a tracker screen as follows;
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W sv  Tracker: Textl Comment attribue-t-on les tenfiestfeVde^
File Test Listen Talk Pause Phone View Help

Kelly Caroline 
Cloake Coin Ennet 
□'Connor Neita  Cathe 
Free Khea Eleanor 
Kelly Darren Janes 
Keegan Kelly 
Pugh Any
Tannan N ei1 H iI I ia n  
Burton Lisa Jane 
Quinn Michelle Louis 
Kenny Nianh 
Davis E l isa b e th  
Manning Rudrey 
Ebbs Ciara
C a rro l l  Robert Josep

92/95
81/95
78/95
77/95
77/95
75/86
74/95
70/86
70/84
69/95
68/77
63/77
41/56
16/20
6/8
0/0

Figure 6.17 Text 1; Screenshot o f  Tracking Screen fo r  Text 1

6.8 Conclusion

The intervention phase sought to create CALL learning materials for second language 

reading which took account o f research in second language reading, text selection and 

reading in computerised environments. Glossing was chosen as an effective means o f 

scaffolding L2 reading and enhancing the input - intake phase and exercises designed in 

a virtual language laboratory were used to enhance the intake -  output phase.

Cognitive aspects o f vocabulary acquisition were considered in relation to the evidence 

from the investigation phase with regard to susceptibility to error and error types. These 

allowed for identifying which words needed glossing, and the types of error that needed 

to be addressed in the glossing. In the vocabulary enhancement phase, items were 

selected for consolidation according to principles outlined in the literature review.

Interactionist aspects o f language acquisition were incorporated into the gloss design 

through the provision o f modified input prepared by a native speaker and adapted by the
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designer. The provision o f multiple gloss types aimed to encourage learners negotiate 

the meaning o f items by moving between different levels o f glossing. In the vocabulary 

enhancement phase, exercises were designed to engage the learners by providing expert 

input and requiring student interaction with the target materials.

A model of L2 reading in a glossed reading environment was proposed which outlined 

how an L2 reader may need to balance gloss consultation and lexical development with 

reading for meaning and the construction o f micro-propositions, hi the next chapter an 

evaluation will be carried out in the context of the effectiveness of the intervention to 

facilitate L2 reading and lexical development.
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1 Evaluation

The intervention phase allowed for trial of a CALL reading programme in an interactive 

multimedia environment, the evaluation phase seeks to gain insights into the 

effectiveness of this intervention in providing a scaffold for learners reading an L2 text. 

As the intervention was designed on the basis o f errors encountered by previous L2 

readers, there is a question as to whether the glosses and vocabulary acquisition 

enhancement exercises may have helped this group o f readers to understand items of 

vocabulary and concepts in the texts which proved problematic for the earlier group of 

learners and convert input into intake which may in the future be available as output. 

This will be considered on the level o f meaning extraction where learners successfully 

create accurate micro-propositions and subsequently accurate mental models, and on the 

level o f vocabulary acquisition where the scaffold has given the learner the opportunity 

to notice, understand, and retain language which has occurred in the text. Specific 

features of the glosses such as the effectiveness o f different gloss types and the targeting 

of items for consolidation in the vocabulary enhancement phase will also be considered. 

This in turn allows for making recommendations on how the intervention could be 

ameliorated to better suit the needs o f subsequent groups o f L2 readers.

7.1 Evaluation points

Two main tasks provide key points at which the effectiveness o f the programme can be 

evaluated. The first of these followed the glossed reading phase and was integrated into 

the learning materials, the second was a delayed recall exercise which was carried out at 

the end of the semester. Transcripts o f student output are provided in Appendix E.

Glossed Reading Phase: Summary in English

Summaries produced by the students are analysed for evidence o f the ability to decode 

words correctly, the ability to construct micro-propositions at sentence level, the ability 

to find coherence between the micro-propositions and arrive at macro-propositions 

which are appropriate and match those intended by the writer of the text.
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Vocabulary acquisition enhancement phase: Delayed Recall in the L2

The vocabulary enhancement phase contained exercises which provided a learning cycle 

of repetition, translation and production on key collocations in the text, and students 

were allocated marks for completing these exercises. However they do not in 

themselves allow for any real evaluation o f the effectiveness of the programme but 

rather indicate a level of completion of the task on the part of the students. The delayed 

recall exercise is therefore the evaluation point which allows for tracking retention and 

acquisition o f language from these enhancement exercises and from the text in general. 

As an oral production exercise, it also allows for seeing how much of the initial input is 

available as output for the students; both the glossed reading phase and vocabulary 

enhancement phase can be seen to have contributed to converting initial input into intake, 

implicit and explicit language knowledge and subsequently to output.

7.2 Assessing Students at the End o f  the Glossed Reading Phase

Students are asked to write a summary in English o f the main ideas in the text. They are 

allowed access to the glossed reading text during this exercise as once again this 

encourages the students to fiarther clarify their understanding of the text while they write 

up the summary. However, as the students need to move between two different screens, 

there is some pressure on them to at least hold in working memory the information being 

transferred from the L2 text to the LI summary.

7.2.1 Summary-Writing as a Free Recall Exercise

The purpose o f this task is to provide an opportunity for students at the end o f this initial 

reading phase to consolidate their processing o f the text through a written recall of the 

meaning. Lomicka (1998) found in her study that students working with glosses seemed 

to be generally satisfied with a quick translation of the words in the text (accessing LI 

glosses mostly) and assumed that if they had translated the words into the L I, they had 

understood the text. In this context summary writing forces the reader to engage with 

the text at the level o f micro-propositions rather than just individual words. A summary
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was seen to be preferable to comprehension questions as the purpose was to encourage 

independent reading and questions inevitably put a structure on the text.

In section 2.2.9.3 the benefits of using summary-writing for testing reading 

comprehension were discussed. Alderson (2000) noted in particular the fact that it 

focused the learners on understanding the main ideas and organising them and that the 

absence of questions per se meant it was a purer test o f comprehension. Alderson 

considers a second advantage to using recalls noted by Bernhardt (1983) which is 

particularly relevant from the point of view o f this study: that recalls reveal information 

about how information is stored and organised, about retrieval strategies and about how 

readers reconstruct the text. It can therefore provide insights into the process as well as 

providing a product which can help evaluate the effectiveness o f the interventions.

7.2.1.1. Recall in the LI

While the emphasis in the glossed reading phase was to work through the L2, the 

summary is written in the LI in order to develop the reading skill o f evaluating what has 

been understood in the text and integrating that information with existing background 

knowledge and any new information provided in the glosses. Writing the summary in 

English allows the teacher the opportunity to see if the students are building stable 

mental representations o f the information in the text, but it may also play a part in the 

very building up o f these mental representations, as is suggested by two studies cited in 

the literature review. Zwann & Brown (1996) had found that even skilled readers had 

difficulty creating a situation model in the L2 and Donin & Silva (1993) had found that 

students only use inferencing when recalling in the L I, but not in the L2. Recalling in 

the L 1 therefore can be seen to be more effective for converting language into meaning, 

especially for intermediate level students. Alderson also makes the point that it is 

important that recall is in the first language, as otherwise it would be a test o f writing as 

much as understanding.
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7.2.1.2 Scoring Recalls

The difficulty in scoring recalls was also outlined in the literature review. Alderson 

(2000) suggests a simplified version o f the “prepositional analysis” suggested by Meyer 

(1975) and Bernhardt (1991a) where idea units are scored. Identifying idea units was 

seen to be problematic depending on whether one saw each word to contain an idea unit 

or whether a complete proposition needed to be made to count as an idea unit. In the 

analysis section it was noted that different texts required different approaches to dividing 

the text into micro-propositions, this may also be the case for evaluating recall.

Alderson notes that in summary writing the quality of the summary itself may need to be 

evaluated. For the purposes o f this study, the summaries will be considered as free 

recall and will be tracked for the successful construction o f accurate micro-propositions 

only, not for evidence of summary-writing ability. Also, while in general a score would 

be calculated on the basis o f the number o f items recalled (Urquhart & Weir, 1998), in 

this study students are not required to recall every item, rather it is the level of error in 

the recall that is being tracked. Items missing from the student recalls will not be 

considered.

7.2.2 Evaluation of Student Summaries

The purpose o f the recall exercise therefore was to see how students converted text into 

meaning. This could happen at three levels:

At word level the glosses have allowed the reader to correctly interpret the meaning of 

individual words. Each word is converted into meaning as the French gloss is accessed, 

it may or may not be translated into its LI equivalent. Accessing the French-English 

glossary converts the word straight into its LI equivalent without filling out the L2 

lemma as an intermediary stage, there may be some filling out of the L2 lemma in light 

o f the LI translation, but as the need to do so is no longer present it is more likely the 

reader will move on to the next word. Different glosses will therefore trigger different 

processes.
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At sentence level readers begin to establish micro-propositions: having correctly 

interpreted each word, a sentence level meaning begins to emerge and a coherent 

meaning is established for each sentence. The ease o f access to the glosses should 

facilitate the reader in holding the words in the sentence in working memory long 

enough to establish a propositional meaning for the sentence. The sentence level glosses 

allow for checking of this meaning.

At paragraph level and between paragraphs, as micro-propositions are built up, the 

coherence o f the text begins to emerge and macro-propositions are established. The 

arguments in the text and the development o f themes become clearer. Accurate reading 

at this point means that the micro-propositions should not contradict each other. 

Readers should have stored the individual sentences as meaning rather than form, and 

should be building the overall meaning o f the paragraphs. There is a question as to 

whether the readers have in fact sufficient processing capacity available to them to allow 

them to decode words individually, decode the glosses, understand the sentences, 

understand the sentence level glosses, and also keep track o f the overall meaning o f the 

text.

7.2.3 Analysis of Student Summaries

O f the 15 students enrolled on this module, a core group o f 10 students completed most 

of the exercises over the 10 weeks and also completed the oral recall exercise. As the 

purpose was to evaluate the materials rather than the students, the range o f students 

involved in each task is not identical, however summaries were evaluated only where it 

was certain that students had competed the glossed reading phase. Initially, each student 

summary was analysed. The summaries were looked at with a view to establishing 

what was correctly understood at word and sentence level. Mistranslations and incorrect 

interpretations were noted as one category, inaccurate meanings and incomplete 

interpretations were noted as a separate category. The student summaries are provided 

in the appendix for Chapter 7. As there was considerable individual variation in what 

the students produced in their summaries and as the main focus o f interest was in
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evaluating the effectiveness o f the intervention rather than an analysis o f  variations 

among students, it was considered preferable to use an evaluation approach which would 

focus rather on the meanings contained in the student recall compared to those in the 

original text and the extent to which the glosses facilitated the mediation o f  this meaning. 

A transverse analysis o f production in the summaries for texts 1 and 6 was therefore 

carried out.

7.2.3.1 Transverse Analysis of Text 1

The transverse analysis was carried out in order to identify where the problems lay 

across the text in general. As noted previously with regard to scoring recall, the text 

needed to be divided into “idea units” so that each unit could be looked at individually. 

The text had originally been divided into 10 sentences for sentence level glossing, these 

were now sub-divided so that each subdivision in as far as possible contained a coherent 

micro-proposition. In all, 22 were identified.

Table 7.1 Text 1; Division of text into idea units

Text 1 Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc. ?

1. En fait, 1’appellation des voies conune le nom qu’on leur donne
2. n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite:
3. chaque commune est souveraine dans ce domaine.
4. Dans les grandes villes,
5. une commission formule des propositions,
6. qui sont votees par le conseil municipal.
7. Toutefois, les habitudes sont de nommer
8. “avenue” une voie large bordee d’arbres
9. et “boulevard” une artere formee de voies de circulation separees par un terre-plein plante 

d’arbres.
10. Mais aucun texte n ’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une avenue.
11. Cela depend de la largeur moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.
12. II faut compter aussi avec le respect qui est dii au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie.
13. C’est pour cette raison que de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes
14. ont ete baptisees avenue du General-de-Gaulle,
15. plutot que rue, qui aurait fait mesquin pour un si grand homme.
16. D’autres incoherences trouvent leur source
17. dans le souci des municipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes des riverains.
18. Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu’elle devient plus large que I’avenue voisine,
19. on ne va pas systematiquement changer son nom.
20. D’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en plus soucieuses
21. de preserver les noms anciens des rues,
22. qui font partie du patrimoine historique de la ville.
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The division o f the text into idea units was somewhat problematic, as had been 

highlighted previously in the literature on this area. For the purpose o f this study, it was 

found preferable to see an idea unit as a phrase or sentence which made a significant 

contribution to the text in terms o f its overall meaning. The main criterion for selection 

of an idea unit was that it would contain an idea, concept or action. In most cases this 

meant a subject and a verb, but in some cases a verb was not necessary where the 

combination o f nouns and adjectives together created a concept (units 4, 13) , in others a 

verb and an object contained sufficient material to qualify as a micro-proposition (2, 14). 

The idea units in this text are therefore of unequal length in terms o f number of words. 

In the case of unit 10, for example, the idea is very close to that expressed in the much 

shorter unit 2. The subject and main verb o f the sentence are seen to be similar, the two 

objects of the main verb are seen to provide additional information in an extended form 

but are not considered to be idea units in their own right. Where information is very key 

to the overall meaning o f the text the status of an idea unit is accorded to a phrase, for 

example units 8 and 9 could be seen to be the object o f unit 7, but as these are at the core 

of what the text is about, it was considered essential to keep these as separate idea units 

and also to accord them equal status although o f different lengths. These idea units are 

seen to answer the questions “What is an avenue?” and “WTiat is a boulevard?” A 

certain weighting was given with regard to relevance to the overall meaning of the text. 

In some cases the introductory words in a sentence do not contain meaning which 

contributes greatly to the idea unit (idea units 12 and 13). With regard to idea unit 4, 

although very short and apparently simple, this had been picked up as being problematic 

at the initial analysis stage and was given the status of idea unit because o f its key role in 

setting the context o f the text.

These idea units formed the basis for a grid which could then be used for entering data 

on individual student performance. In this text, 10 students had submitted a summary of 

the text within the allocated 2 week period. Each student summary was analyzed for the 

presence of these idea units. As this was a summary writing exercise rather than a 

translation or total recall exercise, students were entitled to select the items they thought 

important. Some students included most o f the idea units, others only a proportion of
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them but in this instance they selected on the whole the ones which were most important 

with regard to the meaning o f the text. Where an idea unit was accurately reproduced 

by the student, a score o f 1 was given. When the full meaning was not conveyed due to 

an error in understanding some element, a proportion o f 1 was given e.g. .5. Where the 

meaning was inaccurate a 0 was noted. Where a student did not use an idea unit in the 

summary, no count was made.

Table 7.2 Text 1: Transverse analysis

Student A C D K L M N 0 P R

Idea unit Score No of
Attem
pts Rating

1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.5 10 95%
2 1 0 1 0 0 2 5 40%
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 100%
4 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.5 7 64%
5 1 1 1 0.5 3.5 4 88%
6 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1 6 7 86%
7 1 1 1 0 1 0.5 1 5.5 7 79%
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 100%
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 7 8 88%
10 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 7.5 8 94%
11 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 7 57%
12 1 0 1 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 6 8 75%
13 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 7.5 9 83%
14 1 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 7.5 9 83%
15 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 6.5 7 93%
16 0.5 1 0 1 I 0 3.5 6 58%
17 0 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 3 6 50%
18 0 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.5 7 50%
19 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 1 4 8 50%
20 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 100%
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 100%
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 100%
Score 9.5 20.5 11.5 16.5 19.5 13.5 12.5 9 9.5 7

Total
attempts

15 21 20 19 21 20 13 11 14 7

Student 
score %

63 98 58 87 93 68 96 82 68 100

First, the percentage o f the text correctly interpreted by each student was calculated and 

in this case 6 o f the 10 students scored over 80%, 2 students scoring 68%, one student 

63% and one student 58%. This is essentially an accuracy rating rather than a mark as
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some o f the students included far less material in their summaries than others. For 

example student R who scored 100% only included the main points o f the text, but these 

were very accurate. One could not say that her summary was “better” than those of 

other high scoring students. What was o f primary concern here was to see if these L2 

readers had managed with the help o f the glosses to arrive at an accurate meaning o f the 

text. Where parts are left out, we cannot know for certain if these items were fiilly 

understood or not. However the very high scores for the shorter summaries would 

appear to indicate that these students were able to select key sentences which they 

understood well and which covered the overall meaning of the text without citing every 

detail.

Secondly, each idea unit was then analyzed. A score based on correct and partially 

correct renditions of the meaning was calculated and this was divided by the number of 

students who attempted to reproduce it in the summaries. Once again, where an item 

was not attempted we cannot know if all students would have understood it accurately, 

but as the main purpose o f this exercise was to track high levels o f error on items, by 

highlighting any item which had a success rating o f less than 75%, items which had been 

very problematic for a few students, or slightly problematic for several students were 

picked up. Just 1 item fell in the below 50% category rating, 5 items between 50% and 

58% with one item at 64%. These items which remained problematic for at least some 

students will be looked at in more detail in order to consider how the glossing may not 

have been adequate to address the needs o f these students.

7.2.3.2 Results of Transverse Analysis of Text 1

Error 1 phrase 2: n 'obeit a aucune loi ecrite.

Student A C D K L M N 0 p R
2 1 0 1 0 0 2 5 40%

Glosses given :

Word level gloss: aucune : il n 'existepas de loi ecrite
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Sentence level gloss: En France, les communes ont I ’autorite de choisir le terme (rue,
avenue etc.) et le nom pour les routes de la ville. (no ref)

L2-L1 Glossary: aucun(e): (not) any

Misinterpretations:

Student D: is against the written law.

Student M: is against the written law.

Student O: there are rules.

Correct interpretations:

Student C: was not a written law

Student K: there is no law that states

Source of error

The error appears to originate in the interpretation o f the negative element conveyed by 

aucune. Only 5 of the 10 students attempted this sentence, D and M provided the sane 

incorrect version which does not fit in well with the overall meaning o f the text. As 

there are considerable similarities between the summaries submitted by these w o 

students, we might presume that there was collaboration between them although this lad 

been discouraged. O provides a phrase which is not a direct translation of the text but 

which is in contradiction with this micro-proposition. He may in fact have arrived at 

this conclusion that there were rules on the basis of other information in the text ra:her 

than poor processing o f this sentence.

The correct interpretations show that the negative aspect o f the phrase could be veil 

interpreted and the students create a micro-proposition which fits into the overall con:ext 

of the text.

Recommendation: There is little basis for the interpretations produced by students D 

and M, but this does highlight the lack o f familiarity with this negative structure for 

these students. Proper consultation o f the word level gloss should have clarified the
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meaning. It might be beneficial to reiterate the word gloss in the sentence level gloss as 

well as a means of integrating the individual explanation in a broader context.

Error 2 Phrase 4: Dans les grandes villes

Student A C D K L M N 0 P R
4 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 4.5 7 64%

Glosses given :

Word level gloss: none

Sentence level gloss: Si on doit choisir un nom pour une rue, le conseil municipal doit 
considerer les propositions d ’un groupe responsable de dresser 
une liste de noms possibles, (no direct reference)

L2-L1 Glossary: none

Source of error

Although only a small lexical error, it is remarkable that 5 of the 7 students translated 

grandes villes as towns or large towns, when they should have considered that city might 

have been a more appropriate translation. This is a classic case of categorisations being 

different in LI and L2. In an Irish context, Killamey might be considered to be a large 

town, but would not qualify as a grande ville in a French context.

Recommendation : Create a word level gloss perhaps giving examples o f what would 

be considered to be grandes villes in France to remind L2 readers o f the context 

involved in this text.

Error 3 Phrase 11: Cela depend de la largeur moyenne des voies dans la ville ou 
dans le quartier

Student A C D K L M N 0 P R
11 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 7 57%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: large : quand la distance entre deux cotes de la route est grande
(oppose de « e tro it»)
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largeur : < large, on mesure un objet dans le sens de la largeur et 
de la longueur
moyenne: 15m, 20m, 25m, 30m, 35m, la moyenne c ’est 25m.

Sentence level gloss: II fa u t prendre en compte la largeur des autres voies dans la ville 
avant d ’attribuer I ’appellation « rue » ou « avenue » d une 
nouvelle voie.

L2-L1 Glossary; largeur (f): width
moyen(ne): average 
voie (f): a road /  way /  lane 
quartier (m): district

Misinterpretations:

Student D: that depends on the larger roads in the town or area

Student K: whichever is longer or bigger, it is then decided the name (This may in

fact be a general comment by the student rather than a reformulation of 

this particular sentence).

Student P: it depends on the larger area o f street / road in the village or area.

Correct interpretations:

Student A: it depends on the size of the roads in the towns

Student L: it is necessary to conduct a summary o f the width of the routes in a town

before assigning “rue” or “avenue” to a new route.

Student M: this depends on the average breadth o f the roads in the town or that area

Student N: it really depends on the average width o f the roads in the town or the

district.

Source of error

This problem appears to be related to the meaning of largeur moyenne (average width). 

Three students appear to have considered the ending “ewr” on largeur to denote a 

comparative flinction as in English rather than allowing the creation o f a noun from an 

adjective as in French. Two arrived at acceptable general meanings within the context 

of the text and two translated it quite exactly.
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The difference in outcome here may be related to the glosses consulted: Students A and 

L show evidence o f general understanding o f the term being assigned based on the 

relative size of roads without specifically mentioning “average” which is in keeping with 

the sentence level gloss. M and N are more precise in their explanation, particularly in 

their use of “average” which was well explained in the word level glosses. Student M ’s 

use o f “breadth” would suggest she consulted the word level gloss for largeur which is 

based on understanding the opposition between “length” and “breadth”.

Recommendation : There is evidence that both the word and sentence level glosses 

have worked well for the successful students. The problematic items also appear in the 

L2 -  LI glossary. Students may need to be encouraged to consult glosses more 

systematically if  they are in doubt.

Error 4 Phrase 16: D'autres incoherences trouvent leur source

Student A C D K L M N 0 P R
16 0.5 1 0 1 1 0 3.5 6 58%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: incoherences : ce qui n ’estpas tres logique
source : origine

Sentence level gloss: Les m unicipality ne veulent pas deranger les gens en changeant
I ’appellation des voies trop souvent, mais le resultat n'est pas 
toujours tres logique.

L2-L1 Glossary: incoherences: incoherences /  inconsistencies

Misinterpretations:

Student A: Other inconsistencies find (the authorities couldn’t change the streets of

the riverains)

Student D: other incoherents (did not want to disturb the people in changing the

names of the streets too often as it may not be logical as a result).
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Student M: other incoherences (did not want to disturb the people in the area by

changing the names o f the streets too often, because it may not always be 

logical or accurate).

Correct interpretations:

Student C; some decisions were not very logical

Student K; which sometimes doesn’t make sense

Student L; but the results are not always very logical

Source of error

Students D and M both misinterpreted this sentence, although as noted in error 1 there 

may have been collaboration between the two students. A problem arises around the 

interpretation o f incoherences both in terms of its meaning and its grammatical category. 

It would appear that they are not familiar with the word “incoherence” in English. How 

this noun then relates to the verb and object trouvent leur source is also problematic.

A uses “inconsistencies” for incoherences as suggested by the L2-L1 glossary which 

works quite well. However by not translating source she loses the meaning of the 

sentence. Students D and M appear to have consulted the sentence level gloss which re

formulates the sense of incoherence in terms o f logicality. While they have included this 

in their summaries, they did not seem to see that this allowed for eliminating 

“incoherences” at the start o f the sentence. It would appear that their understanding o f 

“incoherence” in English is limited.

Each of these three correct interpretations shows a level o f integration o f the meaning 

provided in the sentence level gloss. For the students who still did not understand 

“incoherence”, checking the L2-L1 glossary would have been essential as the alternative 

“inconsistency” which may not be identical in terms o f meaning should have been more 

familiar to them.

Recommendation : This item appears to have been adequately glossed in terms o f both 

word and sentence level glosses.
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Error 5 Phrase 17: dans le souci des municipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes 

des riverains

Student A C D K L M N 0 P R
17 0 1 0.5 1 0.5 0 3 6 50%

Glosses given : 

Word level glosses:

Sentence level gloss:

L2-L1 Glossary:

Misinterpretations:

Student A: (Other inconsistencies found) the authorities couldn’t change the streets

of the riverains

Student P: the names become a worry to town officials

Partially correct interpretations:

Student D: (Other incoherents) did not want to disturb the people in changing the

names of the streets too often, (as it might not be logical as a result).

Student M: (other incoherences) did not want to disturb the people in the area by

changing the names of the streets too often, (because it may not always 

be logical or accurate.)

souci : preoccupation, le desir de fa ire  quelque chose de bien 
municipalites : le maire et I ’assemblee des personnes elites pour  
administrer la ville
riverains : les personnes qui habitent a cote d ’une riviere ou 
d ’une rue, les habitants

Les municipalites ne veulent pas deranger les gens en changeant 
I ’appellation des voies trop souvent, mais le resultat n ’est pas 
toujours tres logique.

souci (m): worry /  anxiety 
municipalite (f): City /  town authority 
habitude (f): habit /  usual practice 
riverain (m): resident
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Correct interpretations:

Student C as this would confuse the inhabitants

Student L City authorities did not want to disturb or upset people by changing the

names o f the routes too often (but the results are not always very logical)

Source of error

Student A appears not to have understood dans le souci de, student P has understood 

“worry” but misinterpreted the context, while D and M have left out municipalites which 

undermines the meaning of the sentence.

Student C’s interpretation fits in with the general meaning of the sequence of sentences, 

and in fact goes beyond the meaning in the individual sentences to draw an appropriate 

conclusion which shows a good level o f integration o f overall meaning. She does refer to 

“authorities” in the next sentence o f her summary indicating that she is aware of the 

actant in the context. Student L ’s version, although not a direct translation of this 

section is very close to the sentence level gloss.

Recommendation'. This item appears to have been adequately glossed in terms o f word 

level glosses. Students appear not to have consulted glosses sufficiently: Student A 

leaves riverains in its French form, and students D and M fail to translate municipalites, 

presuming incoherences to be the subject o f the sentence. The sentence level gloss is 

quite clear and should be very accessible to any student having difficulty with individual 

words. The L2-L1 glossary picks up all o f the words, however perhaps including 

“concern” rather than “worry” or “anxiety” would have helped the students to 

understand dans le souci de which does not appear directly in any o f  the student 

summaries, but is replaced by the more vague “did not want to” as appears in the 

sentence level gloss.

Error 6 Phrase 18 and error 7 Phrase 19 

Interdependence of errors 6 and 7
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These errors will be considered together as the error in the second phrase appears to 

relate to how the first phrase is translated. This supports Laufer’s view that there can be 

a chain effect where an error can create an inaccurate micro-proposition which in turn 

can cause subsequent sections o f the text to be mis-interpreted.

Phrase 18: Lorsqu'on agrandit une rue et q u ’elle devient plus large que Vavenue 

voisine

Student A c D K L M N O P R
18 0 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 .5 3.5 7 50%

Phrase 19 : on ne va pas systematiquement changer son nom

Student A c D K L M N 0 P R
19 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 1 4 8 50%

Glosses given for phrases 18 and 19;

Word level glosses: lorsque : quand
agrandit: rendre plus grand 
voisine : d cote

Sentence level gloss: Si on elargit une rue, on ne va pas forcement changer son nom et 
I ’appeler une avenue.

L 2 - L I  Glossary : lorsque'. when
voisin: neighbour / neighbouring

Phrase 18 

Misinterpretations:

Student A: The streets were getting very big and (they would be forced to change the

names of each area)

Partial interpretation:

Student D: If the road was enlarged, (the name would purposely be changed).

Student M: If the road was enlarged, (the name would purposely be changed).

Student L: If a street grows, (one cannot force the changing o f the name to Avenue).

Student K: If they expand a street, (the name remains the same)

Student O: if the roads get bigger
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Correct interpretations;

Student C; If a street became bigger than an avenue, (it was not considered 

systematic to change its name.)

Source of error 6 phrase 18

Students grasped the idea o f a road becoming bigger, ahhough this was not translated as 

“widened” which would be the concept in English. However they did not include the 

idea o f it becoming bigger than a road nearby which was in fact an “avenue”. The point 

therefore was that the road had become wider not only than it had been, but also wider 

than a road nearby which had already been termed an “avenue”. Student A gives a 

completely erroneous version o f the sentence and was given a score o f 0. A partial score 

was recorded for D and M who again returned similar texts and also for L K, and O. 

This may appear severe, but the incomplete nature o f the micro-proposition being 

constructed must be borne in mind.

Phrase 19 

Misinterpretation:

Student A; (The streets were getting very big) and they would be forced to change

the names o f each area.

Student D: (If the road was enlarged), the name would purposely be changed.

Student M: (If the road was enlarged), the name would purposely be changed.

Partial interpretation:

Student K; (if they expand a street), the name remains the same

Student L: (If a street grows), one cannot force the changing o f the name to Avenue.

Correct interpretations:

Student C: (if a street became bigger than an avenue), it was not considered

systematic to change its name.
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Student O: don’t change the names too often (if the roads get bigger)

Student P: therefore you can’t go and systematically change the name

Source of error 7 phrase 19

The impact o f this partial knowledge is seen in this subsequent sentence which is 

completely misunderstood by A, D and M who consider that the name would be changed. 

Student K translates it as the name would not be changed, which according to the text is 

the more likely but not the only possible outcome. Student L adds some more nuance 

that the name changing cannot be forced. Student O had understood the idea of the roads 

getting bigger and translated phrase 19 more or less correctly. Student C who gets the 

full implication o f phrase 18 went on to translate the consequence correctly nuanced, i.e. 

that the name will not necessarily be changed. Student P translated phrase 19 correctly 

but had in fact left out the associated phrase 18, he was translating therefore on the basis 

of the linguistic elements in the sentence rather than on inferring meaning from the 

overall context.

Recommendation: The sentence level gloss summarised the information leaving out the 

reference to the sense of the street becoming wider than a nearby avenue, this may have 

compromised the information in the overall message. This should be incorporated into 

the sentence level gloss to re-enforce the overall context.

T.2.3.3 Transverse Analysis of Text 6

This was a longer text and was divided into 36 units o f meaning which were sub-units of 

micro-propositions previously identified. Similar criteria were used for the division of 

the text into idea units, however as this text was more o f a listing type, it was not 

possible to use subject + verb as the main requirement for an idea unit. Thus sentence 

30/31 was split in two to separate the volume o f key information being provided so that 

unit 30 covers the fact that two reasons are given for the development o f teleworking 

and then the reasons themselves are given as a separate idea unit, unit 31. Similarly in 

idea units 34, 35 and 36 only the last contains a verb but as factors which have
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contributed to the growth o f  teleworking the factors themselves merit individual mention 

thus justifying separation o f the internet from computers and faxes.

For this text, 9 students completed the glossed reading phase and submitted summaries. 

All o f the students scored 68% or more for correct interpretation o f  the text. With

regard to individual problematic items, just 4 items fell below a 50% rating and an

additional 6 items between 50% and 75%. These items will be looked at in detail.

Table 7.3 Text 6: Division of text into idea units 

Text 6 Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.
1. Les Anglo-Saxons appellent ?a Small Office, home office (Soho).
2. Ce terme adopte en France s’applique
3. au 1,3 million d’entre nous qui travaillent chez eux.
4. Enquete.
5. Le fermier qui produit des fromages de chevre,
6. le medecin qui consulte chez lui,
7. le peintre dont I’atelier se confond avec la chambre
8. ou I’informaticien qui “teletravaille”
9. sont tous des Soho qui s ’ignorent.
10. Tous exercent une activite economique a partir de leur domicile.
11. Soho: Small office, home office, sigle anglo-saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et 

bureau a domicile”.
12. Un phenomene en plein essor.
13. Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million.
14. Mais ils restent encore mal connus.
15. En raison meme de leur style de vie,
16. ils appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures,
17. et leurs metiers sont tres differents les uns des autres.
18. Pourtant, on commence a s’interesser a eux.
19. Ainsi, la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain Bosetti
20. pour permettre a des entreprises comme France Telecom
21. de mieux connaitre un marche
22. tres demandeur en services de telecommunications.
23. L’agence marketing .. ,/en Personne a realise la premiere enquete les concemant.
24. Leurs portraits se precisent enfin :
25. les hommes (55%) sont majoritaires,
26. la plus grande partie d’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans (68%)
27. et 33%i declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs.
28. Ils sont pour la piupart artisans, commer9ants, cadres superieurs
29. ou exercent une profession liberale, medecin, avocat, architecte, etc.
30. Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison ;
31. les nouvelles technologies et la crise economique.
32. Selon une enquete Ifop, commandee par I’agence ..../en Personne,
33. 60% des Soho ont au moins un appareil de bureautique.
34. L’apparition d’ordinateurs, de fax bon marche
35. et les possibilites offertes par I’lntemet
36. ont contribue a ce developpement.
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Table 7.4 Text 6: Transverse analysis

Student A B C D K L M N R

Idea unit Score attempts Rating
1 0 0 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 6.5 9 72%
2 0.5 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6.5 8 81%
3 0.5 - 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 7 8 88%
4 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 6 6 100%
5 0.5 - 0.75 - 0.5 - 0.75 1 - 3.5 5 70%
6 1 - 1 - 0.5 - 1 - 4.5 5 90%
7 0 - 0.5 - - - 1 1 - 2.5 4 63%
8 0.5 - 0.5 - - - I 1 - 3 4 75%
9 - - 0 0.5 - - 0.5 1 - 2 4 50%
10 1 1 - 0 1 1 0.5 1 - 5.5 7 79%
11 1 - - - 1 1 - 1 - 4 4 100%
12 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 0.5 7.5 8 94%
13 1 - - - 1 1 1 0.5 1 5,5 6 92%
14 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 3 8 38%
IS 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 6 6 100%
16 0 - 1 1 0 0 - 0 - 2 6 33%
17 1 0.5 0 0.5 - 1 - 3 5 60%
18 1 1 - 0 1 1 - - - 4 5 80%
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 6 6 100%
20 1 1 0 1 1 1 - - - 5 6 83%
21 0 - - 1 1 1 - - - 3 4 75%
22 0 - - 1 1 1 - - - 3 4 75%
23 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - 5 5 100%
24 1 - - - 1 1 - - - 3 3 100%
25 1 1 1 - 1 - - - 1 5 5 100%
26 1 I 1 - 1 - - - 1 5 5 100%
27 1 0.5 1 - 1 - 1 4.5 5 90%
28 0.6 - 0.25 - 0 0.5 - - - 1.35 4 34%
29 0.6 - 0.6 - 0 0.5 - - - 1.7 4 43%
30 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - 1 6 6 100%
31 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 - - 1 6.5 7 93%
32 1 - - - 1 1 - - - 3 3 100%
33 - - 1 0 0 1 - - - 2 4 50%
34 - 1 1 - 1 1 - - - 4 4 100%
35 - 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 6 6 100%
36 - 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 5 5 100%
Score 22.2 13 22.1 15.5 26 23 10.3 14.5 10.5 157.1
Total 30 19 30 20 33 25 13 15 12 197

Percenta
ge

74% 68% 74% 78% 79% 92% 79% 97% 88% 81%

1
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V.2.3.4 Results of Transverse Analysis of Text 6

Error 1 Phrase 1 Les Anglo-Saxons appellent ga Small Office, home office (Soho).

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
1 0 0 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 6.5 9 72%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: Anglo-saxons: personnes habitant dans un pays ou on parle
anglais

Sentence level gloss: Les Anglais / Americains utilisent ce term epour decrire le 
phenomene de travailler chez soi

L2-L1 Glossary: Anglo-Saxon(m) : English speaker

Misinterpretations:

Student A: The Anglo-Saxons called the small office or home School (Soho)

Student B: In many English-speaking countries there has been an increase in the

number o f people working from home.

Student K: The English speaking countries called small office or home office Soho.

Correct interpretations:

Student C: English speakers call it “Small Office, home office” .

Student D: “Soho” is an expression described by English or Americans o f working at

home

Student L: English speakers call it small office or home office.

Student M: The English call it “small office, home office” soho

Student N: The English speakers call it Small office home office

Student R: Soho: small office home office, is a term used by the English speaking

people when referring to working from home.

Source of error

The first problem here appears to be to identify what is being referred to -  ga indicating 

“this”, i.e. this phenomenon o f working from home. Student A misses this point as does
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student K whose translation is otherwise correct. The relation between the term and the 

English-speaking world is somewhat unclear as can be seen in student B ’s interpretation. 

While B ’s version is not a direct translation, it shows how he linked the reference to 

English speakers and the phenomenon to create an inaccurate micro-proposition i.e. that 

the text is about working from home in the English speaking world.

While some o f the correct interpretations are poorly formulated, they all include a 

reference to “it” which we presume they understand is the phenomenon which is 

accurate. Student R in particular shows evidence o f having understood all o f the 

elements o f the sentence and in context.

Recommendation : The sentence level gloss explains quite clearly that ga refers to ce 

terme. However perhaps glossing fa  at word level with a similar gloss would have 

drawn attention to its key importance in the sentence in referential terms.

E rro r  2 Phrase 5: Le ferm ier quiproduit des from ages de chevre,

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
5 0.5 - 0.75 - 0.5 - 0.75 1 - 3.5 5 70%

Glosses given '.

Word level glosses: chevre : C ’est un animal qui donne du lait, mais ce n ’est ni une
vache, ni un mouton

Sentence level gloss: ...le ferm ier a la ferm e...(no direct reference)

L2-L1 Glossary: chevre (f): goat
from age (m): cheese

Partial interpretations:

Student A: The farmer who produces cheese from the “chevre”

Student M: The farmer who produces cheese from the cow

Student C: The farmer who produces cheese

Student K: Farmers
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Correct interpretations:

Student N: The farmer who produces cheese from the goat

Source of error

The word chevre was unknown.

Recommendation'. The word level gloss is clearly not explanatory; this is a case where 

a picture would speak a thousand words. To an extent, the fact that it is goat’s cheese 

rather than cow’s cheese is not central to the meaning o f the text or even the sentence 

and if  the students made do with knowing it was some type of cheese and did not spend 

time consulting the external glossary to check, this may have been a reasonable strategy. 

It would appear that students were not consulting the L2-L1 glossary systematically 

which to an extent is positive in that it was designed to be a fallback rather than a 

primary resource. It is difficult to see how a sentence level gloss even if it were 

provided could clarify the meaning. This is perhaps a case where in terms o f relevance 

to the overall meaning of the text, the students did not deem it worthy o f further 

checking in the L2 -  LI glossary.

Error 3 Phrase 7 lepeintre dont I’atelier se confond avec la chambre

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
6 0 - 0.5 - - - 1 1 - 2.5 4 63%

Glosses given '.

Word level glosses: peintre : une personne engagee dans le metier artistique ou
pratique de la peinture
Atelier : petit local oil un artisan, un ouvrier travaille

Sentence level gloss: ...lepeintre qui a son studio dans la chambre...

L2-L1 Glossary: peintre (m): painter, artist
atelier(m): workshop 
se confondre : to become confused 
chambre (j): bedroom
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Misinterpretations:

Student A: the painter who uses rooms

Student C; the computer user in their bedroom

Correct interpretations:

Student M; the painter who is an artist who works in his own room

Student N: the painter who has a workshop with a bedroom

Source of error

There appears to be some confusion with regard to the relationship between the man and 

his bedroom.

Recommendation : The two correct interpretations show two different approaches, each 

o f which is valid. The word level glosses appear to have been clear and the sentence 

level gloss seems clear also. Se confond might have benefited from an L2 word gloss, 

and the LI gloss “to become confused” does require some processing in order to arrive 

at an appropriate understanding of the use o f the word in this context “blends with” . The 

sentence level gloss appears to address this issue, but readers may not be getting to the 

core of the sentence structure. A specific gloss on dont might help to clarify the 

relationship between the elements.

Error 4 phrase 9 sont tous des Soho qui sHgnorent.

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
8 - - 0 0.5 - - 0.5 1 - 2 4 50%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: sHgnorent: qui ne se connaissentpas

Sentence level gloss: toutes ces personnes travaillent chez eiix mais ils ne sont pas 
conscients du fa it qu ’ils aient ce point en commun 

L2-L1 Glossary: sHgnorer : to be unaware o f  each other
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Misinterpretations:

Student C: are all people who don’t know about soho

Student D: they are relatively unknown

Student M: all forms o f soho which are unknown

Correct interpretations:

Student N : are all Soho who are unaware o f each other

Source of error

The reflexive form and the reciprocal element appears not to have been understood. 

Recommendation :

The word level gloss clarified that ignorer meant “not to know” but not the relationship 

between the elements. Highlighting the reciprocity by adding in les uns ne connaissent 

pas les autres may have been helpful. The sentence level gloss was picking up on 

several elements in the sentence and presented the information in a different order, 

students may have been looking for the reformulation at the end o f the sentence as it

appears in the text rather than at the start o f the sentence which is where it appeared in

the gloss. For long sentences, perhaps it is better to respect the original order. Student 

N who obviously used the L2-L1 glossary had most success., perhaps students should be 

encouraged to use this resource as a systematic checking device.

Error 5 Sentence 14 M ais ils restent encore m al connus

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
13 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 3 8 38%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: mal connus : Voppose de “bien connu”

Sentence level gloss; On n ’a pas encore beaucoup d ’informations concemant ces 
personnes.

L2-L1 Glossary: connaitre : to know
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Misinterpretations:

Student A: There are also a lot who don’t know about soho

Student B: However there are the majority o f people in France, who still have no

knowledge or are unaware o f this type o f work.

Student C; But people still don’t know about it.

Student K: There is still some that don’t know about it.

Student M: But it is still often unknown

Correct interpretations:

Student D: They are relatively unknown

Student L: But there is still not enough information concerning these people

Student N: But they still stay very unknown

Source of error

The problem lies in defining Us. While 5 o f the students take it to be the phenomenon 

only 3 realise that it is the people themselves who are being referred to.

Recommendation : The sentence level gloss defines precisely that it is these people that 

there is not a lot of information about. It would not seem appropriate to try to provide 

this level of detail in the other gloss entries. Strategies for using glosses might need to 

be developed further, this also highlights the need for the development of reading 

strategies in students, in particular the accurate identification o f subjects and objects o f 

sentences.

Error 6 Phrase 16: ils appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures,

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
15 0 - 1 1 0 0 - 0 - 2 6 33%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: appartiennent: appartenir: etre membre de
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Sentence level gloss: c ’est precisement a cause de I ’aspect independant de leur vie 
professionnelle q u ’il y  a peu de contact entre ewe. (no direct 
reference)

L2-L1 Glossary: appartenir : to belong

Misinterpretations:

Student A: some are involved in groups

Student K: they are members of different groups

Student L: they are in a small group

Student N: they belong to different groups

Correct interpretations:

Student C: they rarely belong to a structured group

Student D: they are rarely part of structured groups

Source of error

This error had the lowest rating at 33% and is also perhaps the simplest. The main error 

is the omission of the negative effect of rarement. Given its similarity with English this 

is surprising. There is some distortion around the type of groups involved, this may 

come from the effort the students are making to define these groups and create a micro

proposition.

Recommendation : It is difficult to understand why the majority of students got this 

wrong. Glossing rarement would make little sense. Including a reformulation such as 

pas souvent in a sentence level gloss might re-enforce the negative effect o f the meaning 

of rarement.

Error 7 Phrase 17: et leurs metiers sent tres differents les uns des autres.

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
16 1 - .5 0 0.5 - - 1 - 4.25 6 60%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: metiers : les activites professionnelles
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Sentence level gloss: c ’est precisement a cause de I ’aspect independant de leur vie 
professionnelle qu ’il y  a peu de contact entre eux. (no direct 
reference)

L2-L1 Glossary: metier (m) : trade/profession

Misinterpretations:

Student D: and their jobs are unknown

Student C: their jobs are different to others

Student K: and their jobs are different from others

Correct interpretations:

Student A: and the jobs are all quite different

Student N: their jobs are very different one to the other

Source of error

The expression les uns des autres posed a problem as the element of reciprocity remains 

unclear to 3 o f the 5 students who attempted this.

Recommendation'.

As seen before in error 4 which also dealt with reciprocity, a sentence level gloss 

appears to be the best place to address this. Ils ont tons des metiers tres differents.

Error 8 Phrase 28: Ils sontpour la plupart artisans, commergants, cadres superieurs

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
27 0.6 - 0.25 - 0 0.5 - - - 1.35 4 34%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses: artisans : une personne qui fabrique a la main des objets qui ont
une valeur artistique.
commergants: une personne qui achete en gros et vend aux 
clients
cadres superieurs : dans une entreprise, les personnes qui ont le 
plus d ’expertise et de responsabilite.
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Sentence level gloss: L ’enquite realisee par  I ’agence d o m e des informations precises 
sur les personnes qui travaillent chez eux. (no direct reference)

L2-L1 Glossary: artisan (m) : craftsman
commergant(m) : trader /  shopkeeper 
cadre superieur(m) : manager, 
pour la plupart (f) : mostly

Misinterpretations:

Student K: The majority o f these are artists

Partial interpretations

Student A: The majority o f these are artists, business people

Student C: They mostly are artists, managers who work freely

Student L: In general artists, sales people (traders)... work from their home

Correct interpretations: none 

Source of error

The list o f professions proved very difficult. It is unclear whether any o f the students 

consulted the gloss on artisan apparently presuming it meant “artist”. The fact that 

artists as in painters had already been mentioned in the text would have had a priming 

effect here leading to confusion. While there was a general sense of business people 

implied in the rendition o f commergant and cadre superieur, it does not appear that they 

had any clear idea o f what categories o f business people these refer to.

Recommendation: As these are students of business studies, perhaps it would be

appropriate to gloss these professions in a more focused marmer. On the other hand as a 

reading exercise, perhaps it is sufficient to have them gain a general understanding. The 

text does not clarify how the cadres superieurs work from home, or how this might 

differ from the commergant working from home. For very precise categories of this 

nature which are difficult to describe in the L2, there is an argument in favour o f
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providing a precise LI translation or explanation to avoid further confusion and using up 

valuable processing attention.

Error 9 Phrase 29: ou exercent une profession liberate, medecin, avocat, architecte, 
etc

Student A B C D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
28 0.6 - 0.6 - 0 0.5 - - - 1.7 4 43%

Glosses given :

Word level glosses:

Sentence level gloss:

L2-L1 Glossary:

Misinterpretations:

Student K: People who exercise a liberal profession

Partial interpretations

Student A: people who show professional ideas in business, doctors, lawyers

Student C: managers who work freely, medics, solicitors etc

Student L: In general artists, sales people (traders) lawyers work from their home

Correct interpretations: none

Source of error

The meaning of profession liberale remains unclear to the students. This is a concept 

which might need considerable explanation as there is no LI equivalent.

une profession liberate : un metier independant et intellectuel 
avoca t: une personne qui defend des accuses devant la justice

L ’enquete realisee par I ’agence donne des informations precises 
sur les personnes qui travaillent chez eux. (no direct reference)

exercer: to practice
profession liberale(f) : self-employed professional 
medecin(m) : doctor 
avocat (m): lawyer
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Recommendation : As with the previous error, it can be difficult to know how much 

information to give on an individual lexical item in order to ensure that it is adequately 

explained without compromising the reading activity. The L2 -  LI glossary entry is the 

only one which really helps the reader to get an understanding o f what the word means.

Error 10 Phrase 33: 60% des Soho ont au moins un appareil de bureautique.

Student A CD o D K L M N R Score attempts Rating
32 - -  i "I 0 0 1. - - - 2 4 50%

Glosses given '.

Word level glosses;

Sentence level gloss:

L2-L1 Glossary;

Misinterpretations:

Student D; Even though soho has 60% less equipment

Student K: a person using soho are similar to office users

Correct interpretations;

Student C; 60% of soho have IT technology

Student L; 60% of people who work from home have office equipment 

Source of error

The expression au moins may not have been clear as shown by student D. Appareil 

seems to have been mistaken for pareil (similar) by student K.

While student C’s interpretation is not as exact as student L ’s, she is bringing together 

disparate items from the text and is not working against the ideas expressed in it.

un appareil: un objet qui fonctionne, une machine
bureautique : des objets electroniques ou de communication au
bureau

L ’enquete de I ’agence revele I 'utilisation de supports de 
telecommunications

appareil(m) : equipment 
bureautique (f) : office equipment
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Recommendation ; The glosses provided should have clarified the meaning of the text. 

Students may not have consulted them as well coming to the end o f the exercise. 

Perhaps a word level gloss should have been provided for au moins although this really 

should be within the competence level o f the student. The marmer in which he 

juxtaposed the elements is unpredictable. A sentence level gloss could have clarified 

this by reformulating it as au minimum.

7.2.4 Conclusions on Effectiveness of Glossed Reading Phase

The level o f comprehension o f the students is on the whole very satisfactory and 

compares very favourably with the version o f the text produced by the dyad in the 

preliminary investigation phase. There is evidence in the student summaries o f students 

having consulted a variety of gloss types, and the possibility o f arriving at an accurate 

understanding of the text using mostly one gloss type or a combination of gloss types. 

The student summaries have obviously been written up very quickly and students have 

not given much attention to the English formulation as such, but on the whole the 

summaries are clear and to the point. Problems which remain are of several types.

Vocabulary problems

As we saw in the transverse analysis, individual words, in particular nouns which 

referred to a particular category o f person or object were difficult to gloss in the L2 and 

really only became clear on consultation o f the L2 -  LI glossary. Trying to provide a 

very native speaker like approach on such items where there are no previously known 

components or similarities to the LI, or the possibility o f inferring from context may not 

in fact be particularly effective. These items might benefit from an LI gloss 

immediately so that students can consult the gloss, access an accurate meaning and 

move on.
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Referential problems

Referential problems were picked up in the sentence level glosses and the evidence is 

that for many students this worked very well. For students who have difficulties 

resolving issues around referencing and in particular where they cannot hold information 

in working memory well enough from one phrase to the next, there may be an argument 

in favour of having a word level gloss on items such as cela, and Us to clarify what is 

being referred to. There may be several benefits with regard to this, on the one hand it 

may serve to clarify the meaning o f this individual sentence but it may also encourage 

L2 readers to attend and notice that these words need to be looked at carefully in the 

context of the text not just as linguistic entities.

Sentence level glosses

There is some danger that students may become over reliant on the sentence level 

glosses. Although they are designed as a support for the original text, students may see 

them as a short cut to the meaning, particularly when the task is to write a summary. In 

this context it may be important to continue to include sentence glosses such as “in this 

section, the author explains what the results o f the survey were” rather than always 

reformulating the content o f the sentence. While they serve a valuable role in allowing 

students to check that they are building appropriate micro-propositions, students should 

continue to decode at word level using the word level glosses and build their own micro

propositions first.

Need for training in reading glossed texts

It is important that students engage and co-operate with a glossed reading programme 

and providing students with introductory sessions to explain how best to exploit the 

materials could help to optimise their performance on it. In this regard it would be 

essential to explain to students the importance o f trying to work out the meaning of the 

text themselves and then using the glosses to assist them in the process. Students need
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to understand the difference between word level decoding and micro-proposition 

building. The function o f each gloss type then needs to be viewed within this context. 

The order in which the glosses are consulted can contribute greatly to supporting their 

own decoding, self-questioning about the meaning o f the sentence, checking the 

meaning o f the sentence and arriving at a situation model for the overall meaning o f the 

text. Using the glosses in random order may lead to fragmentation of overall meaning 

and disjointed micro-propositions.

Students need to realise that the glosses can provide assistance, but that as readers they 

have to construct the meaning o f the text themselves and this may need interpretation in 

context of information provided in the glosses. Training the students to engage in self

questioning about the text, identifying the subjects and objects o f sentences, identifying 

what pronouns and demonstratives refer to could help students solve referential 

problems more effectively.

Building m acro-propositions

The student summaries were on the whole coherent, where meaning broke down for 

students this appeared to be at word level so that sentences produced either did not make 

sense or only partially conveyed the depth o f meaning in the sentence rather than being 

contradictory of information previously provided correctly. Interestingly, in both text 1 

and text 6, there are interlinked errors towards the end o f the text. These may occur 

towards the end of the texts precisely because the students’ processing attention is 

waning, or because the mental representations o f the previous information are not stable 

enough to support the added information being provided which is o f a complex nature 

both linguistically and conceptually. There is perhaps an argument in favour of 

continuing to work with short texts with intermediate level students until they have 

gained the necessary skills o f converting words into meaning and holding the meaning in 

working memory while the rest of the text is being processed. Working with longer 

texts might increase the load and as Laufer (1997) pointed out, errors can create a chain 

effect. This chain effect could mean increasingly inaccurate interpretations of
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subsequent paragraphs of longer texts. Some form o f checking o f macro-propositions 

would need to be built into a programme which dealt with longer texts, in the same way 

as sentence level glosses allowed for checking micro-propositions.

7.3 Assessing Students at the Delayed Recall Phase

The purpose of this exercise is to ascertain the extent to which learners have retained 

language from their reading and the extent to which this language is available to them to 

express the meaning of the texts. Particular attention is paid to the items which were 

targeted in the vocabulary acquisition enhancement exercises in order to evaluate the 

effectiveness o f this phase. This can then be seen in the context o f overall vocabulary 

retention with a view to establishing how the output from the students can provided 

insights into the processing o f language in the context o f meaning focused reading tasks.

7.3.1 Description of Process

10 of an initial group o f 16 students presented themselves for the oral recall exercise 

which was worth 20% of their continuous assessment mark for the semester. This was 

carried out at the end o f week 13. The students were told that they would be asked to 

talk about the four texts studied over the last eight weeks o f the semester when the 

students had become familiar with working in this particular mode.

The delay between initial study of the text and the recall session would have varied from 

three to eight weeks depending on the text. The texts remained on the Student Share 

network so that students could re-read them or indeed print them out. However pressure 

on students to submit end o f semester assignments and project work meant that they had 

very little time available to undertake extensive study of the texts, and apart form one 

student who obviously attempted to memorise the texts with little regard to meaning 

(this transcript is not included in this study), the other students, on the whole were 

genuinely recalling the texts and attempting to express the ideas rather than attempting 

to recite from memory. ''tVhile students may have re-read the texts several times in
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preparation for the recall exercise, they would not have gone back to the glosses on the 

text which only existed in the computerised environment nor would they have reviewed 

the vocabulary enhancement exercises. Any residual effect from these special 

treatments of the text would be evidence o f deeper processing of those aspects of the text.

The recall exercise is a demanding one for these students. While French is used in the 

classroom on an on-going basis, as none o f these students have spent any significant 

period of time in France, it requires considerable effort for them to have to convey the 

meaning of the text in French and answer questions exploring different aspects o f the 

texts. Moving between the 4 short texts on unrelated topics means a change in 

vocabulary fields and concepts in the space o f 10 minutes. While the summaries written 

in English had on the whole conveyed the meaning o f the text accurately and the 

construction of appropriate micro-propositions, in the recall exercise, it would be 

interesting to see if students’ recall reflected an accurate understanding of what the text 

was about. However, as language retained rather than concepts retained was the primary 

purpose of the recall exercise, retention o f accurate meaning would need to be seen 

within this context.

7.3.2 Data Collection

The texts were not available to students during the recall exercise itself. Students were 

asked to talk about each of the texts, they were guided by questions where they had 

difficulty remembering the content. The interviews were recorded and later transcribed 

for analysis.

In order to track the retention of vocabulary from the texts, content words rather than 

grammatical words were used as a basis for this tracking, where content words co

occurred with grammatical words these were marked as sequences from the texts, but 

grammatical sequences alone were not marked as these will occur randomly in any case 

in any learner output.
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Words retained from the chunks targeted in the laboratory sessions were marked in bold 

and sequences were underlined. Any retention of the item was tracked, even where it 

was evident that acquisition o f the item had been only partial. Words retained from 

other parts of the text were marked in italics, sequences retained from the text were 

underlined and marked in italics. See appendix for full details.

7.3.3 Analysis of Recall on Text 1

7.3.3.1 Targeted Items

O f the ten targeted items, 4 did not appear at all in the student output. While one can 

presume that some acquisition o f these items took place, it is interesting to consider why 

these items may not have been available as output.

Table 7.5 Text 1: Occurrence of targeted items in recall

Number Targeted item Number o f  occurrences in 
students recall

1 le nom qu’on leur donne 4
2 une com m ission formule des propositions 2
3 une voie large bordee d ’arbres 5
4 Cela depend de 2
5 11 faut compter aussi avec 0
6 de nombreuses rues principales 1
7 plutdt que 0
8 dans le souci des 0
9 qui font partie 0
10 patrimoine historique de la ville. 4

Targeted items not retained

These sequences have certain features in common which may explain why they were not 

produced by students during recall.

• These items do not contain key content words which are particularly important to

the meaning of this particular text. There is therefore no requirement on the part 

of the students to either retain or reproduce the item.

• The concepts in the expressions are abstract rather than concrete which means

that these items have lower levels of “imageability” which is seen to be a factor

in vocabulary retention.
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• Syntactically, these expressions serve to introduce or link ideas or facts which 

pre-supposes that these students are capable of communicating at this level.

o II fa u t compter aussi avec serves the fiinction o f a discourse marker, 

lower intermediate to intermediate level students tend not to use these, 

o Plutot que: this term serves a comparative function. Comparisons are 

absent from the student discourse which consists mainly of single 

sentences containing single ideas, 

o dans le souci de\ this involves a complex structure with an initial clause 

introducing an idea and a second clause which develops the idea, 

o qui fo n t partie: links two clauses. Linking two phrases in a complex 

relation o f this sort was probably once again beyond the competence level 

of the students.

Retained elements of target items

The grid below tracks the instances o f target items being retained by the students from 

the transcripts of the oral recall exercise. It is apparent that apart from cela depend de 

all the other items contain concrete nouns and associated simple verbs and are key to the 

main ideas in the text. Hulstijn’s 1993 study had noted that learners tend to prioritize 

vocabulary which is highly relevant to the meaning o f the text when working on 

dictionaries look-ups; it may be that the motivation to acquire an item may also be 

highly linked to textual relevance. However another way o f looking at this is to see that 

in a recall exercise, such expressions are more useful for conveying simple meaning than 

other less concrete expressions in the text.

The retention of the targeted items is only partial in most cases. Three items had been 

targeted to focus on grammatical features, hi item 1, focus was on the pronoun coming 

before the verb, in item 4 it was hoped the “<ie” would be retained along with the verb, 

in item 6 it was hoped the expression ‘We nombreuses’’’’ would be retained for re-use in 

other contexts. In fact none of these grammatical features were retained, with students 

retaining only the simple verb + noun , verb, and noun + adj combinations, hi item 2, 

only 2 of the three elements are retained. The item best retained is perhaps the most
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imageable o f  all -  an avenue is a wide road lined with trees, highly relevant to the 

context, central to the argument o f the text. Patrimoine historique is retained despite the 

fact that patrimoine was a low frequency word which would have been previously 

unknown.

Table 7.6 Text 1: Retained elements of targeted items

Targeted items

Student 1 Le nom qu 'on leur donne

A. dormer le nom

C. dorment le nom

D. donn[e] les noms

K. donnent le nom

2 une commission formule des propositions

L. form[e] des propositions

N. commission formule

3 une voie large bordee d 'arb res

C. une voie large bordee d’arbres

K. une voie bordee d ’arbres

L. large de bord[e] les arbres

M. un voie borde les arbres

N. voie large large borde d’arbres

4 cela depend de

N. cela depend

R (^a depend[a]

6 de nombreuses rues principales

R. le rue principale

10 patrim oine historique de la ville

C. patrimoine historique de la ville

D. patrimoine historique x2

K. patrimoine historique de la ville

N. patrimoine de historique

Retained individual words from targeted items

Students also used individual words from the targeted items. Again these were words 

which were key to the meaning o f  the text.
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Table 7.7 Text 1: Occurrences of individual words from  targeted chunks

Student A B C D K L M N R
rue 2 4 3 4 5 4 2 1 8 33
nom 7 1 2 3 8 1 22
arbres 5 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 22
voie 4 2 2 2 1 2 1 14
villa 1 1 3 1 2 8
historique 1 2 1 1 5
donne 2 2 1 1 6
large 1 1 1 1 2 6
borde 1 2 1 3 1 8
patrimoine 1 2 1 3 7
formule 1 1 2
depend 1 1 2

commission 1 1
proposition 1 1
principale 1 1
Instances 20 7 16 18 24 12 10 14 17

No of types 5 3 10 8 9 8 5 10 7

T.3.3.2 Retention of Non-targeted Items

Some consideration of what students retained from the rest o f the text is important in 

considering other individual words and chunks which perhaps should have been 

considered for consolidation or enhancement exercises. If they are being used by the 

students in the recall exercise, they are evidently rich in meaning and highly relevant to 

the text. On the student transcriptions, retained chunks were underlined and marked in 

italics, individual words were marked but not underlined.

Retention of sequences

The sequences reproduced below are all highly relevant in regard to the meaning of the 

text. Some of the sequences are quite long which would indicate a deliberate attempt to 

memorise a sequence which was considered to be o f importance in expressing the 

meaning of the text. Some of the sequences contain words which were also in the 

targeted chunks but are re-considered here in the context of these new chunks.
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Table 7.8 Text 1: Non-targeted sequences occurring in student transcripts

Student Student

qui sont votees p ar le conseil 
municipal (5)

le respect qui est du au personnage 
qui donne son nom a la voie (2)

A conseil municipal N le respect qui est est dii au personnage

K le conseil municipal N personne qui donne le nom a la rue

N
qui sont votees par le conseil 
municipal preserver les noms anciens (2)

L
qui sont votees par le conseil 
municipal L preserver les noms anciens

D ils sont votes L noms anciens
une artere  formee de deux voies de 
circulation (5)

L ’appellation des voies (1)

A une voie de cirula. M I’appellation des voies

M une voie de circulation (x2) les habitudes sont de nommer (1)

C voie de circulation D Les habitudes sont

L voie de circulation Aucun texte n’impose (1)

L
un arterie formee par les voies de 
circulation N Texte impose
separees par un terre-plein plante 
d ’a rb re s (3) largeur maximale pour une rue (1)

A de circulation separee M maximale pour un avenue or une rue

C separee par
largeur minimale pour une avenue 
(1)

L
separe par un terre-plein plante 
d ’arbres. N minimale pour un avenue
On ne va pas systematiquement 
changer son nom (3) de petites villes (1)

A changer les noms R petit ville

N ne pas changer le nom
ont ete baptisee avenue du General- 
de-Gauile (1)

D
on ne va pas changement 
systematiquement R etait baptise avenue General de Gaulle
n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite (2) un si grand homme (1)

K un loi ecrite M grand homme

M lois ecrites L orsqu’on agrandit une rue (1)

D On agrandit une rue

The key relevance o f these items for expressing the meaning o f the text is evident. Item 

4. Qui sont votees par le conseil municipal relates to the marmer in which the names o f 

roads are decided upon -  they are voted on by the town council. Item 5, the word for 

lane voie de circulation is quite a technical term, they obviously found it essential for 

expressing the difference between a boulevard and an avenue. In item 6 the notion of
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separation was key to explaining that for a boulevard, the trees in the middle separate the 

lanes of traffic going up and down. In item 15 the notion o f not changing the names was 

seen to be important, and item 2 the absence o f written laws was also significant.

Retention of individual words from the text

Consideration of individual items o f vocabulary which were reproduced by the students 

also helps to establish the importance of the vocabulary in terms o f usefulness for 

expressing the meaning of the text.

Table 7.9 Text 1: Occurrences of words individually or within sequences (non-targeted)

Frequency Words
31 avenue
23 boulevard
17 de Gaulle
9 circulation
6 petit, separe
5 chaque, conseil, grand
4 ancien, municipal, preserver
3 appellant, changer, homme, municipalite, plein, vote
2 agrandit, baptiser, commune, ecrite, forme, largeur, loi, moyen, systematiquement, terre, 

village
1 appellation, artere, habitude, impose, maximal, minimal, nommer, personnage, plante, 

respect, texte, voisin

7.3.4 Analysis of Recall on Text 6

Text 6 may have been a more demanding text in terms o f length and content, and the 

chunks targeted may also have been more complex.

7.3.4.1 Targeted Items

The retention o f chunks and even of individual words from chunks was much lower on 

text 6 than on text 1 as can be seen below.
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Table 7.10 Text 6: Occurrence of targeted items in recall

Number Targeted item Occurrence in chunk Occurrence in 
individual word

1 Exercent une activite economique 0 1 exercent
2 a partir de leur domicile 2

3 En plein essor 0
4 Ds restent encore mal connus 1 1 restent
5 Leurs metiers sont tres differents les uns 
des autres

0 1 metiers
4 autres
5 different

6 Permettre a 1 1 permettre
7 De mieux connaitre 2
8 A realise la premiere enquete 0 2 enquete
9 Pour la plupart 1 1 plupart
10 Ont contribue a ce developpement 1 2 developpements

As with text 1, some o f the sequences while linguistically interesting were not 

particularly relevant to the core meaning o f the text, were not particularly imageable, or 

contained syntactically complex elements which intermediate level learners are not yet 

able to produce with ease. Retention is partial in many cases, with inaccuracies in the 

reconstruction of the chunks. While in Text 1 many individual words from the text were 

re-used in the student output, this is not the case for text 6 which would suggest that that 

the language targeted was not key for the students in expressing the meaning of the text. 

Once again, while some incremental learning probably took place in relation to these 

items, the opportunity to bring them to a stage o f being available as output may have 

been missed as the need to retrieve any partially learned items from working memory 

was apparently not triggered by the requirement to recall the text.

Table 7.11 Text 6: Occurrence of targeted chunks in recall

Number Targeted item
2 a parti de leur domicile

D Partir a leur domicile
N A partir de leur domicile

4 Ils restent encore mal connus
N Mal connus

6 Permettre a
N Pour permettre

7 De mieux connaitre
L Les societes de connaitre
N De connaitre

9 Pour la plupart
D Pour la plupart

10 Ont contribue a ce developpement
L Contribuent a la developpement
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With regard to items not retained, en plein ess or is certainly an expression which would 

be within the competence level of more advanced learners. The phrase exercent une 

activite economique is probably an unnecessarily complex way o f saying “work” 

interestingly one student retains exercent and combines it with metier which shows a 

level o f integration of the item. While student N produces a partir de leur domicile in 

its entirety, student D produces a version which no longer means the same thing, in fact 

one wonders what meaning the student has in mind when he says ils ignoront les gens 

qui partir a leur domicile , it looks as if  he thinks the notion of working is included in 

the meaning of the phrase.

Grammatical elements may also be problematic. The connected items permettre a... de 

mieux connaitre is partially retained by 2 students. In text 1 we saw students not 

retaining the prepositions along with verbs. Student N retains both items, however she 

retains the de but not the a , and how she uses them in a sentence is still not right pour 

permettre le peuple travaille a la maison de connaitre des autres. Student L retains the 

dc with de connaitre, however she uses a different verb to introduce the idea / ’agence 

qui aide les societes de connaitre rather than d. This may be one o f the pitfalls in 

learning chunks, where only part o f the chunk is actually retained and this is then 

combined with some new element.

73.4.2 Retention of Non-targeted Items

As with text 1, students did produce in their output sequences o f words from the text 

which had not been targeted in the vocabulary enhancement phase. Once again the 

sequences were highly relevant to the context of the text in terms o f describing the 

phenomenon involved in teleworking, the explanation of the term “soho” which occurs 

in the title, the context i.e. France, the people involved i.e 1.3 million, their age profile, a 

common occupation, and finally the factors which have contributed to the growth of the 

phenomenon. It becomes evident that as the students had available to them the simpler 

expressions travailler a la maison and travaillent chez eux, their need to learn the 

targeted items exercent une activite economique and d partir de leur domicile would
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have been significantly diminished. The fact that two students reproduced a domicih in 

the definition of “soho” indicates perhaps a higher awareness of the absolute need for 

this expression in this particular context. While many professions were mentioned in the 

text, it is interesting that profession liberale which had been problematic for the intial 

group of students and carried considerable glossing is produced by three students in this 

context as a good example of people who tend to work from home.

Table 7.12 Text 6: Non-targeted sequences occurring in student transcripts

travailler a la maison En France
A travailler a la maison M en France

C travailler a la maison X 2 C En France

L travailler a la maison X2 D en France

N travailler a la maison X3 K en France

R travaillent a la maison x3 M adopte en France

A a la maison
B a la maison 1,3 millions

K 1,3 millions de
travaillent chez eux L 1,3 millions

C qui travaill[e] chez eux M 1,3 million

D travaill[e] chez R 1,3 million
K qui travaillent chez eux X 3
L qui travaillent chez eux entre 30 et 49 ans
N travaill[e] chez eux C entre 30 et 49 ans
K chez eux D entre trente ans et quarante neuf ans

N se situ[e] trente ans de quarantt-neuf ans.
R entre les trente et quarante neuf ans

Small office home office profession liberale
C home office small office C Profession liberale
K small office home office D une profession liberale
R small office, home office M les professions liberales

les nouvelles technologies
Petit bureau et bureau a domicile L les nouvelles technologies

K petit bureau et bureau a domicile N les nouvelles technologies
M un petit bureau bureau a domicile

la crise economique
L la crise economique
N crise economique
R crisis economique
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In the list o f sequences produced by just one student, we can see that these also fit into 

these categories of definition, profiling those working from home and explaining the 

reasons for the phenomenon.

Table 7.13 Text 6: Non-targeted sequences occurring in student transcripts for just one student

le terme s'applique groupe structure
M le term e soho s ’appliqu D groupe structure X 2

style de vie la majorite sont des hommes
K leur style de vie N Majoritaire est les hommes

deux raisons gagnent plus de 12500 F
L deux raisons C gagnent plus de 12 500F

informaticien qui teletravaille travailler en solo
K informaticien qui teletravaille M Travailler en solo x 2

cadre superieur
M cadre superieur

Retenrion of individual words from the text

As in text 1, tracking the occurrence of vocabulary in the text allows for highlighting the 

words which are key to expressing the ideas in the text.

Table 7.14 Text 6: Occurrences of words individually or within sequences (non-targeted)

Frequency Words
18 Travail / travailler etc.
13 Soho
8 Internet
7 ordinateur
6 Bureau, fax, medecin, technologic
5 Fermier, homme
4 professions
3 Avocat, groupe, s ’applique
2 Alain Bossetti, architecte, cree, informaticien, maison, raison, telecommunication, 

teletravail
1 Agence, Anglo-saxons, appareil, artisan, autres, commence, commer^ants, demande, 

entreprise, France Telecom, fromage, ignorent, majorite, moins, peintre, produits, 
rarement, studio, entre
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7.3.5 Consideration of findings on student recall

7.3.5.1 Patterns of Vocabulary Usage and Retention on Text 1

Table 7.15 Text 1: Patterns of student vocabulary usage and retention

Student A B c D K L M N R
Score on exercises 41% 6% 92% 77% 75% 70% 69% 78% 77%

Targeted chunks 1 0 3 2 3 2 3 4 2
Untargeted chunks 2 0 2 4 2 6 4 7 2
Total 3 0 5 6 5 8 7 11 4

No clear patterns emerge from comparing student performance on the various different 

elements. The scores on the exercises are indicative o f the level o f completion of the 

lesson, rather than performance. Students A and B did not work through the full 

sequences of exercises, low scores on chunk retention may indicate poor knowledge of 

the text. The level o f target chunk retention is low, just 2 or 3 for most students. 

Student N had the highest score on targeted chunks and also on un-targeted chunks. This 

would suggest that the effect o f targeting items will depend on whether learners are 

susceptible to learning chunks or whether they are still at a single word approach when it 

comes to acquisition or indeed production. Student L who produced longer chunks than 

the others has a high score on un-targeted chunks, which may suggest she has developed 

her own strategy of memorising sequences.

7.3.5.2 Patterns of Vocabulary Usage and Retention on Text 6 

Table 7.16 Text 6: Patterns of student vocabulary usage and retention

Student A B c D K L M N R
Score on exercises | 24% 0% 84% 8% 60% 70% 0% 80% 77%
Targeted chunks 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 4 0
Untargeted chunks 2 1 8 7 9 6 10 8 7

Total 2 1 8 8 9 8 10 12 7

With text 1 it was difficult to find correlations between various elements o f performance, 

here in text 6 what is remarkable perhaps is to find a very similar pattern o f performance 

to that found on text 1. Students A and B again performed badly and retained few
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chunks. As in text 1, the student with the highest score on the exercises, student C, had 

not retained target chunks although she did retain a moderate amount of untargeted 

chunks. Once again student N who had the highest score on retained items also had the 

highest score on targeted chunks. Student M had a high score on the exercises for text 1, 

and had retained both targeted and untargeted chunks. In text 6 student M had not 

completed the exercises and failed to produce targeted chunks, but still produced a high 

number o f chunks overall.

It would appear that the exercises themselves may focus the students on individual items, 

but that their ability to acquire chunks will depend on their readiness to go beyond single 

word by word production, (possibly translating word by word from English) to 

producing sequences o f words conveying a meaning which is perhaps more related to a 

particular concept encountered in the text than connected back to the L 1 translation.

T.3.5.3 Factors for Consideration in Vocabulary Enhancement Exercises

There is evidence that targeting does have some effect as some of the students retained 

targeted sequences and used them effectively to convey the meaning o f the text. There 

is also evidence that most students at intermediate level will retain short sequences of 

words whether they are targeted or not, targeting may therefore be used by the teacher to 

encourage acquisition o f items which may be perceived to be more relevant or useful to 

the students with regard to their ability to recall a particular text and / or to contribute to 

their general level o f language competence.

However in this study the effect of targeting has been slight with only a small number of 

students appearing to benefit from this consolidation phase, and only a limited number 

o f items being recalled. If the intention of the teacher is to target items in a reading text 

which one then hopes will appear in learner output, a certain amount o f factors may 

impact on the effectiveness of this targeting.
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1. Targeting word sequences which are highly relevant in terms o f the meaning o f the 

text may be more effective.

2. The more imageable the words, the more likely they are to be retained and to remain 

connected to the key ideas in the text.

3. Students at this level may only be ready to acquire sequences o f 2 words. If longer 

sequences are targeted, it is to be expected that students will select items from them. 

Relevance and imageability may encourage retention o f longer sequences.

4. Levels o f accuracy with regard to grammatical elements o f sequences tends to be 

low, it may be preferable to target sequences which are grammatically simple such 

as verb + noun, verb + adverb, noun + adjective.

5. An unfamiliar word may very well be retained if it is in the company o f a familiar 

word and satisfies the other criteria above.

6. Learners at this level are unlikely to spontaneously produce discourse markers or 

expressions to embellish their overall production when they are trying to convey 

meaning in a communicative context. Processing attention appears to be focused on 

conveying meaning in terms of concrete information about people places and objects.

7. As students are not yet able to produce inter-connected phrases spontaneously, they 

are unlikely to acquire words or expressions which suit this purpose.

T.3.5.4 Using the Data to Target Chunks for Vocabulary Enhancement Exercises.

By combining the data from the targeted and untargeted chunks, a better selection of 

items which are key to the meaning of the text can be made. Chunks retained by more 

than one smdent are considered for inclusion. Below marked in bold are the chunks 

originally targeted which were retained. Marked in italics are non-targeted items which 

should be considered for targeting as these were spontaneously retained by students.
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Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc?

En fait, I’appellation des voies comme le nom qu’on leur donne n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite : chaque 
commune est souveraine dans ce domaine. Dans les grandes villes, une commission formule des 
propositions, qui sont votees par le conseil m unicipal.

Toutefois, les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres et “boulevard” une 
artere formee de voies de circulation, separees par un terre-plein plante d ’arbres. Mais aucun texte 
n ’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une avenue. Cela depend de la largeur 
moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.

II faut compter aussi avec le respect qui est du au personnaee qui donne son nom a la voie. C ’est pour 
cette raison que de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue 
du General-de-Gaulle, plutot que rue, qui aurait fait mesquin pour un si grand homme.

D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des municipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes 
des riverains. Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu ’elle devient plus large que I’avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiauement chanser son nom . D ’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en plus soucieuses de 
preserver les noms anciens des rues, qui font partie du patrimoine historique de la ville.

Sequences which had been targeted and present in student output 
Sequences not tareeted but occurrins more than once in student output

Figure 7.1 Text 1: Sequences to be targeted fo r  fu tu re students

Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.

Les Anglo-Saxons appellent ?a Small Office, home office (Soho). Ce terme adopte en France s ’applique 
au 1 3  million d ’entre nous qui travaillent chez eux. Enquete.

Le fermier qui produit des firomages de chevre, le medecin qui consulte chez lui, le peintre dont I’atelier se 
confond avec la chambre ou I’informaticien qui “teletravaille” sont tous des Soho qui s ’ignorent. Tous 
exercent une activite economique a partir de leur dom icile. Soho: Small office, home office, sigle 
anglo-saxon signifiant litteralement ‘"petit bureau et bureau a domicile". Un phenomene en plein essor. 
Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million. Mais ils restent encore mal connus. En raison meme de leur 
style de vie, ils appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures, et leurs metiers sont tres differents les 
uns des autres.

Pourtant, on commence a s ’interesser a eux. Ainsi, la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain Bosetti pour 
permettre a des entreprises comme France Telecom de mieux connaitre un marche tres demandeur en 
services de telecommunications. L ’agence marketing .../en  Personne a realise la premiere enquete les 
concemant. Leurs portraits se precisent enfin : les hommes (55%) sont majoritaires, la plus srande partie 
d ’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans (68%) et 33% declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs. Ils sont 
pour la plupart artisans, commer9ants, cadres superieurs ou exercent une profession liberale. medecin, 
avocat, architecte, etc.

Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison  : les nouvelles technologies et la crise 
economique. Selon une enquete Ifop, commandee par I’agence ..../en  Personne, 60% des Soho ont au 
moins un appareil de bureautique. L ’apparition d ’ordinateurs, de fax bon marche et les possibilites 
offertes par 1’Internet ont contribue a ce developpem ent.

Figure 7.2 Text 6: Sequences to be targeted fo r  fu tu re students
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7.4 Conclusion

The data from the evaluation phase allowed for evaluating the effectiveness o f the 

intervention in terms o f supporting the reading process and facilitating vocabulary 

acquisition. The intervention appears to have been effective on the whole in facilitating 

reading for meaning with students scoring well on micro-proposition creation. The 

glosses appear to have helped these L2 readers better understand the text, there are few 

errors at individual word level and at sentence level most students were successful in 

creating accurate situation models. The need for training students in strategies for 

reading in general and strategies for reading in a glossed reading envirormient in 

particular became apparent with a view to optimising the effectiveness o f the scaffold.

With regard to facilitating vocabulary acquisition, it is apparent that students have 

retained vocabulary and that items retained tend to have certain characteristics of being 

imageable, concrete and highly relevant to the text. However it is unclear whether the 

vocabulary acquisition enhancement phase played any significant part in this as the level 

o f retention on targeted items was very low. The main effect o f this phase may have 

been to provide more “time on task” which is seen to play a role in learning in general 

and vocabulary retention in particular. (Paribakht & Wesche 1987; Witrock 1986). 

Targeting items which share the characteristics of those spontaneously retained could be 

a better use o f student time and effort.

Further consideration will be given to the relevance o f these findings in terms o f the 

overall study in the final chapter.
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8 Summary and Conclusions

As an Action Research project requires analysis o f the findings o f each phase in terms of 

previous research and theoretical underpinnings in order to inform the next phase, each 

o f the chapters in the main body o f the thesis has already included significant data 

analysis. This final chapter aims to bring together the findings from each phase in terms 

o f the original research questions, to consider how the intervention as outlined could be 

ameliorated in the light o f the findings and to make suggestions as to future relevant 

research areas which could be explored with a view to further informing the field.

8.1 Summary o f the Study

8.1.1 Focus of the Study

This study investigated the nature o f second language reading using an Action Research 

approach which used second language learners as the starting point for the design and 

development of CALL reading materials. The close analysis o f L2 reader behaviour at 

each phase o f the project provided insights into how meaning breaks down during L2 

reading, but also how meaning can be negotiated; where learners tend to look for 

clarification o f meanings and how native speakers provide such clarification; how a 

scaffold in the form of glosses can be designed on the basis of these interactions, and 

then how learners interact with these glosses; how learner output reflects the input and 

modified input provided in the scaffold, and finally how further modifications and 

adaptations could be recommended on the basis o f these findings.

The richness of the data emerging at each phase of the study provides a detailed picture 

of intermediate level L2 readers and the complexity of the issues involved. Previous 

findings fi'om empirical research as well as relevant theories in SLA both informed the 

approach at each phase and served as references for evaluating findings emerging from 

the study. In the area of SLA, a cognitive approach which considers the internal 

processes at work in learning and an interactionist approach which considers the socially
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mediated nature of learning provide dual lenses through which the study could be 

viewed.

8.1.2 Phases of the Study

The study began with an observation phase where the difficulties intermediate level 

students encountered reading authentic texts emerged as a significant issue in terms o f 

both inadequate vocabulary thresholds and processing deficiencies at sentence and 

paragraph level and the consequent failure to create accurate micro-propositions and 

mental representations of the text. Further observation o f students interacting with texts 

in a CALL environment suggested that the level o f engagement in the activity was a 

determining factor in sustaining motivation and creating the opportunity for deep 

processing o f text. Observation of L2 readers working with a Native Speaker showed 

how students tended to look for assistance on discrete points of vocabulary which the 

Native Speaker tended to put back into context and explain in a manner which was 

elaborative and showed characteristics o f foreigner discourse.

An investigation was carried out to pinpoint precise problems students encountered on 

texts and these items were then categorised according to a framework proposed by 

Laufer (1997) and adapted for the purposes o f this study. This allowed for identifying 

problems for particular students on particular texts but also allowed for identifying 

patterns of mistakes among intermediate level L2 readers.

A glossed reading programme for a similar group o f students was designed to address 

the problems the students encountered and to create a scaffold to facilitate L2 reading 

and vocabulary acquisition. The design of this glossed reading phase drew on data from 

the error analysis chapter which dealt with cognitive issues, theories underpinning 

vocabulary acquisition and development and the approach taken by the Native Speaker. 

Three levels o f glosses were provided; L2 word level glosses were supplied on words 

highlighted in the text, an L2 sentence level gloss was provided at the end of each 

sentence and an L2 -  LI glossary was provided accessed through a hyperlink. An
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additional vocabulary acquisition enhancement phase was provided on the CANS virtual 

language laboratory. This incorporated an oral reading of the text and exercises leading 

the students from recognition to production o f targeted sequences.

At the evaluation phase students’ summaries which had been written at the end of the 

glossed reading phase were analysed for evidence of successful creation of micro

propositions and student production during an oral recall exercise was transcribed and 

analysed for evidence o f vocabulary retention. There was considerable evidence that the 

glossed reading phase had been particularly effective in terms o f facilitating reading for 

meaning. There was also evidence o f vocabulary retention although this appeared to be 

as a result of the combined effect o f glosses and time on task in the vocabulary 

enhancement exercises rather than the targeting of specific sequences.

The effectiveness o f the study in terms o f its initial aims and research questions will be 

considered in section 8.3 Findings with Regard to Hypotheses.

8.2 Limitations o f  the Study

Action Research in SLA by its very nature investigates real instances o f learners 

interacting with a learning envirormient and in this case actual instances o f L2 reading 

and vocabulary acquisition. The limitations therefore exist in terms of being able to 

come to firm conclusions or making generalisations, rather than in the validity o f the 

data emerging from these learners in these particular learning simations. Findings from 

this study may highlight aspects of L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition which could 

be tested further in a different type of study.

All of the research was carried out on small numbers of students. At the preliminary 

investigation phase, each text was worked on by just one learner dyad. Problems 

encountered by one dyad could therefore only be indicative of the type of error students 

encounter on a text; a different learner dyad would have encountered different problems. 

However the overview o f errors of all students across all texts did provide some
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interesting insights, in particular because they corresponded well to the framework 

devised by Laufer (1997).

The interaction between the students and the Native Speaker provided an inspiration for 

the design o f glosses which would have the characteristics o f native speaker input, 

however no extensive study of native speakers interacting with students in L2 reading 

was undertaken. The Native Speaker interaction with the students was closely analysed 

for elements o f foreigner discourse and this was the basis for subsequent design. The 

second Native Speaker who suggested glosses listening to the recordings o f the students 

working together, was operating in a somewhat artificial situation as she was not 

interacting in a face to face situation with learners encountering a real breakdown in 

meaning. The research notes that only a few items can be negotiated in any single 

interaction with a native speaker, the requirement to gloss all o f the breakdowns in 

meaning precluded the possibility o f preparing all o f the glosses in a real life situation. 

Once again, the Native Speaker provided an approach which was in many cases quite 

different to the dictionary type approach and this was developed carefully so that an 

alternative type of modified input could be provided; this could not however be 

classified as interactionally modified input or pre-modified input based on 

interactionally modified input as it had not in fact at any stage been truly interactionally 

modified.

The number of students involved at the implementation phase was also small, once again 

findings are only indicative. Tracking o f gloss consuhation was not carried out, partly 

because previous studies had dealt with this issue in some depth and partly because the 

design o f the programme using a mouse-over to access a gloss left no trace on a 

technical level and was often so fleeting it would be difficult to catch on camera. As 

students tended to consult several different glosses it would have been difficult to 

determine which one helped them find the meaning although in the student summaries 

there was some evidence of certain glosses having helped the students arrive at meaning 

and this was useful in the evaluation phase to determine how individual glosses 

facilitated comprehension. Think aloud protocols used in other studies would have
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interrupted the process o f reading for meaning which needed to be carried out quicldy so 

as not to strain the capacities o f working memory and the creation of micro-propositions.

In terms o f vocabulary acquisition, pre-tests were not carried out which meant that 

precise gains in vocabulary could not be measured. However, the object was not to get 

students to learn new words, but to gauge firstly if  they had retained sufficient 

vocabulary to recall the text and secondly produce sequences of words which had 

occurred in the text. The next section will deal more fully with this question.

8.3 Findings with Regard to Hypotheses

The aim of the study was to investigate the manner in which intermediate level learners 

o f French interact with L2 reading texts in instructional and naturalistic settings and on 

the basis of findings from this research to design interactive reading materials for use in 

a Computer Assisted Language Learning environment which facilitate independent 

reading and maximise opportunities for language acquisition. The effectiveness o f the 

scaffold which was designed in this study can be evaluated in the light of the research 

questions which as outlined in chapter 3 generated four hypotheses:

8.3.1 Hypothesis 1

Difficulties perceived by one set o f  L2 readers on a particular text can be useful 
indicators o f  difficulties which other L2 readers may experience on this text and can be 
used as a basis fo r  gloss design.

The analysis of student errors on the texts served as a useful starting point for glossing 

potentially difficult aspects of texts although it was necessary to considerably increase 

the number of glosses provided to meet the needs o f other intermediate level students 

who would have different experiences of the text in terms of problematic items. The 

combined effect of this approach appears to have been effective in so far as at the 

evaluation phase very few items appeared to be inadequately glossed, and where items 

remained unclear it was often due to insufficient consultation of the different gloss types.
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The error analysis also provided significant insights into more general issues with regard 

to student error. The use o f an adaptation o f Laufer’s 1987 framework on the errors on 

10 different texts worked on by ten different learner dyads produced 764 words 

identified as problematic (which converted into 414 items). The high level o f 

untranslated words (33.3%) was seen to be made up of unknown words, but also words 

which students did not attempt to translate due to difficulties with surrounding words. 

This willingness to skip items bears out research by Hulstijn et al., (1996) noting that 

during reading learners sometimes fail to notice the presence o f unfamiUar words or just 

choose to ignore them and Foster’s (1998) observation that learners when confronted 

with a gap in understanding often pretend to understand and hope a future utterance will 

clarify the situation.

The next highest proportion, deceptive transparency (32.9%) highlighted the problem of 

inter-lingual and intra-lingual confusion for intermediate level students where as Laufer 

(1997) noted, vocabulary knowledge appears to be unstable. One third of these are 

synforms which would bear out research by Hulstijn and Tangelder (1991) which saw 

words with similar forms causing problems for intermediate level learners. Idioms 

translated directly and false friends represent 11.5% indicating the issue o f LI influence.

In the syntactic problems category, referential problems were seen to be particularly 

significant (9.9% out of a total of 15%) and there was evidence o f these remaining 

problematic even with the glossed reading programme. Walter (2000, 2004) had seen 

this to be a particular feature o f intermediate level students and highlights the pressure 

on working memory in L2 reading.

18.8% of items were unsuccessfully guessed with just 5.4% of guesses arriving at some 

approximation o f meaning. However as many of the items in the deceptive transparency 

category may also have been guessed on the basis o f some LI or L2 similarity, and there 

is evidence in the transcript o f words having been successfully guessed as well as 

successfully negotiated, it is difficult to draw conclusions on this aspect.
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8.3.2 Hypothesis 2

L2 readers will be able to extract meaning from  authentic texts more successfully i f  they 
have access to glosses which have the characteristics o f  both instructional and native 
speaker modifications o f  input.

The complementarity o f cognitive and interactionist approaches provided the possibility 

o f creating a scaffold which took cognisance of the internal processes at work in 

language development and also the socially mediated aspects o f learning.

The L2 -  LI glossary followed instructional approaches, as did some o f the L2 word 

glosses. The native speaker modifications of input were mostly incorporated into 

sentence level glosses as these allowed for the high level o f elaboration and 

contextualisation which the native speaker chose to use in a real life context. Some o f 

the L2 word glosses also had feamres of native speaker input, although this would have 

been more at the level o f simplification and regularisation at which point the approach 

tends to coincide with instructional approaches. As noted previously, most o f the errors 

which remain at the evaluation phase appear to be due to inadequate gloss consultation. 

Among those items which remained problematic, the determining factor in students 

successfully creating a micro-proposition was often consultation o f a sentence gloss, 

although checking the L2 -  LI glossary was also seen to be important where the 

meaning remained unclear. Recommendations for fiiture gloss provision often included 

some restatement of an item or clarification o f the relationship between items rather than 

more intensive glossing at word level. This would suggest that the native speaker 

glosses which were the innovative feature o f this study were particularly effective in 

helping L2 readers construct micro-propositions and could be exploited further in the 

fiiture to greater effect.

8.3.3 Hypothesis 3

L2 readers will create better mental representations o f  the text with the aid o f  such 

glosses and this will be apparent in the micro and macro-propositions they create.
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As noted previously, the successful creation o f micro-propositions would suggest that 

students were creating accurate mental representations of the text. Where meaning does 

still break down for students, this appears to be limited to the individual sentence in 

which the problematic item occurs, but does not appear to affect the overall context 

which would suggest that the mental representations being created on a macro level are 

relatively stable and can resist the effect o f individual sentences which remain unclear.

8.3.4 Hypothesis 4

L2 readers will retain vocabulary which has been the subject o f  the glosses and specific 
enhancement exercises will consolidate this process.

In the evaluation phase in the recall task it was apparent that students did retain 

vocabulary and this vocabulary was available as output in the production exercise. 

There were high levels of production o f vocabulary which was highly relevant to the text, 

this would be in keeping with findings by Hulstijn (1993) that students tend to prioritise 

relevant vocabulary in look-up behaviour. As the recall task was carried out after both 

the glossed reading phase and the vocabulary enhancement exercises had been 

completed it is not possible to determine the effect o f each individually in terms of 

promoting acquisition.

However, the failure o f the vocabulary enhancement phase to achieve its specific 

objectives, i.e. to consolidate knowledge o f certain sequences o f words which were 

contained in the texts so that they would then be available as output, provides interesting 

insights into vocabulary acquisition in the context o f L2 reading. The production of 

sequences appeared to have more to do with the general level of the student in terms of 

his ability to produce sequences of words rather than the fact o f having been led through 

the consolidation phase. Students who produced target sequences in their output also 

produced other non-targeted sequences. Retained sequences also contained highly 

imageable language which was highly relevant to the central ideas in the text. This 

would appear to indicate that as reading is a highly meaning orientated activity.
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prioritising the study of words which are key to this meaning may be more stimulating 

for students. Nagy Anderson and Herman (1987) had stressed the fact that reading 

provides the opportunity for vocabulary learning in a highly contextualised manner, 

where the vocabulary being targeted is highly relevant to the overall meaning of the text, 

this could have the effect of increasing the effect o f context even more, so that the words 

are retained within a stable mental representation of the content o f the text. Oral 

production then engages the learner in the process o f retrieval o f the item and 

reconstruction of the meaning of the text which should further strengthen the connection.

8.3.5 Prioritising Meaning

Throughout the hypotheses there is a strong emphasis on the prioritising o f meaning in 

an L2 reading and L2 vocabulary acquisition context. This is in keeping with the 

emphasis in child directed speech and foreigner discourse on lexical items rather than 

grammatical features o f language and facilitating comprehension rather than linguistic 

elements. Foster (1998) and Pica et al. (1993) found that learners tended to negotiate on 

lexical items rather than grammatical items. There is evidence from this study that while 

students negotiate the meaning of unknown or unfamiliar words they do not overtly 

discuss grammatical features but do appear to check for grammatical category; when 

guessing unknown words they may make random lexical guesses but respect the original 

grammatical function of the word. As Grabe (1999) points out, L2 reading may be 

different from L 1 reading in that awareness o f aspects o f syntax needs to be brought into 

the frame. This ties in with the recommendation by Clarke and Nation (1980) that when 

guessing words, readers should check the grammatical category first - this principle was 

applied to the L2 -  L 1 glossary. In this way grammatical knowledge does appear to be 

part of lexical knowledge, a component of the L2 lemma as defined by Levelt (1989). 

Further attention may need to be given to the opportunity for considering morphological 

aspects o f lexical items in glossed reading and vocabulary study contexts.
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8.4 Possible Adaptations to the Proposed Intervention 

8.4.1 Learner Preparation

The glossed reading interface proved engaging for students and on the whole allowed 

them to work on texts independently and extract meaning successfully. However the 

need to prepare students for this type o f exercise was highlighted in chapter 6; the main 

approaches to such preparation would be as follows:

• The development o f general reading strategies would serve to help the L2 reader 

to monitor his own comprehension and to check that he is building an accurate 

mental representation o f the text.

• Specific study o f discourse markers which were found to be poorly known by 

intermediate level learners could make a significant contribution towards helping 

readers to better deal with issues o f text organisation. Knowledge o f such items 

could also help learners to infer the meaning o f words in sentences. This could 

significantly impact on the creation o f micro-propositions in the first instance but 

also macro-propositions at a more global level.

• Training in identifying pro-forms and cohesive devices as recommended by 

Nutall (1996) could help to address referential problems which in this study 

remained problematic even with glossing. Increased L2 reader awareness o f the 

need to establish a relationship between elements o f sentences and elements o f 

previous sentences could go some way to addressing this issue.

Students would also benefit from further training in using the glossed interface. 

Evidence from the study would suggest that students need to be more aware o f the 

function of individual glosses, which glosses to access and why. The following are 

identified as issues in this context:

• If a student can identify the nature of the breakdown in meaning, he may know 

which gloss type would best meet his needs. However where a student is unsure, 

the importance o f working from word level gloss to sentence level gloss to L2 -
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LI glossary may need to be stressed as being the best way to work from 

supplementary information to contextual explanation to translation.

• Where a student has not understood a gloss but the meaning is then clarified by a 

subsequent gloss, there is considerable value in going back to the first gloss so 

that it can then be understood and the additional information supplied in it 

integrated into the processing o f the item overall.

• Where the meaning of a word is being inferred or guessed on the basis o f context 

or a gloss consulted, it may be worth checking the guess with another gloss if  the 

student is still not completely sure of its meaning. This would be important for 

vocabulary acquisition; however over-use of this strategy could be detrimental to 

working memory and reading for meaning. Judicious use of checking could be 

encouraged.

8.4.2 Strategic Approaches to Glossing

In this study in order to encourage students to remain within the target language the 

design favoured accessing primarily the L2 glosses, the L2-L1 glossary appearing on a 

separate document. However, as was seen at the evaluation phase, some words are not 

easily explained using L2 glosses and a quicker route to meaning would be to provide 

the LI translation as a word level gloss. Another consideration would be with regard to 

Nation (2001) who favoured intensive study o f high frequency words only. For low 

frequency words where there is not a simple L2 synonym, there may be an argument in 

favour o f providing an LI translation rather than a very elaborate L2 gloss which still 

remains obscure, so that the student can access the meaning quickly and move on.

The level of glossing in this study was high as it was designed for L2 readers working on 

their own. A more strategic approach could also be taken to glossing where in a first 

phase key words are glossed to encourage reading for global meaning, and in a second 

phase more words are glossed to focus on more local comprehension. Words could also 

be glossed on the basis of grammatical category or lexical fields. The sentence level 

glosses could be adapted in a number o f ways to focus on different approaches.
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providing supplementary background information on the content or providing question 

type glosses to encourage deeper engagement with the text. A paragraph level gloss 

could also be beneficial for longer texts.

8.4.3 Improved Targeting of Items for Vocabulary Consolidation

With regard to the vocabulary acquisition enhancement phase, a number o f changes to 

the targeting o f elements would seem necessary. As suggested in chapter 7, targeting 

items which were specifically selected by students as expressing the key ideas in the text 

would seem essential. When working with new texts, selecting short sequences o f tvo 

to three words containing highly imageable language which is highly relevant to :he 

central ideas o f the text would seem to appear most promising as a manner of targeting 

vocabuIar>'. As the level o f oral production of intermediate level students appears to be 

limited to such short sequences, it the items are being targeted for written producton 

such limitations may not apply.

8.5 Further Research

Second language reading at intermediate level can be seen to be an area where :he 

learners’ lexical skills and reading skills are still at a very unstable point in development 

and this area could be investigated further, in particular in the area of reading in French. 

The area of negotiation o f meaning on written texts is also one which would merit m jre 

investigation both with regard to learners collaborating on working out the meaning o f 

difficult linguistic elements of text and the nature o f the interaction between native 

speaker and learners on such texts. This was beyond the scope of this particular sttdy 

but initial indications would suggest that this could be a very promising area of research.

Glossing authentic language texts in a multimedia environment has been the subjeci of 

research for the past decade, with each successive study contributing in some small vay 

to exploring the field. Using learner errors in L2 reading to pinpoint items which need 

to be glossed and native speaker type interventions as a basis for gloss design to crea:e a 

scaffold is the unique contribution o f this study and this could be developed in a futare
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study. Further innovations could be brought to the manner in which this was carried out; 

developing the concept o f negotiation o f meaning between different gloss types also 

merits further investigation.

The strong focus on meaning rather than form in this study which was maintained 

throughout the glossed reading approach appears to have been effective in helping 

readers read for meaning. The vocabulary enhancement phase moved towards a focus 

on form, however at the level of retention it was evident this was not particularly 

effective. It would be very interesting to develop a reading programme which targeted 

acquisition of words and phrases which were most important to the overall meaning of 

the text. This would bring this meaning based model a step further and could see more 

significant levels o f retention o f key language which itself would be stored in a highly 

contextualised manner, strengthening the lexical entry.

8.6 Conclusion

This Action Research project allowed for the creation o f an investigation -  intervention

-  evaluation cycle which could be repeated again; suggestions were made for possible

adaptations with a view to improving the materials and increasing learner awareness of

the reading process itself and o f how best to exploit a computerised reading environment.

The research questions for the most part were answered satisfactorily, albeit with some

interesting reservations on certain aspects o f the reading programme and on language

acquisition. Suggestions were made for further research in key areas of the study.

Finally, with regard to a research agenda for CALL, Little (1998, p. 128) remarked:

We need theoretical research to provide a basic orientation; empirical research in 
order to explore in a disciplined way how language learners actually use 
information systems, and to what effect; and action research in order to ensure 
that our research enterprise is not a linear but a cyclical process.

It is hoped that this study has made some contribution in terms of informing the fields of 

both SLA and CALL by providing new insights arising from such research approaches.
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Document A .l Council o f  Europe Framework Common Reference Levels: Global Scde

Pro
ficient

Cl Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summariie 
inforniation from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing 
arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/hersef 
spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of 
meaning even in more complex situations.

User Cl Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise 
implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously 
without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibl/ 
and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce 
clear, well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled 
use of organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.

Indepen
dent

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstnct 
topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation. Cai 
interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular 
interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain for either pary. 
Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and explain a 
viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of 
various options.

User B1 Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters 
regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most 
situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is 
spoken. Can produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar cr 
of personal interest. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes t  
ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plan;.

Basic

A2 Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of 
most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family informatioi, 
shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in simple anc 
routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of infonnation on 
familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/ler 
background, immediate environment and matters in areas of immediate ned.

User A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic 
phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introducj 
him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions about personal 
details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she 
has. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly aid 
clearly and is prepared to help.
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Document A.2 Common Reference Levels Self Assessment Grid

A1 A2 B1

lis te n in g I can recognise fam iliar I can understand  phrases I can understand  the  m ain
words and very basic and the  h ighest frequency points o f clear standard
phrases concerning vocabulary related to areas speech on fam iliar m atters
myself, my fam ily and o f m ost im m ediate personal regularly encountered  in

u im m ediate concrete relevance (e.g. very basic work, school, leisure, etc. 1

N surroundings when personal and family can understand  the  m ain

D people speak slowly inform ation, shopping. p o in t o f m any radio or TV
E and clearly. local area, employment). program m es on curren t
R 1 can catch the  m ain  po in t in affairs or topics of personal

S short, clear, sim ple messages or professional interest when

T and announcem ents. th e  delivery is relatively slow

A and clear.

N
D
I
N
c

Reading I can understand I can read  very short, simple I can understand  texts th a t
fam iliar nam es, words texts. I can find specific. consist m ainly o f high
and very sim ple predictable inform ation  in frequency everyday or job-
sentences, for exam ple sim ple everyday m aterial related language. 1 can

Vj
on notices and posters such as advertisem ents. understand  the  description of
or in catalogues. prospectuses, m enus and 

tim etables and 1 can 
understand  sh o rt simple 
personal letters.

events, feelings and vdshes in 
personal letters.

Spoken I can in te rac t in a simple r can com m unicate in simple I can deal w ith  m ost situations
In teractio n way provided th e  o th er and rou tine  tasks requiring  a likely to arise whilst travelling

person is p repared  to sim ple and direct exchange of in an area w here the  language
repeat or rephrase  things inform ation  on fam iliar topics is spoken. 1 can enter
a t a slower rate o f speech and activities. I can handle unprepared  into conversation
and help  m e form ulate very sho rt social exchanges. on topics th a t are fam iliar, o f

s w hat I'm  try ing  to say. I even though  I can 't usually personal interest or p e rtin en t
p can ask and answer sim ple understand  enough to keep to everyday life (e.g. family.

E questions in areas of the  conversation going m yself hobbies, work, travel and

A im m ediate need or on cu rren t events).

K very fam iliar topics.

I
N
r'

Spoken 1 can use sim ple phrases 1 can use a series o f phrases I can connect phrases in a
P roduction and sentences to describe and sentences to describe in sim ple way in order to describe

Lr w here I live and people I sim ple term s my family and experiences and events, my
know. o th er people, living 

conditions, my educational 
background and my present 
o r m ost recent job.

dream s, hopes and am bitions.
I can briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions and 
plans. I can narra te  a story or 
relate the  p lo t o f a book or 
film and describe my reactions.

W riting I can w rite a short, sim ple 1 can w rite  short, sim ple notes 1 can w rite simple connected

w postcard, for example and messages re la ting  to text on topics which are
R sending holiday greetings. m atters in areas o f im m ediate fam iliar or o f personal interest.

I
T

1 can fill in form s w ith need. I can w rite a very sim ple I can w rite personal letters
personal details, for personal letter, for exam ple describing experiences and

1

N

exam ple en tering  my th an k in g  som eone for im pressions.
nam e, na tionality  and som ething.

G address on a hotel 
registration  form.
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B2 Cl C2

I can understand extended speech 
and lectures and follow even 
complex hnes of argum ent provided 
the topic is reasonably familiar. I 
can understand most TV news and 
current affairs programmes. I can 
understand the majority o f films in 
standard dialect.

I can understand extended speech 
even when it is not clearly 
structured and when relationships 
are only implied and not signalled 
explicitly. 1 can understand 
television programmes and films 
w ithout too much effort.

I have no difficulty in understanding 
any kind of spoken language, 
whether live or broadcast, even when 
delivered at fast native speed, 
provided I have some time to get 
familiar with the accent.

I can read articles and reports 
concerned with contemporary 
problems in which the writers adopt 
particular attitudes or vievi^points. I 
can understand contemporary 
literary prose.

I can understand long and 
complex factual and literary 
texts, appreciating distinctions of 
style. 1 can understand specialised 
articles and longer technical 
instructions, even when they do 
not relate to my field.

I can read with ease virtually all 
forms of the w ritten language, 
including abstract, structurally or 
linguistically complex texts such as 
manuals, specialised articles and 
literary works.

I can interact with a degree of 
fluency and spontaneity that makes 
regular interaction viith native 
speakers quite possible. I can take an 
active part in discussion in familiar 
contexts, accounting for and 
sustaining my views.

I can express myself fluently and 
spontaneously w ithout much 
obvious searching for expressions. 
1 can use language flexibly and 
effectively for social and 
professional purposes. I can 
formulate ideas and opinions with 
precision and relate my 
contribution skilfully to those of 
other speakers.

I can take part effortlessly in any 
conversation or discussion and have a 
good familiarity with idiomatic 
expressions and colloquialisms. I can 
express myself fluently and convey 
finer shades of meaning precisely. If I 
do have a problem I can backtrack 
and restructure around the difficulty 
so smoothly tha t other people are 
hardly aware of it.

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions on a wide range of 
subjects related to my field of 
interest. I can explain a viewpoint on 
a topical issue giving the advantages 
and disadvantages of various options.

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions of complex subjects 
integrating sub-themes, developing 
particular points and rounding off 
vvath an appropriate conclusion.

I can present a clear, smoothly 
flowing description or argument in a 
style appropriate to the context and 
w ith an effective logical structure 
which helps the recipient to notice 
and remember significant points.

1 can write clear, detailed text on a 
wide range of subjects related to my 
interests. I can write an essay or 
report, passing on information or 
giving reasons in support of or 
against a particular point of view. I 
can write letters highlighting the 
personal significance of events and 
experiences.

1 can express myself in clear, well- 
structured text, expressing points 
of view at some length. 1 can write 
about complex subjects in a 
letter, an essay or a report, 
underlining what I consider to be 
the salient issues. I can select 
style appropriate to the reader 
in mind.

1 can vmte clear, smoothly flovking 
text in an appropriate style. I can 
write complex letters, reports or 
articles which present a case with an 
effective logical structure which 
helps the recipient to notice and 
remember significant points. I can 
write summaries and reviews of 
professional or literary works.
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Document A.3 Descriptors for Reading

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION

C2

Can understand and interpret critically virtually all forms of the written language including abstract, 
structurally complex, or highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings.
Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts, appreciating subtle distinctions of style and 
implicit as well as explicit meaning.

Cl Can understand in detail lengthy, complex texts, whether or not they relate to his/her own area of 
speciality, provided he/she can reread difficult sections.

B2
Can read with a large degree of independence, adapting style and speed of reading to different texts and 
purposes, and using appropriate reference sources selectively. Has a broad active reading vocabulaT7, but 
may experience some difficulty with low frequency idioms.

B1 Can read straightforward factual texts on subjects related to his/her field and interest with a 
satisfactory level of comprehension.

Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters of a concrete type which consist of high 
frequency everyday or job-related language.

Can understand short, simple texts containing the highest frequency vocabulary, including a proportion 
of shared international vocabulary items.

A1 Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase at a time, picking up familiar names, words 
and basic phrases and rereading as required.

READING FOR INFORMATION AND ARGUMENT

C2 As Cl

Cl
Can understand in detail a wide range of lengthy, complex texts likely to be encountered in social, 
professional or academic life, identifying finer points of detail including attitudes and implied as well as 
stated opinions.

B2

Can obtain information, ideas and opinions from highly specialised sources within his/her field. 
Can understand specialised articles outside his/her field, provided he/she can use a dictionary 
occasionally to confirm his/her interpretation of terminology.

Can understand articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which the writers adopt 
particular stances or viewpoints.

B1

Can identify the main conclusions in clearly signalled argumentative texts.
Can recognise the line of argument in the treatment of the issue presented, though not necessarily in 
detail.

Can recognise significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar subjects.

A2 Can identify specific information in simpler written material he/she encounters such as letters, brochures 
and short newspaper articles describing events.

A1
Can get an idea of the content of simpler informational material and short simple descriptions, 
especially if there is visual support.
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Document A.4 Dialang self-assessment statements for Reading

CEF Level READING

A1 1 can understand the general idea of simple informational texts and short simple 
descriptions, especially if they contain pictures which help to explain the text.

A1 I can understand very short, simple texts, putting together familiar names, words
and basic phrases, by for example rereading parts of the text.

AT 1 can follow short, simple written instructions, especially if they contain pictures.
A1 1 can recognise familiar names, words and very simple phrases on simple notices in

the most common everyday situations.
A1 I can understand short, simple messages, e.g. on postcards,

A2 1 can understand short, simple texts containing the most common words, including
some shared international words.

A2 1 can understand short, simple texts written in common everyday language.
A2 I can understand short simple texts related to my job.
A2 I can find specific information in simple everyday material such as advertisements,

brochures, menus and timetables.
A2 I can identify specific information in simple written material such as letters,

brochures and short newspaper articles describing events.
A2 I can understand short simple personal letters.
A2 1 can understand standard routine letters and faxes on familiar topics.
A2 I can understand simple instructions on equipment encountered in everyday life -

such as a public telephone.
A2 1 can understand everyday signs and notices in public places, such as streets,

restaurants, railway stations and in workplaces.

B1 1 can understand straightforward texts on subjects related to my fields of interest.
B1 I can find and understand general information I need in everyday material, such as

letters, brochures and short official documents.
B1 I can search one long or several short texts to locate specific information I need to

help me complete a task.
B1 1 can recognise significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar

subjects.
B1 I can identify the main conclusions in clearly written argumentative texts.
B1 I can recognise the general line of argum ent in a text but not necessarily in detail.
B1 1 can understand the description of events, feelings and wishes in personal letters

well enough to correspond with a friend or acquaintance.
B1 I can understand clearly written straightforward instructions for a piece of equipment.

B2 1 can read correspondence relating to my fields of interest and easily understand the
essential meaning.

B2 1 can understand specialised articles outside my field, provided 1 can use a dictionary
to confirm terminology.

B2 1 can read many kinds of texts quite easily at different speeds and in different ways
according to my purpose in reading and the type of text.

B2 I have a broad reading vocabulary, but I sometimes experience difficulty w ith less
common words and phrases.

B2 1 can quickly identify the content and relevance of news items, articles and reports
on a vkdde range of professional topics, deciding whether closer study is worthwhile.

B2 1 can understand articles and reports concerned v«th contemporary problems in
which the viTiters adopt particular stances or viewpoints.

Cl 1 can understand any correspondence with an occasional use of dictionary.
Cl 1 can understand in detail long, complex instructions on a new machine or

procedure even outside my own area of speciality if I can reread difficult sections.

C2 1 can understand and interpret practically all forms of w ritten language including
abstract, structurally complex, or highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings.
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Appendix B (Chapter 4)

Texts and transcripts o f  students on p ilo t text

Document B .l Text o f Vive les grands-meres

Document B.2 Transcript o f students working on text Vive les grands-meres with 

teacher suggestions for assistance.

Document B.3 Transcript o f Native Speaker -  Student interaction on Vive les grands- 

meres
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Document B .l Text of Vive les grands-meres

Depnis plusieurs annees, 
le premier dimanche de 
mars est consacre aux 
mamies.

Et c ’est vrai qu’elles jouent un role 
capital nos grands-meres. Un role encore 
plus important que par le passe.

Tout d ’abord, elles sont de plus en plus 
nombreuses. En tout, on compte en France 
plus de huit millions de grands-parents, et 
une femme sur deux est grand-mere avant 
52 ans! Jeunes, dynamiques, actives, elles 
peuvent faire et font beaucoup pour les 
leurs.

Tout d ’abord, les mamies possedent un 
bien devenu plus que precieux a notre 
epoque: le temps.

Aujourd’hui, la plupart des meres 
travaillent. Leur vie ressemble a une 
veritable course d ’obstacles qui commence 
aux aurores, les propulse a Tecole, puis 
dans les transports, puis au travail d ’oii 
elles reviennent lard, juste le temps de 
recuperer le petit chez la nounou, de le 
faire diner et de le mettre au lit. Mamie, 
elle, ne dit jamais, ou presque, a I’enfant: 
«Depeche-toi.» M amie a le temps 
d ’ecouter, de parler, d ’aimer. Et elle en a 
des choses a dire.

D ’abord, tout comme les grands-meres 
d ’autrefois, elle est la memoire de la 
famille. «Mamie, raconte-nous des histoires 
de quand tu etais petite», demandent si 
souvent les enfants vers I’age de 10 ans. Et 
de plonger ainsi avec leur aieule dans le 
passe rassure les enfants, leur donne un 
equilibre, des racines. Mais, bien avant 
cela, mamie peut dire beaucoup de choses 
utiles.

«Dans un foyer, lorsque natt un second 
enfant, explique la celebre psychologue 
Catherine Muller, le premier se sent 
souvent delaisse, malheureux. Mais il n ’ose 
pas montrer sa jalousie de peur qu’on lui 
reproche de ne pas aim er son petit frere on 
sa petite sosur. Alors, il se toume vers sa 
grand-mere pour soUiciter un calin. En

serrant 1’enfant dans ses bras 
et en lui murmurant a 
I’oreille pour que personne 
n ’entende: «C’est vrai, il 
nous embete ce bebe qui 
pleure tout le temps», elle va 
tout naturellement dedramatiser 
la situation qui, autrement, 
aurait pu laisser des 
sequelles et developper chez 
lui un sentiment tres fort de 
culpabilite qui pourrait le 
marquer a vie.» Une simple 
petite phrase ainsi chuchotee 
peut eviter bien des drames.

Une mamie sait aussi 
beaucoup de choses. EUe sait 
surtout comment etaient les 
parents quand ils etaient 
petits. Tres souvent, les 
parents exigent de leur 
enfant des resultats scolaires 
brillants. «Parce que ton 
avenir en depend, repetent- 
ils a longueur d ’annee . . .  Et 
moi, a ton age, j ’etais toujours le premier 
de ma classe.» D arrive alors que les 
enfants se bloquent et se decouragent 
quand ils obtiennent de mauvaises notes. 
Heureusement, mamie est la pour remettre 
les pendules a I’heure. «D ’apprendre, ainsi, 
que leur papa, lui aussi, a eu des zeros, 
explique Catherine MuUer, ou que leur 
maman a fait les memes betises qu’on leur 
reproche, et que cela ne les a pas empeches 
de reussir dans la vie et dans leur metier, 
peut leur faire beaucoup de bien. Les 
parents vont alors apparaitre moins 
inaccessibles et les enfants vont s ’en sentir 
rapproches. Cela peut meme creer un 
climat d ’emulation et les pousser a faire 
mieux que leurs parents au meme age.»

Ainsi, au sein d ’une famille que la vie 
accapare, une grand-mere reste la 
gardienne de ce bien precieux qu’est la 
communication, I’echange, le dialogue. 
C ’est aussi a elle que les petits confient 
leurs secrets.

♦  *  *
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-MERES!

Des secrets qu’Os ne diraient pas a leurs 
parents et que mamie doit se faire un devoir 
de garder.

C ’est aussi au moment du divorce, helas 
de plus en plus frequent, qu ’une grand- 
mere peut jouer un role capital, voire vital.

Les parents se separent. Q u’ils se 
separent bien ou mal, c ’est pour I’enfant 
toujours une epreuve. U n ’y a plus une 
maison, mais deux, puis, le plus souvent, 
une nouvelle dame dans la vie de papa et 
un nouveau monsieur dans celle de maman. 
La maison de mamie se rev ^e  alors le seul 
repere, le seul point d ’ancrage et de 
veritable securite. A condition, et c ’est 
capital, de ne pas prendre parti.

Les grands-meres sont aussi beaucoup 
plus indulgentes et comprehensives que les 
parents et, 9a, les enfants savent 
I’apprecier. Ces qualites peuvent alors se 
reveler precieuses en cas de conflits.

Au moment de 1’adolescence, en 
particuUer, une grand-mere qui, une fois 
encore, a le temps d ’ecouter peut eviter 
bien des drames. Quand parents et enfants

se heurtent, quand le fil de la 
communication menace d ’etre rompu, 
1’intervention d ’une grand-mere, si elle 
est faite avec tact, peut eviter que les 
ponts ne se rompent definitivement. 
Cela ne veut pas dire envahir le foyer 
familial, multiplier les remarques et les 
commentaires. Cela veut dire etre a 
I’ecoute de i ’un et de I’autre, et trouver 
la petite phrase qui reunit.

Une grand-mere peut ainsi eviter des 
actes dramatiques comme une fugue ou 
des larcins que I’enfant commet pour 
attirer 1’attention de parents dont il croit 
ne plus etre aime tout simplement parce 
qu’ils n ’ont pas le temps de le lui dire 
assez.

Bien sur, pour qu’une grand-mere 
puisse ainsi jouer son role bienfaisant et 
constw ctif au sein de la familie, il faut 
que chacun comprenne a quel point elle 
peut etre utile. Les enfants onl besoin 
de la voir autant qu ’eUe a besoin de les 
caliner. Et tant pis si les parents 
trouvent qu ’elle est trop gentille, 
mamie-gateau. Q u’ils se souviennent a 
quel point c ’etait agreable d’etre gate 
par la leur quand ils etaient petits et 
cela ne les a pas empeches de devenir 
des adultes. Enfin, sachez que si les 
grands-parents ont des devoirs, ils ont 
desormais des droits. On ne peut les 
separer sans raison grave de leurs 
petits-enfants: la loi s ’y oppose. Mais, 
avant d ’en arriver a de telles 
extremites, mieux vaut une fois encore 
savoir trouver le chemin du dialogue. 
Ce dialogue si constructif entre 
generations dont la regie d ’or doit 
toujours etre, entre grands et petits, 
I’amour. Et nous esperons que c ’est 
dans I’amour que toutes les grands- 
meres seront ainsi fetees en ce premier 
dimanche de mars.

M ichelinc A R G O U D
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Docum ent B.2 Transcript o f students working on text Vive les gi'ands-meres

Learner dyad I and E read the text together without assistance. Points of interaction where one 
or both of the students are uncertain of the meaning of a word or sentence are pinpointed and 
teacher suggestions made for the type of assistance which could help deal with these problem 
areas.

1
E Tout d ’abord ?
I First of all

Problem:lexical / idiomatic 
Help: syn. en premier lieu

2 .

I They are more and more nombreuses
E There is more and more
I What do they mean like, what is more numerous?
E Grandmothers are more and more numerous
I Oh right

Problem: Referential
Help: « elles » se refere aux grands-meres

3.
1 They can make and made a lot for them is it ?
E Elles peuvent... they can make and 
I a lot
E and something a lot for them

Problem 1: « font »: grammatical / referential
Help: le sujet est « elles », «fo n t» est le present du verbe «faire »
Problem 2 ; « les leurs » : grammatical 
Help : ce sont leurs enfants -  ce sont les leurs

4.
I Tout d ’abord ... is that first of all again?
E Yeah I think so
(As for example 1)

5.
E The mothers possess... what’s that?
I I’ll look it up. Oh I haven’t got a dictionary
E a good ... devenu
I became, like
E em
I The mothers well became more precious in their era, the time ... it doesn’t really make 

sense.

Problem 1: « un bien »: lexical
Help:bien n ’est pas un adverbe id, mais un substantif qui a le sens de « une chose »
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Problem 2 : devenu ; grammatical
Help : participe passe de «devenir», verbe derive de « venir »

6 .

E their life resembles... loads like?
I yeah
E of obstacle courses that start

Problem: « veritable »: lexical
Help:adjective derive du substantif « verite »

1.

E aux aurores 
I I don’t know what that is

Problem: lexical
Help: le moment ju ste  avant le lever du soleil 

8 .

E Propulse... then in the transport?
I something in the school, then in the transport ... and work
E oh that’s where they start with the young, put them to college, then they go in the car and

then they work 
I oh yeah

Problem: « Propulse »: lexical
Help: un helicoptere est propulse par les helices

9.
I W hat’s revient
E They something late, I don’t know
I They return, n o ... just in time anyway to recuperate the little
E house... to clean up the house is it?
I Yeah

Problem 1 « revenir »: lexical
Help: verbe derive de « venir » ; implique une repetition de I 'action « venir »
Problem 2 « recuperer » lexical
Help : ce verbe a le sens de « aller chercher quelqu ’un »
Problem 3 « le petit » : grammatical / referential
Help : le petit = le petit bebe /  gargon, c ’est-d-dire un enfant
Problem 4 « chez » lexical / referential
Help : a la maison de quelqu ’un

10.
I La nounou, what does that mean ?
E I don’t know

Problem: lexical
Clue: mot fam ilier pour une nourrice, une dame qui garde I ’enfant pendant que 

les parents travaillent
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1 1 .

E Mamie, she
I never says anything... never said or almost 
E oupresque, what’s presque?
I just
E because is it ? Oh no it’s just 

Problem: lexical
Help:Il n ’est presque jam ais malade = il n 'est pas souvent malade 

12
E and she has the choices to speak?
I oh the things to say, choses

Problem: lexical
Help: une chose -  quelque chose, un choix < choisir
(this is an unhkely mistake and probably would not occur again for other students)

13.
I D ’abord, what is d’abord, it’s just like therefore?
E Or something like that.
(As for example 1)

14.
E W hat’s plonger... I don’t know what that sentence means at a ll ... ainsi avec le w  
I W hat’s that word there aieule
E I don’t know ... in the past reassured them
I gave them balance and raciness
E racines (laughs nervously) Ok where were we 

(they continue with the next sentence)

Problem 1: « plonger » : lexical
Help : plonger dans I ’eau, un plongeur sousmarin
Problem 2 : « aieule » ; lexical
Help : mot litteraire pour une grand-mere ou une arriere grand-mere 
Problem 3 : « racines » : lexical
Help : une plante se nourrit de mineraux p a r ses racines

15.
I W hat’s lorsque, when ?
E Yeah, while or when I think

Problem: lexical
Help: syn de « quand » ou « au moment ou »

16.
I delaisse is like to feel
E depressed?
I yeah
E is it?
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I it makes sense anyway 

Problem: lexical
Help: derive de « laisser » avec le sens de « laisser de cote »

17.
I is ... god it’s like
E I never heard o f that w ord ... well? II n ’ose p a s ... to show? Their jealousy is it? 

Problem: lexical
Help: oser = avoir le courage de fa ire  quelque chose

18.
E peur, what’s peur?
I fear
E of fear that they may 

Problem:lexical
Help : Peur: avoir peur de fa ire  quelque chose = etre effraye ou intimide a 

I ’idee de fa ire quelque chose

19.
E What’s 5o///aYer?
I solicitate?
E yeah, solicitate and calin

Problem 1: « solliciter » lexical 
Help: solliciter = demander poliment 
Problem 2: « calin » lexical 
Help: une caresse pour un enfant

20 .

I while something serrant the child in his arms 
E serrant
I that’s holding I suppose
E yeah

Problem: lexical
Help: serrer = tenir tres fo r t

21
E murmurant... they look into their eyes is it?
I les yeux  is eyes, / 'oreille
E oh yeah, ears
I they murmur in their ears
E oh yeah, that’s it

Problem : lexical
Help: on voit avec lesyeux et on entend avec les oreilles
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22 .

E what’s embeter, to stop is it?
I yeah, to stop this baby that cries all the time.

Problem: lexical
Help: agacer, causer des ennuis

23.
I the situation which otherwise, would be
E yeah, would be
I left, let laisser is leave
E would have to leave?
I would have had to leave
E would have had to leave the ...

Problem: grammatical
Help: Je devais le fa ire  - j e  ne I ’ai pas fait, mais j  ’aurais du le fa ire

Je pouvais le fa ire  - j e  ne I ’ai pas fa it  mais j  'aurais pu  le fa ire

24.
E chez lui, has that got to do with chez moi, a house?
I with them, develop with them a feeling very strong

Problem: idiomatic
Help: chez n 'est pas un substantif mais une preposition qui indique la localisation de quelqu ’un.

Exemple : chez moi, mais aussi chez le boulanger, chez les Irlandais, chez les artistes.
25
I What does ainsi mean ?
E I don’t know, that’s always?
I I never know

Problem: lexical
Help:de cette fagon, ou par consequent

26
E Eviter is to avoid is it ?
I yeah

Problem: lexical
Help: trouver un moyen de ne pas fa ire  quelque chose

27
I she knows especially how
E to be, no to be is it?
I emmm
E how they are
I she knows especially how the parents were when they were small
E oh yeah, how they were, when they were
I yeah, when they were small

Problem: grammatical / referential
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Help: il v a inversion apres « com m ent», le sujet du verbe etre est done « les 
parents »

28
E Very often the parents exhibit their 
I the parents were exigeants... exigents is hke
E to expect is it?
I to kind of is it push them like?
E their children, the results, brilliant school results
I oh expect them so

Problem: lexical
Help: une personne exigeante demande beaucoup des autres

29
E betises
I its like silly things they do
E oh alright. I’m miserable at French

Problem: lexical
Help: derive de I ’adjectif bite, c 'est a dire stupide. Une betise = une chose stupide.

30
E reproche. . . 'whaV s reproche 
I leur reproche 
E they
1 they're reproached

Problem: lexical
Help:reprocher quelqu ’un = bldmer quelqu ’un

31
E To feel. I s i i l  Sentir
I to feel reproached
E (laughs) I wonder what that means.

Problem: lexical
Help: rapprocher est derive de I ’ad jectif« proche ». Se sentir rapproche indique qu 'on se sent 

plus proche de quelqu ’un.

32
E A climate of emulation
I which means
E God only knows I couldn’t tell you

Problem: lexical
Help: ce mot existe en anglais, mais est peu utilise. Cela veut dire «fa ire  mieux que »

33
E to do less than the parents are at their age
I parents of the same age
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Problem: referential
Help: Us fo n t mieux que leurs parents a leur age

34
E ail sein
I at the heart of the family
E is it?
I at the life, what’s accapare
E I don’t know, the grandmother rests the guardian
I stays the guardian of this precious
E oh yeah, of family life lik e ... when it breaks down or whatever is it?
I oh yeah
E then the grandmother stays the guardian

Problem: « accaparer » lexical
Help : dans ce contexte le sens est occuper, monopoliser

35
I It is also to her that the little 
E that the little, they confide their secrets?
I that the young like confide their secrets

Problem: grammatical
Help:un adjectif peut etre utilise pour remplacer un substantif, par exemple les pauvres, les 

riches, les petits.

36
E what’s helas ?
I helas is ...
E more and more frequent, when divorce is more and more frequent 

Problem: lexical
Help: helas est une expression de desespoir ou regret comment son equivalent en anglais

37
E They separate. W hat’s that?
I Whether they separate well 
E Good 
I Well or bad

Problem: referential
Help:les deux adverbes « bien » et « m a l » sont precedes par le verbe separarer

38
I epreuve 
E eh
I a disaster ?
E necessity is it ?

Problem: lexical
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Help: syn. un test 

39.
E There is not many houses, is it?
I Oh, there is not one house but two
E Oh alright yeah

Problem: grammatical
Help: II y  avait une maison, maintenant il y  en a deux

40
I that the children know 
E they appreciate?
I know
E know to appreciate 

Problem; grammatical
Help: savoir faire quelque chose, exemple: j e  sais nager

41
E When the child menace 
I threatens 
E threatens to be

Problem: lexical / grammatical 
Help: le verbe « menacer » au present

42
I the intervention of the grandmother, if she made
E with tact, if she does it with tact 
I yeah

Problem: lexical
Help:n 'oubliez pas que «fa ire  » traduit « make » aussi bien que « do ».

43
I invades the family? Family, foyer ?
E yeah

Problem: lexical
Help: dans ce contexte, le mot «fo yer  » indique le domicile de quelqu 'un

44
I for a grandmother puisse  
E puisse
I something to play
E something to play the role

Problem: grammatical
Help: le subjonctif du verbe « pouvoir »
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45
I that they ... what’s souvienne?
E souvient

Problem :lexcial / grammatical
Help :Le subjonctif du verbe se souvenir, synonyme du verbe rappeler. Pensez au 

sens du mot « souvenir » en anglais

46
I gater is em
E em and finally

Problem: lexical
Help:gdter un enfant -  lui donner beaucoup de choses au point ou il n ’apprecie plus.
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Document B.3 Transcript of Native Speaker -  Student interaction on Vive les grands- 
meres

1 .

S3 C ’est quoi le mot «possedent»
NS Est-ce que ga vous rappelle un mot anglais?
S3 Pose?
52 Possess?
N S Oui, c ’est ga, un synonyme c ’est avoir

2.
53 A notre epoque
N S De nos jours, epoque c ’est une periode de temps, ga peut etre dans le passe, ga

peut etre au present

3.
S3 Le petit chez la nounou
NS Vous comprenez recuperer?
S3 Oui
NS Le petit, c 'est qui?
S3 L’enfant?
NS OK, recuperer un synonyme en frangais?
S3 Pardon?
NS Un synonyme de recuperer
5 1 Occuper
N S Non, recuperer
S3 Retrouver?
N S Retrouver, oui ga ressemble, c ’est reprendre, d ’accord, alors vous regardez le

contexte de la phrase, elle revient tard, d ’accord? du travail, juste le temps,
elles ont juste le temps ga veut dire, elles ont c 'est sous entendu, vous 
comprenez, id  ce n 'est pas ecrit qu 'elles ont juste le temps, mais ga veut dire 
elles ont juste le temps de recuperer, de reprendre le petit, done I 'enfant chez,
vous comprenez chez? Done la nounou -  qu 'est-ce que ga peut etre a votre avis,
et quelle est la sonorite du mot nounou? Comment ga sonne?

52 Nursery? No?
N S Oui, en fait, c 'est la personne, explique-moi en frangais
53 La personne qui occupe
N S qui s 'occupe des enfants, done la, le son du mot peut aider aussi, nounou ga fa it

un des mots des petits enfants, OK?

4.
S 1 Qu’est-ce que c ’est le mot propulse
N S Lespropulser... alors Ok
S 1 aurores aussi
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NS alors, la vie ressemble a une veritable course d ’obstacles, course d ’obstacles
vous comprenez

S 1,2,3 Oui
NS qui commence aux aurores, qui commence quand, tot, tres tot le matin,

d ’accord, done I ’aurore, c ’est, commencer aux aurores c ’est une expression, qui 
veut dire commencer tres tot, mais en fa it I ’aurore, ga veut dire unepeiiode tres 
precise de la journee, au matin, quand le soleil se leve

S3 Dawn?
NS Oui, je  pense que c ’est ga, mais en m im e temps ga fa it partie d ’une expression,

done general, tres tot, done il part tres tot, done la course d 'obstacles les 
propulse d I ’ecole, les propulse, d ’apres le contexte, regardez le contexte, une 
course d ’obstacles en general, on saute dans une course d ’obstacles, il y  a des 
obstacles et on saute dessus, I ’idee d ’effort, et de saut, et en fa it la, c ’est la 
m im e image, propulser c ’est, vous connaissez le mot ressort?

S 2,3 Pardon?
NS Ressort, c 'est metallique, dans cette form e la, spirale
52 Spring
NS Voild
53 C ’est un mot anglais? Propel?
NS Oui, voild, ga ressemble, vous voyez les deux, la ressemblance des mots?

Propulser / propel, m im e racine probablement, done et Id pensez aussi d 
I ’aspect dynamique, course d ’obstacles. done la ga les pousse a I ’ecole en fait, 
la journee est tellement remplie, les gens sont poussees toute la journee a agir, 
tres vite. OK?

5.
S3 Leur ai'eule?
NS Aieule? Alors, c ’est lespersonnesplus vielles, d ’accord
S3 Les personnes quoi?
NS Les personnes plus vieilles, les personnes plus vieilles
S3 Ah oui
NS Vieux c ’est masculin, vieille c ’est feminin on devant un mot avec une voyelle.

Ok, par exemple un vieil homme, ga c ’est voyelle, done on ne dit pas vieux, 
normalement c ’est vieux, c ’est masculin, et une vieille, c ’est feminin, done une 
aieule c ’est une vieille personne, mais dans la famille je  pense

6 .
S3 Le premier se sent souvent delaisse
NS delaisse, alors regardez le contexte, quand nait un second enfant, le prem ier se

sent souvent delaisse, malheureux. Vous comprenez malheureux?
S 1,2,3 Oui
NS Vous connaissez «laisser»?
S I,2,3 Oui
NS C ’est a peu pres la m im e chose. A part que c ’est abandonne Id
S2 Mais c ’est pas la meme chose
NS Mais le contexte est a ffectif done la ce serait abandonne, neglige
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52.3 OK
NS etpuis «de», ga traduit I'eloignement, vous comprenez «eloigne»? Loin?
51.2.3 Oui
NS L ’eloignement, la separation, etre separe, done «de», un prefix qu ’on met au

debut des mots parfois et la on le met «delaisse», pour insister sur la separation, 
dans le contexte affeetif

S3 OK

7.
N Un calin ...
NS em...vous pouvez aussi regarder la phrase d la suite... en s errant I ’enfant dans

ses bras., serrer dans ses bras vous eomprenez?
S 1,2 Oui
NS Done un edlin e 'est en rapport avec ga
S3 A houi, jev o is
NS Un cdlin, c ’est etre dans les bras, quoi,faire un bisou, ou quelque chose comme

ga. Ce qu ’on fa it avee les parents, quand on est triste
51.2.3 (laughs)
NS II y  a aussi le verbe, edliner, faire des cdlins
S3 C ’est tout

8.
S2 Racines
NS Vovons un peu dans le texte, des racines
S2 [ ■ J
NS Non ga c ’est le racisme, alors tu vois un arbre?
51.2.3 Oui,
NS et I ’arbre commence a pousser dans la terre
S 1,2,3 A houi,
NS C ’est ce qui est sous la terre. Done id, e ’est I ’origine, d ’accord, connaitre ses

origines. IIy  a aussi un verbe qui dit etre deracine, enfin un adjectif done etre 
deracine c ’est aussi quand on n ’a plus d ’identite, par exemple les Algeriens 
pendant les annees soixante.

9.
SI Qu’est-ce que c ’est «nous embete»?
NS II nous ennuie
SI C ’est quand une personne t ’ennuie?
NS Par exemple si, un exemple, si tu joues, une petite fille qui joue avec son petit

frere, et le petit frere construit une maison avec des lego, et son frere a chaque 
fois il enleve des lego, ce qui fa it que ga tombe, et il lui dit, arrete, tu m ’embetes, 
done embeter quelqu ’un c ’est creer des ennuis, enerver, enfin c ’est pas la mime 
chose, mais la consequence c 'est quand mime ene?~vant, OK?
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10.
52 Chuchoter
NS Alors, chuchoter, regardez le contexte, une simple petite phrase ainsi chuchotee 

pent eviter bien des drames, done une phrase chuchotee, une phrase, chuchoter 
a un rapport avec le langage parle, d ’accord? Mais la alors dans le contexte, 
on sait que la grand-mere avec son petit enfant, ils fon t un cdlin, fa ire un cdlin, 
et en lui disant une phrase rassurante, OK? Dans I ’oreille, c ’est vrai qu ’il nous 
emhete, ce bebe, ilpleure tout le temps. Ok vous comprenez ga, elle lid dit 
probablement d I ’oreille, OK?

S 1,2,3 Emmm
NS Done chuchoter, c ’est parler tout bas
S 1,2,3 eh oui
NS Bas, tu comprends?
SI Oui
NS Ca peut etre affectif mais aussi en classe, on parle tout bas en classe parce qu ’il 

y  a le professeur
SI OK
NS Vous etes sur que c ’est bon Id?
SI Oui

11
SI Qu’est-ce que c’est nautrellement dedramatiser
N S Elle va tout naturellement dedramatiser la situation... alors c ’estpareil,

dramatiser
SI Oui
NS vous connaissez «drame», «le drame»
SI Oui
N S en francais on dirait «c ’est un drame»
SI Oui
NS C ’est tres grave, c ’est un drame c ’est tres grave, OK? Done en fa it

dedramatiser, ga veut dire, c ’est le contraire de dire un drame, c ’est le contraire 
et on a encore «de», et dramatiser, tu dramatises tout, cela veut dire que tu fa is  
comme si tout etait grave, important trop grave etc., et dedramatiser c ’est le 
contraire, c ’est a dire baisser I ’importance, d ’accord, diminuer I ’importance, 
OK?

12
S 1 Oui, culpabilite. “un sentiment tres fort..”
N S Ah, un sentiment tres fo r t de culpabilite -  culpabilite, ga n ’existe pas en anglais

ga?
S1 Abilite?
NS Culpabl...culpa...vous n ’avez jam ais entenduparler de « culpa », « mea

culpa? »
53 mea culpa... je  suis desole?
NS Oui, OK, done culpa
S3 C ’est quelle langue, mea culpa
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NS C ’est du Latin
S3 Oh OK
NS Coupable, est-ce que vous connaissez le mot coup able?.... II a avoue qu ’il etait

coupable du meurtre de sa grand-mere (laughs)... etre coupable c ’est
S3 Etre triste?
NS Non, non, non, non, an tribunal
S2 Dans le droit, le droit
NS Dans la droite? En droit, voild. Quelqu ’un fait un meurtre, OK
S2 Oui
NS Done il va aller au tribunal et il va -e tre  declare coupable ou non coupable.
S2 Oh, OK.
NS Done coupable et culpabilite c 'est la meme racine
S2 Oui
NS Coupable et culpabilite, done la culpabilite c ’est le nom, c ’est I ’idee d ’etre

coupable. OK. Done un sentiment tres fo r t de culpabilite, ga veut dire quand 
on se sent coupable.

13
NS Seauelles. vous voyez...oui?
51 Pardon? C ’est quoi?
NS Sequelles, c ’est quoi? Vous voyez ga parce que vous ne me I ’avezpas demande
52 Eh...
NS « Elle va tout naturellement dedramatiser la situation qui autrement aurait pu

laisser des sequelles », laisser des sequelles, un choc, une situation difficile peut 
laisser des sequelles est-ce que vous auriez une idee de ee que ga veut dire

S2 Pas importante
NS ah non, par exemple, un mal, un choc, une tristesse, peut laisser des sequelles,

peut avoir des consequences, qui restent qui sont importantes, pas de petites 
consequences, mais de grosses consequences, sequelles ga peut etre utilise pour 
une blessure, physique, une blessure, OK? Ou sinon ga peut etre des 
consequences d ’une decision, done Id c ’est, ga veut dire qu ’en fa it si la grand- 
mere n ’etait pas Id, la tristesse ou la culpabilite de I ’enfantpourrait laisser des 
consequences importantes.
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Appendix C (Chapter 5)

Document C.l Texts selected for investigation phase

Document C.l  Analysis of texts, breakdowns in meaning, transcripts of student 

interactions

Text 1 Comment attribue-t-on les termes de me, avenue, boulevard, etc. ? 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text 1

Text 2 Qui sont les Europeens ?
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 3 Deux siecles du baccalaureat frangais 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 4 Comment est ne le concept de la jeunesse.
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 5 Mondanites =  banalites... Plus on vieillit, mains on est spontane 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 6 Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 7 Le climat de la France 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 8 Cederoms: L ’autre fagon de choisir sa destination 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 9 Temoignage : I ’illetrisme 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text

Text 10 Crac Boum ...L ’internet 
Error analysis 
Transcription Text
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Document C l: Texts selected for investigation phase 

Text 1

Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc?

En fait, I’appellation des voies comme le nom qu’on leur donne n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite: chaque 
commune est souveraine dans ce domaine. Dans les grandes villes, une commission formule des 
propositions, qui sont votees par le conseil municipal.

Toutefois, les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres et “boulevard” une 
artere formee de voies de circulation separees par un terre-plein plante d ’arbres. Mais aucun texte 
n ’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une avenue. Cela depend de la largeur 
moyerme des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.

II faut compter aussi avec le respect qui est du au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie. C ’est pour 
cette raison que de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue du 
General-de-Gaulle, plutot que rue, qui aurait fait mesquin pour un si grand homme.

D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des municipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes 
des riverains. Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu 'elle devient plus large que I'avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiquement changer son nom. D ’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en plus soucieuses de 
preserver les noms anciens des rues, qui font partie du patrimoine historique de la ville.

f a  m 'interesse, mars 1999

Text 2

Qui sont les Europeens ?

Les Grecs depensent 36,7 % de leur budget a I’alimentation, alors que les Allemands ne lui en reservent 
que 15% ; en moyerme et par jou r les Italiens et les Anglais passent 3 h 30 devant leur tele, les Suedois a 
peine 2 ; 78% des Allemands partent en vacances, contre 29% des Portugais ; 9,8% des Franfais sont 
syndiques contre 82.5%i des Suedois ; en Scandinavie on dine plutot a 19h, voire 17 h en Suede, alors 
qu’en Espagne on passe a table vers 21 h ; en Angleterre on garde les mains sous la table, en France la 
politesse oblige a les garder dessus...

Des disparites aussi nationales que regionales

A  I’heure de la mondialisation et de la construction europeeime, on peut penser que les modes de vie, les 
valeurs et les attitudes des Europeens s ’uniformisent. Or, ce sont plutot les differences et les singularites 
qui tendent aujourd’hui a se renforcer dans un mouvement de preservation de I’identite nationale. «Cela 
va meme plus loin, assure Henri Mendras, sociologue. Car les disparites culturelles et sociales sont moins 
nationales que regionales.» Nous vivons dans une Europe des regions. Surtout en Italie, ou co-existent 
une multitude de dialectes et de comportements. Ainsi sur la rive droite de la riviere Voltumo, les 
habitants font oui par un mouvement de la tete lateral. Sur la rive gauche de bas en haut. En Belgique, 
Flamands et Wallons s ’eloignent de plus en plus. Les modes de vie des Espagnols du Nord industrialise et 
du Sud sous-developpe different enorm em ent... Des disparites si fortes qu ’elles faussent les statistiques 
nationales.

Ces diversites culturelles mettent-elles en danger I’UE ? «Au contraire, affirme Henri Mendras.
L’histoire a demontre qu’une societe monolithique avait plus de mal a s ’adapter et a survivre au 
changement.» Conserver ses specificites, c ’est permettre a I’Europe de s ’epanouir. Car I’ennui, ne nait-il 
pas de runiforrm te ? Qa m ’interesse, juin 1999
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Text 3

Deux siecles du baccalaureat fran^ais

Avec 75% de reussite, notre bac n 'estplus un examen prestigieux reserve a I’elite. Mais il est loin de 
s ’etre completement democratise !

Juin 1940 : tandis que la moitie nord de la France fuit dans le plus grand desordre sur les routes devant 
I’armee allemande, dans le sud du pays, les lyceens passent leur bac comme si de rien n’etait. Mieux 
encore : le ministere de I’Education nationale qui avait deja monte une session en mars pour les jeunes 
mobilises, en organisera trois autres en juillet, aout et septembre !

Juin 1968 : en depit de la desorganisation generale et de I’opposition de certains professeurs gagnes par 
l«esprit de mai», qui veulent abandonner les notes, on parvient a mettre sur pied des epreuves 
exclusivement orales. Et, contrairement a ce que Ton a souvent affirme, le bac 68 n ’a pas ete «donne» : il 
y aura 66% d’admis -  un pourcentage conforme a la moyenne des annees soixante.

Quelles que soient les circonstances historiques, la France reussit toujours a passer son bac. C’est que, 
cree en 1808 par Napoleon, (la premiere promo de 1809 ne comptait que 32 admis) cet examen au nom 
derive du latin (de bacca lauri, baie de laurier, dont on parait, a Rome, les vainqueurs) n’est pas seulement 
la sanction des etudes secondaires et la cle de I’entree a I’universite. C’est aussi un mythe, une de nos 
institutions republicaines majeures, une grand-messe annuelle de la Nation. «Un ministre de I'Education 
n ’a jamais que deux imperatifs ; reussir a organiser la rentree et le bac» ironise ainsi Georges Solaux, 
auteur d’un livre sur le baccalaureat.

Depuis une decennie, I’objectif affiche du ministre est que le bac se democratise encore plus : que 80% 
des classes d'age I’obtiennent. Un pourcentage qui ne depasse aujourd’hui que de tres peu les 60%, 
encore loin des performances de ses equivalents occidentaux.
_________________________________________________________________________________ Qa m 'interesse, juin 1998

Text 4

Comment est ne le concept de la jeunesse : XVTle siecle.

Jusqu ’au dix-huitieme siecle, les enfants etaient habilles, a partir de sept ans, comme des petits 
hommes, car Us n ’etaient que des adultes en puissance, inacheves.

Dans un ouvrage public en 1973 et reste celebre sur L ’Enfant et la viefamiliale sous I ’Ancien Regime 
(Seuil), I’historien Philippe Aries soutenait que, jusqu’a la fm du XVIIe siecle, I’enfant en dessous de sept 
ans n’avait pas d’existence sociale ni meme reelle. Tant d ’enfants mouraient alors en bas age qu’on ne 
faisait pas attention a leurs desirs. Au-dela de sept ans I’enfant etait considere en revanche comme un 
petit homme, qu’on habillait comme un adulte.

Si la these d ’Aries est desormais contestee, c’est moins dans le fond que dans la generalite : on admet 
aujourd’hui que, comme dans toute epoque, il y a avait plusieurs fa9ons de se comporter. Ce n’est pas tant 
le concept d ’«enfance» qui n ’existait pas, que la definition qu’on lui dormait et la valeur qu’on lui 
accordait qui differaient. L ’enfant etait vetu comme un adulte non parce qu’il n ’etait pas reconnu, mais 
parce qu’il n ’etait considere que comme un adulte en devenir, done «incomplet».

Bref, le point de vue d ’oii on jugeait les choses differait. Dans les societes aristocratiques, on devenait 
quelqu’un lorsqu’on heritait d ’un titre et d’une maison. L’etat civil ne determinait pas I’etat social, c ’etait 
I’inverse qui se passait: on avait la qualite de son etat social, et celui-ci n ’avait qu’un rapport lointain avec 
I’age physique. Qa m 'interesse, mars 1999
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Text 5

Mondanites = banalites... Plus on vieillit, mo ins on est spontane

Si, d ’une fapon generale, nous, Fran?ais parlons moins, des differences notables continuent d’exister entre 
nous. Ainsi, plus nous vieillissons, plus notre cercle de communication se restreint: alors que de 20 a 49 
ans, nous avons en moyenne plus de 9 interlocuteurs par semaine (avec une pointe approchant les dix de 
30 a 39 ans), ce nombre descend a 6,5 apres 70 ans. De meme, le nombre de conversations et leur duree 
est fonction des etudes que nous avons suivies: plus on a de diplomes, plus on se sent a I’aise avec la 
parole (11 interlocuteurs hebdomadaires, comme les actifs, mais avec une moyerme de 42 discussions 
contre seulement 31 pour ces demiers. Enfm, verification statistique d’un vieux cliche, les femmes sont 
plus bavardes que les hommes, avec un interlocuteur de plus par semaine.

Mais de quoi parlons nous tous et toutes? D ’apres une enquete menee pour France -Telecom par la 
sociologue Carole-Anne Riviere, les femmes se servent surtout du combine pour dormer ou prendre des 
nouvelles de leurs proches: les jeunes pour discuter de tout ou de rien, a batons rompus. Mais plus on 
avance en age, moins on park de n’importe quoi avec n ’importe qui. A la liberte de parole succede un 
autocontrole inconscient, selon une regie simple mais logique: moins on est proche de son interlocuteur, 
plus la conversation sera banale.

Avec un commerfant on park de I’air du temps, mais ses etats d ’ame, on les reservera a ses amis ou a son 
conjoint. Et si 20% des relations amicales se nouent au travail, on est plus prudent aujourd’hui qu’il y a 
vingt ans. Une prudence qui ne serait d ’ailleurs pas un luxe, puisque certaines etudes indiquent que plus 
on park, plus les relations sont conflictuelks -  ce qui est une lapalissade: en multipliant les contacts, leur 
intensite et leur duree, on multiplie evidemment aussi les risques d’accrochage.

Qa m ’interesse, avril 1998

T ext 6

Travailler en solo, vivre en soho.

Les Anglo-Saxons appelknt pa Small Office, home office (Soho). Ce terme adopte en France s’applique 
au 1.3 million d’entre nous qui travailknt chez eux. Enquete.
Le fermier qui produit des fromages de chevre, le medecin qui consulte chez lui, le peintre dont I’atelier se 
confond avec la chambre ou I’informaticien qui “teletravailk” sont tous des Soho qui s’ignorent. Tous 
exercent une activite economique a partir de leur domicile. Soho: Small office, home office, sigle anglo- 
saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et bureau a domicile”. Un phenomene en plein essor. 
Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million. Mais ils restent encore mal connus. En raison meme de leur 
style de vie, ils appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures, et leurs metiers sont tres differents les uns 
des autres.

Pourtant, on commence a s’interesser a eux. Ainsi, la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain Bosetti pour 
permettre a des entreprises comme France Telecom de mieux connaitre un marche tres demandeur en 
services de telecommunications. L’agence marketing .. ./en Personne a realise la premiere enquete les 
concemant. Leurs portraits se precisent enfm: les hommes (55%) sont majoritaires, la plus grande partie 
d ’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans (68%) et 33% declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs. Ils sont pour 
la plupart artisans, commerfants, cadres superieurs ou exercent une profession liberale, medecin, avocat, 
architecte, etc.

Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison: les nouvelles technologies et la crise 
economique. Selon une enquete Ifop, commandee par I’agence .. ../en Personne, 60% des Soho ont au 
moins un appareil de bureautique. L’apparition d’ordinateurs, de fax bon marche et les possibilites 
offertes par I’lntemet (ont contribue a ce developpement). Qa m 'interesse, mars 1998
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Text 7

Le climat de la France

En fevrier dernier, le nord de la France a connu des temperatures proches de 20C, avant d ’etre victime de 
froids inhabituels en avril. Quant aux secheresses, elles ont ete particulierement frequentes ces demieres 
annees. Ces perturbations meteorologiques sont-elles les signes avant-coureurs d’une modification du 
climat de notre pays? Pour I’instant les specialistes restent prudents. A leurs yeux en effet, nous avons 
tendance a oublier que le temps a toujours eu des sautes d’humeur et que la secheresse revient a intervalles 
plus ou moins reguliers.

Cependant, une chose est sure: les dix demieres annees ont ete les plus chaudes observees depuis la fin du 
xix' siecle. Globalement, la temperature de la terre a augmente de 0,7“C en un peu plus d ’un siecle. Or, 
selon les climatologues, ce rechauffement general pourrait bien sonner le glas du climat tempere dont 
beneficiait jusqu'a maintenant notre pays. En effet, Paris se situe sur le 49' parallele comme Terre-neuve 
ou la Mongolie. Si la France connait en general des hivers plutot elements et des etes pas trop brulants, 
c’est a cause de I’influence adoucissante du Gulf Stream. Ce courant marin apporte en effet des eaux 
chaudes equatoriales vers nos cotes. Que ce regulateur naturel vienne, comme le prevoient certains 
specialistes, a se reduire, voire a disparaitre, et nous nous retrouvons avec un climat semblable a celui du 
Canada, avec des etes brulants et des hivers glaces.

Selon la plupart de nos climatologues, ce bouleversement ne devrait se faire pleinement sentir que vers la 
fin du siecle prochain. Mais nous sommes sans doute en train de vivre ses premiers soubresauts 
annonciateurs. Qa m ’interesse,jum  1998

Text 8______________________________________________________________________________
Cederoms: L ’autre fapon de choisir sa destination
Dresser son itineraire avec des cartes, visiter en image les sites, se familiariser avec la langue... les 
cederoms sont la pour construire son voyage.
Les cederoms sont egalement un excellent outil pour preparer son voyage. A commencer par I’itineraire si 
vous partez en voiture: en compulsant par exemple les atlas disponibles sur le marche, histoire d’arreter sa 
destination. Le celebre Encarta de chez Microsoft (790 f) ou I ’Atlas '98 de la maison Hachette (390 f  
permettent agreablement, quoique sommairement, de definir les contours du prochain voyage, et ce quel 
que soit le pays.

Cote linguistique, vous pouvez aussi preparer votre voyage en apprenant quelques mots cles: il suffit pour 
cela d’acheter un cederom de la langue: les plus courants sont tous disponibles. Pour I’aspect culturel du 
pays visite, les nombreux cederoms sur la civilisation locale offrent une bonne mise en condition. Ainsi 
I’Egypte, le Vietnam ou le Cambodge, dont les palais et sculptures ont seduit les concepteurs multimedia.

Si vous projetez de rester en France et de sillonner les routes en voiture, un outil vous sera extremement 
utile: le Copilote ideal (Sybex, 298 francs): il vous calcule les distances, les previsions de votre 
consommation d’essence, et vous indique meme les raccourcis. En completant cette preparation par la 
consultation d’un cederom sur la region de votre choix (il en existe des dizaines pour toutes les regions), 
vous serez averti du moindre sentier pedestre. Ainsi ce cederom sur les Pyrenees (Combo -  Media, 199 
francs) qui indique entre autres les chemins de grande randonnee, le temps des trajets, les deniveles et les 
adresses des refuges.

Enfm, les cederoms a vocation «office de tourisme» sont de plus en plus nombreux: de la principaute de 
Monaco au departement de la Drome en passant par les stations «Trois Vallees», qui presentent leur 
domaine skiable. Un petit probleme, cependant: ces cederoms concement davantage les professionnels 
que le grand public et sont rarement disponibles a la vente. Seule la principaute de Monaco, qui a 
egalement comrms un cederom sur Le Rocher et ses Secrets, est en train d’etudier la possibilite de 
distribuer une version adaptee, et payante aux touristes. Mais pour cela, il faudra attendre I’ete ... 
______________________________ ______________________________________ Qa m ’interesse, mai 1998
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Text 9

Tem oignage : Je  ne veux pas que m on fils de 4 ans me dise un jo u r  : M on pere est nul, il ne sait pas 
ecrire.

Aveyronnais de souche, Gilbert a 32 ans. L ’ecole ? II la quitte a 15 ans lorsqu’i! doit redoubler sa 4®.
« Ma famille -  modeste -  ne m 'a  pas specialement pousse a faire de longues etudes » deplore-t-il 
aujourd’hui. II monte a Paris oil quelque parent dans la limonade I’aide a devenir serveur. «J’etais 
mauvais en franpais, mais cela ne m ’empechait pas de bosseo>. Ni de progresser : Gilbert maitrise la 
lecture el ne rencontre aucune difficulte a I’oral. II obtient son permis de conduire.

Les annees passent. Le petit serveur prend des responsabilites... et du personnel sous sa direction. 
«Jusque-la, quand je  devais envoyer des lettres professionnelles, mon patron acceptait de me les corriger, 
avoue-t-il. Maintenant je  suis coince. Je vais etre amene a ecrire tous les jours. Je dois assurer.» Cette 
determination dissimule les nombreuses difficultes rencontrees en cours de route. «D’abord, ce sont des 
choses dont on parle peu. On est vraiment honteux envers les autres et envers soi-meme.

M a femme m ’a enormement soutenu. J ’ai mis le temps, et un jou r je  me suis decide.» Un numero de 
telephone dans le journal. On I’oriente vers un G reta... qui n ’a jam ais repondu ! Mais le pas etait franchi. 
« J’etais soulage. Je me suis dirige vers une association dans mon quartier. Le premier cours etait 
formidable : grammaire et conjugaison, tout ce dont j ’avais besoin! Malheureusement, mon emploi du 
temps m ’oblige a rater le cours de mon niveau. Je me retrouve avec de reels debutants. II y a des 
Iraniens, des Grecs, des Egyptiens : tous se demandent ce que je  fais la ! Je vais devoir trouver mieux. 
Quoi qu’il en soit, maintenant que ma decision est prise, conclut Gilbert, je  vais me donner a fond. J ’ai un 
enfant de quatre ans. Je ne veux pas qu’il dise plus tard : mon pere est nul ! II ne sait pas ecrire»

Qa m 'interesse, mars 1998

Text 10

Text 10 C rac B o u rn ...L ’in te rn e t

Crac, boum ... I’lntemet

D u cri du dinosaure aux tubes de D avid Bowie en passant p a r I ’hymne du pays de 
Galles.... Vous disposez sur le Web, d ’une veritable bibliotheque sonore.

Le Web apparait d ’abord comme une immense bibliotheque de textes et d ’images.
Mais il permet aussi de transformer son ordinateur en juke-box ou en magnetophone aux innombrables 
ressources. Non seulement on pourra y puiser des musiques celebres et les reecouter a volonte mais aussi 
celles de groupes ou chanteurs inconnus qui tentent ainsi de retenir I’attention de leur futur public ,..

Au-dela de la musique, certains sites proposent des emissions de radio, des discours historiques, des 
hymnes nationaux, des jingles de television, des generiques de series; de quoi alimenter sa nostalgic, en 
reecoutant le generique de Goldorak ou developper ses connaissances. Plus surprenant on pourra aussi 
ecouter des cris d ’animaux, des bruits humains, des ronronnements de voitures et meme transferer des 
messages preenregistres sur son repondeur telephonique.

Pourprofiter au maximum de toutes ces ressources musicales et sonores, nul besoin de s ’equiper de fafon 
couteuse : un ordinateur standard equipe d ’enceintes, avec une connexion a 1’Internet suffit. Certes, des 
logiciels supplementaires aptes a lire les sons puis a la jouer sur la machine sont necessaires. Mais, pour la 
plupart, ils sont gratuits.
___________________________________________ ^ a  m 'interesse, decembre 1998
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D ocum ent C .2 A nalysis o f  texts, b reakdow ns in m eaning, transcrip ts o f  student 
in teractions

Text 1 Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc?

En fail, rappellation des voies cotome le nom qu’on.leur donne n'obeit a aucune loi ecrile: 
chaque commune est souveraine dans ce domaine’. Dans les grandes villes, une commission 
formule des propositions, qui sont votees par le cpnseil m unicipal

Toutefois. les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue” une voie large bordee d’arbres et 
“boulevard” une artCTC formee de voies de circulation separees par un teiTe-plein plante 
d’arbres.^ Mais aucixn texte n ’impose de largeur maximale pour une rue on minimale pour 
une avenue. ^ Cela depend de la largeur moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier.^

II faut compter aussi ayec I.e.respect q̂ ui est du au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie.® 
C ’est pour cette raison que .de.nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de petites villes ont 
ete baptisees avenue du General-de-Gaulle, ululot que rue, qui aurait fait mesquin pour un si 
grand homme.’

D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source dans le souci des municipalit6s de ne pas changer 
les habitudes des riverains.^ Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu’elle devient plus large que 
r  avenue voisine, on ne va pas systematiquement changer son nom.^ D 'autant que les 
m unicipality sont dep.lus.enp.lus soucieuses de preserver les noms anciens des rues, qui font 
partie du patrimoine historique de la yille.'°

Key to errors

W o r ( k n o t t e ^  21
Mistranslations: 31 
Iriaccurately.translated./.partia 
Total number o f problematic words: 69 
Total number o f words in text: 212 
Percentage o f problematic words: 32 %

Number of student interactions in transcript: 15
Breakdown o f interactions: 2 verbs, 7 nouns, 5 adjectives, 1 adverb.

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0=no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-propositions, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts o f a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Score .25 1 .25 0 6 .75 I .25 1 .5

Total: = 5/10 = 50%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning in  text R eason un -transla ted

^Un) si ( grand homme) (Such) a great man Advanced structure

“ art ere Artery / roadway Unknown, Substitute “one”
“ Qui aurait fa it  mesqidn Which would have seemed 

mean
Mesquirt unknown, + syntactic 
complexity

“Le souci (des municipalites) The concern unknown
soucieuses concerned unknown

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in text R eason un -transla ted

(Le souci) des municipalites The concern o f town councils Previous word souci unknown
“ (maximale) ...ou minimale smallest Trouble understanding first part 

o f  sentence, abandon the second 
part.

M ais(aucun...) but Ignore, launch straight into 
translating aucun

“ comme like Ignore the relation between the 
two phrases

“ Qui est du Which is due Superfluous to overall meaning

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
“ (on) agrandit (one) makes 

bigger
1 repeat
2 rename

Misinterpretation of 
components - They identify 
'"dit” as “says” and guess

“ toutefois however M any times Word translated as sum of 
component parts toutes (?l\\) + 
fo is  (times^

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Compter avec 
le respect

Take account o f 
the respect

To account with respect 
to

Understood to have the same 
idiomatic meaning as in English

Le conseil 
municipal

The town council the council / the 
committee o f the town

Difficulty finding exact term in 
English language context

2.3 False friends

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
W ord M eaning in text T ransla tion  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
“ appellation categorisation naming More usual meaning of appeler
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2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
' ‘ D 'autant que All the more so as Other than Contextual guess -  autant 

presumed to be related to autre 
other

2.5.2 Morphological synfoims
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘ ' De nombreuses Many / numerous A num ber of Lack o f knowledge of 

derivatives o f  “nombre”
“ patrimoine heritage patronage Guess based on morpheme 

“patr”
“ Plutot que Rather than moreover Guess based on morpheme 

“p lu s”
“ ville town village Inattention to morphological 

endings

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
"  De plus en 
plus(soucieuses 
de preserver)

More and more 
(concerned with 
keeping)

M ore (are preserving) Grammatical adverbial locution 
interpreted as noun

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ (les habitudes) 
sont de nommer

(the usual thing) is 
to call

They are called Grammatical / referential

“ form ule formulates Is formed Grammatical / referential
“ Qui sont votees W hich are voted 

on
Who vote Grammatical / referential

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(Les noms) 
qu 'on leur donne

The names that 
they are given

How the names come 
about

Contextual guess 
Loose interpretation

“ riverains residents W hen people are in a 
certain part of a country 
they are called 
something

Unknown, contextual guess 
leading to belief i t’s a name for 
particular people

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ Largeur
maximale

Maximum width A maximum that you 
can do

Contextual guess 
Vague, general meaning

“ La largeur The width 1 amount o f  people
2 amount o f houses
3 content

Contextual guess, some sense of 
quantity
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“ Terre-plein 
(plante d'arbres)

M edian strip 
(planted with 
trees)

A field (planted with 
trees)

Contextual guess based on the 
existence o f trees

"  Voies de 
circulation

Lanes o f traffic Loads o f different ways Contextual guess based on 
“voies”

il souveraine autonomous They have something o f 
value

Contextual guess, some sense of 
a positive attribute

“ En fa it In fact firstly Contextual guess
“ Aucun... ne No.. Every... doesn’t Contextual guess
“ N ’obeit d 
aucune loi ecrite

D oesn’t follow 
any written law

Is not only written Aucune taken to mean “only”, 
obeit not understood 
Contextual guess

5 Successfully negotiated items

W ord M eaning in text T ransla tion  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
“ Les habitudes 
(sont de nommer)

The usual way 1 usually
2 residents
3 are usually (called)

1 known item d ’habitude
2 L2 cognate habiter
3 choice in context

“ Ont ete 
baptisees

Have been called 1 have been baptized
2 have been
3 have been given the 
name

1 LI similarity
2 grammatical check
3 contextual application

“ Un (si) grand  
homme

(Such) a great man 1 the large man
2 important
3 a well known figure

1 direct translation
2 interpretation o f grand
3 contextual integration

“ (L ’avenue) 
voisine

The neighbouring 
(avenue)

1 the neighbours
2 neighbouring

3 beside it

1 known noun
2 recognition of adjectival 
function
3 contextual integration
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Transcription Text 1

Comment attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue, boulevard, etc.

D En fait, I ’appellation des voles comme le nom qu 'on leur donne, so firstly
C Am I supposed to do it with you ?
D Yeah
C in maldng the names of our, the I 'appellation des voies, em, I’d say that could

be em naming 
D Is voie not a way
C yeah, in naming, naming ways or streets les noms qu ’on leur donne.. so how

the name comes about, how it is made n ’obeit a aucune loi ecrite em it’s not 
only written, em chaque commune est souveraine dans ce domaine every 
community is 

D is something in the area
C they have something like of you know they have something of value that they

can name it from 
D a reason why it’s given the name
C yeah Dans les grandes villes, une commission formule des propositions, qui

sont votees par le conseil municipal 
D in cities or big villages, big towns, em a commission is formed
C yeah to propose and those which em vote., em by the, eh the council, it would

be like the committee, of the town, they’d vote on the name 
D Toutefois, les habitudes sont de nommer “avenue ” une voie large bordee

d ’arbres et “boulevard” une artere form ee de voies de circulation separees 
par un terre-plein plante d 'arbres 

C So that one is many times, is it? Des habitudes, usually
D the residents
C oh yeah the residents are named, les habitudes, are usually, they are usually

named avenue, a large way bordered by trees and a boulevard would be em 
would be one where it’s formed where there’s loads o f different ways and em 
what’s that? de voies de circulation separees par un terre-plein plante 
d ’arbres they’re separated by em fields with trees in them, so like avenue 
would be in the boulevard you could say nearly couldn’t you?

D yeah
C em form ee de voies de circulation. Mais aucun texte n ’impose de largeur

maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une avenue. Em 
D what’s aucun again?
C Huh?
D What’s aucun?
C I don’t know eh I can’t remember what it means
D every?
C yeah, actually every text doesn’t impose largeur maximale pour une m e

doesn’t impose this on the streets or doesn’t impose like a maximum that you
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can do on streets or avenues. If that’s what it means, I ’m not sure about that 
one. Do you want to read that one?

D Cela depend de la largeur moyenne des voies dans la ville ou dans le quartier
C depends on the .. streets
D this depends on the average em what’s largeur, the amount of people or

something, the amount of houses, average 
C it’s probably houses
D em content or something, of the streets or th e ... I suppose we just say voies

are streets in the town or in the area. 11 fa iit compter aiissi avec le respect qui 
est du ail personnage qui donne son nom a la voie. It is necessary to count 

C or compter is it? To account also with respect to the people who give their
name to the street 

D that the street is named after
C C ’est pour cette raison que de nombreuses rues principales de villages ou de

petites villes ont ete baptisees avenue du General-de-Gaulle, plutot que rue, 
qui aurait fa it mesquin pour un si grand homme 

D for this reason that the number o f streets, number of main streets of towns or
villages or small towns 

C have been baptised avenues oh what’s that?
D have ete yeah have been
C have been given the name avenue du General-de-Gaulle, oh of General de

Gaulle plutot que..
D such, is plutot such?
C plutot is moreover or something like that, or maybe
D that street or which street aurait fa it mesquin pour un si grand homme
C that’s like if the large man like if he’s like important
D a well known figure like
C plutot que rue that the street which has been
D 1 that kind of means people that are kind o f more known would have
C better name done
D would have their names on main streets or avenues rather than like just on

insignificant little roads or whatever 
C yeah D 'autres... go on pronounce that one
D incoherenecess
C trouvent leur source dans le souci des m unicipality de ne pas changer les

habitudes des riverains 
D what’s an incoherence?
C eh other reasons like why they wouldn’t be called just because of where they

are would be found eh finding the source, eh what’s the soucis, its not mouse 
anyway

D le souci des municipalites de ne pas changer les habitudes des riverains
C I know that word, souci, eh not to change the habits o f the people there, or the

livelihood of the people the riverains, maybe souci is source or something... 
maybe we’ll skip that one 

D huh
C will we skip that one?
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D OK. What’s a riverainl
C it might be people who are in eh, might be a part o f you know when people

are in a certain part o f the country they are called something like that 
D OK Lorsqu ’on agrandit une rue et qu 'elle devientplus large que I 'avenue

voisine, on ne va pas systematiquement changer son nom 
C when one em agrandit does something see that a-grandit, dit is said or say so

that’s probably eh repeat maybe, when one repeats the name o f the street that 
it has become oh! That could be rename, no rename a street 

D (mutters)
C much bigger that the neighbours, voisine is neighbours isn’t it?
D Yeah, on
C of the...
D it’s not systematically
C see that / 'avenue voisine would that be the neighbouring avenues on ne va pas

systematiquement changer son nom it’s not going to be systematically 
changing the name, oh because em, the name beside it is after getting bigger 
or something, it doesn’t mean that avenue is going to change the name 

D or because the avenue has become larger, maybe that’s it, if the street has
become., they won’t change the name because of that, they’ll hold on to it em 

C D ’autant que les m unicipality sont de plus en plus soucieuses de preserver
les noms anciens des rues, qui fon tpartie  du patrimoine historique de la ville. 

D other than...
C Yeah, other than the large ones or more are preserving
D ancient names of streets
C which made
D which makes a part of
C the history o f the village like
D the patronage kind o f thing
C yeah
D keeps the eh, I think it means kind of the, it preserves the name, preserves

French history by naming it like from the older French people 
C Yeah that’s it, end
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Text 2 Qui sont les Europeens ?

Les Grecs depensent 36,7 % de leur budget a 1’alimentation, alors que les Allemands ne lui 
en r&ervent que 15%' ; en_moyenne.et.par les Italiens et les Anglais passent 3 h 30 
devant leur tde, les Suedois a peine 2 ;̂ 78% des Allemands partent en vacances, contre 29% 
des Portugais^; 9,8% des Frangais sont s^d iqu^s contre 82.5% des Suedois"*; en Scandinavie 
on dine plutpt a 19h, toecc' 17 h en Suede, alors^qu’en Espagne on passe a table vers 21 h ;̂ en 
Angleterre on garde les mains sous la table, en France la politesse oblige a les garder 
dessus../

Des disparites aussi nationales que regionales
A I’heure de la mondialisation et de la construction europeerme, on peut penser que les 
modes de vie, les valeurs et les attitudes des Europeens s’uniformisent^. Or, ce sont plutot les 
differences et les singularites qui tendent aujourd’hui a se renforcer dans un mouvement de 
preservation de I’identite nationale*. «Cela va.memeplusl.oi^n^^ assure Henri Mendras, 
sociologue.^ Car les disparites culturelles et sociales sont moi.ns.nationales que.
Nous vivons dans une Europe des reg io n s .S u rto u t en Italie,ou co-existent une multitude de 
dialectes et de comportements.’* Ainsi sur la .riyedroite de la riviere Voltumo, les habitants 
font..o.ui par un mouvement de la tete lateral. Sur la rive gauche de bas .en.haut'". En 
Belgique, FlamaSds et Wallons s’eloianent de plus en plus‘s  Les modes de vie des 
Espagnols du Nord industrialise et du Sud sous-developpe di.fferent enormement... Des 
disparites si fortes qu’elles faussent les statistiques nationales'^

Ces diversites culturelles mettent-elles en danger 1’UE'^ ? «Au contraire, affirme Henri 
Mendras. L’histoire a demontre qu’une societe monolithique avait plus de mal a s’.adapt.er et 
a survivre au changement.»'^ Conserver ses sp.ecificites, c’est permettre a I’Europe de 
s’ep.anouir.'* Car I’ennui, ne nait-il pas ^

Key to errors
Words not translated: 9 words 
Mistranslations: 15 words
.Inaccurately translated /^p 28 words
Total Number of problematic words: 52 
Total number of words in text: 305 
Percentage of problematic words: 17%

Number of student interactions on transcript: 32
Breakdown of interactions: 7 nouns, 7 verbs, 2 adjectives, 4 adverbs and adverbial 
expressions, 3 phrases / expressions, 7 referential, 1 phonetic, 1 orthographic

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0= no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-proposition, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts of a sentence)

Phrase 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Score 1 .75 1 1 1 1 1 .5 .5 1
Phrase 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Score .25 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 .75

Total: 13.75 / 19 = 72.5%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
Word Meaning in text Reason un-translated

Flamand Flemish speakers Unknown cultural reference
‘■Plutot Rather Unknown, not the total o f plus + 

tot
syndique Belonging to a trade union Unknown
syndique Belonging to a trade union Unknown

I J voire Even Unknown
Wallon French speakers Unknown cultural reference

1.2 Skipped items
Word Meaning in text Reason un-translated
‘ Alors que W hile / whereas Possibly unknown, but thought 

unimportant in the sentence

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

A vaitp lus de 
mal a

Found it more 
difficult to

badly Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
meaning, settle for generic 
“badly” from “m al”

' D e bas en haut Up and down From the bottom on high Literal translation o f  idiom

2.3 False friends

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘ Cela va m im e  

plus loin
It goes even 
further

It’s the same further 
along

Incorrect selection o f  meaning 
o f “meme”

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(de) bas (en 
haut)

(up a n d ) down Base / bottom Similarity with LI and L2 base, 
contextual interpretation in 
relation to previously 
mentioned river

S'adapter To adapt to Adopt orthographic confiasion
S ’eloignent Move further 

apart from each 
other

Getting longer 
themselves 
(they mispronounce 
“eloign” as “elong”)

Confusion between “loin” far 
and '"long" long
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2.5.2 Morphological synforms
W ord M eaning in text T ran s la tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Different They differ different Failure to identify the verbal 
form confusion with adjective 
different

‘'plutot rather More often Contextual guess based on 
‘̂ plus”

Specificites Individual
characteristics

specific Lack o f  attention to 
morphological endings

‘'faussent To make false It is necessary to Interpret it as the subj. o f “;7 
fau t”

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Des differences 
moins nationales 
que regionales

The differences 
are not so much at 
a national level as 
at a regional level

They are less national 
than regional, there are 
more differences 
between countries than 
within countries

Referential: confusion between 
elements

L'ennui ne nait- 
il pas de 
I'uniformite ?

Does boredom not 
come from 
sameness?

Boredom isn ’t bom  from 
uniformity

Failure to recognise question 
form

3.2 Referential problems
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r

(budget a 
I ’alimentation,les 
Allemands ne lui 
en reservent que 
15%;) en moyenne 
et p a r jour,( les 
Italiens ..

On average and 
per day the 
Italians (watch 
3 h30ofT V )

The Germans reserve 
15% o f their budget for 
food per day

Referential: Assumption that 
the “on average and per day” 
goes with the spending on food 
rather than the TV viewing

S ’adapter To adapt to Adapt referential problem

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
J J C ' ’ '6 epanouir Blossom / develop Expand, succeed, Contextual guess 

“it’s a positive thing”

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r

(les
differences) et les 
singularites

Specific traits / 
peculiarities

similarity
singularity (but do not 
understand what this 
means)

Contextual guess o f  opposite to 
"'differences”
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a figurative meaning
Un mouvement 

de la tete lateral
A  shake o f the 
head (from side to 
side)

They are for it., they say 
yes for a lateral head 
(connect lateral to head 
rather than movement)

E3 Interpret it figuratively rather 
than literally

5 Successfully negotiated items

Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
mondialisation globalisation 1 modernisation

2 globalisation is it?
3 monde is world, so it 
must be

Initially orthographic similarity; 
translation o f component parts

S'uniformisent Are becoming 
more alike

1 uniformalised
2 all the same
3 becoming the same

1 closest LI equivalent
2 alternative LI meaning
3 match with grammatical 
requirements in context

(ces diversites 
culturelles), 
mettent-t-elles en 
danger I ’UE

Do these cultural 
differences 
threaten the EU

1 put them in danger of 
the EU
2 it doesn’t say in danger 
o f
3 oh it endangers
4 puts the EU in danger

1 word for word translation, 
elles seen as object, EU the 
subject
2 second student notices the 
misattribution
3 first student clarifies subject
4 second student clarifies object

' '  ( I ’histoire) a 
demontre

History has 
demonstrated

1 to come down
2 m ontrer is to show
3 demonstrate

1 confusion with de~m onter
2 clarification o f  root word
3 prefix + root
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Transcription Text 2 

Qui sont les Europeens?

E Les Grecs depens[entjtrente-six virgule cinq pour cent de leur budget
A Sept
E 7 % de leur budget a I 'alimentation, em the Greeks spend o f their

budget on food.
A alors que les Allemands ne lui en reservent que 15 en moyenne et par jour.

The Germans reserve only 15% for it as in for food in general or on average 
and

E by day
A every day, by day yeah
E les Italiens et les Anglais passent 3 h 30 devant leur tele, les Suedois a peine

2. The Italians and the English spend three and a half hours in front of their 
telly whereas the Swedes hardly spend two.

E 78% des Allemands partent en vacances, contre 29% des Portugais Portiigais
is that how you say it ?

A Portugais, yeah
E em (laughs) that means that em 78% of Germans go on holidays against 29%

of Portuguese go on holiday 
A 9,8%) des Frangais sont syndiques contre 82.5% des Suedois
E that means that eighty two and a half per cent o f French people are in a trade

union and 82.5% of Swedish people are in trade unions. En Scandinavie on 
dine plutot a 19h, voire 17 h en Suede. Ok in Scandinavia they dine around 
seven o ’clock and in Sweden they dine at five. Alors qu ’en Espagne on passe 
a table vers what’s that ?

A vingt
E vingt et un heures. I think that means that em in Spain
A they go around the table, around
E yeah they eat at the same time
A Spend time at the table
E or whatever at 9 o ’clock
A en Angleterre on garde les mains sous la table, en France la politesse oblige

a les garder dessus...ln  England one keeps your hands, their hands under the 
table whereas in France the polite thing to do is they’re obliged to keep them 
above.

E above, yeah. Are we right ?
A yeah
E Des disparites aussi nationales que reg[oni]ales. The differences, the

difference, I think it’s like just the differences also national as well as regional,
is it ?

A Yeah that must be it as well.
E A I ’heure de ugh, d I ’heure de la modernisation
A de la mondialisation
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E oh mondialisation et de la construction europeenne, on pent penser qiie les
modes de vie, les valeurs et les attitudes des Europeens s ’uniformis[ent]. So 
what is it, at a time of 

A mondialisation
E globalisation, is it ?
A monde is world, yeah so it must be
E globalisation and of the
A what’s that
E take each because like take every two persons and the construction, the

European construction kind of, the EU or something like that, we can think 
that on pent, we think that the modes o f life, the way o f life the values and 
attitudes o f Europeans are 

A uniformalised ? all the same ?
E becoming the same, yeah I’d say that that’s what that means anyway
A or or, would that be ?
E I think it means and, another word for and or else another word for but, or it’s

another word for something anyway 
A Or ce sont plutot les differences
E or because I think it is
A et les singularites qui tendent aujourd’hui a se renforcer dans un mouvement

de preservation de I ’identite nationale. «Cela va m im e plus loin, assure 
Henri Mendras, sociologue. Or whatever 

E I don’t think it’s that important, you know it would be and it’s a preposition
anyway hold on I’ll ask someone else, (aside) “You know « or » in French, 
does that mean and ?”

A “or else because ?”
E it just follows on from it go on anyway
A these are mostly the differences and singularities, mostly the differences and

the singularities that tend, whatever singularities is that tend 
E that are
A oh that are there today and em
E reinforce themselves
A reinforce in the movement o f preservation of the
E national identity
A national identity they they are most o f the differences
E there are often the differences
A these are the differences
E these are these are the differences and the
A these are the differences, what’s ce sont, look up there remember the way they

were talking about differences in the ways of life, attitudes and all that I think 
it’s relating to that 

E yeah
E + A these are mostly the differences and the singularities tend 
A which are there today are reinforced in the movement of the preservation of

the national identity,
E that doesn’t make sense
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A maybe it’s just
E cela va m im e plus loin
A what is that later?
E no further
A it’s the same further on assures Henri Mendras who said that’s going to keep 

going like that?
E cela va this will go, this will come, or go
A it’s going to keep on going like that in that trend
E further along
A further along the line
E so what is it more differences or more sing, similarities,
A I suppose it’s similarities and the sing -  what’s a singularity exactly though?

The differences and the singularities 
E Oh car, oh that’s what I was thinking of, car means because
A yeah
E I don’t know what the hell or means. Because the cultural differences or I’ll

read it first - Car les disparites culturelles et sociales sont moins nationales 
que - ahhh - regionales. They are less national than regional, like there’s 
more differences between actual countries than differences within countries 

A than between countries
E so because cultural differences are less national than regional Nous vivons

dans une Europe des regions. We live in a Europe o f regions. Surtout 
especially en Italic, ou co-existent une multitude de dialectes et de 
comportements. Italy exists, in Italy there co-exists many dialects and 
behaviours

A behaviours yeah. Ainsi sur la rive droite de la riviere Volturno, les habitants
fon t oui par un mouvement de tete lateral. Sur la rive gauche de bas en haut. 
Em

E what’s ainsi?
A Ainsi, that’s a following up thing again, so therefore or something, em sur la

rive droit on the rive? Droit is right 
E Well it’s to do with the Riviera anyway. Droit is right is it?
A Yeah
E Riviera is the river like, the right the shore or something is it? Right.
A Hang on
E On the right river,
A on the right of the river Volturno. Oh yeah look, on the right of the river

Volturno, the inhabitants fon t oui par un mouvement de la tete lateral what 
the hell 

E fon t oui
A these are the inhabitants at the right side
E yeah
A and they think em
E oh fon t oui par un mouvement, they are for it as opposed to being
A just see what on the left side then, the base o f the haut that’s something to do

with the river
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E it’s finished, we’ll stop ( ?) what’s the point that they make
A En Belgique, Flamands et Wallons s ’e[golement] de plus en plus. No, that

goes on to something different then.
E Hold on, on the right side o f the river people say yes for a movement of
A lateral
E The lateral head
A on the left, the base, the bass go no em haut
E that’s related to the river isn’t it? The bas, the bottom
A yeah cause it’s on the left o f the river
E the bas is the bottom is it or the base of it
A I think so
E en haut is on high
A en haut, oh
E right w e’ll come back to that w e’re not getting anywhere with that. En

Belgique, Flamands et Wallons s ’el[ong]ent de plus en plus. In Belgium, that 
should be a comma, Flamands et Wallons I don’t know what they are, are 
they places or something ?

A Names, I don’t know
E se[long]ant get longer de plus en plus  more and more
A get longer ? Would it be that ? s ’elongant
E elongate or..
A se is reflexive so it would be get longer themselves as time goes by
E getting longer
A what would be getting longer then? Les modes de vie des Espagnols du Nord 

industrialise et du Sud sous-developpe differ[ent] enormement... The way of 
life of the Spanish the 

E Northern Spanish, industrialised north Spanish
A the north industrial and the sud
E that’s like the industrialised north and the sud
A  sud sous-developpe and o f south under-developed different enormously
E Des disparites si fortes qu ’elles faussent les statistiques nationales. The

differences sometimes this is still to do with this, the differences sometimes 
are so strong that they make national statistics that they fauss[ent]

A it’s necessary, fausse, fa u t with t you know, necessary
E yeah it’s subjunctive o f ilfau t
A  yeah
E so that it is necessary to make, that national statistics are necessary why ever I

don’t know
A em Ces diversites culturelles mettent-elles en danger I ’UE ?
E that’s the European Union is it?
A so these differences, cultural differences put them in danger of the EU
E of the EU,
A no, these differences cultural mettent-elles en danger de EW.
E it just says en danger le E U  or the UE
A  o f the EU, what am 1 saying,
E  L ’UE
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A What’s the UE that’s the EU isn’t ’ it?
E yeah
A so these cultural differences put them in danger o f the EU?
E well it doesn’t say the in danger of, it just says en danger
A oh it endangers the whole EU
E oh puts the EU in danger oh right yeah yeah that makes sense or then there’s a

question mark saying does it.
A Does it endanger the whole EU
E «Au contraire, Henri Mendras says no the opposite, L ’histoire a demontre

qu 'line societe monolithique avail plus de mal d s ’adapter et a survivre au
changement. So he says the opposite 

A the opposite of that I ’histoire the history a demontre
E showed or
A demontrer to come down em que
E montrer is to show though, its something to do with show, the history shows
A demonstrates,
E the history demonstrates, something like that,
A history demonstrates that a monolithic society
E was
A has
E yeah has
A plus de mal a worse, like has adapted really badly and to survive surviving the

changes like
E et a survivre au changement yeah had been bad at adopting and changing do

changes or adopting and surviving change so he’s saying 
A he says that’s the oppostie
E but then he’s saying
A he says that history has shown that
E oh a monolithic society that would probably be a society without all the

differences yeah cause like mono, a society out on its own, yeah maybe, so 
conserver ses specificites 

A c ’estpermettre a I ’Europe de s ’epanouir. W hat’s that,  ̂ epanow/r? Car
I ’ennui, de nait-ilpas de I 'uniformite ?

E conserving these specifics, it permits Europe,
A c ’est permettre a I ’Europe
E It permits Europe
A it allows Europe to do something. Boredom isn’t bom ?
E Boredom ne nait-il pas  boredom
A isn’t bom?
E isn’t bom from uniformity?
A is it bom from everything being the same?
E but surely it would be?
A it would be, yeah
E the point they’re trying to make is that difference is good isn’t it, is that the

main thing they are trying to say that differences are good.
A Y eah... 5 ’epanouir, what’s that ?
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E I don’t know
A Conserving these
E specificites
A specifities em is permitted by Europe to something themselves 5 ’epanouir car

rennui ne nait-ilpas de I ’uniformite because boredom isn’t bom of 
uniformity ?

E naitl
A it’s no good
E it seems to be contradicting itself
A well what did they say up here, remember we were getting stuck up here, em

they said at the beginning on pent penser que les modes de vie, les attitudes et 
les valeurs s ’uniformsent.

E mm
A Would or just be or ?
E I don’t think so, I really don’t
A It’s totally contradicting itself
E Well I don’t think that or would make a difference to what the meaning is
A Unless they are just trying to get the two different points o f view across, two

different feelings like 
E But they are saying the cultural differences put the EU in danger and this guy

says, no, on the opposite, history showed or demonstrates that a monolithic 
society has adapted, adapted badly and had survived change, so conserving 
these specifities, specific, I presume that means specific things like,

A specifics is it?
E specific to each country would be different, so conserving these, it permits

Europe to something, so he’s saying the differences are good, I don’t know 
what that word means 5 ’epanouir, maybe expand or succeed or something, 
something like that anyway, it’s a positive thing

A conserve to help them,
E we don’t know the meaning, we can only just guess expand or
A conserve their
E it’s the end
A to do something about it.
E It says because boredom ne nait
A Well maybe nait isn’t., but nait is bom isn’t it
E nait-il but pas, what tense is that in
A oh, pas, it’s not bom our of uniformity
E bom, isn’t bom from uniformity. But you’d think that if he’s saying that the

differences are good, uniformity means that they are all being the same, isn’t 
it?

A Yeah,
E so, he should be saying it’s different, boredom comes from the uniformity
A so it talks about uniformalisation at the very top as well like or.... they want

to preserve the national identity so they want to keep it uniformed. W e’re 
finished but w e’re a bit confused.
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Text 3 Deux siecles du baccalaureat fran^ais’

Avec 75% de reussite, notre bac n ’estplus un examen prestigieux reserve a I’elite .̂ Mais 
il est loin de s_letre compfetement

Juin 1940 : tandis que la moitie nord de la France fait dans le plus grand desordre sur les 
routes devant I’armee allemande, dans le sud du pays, les lyceens passent leur bac comme si 
de rien n ’e ta i t \  'Mieux encore : le ministere de I’Education nationale qui avait deja monte 
une session en mars pour les jeunes mobilises, eii organisera trois autres en juillet, aout et 
septembre^!

Juin 1968 : en dSpit de la desbrganisation jgenerale et de I’opposition de certains professeurs 
t;agnes par l’«esprit de mai», qui veulrat abandonner les notes, on parvient a mettre sur pied 
des epreuyes exclusi^^^ Et, contrairement a ce que Ton a souvent affirme, le bac
68 n ’a pas ete «donne» : il y aura 66% d ’admis -  un pourcentage confonne a lA.mpyP™.?..4es 
annees sojxante. ̂

Quelles que soient les circgnstances histOT la France reussit toujours a passer son b ac / 
C ’est que, cree en 1808 par Napoleon, (la premiere promo de 1809 ne comptaiit que 32 admis) 
cet examen au nom derive du latin (de bacca lauri, baie de^lauri dont on parait, a Rome, les 
vainqueurs) n’est pas.seulement la.sancri des etudes secpndaires et la cle de I’entree a 
I’universite.® C ’est aussi un mythe, une de nos institutions republicaines majeures, une 
grandr.messe annuelle de la Nation.'® «Un ministre de FEducation n ’a jamais que deux 
imperatifs : reussir a organiser la rentree et le bac» ifonise ainsi Georges Solaux, auteur d ’un 
livre sur le baccalaureat.“ Depuis une decennie, I’obiectif affiche du ministre est que le bac 
se democratise encore plus.'"

Kev to errors

Deux siecles du baccalaureat fran9ais 
Words not translated: 57 words 
Mistranslations: 13 words
Inaccurately.translated./^ 32 words
Total Number o f problematic words: 102 
Total number of words in text: 281 
Percentage of problematic words: 36%

Number of student interactions on transcript: 25
Breakdown of interactions: 15 nouns, 4 verbs, 6 phrases / expressions

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0= no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-proposition, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts of a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Score .5 1 0 .5 0 0 .5 .25 .5 .25 .5 0

Total: 4/12=33%
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Error analysis 

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning in  text R eason un -transla ted

(Depids) une decem ie For the last ten years, decade probably unknown,
(Dont on) parait W hich one awarded / decorated 

with
Parer unknown

‘^Affiche Stated / posted Unknown
“  Bacca lauri Laurel branch Latin

Baie de laurier Laurel branch Unknown
En depit de In spite of Unknown

‘^Fuire To flee Unknown
ironise Says ironically Unknown, unprocessed
La premiere promo The first year group / class Promo unknown
Les vainqueurs The winners Unknown
M ettre sur p ied Set up Unknown
On parvient a One succeeds in Unknown, not the total o f par  

by + venir come
Ouelles que soient W hatever Probably complex 

grammatically, difficulty with 
next words

Tandis que W hile Unknown
une decennie A decade Unknown (probably)

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in  text R eason un -transla ted

( n ’a pas ete) donne Given away for nothing Ignored, preceding ete mis
interpreted as noun summer

32 Admis 32 Students who passed Previous sentence untranslated, 
unprocessed

Rome In Rome In the middle o f an untranslated 
sentence

Conforme a (la moyenne) In keeping with Difficulty with next words
Depuis (une decennie) For the last ten years, decade Decennie probably unknown, 

rest o f sentence untranslated
Desorganisation generate W idespread disruption Leave in French apparently 

understood
Dont on (parait) W hich one awarded / decorated 

with
Previous Parer unknown, 
grammatical complexity with 
dont

en O f them Failure to link with previous 
clause

Est que le bac se 
democratise plus

That the bac would be accessible 
to more students

Previous difficulty with this 
concept at the start o f the text, 
ignored here.

M ieux encore Better still Skipped -  focus on next words
Ne comptait que Only had Subject o f sentence unknown
Veulent (abandoner) W ant to (abandon) Translate abandoner as main 

verb
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2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Une grand- 
messe

A high mass A huge mass Unaware o f idiomatic meaning

2.3 False friends
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

imperatifs requirements Imperatives Direct LI translation
passer To take / sit an 

exam
To pass I Direct LI translation

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“  (qui avait deja) 
monte une session

(who had already) 
put on a session

increase Limited knowledge o f usage of 
verb m onter, more usual 
meaning : to go up

admis Those who passed 
an exam

admissions Simple processing without 
context

La rentree Return to school Re-entry Lack o f knowledge o f range of 
meanings of word

N ’a pas ete Was not Not in the summer Confusion with ete summer, 
failure to identify verb

S  'etre 
completement 
democratisee

Having become 
available to all

Being totally democratic Direct translation, difficulty 
getting behind the meaning in 
context

2.5.1 Phonological synforms

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘‘‘ Le ministere The ministry / 

department
The minister Lack of attention to 

morphological endings
object i f aim objection L2 lack o f knowledge of 

derivations

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Etudes
secondaires

Secondary school 
studies

Studies secondary to LI word order maintained

La moitie nord The northern half H alf o f the north noun + adj sequence 
misinterpreted

Le plus grand  
desordre

The greatest 
disorder

The most disorder Poor processing o f superlative 
structure
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N ’a jam ais que Only ever has Never had but 
Never had
He had only, no he never

Failure to process negative 
structure

Pas seulement 
la sanction

Not only the 
sanction

Not the only way Failure to identify grammatical 
structure “not only”

3.2 Referential problems
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Gagne p a r Overcome by gained Referential active /passive 
structure unprocessed

La moyenne des 
annees 60

On average in the 
sixties

On average o f  the sixties Referential

Opposition
de...professeurs

Opposition of 
teachers

Opposition to teachers Referential

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Circonstances
historiques

Historical
circumstances

In history Contextual interpretation

epreiives exams Events or tasks Partial knowledge

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Ainsi In this way maybe Contextual guess
‘^Mobilise Conscript protest Association o f LI ideas

5 Successfully negotiated items (none)
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Transcription Text 3

Deux siecles du baccalaureat frangais.

GW Now, with, have you read it now there Garreth
GH Yeah avec seventy five pour cent de [russon] notre what’s seventy five again?

Seriously
GW For a minute there I thought you meant w hat’s seventy five in English. I don’t 

know why.
GH Now, now
GW Soixante-qidnze
GH Soixante-quinze, right, ok first o f all what does the heading mean, [dels]
GW Deux siecles, I think century is siecle
GH Deux siecles centuries, OK
GW So two centuries
GH avec soixante cinq de reussite notre bac, bac, is that exams or
GW the baccalaureat it’s like the leaving cert
GH oh yeah, leaving n ’est plus un [exam], n 'est plus un [exam] [presitgue]

[reserve] a I ’elite any ideas on that one?

GW Ok we have with 75% eh success, success rate, it’s obviously the French
speaking, our baccalaureat, no longer an exam, a prestigious exam reserved 
for the elite, les Bourgeois

GH em

GW But il est loin de s ’etre totalement democratisel It’s a long way fi'om being 
totally democratic? Maybe 

GH Does that make sense?
GW Does it make sense, no? No it doesn’t make sense to me. Well democratic I

suppose, no it doesn’t cause it’s not really a political entity 
GH OK w e’ll start, w e’ll begin there “June”, this has to be the two centuries ago.

Juin mil neu f cinq cinquante is that right, nineteen forty 
GW quarante
GH Mil neuf cent quarante
GW Very good
GH Tres bien
GW Tres b iea tandis q[wi] la moi
GW La moitie
GH La moitie nord de la France fu it dans le plus grand [disorder] sur les routes 

devant I ’armee allemand[e] right what does that mean.
GW I don’t know, I forget what tandis que means but I think it’s
GH North of France the fu i
GW half of the north o f France, is that since? Tandis que June 1940, half o f the 

north of France 
GH something
GW something in the most disorder on the roads before .... German army
GH What?
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GW Alors, c ’est quoi 9a?
GH mm
GW mm
GH OK w e’ll skip that
GW dans le sud du pays
GH in the south o f  the country
GW les lyceens passen t leur bac comme si de rien n ’etait, like as if  there was

nothing. So in the north o f  France there was war going on, on the streets with 
the German army and in the south o f  France students were passing their bac 
like as if  nothing was going on 

GH Right OK, someone army
GW I think
GH Then the minister o f  education, national education monte what’s montel Like 

increase is it?
GW Em.. Where is that?
GH Le ministere de I ’education nationale qui avait dejci monte une session en

[marche] pou r les jeunes mobilises.
GW mm
GH dejd, that’s to have already or something, dejd vu obviously yeah
GW em who had already monte une session  a session in March for the

young.. .organised three others in July, August and September. Ohhhh 
GH I have no idea what that is. J’aucune idea.
GW Tresbien
GH Alright what’s
GW Em
GH Jeune mobilise that’s young, is that protest or something?
GW I don’t know, mobilise
GH Young som ething... organised three. What’s this in the big bold here. La 

prem iere prom o  
GW em
GH What’s prom o, is that
GW em
GH Do you have any idea?
GW Don’t know
GH OK. Me neither. OK then, w e’ll start the next one, w e’ve done really well

here (laughs). depens de la desorginisation generale et des oppostions de 
certains professeurs gagnes p a r  I ’[espirit] de mai” Ok 

GW Right. Now we have June 1968 
GH en depit
GW I don’t know what that is
GH me neither desorganisation
GW ehe
GH What’s that, that’s
GW em
GH desorganisation generale  had opposition to certain teachers?
GW teachers
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GH teachers of free
GW yeah who gained by the spirit o f May
GH the spirit of May? Spiritu punto
GW who
GH who abandoned their notes, is that their marks
GW des notes ahh merde, I don’t know
GH notes, is that marks, exam marks or something?
GW I don’t know, I actually just don’t know
GH I think it might be, anyway, I’m not sure
GW OK.
GH on [parivent] a mettre [suisj p ied des [eprouves] exclusivement orales [z]
GW  mettre surpied, I think that’s an expression.
GH Did we do that the other day?
GW em
GH surped, mettre, that’s what
GW to put
GH to put your f
GW (Laughs)
GH W e’ll put in an expression we did with em Gilles
GW events is it?
GH Huh?
GW Huh? Gilles?
GH No not Gilles, what’s his name
GW Gael
GH Gael. Yeah, it is put your foot in the soup or something like that 
GW oh yeah
GH It’s got nothing to do with this but it looks like it em
GW Now we’re doing marvellously
GH Tresbien
GW So right what does that mean really now (laughs)
GH No idea, do you?
GW There was an opposition of certain teachers who had to abandon something. 

On parvient..
GH I’m pretty sure notes is marks, but I’m not sure how that makes sense, 

abandon their marks, results 
GW Oh yeah
GH On [parivent] d mettre I don’t know what that is with pied, they [eprouvons]

[exclusement] orales[z]
GW epreuves, I think that’s like events or tasks or something I remember doing it 

ages ago 
GH exclusively oral
GW oh no maybe that’s equipe
GH eq[w]uipe is team
GW oh alright, well then I think epreuve is like an event
GH an event, exclusive orals, OK let’s go on to the next part et conetraiment[t]
GW so contrary to what was affrim, what was often affirmed, confirmed, the bac
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GH soixante-huit
GW sixty eight n ’a pas h e  donne
GH not in the summer
GW sixty eight n ’a pas ete donne
GH there were 66%
GW admis, admissions un pourcentage conforme d la moyenne des annees ...

soixante. On average o f the sixties? Ohhhhhhhhhh 
GH alright we’ll go to the next one? Q[wjuelles qui soient les circonstances[z]

historiques, circumstances, historique, la France in history the French reiissit 
toujours

GW emm so Quelles, qiielles que soient les circonstances historiques, la France 
reussit toujours, oh thank you very much, you’re a gentlemen 

GH no problemo
GW so France always succeeded or continued to succeed to pass the bac. It is that 

or it was created in 1808 by Napoleon, this exam 
GH the name
GW which
GH the name was derived from Latin
GW yeah
GH the "'bacca lauria" that must be the Latin, baie de laurier dont on... d Rome 

ses vain... I don’t understand that bit.
GW Les vainqueurs, is that like em, les vainqueurs, I keep going to say (laughs) 

ooh
GH OK we’ll go on then, n ’estpas seulement, what’s seidement, I know what that 

is
GW is not only
GH is not only... the sanction o f studies secondary
GW oh yeah
GH to gain entry into university
GW yeah
GH Cle, is that key?
GW the key
GH the key to entry into university. OK so it’s saying it’s not the only sanction de
GW it’s not the only way something like
GH secondaires the key to entrance into university
GW it’s also a myth, one o f our republican institutions, major republican

institutions 
GH a large mess
GW a huge mass, annual mass o f the nation
GH mass of the nation. ... d ’education.... deux imperatifs hmmm
GW em (sighs) so a minister o f education never had but two imperatives
GH he never had two imperatives
GW or he had only two or no he never
GH never, jam ais qu[wi] deux imperatifs and this must be them ‘‘‘’reussir.."'
GW to succeed
GH organising something for the bac rentree
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GW the..
GH it’s feminine, what’s that
GW rentree, rentrer is like re-entry
GH OK,
GW and the bac.
GH ironise, no idea what that means
GW no
GH ainsi Georg[e] Sola[ks] would he be the enterprise minister.
GW might be
GH Other to live
GW auteur d ’un livre
GH livre, oh sorry that’s
GW oh he’s an author of a book on the baccalaureat
GH aha author o f a book
GW she said we could finish around there
GH what the hell does it mean though
GW right
GH depuis em
GW decennie
GH object, objectif affiche de, this is the objection again
GW mm
GH affiche du ministere et q[wi] le bac se decratise. Any idea what that means? 

No? Me neither. Encore plus q[wi] is that eighty % I don’t know why I am 
asking you that, it’s not even in French.
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Text 4 Comment est ne le concept de la jeunesse : XVIIe siecle.

Dans un ouvrage piiblie en 1973 et reste celebre sur L 'Enfant et la vie familiale sous I'Ancien 
Regime (Seuil)', rfiistopen Philippe Aries soiitCTait que, jusqu’a la fin du XVIIe siecle, 
I’enfant en dessous de sept ans n’avait pas d’existence sociale ni meme reelle^. Tant d’enfants 
mouraient alors en bas age qu'on ne faisait pas attention a leurs desirs^ Au-dela de sept ans 
renfant etait considere en revanche comme un petit homme, qu’on habillait comme un 
adulte'*.

Si la these d’Aries est desomiais contestee, c ’est moins dans le fond gue dans la generalite^: 
on admet aujourd’hui que, cq n m ed tos toute epoque, il y a avait plusieurs fa9ons de se 
comporter^. Ce n’est pas tant le concept d’«enfance» qui n’existait pas, gue la definition 
qu’on lui donnait et la valeur qu’on lui accordait qui differaient^. L’enfant etait vetu comme 
un adulte non parce qu’il n’etait pas reconnu, mais parce qu’il n’etait considere que comme 
un adulte en devenir, done «incomplet»*.

Bref, le point de vue d'ou on jugeait les choses differait. Dans les societes aristocratiques, on 
devenait quelqu’jin lorsqu’on heritait d’un titre et d’une maison’. L’etat civil ne determinait 
pas I’etat social, c ’etait I’inverse qui se passait: on avait la qualite de son etat social, et celui- 
ci n|ayait _qu’un rapport lointain avec I’age physique'”.

Key to errors

Comment est ne le concept de la jeunesse

Words npt.transiated: 7
Mistranslations: 15 
Inaccuratelytranslated./.partia^^
Total number o f problematic words: 29 
Total number of words in text: 214 
Percentage o f problematic words: 13.5%

Number of student interactions on vocabulary in transcript; 14
Breakdown of interactions: 6 verbs, 1 noun, 0 adjectives, 2 adverbs, 2 preposition, 3 negative 
expressions

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0 = no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-propositions, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts o f a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Score .5 1.75 0 .75 .25 .75 .5 1 .5 .75

Total: 5.75 / 10 = 57.5%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
Word M eaning in text Reason un-translated
''' Soutenaient que Maintained that Unknown, not the total o f sous 

under + tenir to take

1.2 Skipped items
Word M eaning in text Reason un-translated

(On devenait) quelqu ’un (one became) someone Appear to find “one becam e” 
adequate on its own

‘^B re f In short Move straight to sentence
Comme dans As in Connection with previous 

sentence unclear
L 'historien (Philippe Aries) The historian Start by identifying his name

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Moins dans... 
que

Less in the ... than It’s less than the way 
that it is

Idiom not recognised

2.3 False friends
1 W ord 1 M eaning in text 1 Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
1 L ’etat civil 1 Official status 1 Civil state Direct translation

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

titre title Title o f a house Known use of word in LI

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Desormais In the future Sleep (but unsure). Lexical similarity to “dormir” to 
sleep Identify as a verb “W hat’s 
desormir?”

En revanche By contrast To become Some lexical similarity to venir / 
revenir/ devenir?

i4 ouvrage W ork / book opening Confusion with “ouvWr” to open
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2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

generalite General terms It’s very general Superficial processing of 
morphological elements

publie published public Lack o f attention to 
morphological ending

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

N ’avait qiie Only had W asn’t Lack o f recognition of negative 
structure

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in te.vt Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(la these) 
est ...contest ee

(the thesis i s ) 
questioned

challenging Referential problem subject / 
object unclear

(le point de vue) 
d ’oii

(the point o f view) 
from which

where Referential

Qu 'on (habille 
comme adulte)

Who one 
dresses...

W ho dresses as Failure to identify object of 
“dresses”

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Au-deld de 
( I ’age)

Beyond (the age 
of)

by Contextual guess

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(pas) tant..que (not) so m uch.. .as however Contextual guess
(tant) d ’enfants (So many) children (therefore) the child Poor processing o f known 

elements in context
Tant.. q u ’on So m any... that T herefore.. .at which Contextual guess o f  unfamiliar 

tant and structure

5 Successfully negotiated items
W ord M eaning in text T ransla tion  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

notes Marks / results 1 notes
2 marks
3 exam marks
4 results

1 LI similarity
2 check range o f meanings
3 apply to context o f  text
4 generalise to fit context

Une grand- 
messe annuelle

An annual high 
mass

1 a large mess
2 a huge mass
3 an annual mass

1 LI simialrity
2 triggering of meaning
3 application to context

‘'^Auteur d ’un 
livre

Author o f a book 1 O ther to live
2 sorry, book
3 author o f a book

1 L2 similarity auteur / autre 
and LI similarity livre / live
2 identification o f book
3 association o f author and book
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Transcription Text 4

Comment est ne le concept de la jeunesse

J In the
A Public opening is it?
J yeah in 1973
A and reste celebre
J stays
A is still famous
J yeah, still famous. Em this must be a title o f something, the title of a book or

something
A L ’Enfant et la vie familiale sous I ’Ancien Regime (Seuil)
J that’s his name, Philippe Aries, soutenait que.. until the end of the
A 17* century
J the child is under
A is underneath
J no it’s below, below
A I think it’s like the child below
J the child is below?
A It has to be the child below 7 years
J N ’avaitpas hasn’t got a social existence
A neither
J Nor, or
A neither social existence nor even
J a real self, so he’s not experiencing life or something
A not allowed be a child, is that what it is?
A Tant
J It could be when the infant... tant fall could mourir fall below is mourir to

die?
A to die. I think it’s therefore the child would die
J at a low age, at a young age at which they don’t pay attention to their
A desires?
J needs? Their wants?
A attention to their wants?
J is that a comma or a full stop
A Au-deld de sept ans I ’enfant etait considere en revanche comme un petit

homme..., it’s a comma 
J So, as they are, so like when they are or at, at 7 years o f age
A I’d say it is like by, by 7 years of age
J 7 years o f age the child is considered
A en revanche
J is considered, to become
A like, to be like a little man
J that wears, who dresses like an adult
A who behaves as well, isn’t it?
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J habille, dresses, isn’t it?
A I don’t know whether it can be either habiller is to dress yourself, can if be

behaviour as well? W e’ll ask in a minute.
J Si la these d ’Aries est desormais contestee
A if his thesis is
J what’s that?
A desormais ...conteste
J is eh what’s desormais, sleep is it?
A no dormir is sleep
J I don’t know
A I think it’s challenging, I think that sentence is if someone challenges or

criticises, is it?
J c 'est moins dans le fo n d  que dans la generalite
A  Is it the content like?
J It’s very general? On adm et... what’s that, admit?
A I’d say so yeah, admit
J today that pendant toute epoque... all the
A every period
J II y  avait plusieurs fagons de se comporter is to behave isn’t it ?
A yeah, there were many ways to behave
J Ce n 'estpas tant le concept d ’enfance... what is tant, I think it’s however is

it?
A yeah
J However, the concept
A the concept o f a childhood
J didn’t exist
A it’s not that the context o f childhood didn’t exist
J that’s the definition that was given
A that one gave to it, that he gave to it
J et la valeur
A  and the value that one accorded to it
J differently
A was different, that’s different
J yeah
A so what he’s saying there is that he did have the concept of childhood, he’s

saying that he did have the concept o f childhood but that it’s a different 
concept

J but a different meaning on it
A yeah
J next one. L 'enfant etait vetu comme un adulte. The child was dressed like an

adult
A is that dressed, vetul
J I don’t know, that’s the only thing I can ... vetement
A or treated it could be, dressed, probably dressed I don’t know
J well we’ll say both of them
A non parce qu 'il n 'etaitpas reconnu
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J they were not recognised
A not because he was not
J known, recognised
A remembered
J is it?
A connaitre is to know
J not recognised I think
A mais parce qu 'il n 'etait considere que comme un adulte
J to become
A is becoming incomplete (laughs)
J this is gobbledygook
A oh god!
J Specially like when it’s, when it’s not modem, it’s hard isn’t it?
A yeah
J c 'est le siecle... the light age, is that siecle? the light age century of

(students from another group intenoipt their work)
A or
J gold
A I don’t know now. What’s desormais? You know the verb desormir, what

does that mean do you know?
J (laughs)
A what’s yours like? It’s terrible (they return to their own text)
A / 'enfant etait vetu comme un adulte non parcequ ’il n ’etaitpas reconnu... so

the infant was either dressed or treated like an adult, not because he was not 
recognised, 1 think that is like a child, but because he wasn’t considered 

J as an adult.
A I don’t know, why was he treated like an adult?
J he wasn’t treated like an adult
A Well why was he dressed like an adult?
J Because he wants to be like an adult
A So say if it’s treated, I ’enfant etait ve tu ...
J not because he w as... to be known as this
A not known is it
J not because he was
A not because he was not, it’s in the negative, know or something. Maybe

they’re saying not because they didn’t know he was a child, but because he 
was considered 

J becoming an adult, devenir
A an adult in becoming
J en devenir is becoming isn’t it?
A yeah becoming o f it like
J therefore incomplete, so he wasn’t
A oh yeah, that makes sense, yeah
J say that again
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A like, right the infant was treated like an adult, not because he wasn’t known,
or whatever, not because they didn’t know he was a child, not because they 
didn’t think he was a child 

J he wasn’t considered that he was like an adult. I don’t know
A mais parce qu ’il n 'etait considere but because he was never considered, no

that’s jamais, where’s the pas 
J yeah
A I think we had it right the first time, we were saying that like he’s considered

to be becoming an adult so they treat him like an adult 
J and what’s this bit, therefore incomplete, he’s not completely an adult
A no... yeah
J so he’s not like an adult
A c ’est le siecle de la lumiere qui a invente I ’enfance... so it’s the century of

childhood that... invented 
J lumiere is light
A o f light that invented childhood
J Bref, le point de viie d ’oii on jugeait les choses it’s the point of view where

one judges the things different ways 
A things differently is it?
J oh and judges,ywgea/?
A yeah
J and one judges the different
A the things differently
J Dans les societes ... in aristocrats society one becomes, devenait is it? One

became?
A one became.
J when one heritait inherited
A yeah
J inherited one title o f a house
A or a house
J and a house.. ..the state, the civil state didn’t determine the social state
A yeah
J it was the opposite which happened
A yeah
J we have
A one had the quality o f their social state
J and this is celui-ci
A that was
J that was, that wasn’t qu ’un rapport... with the far-off relationship with the

physical age
A Yeah I understand that, I think what they’re saying is that like even if you

were only 12 and you inherited a house that 
J they’d still consider it like
A yeah, you’re considered like an adult like, it’s like the way Louis whatever his

name was became king at 9 like 
J it doesn’t matter how old you are
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A I think that’s it, isn’t it celui-ci n ’avait que
J It doesn’t matter about the physical age
A yeah, it didn’t have relationship, like a corresponding relationship with the 

physical age 
J yeah
A it was necessary to wait like for oh Jesus
J How are we going to talk about this on our oral
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Text 5 Mondanites = banalites... Plus on vieillit, moins on est spontane

Si, d ’une fa9 on generale, nous, Fran^ais parlons m oins, des di/ferences.no tables 
d ’exister entre nous.' A insi, plus h o t^ M ^ ik s o ^ ^  plus notre cercle de com m urijcation se 
restreint^: alors que de 20 a 49 ans, nous avons en m oyenne plus ^  9 interlocuteurs par 
sem aine (avec une pom te approchant les dix de 30 a 39 ans), ce nom bre descend a 6,5 apres 
70 ans .̂  De inem e. le nom bre de conversations et leur duree est fonction des etudes que nous 
ayons.suiyies'*: plus on a de diplom es, plus on ^  senlal-m s^.a'TOa'la  parole (11 
interlqcutfiyr? po^r les personnes ayant plus que le bac)^; et le statut d ’etudiant correspond au 
m axim um  de sociabilite: plus de 9 interlocuteurs hebdqm adw eS , com m e les actifs, mais avec 
une m oyenne de 42 discussions ,cpntre_seulement 31 pour ces derniers^. E ^ n ,  yerification 
_statisti,que d’un vieux cliche, les fem m es sont plus bavardes que les hom m es, avec un 
interlocuteur de plus p a r semain^^.
M ais de quoi parlons nous tptts e t to u t^*?  D.’ apres une enquete m enee pour prance -  
Telecom  par la sociologue C arole-A nne R iviere, les fem m es s ^ s e ^ e n t  surtqut aii com bine 
pour dormer ou prendre des nouyelles de ieurs proches: les jeunes pour discuter de tout ou de 
rien, l;batonsrpnipus^. M ais plus on avance en age, m oins o n p a r le d e  n ’importe quoi avec 
n 'im porte  qu i.'° A  la liberte de parole succede un autocontrdle inconscient. selori une regie 
sim ple m ais logique; m ^ ^  on  est p r ^ h e  de son interlocu'teiff^ plus la conversation sera 
banale” .
Avec un eom m er9 ant on parle de I 'a ir du tem ps, m ais ses etats d ’ame, on les reservera a ses 
amis ou a son conjoint.*̂  Et si 20%  des relations am icales se npuent au travail, on est plus 
prudent au jourd’hui q u 'il v a vingt ans. ‘̂  U ne prudence qui ne serait d ’ailleurs pas un luxe, 
puisque certaines etudes indiquent que plus on parle, plus les relations sont conflictuelles''^ -  
ce .qui est une I'apaKssade; en m ultipliant les contacts, leur intensite et leur duree, on m ultiplie 
evidem m ent aussi les risques d ’accrochage‘^

Key to errors
W ords no t traas la ted  39 words 
M istranslations: 58 words
faaccurately jransjated  /.part 34 words
Total N um ber o f  problem atic words: 131 
Total num ber o f  words in text; 341 
Percentage o f  problem atic words: 38%

N um ber o f  student interactions on transcript: 24
B reakdow n o f  interactions: 8 nouns, 3 verbs, 2 adjectives, 1 adverb, 6 w ord sequences made 
up o f  2 noun + noun, 2 noun + adj, 1 noun + verb, 1 adverb + noun; 3 idiom s, 1 referential

Score on m icro-proposition construction
(0= no m icro-proposition, 1 = full m icro-proposition, other figures refer to m icro
propositions on parts o f  a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10
Score .25 0 .5 .25 .25 0 0 .5 .25 .25
Phrase 11 12 13 14 15
Score 0 0 .5 .25 0

Total: 3/15 = 20%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning in text R eason un -transia ted

(Etats d) 'dme Soul / deeper thoughts Unknown , idiom also unknown
(plus) nous viellissons The older we get Unknown, failed to identify 

vieux/vielle “old”
A (batons) rompus disjointed Unknown idiom (they 

recognize it as an idiom)
actifs People who work unknown
commergant Shop keeper Unknown, failed to identify 

commerce “business”
hebdomadaires weekly Word unknown
Une lapallissade An obvious thing unknown

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in text R eason un -transla ted

(Avec un interlocuteur) de 
plus p a r  semaine

More per week Unsure o f  meaning of 
interlocuteur and move on

^  D ’ailleurs besides Possibly unknown, focus on 
verb and noun following

Enfin Finally Next words problematic
M oins on est proche de son 

interlocuteur
The less close one is to the 
person one is speaking to

Difficulty translating this earlier 
in the text

On se sent d I 'aise avec Feel at ease with Difficulty w ith object o f the 
sentence {la parole)

plus The more Unaware of plus... moins only 
translate following words

Se servent surtout du They mostly use Next word ‘"Combine” 
interpreted as a verb, making 
this expression redundant

selon According to Focus on following words 
(subject o f sentence)

Tous et toutes All o f us, men and women Difficulty o f relating words to 
previous phrase

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
W ord M eaning in text T ra n s la tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Cercle de 
communication

Circle o f 
acquaintances

Circle o f  communication Direct translation of elements 
o f  idiom

‘ ̂  D ’apres According to after Lack o f knowledge o f idiom
T5 i~\De meme In the same way At the same time Lack o f knowledge of idiom

Est fonction  de Depends on / is in 
relation to

Are function of Direct translation Unawareness 
o f  idiomatic meaning

L ’air du temps How the weather 
looks

An air o f  the times Direct translation of idiom
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Plus (on a..)., 
p lus on...

The more one., the 
more one..

More so even., as well 
one

Unaware o f idiomatic meaning

Plus (on... 
moins on...)

The more one... 
the less one

For the most part Unaware o f idiomatic meaning

Plus...plus The m ore... the 
more

M ore... more Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
usage

Ses etats 
(d ’dme)

O ne’s deeper 
thoughts

States of Direct translation o f idiomatic 
expression

2.3 False friends
W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“  Se restreint Becomes smaller 1 is restrained

2 is more restraintive
LI similarity

statut status 1 Statute
2 stature

LI similarity

Une pointe A peak A point LI similarity

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Ces derniers The latter The last ones Lack o f  knowledge o f range of 
meanings o f  word

Des nouvelles news 1 new information
2 new ideas
3 new things

Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
usage o f word

parole Speech / words parole Lack o f knowledge o f origin of 
expression on parole / sur 
parole  = on your word

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

conjoint Spouse / partner convene Noun interpreted as verb and 
similarity to convenir / 
“convene”

(plus)bavardes (more) talkative braver Similarity to brave /“brave”

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
W ord Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Combine Handset (of 
telephone)

combined Intepret noun as a verb

sociologue sociologist society Lack o f  knowledge of 
derivatives

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

En multipliant By increasing the 
number o f

A m ultitude of Verb interpreted as noun

On multiplie 
evidemment

One obviously 
increases

There is a multitude of 
evidence

Verb interpreted as a noun, 
adverb interpreted as a noun
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Plus on parle... 
plus les relations 
sont conflictuels

The more one 
talks the more 
conflictual the 
relations

More o f  them are 
talking, more o f them 
have conflict

Adverb taken to be a noun.

Verification
statistique

Statistical proof Statistic verification Adjective interpreted as noun

3.2 Referential problems
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e r ro r

C equi which as Contextual guess / poor 
processing o f  grammatical 
components

Contre 31 As opposed to 31 With 31 against Referential 31 taken as object 
rather than subject

II y  a vingt ans Twenty years ago Twenty year olds Failure to identify referent
Que nous 

avons suivies
W hich we have 
followed

W hich we have to follow Poor processing o f grammatical 
components

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e r ro r

(descend) a Goes down to Goes down by Contextual guess
“  interlocuteurs People we speak 

to
Interviews conversations Contextual guess

On est plus 
prudent

One is more 
careful

1 You take on prudence
2 would be careftil

Lack o f attention to detail o f 
form and structure

t i p. nouent are formed Are made Contextual guess

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e r ro r

(les risques d )  
accrochage

(the risks / 
chances o f )  
Conflict/dispute

recording Contextual guess

(on parle de) 
n 'importe quoi 
avec n ’importe 
qiii

One talks about 
anything to 
anyone

The importance o f  age 
determines the 
importance o f certain 
issues

Contextual guess based on 
importe

“  70 ans 70 years o f age 70% Lack o f attention, contextual 
interpretation

Alors que whereas throughout Contextual guess
De leurs 

proches
O f those close to 
them

1 which concern them
2 o f their interest

Contextual guess

puisque since Following this Contextual guess
Succede un 

autocontrole 
inconscient

There follows 
unconscious self- 
control

It’s about the coercion 
really o f  the youth

Contextual guess. No words 
from phrase appear in guess

une regie 
(simple mais 
logique)

(a simple but 
logical) rule

solution Contextual guess / inattention to 
detail

vieux old 1 beautiful
2 ironic

Unknown word, contextual 
guess

5 Successfully negotiated items (none)
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Transcription Text 5

Mondanites = banalites... Plus on vieillit, moins on est spontane

R Si, d ’une fa^on generale
Z In a general way I think or I think, if possibly
R I don’t know if it means that in that context, though you know
Z Yeah
R Si, d ’une fagon generale
Z the French they talk generally in a notably different manner
R (laughs) I think that’s it all right yeah
Z (laughs) now, em ah no seriously though, go back to that sentence there the

French em, I think that’s the French talk less 
(both laugh)

Z no seriously look at that sentence there, parlent moins, what do you think that 
means 
(both laugh)

Z go on seriously cop on, you’re ruining the whole thing, just cop on. Ok let’s
start again, go back to the start again 

R I’m not ruining the whole thing, you are
Z start again
R the French talk less
Z des differences notables continuent d'exister entre .. .what do you think that

means?
R In a different way, notably I don’t know
Z notably exist between them selves... ainsi then means thus or therefore
R thus or therefore yeah
Z plus which is more
R vieillissons, I don’t know what verb that is
Z emm it’s hard to tell all righ t... will we have a guess at it? What do you think?
R (laughs)
Z no seriously what do you think?
R I actually don’t know what it is. Would you know?
Z I think if you circle that one, then w e’ll come back, w e’ll come back to it
R in the context of the sentence maybe
Z plus notre cercle de communication se restreint
R more our circle o f communications is
Z yeah more our circle of communications is restrained, is more restraintive, 1

think that’s it 
R yeah I think that’s it
Z alors que... throughout the 20 to 49 age group
R we have
Z we have on average more o f 9
R interlocuteurs
Z interlocuteurs would b e ... is it interviews, conversations, that kind of thing?
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R I’d say it’s probably something like that... a week
Z a week, yeah
R with a point approaching... I don’t know what’s that?
Z a point approaching eh ten for thirty to thirty nine year olds
R yeah
Z the number goes down by 6.5 after 70%
R de mime
Z at the same time
R le nombre de conversations et leur duree est fonction des etudes que nous

avons suivies
Z right, that’s more of that stuff, at the same time, the number of conversations

and their duration are function o f studying, which we have to follow, is that it? 
R yeah., plus on a de diplSmes..
Z more so even on diplomas... that’s probably not right then
R in fact I’m nearly sure that’s not right then
Z right, well would you like to attempt that one yourself then
R I’d probably have the same guess as you... more and more in the diploma area
Z right, well underline that in case we understand it better later... plus again,

plus on se sent a I ’aise avec la parole 
R as well one... se sent
Z with the., kind of parole, the..

(both laugh)
Z well there’s eleven anyway, eleven interviewers
R underline that one as well
Z eleven interviewers for the people for having
R no. no. no. no its onze interlocuteurs pour les personnes ayantplus que le bac

so it’s em
Z eleven interviewers for the people having taken their bac or
R yeah
Z the bac which is equivalent o f the Irish leaving cert yeah
R + Z et le statut d ’etudiant correspond au maximum de sociabilite 
Z and the statute, or stature of the students corresponds to ... has to have a

correspondence with the maximum sociability 
R yeah
Z because in these interviews o f course their qualities their sociable qualities are

obviously going to have to show ... more that nine interviewers..
R read out the French part of it first
Z plus de neuf interlocuteurs hebdomadaires comme les actifs... now the word

hebdomadaire, do you have any idea what that means?
R I haven’t got a clue
Z well underline it, it’s the first time I’ve come across it
R yeah
Z it could be a business French term
R I mean both o f us are pretty good at French but eh..
Z that’s basically a new one on us, that we haven’t come across
R so more than nine interviewers.. .ugh
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Z It’s interesting, the punctuaUty of this piece can actually be quite distractive in
some ways, I don’t quite understand why it’s . ..

R it’s quite diverse actually
Z I ioiow that must be a comma with the actifs
R it’s actually very confusing
Z with the actifs I’d say that’s it with the average o f 42 discussions with only 31

against 
R again only 31
Z against only
R yeah for the last ones
Z for the last ones, yeah
R Enfm, verification statistique d ’lin vieux cliche
Z kind of eh the statistic verification is a beautiful cliche or is that to say an

ironic cliche 
R mmm
Z the women are more eh
R les femmes sont plus bavardes que les hommes
Z the women are braver than the men?
R I’d say it’s something along those lines, yeah it refers to the actual questioning
Z avec une... with an interviewer..
R par semaine
Z we haven’t actually verified if  an interlociiteur refers to an actual interviewer
R yeah it’s a strange piece this really actually. Normally I wouldn’t have any

problem translating a piece o f vocabulary but I think they just try to structure 
this in a way to throw us off. They know that we are possibly the two best 
French students in the class and eh 
(both laugh)

Z anyway, back to the piece, and eh ...
Fine now, Mais de quoi parlous nous tons et toutesl .. what do we, what do 
we talk about, what I think this piece is focusing on primarily now is that’s 
just talking about how mothers and fathers talk, different conversations 
between different people 

R I think I’ve gathered that as well
Z working from that basis, em
R from social backgrounds o f different people from different areas, how they

interact with each other in conversations ok 
Z tous et toutes
R what is it that we talk about
Z D ’apres... that basically means after a survey, enquete is a survey, was taken

by, for France-Telecom, by the society, well basically it was market research 
or something, she focuses on society, she em, I know this, my dad does this, 
there’d be an element of that in his job,

R les fem m es...
Z the women that actually she surveyed, combined giving or taking des

nouvelles 
R I’d say new information
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Z yeah, new ideas, new things de leurs proches which
R eh
Z which concern them really, o f their interest et les jeunes, the young., de tout et

de rien discussing 
R everything and nothing
Z everything to nothing yeah
R d batons rompus
Z batons rompus
R that’s a difficult one
Z yeah... le baton rouge... has a number o f different meanings that one
R mm
Z it means a stick, but it’s probably some kind o f French colloquial term, that

one, w e’ll underline it 
R w e’ll underline it
Z W e’ll focus on that later
R Mais plus on avance en age but for the most part the advancement o f age will

determine what conversations will arise 
Z moins on p a r k  de n ’importe quoi avec n ’importe qui. I think it says the

importance of age really determines the importance o f certain issues 
R definitely yeah
Z A la liberte de parole succede un autocontrdle inconscient
R the freedom of the eh
Z yeah the freedom of the parole the freedom o f what? How would you translate

that?
R yeah
Z It’s about the coercion really o f the youth
R Yeah the freedom of the parole of the youth...
Z yeah I think we know what that means, it’s about the freedom of the youth

and son. Let’s move on selon une regie simple mais logique. So there’s a 
solution simple and at the same time logical... would you say it that way as 
well?

R yeah, I’d say it exactly that way moins on est proche de son interlocuteur,
plus la conversation sera banale.

Z banale, banal would be boring or you know, they definitely, about different
conversations between different age groups, but often the conversation will 
just become boring or banal 

R boring yeah..
Z it’s an adolescent really the reaction against a parent that is
R yeah I suppose when you compare juvenile conversations to adult

conversations there’s a huge world of difference 
Z yes there is ... w e’ll go down to the bottom of this column. Avec un

commergant on parle de I'air du temps, mais ses etats d ’dme Would you like 
to take a meaning out of that?

R with eh, un commergant, eh what’s the word
Z eh, commergant... so many implications o f the word find the exact meaning
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R it’s a tough one all right... in the context o f the actual sentence we should be
able to take this one alright... with the whatever it is, one would speak with an 
air o f the times

Z yeah like a moment ago the youth are going to talk about the key issues of
their time 

R well issues that suit them
Z which may not be suited to adult conversations... so with the conversations

they talk about the air o f the times really this is mais ses etats d ’dme, again 
another toughie 

R mmm but the states of, the states of em
Z no, underline it underline it, it’s a difficult one and w e’ll come back to that

one les reservera d ses amis ou d son conjoint they reserve 
R one will reserve
Z one will reserve things as opposed to saying everything out to their parents

maybe. One will reserve things for their friend who they kind of convene 
with. Yeah 

R ou son conjoint
Z convene
R yeah,. Next sentence. E ts i.. ..
Z and if  20% of these friendly relations
R o f these friends
Z are made in work
R on est plus prudent aujourd 'hui qu ’il y  a vingt ans
Z are found even more nowadays with 20 year olds I suppose... uneprudence...

our take on prudence would be careful, or mm let’s read that whole sentence 
R prudence which will not
Z serait..
R will not be d ’ailleurs
Z it’s not a luxury really, is that it, it’s something that’s done without fiiss

maybe
R which will not be a luxury?
Z which swill not occur, be a luxury
R in a luxury sort of marmer
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T ext 6 T ravailler en solo, v ivre en soho.

Les Anglo-Saxons appellent Small Office, home office (Soho)'. Ce terme adopte en 
France s’applique au 1,3 million d ’entre nous qui travaillent chez eux. Enquete^.
Le fermier qui produit des Iromages de ^hj^vre, le medecin qui consulte chez lui,^ le peintre 
dont rate lier se'fconfond avec la chambre ou I’informaticien qui “teletrayaille” sont tous des 
Soho 'qurs’Tgtiprentt Tous exercent une .actiyite economique a partir de leur domicile^.
Soho: Small office, home office, s id e  anglo-saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et 
bureau a domicile” .̂ Un phenomene en plein essor^. Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 
million*. Mais ils restent encore mal connus .̂ En raison.meme de leur style de vie, ils 
appartiennent rarement a des gr.oupes stmcture^ et leurs metiers sont tres differents les uns 
des autres‘°.

Pourtant. on commence a s ’interesser a eux“ . Ainsi. la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain 
Bosetti pour permettre a des entreprises comme France Tdecom  de mieux connaitre un 
marche tres demandeur en services de telecommunications'^. L ’agence marketing .. ./en 
Personne a reahse la premiere enquete les concem ant'^ Leurs portraits se precisent enfm: les 
hommes (55%) sont majoritaires, la.pjus.grande partie d’enfre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans 
(68%) et 33% declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs'^'. Ils sont pour la plupart artisans. 
commer9ants, cadres suj)CTieurs ou exercent une profession liberale. medecin, avocat, 
Mchitecte, etc'^

Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail a la maison: les nouvelles technologies 
et la crise economique'^. Selon une enquete Ifop. commandee par I’agence . . ../en Personne, 
60% des Soho ont au moins un appareil de bureautique'^. L ’apparitipii d ’ordinateurs, de fax 
bon marche et les possibilites offertes par I’lntem et (ont contribue a ce developpement)'*.

Key to errors

Words not trmslated: 11 words 
Mistranslations: 39 words 
jjiaccuratelyjrans^^^^ 28 words 
Total Number of problematic words; 78 
Total number of words in text: 283 
Percentage of problematic words: 28%

Number of student interactions on transcript: 20
Breakdown of interactions: 9 nouns, 4 verbs, 3 noun + adjective combinations, 2 referential 1 
pronoun, 1 relative.

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0=no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-propositions, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts o f a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10
Score .5 .5 1 .75 .75 .75 .25 .25 0 0
Phrase 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Score 0 .25 1 .75 .5 1 .25 .75

Total: 9.25 /1 8  = 51.3 %
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning  in te.xt R eason un -transla ted

apparition appearance unknown
Chevre Goat Unknown
qui s ’ignorent Who are unaware o f  each other lexical unfamiliarity and 

grammatical and referential 
complexity

se confond Merges with lexical unfamiliarity and 
grammatical and referential 
complexity

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning  in text Reason un -transla ted

(d ’entre) nous (among) us D 'entre translated as “between” 
making the nous difficult to 
translate / referential

architecte architect Last item in list, lack of 
attention

this referential
d ’entre eux Among them Expression possibly unknown / 

referential

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
W ord M eaning in text T ra n sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Bon marche cheap good quality L2 sum o f parts
Les uns des 

autres
from one another from one to the other Lack o f familiarity with idiom

Une activite 
economique

A job, a means of 
earning money

activity economic Superficial processing, 
contextual guess

2.3 False friends
W ord M eaning in  text T ra n sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

La plus grande 
partie

most the biggest party Direct L I translation

Travailler Work travel LI sim ilarity/ inattention

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
W ord M eaning in text T ra n sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

D 'entre ( nous) Among (us) between Failure to select best meaning 
from range of possible 
meanings
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 ̂̂  En raison 
meme

for the very reason in the same reason Lack o f  familiarity with range 
o f meanings o f m im e

Encore (mal 
connus)

Still (fairly 
unknown)

Again Failure to select correctly 
between still /  again

appareil Piece o f 
equipment

phone Failure to understand more 
generic meaning o f term

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Appartiennent they belong they are apparent LI
They are apart LI /L 2

M etier trade / profession subject Similarity to L2 matiere

Pourtant however important Similarity to L2 / LI important
Selon according to only Similarity to L2 seulement

2.5.2 Morpholoj|ical synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

On les evalue One estimates the the value of L i similarity and poor
a num ber... morphological processing

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Cadres
superieurs

senior
management

executives, superiors Failure to identify noun + adj. 
sequence

M ieux 
connaitre un 
marche

to know a market 
better

best knowledge o f  a 
market

Failure to process grammatical 
components correctly

Profession
liberale

self-employed
professional

professional freedom Misidentification of noun + adj 
as adj + noun

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(d ’entre nous) 
qui

(among us) who which Nous untranslated, qui taken to 
refer to a previous element in 
the sentence

(le medecin qui 
consulte) chez 
lui

(The doctor who 
has a practice) in 
his home

(the medicine which 
they consult) at home

Referential -  the fact that it is in 
the doctor’s home is lost.

(on commence) 
a s 'interesser a 
eux

(people are 
beginning) to take 
an interest in them

Find something to do o f 
interest to them

Referential failure to identify 
subject o f sentence

dont whose Who
has

Lack o f grammatical knowledge 
o f relatives

On commence One is beginning / 
people are 
beginning

Something starting Referential failure to identify 
subject o f sentence
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Qui consulte 
(chez lui)

Who has a 
practice (in his 
house)

W hich they consult at 
home

Referential failure to identify 
sub ject/ object relation

Tres 
demandeur en 
services

requires a lot o f 
services

a very demanding 
service

Referential / grammatical 
the object is considered to be 
the subject

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning in text T ransla tion  given S tra tegy / cause of e r ro r

Artisans craftsman entrepreneur Contextual guess notion of 
independent business people

Bureautique office technology office phone Contextual guess, bureau 
understood as office

teletravaille teleworks 1 Works by phone
2 telesales

Contextual guessing

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in  text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e r ro r

(une enquete 
IFOP)
commandee par  
(I ’agence)

(an IFOP survey) 
commissioned by 
the agency

Made by, run by the 
agency

Contextual guess o f verb but 
leads to confiision over who 
carried out the survey

Ainsi in this way since connective identified but 
guessed in context

En plein essor full development very obvious positive attribute, contextual 
guess

M ai connus little known badly informed Over-interpretation o f meaning 
of individual components

5 Successfully negotiated items

W ord M eaning in  text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r
‘^Enquete investigation 1 research Move from general contextual

2 interview guess to m ore specific
3 survey contextual guess

‘'’portraits profile 1 portraits 1 direct translation
2 results 2 contextual meaning
3 picture 3 com bine sense o f image +

results
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Transcription Text 6 

Travailler en solo, vivre en soho

D Travailler en solo, vivre en soho work alone... live alone or in Soho
F Les Anglo-Saxons appellent ga Small Office, home office (Soho). Ce terme

adopte en France s ’applique au 1,3 million d ’entre nous qui travaillent chez 
eux. Enquete. The English people call the small office home office in soho or 
the term is adopted in France applying to 1.3 m between w hich... travel from 
their house or something, God, what’s that again, research 

D em, don’t know
F enquete -  interview or something is it?
D start of the interview, m aybe... Le ferm ier qui produit des fromages de chevre 

the farmer who produced, produces the eh cheese of chevre?
F le medecin qid consulte chez lui ... the medicine which they consult at home
D the doctor is it?
F the doctor, oh alright.
D the medicine (laughs) le peintre dont I'atelier se confond avec la chambre ou

I ’informaticien [informacien] qui « teletravaille » sont tous des Soho qui 
s 'ignor [ont] em the painter who 

F the workshop
D painter’s workshop
F has a workshop
D has a workshop
F in his bedroom or something like that
D the painter who has a workshop or the computer technician who em

teletravaille. .. works by phone?
F yeah, probably
D the internet I think maybe
F telesales or something
D are the people who would be termed SOHO
F Tous exercent une activite economique a partir de leur domicile they exercise

an activity economic from their domicile em without leaving the home or 
something

D would that be are or have an economic, like not literally translated, but like
they are part of or something like that 

F yeah
D Soho: Small office, home office small office home office
F sigle anglo-saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et bureau a domicile

this represents the anglo-saxon literally small office and office at home 
D L/n phenomene en plein essor ... it’s a phenomene that’s very obvious maybe?
F Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million ... today the value of you know the

people that work at home is 1.3 million 
D Mais ils restent encore mal connus but they stay
F badly informed or
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D badly informed is it?
F bad knowledge
D and encore would be again maybe they remain maybe em badly informed
F bad knowledge or something like tha t... En raison meme de leiir style de vie,

ils appartiennent rarement a des groupes structures, et leurs metiers sont tres 
differents les uns des autres ... em in the same reason or their way o f lifestyle 
or o f life, it is they are apparent w hat’s that 

D rarely in group structures is it? Rarely a part o f maybe
F a part of group structures and their subjects are very different from one to the

other
D Pourtant, on commence a s ’interesser d eux ... em something to do with

starting to be o f interest 
F themselves is it or something
D to themselves
F it’s important to do something that they find something to do of interest or

something like that 
D that interests them, d eux is them
F Ainsi, la Soho agency a ete creee par Alain Bosetti pour permettre a des

entreprises comme France Telecom de mieux connaitre un marche tres 
demandeur en services de telecommunications. ... since the Soho agency was 
created by Alain Bossetti for to be used by enterprises like French Telecom, 
the best knowledge o f a market, very demanding service of 
telecommunications, I can’t read it, there’s a few words missing 

D L ’agence marketing... I think, maybe it’s meant to \>Q../en personne... a
realise la premiere enquete les concemant.

F survey is an enquete, yeah
D the marketing agency in person realised the first survey, or did the first survey

concerning these, this 
F Leurs portraits se precisent enfin: les hommes what the hell is 55 (55%) sont

majoritaires,  the their portraits are precise finally
D maybe they are talking about the results there or something, so the picture that

they’re giving or something like that 
F the picture that they’re giving is precise, men 55% are majority users, the

biggest party being the ages o f 30 and 49 years, 68% did I read that in French? 
D yeah, I think you did
F You read that part so
D (68%) et 33% declarent gagnerplus de 12 500francs. 68%... 33% said that

they eam more than 12.5000 francs 
F Ils sont pour la plupart artisans ... they are for the what’s that? The majority?
D mostly made up of is it?
F W hat’s artisans? City people?
D it’s entrepreneurs and that type of thing, people who run their own businesses

and that
F what’s the story with the full stops -  are they full stops or commas?
D I don’t know they look like full stops but they have to be commas
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F commergants cadres superieurs ou exercent une profession liberale, medecin,
avocat, architecte, etc that’s sales people isn’t it? Executives, superiors,

D no shopkeepers I think it is commergants
F oh yeah executives, superiors or
D in practice maybe
F practice professional freedom, doctors, lawyers etc.
D Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du travail d la maison: les

nouvelles technologies et la crise economique ... the two reasons explain the 
development of working at home, new technologies and economic crisis 

F Selon une enquete I f  op, commandee par I ’agence ...Jen Personne, 60% des
Soho ont ail moins un appareil de bureautique... only one survey whatever 
IFOP is made by, run by the agency 60% of the Soho have at least one office 
phone, appareil

D yeah phone.. L ’apparition d'ordinateurs, de fa x  bon marche et les possibilites
offertes par I 'Internet, computers, good quality fax machine and the good 
possibilities offered by the internet
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T e x t 7 L e  c lim a t de  la  F ra n c e

En fevrier demier, le nord de la France a connu des temperatures proches de 20C, avant 
d ’etre victime de froids inhabituels en avril* Quant aux secheressei, elles ont ete 
particulierement frequentes ces.demieres.an^^^ Ces penurbations m eteorolo^ques sont- 
elles les signes aY^I^Qureiff^ d’une modification du climat de notre pays?^ Pour 1'instant les 
specialistes restent prudents/  A leurs.yeux en effet. notfs avons tendance a oublier que le 
temps a toujqurs eu des sautes d’humeur  ̂et que ^ |6c |ie resse 'rev ien t a mtewaUes 
mqi^

Cependant, une chose est sure: les dix demieres annees ont ete les plus chaudes observees 
depuis ia;fin du xix® siec le / Globalement, la temperature de la terre a augmente de O J”C 
un peu plus d ’un siecle.^ Ci|, selon les climatologues, ce’r& hauffem ent general pourrait bien 
sqmiCT le glas du climat tempere dent benet'iciait jusqu'a maintenant notre pays.® En effet, 
Paris se situe sur le 49® parallde comma Terre-Neuve ou la Mongolie. Si la France cgnnait 
en general des hi vers plutot et des etes pas trop brulants. c ’est a cause de 1’influence
adpucissante du G ulf Stream.‘' Ce courant marin apporte en ctTet des eaux chaudes 
equatoriales vers nos c o t e s . Q u e  ce regulateur naturel vfenne, comme le.preyoient certains 
specialistes, a^se^duire, voire a disparaitre,'^ et nous nous retrouvons avec un climat 
seniblable a celui du Canada, avec des etes brulants et des hivers glaces.''*

Selon la plupart de nos climatolosjues. ce bouleversement ne. devrait se faire pleinement sentir 
que vers la fm du siecle p ro c h a in .M a is  nous sommes sans doute en train de vivre ses 
premiers soubresautslannonciateurs.

Key to errors

Jl^ rds 'no t f r ^ ia te y :  41 
Mistranslations: 52 
In.accuratelytransjated./.partial^
Total number of problematic words: 112 
Total number o f words in text: 264 
Percentage o f problematic words: 42.4%

Number of student interactions in transcript: 15
Breakdown o f interactions: 2 verbs, 7 nouns, 3 adjectives, 1 adverb, 1 preposition, 1 idiom

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0=no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-proposition, other figures refer to micro-propositions 
on parts o f a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10
Score 1 0 .5 0 .25 0 1 .25 0 .25
Phrase 11 12 13 14 15 16
Score .25 .25 0 .25 .25 0

Total: = 4.25 / 16 = 26.5 %
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Error analysis 

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning  in  text R eason un -transla ted

(que...) vienne M ight come Unknown / failed to identify 
“venir”

"  A se reduire To diminish / decrease Unknown / reflexive infintive 
form may be challenging

adoucissant Moderating / wanning Unknown /  failed to identify 
doux “warm”

Avant-coureurs Fore-runners Unknown / failed to process 
avant “ before” + courir “to 
run”

Ce bouleversement Upset / upheaval unknown
n  ' .

connait experiences Unknown in this context
la secheresse Dry period Unknown, failed to identify sec 

= “dry”
Ne devrait se fa ire  

pleinement (sentir)
Should only be fully (felt) Preceding bouleversement 

unknown, grammatical 
complexity o f  structure

77 ......................or In fact Probably unknown
rechauffement wanning Unknown / failed to identify 

chaud  “hot”
secheresses Dry periods Unknown, failed to identify sec 

“dry”
Sonner (le glas) Sound (the death knell) Unknown
soubresauts jolts Unknown, failed to identify 

sauter “to jum p”

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in text Reason un-transla ted
"  (le temps a) toujours (eu des 
sautes d ’humeur)

always des sautes d ’humeur translated 
as “arise”

(froids) inhabituels Unusual (cold spells) Froids translated as “the cold” 
difficult to tag on to (if known)

(vers) nos (cotes) (Towards) our (coasts) inattention
elements Pleasant / mild Preceding “plutot” not 

understood
Du climat O f the climate Object of unknown “sonner le 

glas”
Eawc (chaudes equatorials) (warm equatorial) waters “equator” taken as subject, 

“warm equator”
La fin  (du xix^ siecle) The end (o f the 19“ C) inattention
Mais nous sommes (sans 

doute)
But we are, (without a doubt) Proceed directly to “sans doute” 

and fail to connect
Nous (avons tendance) We (have a tendancy) Previous “leurs yeiix” is taken 

as the subject o f avoir tendance
‘ Revient d intervalles plus ou 
mo ins reguliers

Comes back at more or less 
regular intervals

Subject o f sentence “la 
secheresse” unknown
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2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

plutot rather already Interpreted as plus + tot earlier

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

A leiirs yeux In their eyes/view Their eyes Fail to recognize idiom
En train de 

vivre
In the process o f 
living

In train with life Direct translation, fail to 
recognize idiom

Terre-Neuve Newfoundland Earth something Unknown multi-word unit

2.3 False friends
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Pour rinstan t For the moment For instance LI similarity

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
"  connait experiences know Difficulty interpreting nuance of 

meaning in context
' '  Ont ete Have been In sum m er Confusion with ete”
'' voire even As seen Confusion with "'voir” see

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(Ie temps) a eu 
des sautes 
d ’humeur

Has had changes 
o f  mood

without happening Similarity with 
S a u f except

(sonner le)glas (Sound the) death 
knell

ice Similarity to ''‘'glace'' ice

‘ dont O f which therefore Similarity to "'done”
' '  Quant aux... As fo r... When Confusion with “quand” when

selon According to only Similarity to seulement
“  selon According to 1 without

2 only
Similarity to seulement

semblable similar 1 Usual
2 feel

Contextual guess 
Confusion with "sentir” feel

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

annonciateurs warning announce Poor processing o f structure and 
contextual meaning

climatologues climatologists climates Inattention to morphology
equatoriales equatorial equators Poor morphological processing

' '  general general generally Lack o f  knowledge of 
derivatives

"  Le temps The weather The temperatures Similarity to '"temperature”
I /  ̂ ' 'tempere temperate temperature Similarity to '"temperature”
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3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Les p lus  
chaudes

The hottest M ore... hotter Grammatical knowledge

Regulateur
naturel

Natural regulator Regular natural Both words interpreted as 
adjectives

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(Apporte) en 
effet

(Brings), in fact, Brings an effect Adverbial locution taken as 
object

(I ’influence) du 
(G ulf Stream)

(the influence) o f 
(the G ulf Stream

(Influenced) by (the G ulf 
Stream)

Referential: poor processing of 
cause and effect

A cause de Because of I t’s a cause of Referential: poor processing of 
cause and effect

Comme le 
prevoient ...

A s.... Foresee it As seen ... Referential poor identification 
o f subject / object relation

‘ ' En un pen  plus 
d'un (siecle)

In a little more 
than (a century)

This is a little more this 
century

Poor processing of referential 
components

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Proches de 
20C

Close to 20C around Contextual guess

17 vers towards around Contextual guess

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(des etes) 
bridants

Burning hot cloudy Guess weather related word

' '  0,7C 0.7 degrees 0.7% inattention
Ces d e m is e s  

annees
In recent years previously Over-interpretation o f sense of 

past
En effet Indeed / in fact For example Contextual guess

‘' La Mongolie Mongolia The mongol Poor contextual guess
La plupart most The best Contextual guess some sense of 

superlative
‘ ' Pas trop 
brulants

Not too burning 
hot

1 Too warm
2 breezy
3 windy
4 cloudy

1 pas  not processed
2,3,4,lack o f certainty about
weather type

Pourrait (bien) Could (well) Look well Contextual guess
prudents cautious aware Contextual guess
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5 Successfully negotiated items
W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of erro r
"  Climatologues Climatologists 1 climate

2 people who research 
the climate

Interpretation of derived word

‘'Nous nous 
retrouvons

We end up 1 We find ourselves
2 We find ourselves 
again

Interpretations of prefix of verb
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Transcription Text 7 

Le climat de la France

G In February o f last year, in last February the north of
D Last February the north o f France
G has known temperatures around 20 degrees c
D before
G being victims
D of the cold
G in April
D euh.........
G quant when
D we don’t understand that
G something
D just move on will w e... they
G in the summer
D they particularly
G they particularly frequent in ...
D which were particularly frequently
G frequency is it?
D Yeah
G this pretributions ... meteorology .. .are the signs for the modification of the

climate in our country em for instance specialists -  are you doing your bit are 
you? go on

D for instance the specialists stayed aware is it?
G mmm
D their eyes their eyes for example had
G a tendency to forget
D to forget
D&G that the temperatures arise 
G without happening or something is it
D it’s difficult
G strange one actually, definitely difficult. Em however a sure thing, a thing is

sure
D that the ten last years have been are been more hotter
G observed since the
D since the 19th century. Eh, globally the temperatures of the
G earth
D earth
G increasing
D increase by 7% this
G is a little
D more this century
G Yeah
D Mmmm
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G W hat’s selon, without is it? Only is it?
D Yeah, only the
G climate,
D no it’s not that, it’s the people who research the climate
G this rechauffement
G generally to be
D looking good or something is it
G to be good ... sonner. . .to .. .ice is it?
D I don’t know the temperature therefore beneficial
G until or as far as
D & G until now
G our country
D our countries [ ]
G Paris is situated on the 49'*' parallel as earth something or the mongol
D I think it’s kind of the they’re like the lines o f Cancer and all, you know that
G mmm
D that’s something like that I think if France know
G in general
D the winters eh already is it or.
G plutot, I can’t think
D and the summers were too warm
G no, bndant is breezy or something is it?
D is it?
G windy or something I think it is
D windy yeah
G or cloudy is it?
D yeah cloudy, yeah
G it’s a cause o f influence something from the Gulf
D influenced by the Gulf Stream
G this current
D eh marine
G reports
D brings
G brings effects
D brings clouds or brings warm sorry
G equator is it
D equators
G around the
D coasts mmm
G coasts
D is it?
G I don’t know
D I don’t know about that
G that this regular
D what is it water? W e’ll go over that
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G that this regular natural vienne as seen certain specialists d se reduire to see 
this disappear is it or appear is it it disappeared

D yeah
G and we
D find ourselves is it
G Yeah we find ourselves again with ^^assemble" what is it?
D usual is it?
G to feel or something is it?
D sembler I’m not too sure
G the climates celui of this or that is it
D of this like, this o f Canada
G by this
G this
D this cloudy summer and ice
G icy
D icy winters
D +G Only is
D the best?
G the best o f climates... is bouleversement ne devrait p a s .. . sentir is to feel
D that towards the end o f the century... over the next century so bouleversement 

ok I don’t know what that means will we skip that one maybe it’s eh
G without doubts in train with life
D yeah
G em
D first
G something announce
D of its first soubresauts I don’t know what that means
G will we leave that one
D yeah
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Text 8 Cederoms: L ’autre fa(;on de choisir sa destination

Dresser son itineraire avec des cartes, visiter e a jm a g s je s  sites, se familiariser avec la 
langue... les cederoms sont la pour construire son voyaged
Les cederoms sont egalement un ex^^  ̂ pour preparer son voyage^. . A .conmen^^^
par ritineraire si vous partez en voiture: en compulsant par exemple les atlas disponibles sur 
le marche, histpire dlaCTete sa destiSati^ Le celebre Encarta de chez Microsoft (790 f) ou 
/ 'Atlas ’98 de la maison Hachette (390 f  permettent agreablement, quoique spmmai,rement, de 
defmir les cojitours du prochain voyage, et ce quel que spit le pays.
Cote linguistique, vous pouvez aussi preparer votre voyage en apprenant quelques mots cles: 
il suffit pour cela d’acheter un cederom de la langue: les plus courants sont tous disponibles/  
Pour I’aspect culturel du pays visite, les npmbreux cederoms sur la civilisation locale offrent 
une bonne mise en condition/  Ainsi I’Egypte, le Vietnam ou le Cambodge, dpnt les palais et 
sculptures qnts6dui| les concepteurs multimedia.^

Si vous projetez de rester en France et de sillonner les routes en voiture, un outil vous sera 
extremement utile; le Copilote ideal (Sybex, 298 francs); il vous calcule les distances, les 
preyisipm de votre consommation d ’essence, et vous indique meme les raccourcis.* En 
completant cette preparation par la consultation d ’un cederom sur la region de votre choix (il 
en existe des dizaines pour toutes les regions), vous serez averti du moindre sentier pedestre.^ 
Ainsi ce cederom sur les Pyrenees (Combo -  Media, 199 francs) qui indique entre.autres les 
chemins de grande randonnee, le temps des trajets, les deniveles et les adresses des refoges. 
Enfm, les cederoms a vocation «office de tourisme» sont de plius enplus nombreux; de la 
principaute de Monaco au departement de la Drome en passant par les stations «Trois 
Vallees», qui prfeegitent jeu f domaine skiable." Un petit probleme, cependant: ces cederoms 
cpncement.davantage les professionnels que le grand public et sont rarement disponibles a la 
vente.‘̂  Seule la principaute de Monaco, qui a egalement commis un cederom sur Le Rocher 
et ses Secrets, est en train d’etudier la possibilite de distribuer une version adaptee, et pavanle 
aux touristes.'^ Mais pour cela, il faudra attendre I’ete...''*

Key to errors
Wprds not translated: 20 words 
Mistranslations: 17 words
Inaccurately.transjated./.part 30 words
Total Number o f problematic words: 67 
Total number o f words in text: 358 
Percentage of problematic words: 18.9%

Number o f student interactions on transcript: 26
Breakdown of interactions: 11 nouns, 5 verbs, 3 adjectives, 3 adverbs, 1 preposition, 2 
phrases / expressions, 1 pronoun referential.

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0= no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-proposition, other figures refer to micro

propositions on parts of a sentence

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Score .75 1 .5 .75 .75 .25 .25 .75 .5 .75 .25 .75 .25 1

Total: 8.5/14 = 60.7%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning in text Reason un-translated

(a) commis commissioned unknown
(Histoire) d ’arreter sa 

destination
(As a means) to decide on a 
destination

Preceding histoire mis
translated, failed to identify 
arreter “to stop”

“ Quel que soit (le pays) Which ever (country) it might 
be

Unknown. Probably due to 
grammatical complexity

Quoique (sommairement) although Probably unknown + difficulty 
with “sommairement”

Raccourcis Short-cuts Unknown, failed to identify 
court = “short”

Sentier Path Unknown

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in text Reason un-translated
™ (Qui) ont seduit (des 
concepteurs multimedia

Seduced / attracted Confusion with regard to overall 
meaning of the sentence. They 
focus on concepteurs

(qui) presentent leur 
(domaine skiable)

Which gives details / outlines 
their skiing area

Unprocessed- students presume 
it is a skiing area

De plus en plus (nombreux) More and more Ignore -  focus on nombreux
Entre (autres) Among other things Other is translated, idiomatic 

meaning of phrase possibly 
unknown/ referential

Le grand (public) The general public Lack of effort -  they settle for 
just public

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
W ord M eaning in text T ranslation given Strategy/ cause of error

payante Which must be 
paid for

For the country L2 similarity with “pays”, 
presumed to be a derived adj

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
W ord M eaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Entre autres Among other 
things

Other Lack of knowledge of idiomatic 
expression

'^Histoire de As a means of History Lack of knowledge of idiomatic 
expression
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2.3 False friends
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(les plus) 
courants

The most common 
/ usual

The most current LI meaning

(vous serezj 
averti

Informed / warned Avoid, avert LI similarity

disponibles available disposable LI similarity
En compulsant By consulting It’s compulsory to Ignoring syntax, they go with 

an LI similarity
Stations Resorts stations LI similarity

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

La maison 
(Hachette)

Hachette
publishers

Hachette house Lack o f knowledge o f idiomatic 
usage o f Maison

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Ainsi In this way also Confused with “aussi” also
Cependant however It depends on whether L2 similarity to dependre to 

depend
‘^Previsions (de 
consommation 
d ’essence)

Estimates (of 
petrol
consumption)

provisions Phonological synform

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(La Drome,) en 
passant p a r (les 
Trois Vallees)

Via, by way of, 
passing through

Passes through Lack o f attention to 
morphological ending for 
gerund

Nombreux
cederoms

many A number o f Lack o f knowledge of 
derivatives o f nombre

sommairement Briefly / in a 
summary manner

A summary Lack o f attention to 
morphological endings

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(sentier)
pedestre

Pedestrian (paths) Something about 
pedestrians

Failure to recognise adjectival 
function o f  noun

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(Ces cederoms) 
concernent les 
professionnels

They are suited to 
/ concern 
professionals

Are concerned for 
professionals

Referential: familiarity with LI 
usage over-rides L2 usage

^  (Visiter) en 
image les sites

Visiting the places 
through pictures

Visiting picture sites Referential: relation between 
elements unclear

A commencer 
p a r I ’itineraire

Beginning with 
the itinerary.

At the start o f your 
itinerary

Referential: relation between 
begin and itinerary unclear
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A vocation 
(office de 
tourisme)

For the purpose of Are made by Referential; confusion over 
subject / object

dont O f which, whose Which Lack o f grammatical knowledge 
o f relatives

Est en train 
d ’etudier

Is currently 
studying

Is in the process o f  being 
studied

Referential: passive form 
supplied instead o f  active

Sont egalement 
un excellent outil

Are also an 
excellent tool

Are equally excellent as 
a tool

Referential ; suppose egalement 
qualifies excellent

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

agreablement pleasantly Easily Contextual interpretation
Les contours The outline The route Contextual guess
refuges Refuge / shelter Hostel Contextual guess

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in  text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r

(une bonne) 
mise en condition

A good 
preparation

A good account Contextual guess

' civilisation Culture / 
civilisation

population E3 go beyond the intended 
meaning

Concepteurs
(multimedia)

Designers (of 
multimedia)

Background of, 
representative o f 
multimedia

Contextual guessing, lack of 
attention to grammatical form

deniveles Different heights 
(in mountains)

Alternative routes Contextual guess, some sense of 
“J e ”

mo indre least slow Some sense of negative 
connotation

I S sur on by Contextual fit

5 Successfully negotiated items (none)
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Transcription Text 8

Cederoms: Vautre faQon de choisir sa destination

L Making up your itinerary with maps, visiting picture sites and familiarising
yourself with the language -  CD-ROMs are there for constructing your 
journey or trip.

M I suppose we should really read it out in French first, should we? No?
L Les cederoms sont egalement un excellent outil pour preparer son voyage.
M What’s that
L em
M the CD-roms are equally excellent
L to ... for
M what’s outil ?
L I suppose a tool
M until ?
L a tool
M a tool ?
L I think
M oh yeah
L for em preparing for a journey
M A commencer par I ’itineraire si vous partez en voiture what’s that the start of

your itinerary 
L if  you’re leaving by car
M en compulsantpar exemple les atlas disponibles sur le marche, what’s that, en

compulsant you don’t know that, no ? No ?
L if  you are com, if  you need to for example buy disposable atlases in the

market
M I wonder what the hell is that en complusant **** oh!
L so if you are starting your itinerary, ok so, at the start o f your itinerary
M if you are leaving by car,
L if you are leaving by car, it’s to compulsory buy, if  like you have to buy the

disposable atlases which are on the market 
M you should buy the atlases, is that what they are saying? It’s compulsory by

example, so, you should,
L yeah
M no par  is by, is it? Yeah OK it would be. Histoire d ’arreter sa destination,

what’s that? History...
L Anyway. Le celebre Encarta de chez Microsoft (790francs) ou I ’Atlas ’98 de

la maison Hachette (390francs) permettent agreablem ent, quoique 
sommairement, de definir les contours du prochain voyage, et ce quel que soit 
le pays. The celebrated or famous Encarta from Microsoft for 790f or Atlas 
98 from Hachette house 390F allows easy quoique sommairement 

M access or something like that would it? Permits an easy summary or
something like that would it be?
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You can define easily your route 
What’s route, contours, is it?
I think so, the easiest route for your next journey and
quelque soil le pays
and something about the country
Cote linguistique, vous pouvez aussi preparer votre voyage en apprenant 
quelques mots cles what’s that
OK so, em on the language side, you are able to also prepare your journey by 
learning some em phrases, or some key phrases 
key words isn’t it?
key phrases em. II su ffitpour cela d ’acheter un cederom de la langue em it 
would be sufficient for to do this 
what’s celal
it’s like it’s very difficuh.. .to buy a CD-rom of the language 
les plus courants sont tous disponibles. 
the most current are all disposable., are they? 
disponiblel
yeah, it was back up there with the atlas. Pour I ’aspect culturel du pays visite, 
les nombreux cederoms sur la civilisation locale offrent une bonne mise en 
condition. What does that mean? 
for the culture aspect o f the what? 
o f the visited country
there’s a number of CD-roms that the local population offering a good what’s 
that, mise, a good account, condition or something, is it?
Yeah, that sounds fine, em
Ainsi I ’Egypte, le Vietnam ou le Cambodge, dont les palais et sculptures ont
seduit les concepteurs multimedia. W hat’s that?
also Egypt, Vietnam or Cambodia, which have palaces and
sculptures
sculptures that are em put kind of
concepteurs multimedia
that they’re like
the background o f
no, what’s the word
I don’t know
representative kind of of multimedia 
Oh yes,
yeah. Si vous projetez de rester en France et de sillonner les routes en 
voiture, un outil vous sera extremement utile: le Copilote id e a l. If you plan 
to stay in France, and 
what’s that de silloner
and cover the roads in car, or travel the roads by car, I don’t know maybe, 
a tool
a tool you will find extremely useful is the ideal copilot from Sybex, 298 f, 
em
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M il vous calcule les distances, les previsions de votre consommation d ’essence, 
et vous indique m im e les raccour, raccourcis is it?
Ok so it calculates 
it calculates the distance 
it calculates for you 
the provisions what’s that 
on how much petrol you’ll use 
Oh yeah
and it indicates for you the -  what’s raccourcis?
W hat’s meme some or 
even, it even indicates for you raccourcis 
Would she mind us using a dictionary?
(laughs)
(a lot of backgound noise)
En completement, en completant, cette preparation par la consultation d ’un 
cederom sur la region de votre choix (il en existe des dizaines pour toutes les 
regions) to complete the preparation with the consultation of a Cdroms on the 
regions o f your choice 
there exists
there exists dozens o f em, dozens o f them for all regions 
where are we, oh yeah, vous serez averti du moindre sentier pedestre. 
you can avoid the no
I don’t know what that is averter I don’t know 
Ok
I haven’t got a clue what that is, if you can avert or avoid, le moindre sentier 
pedestre, the slow, this is all moindre
yeah something about pedestrians. Ainsi ce cederom sur les Pyrenees (Combo 
-  Media, 199 francs) qui indique entre autres les chemins de grande 
randonnee.
Oh, so the CD-rom is it, 
so this CD-rom on the Pyrenees, Combo, 199f 
indicates
which indicates the 
other
big em hiking routes, em le temps des trajets, what’s le temps des trajetsl 
so maybe it’s like the time the routes taking or the time the journey is taking 
yeah, the time o f the journey maybe 
les deniveles et les adresses des refuges,
I don’t know what that denivele is
alternative routes or something like that maybe? And addresses of hostels 
yeah refuges Enfin, les cederoms d vocation «office de tourisme» sont de plus 
en plus nombreux: de la princip[au] de Monaco au departement de la Drome 
en pass[er] par les stations des «Trois Vallees», qui present[ent] leur 
domaine skiable. W hat’s e«/z«? 
mmm?
What’s enfinl
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L Finally, em.. the CD-roms are made by the office o f tourism I suppose are
numerous from the 

M principality
L principality o f Monaco to
M the department o f Drome
L that’s a region, kind of
M of France
L the Drome. Whatever that is. Passes
M by the stations
L through the stations o f the three valleys which
M shows
L which is a skiing area, OK em Un petit probleme, cependant: ces cederoms

concernent davantage les professionnels que le grand public et sont rarement 
disponibles d la vente.

M a small problem
L it depends on whether the Cdroms concern just or are more concerned for

professionals than for public and are rarely disposable 
M available could you say available?
L available to buy oh no
M d la vente.
L is that it
M Seule la principaute de Monaco, qui a egalement commis un cederom sur Le

Rocher et ses Secrets, est en train d ’etudier la possibilite de distribuer une 
version adaptee, etpayante aux touristes. W hat’s that, only the principality 
of Monaco equally is it?

L also, what’s commis, have
M what’s that, that was in that phrase yesterday, commw, knowledge or

something like that 
L no it was kind of
M knowledge or something
L who also have a CD-rom on le rocher and its secrets, is in the process, is in

the process of being studied, for the possibility o f distributing an adapted 
version 

M what’s en train
L for the country to tourists
M What’s en train?
L mmm?
M What’s en train!
L en train is in the process of. Et payante, oh no Mais pour cela, il faudra

attendre l ’ete...haX for now, but for that maybe, it is necessary, it will be 
necessary to wait for the summer. That’s it.

M So did we understand it? Sort of?
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Text 9 Temoigaage : I’illetrisme

Temoignage : Je ne veux pas que mon fils de 4 ans me dise un jour : Mon pere est nul, il 
ne sait pas ecrire.
AvejToniiais de souche, Gilbert a 32 ans.* L ’ecole ? II la quitte a 15 ans lorsqu’il doit 
red o u b le  sa 4 .̂  ̂ « Ma famille -  modeste -  ne m ’a pas specialement pousse a faire de 
longues etudes » deplbre-t-il aujourd’hui.^ II monte a Paris ou quelque parent dans la 
limonade I’aide a devenir serveur.'' «J’etais mauvais en fran9ais, mais cela ne m ’m p ech a it 
pas de bosser».^ N i <ie progress^^ : Gilbert maitrise la lecture et ne rencontre aucune 
difficulte a I’o ra l/ II obtient son permis de conduire/

Les annees passent.* Le petit serveur prend des responsabilites... et du personnel sous sa 
direction.  ̂ «fegH erll, quand je  clevais envoyer des lettres professionri.el}es, mon patron 
acceptait de me les corriger^avoQ ^^|i.'° Maintenant je  suis cb in c |.‘' Je vais etre amene a 
ecrire tous les j o u r s . J e  dois ass^ |^ .'^>  Cette determination dissimule les nombreuses 
difficultes rencontrees en cours de route.''’ «D’abord, ce sont des choses dont on park  peu.‘̂  
On est vraiment honteux envers les autres et envers soi-meme.'^

Ma femme m ’a enormement soutenu.’’ J ’ai mis le temps, et un jour je  me suis decide.’*» Un 
numero de telephone dans le journal. On I’oriente vers un Greta. .. qui n’a jamais repondu"°! 
Mais le pas etait franchi.^' «J’etais s o c a g e . ' ' .Te me suis dirige vers une associatipn d ^ s  
m on qua^er.^^ Le premier cours etait formidable : grammaire et conjugaison, tout ce dont 
j ’avais besoin!"'* Malheureusement, mon emploi du temps m ’oblige a rater le cours de mon 
niveau.'^ Je me retrouve avec de reels debutants."^ II y a des Iraniens, des Grecs, des 
E g ^ tien s  : tous se demandant ce que je  fais la!“̂  Je vais de\'oir trouver mi^ix.^* Quoi qu’il 
en soit, maintenant que ma decision est prise, conclut Gilbert, je  vais me donner a fond.'
J ’ai un enfant de quatre ans.^° Je ne veux pas qu’il dise plus tard^': mon pere est nul ! II ne 
sait pas ecrire^“»

Key to erro rs 
Words not franslated: 35
Mistranslations: 30 
IjQ.accurate.ly..translated /.part 
Total number of problematic words: 74 
Total number of words in text: 308 
Percentage o f problematic words: 24 %

Number o f student interactions in transcript: 33
Breakdown; 18 verbs, 9 nouns, 4 adjectives, 0 adverb, 1 preposition, 1 noun expression,

Score on micro-proposition construction
Note: This text contained a lot o f very short sentences and therefore has a lot of simple single 
idea micro-propositions compared to other texts.

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Score .5 .5 .75 .25 .25 .25 1 1 .25 .25 0 0 0 .25 0 .5
Phrase 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Score 1 .75 I 0 0 0 0 1 / 1 .25 0 .25 1 1 1

Total; 15/32 = 46.8%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
W ord M eaning in  text R eason un -transla ted

Aveyronnais Someone from Aveyron Unknown
Avoue-t-il He admits unknown

•n ■ ■ . coince stuck unknown
De souche Originally unknown
deplore Deplores / regrets unknown
empechait prevented unknown

‘'^franchi Cross over unknown
Je dois assurer I must take responsibility Unsure o f devoir.

'IV mieux better unknown
pas step unknown
Quoi qu 11 en soit whatever unknown
soidage relieved unknown

7 V  '  ■ 'vers towards unknown

1.2 Skipped items
W ord M eaning in text R eason un -transla ted

(me donner) a fo n d (commit myself) completely Problems processing me donner
(dont on parle) peu (Which one talks about) little may be unfamiliar as an adverb
(je) devais (envoyer) Had to Envoyer used as main verb
(qui n ’a) jam ais (  repondu) (who) never (answered) Skipped perhaps due to 

difficulty processing sentence
‘'^Association dans mon 
quartier

Association in my area Unknown previous words 
“w e’ll come back to it”

^  dont About which Fail to connect the two related 
phrases

Jusque-ld Up until then Focus on following words
Ni de progresser Nor from progressing Preceding empechait unknown
Redoubler sa 4e Repeat fourth year Previous items unknown, this 

requires processing. . . . .  .
serveur waiter Preceding word incorrectly 

translated (devenir)

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

devenir become 1 send
2 venir = come
3 devenir = come back
4 return

Unknown word guessing from 
derivatives
De (from) + venir (come)

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
W ord M eaning in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Dans la 
limonade

In the bar busmess In the lemonade Direct translation o f individual 
word
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2.3 False friends
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

patron boss 1 patron
2 sponsor
3 guardian

LI similarity

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘'^Parent relative parent Unaware that parent has a 

broader meaning than in English
Serveur waiter 1 Server

2 worker
Superficial processing, make do 
with LI similarity

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘''doit Has to Right, law Confusion with droit right or 

Law
TVenvers towards envious Similarity to en v ie ia  / envious

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Nombreiises many A number of Poor knowledge o f  derivatives
''' specialement particularly 1 specialise

2 special
Grammatical category

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘'^devoir Have to Be able to Confusion o f modal verbs

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

M e donner Give m yself / 
commit

I am going to give me Grammatical knowledge

Personnel sous 
sa direction

Staff under his 
responsibility

Personal direction Poor processing o f grammatical 
elements

Qui n ’a (jamais 
repondu)

Who never That I could not respond Referential

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of errorI y

(m a)soutenu Supported (me) Was a great help Contextual guess
De souche Originally from The start Contextual guess
Rater (le coiirs 

de man niveau)
miss 1 rate

2 pick the class
3 I can 't get to
4 better than

Contextual guess but unsure
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4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
‘''(Gilbert) 
maitrise (la 
lecture)

(Gilbert) masters 
(reading)

1 He had trouble
2 No self-confidence
3 No skill

Contextual guess E3 
Presumption his efforts at 
learning to read were 
unsuccessful

(lettres)
professionnelles

W ork related 
letters

1 job application
2 reference

E3 envisionment

j y  'amene Brought to / put in 
a position

Able to Contextual guess

dissimule hides Comes from Contextual guess
' I V TJe me suis 
dirige

I went to I was nervous Contextual guess

">la there already Contextual guess
L orsqu’il when find Contextual guess
Mis (le temps) Took (the time) Had a lot o f  (time) Contextual guess

TO . .............
onente Direct towards Article (in newspaper) Contextual guess
rencontrees encountered learned Contextual guess

5 Successfully negotiated items

W ord M eaning  in text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy / cause of e rro r
modeste Not well-off 1 modest

2 poor
M ove from L 1 cognate to 
contextualisation

Pousser (a 
fa ire  des etudes)

pushed 1 pushed
2 pushed to do studies
3 encouraged

M ove from LI cognate to 
contextualisation

bosser To work 1 W ork hard
2 Slave away
3 Put an effort into

Moderate meaning to suit 
context

Emploi du 
temps

W ork schedule 1 my time, my work
2 my hours
3 my timetable

Process individual elements to 
find word most suited to context
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Transcription Text 9 

L ’illetrisme: temoignage

W Aveyronnais de soiiche, Gilbert a 32 ans.
P I’ll just translate it then will I?
W Yeah
P OK what’s de souchel
W I don’t know
P (laughs) em Gilbert is 32 years old, at school he quit at 15 years o f age
W lorsqu ’il is to find (?) trouver
P well il doit is
W right, law ? Doit is it?
P no, like il doit, I don’t know, jesus, I can’t remember. Eh
W em, what was it em, soiiche is like kind of the start is it ? And em
P his family was modest
W yeah or poor
P he...
W he did not specialise in language
P no he did not have special what’s pousser
W what is it again
P to do long, it’s just long it’s not like and etudes is studies, etude[s], studies
W He was not especially pushed ? to do studies ?
P Yeah, maybe he wasn’t encouraged, kind o f  And what’s something

to
W Today
P till today
W oh God, what would it be. II mont[e] d Paris ou quelqueparent dans la

limonade, like, he went up to Paris, is it ? where God, what’s quelque?
P each
W each
P parent
W in the lemonade is it?
P (laughs)
W helped to devenir, to send?
P well venir is come, so devenir is to
W come back?
P is it?
W to return?
P to return, yeah, I think so.
W serveur, what’s that? Next sentence
P Next sentence, ok go on there
W J ’etais mauvais en frangais, mais cela ne m ’empechaitpas de bosser. J ’etais

mauvais, I was bad in French,
P yeah
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w I don’t know what that is
p I think limonade is lemonade, that doesn’t make any sense,
w Oh god,
p Oh no wait quelque isn’t each
w some
p chaqiie is each
w quelque then is ... quelque chose is some isn’t it ?
p some things ?
w quelque, things? All right. W hat’s that, I was bad in French but, cela ne 

m ’empechait pas de bosser?
p empecher, em empecher, what’s that?
w I don’t know, what’s bosserl em, bosser, I don’t know like em, but I didn’t 

work too hard? But I didn’t like, slave away is it?
p He was bad at French but, he never like
w studied
p never really put any effort into it would that be it?
w Yeah, I think so. Ni de progresser
p If it was
w that’s just...
p em
w Maitri...
p the next part is em, maitrise, what’s that, it’s em
w em I’m not sure
p he had trouble, it was something like, he he had trouble reading, but and em
w the lecture
p la lecture
w but like
p not difficult, he had no difficulty with the oral would that be it?
w Is it like he had no self-confidence or something? m aitrise...
p maitrise.. .confidence?
w skill or something? No skill at the lecture
p Yeah,
w like it wasn’t his thing
p yeah
w but he had no problem with the oral
p and he got his drivers licence. The years passed, the small
w serveur is that what he is, is that his job ?
p I suppose so, yeah, le petit serveur, the small worker or whatever, eh prendre 

is to take so took,
w emmm
p the responsibilities and
w emmm and of
p personal
w direction like
p yeah, it doesn’t make any sense though
w well, you know like, control of his life or something
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p yeah, yeah,
w Jusque-la,
p quand je  devais envoye[r] des lettres professionnelles,w em, coughs, excuse me
p when I, god, envoyer isw send is it
p send the professional letters, that would be for em, for a job like CVs, em my 

patron, what would that be, like my sponsor? Guardian or something like that?w Like em, would that be like em a reference
p oh yeah, yeah, de me les corriger, I don’t know what that means corriger.w em, I don’t know. Avoue-t-il, what does that mean? W e’ll get the next part.
p em
p corriger, to correct is it?w god, where am I again
p my reference or my or sponsor em accepted, I don’t knoww maybe it’s not a reference
p accepted them, like les is probably referring to lettres professionnnelles, 

accepted them, to correct
w oh yeah
p because he couldn’t write them. Now I am coince, what’s that ? Je vais etre 

amene d ecrire tons les jours.
w I am going to be amene I will be able
p I am going to be
w able
p able to write every day. Je dois assurer.
w doit is devoir, is it?
p yeah em
w the present o f devoir em
p each determination, oh no, this determination sorry dissimulerw comes? dissimulates? comes from whatever ?
p the eh number o f difficulties, would it be? les nombreux...w have learned in the course of this group? I had learned on my way?
p yeah, d ’abord first of all, emw they are the, sont is are isn’t it? des choses dont
p the things eh you read a little, on parle, speaks, one, eh pen  is em, one isw delighted
p vraiment is is ?
w yeah vraiment
p what’s honteuxw honteux envers les autres et envers soi-meme, soi-meme, em honteux, em
p honteux, ashamed is it? One isw one is
p truly ashamedw oh yeah
p of the the othersw and envious
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p envious at the same time, no
w temps is ... soit
p ashamed like, one is ashamed and envious, ashamed, he was ashamed at 

himself and envious o f others.
w yeah
p Eh my wife, was an enormous help, I suppose? soutenu
w J ’ai mis le temps
p I have, I had eh.
w I had a lot of time? No
p I had good, no not good time and one day
w I decided
p Je me suis I decided for myself eh telephone number in the
w paper
p in the paper, eh
w On I ’oriente vers un G reta... emm qiii n 'a jam ais re[s]pondu ! That I could 

not respond
p oh, cause he couldn’t read it, I ’oriente is probably an article
w yeah, but about Gretta
p Gretta might be, em, you know, a place that might help people who can’t read 

or something, some sort of organisation em but, was
w a helpline for people who can’t read
p em but
w le pas what’s that
p was em franchi was
w franchi, don’t know
p no, I don’t know
w j  ’etais soulage
p I was soulage, oh that’s em, oh 1 can’t think of it
w what’s vers ?
p vers, em I don’t know, w e’ll come back to it, the first class, oh he that could 

have been.
w is that like paragraph ?
p No I’d, he was going to a class.w right. I’d say that. Je me sids dirige. I’m not sure but I think it could be like I 

was nervous or something like that, the first class, le premier cours was
w formidable, brilliant.
p yeah, grammar and conjugation, all of which I needed unfortunately.
w my job
p Mon emploi du temps
w my time my work
p yeah, I suppose it is
w my hours
p emploi du temps, timetable is it ?
w does not perm .. ..does not oblige
p no, m 'oblige, obliges me, requires me kind of
w to rate, my level
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P where’s level?
W nouveau
P niveau is it ?
W yes
P class of my level
W oh yeah
P rater is probably to pick or go into the class o f my level
W my work means that I can not get to the class of my level?
P Oh right, yeah, yeah
W but there is no ne,
W which is better than my level,
P oh Je me retrouve avec de reels debutants. Em I found myself with real first

timers, there was Iranians, Greeks, Egyptians.
W oh yes
P Eh,
W tous se demandent ce que je  fa is  la ! They were asking what I had already

known,
P ai'fjh.ich.jefais la. YediYilWuQldoJe vais devoir trouver mieux.
W Devoir, what’s devoir, devoir is to have to isn’t is ? Yeah
P that’s
W I am going to be able to find mieux , oh I don’t know
P Quoi qu ’il en soil, maintenant em now that my decision is made is it ?

concludes Gilbert, eh I can, vouloir to be able or can , that’s je  veux, je  vais is 
aller

W yeah I am going eh donnerl
P give, to give me, I am going to give me, I am going to give myself un enfant I

have a sort o f child o f 4 years old eh I don’t want him 
W to say when he grows up
P later, mon pere, my father is stupid
W he cannot write.
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Text 10 Crac Bourn..,L’internet 

Crac, bourn... I ’Internet

Dll cri du dinosaure aux tubes de David Bowie en passant pgr I ’hymne du pars de
J  "Si y

Galies... . Vous disposez sur le Web, d ’uneyeritqb leb ib lio theques^w re.

Le Web apparait d’abord comme une immense bibliotheque de textes et d ’im ages/
Mais il permet aussi de transformer son ordinateur en juke-box ou en magnetophone aux 
innombvables ressources/ Non seulement on pourra y puiser des musiques celebres et les 
reecouter a volonte mais aussi celles de groupes ou chanteurs incoimus qui tentent a m i  de 
retenir 1’attention de leia futur public. •

Au^^dela de la musique, certains sites proposent des emissions de radio, des discours 
historiques, des hvmnes nationaux. des jingles de television, des generiques de series:'^ ^  
quoi ffimentra sa iiostal^e, en reecoutant le genericiue de Goldorak ou developper ses 
connaissances/ Plus surprenant on pourra aussi ecouter des cris d’animaux, des bruits 
humains, des rgnroimements de voimres et meme transferer des messages preenregistres sur 
son reppndeur telephon

Pour profiter au maximum de tbutra ces ressources musicales et sonores, nul besoin de 
s ’equiper de fa(;on couteuse^; un ordinateur standard equipe d’enceintes, avec une connexion 
a rin tem et suffit/® Certes, des logiciels supplementaires aptes a lire les sons puis a la jouer 
sur la machine sont necessaires/^ Mais, pour la plupart, ijs spnt gratuits/^

Key to errors

^ o rd s  np£traiislated; 11
Mistranslations: 20
Li.accurately, translated
Total number of problematic words: 50
Total number o f words in text: 206
Percentage of problematic words: 24%

Number o f smdent interactions in transcript: 24
Breakdown of interactions: 8 verbs, 6 nouns, 6 adjectives, 1 adverb, 1 preposition, 1 noun 
expression, 1 verbal expression

Score on micro-proposition construction
(0=no micro-proposition, 1 = full micro-propositions, other figures refer to micro
propositions on parts of a sentence)

Phrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Score 0 .25 1 .5 1 .25 .25 .75 .75 .75 .25 .5

Total: 6.25 / 12 = 52%
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Error analysis

1 Untranslated

1.1 Unknown items
Word Meaning in text Reason un-translated

alimenter feed Unknown
Aii-dela beyond Unknown, failed to process au = 

“at the”, + de = “from”, + l a -  
“there”

I w • . enceintes speakers Unknown word
IW sonore Sound (adj) W ord unknown (“rich” 

proposed and rejected)

1.2 Skipped items
Word Meaning in text Reason un-translated

(de) toutes (ces ressources) Ail (these resources) Lack o f  attention, ressources 
translated correctly

ainsi In this way Possibly unknown / unaware of 
cause and effect nuance

‘"^leur their Unaware o f relation between 
singer and audience

mais but Lack o f attention to relation 
between this and preceding 
sentence

nostalgie nostalgia Preceding alimenter not 
understood

2 Deceptive transparency

2.1 Deceptive morphological structure
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘“"(plus)
surprenant

(more) surprising 1 on taken
2 important
3 undertaking
4 on taking more

Treated as sum o f the meaning o f 
com ponent parts sur  (on) + 
prendre  (take). Plus is then 
incorrectly integrated into the 
structure.

2.2 Idioms and multi-word units
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(de...d) en 
passant par

(from ...to) 
including / going 
through

1 in passing
2 in spending
3 in passing by

Direct translation / lack of 
knowledge o f idioms or 
relationship between elements 
in the sentence

De quoi Enough to O f which Direct translation unawareness 
o f idiomatic meaning

Pavs de Galles Wales Country o f Galle Direct translation
Profiter (au 

maximum)
To take best 
advantage o f / 
make the most o f

To make a maximum 
profit

Direct translation o f  individual 
words
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‘ Repondeiir Answering Answer phone Lack o f effort in finding
telephonique machine equivalent term in English

2.3 False friends
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Disposez You have 
available

You dispose of Direct translation

Hymne
national

National anthems National hymns Direct translation / lack of 
cultural knowledge

' ‘ preenregistres Pre-recorded Pre-registered Similarity to LI superficial 
processing o f  context

tube Hit song tube Revert to LI equivalent

2.4 Words with multiple meanings
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

Les sons The sounds his {son) Misidentification o f meaning
Lire (les sons) Interpret / play 

(the sounds)
read Literal interpretation as, sons 

and computer environment not 
understood

Nul (besoin) No (need) A weak (need) Association with “ye suis nul en 
m aths” I am weak at maths

ou or Where (ou) Confusion with similar form
“ '^public audience public Limited knowledge of range of 

possible meanings

2.5.1 Phonological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

innombrables innumerable Unnameable (innommable) Common prefix + first syllable

2.5.2 Morphological synforms
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
‘“̂ Certes, (des 
logiciels...)

Certainly (adverb) Certain (software) 
(adjective)

Awareness o f generic meaning 
but lack o f specific knowledge 
for this term / poor use o f 
contextual clues

discours speech discussion Similarity to discuter
‘"‘Magnetophone Tape recorder Video recorder 

(magnetoscope)
Common prefix+ more 
commonly occurring item

‘"^veritable Real / veritable One true Lack o f knowledge of 
derivatives o f “vra;”

3 Syntactic problems

3.1 Poor grammatical processing
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error
“ '’ Celles (de) Those of Those Pronoun interpreted as adjective

3.2 Referential problems
Word Meaning in text Translation given Strategy/ cause of error

(logiciels) 
aptes a ( lire)

(software) capable 
of...

Apt software to read Referential: apt is applied to the 
noun when it describes the verb
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Us sont They are It is Lack o f attention to structure, 
referential to subject o f sentence

110son O ne’s his Referential: Lack o f attention to 
impersonal structure in text

4 Guessing

4.1 Partially accurate guesses
W ord M eaning in  text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

ronronnements Purring (o f a cat 
or car)

1 going around o f the 
wheels
2 vroom- vroom sound 
o f  engine

Contextual guess Association 
with rond  (round) 
Onomatopoeic effect

4.2 Inaccurate guesses
W ord M eaning in  text T ran sla tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r

Generiques 
(de series)

Signature tune (of 
a series)

1 soaps
2 generic

Contextual guess based on 
similarity, “soaps and series”

no ■ ..........  ■■■puiser Draw out take Contextual guess

5 Successfully negotiated items

W ord M eaning in text T ra n s la tio n  given S tra tegy/ cause of e rro r
" " a  volonte As you wish 1 voluntary

2 at your own pace
3 as you wish

1 LI similarity
2 applied to context
3 refined LI usage

Retenir To hold on to 1 hold to
2 retain
3 hold on to

1 generic “tenir” to hold
2 LI / L2 similarity
3 combination o f elements 
above + context

En reecoutant By listening again 1 recounting
2 re-listen
3 re-hearing
4 re-listening

1 LI similarity
2 recognition o f prefix + verb
3 re-evaluation o f range of 
meanings
4 final selection o f word and 
structure

(de fa<;on) 
couteuse

In a costly manner 1 the cost
2 the costly way
3 expensive way

1 generic meaning
2 applied to context
3 selection o f preferred term

S ’equip er To equip oneself 1 team
2 equipment
3 equip yourself

Checks range o f previously 
known meanings with context

Is enough / 
suffices

1 it would suffice
2 it’s enough
3 it’s sufficient

1 LI / L2 similarity
2 LI meaning
3 preference for LI / L2 similar 
word
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Transcription Text 10 

Crac Bourn.. .L internet

I +E Du cri du dinosaure aux tubes de David Bowie en passant par I ’hymne du 
pays de Galles.

I Like the cry o f the dinosaur, from the cry o f the dinosaur to the tubes o f David 
Bowie 

E What’s that
I I don’t know is that in, in passing
E or spending, but you couldn’t say in spending
I+E en passant par Vhymne du pays de Galles
I in passing by the hymn o f the
E the Galles countries is it? You couldn’t say that though
I do you think? I don’t know
E you dispose on the web of the one true
I you dispose on the web
E the one true,
1 of one true
E library
1 libraries sonore, what’s sonore?
E I don’t know, do you want me to ask?
I rich or something like that
E I don’t know what sonore is
I neither do I .OK
I+E Le web apparait d ’abord comme une immense bibliotheque de textes et 

d ’images.
1 The web appears at first like an immense library o f texts and images
I+E Mais il permet aussi de transformer son ordinateur en juke-box ou en

magnetophone aux innombrables ressources. It allows also the transforming 
I no it allows also for to transform
E to transform the computer
I his computer into a juke box or into a video recorder
E with
I with or to innamabale resources, I don’t know innombrables innombrables?
E I don’t know
I I actually don’t know
I+E Non seulement on pourra y  puiser des musiques celebres et les reecouter a 

volonte 
I Right not only
E Not only
I Not only can one puiser des musiques celebres what would that be like take

famous music puiser 
E Not only can one
I and relisten as you wish like, voluntary would be a volonte
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E at your own
I at your own
E pace,
I pace, as you wish
E but
E+I mais aussi celles de groupes et chanteurs inconnus qui tentent[ant] ainsi de 

retenir Vattention de leur fu tiirpublic  
E+I but also those groups or singers 
E unknown
I it’s like unknown, not famous, unknown
E that
I who something
E hold to is it like?
I who intend to retain the attention o f their future public, is that right?
E or who attempt to would it be?
I tentent what’s tentent? That’s so easy like, feel
E would it be who attempt to hold on to the attention o f the future public, no? I

don’t know.
I+E Au-deld de la musique, certains sites proposent des emissions de radio, des 

discours historiques, des hymnes nationaux, des jingles de television,
I right w e’ll stop there cos w ’re going to get lost
E Right
I au-deld de la musique from or to de la musique to something of the music au-

dela I don’t know, what does it sound like in ... like in dedication to the 
music, no it wouldn’t be au-deld 

E it’s too short like
I I don’t know try to think o f something logical like. What fits in, certain sites

propose 
E radio
I+E radio programmes, historic discussions, national hymns and television jingles

des generiques de series: de quoi alimenter sa nostalgic, en reecoutant le
generique de Goldorak ou developper ses connaissances 

I Right so
E where are we
I des generiques de series
E soaps, serials is it?
I series would be like, would that be like you know
E would that be more like a drama kind of, generiques would be soaps like?

Two different types of 
I ok right, o f which alimenter sa nostalgic, alimenter, what is that, o f which,

alimenter, I know that word 
E can’t think
I alimenter sa nostalgic en reecoutant in
E in recounting?
I ecoute is listen
E yeah listen, re-listen
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I in re-hearing
E no, em
I re-listening reecoutant the generic o f whatever it is of Goldorak or 

developper ses connaissances or 
E developing their knowledge
I to develop their knowledge, where they, you, they can develop their

knowledge 
E oh I don’t know,
I right
I+E Plus surprenant on poiirra aussi ecouter des cris d ’animaux, des bruits

humains, des ronronnements de voitures et m im e transferer des messages 
preenregistres sur son repondeur telephonique.

I right so,
E more
I plus surprenant would that be more
E more on taken
I kind of plus surprenant more important
E important
I sur, yeah, more, sur-prenant that’s on taking
E yeah
I more
E on taking more
I it wouldn’t be on undertaking, maybe, no?
E maybe yeah, in undertaking
I one can, or one could is that one could
E yeah
I one could also listen to
E the cries
I the cries of animals em the human noises, ronronnements de voiture, would

that be like 
E ronronnement
I the going around of the wheels
E the engine of the car or something, you know the vroom-vroom thing
1 rumbling (laughs) I don’t know, the sound o f the cars right and even transfer

pre registered messages,
E yeah, pre-registered messages
I pre-enregistres, would that be pre-registered
E pre-registered messages
I pre-registered messages on their
E answer phone
I sur son repondeur telephonique
E yeah that would be answer phone wouldn’t it?
1 yeah answer phone
I+E pour profiter au maximum de toutes ces ressources musicales et sonores,
I there’s sonore again
E god
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I that’s like em for to profit, to profit at maximum
E to make a maximum profit
I at, no, pour profiler au maximum de toutes les ressources musicales, so it’s to

profit, to, for to profit 
E to make
I at the maximum of the musical resources and sonores
E I don’t know what that means,
I the sonores... I’m trying to think...
I+E mil besoin de s ’equiper de fagon couteu... couteuse, whatever it is 
I nul besoin
E no need
I nul, is nul no?
E it’s like they don’t need
I nul, you know if you say je  suis fort, je  sins nul I am weak at, nul
E it’s a weak is it, it’s a weak need
I s 'equiper de fagon couteuse for to that’s the couteuse would be like
E the cost
I the costly way, expensive way for to eqidper, equipe is a team
E a team yeah,
I you don’t like need to have very costly equipment maybe, you don’t have to

equip yourself in a costly way 
I+E un ordinateur standard equipe d ’enceintes, avec une connexion a I ’internet 

suffit
I so it’s like a standard computer
E equipped,
I you know like connection
E connection with
I d ’enceintes, would that be like equipe d ’enceintes, like
E a base like would it be
I I don’t know. I’d have to like, look it up, enceintes, ok, avec une connection a

I 'internet, so that would be like 
E with a connection to the internet
I yeah with a connection to the internet
E it would suffice like
I it’s enough or sufficient
I+E Certes, des logiciels supplementaires aptes a lire les sons puis a la jouer sur

la machine sont necessaires. [  ]
I extra software aptes
E aptes a lire
I certain... apt software to read
E em
I les sons puis a la jouer sur la machine sont necessaires. They to read the

something les sons puis a la jouer  
E should that not be lessons, like, should that not be together?
I should that not be what?
E should that not be like
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I legonl
E is that not just a mistake or something, no? Maybe not.
I to read lessons?
E I don’t know, no, it’s probably not. To read
I can play it on the machine
E it’s like a CD rom or something is it?
I I don’t know. Ok, then. Mais, pour laplupart. Us sont gratuits. But for the

most part it’s free. Well that last bit doesn’t make sense w e’ll have to go back 
on it. Where were we. Where did we start getting confused.

E there, the logiciels, the logiciels supplementaires
I Certes, des logiciels supplementaires aptes a lire les sons puis a la jouer sur

la machine sont necessaires. So certain like is certes certain?
E I don’t know.
I The place of
E or extra
I supplementaire is extra or supplementary, it would be like extra or

supplementary software is apt or apt to read les sons puis a la jouer les sons
E that he can play?
I but it’s les sons
E yeah, I know
I does it have something to do with this whole sonore thing? I don’t know now.

Certes les sons... puis a la jouer  I don’t know. Right are we finished? Will I 
just stop the tape? That was very hard.
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Appendix D (Chapter 6) 

Document D .l Glosses for texts

Text 1 Word level glosses
Sentence level glosses 
French -  English glossary

Text 2 Word level glosses
Sentence level glosses 
French -  English glossary

Text 6 Word level glosses
Sentence level glosses 
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Text 7 Word level glosses
Sentence level glosses 
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Document D .l Glosses for texts 1,2,6,7

Text 1 Word level glosses

Word in text Gloss given
’Attribuer = donner
■̂ En fait en realite
^L’appellation > du verbe “appeler", le nom ou la categorie q u ’on dom e d quelque 

chose
“'Une voie = une route
’Comme de mime que
'’Aucune il n ’existe pas de loi ecrite
^Souverain a le pouvoir absolu (comme un roi)
Commission un groupe de personnes charge d'etudier une question

^Formule preparer un rapport, une liste
‘“Le conseil municipal le groupe de personnes elites, chargees d ’administrer la ville
^ o u te f o is Mais, pourtant
'^Habitudes ce q u ’on fa it d'habitude, (la coutume, la tradition)
'■’Large quand la distance entre les deux cotes de la route est grande (oppose de 

“etroit")
'‘‘Bordee de chaque cote
'^Artere une voie (le sang coule dans les arteres)
"’Voie de circulation une voie prevue pour des vehicules allant dans un sens ou dans I 'autre
' 'Terre-plein petite bande de terre plantee d'arbres au milieu d ’une route
'^Aucun il n ’y  a pas de...
''^Largeur < large, on mesure un objet dans le sens de la largeur et de la longueur
■’’Moyenne 15m, 20m, 25m, 30m, 35m, la moyenne c'est 25m
‘ Quartier unepartie d ’une ville
"C om pter prendre en consideration
■■*Est du on doit

Personnage une personne bien connue ou importante
■ De nombreuses beaucoup de..
■'’Plutot que de preference a...
^^Aurait verbe avoir an conditionnel. Si on donnait le nom de “rue”pour 

quelqu ’un d 'important, ce serait ridicule.
■*Mesquin pas tres genereux
'^'^Incoherences ce qui n ’est pas tres logique
■‘'^Source origine
■*'Souci preoccupation, le desir de faire quelque chose de bien
‘̂̂ Municipalite le maire et I 'assemblee des personnes elues pour administrer la ville

^^Riverains les personnes qui habitant a cote d ’une riviere ou d ’une rue, les 
habitants

‘̂‘Lorsqu’ quand
■*^Agrandit rendre plus grand
'’̂ Voisine d cote
■*̂ D’autant que en plus
■**Soucieuses <souci, avoir une preoccupation, un desir de faire quelque chose de bien
'’̂ Anciens vieux
“̂Patrimoine heritage
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Text 1 Sentence level glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss
1 En fait, I’appellation des voies comme le nom 

qu’on leur donne n’obeit a aucune loi ecrite : 
chaque commune est souveraine dans ce 
domaine.

En France, les communes ont I ’autorite de 
choisir le terme (rue, avenue etc.,) et le nom pour 
les routes de la ville.

2 Dans les grandes villes, une commission 
formule des propositions, qui sont votees par 
le conseil municipal.

Si on doit choisir un nom pour une rue, le conseil 
municipal doit considerer les propositions d ’un 
groupe responsable de dresser une liste de noms 
possibles.

3 Toutefois, les habitudes sont de nommer 
“avenue” une voie large bordee d ’arbres et 
“boulevard” une artere formee de voies de 
circulation separees par un terre-plein plante 
d’arbres.

Selon la tradition, une avenue est une rue large 
avec des arbres de chaque cote, dans un 
boulevard par contre les arbres se trouvent au 
milieu entre les deux voies de circulation.

4 Mais aucun texte n ’impose de largeur 
maximale pour une rue ou minimale pour une 
avenue.

II n ’y  a pas d ’indications precises en ce qui 
concerne les dimensions d 'une voie et 
I 'appellation qu 'on donne (rue, boulevard etc.)

5 Cela depend de la largeur moyenne des voies 
dans la ville ou dans le quartier.

II fau t prendre en compte la largeur des autres 
voies dans la ville avant d ’attribuer I ’appellation 
"rue ” ou "avenue ” d une nouvelle voie.

6 11 faut compter aussi avec le respect qui est du 
au personnage qui donne son nom a la voie.

La decision d ’attribuer le terme "rue” ou 
"avenue " depend aussi de I 'importance de la 

personne qui donne son nom d la voie.

7 C ’est pour cette raison que de nombreuses 
rues principales de villages ou de petites villes 
ont ete baptisees avenue du General-de- 
Gaulle, plutot que rue, qui aurait fait mesquin 
pour un si grand homme.

Puisque le General de Gaulle est considere 
comme un tres grand homme en France, on 
donne souvent son nom d I ’avenue la plus 
importante de la ville. Ce serait un manque de 
respect de preter son nom d une petite rue.

8 D ’autres incoherences trouvent leur source 
dans le souci des municipalites de ne pas 
changer les habitudes des riverains.

Les municipalites ne veulent pas deranger les 
gens en changeant I ’appellation des voies trop 
souvent, mais le resultat n 'est pas toujours tres 
logique

9 Lorsqu’on agrandit une rue et qu’elle deviant 
plus large que I’avenue voisine, on ne va pas 
systematiquement changer son nom.

Si on elargit une rue, on ne va pas forcement 
changer son nom et I ’appeler une avenue.

10 D ’autant que les municipalites sont de plus en 
plus soucieuses de preserver les noms anciens 
des rues, qui font partie du patrimoine 
historique de la ville.

On veut garder les noms qui font I ’histoire des 
villes
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Text 1 French -  English Glossary Click here to return to text

Nouns and pronouns Verbs + participles

appellation (f): a name or term attribuer; to attribute /  to give
artere (f); artery /  main road or borde(e) de: lined with

street compter avec: to take into account
circulation (f): traffic du a: due /  owed to
commission (f): a nominated group
conseil (m); council Adiectives
habitude (f): habit /  usual practice
incoherence(f): incoherence /  inconsistency ancien(ne): old (after a noun)

aucun(e); (not) any
largeur (f): width large: wide
municipalite (f): city /  town authority mesquin(e): mean
patrimoine (f): heritage moyen(ne): average
quartier (m): district municipal(e): town
riverain (m): resident nombreux(se): many
souci (m): worry /  anxiety soucieux(se): worried /  concerned
source(f): source /  origin souverain(e): having authority
terre-plein (f): bed o f earth/ plants
voie (f): a road /  way /  lane Other

d’autant que; more especially as
lorsque: when
toutefois: however
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Text 2 Word level glosses

W ord in text Gloss given
depensent Quand on achete quelque chose, on depense de Vargent
alimentation la nourriture, ce qu ’on mange
en moyenne Ce qui est au milieu, equivaut a « plus ou moins ».

Dans le texte, 15% en moyenne : peut-etre un peu plus, peut-etre 
un peu moins.

a peine un peu moins de
syndiques lls appartiennent d un syndicat. Un syndicat est un groupe de 

personnes qui veulent defendre leurs droits (generalement dans 
leur travail

plutot de preference
voire ou mime
dessus sur (la table)
uniformisent se ressemblent de plus en plus
Or alors que (marque une transition entre deux idees)
plutot plus
singularites une particularite, quelque chose d'unique et done d ’etrange
tendent avoir tendance
disparites differences
comportements fa<;ons d ’agir, habitudes
Ainsi de cette fagon (ainsi est souvent suivi d'exemples)
rive le bord de la riviere.
lateral de gauche d droite
de bas en haut mouvement vertical de la tete
Flamands les Beiges qui parlent flamand, le neerlandais
Wallons les Beiges qui parlent frangais
fortes importantes
faussent rendre faux, ce qui n ’est pas vrai
UE I ’Union Europeenne
demontre “demontrer” est plus fort que “montrer”, prouver
monolithique avec un seul systeme, une seule fagon de penser
avait plus de mal a avoir du mal a -  trouver quelque chose difficile d faire
Conserver maintenir
s’epanouir se developper d ’une maniere positive
Car parce que
r  ennui ce qui est monotone, sans interet
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Text 2 Sentence level glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss
1 Les Grecs depensent 36,7 % de leur budget a 

r  alimentation, alors que les Allemands ne lui en 
reservent que 15%' ;

Comparaison de I 'argent depense p a r les 
deux nationalites sur la nourriture

2 en moyenne et par jour les Italiens et les Anglais 
passent 3 h 30 devant leur tele, les Suedois a 
peine 2^;

Comparaison du temps passe devant la 
television chaque jo u r  par les trois 
nationalites

3 78% des Allemands partent en vacances, contre 
29% des Portugais ; 9,8% des Franpais sont 
syndiques contre 82.5% des Suedois ^

comparaison du pourcentage de personnes 
qui partent en vacances et de ceux qui 
appartiennent a un syndicat au travail

4 en Scandinavie on dme plutot a 19h, voire 17 h 
en Suede, alors qu ’en Espagne on passe a table 
vers 21 h

on decrit les habitudes des Scandinaves de 
m anger tot et des Espagnols de manger tard

5 En Angleterre on garde les mains sous la table, 
en France la politesse oblige a les garder 
dessus^...

M eme les bonnes manieres a table different 
d ’un pays d I ’autre

6 A I’heure de la mondialisation et de la 
construction europeenne, on peut penser que les 
modes de vie, les valeurs et les attitudes des 
Europeens s ’unifonmisent^.

Avec la circulation des informations et des 
personnes, le monde devient un grand village, 
nous participons tous dans I ’Union 
Europeenne, est-ce que nous perdons notre 
identite nationale?

7 Or, ce sont plutot les differences et les 
singularites qui tendent aujourd’hui a se 
renforcer dans un mouvement de preservation de 
I’identite nationaleJ

En realite, pour ne pas perdre son identite, il 
y  a tendance a souligner et a mettre en valeur 
ses differences.

8 «Cela va meme plus loin, assure Henri Mendras, 
sociologue. Car les disparites culturelles et 
sociales sont moins nationales que regionales.*»

La question est compliquee - c ’est au niveau 
des regions que les differences se manifestent 
a I ’interieur des pays.

9 Nous vivons dans une Europe des regions'^ On pourrait croire que I ’Europe est composee 
de pays, en fa it  elle est composee de regions.

10 Surtout en Italie,ou co-existent une multitude de 
dialectes et de com portements'”

Ces differences regionales se voient en Italie 
ou chaque region peu t avoir des differences 
au niveau linguistique ou au niveau des 
habitudes.

11 Ainsi sur la rive droite de la riviere Voltumo, les 
habitants font oui par un mouvement de la tete 
lateral, sur la rive gauche de bas en haut".

Pour dire oui, les gens d ’un cote de la riviere 
fo n t signe de la tete de gauche a. droite, de 
I 'autre cote de la riviere de bas en haut.

12 En Belgique, Flamands et W allons s ’eloignent 
de plus en plus'".

Le rapport entre les francophones et les 
neerlandophones en Belgique devient plus 
difficile

13 Les modes de vie des Espagnols du Nord 
industrialise et du Sud sous-developpe different 
enormement... des disparites si fortes qu’elles 
faussent les statistiques nationales'^.

On ne peu t pas fa ire  confiance a certaines 
statistiques en Espagne, car en indiquant la 
moyenne, elles cachent des situations 
extremes au nord et au sud du pays.

14 Ces diversites culturelles mettent-elles en danger 
r u E ?

L ’UE, est-elle soit m enaceepar ces 
differences ?

15 «Au contraire, affirme Henri Mendras. 
L ’histoire a demontre qu’une societe 
monolithique avait plus de mal a s ’adapter et a

Une societe ou tout le monde pense de la 
meme fagon n 'est pas forcem ent quelque 
chose de po sitif
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survivre au changement.‘ »̂
Conserver ses specificites, c’est permettre a 
I’Europe de s’epanouir.'®

Toutes ces differences permettront a I 'Europe 
de mieux se developper

Car I’ennui, ne nait-il pas de I’uniformite ? Quand tout est identique, ce n ’est pas tres 
interessant

Text 2 French -  English Glossary

Nouns and pronouns V erbs + participles

alimentation (f) food avoir du mal to have difficulty
ceux (m. pi) those who demontrer to show
comportement (m) behaviour depenser to spend
disparite (f) a difference differer to be different
ennui (m) boredom /  monotony eloigner (s’) to move away
mode (m) (de vie) way (o f life) epanouir (s’) to open out /  blossom
mondialisation (f) globalization fausser to falsify /  skew
moyenne (f) average garder to keep
rive (f) bank o f  a river naitre to be born
singularite (f) peculiarity survivre to survive
valeur (f) value syndique unionised

tendre a to tend to
Adjectives uniformiser (s’) to become the same

bas (se) low /  down O ther
haut (e) high /  up
lateral (e) on the side a peine hardly /  barely
monolithique with a single identity alors que where as /  while

car fo r  /  because
dessous underneath
dessus on top /  above
or when in fact.
plutot rather
surtout above all /  especially
voire even
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Text 6 Word level glosses

W ord in text Gloss given
Anglo-Saxons Personnes habitant dans un pays oil on parle anglais.

^Enquete L ’etude d ’une question
■*chevre C ’est un animal qui donne du lait, mais ce n 'est ni une vache, ni un 

mouton
‘’medecin un docteur medical
^peintre une personne engagee dans le metier artistique ou pratique de la 

peinture
'’atelier petit local ou un artisan, un ouvrier travaille
^informaticien une personne qui travaille dans I ’informatique, avec des ordinateurs
8s ignorent qui ne se connaissent pas
domicile leur maison

'“sigle groupe de lettres initiales constituant une abreviation exemple : SNCF
"essor developpement
‘'^mal connus I ’oppose de “bien connu ”
‘■‘En raison meme de d cause, Justement, de...

appartiennent appartenir = etre membre de
metiers les activites professionnelles

'*’Pourtant En debut de phrase, ce mot marque I ’opposition avec les phrases 
precedentes « mais... »

' '  Ainsi Ce mot annonce le developpement de I’idee dans la dernierephrase; 
“De cette maniere...."

'“mieux Le comparatif de “bien ” ex. Je le connais bien, mais je  voudrais le 
connaitre mieux

''*un marche tres demandeur Un marche oil il y  a beaucoup de demande
. ,/en Persorme ceci est le nom de I ’agence

■ portraits description d ’une personne par certaines caracteristiques, le profd
'se  precisent devenir plus precis

■^majoritaires dans la majorite
74 ....................partie proportion
"M’entre eux de ce groupe
■*’artisans une personne qui fabrique a la main des objets qui ont une valeur 

artistique
■^commer^ants une personne qui achete en gros et vend aux clients
■**cadres superieurs dans une entreprise, les personnes qui ont le plus d ’expertise et de 

responsabilite
'̂^une profession liberale un metier independant et intellectuel

■*“avocat personne qui defend des accuses devant la justice
Selon d ’apres, I ’enquete Ifop dit que...

"appareil un objet qui fonctionne, une machine
bureautique des objets electroniques ou de telecommunications au bureau

■'‘'L ’apparition on voit pour la premiere fois...
bon marche qui ne coutent pas cher

Text 6 Sentence level glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss
1 Les 'Analo-Saxons aooellentca Small Office, 

home office (Soho).
Les Anglais /  Americains utilisent ce terme 

pour decrire le phinomene de travailler chez 
soi.

2 Ce terme adopte en France s ’applique au 1,3 Les Franfais sont nombreux d travailler chez
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million d ’entre nous qui travaillent chez eux. eiix - 1 ,3  million sur une population de 60 
millions

3 Enauete. Ce reportage est compose de deux parties : 
des statistiques sur le teletravail et un 
commentaire sur son developpement

4 Le fermier aui oroduit des from aaes de '’chevre. 
le ‘'medecin qui consulte chez lui, le ^peintre 
dont 1 ’̂ atelier se confond avec la chambre ou 
r ’informaticien qui “teletravaille” sent tous des 
Soho qui *s’ienorent.

Toutes ces personnes travaillent chez eux 
mais ils ne sont pas conscients du fa it  qu 'ils 
aient ce po in t en commun : Le ferm ier a la 
ferm e, le medecin qui a son cabinet medical a 
la maison, le peintre qui a son studio dans sa 
chambre, I 'informaticien qui grace d la 
technologie peut travailler chez lui.

5 Tous exercent une ^activite economique a oartir 
de leur '^domicile

Ils sont tous engages dans des activites 
professionnelles chez eux.

6 Soho: Small office, home office, ' ‘siale anelo- 
saxon signifiant litteralement “petit bureau et 
bureau a domicile”

On explique I 'origine de I 'expression Soho

7 Un phenom tee en plein '^essor Une idee qui se developpe beaucoup
8 Aujourd’hui, on les evalue a 1,3 million Le nombre de personnes travaillant a la 

maison de cette maniere est 1.3 million
9 Mais ils restent encore ‘̂ mal connus On n 'a pas encore beaucoup d'informations 

concernant ces personnes.
10 ‘‘'En raison meme de leur stvle de vie, ils 

'^aooartiennent rarement a des arouoes 
structures, et leurs '^metiers sont tres differents 
les uns des autres

C ’est precisement a cause de Vaspect 
independant de leur vie professionnelle qu 'il y  
a pen de contact entre eux.

11 ‘^Pourtant, on commence a s ’interesser a eux Maintenant, les medias, les organisations 
professionnelles etc., sont plus attentifs a ce 
groupe.

12 ‘“Ainsi. la Soho aaencv a ete creee ca r Alain 
Bosetti pour permettre a des entreprises comme 
France Telecom de '^mieux connaitre 
marche tres demandeur en services de 
telecommunications

Grace d cette agence, les besoins de ce 
groupe seront mieux servis p a r  des societes 
comme France Telecom.

13 L ’aeence marketing .. ./en Persorme a reaUse la 
premiere enquete les concem ant

Cette agence a fa i t  des recherches concernant 
ce groupe.

14 Leurs ' '̂^Dortraits "^se precisent enfin: les hommes 
e55%) sont ■‘'maioritaires, la plus erande ^^partie 
^^d’entre eux se situe entre 30 et 49 ans ('68%') et 
33% declarent gagner plus de 12 500 francs

L 'enquete realisee par I 'agence donne des 
informations precises sur les personnes qui 
travaillent chez eux.

15 Ils sont D o u r  la cilupart ^artisans,
28 29 1 ' •commercants. cadres suoeneurs ou exercent 
'̂^une orofession liberale, medecin, ^'avocat. 

architecte, etc

En general, ceux qui travaillent a domicile le 
plus sont enumeres dans cette liste

16 Deux raisons expliquent le developpement du 
travail a la maison: les nouvelles technologies et 
la crise economique

Les facteurs qui ont contribue a ce 
phenomene.

17 ■*"̂ Selon une enauete Ifoo. commandee oar 
I’agence ..../en  Personne, 60% des Soho ont au 
moins un ^^apcareil de ‘̂'bureautiaue.

La societe « En p erso n n e» demande a 
I'institut IFOP de fa ire  une enquete sur les 
gens qui travaillent a domicile.
L 'enquete revele I 'utilisation de supports de 
telecommunications

18 ■’̂ L’aDDarition ’ordinateurs. de fax ’’̂ bon marche 
et les possibilites offertes par 1’Internet ont 
contribue a ce developpement

La technologie coute moins cher qu 'avant, et 
I 'Internet est aussi un outil tres interessant 
pour ceux qui teletravaillent.
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Text 6 French  -  English Glossary

Nouns and pronouns

activite (f) economique work
Anglo-Saxon (m) English speakers
appareil(m) equipment
artisan (m) craftsman
atelier (m) workshop
avocat (m) lawyer
bureau (m) office
bureautique (f) office equipment
cadre superieur(m) manager
chambre (f) bedroom
chevre(f) goat
commer9ant (m) trader, shopkeeper
domicile (m) home
dont whose / o f which
enquete (f) inquiry
entreprise (f) company
essor (m) development
eux (m) them
fromage (m) cheese
informaticien (m) IT expert
marche (m) market
medecin (m) doctor
metier (m) trade / profession
ordinateur (m) computers
peintre (m) painter, artist
portrait (m) portrait / profile
pour la plupart (f) mostly
profession liberale self-employed

professional
raison (f) cause, reason
sigle (m) initials / acronym
teletravail (m) telework

Adjectives
bon marche cheap
demandeur with a demand for
majoritaire main
meme same / very
plein foil

Verbs and participles

appartenir
appeler
commande
connaitre
cree
evaluer
exercer
gagner
connus
permettre
realise
rester
s ’appliquer a 
s ’ignorer

se confor\dre 
se preciser 
se situer 
signifiant 
travailler 
vivre

Adverbs
ainsi
encore
litteralement
mieux
pourtant

Other
a partir de 
chez eux 
chez lui 
d’entre eux 
d’entre nous 
selon

to belong
to give a name or term
ordered
to know
created / set up
evaluate / estimate
to practice
to earn
known
allow
carried out
to remain
can be applied to
to be unaware o f each
other
to become confused 
to be specified 
to be situated 
meaning 
to work 
to live

thus / so 
still / again 
literally 
better 
however

from
at their home 
in his home 
among them 
among us 
according to
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Text 7 Word level glosses

W ord in text Gloss given
a connu a eu
inhabituels qu ’on n ’avail pas d ’habitude
Quant aux en ce qui concerne
secheresses, >sec, seche, periode sans pluie
perturbations changements importants
avant-coureurs > courir, qui annonce I ’arrivee de quelque chose
Pour I’instant pour le moment
prudents ils ne veulent pas exagerer le probleme
A leurs yeux leur point de vue est....
le temps les conditions meteorologiques
sautes d ’humeur des changements de caractere, des Hants et des has
la secheresse periode sans pluie
intervalles espace de temps entre deux moments
Cependant opposition avec la dernierephrase, “mais.... "
les plus chaudes Plus chaudes que toutes les autres
siecle les cent am qui viennent de passer
Or, Explication : “en ejfet....
selon D ’apres, c ’est le point de vue des...
rechauffement > chaud, chauffer, le fa it de devenir plus chaud
pourrait > pouvoir, il serait possible
sonner le glas expression voulant dire “annoncer la mort /  la fin  de quelque chose”
tempere ni trop chaud ni trop froid
dont remplace “de" quand i ly  a inversion : on beneficiait ^ u n  climat 

tempere
beneficiait ils profitaient de, ils avaient I ’avantage de...
parallele les cercles imaginaires autour de la terre qid permettent de mesurer la 

latitude
Terre-Neuve region tres froide dans le nord-est du Canada
Mongolie region tres froide en Asie
elements doux, agreables
brulants tres chaud
adoucissante >doux = agreable, qui rend doitx
courant un courant d ’eau
marin de la mer
equatoriales qui viennent de I ’equateur
vers dans la direction de
cotes le bord de mer
regulateur quelque chose /  quelqu 'un qui regie, qui controle
vienne arrive au point oil
prevoient voir ce qui va se passer dans le fu tur
se reduire avoir moins d ’ejfet
semblable qui ressemble a
glaces tres fro id
Selon d 'apres
plupart la majorite
bouleversement un grand changement
en train de nous vivons en ce moment
soubresauts des sauts, des changements qui surprennent
annonciateurs qui annoncent quelque chose
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Text 7 Sentence level glosses

Sentence in text Sentence level gloss
1 En fevrier dernier, le nord de la France a connu 

des temperatures proches de 20C, avant d ’etre 
victime de froids inhabituels en avril.'

Les temperatures etaient plus elevees en 
fevrier qu ’en avril, ce qui est surprenant.

2 Quant aux secheresses, elles ont ete 
particulierement frequentes ces demieres annees"

II y  a moins dep lu ie depuis quelques annees

3 Ces perturbations meteorologiques sont-elles les 
signes avant-coureurs d ’une modification du 
climat de notre pays?^

Ces changements, annoncent-ils des 
modifications a long terme en ce qui concerne 
le climat de la France?

4 Pour I’instant les specialistes restent prudents.'* Les specialistes ne veulentpas donner un 
point de vue trop extreme

5 A leurs yeux en effet, nous avons tendance a 
oublier que le temps a toujours eu des sautes 
d ’humeur et que la secheresse revient a 
intervalles plus ou moins reguliers^

Les specialistes pensent que le temps a 
toujours change d ’une annee a I ’autre et par  
periodes

6 Cependant, une chose est sure; les dix demieres 
annees ont ete les plus chaudes observees depuis 
la fin du xix' siecle *

Nous vivons depuis dix ans une periode  
chaude sans precedent depuis 100 ans

7 Globalement, la temperature de la terre a 
augmente de 0,7°C en un peu plus d ’un siecle.'

La temperature de la terre est p lus elevee de 
pres d ’un degre maintenant qu ’i l y  a 100 ans

8 Or, selon les climatologues, ce rechauffement 
general pourrait bien sonner le glas du climat 
tempere dont beneficiait ju squ 'a  maintenant 
notre pays. *

Le climat agreable de la France est en danger 
a cause du rechauffement general

9 En effet, Paris se situe sur le 49“ parallele 
comme Terre-Neuve ou la Mongolie.^

La France se trouve a la m im e latitude que 
des pays beaucoup plus fro ids dans d'autres 
continents

10 Si la France connaJt en general des hivers plutot 
elements et des etes pas trop brulants, c ’est a 
cause de I’influence adoucissante du G ulf 
Stream.'®

Le G u lf Stream est la raison pour laquelle la 
France a un climat doux

11 Ce courant marin apporte en effet des eaux 
chaudes equatoriales vers nos cotes.''

Ce courant d  ’eau chaude traverse I ’ocean 
Atlantique, de I ’equateur vers VEurope.

12 Que ce regulateur naturel vienne, comme le 
prevoient certains specialistes, a se reduire, voire 
a disparaitre, et nous nous retrouvons avec un 
climat semblable a celui du Canada, avec des 
etes brulants et des hivers glaces.'^

Si ce regulateur, c ’est-a-dire, le G u lf Stream  
diminue en importance, il est possible que le 
climat de la France devienne plus severe.

13 Selon la plupart de nos climatologues, ce 
bouleversement ne devrait se faire pleinement 
sentir que vers la fin du siecle prochain.

Les specialistes disent que c 'est seulement 
dans cent ans que nous verrons les 
consequences de ce changement

14 Mais nous sommes sans doute en train de vivre 
ses premiers soubresauts annonciateurs.

Les petits changements que nous voyons en 
ce moment sont peut-etre des signes de plus 
grands changements qui vont arriver plus tard
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Text 7 French -  English Glossary

Nouns and pronouns
bouleversement (m) 
climatologue (m) 
cotes (t) 
courant (m)
Mongolie (f)
Parallde (m) 
Perturbation (f) 
plupart (f) 
rechauffement (m) 
regulateur (m) 
saute (f) 
secheresses (f) 
siecle (m) 
soubresauts (m) 
temps (m) 
terre (f)
Terre-Neuve (f)

Adjectives

annonciateurs (trice) 
avant-coureur 
clement (e) 
dernier (ere) 
glace (e) 
inhabituel (le) 
marin (e) 
prochain (e) 
proche 
prudent (e) 
semblable 
tempere(e)

upset
climatologist
coast
current/ flow  
Mongolia 
line o f latitude 
disturbance 
most
warming (global) 
regulator 
jump /  shift 
dry periods 
century 
sudden start 
weather /  time 
earth
Newfoundland

announcing
forerunner
mild
last
icy
unusual
o f the sea
next
close
cautious
similar
temperate

Verbs + participles
adoucissant
apporter
augmente
beneficier
brulants
connu
oublier
prevoir
sonner le glas

Other

cependant
or
plutot 
quant a 
selon 
vers 
voire

Return to teit

making mild 
to bring 
increased 
to benefit from 
burning
known /experienced 
to forget 
to foresee 
to sound the death 
knell

however 
when, in fact 
rather
with regard to 
according to 
towards 
even
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Appendix E (Chapter 7)

Document E .l Student summaries.

Text 1 

Text 2 

Text 6 

Text 7

Document E.2 Student oral production on texts 1, 2, 6, 7.

Student A 

Student B 

Student C 

Student D 

Student K  

Student L 

Student M  

Student N  

Student R
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D ocum ent E . l :  S tudent Sum m aries 

Summaries o f Text 1

Student A T ex t l

What are the terms associated with “rue, avenue, boilevard” etc?
In France the roadways were all given a name. In the big towns there were several traits used in 
order to determine if it was an avenue or boulevard. An “avenue” is a large street with trees on 
the sides and on a boulevard the trees were found in the middle o f the two roadways o f traffic. 
There is no exact characteristics that one can use to determine (“rue. Avenue, Boulevard” it 
depends on the size of the roads in the towns. Each road was named after an important person. 
It’s for that reason that there is many streets in villages and small towns named “Avenue de 
general de Gaulle” as he was an important figure in France.

Other inconsistencies found the authorities couldn’t change the streets of the “Riverains”. The 
streets were getting very big and they would be forced to change the names o f each area, they 
also wanted to preserve the heritage of each area to keep the history.

StudentC Text]

In France, how names are given to routeways was not a written law. Each area decided on the 
name. In large cities or towns, a commission prepared a list o f suggestions and these were voted 
upon at the town hall meeting.

Traditionally, an avenue was named after a large routeway which has trees on each side. “A 
boulevard” was a main road where traffic passed through, where trees were found in the middle 
o f the road. However actual dimensions were not given to determine if it was an avenue or a 
boulevard.

The decision to name a routeway “rue” or “boulevard” was also decided in respect to the 
importance of the person who named it. Its for this reason many roads in small towns or villages 
are called “Avenue General-de-Gaulle” insteet o f “rue” as he was very important to the people.

Some decisions were not very logical, if a street became bigger than an avenue it was not 
considered systematic to change its name as this would confuse inhabitants. Authorities wanted 
to preserve the old / original names o f the streets as part o f the historical significance.
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Student D Text 1

What gives the terms street, avenue, boulevard etc
Calling the routes as name was in fact against the written law, each commune is king in this area. 
In larger towns if a name is chosen for a street, a town council must consider the propositions by 
the group and give a list o f possibilities.

Inhabitants give the name “avenue” to a large street with trees on each side, and a boulevard is a 
road with trees found in the middle between two roads o f traffic. No precise indications that 
concerns the dimensions of a road are given for the name, that depends on the larger roads in the 
town or the area.

It is necessary to take into consideration with respect which one has given the importance o f a 
name given to a road. It is for this reason that a lot o f the main roads o f villages were baptised 
by General-de-Gaulle, because it would have been out o f respect if  he was such an important 
man.

Other incoherents did not want to disturb the people in changing the names of the streets too 
often, as it may not be logical as a result. If the road was enlarged the name would purposely be 
changed..One wants to keep the names which gives history to the towns.

Student K Text 1

How terms for Streets, Avenues, Boulevard are given

There is no law that states the names for streets, each local community decide a name and the
city council decide whether this name should be passed or not.

According to tradition, Avenue is given to a street lined with trees. Boulevard is given to roads 
with traffic into and out o f it with trees separating the two roads. Before giving the name 
“avenue” or “rae which ever is longer or bigger it is then decided the name.

Before naming it the person who gave the street its name is also significant. General de Gaulle
is a very significant figure and that is why the largest road is called after him. To call a small 
street or avenue after him would be disrespectful.

The council don’t change the names o f streets which sometimes doesn’t make sense, if they 
expand a street, the name remains the same especially if it coincides with the history of the town.
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Student L Text 1

In France they have the authority to choose the term (rue, avenue) and the name for the routes of 
a village or town, hi large towns a nominated group will consider all possibilities for a name 
which will then be voted on by the city / town council. Traditionally an “Avenue” is described 
as a large street with trees on each side and in a “Boulevard” trees are situated in the middle 
between the two lanes o f traffic. There are no precise indications concerning the dimensions of 
routes or the naming o f them. It is necessary to conduct a summary o f the width o f routes in a 
town before assigning “Rue” or “Avenue” to a new route. The decision on whether to give a 
route the name “rue” or “avenue” depends also on the importance o f the person which gives his 
name to the route. It is for this reason that a vast majority of major streets and villages were 
given the name “Avenue du General de Gaulle” because he was such an important man in 
France and it would have been disrespectful to assign his name to a small street. City authorities 
did not want to disturb or upset people by changing the name of the routes too often but the 
results are not always very logical. If a street grows, one cannot force the changing o f the name 
to “Avenue”. The authorities want to guard the names that give their history to towns.

Student M Text 1

What gives the terms street, avenue, boulevard to a road?
In fact the calling of roads as the names they are given is against written law, each commune is 
king in its own area. In the larger towns, if  one chooses a name for a street the town council 
must consider the propositions by the group responsible and summit a list of possibilities.

Nevertheless, the inhabitants give the name “avenue” to a large street with trees on each side and 
a boulevard where there is a road with trees found in the middle between two roads o f traffic. 
There are no precise indications which concerns the dimensions o f a road or the name in which 
they are given (street, boulevard e tc ) . this depends on the average breadth of the roads in the 
town or that area.

It is necessary to take into consideration with the respect one has given the importance of the 
road. It is for this reason a lot o f the main roads of villages or small villages were baptised by 
General de Gaulle rather than not, it is in respect for him because he is such an important man. 
Other incoherences did not want to disturb the people in the area by changing the names o f the 
streets too often, because it may not always be logical or accurate.
It the road was enlarged the name would purposely be changed. One wants to keep the names of 
the street which gives history to the town.
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Student N Text 1

In France the people have the authority to choose the term to use for roads and streets eg. Road / 
avenue. In the big towns there is a nominated group who vote for the names o f the roads. In 
accordance to tradition, and avenue is a wide road / lane lined with trees and a boulevard is a 
main road formed by lanes o f traffic separated by trees. The max width for a road and the min 
width for an avenue is hard to distinguish. It really depends on the average width o f the roads in 
the town or district. The decision to give the term road / avenue depends also on the importance 
o f the person who gives his name to the road. It is for this reason diat a lot of main roads in 
towns or in little villages are given the name avenue du General-de-Gaulle.

Student O Text 1

In france the names of the roads are generally decided by the inhabitants. In deciding the name 
there are many rules which are taken into account, such as a road surrounded by trees is 
traditionally an avenue, or a small road should not be named after an important historic figure as 
it is considered disrespectful!

There are also rules about changing the names o f the roads, don’t change the names too often, if 
the road gets bigger or if the name has some historic meaning!

Student P Text 1

In France the council of the town has the authorities to name the streets, roads ect. However the 
usual layout for an avenue is a wide street lined with trees and a Boulevard is a main road 
separated from the traffic by a green area with plants. But it is not inforced that a street must be 
larger or an avenue must be smaller. It depends on the larger area o f street/road in the village or 
area. One must take into consideration with respect that a well knowen or important person 
gives the name to a street. It is for this reason that a lot of the main villages or smaller villages 
were named of the General-d-Gaulle. The names become a worry to town officials, Therefore 
you can’t go and systematically change the name and town officials are more and more anxious 
to preserve the old names of the streets that have been the heritage of the town.

Student R Text 1

In France, wheather a road is called “rue”, “boulevard”, “avenue” etc depends on different 
factors, such as the size, style, importance o f the street and the person it is named after. Usually, 
the most important street in a town is named after General-de-Gaulle, who was considered to be 
the greatest man in France.

The authorities want to preserve the names that make up the history o f their town and do so 
through the street names.
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Summaries o f Text 2

Student B Text 2

The European Union is comprised o f many different nationalities with different ways of living. 
The French, German, Swedish and Greeks

Student C Text 2

In this text there are comparisons made between the living standards in European countries. For 
example the Greeks spend 36.7% of the budget on food whereas the Germans only spend 15%. 
In Italy and England they spend 3.5 hours a day watching television compared to the Swedish at 
2 hours. Also holiday trends are different with 78% of Germans going on holiday compared to 
only 29% of Portuguese. Eating habits in European countries also differs, in Scandinavia they 
dine early but in Spain they dine late and what is considered table manners differs between 
France and Germany.

W hen the EU was being developed, people thought ways o f living would become similar. 
However today people are enforcing the differences in their national identities. The differences 
are however more regional than national. For example, Italy has many different dialects and 
customs, there are huge differences between Flemish and Wallands in Belgium and huge 
divisions are growing in Spain as a result of more development in the north compared to the 
south.

These cultural differences has put a danger on the EU. History has proved stronger than 
changing countries into a similar way o f thinking and values. Maintain the differences and this 
keeps Europe interesting.

Student L Text 2

Greeks spend 36.7% of their budget on food while Germans spend only 15%. On average and 
per day, Italians and British people spend three and a half hours watching the television and 
Swedish people a little less than two hours. 78% of Germans go on holidays in compassion to 
28% of Portuguese. 7.8% o f French people are unionized in comparison to Sweden where 
85.5% are. In Scandinavia people eat early while people in Spain eat late, around 9pm. In 
Britain people keep their hands under the table and in France it is polite to keep them on top of 
the table. With Globalization one could think that the ways o f life, values and attimdes of 
Europeans are becoming the same and people are losing their national identity. In reality in 
order not to lose national there is a tendency to emphasize and put a value on these differences. 
The question is complicated, to a certain degree these differences are less national and more 
regional as they start at a regional level. One could believe that we live in Europe made up of 
regions rather than countries. Especially in Italy where there exists a variety of dialects and 
behaviours. In Belgium the relationship between people who speak French (Wallons) and 
people who speak Dutch is becoming more difficult. The ways of life of Spanish in the north of 
Spain are very different from those o f Spanish in the south which is under developed.
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Student M Text 2

The Greeks spend 36.7% of their budget on food whereas the Germans spend 15%. On average 
and per day the Italians and English spend 3 and a half hours in front of their TV, the Swedes a 
little less than two hours, 78% of Germans take hohdays, against 29% of the Portuguese. In 
Scandinavia they eat their dinner at 7pm, 5pm in Sweden, the Spanish have theirs at 9pm, the 
English keep their hands on the table, in France it is polite to keep them on top of it.

While the circulation of information and people, the world is becoming a big village. We all 
participate in the EU but have we lost our national identity? In reality we haven’t lost our 
identity, there is a tendency to emphasize this and as a result we value our differences.

The question is difficult; is the level of regions inside a country manifesting these differences? 
We are able to believe that Europe is composed of countries and that countries are composed of 
regions.
Italy recognized these regional differences where each region is able to possess its own 
linguistics and its people’s views and difference.

Do these cultural diversities signal danger to the EU? On the contrary, this story demonstrates a 
single system society which is adapting and changing with society. In keeping with this idea it 
allows Europeans to develop positively.

Student R Text 2

This text talks about the different ways of life between the different nationalities. For example, 
the Italians and English spend 3 and a Vi hrs watching tv every day where as the Swedish people 
would spend less than 2 hrs.

With globalization and the unification of Europe through the EU, are we losing our identity?
We now live in a Europe of regions and it is between and within these regions that the 
differences lie. In each of these regions there are areas with further difference such as language 
(In Belgium the people of the north speak Flammond and the South speak French) and 
development (North Spain is industrialized while the south is underdeveloped.)

These diversified cultures can cause danger for the EU. The development of society must adapt 
to change in order to survive.
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Summaries o f Text 6

Student A Text 6

The Anglo-Saxons called, the small office or home School (Soho). This term was passed in 
France and 1.3 million work here. An investigation has shown many results.
The farmer who produces cheese from the “chevre” , the doctor who provides consultations, the 
painter who uses rooms and the people in IT don’t use there. They are practicing their economic 
activity at home. It literally means a small office or office at home. This idea has greatly 
developed. To-day 1.3 million people are working from home. There are also a lot who don’t 
know about Soho. A reason for this is their lifestyle and some are involved in groups and the 
jobs are all quite different.

The media and professional groups are interested in this. Alain Bossetti created Soho which
allows other agencies such as France T elecom .....................  Marketing agencies did the research
for the group on Soho. The descriptions are precise 55% were men are the biggest part o f the 
group aged between 39 and 40 years o f age 66% + 30% say they earn more than 12,500 F. The 
majority o f these are artists, business people and people who show professional ideas in 
business, doctors, lawyers etc.
There are two main reasons for the devt of working from home, new technology and Economic 
crisis. As a result o f the survey (IFOP) that the agency carried out 66% o f Soho (not finished)

Student B Text 6

In many English-speaking countries there has been an increase in the number o f people working 
from home. There are many people in different professions working from home. It is today an 
important economic activity that is quickly spreading throughout France. However there are the 
majority o f people in France, who still have no knowledge or are unaware of this type of work. 
One of the reasons for this is their style o f life and their occupation.

The Soho group created by Alain Bossetti has received a lot o f attention in France from the 
media and organisations such as France Telecom. France Telecom has benefited greatly from 
the introduction o f teleworking. There is now an increasing demand for their services in 
teleworking.
A marketing company surveyed a number of people using teleworking and they discovered that 
55% of users were male between the age o f 30 and 49, who were earning more than 12,000 
francs.
The success of teleworking is due to the availability of new technology and the increase of 
telecommunication companies competing in this market.
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Student C Text 6

English-speakers call it “Small Office, home office” . In France, this term is adopted by 1.3 
million people who work at home. A survey was done.

The farmer who produces cheese, the doctor who works at home, the computer user in their 
bedroom who telework are all people who don’t know about Soho. All can work from home.
It’s a phenomenon which is developing. But people still don’t know about it. The reason being 
their lifestyle, they rarely belong to a structured group and their jobs are different to others.

The soho agency was founded by Alain Bossetti, to all business to become like France 
Telecome, better known in a demanding market in telecommunications. Their survey found men 
are the majority o f members (55%), the most being between 30 and 49 years old (68%) and 33% 
declaring they earn more than 12,500francs. They mostly are artists, managers who work freely, 
medics, solicitors etc.

2 reasons for the development o f working at home is: new technology and the economic crisis: 
60% of Soho have IT technology. Computers, faxes and the internet contribute to this 
development.

Student D Text 6

“Soho” is an expression described by English or americans o f working at home. This term 
applies to 1.3 million French people. An investigation.

People in this culture are unaware of people who work outside their home. Although there is a 
large number of them, they are relatively unknown. This is because they are rarely part of 
strucmred groups and their jobs are unknown.

However they have been interested b y ......................  In this way Soho was created by Alain
Bossetti to allow enterprises like France Telecom to be aware o f their needs for 
telecommunications. This was thanks to the marketing agency “En personne” who made 
important findings in their investigations.

Two reasons explain this development, new technology and the economic crisis. Even though 
Soho has 60% less equipment, one can see the possibilities offered by the Internet and how it has 
contributed.
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Student K Text 6

The English speaking countries called small office or home office soho. It has been adopted and 
used by 1.3 million French people. A survey is composed of 2 parts, statistically they use 
teleworking and a commentary on its development.

Farmers; doctors that have consultations, the painters with ladders and people in IT that telework 
don’t use soho. These are engaged in professional activity at home. Small office Home office 
defines this new idea. A phenomenon that is developing. Today there is 1.3 million but there is 
still some that don’t know about it. The reason is their lifestyle and also they are members of 
different groups and their jobs are different from others.

The media and professional organisations are now interested in this idea. Thanks to this agency, 
many groups are served better by companies such as France Telecom. A marketing agency did 
research on this: the main profile is 55% o f men are mostly the biggest part of this group aged 
between 30 and 49 years are 68% and 33% say they earn more than 12,000 francs. The majority 
o f these are artists or people who exercise a liberal profession.

The explanation for this is new technology and the economic crisis. According to the IFOP 
survey used by the agency, a person using Soho are similar to office users. Computers and IT 
including the Internet have also helped with this development.

Student L Text 6

English speakers call it small or home office.
Soho is a term adopted in France which applies to 1.3 million people who work from / at 
home.
Many people work / do business at home.
“Soho” this expression means small office / home office, it literally means “a small office 
and office at home”
This is an idea which has widely developed and spread.
The number of people working from home today is 1.3 million.
But there is still not enough information concerning these people.
Because of the independent aspect of their job they are in a small group which gives little 
contact with others from work.
However companies are very attentive to these groups.
Thanks to “la soho agency” created by Alain Bossetti the needs o f this group will be better 
served / dealt with by companies like France Telecom.
The agency carried out research concerning this group.
This survey gave precise information about people who work at their home.
In general: artists, sales people (traders) lawyers 
work from their home.
Two reasons that explain the development o f working at home are:

Advances in technology 
Economic crisis

According to another survey 60% of people that work from home have office equipment. 
Computers, the Internet have also contributed to this development.
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Student M Text 6

The Enghsh call it “small office, home office” -  soho. But this term in French means to work in 
own home (survey).

The farmer who produces cheese from the cow, the doctor who works / consults in his own 
home, the painter who is an artist who works in his own room or the IT workers who 
“teleworks” all forms o f soho which are unknown. They are all engaged in activities 
professional as part of the economic activity. This phenomenon is in full growth. Today it is 
evaluated that there are 1.3 million. But it is still often unknown.

Student N Text 6

The English speakers call it Small office home office.

The term adopted in France applies to 1.3 million people who work at their home.

The farmer who produces cheese from the goat, the doctor who consults at his home, the painter 
who has a workshop with a bedroom or the IT expert who does telework are all Soho who are 
unaware of each other.

They all do a job in their house.

Soho stands for small office home office

It is a phonominimi development

It is evaluated at 1.3 million today

But they still stay very unknown

Because of their lifestyle they belong to different groups and their jobs are very different one to 
the other. However

Student R Text 6

Soho; small office home office, is a term used by the english speaking people when referring to 
working from home. According to the survey carried out there are 1.3 million people working 
form home.

Soho has been made possible because of technology. People who have a computer can access a 
companys network and communicate with them via the internet, telephone and fax.

One of the statistics shown from this survey was that the majority of people using this system are 
men between the ages of 30 to 49 and are earning a salary o f more than 12500f

Overall the 2 reasons to explain this phenomenon are the economic crises and technology.
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Summaries Text 7

Student A Text?

Last February in the north of France, temps were reaching 20c and this place is usually the 
victim of very cold weather. A big concern was the lack of rain in the last few years. Important 
meteorological changes are the signs that the climate is changing in this century.

At the moment the specialists are examining the problem. In their eyes the weather tends to 
change from one year to the next. However, something that is for sure is that the last 10 years 
have been the warmest seen since the end of the xix century.

All over the temps rise to 0.7c and a little more in the century.

Usually the climate in France can be a danger because it is so cold its possible that this is the end 
of this climate.

Paris is situated in the same latitude as cold countries such as Canada in other continents. In 
general France usually has good winters and very hot summers as a result of the effects of the 
Gulf Stream. At the beach, the effects are warm from the Atlantic ocean and the equator. The 
Gulf Stream helps regulate temperature and specialists believe in the future, France would be 
experiencing weather like Canada with very cold winters.

The majority of the climate won’t change until the end of this century. But without doubt at the 
moment we can see signs of these changes.

Student C Text?

In February last, France experienced temperatures near 20 degrees and then fell victim to 
unusually cold weather in April. Periods without rain have become more frequent in the last few 
years. These meteorological changes are signs in a change in climate in our countries.

According to the specialists the weather has a tendency to change from year to year or in regular 
intervals of time. The specialists don’t want to exaggerate but one thing is sure, the last ten 
years have become hotter and this hasn’t been seen since the end of the century. Globally, 
temperatures on land have been rising by 0.7 degrees Celsius in the last 100 years. There is now 
a general danger of temperatures rising.

Paris is located 49 degrees latitude of Terre-Neuve and Mongolia. France gets more agreeable 
winters and hotter summers due to the influence of the gulf stream. This is a water current 
which brings hot equatorial waters to our shores. If these currents continue to come to our 
shores then France is in danger of becoming a climate more like Canada.

According to the majority of meteorologists, these changes will be felt more at the end of the 
next century. But one is in no doubt that these small changes will result in something bigger in 
the future.
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Student D T ext?

The first paragraph indicates that the temperatures in the north of France are higher February 
than in April. Also Periods without rain are becoming more fi'equent during the last few years. 
Are these the signs therefore o f some important meteorological change in our country’s climate?

However the specialists are not getting carried away by these observations, despite the fact the 
last 10 summers are the wannest since the end o f the 19* century.
These warmer periods o f weather are becoming a real danger.

In fact Paris is situated on the same latitude as many colder countries in other continents. The 
reason being the influence of the G ulf Stream for its mild winter and very warm winters.
If this regulator is reduced and fails it would mean severely warm summers and cold winters.

The experts say that these changes would only be apparent in about 100 years but we are in the 
process perhaps o f great changes, in fact supernatural in the future.

Student K T ext?

Last February, France experienced warm temperatures compared to the temperature in April. 
These dry periods have been frequent in the last few years. These changes could be the sign o f a 
new climate in out countries.

This hasn’t been a problem for the specialists yet. The specialists beheve that the temperatures 
are changing from one year to another and by periods. However, one thing is sure, the last ten 
years are the hottest observed during the twentieth century. Globally the ground temperature has 
risen a little in a century. The normal climate in France is prone to changing to more hotter 
temperatures which will be an advantage to our countries.

France is situated in the same latitude as other colder countries like Mongolia in other 
continents. The G ulf Stream is the cause o f these drier climates. These warm currents o f warm 
water is spreading in the Atlantic ocean o f the Equator and is going towards Europe. It is 
thought that in the fumre, France’s climate will be like Canada, warm summers and freezing 
winters.

According to the majority of our speciahsts it’ll only be at the end of the next century that these 
severe changes will be noticed. These small changes at the moment could be signs o f bigger 
changes that will come later.
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Student L Text 7

Last February temperatures in the North o f France were higher than those in April. In the last 10 
years France has seen less rain. These are just some o f the important changes in the weather 
which are signs that should concern France. At the moment specialists do not wish to cause 
alarm or make a big deal about it. Their point of view is the weather is always changing from 
one year to another. However there is no doubt that in the last 10 years it has been very hot 
when we look at the last 100 years in comparison. The temperature of the country has definitely 
risen. The nice weather o f France is in danger. France is situated in the same latitude as cold 
countries from other continents. The G ulf Stream is the reason for these changes. It is said that 
if the importance o f the Gulf Stream reduces, it is possible that the climate o f France could 
become very severe. Specialists say that it is only in the next 100 years that we will see the 
consequences o f these changes. The small changes that we are seeing at present are signs o f the 
big changes which will arrive later.

Student M Text?

Last February the north of France became familiar with temperatures reaching 28c, before 
becoming victim to unusually cold for April. There were summers without rain particularly 
frequent in previous years. Meteorologically, these important modifications were signs o f a 
change in climate in our century.

The specialists did not want to exaggerate the problem. From their point of view, in fact, we 
have a tendency to forget the sudden changes in weather and that the periods without rain 
returned at intervals were more or less regular. However, one thing is certain, the previous ten 
years that had passed were the coldest observed since the end of the 19* century. Globally, the 
earth’s temperature increased o f 7c in a little more than a century. According to them, the 
meteorologists, the pleasant climate of France is in danger because o f general reheating.

In fact Paris is situated at 49c parallel of the lines o f latitude like the Terre-Neuve region or 
Mongolia. France is situated at the same line of latitude as many other colder countries in 
different continents, this is due to the positive influence on France o f the “Gulf Stream”. Wave 
currents bring cold equatorial fronts off our coast. This controls a namral progression, as 
specialists forecast, a reduction, to see almost a disappearance, we find we have a climate which 
resembles Canada with warm summers and cold winters.
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Student N T ext?

Last February the temperatures were higher than in April. There is less rain than usual during 
some years in France. Are these changes a long term concern for the country? At the moment 
specialists don’t want to make a big problem about it. Their point of view is that weather is 
always changing and having periods without much rain. When looking at the past 100 years the 
past ten were the hottest. Globally, in the past one hundred years it has gotten warmer. The nice 
weather o f France is in danger because o f the weather generally getting hotter. France is situated 
on the same latitude o f countries on different continents that have a lot more cold weather. The 
G ulf Stream is the reason for which France has had winters and very hot summers. The hot 
currents cross the Atlantic Ocean in the direction of Europe. It is said that if the G ulf Stream 
loses is s importance, it is possible the climate in France will become more serious. The 
specialists say that it is only in the next 100 years that we will see the consequences of the 
changes. The little changes we are seeing at the moment are only signs o f big changes that are to 
come.

Student R T ext?

France has had huge climatic changes throughout the country for example the temperature last 
February was reaching 28c. while April was victim to sever cold conditions. These 
meteorological changes seem to be long term which may cause concern for the French climate? 
The past 18 summers have been hotter than any in the past century. Also the overall temperature 
o f the country has increased by 7c in the space o f 100 years.

France is at the same latitude as Mongolia and Canada which both have cold climates. The 
reason that France has such an agreeable climate, unlike other countries o f the same latitude, it 
the G ulf Stream. The G ulf Stream is a warm current which passes in the direction o f Europe 
thus giving France amore favourable climate. Without the G ulf Stream, it is said that the French 
climate would become more severe.
The specialists say that it is only in the last 100 years that we are seeing the consequences o f the 
climatic change. The small changes we see now are only the beginning of the big changes that 
are to come later!
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Document E.2: Student Oral Production for texts 1,2,6,7

Student: A Tape setting: Tape 2 Side A Counter 154

Qui sont les Europeens?

T. Alors Audrey, quel texte avez-vom prefere?
A. Je prefere “Qui sont les Europeens” parce que j ’aime apprendre de les pays differents et le 

texte ecriv[e]le les attitudes et les differents modes de vie dans chaque pays en Europe, par 
exemple 78% des Allemands partent en vacances mais 29% des Portugais va en vacances et 
dans le Suede en dinait vers 5 heures mais en Espagne on dinait a 9 heures. Nous vivons en 
Europe des regions, en Italie il y a beaucoup des comportements et de dialectes et en 
Espagne le nord est industrialise mais le sud est sous-developpe.

T. Alors les regions sont tres importantes
A. Oui, a mon avis c ’est tres important pour preserver leur identite nationale en Europe.
T. Alors, est-ce que vous croyez qu ’il y  a un danger avec I 'Union Europeenne?
A. Eh non, a mon avis ce n ’est pas dangereux, parce que chaque, c ’est important pour chaque 

region preserver leur identite, em on sera tres ennuyeux si chaque region le meme.
T. Alors c ‘est une bonne chose d 'avoir toutes ces differences

Le Climat de la France

T. On va passer a un autre texte alors, “Le climat de la France ”,
A. C ’est tres ennuyeux, mais, en France I’annee demiere pendant I’hiver, fevrier demier, le 

temps, le temperatx^e etait vingt degres Celsius, c ’est, c ’etait influence du Gulf Stream, et 
em pendant les hivers demiers, il etait se[k]eresse. Le G ulf Stream influen^ait les hivers

T. D ’accord, alors est-ce qu 'on peut dire que la France a un climat qui est quand mime 
modere? En general

A. En general, le, les hivers etaient froids et les etes, etaient, les et etaient chauds em
T. D 'accord, alors est-ce qu 'on voit des changements dramatiques, ce sont des changements 

dramatiques qu 'on voit dans notre climat?
A. Oui, les hivers etaient tres chauds, par exemple yingt degres.
T. Oui, c 'est chaud pour le mois..
A. pour fevrier, oui
T. Bon alors pidsque vous n 'aimez pas trop ce texte, on ne va pas passer trop de temps Id- 

dessus.

Travailler en solo

T. Alors le texte sur les gens qui travaillent a la maison, alors de quoi ga parle?
A. C ’est une bonne idee, em c’est em par exemple le fermier et les artistes et le medecin 

utilisent les soho, c ’est tres utile dans la vie aujourd’hui, parce que les parents restent a la 
maison avec les enfants em I’homme em Alex, je  ne sais pas le nom, Alex

T. Alain Bossetti
A. Oui Alain Bossetti inventait le Soho apres le demande de tdecommunications em par 

exemple France Telecom, et em mais il y a beaucoup de persormes qui n ’informait, qui 
n ’informait de soho parce que les metiers est differents, que le personne travaille dans soho

T. Quels types de metiers alorspratiquent ces gens?
A. Travail soho?
T. Oui,
A. Le fermier, le medecin, I’artiste et em le personne travaille dans I’informatique
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T. Et est-ce qu ’Us ont, justement, de la technologie a la maison qui leur permette de ttravailler 
de cette maniere?

A. em repetez
T. Est-ce qu ’Us ont de la technologie? Les gens qui travaillent d la maison, est-ce qu 'Us ont 

de la technologie comme support?
A. L’ordinateur, I’lntemet c ’est utile, I’ordinateur, le telephone, le fax,
T. Et est-ce que vous aimeriez bien travailler de cette maniere?
A. em
T. Vous personnellement, est-ce que vous aimeriez bien?
A. No, a mon avis c ’est tres ennuyeux travailler a la maison et habiter a la maison aussi. J’aime 

travailler le, sur la ville, no un bureau autre

Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boulevard etc

T. Alors le dernier texte c ’etait “Comment attribue-t-on les termes m e avenue boulevard”
A. Oui, em dans chaque region en France, les personnes decidaient un nom avenue no

boulevard et donner le nom de la conseil municipal et ils decident si le nom convient. Une 
avenue est une voie avec, or em avec des arbres et le boulevard c ’est une grande voie 
separee des arbres, une voie de cirula, de circulation separee des arbres

T. Old, d ’accord. Alors est-ce qu ’une avenue est plus grande qu ’une rue par exemple, quelle 
est la difference entre une rue et une avenue.

A. Une rue c’est une voie et une avenue une voie avec des arbres chaque je  ne sais pas le mot
T. Chaque cote,
A. chaque cote, a cote des arbres
T. Et quand il fau t donner un nom d une rue oit une avenue
A. Les personnes decid[e] les noms par exemple Charles de Gaulle, oui Charles de Gaulle, c’est 

une personne, personne celebre dans une region, le personne prendre un nom d’une personne 
celebre et donn[e] le rue {no) avenue par exemple Charles de Gaulle c ’est un personne 
celebre dans France et il y a beaucoup des avenues et des boulevards nom avec, or apres 
Charles de Gaulle.

T. Et est-ce qu 'on pourrait mettre son nom par exemple a une rue? Est-ce qu 'on pourrait avoir 
une rue Charles De Gaulle aussi facilement qu 'une avenue ou un boulevard

A. Non, avenue de ete ou boulevard parce que c ’est plus grand et plus important
T. Oui, d 'accord, tres bien
A. Et les Fran9ais n ’aiment pas changer les nom des avenues et des boulevards, pour preserver 

le culture et I’histoire de chaque region.
T. C ’est une bonne chose?
A. Oui, pour preserver I’histoire et le culture a mon, c ’est beaucoup des, pour chaque region 

c ’est beaucoup des nom et des, des values de, c ’est important pour preserver I’histoire.
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Student: B T ape setting: Tape 1 Side A Counter 475

Travailler en solo

T. Alors vous avez lu les quatre textes, quel texte avez-vous prefere?
B. J ’ai choisi le texte Soho
T. Et pour quoi ?
B. Parce que ce texte qui est tres interessante et em, je  crois que c ’est important pour moi, 

surtout je suis etudiant a ITUT et le technologic pour moi est tres important et peut-etre je 
vais utiliser ce technologic comme je  commence le travail.

T. Vous aimeriez-bien travailler a la maison comme ga?
B. Je ne pense pas. Je prefere travailler dans un autre batiment, dans un, dans un office, mais 

cependant je deteste la circulation de Dublin, tous les [ ] c ’est tres mal c ’est je  ne sais pas
T. Dans ce texte on parle de dijferents types de personnes qui pratiquent le teletravail, alors 

quel types de personnes evoque-t-on dans ce texte?
B. Pour cette technologic, personnes qui utilisent cette technologic, des handicaps peut-etre, dcs 

personnes qui sont juste utilis[e] les ordinateurs dans le bureau alors c ’est le meme utiliser le 
ordinatcur a la maison avcc le Internet cm oui, les jcuncs qui travaillcnt a Ic bureau avec 
I’ordinateur.

T. Oui, d ’accord, pour quoi est-ce que les gens choisissent de travailler a la maison?
B. C ’est pratique, c ’est pas cher, cm c’e s t , c ’est facile et jc  crois que c ’est bien pour une 

pcrsonnc qui est handicap
T. handicape, d ’accord.

Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boulevard etc

T. Bon, alors on va passer peut-etre a un autre texte, alors “Comment attribue-t-on les termes 
de rue,.. ” alors les Frangais, comment est-ce qu 'ils decident en fa it de comment ils doivent 
appeler les rues.

B. Oui, en France il y a une, unc, ch pour choisir le nom avenue, boulevard, ils chois, chois, 
choisi une pcrsonnc qui est, qui est ete tres important, qui est cte tres important dans 
I’histoire de France par exemple Charles de Gaulle il est, il est ete tres populairc, en France 
ct il y a beaucoup des avenues et boulevards en France qui s ’appcllent avenue du Charles de 
Gaulle et Boulevard de Charles de Gaulle.
Mais je  crois que la pcrsonnc devait etre populaire, tres important.

T. Oui d 'accord, quelle est la difference entre une rue et une avenue?
B. Pour une avenue, il est tres grande, et il y a des arbrcs qui separ[e] le circulation alors il y a 

deux rues dans I’avenue, mais Ic rue, c ’est tres petit et je  crois que il y a juste des arbres dans 
Ic bordrc dc Ic rue.

T. Et par exemple si on agrandit une rue, est-ce qu 'on doit 1 ’appeler une avenue?
B. eh
T. Si vous avez une rue qui est petite et vous decidez de I ’agrandir, de I ’elargir, est-ce qu ’on 

doit changer le nom.
B. Oui c ’est boulevard
T. Et alors les municipalites est-ce qu 'ils changent souvent le nom des rues?
B. Em, oui, par exemple avant le guerre il y a beaucoup de rues en Francc ct dcs avenues qui 

s ’appellent quclque chose et maintcnant ils s ’appellent une autre chose.
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Old sont les Europeens?

T. Alors I ’autre texte, qui sont les Europeens, de quoi parle ce texte en fait?
B. Dans ce texte il dit le texte est, ecrit que dans I’Union Europeenne, il y a beaucoup, il n’est 

pas beaucoup, juste les differents pays, mais il y a beaucoup de differents regions et dans 
rUnion Europeenne il y a beaucoup de diversite et c’est tres important pour le parlement et 
pour tout I’Europe considerer que I’Europe n’est pas juste un pays comme les Etats Unis 
mais il y a beaucoup de differents idees etc, et beaucoup de differentes personnes avec 
differentes cultures par exemple le Anglais et le Fran9ais sont tres, well pas tres differentes, 
mais un peu different, pour regarder le tele, pour manger le diner a quelque heure et I’ltalien 
et le Suedais sont tres differents aussi et le Allemand aussi pour aller en vacances etc, mais 
je crois ce texte est tres important parce que avec le expansion de I’Union Europeenne, avec 
le est de I’Europe, c’est tres important considerer que I’Union Europeenne ce ne c’est pas 
juste un pays avec les memes jeux, un pays avec differents jeux, avec differentes idees et 
[ ] aussi.

T. Old, tout a fait. Et vous croyez que c 'est une bonne chose qu ’il y  ait toute cette 
diversite culture lie? C ’est positif?

B. Oui, je pense, c’est tres positif et pour aujourd’hui il y a un probleme dans le monde avec 
globalisation et avec I’influence des Etats Unis, alors c’est tres important avec les jeunes en 
Europe, pour attraper leur culture etc et je pense que I’Europe est mieux si il y a beaucoup 
de diversite et de cultures.

Le Climat de la France

T. Alors on va voir I ’autre texte, c ’est le climat de la France, qu 'est-ce qu ’on dit sur le climat 
de la France alors?

B. 11 y a un probleme avec le climat de la France, ce n’est pas un grand probleme maintenant 
mais dans le futur, oui, je crois qu’il y aurait un probleme avec le climat de France. Par 
exemple en fevrier dernier, dans le nord de France, il y etait tres chaud mais avant, avant 
avril, dans le nord de France il y etait tres froid c’est tres s bizarre pour etre tres chaud, tres 
tres chaud en fevrier mais en avril tres froid mais globalement tous les sides les 
temperatures est augmente de je pense je crois de zero virgule sept pour cent par side et 
globalement il y a un probleme avec le climat de France a cause de industries, les fumes de 
certains entreprises ou les fumes de circulation.

T. On voit aussi du fa it que Paris soit plutot au nord, et on compare avec la Mongolie qui est 
un pays qui est froid ou...

B. La Mongolie, je pense c’est froid
T. Oui, d ’accord, qu 'est-ce qui explique le fa it que la France ne soit pas un pays oil il fa it 

vraiment tres froid.
B. Le raison pour lequel le France n’est pas tres froid c’est parce que de I’influence de Gulf 

Stream mais si la France ne etait pas le influence du Gulf stream le climat de France serait 
comme le Canada

T. et quel est le climat du Canada
B. Au Canada vous avez tres froid, tres tres froid dans le nord mais dans le sud c’est tres chaud, 

oui, c’est tres chaud
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Student: C T ape setting: Tape 1 Side A Counter 110

Comment attribiie-t-on les termes me. avenue boulevard etc 
T. Alors vous avez lu les quatre textes, quel texte avez-vous prefere?
C. J ’ai prefere le texte “Comment attribuer les termes de rue”
T. C ’est interessant comme texte?
C. Oui, c ’est comme les gens donnent le rue de avenue et de boulevard 
T. Alors c ’est ires frangais?
C. Oui
T. Expliquez un petit peu alors, comment est-ce qu ’Us decident?
C. Les municipalites prepar[e] une liste des noms et une avenue est une voie large bordee 

d ’arbres et un boulevard est une rue, voie de circulation qui est par, separee par d’arbres 
T. par les arbres aussi 
C. Oui
T. D ’accord, alors ga c ’est la difference entre une avenue et un boulevard 
C. Oui
T. Et rue alors, quelle est la difference entre une rue et une avenue?
C. Une rue c ’est les petits voies mais I’avenue est plus grand mais aussi les gens donnent le 

nom a I’avenue par example avenue General de Gaulle, il est tres celebre et les gens tres 
respect pour General de Gaulle 

T. Et on donne alors le nom General de Gaulle a des rues, ou aux avenues les plus importantes, 
c ’est ga?

C. Oui
T. Qu 'est-ce qu-on fa it alors si on a une rue et on I 'elargit ou on I ’agrandit -  est-ce qu 'on 

change le nom de la rue?
C. Non, les Frangais [ ] systematique ils gard[e] le nom pour historique, patrimoine historique 

de la ville

Oui sont les Europeens?
T. Bon, on va passer alors aux autres textes, “Qui sont les Europeens ”, alors qui sont les 

Europeens d ’apres ce texte?
C. II s ’agit les habitudes et les differentes vies de des les Europeens et comment depens [e] a 

leur nourriture et comme pass[e] une vacance et 
T. Oui, et quand ils sont a la maison
C. Oui, les differentes habitudes par exemple a la table, quelle heure, les Europeens, on dine,
T. Alors par exemple, donnez-moi un exemple de ga, on dme a quelle heure 
C. Les Espagnols, ils dment plus tot, or, plus tard, les Scandinavia par exemple, elles dinent 

vers six heures.
T. Et nous en Irlande on dme a quelle heure?
C. six heures, sept heures aussi
T. D ’accord. Alors dans le texte, il se demande si les Europeens se ressemblent de plus en plus 

ou s ’ils restent tres differents 
C. tres differents, etait, or c ’est beaucoup de disparites, entre les pays, par exemple en Espagne 

du nord tres developpe et dans le sud il etait tres sous-developpe 
T. Oui, d ’accord, alors est-ce qu ’on peut dire que dans un pays les gens se ressemblent 

beaucoup, la vous avez dit que dans le nord c ’est developpe et dans le sud c ’est beaucoup 
moins developpe, alors quelle est I ’importance des regions en tout ga?

C. em
T. Les regions sont tres importantes alors en Europe?
C. em ...
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T. Alors, c ’est une bonne chose, est-ce que c 'est quelque chose de positif, d 'avoir toiites ces 
dijferences ou est-ce que c 'est quelque chose de negatif?

C. C’est negatif, car les gens il est tres content avec la situation mais pour le nord par exemple 
c’est un avantage d’etre plus developpe mais ce n ’est pas un avantage pour le sud, em ...

T. D 'accord. Alors I 'identite nationale de chaque pays, on revient d ga, que chaque pays en 
Europe a son identite nationale, est-ce que c 'est important de conserver cette identite?

C. Oui car les pays sont differents, et c’est tres interessant et si les pays le meme, ils etaient tres 
ennuyeux

T. Alors ce n 'est pas une bonne chose, que tout le monde se ressemble

Le Climat de la France

T. Ensuite il y  avait le texte sur le climat de la France, et Id quel est le hut de ce texte, on parle 
de quoi dans ce texte?

C. C ’est, il s’agit que les temperatures a augmente 0,7 de grades, centigrade par les et les 
temperatures de la terre ont change en France les hivers ont tres froid et les etes tres chaud 

T. Maintenant, d'accord. On parle aiissi de la situation de la France, on compare avec 
d 'autres pays 

C. Terre-Neuve et Mongolie c’est autre pays
T. Alors quelles temperatures ont-ils en Mongolie par exemple, quel type de climat?
C. Ete tres chaud et en hiver tres froid
T. Oui, et en France?... ils ont des temperatures qui sont plus moderees en fa it 
C. Oui
T. Et qu 'est-ce qui explique cette difference?
C. C’est influence par le gulf stream, ils, c’est, ils viennent de pays chauds et ils donnent le pays 

les temperatures moderees.
T. Oui, c ’est ga d 'accord. Alors, est-ce qu 'on s 'inquiete pour le futur? Le climat de la France 

va rester comme il est maintenant ou est-ce que cela va changer?
C. II devient tres different, car les etes deviennent tres tres chaud et les hivers tres tres glaces 
T. Done alors on voit des changements, alors les climatologiies, est-ce qu 'ils disent que tout va 

changer tres vite,
C. Non un peu de temps, au fin de cent, cent annees 
T. Oui, d'accord

Travailler en solo

T. Le dernier texte, c 'etait sur travailler en solo, alors de quoi parle ce texte?
C. II s’agit home office small office, et les gens qui travaill[e] chez eux. Et ils utilisent le 

technologic par exemple, les ordinateurs, le fax, 1’email pour travailler.
T. D 'accord, alors c 'est important, quel type depersonne travaille d la maison?
C. em
T. Quel est le profil
C. Les hommes qui gagnent plus de 12 500F par aimee et entre 30 et 49 ans
T. D 'accord, et quel type de profession?
C. Profession liberale par exemple le mede[k]in, avocat, em une personne qui travaille avec les 

ordinateurs, et ...
T. Qu 'est-ce qui explique le developpement de ce travail? Pour quoi est-ce que les gens, tout

d'un coup ont ils commence a travailler a la maison? Ou est-ce que c 'est quelque chose de
tres recent?

C. Les gens, la circulation est tres mal et les gens est passent beaucoup de temps a travail et a 
cause de la technologic, c ’est tres facile de travailler [ ] maison
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T. Old. D ’accord et alors est-ce que les gens sont organises, est-ce qu ’il y  a un groupe par 
exemple une association pour des gens qui travaillent a la maison, est-ce qu ’ils se 
connaissent en fa it ?

C. En France, oui, je  ne sais pas le nom mais, il, c ’est fonde par em Bossetti
T. C ’est une agence, d ’accord, et pour quoi est-ce qu ’il a fonde cette agence?
C. emmm
T. Bon, je  pose des questions difficiles, bon, qu ’est-ce qu vous pensez vous-meme de I ’idee de 

travailler a la maison? Vous aimeriez bien?
C. C ’est une bonne idee, car certains gens prefer[e] travailler a la maison et parfois les gens 

travaill[e] plus bien, et aussi car la circulation est... beaucoup de voitures sur le rue c ’est tres 
em em

T. Enfin, ga facilite le vie, d ’accord. Est-ce que vous pensez que vous seriez tres isolee comme 
ga, a la maison devant son ordinateur toute le joum ee

C. Parfois mais I’lntem et et le mail est tres, tout le monde e s t .. ..les gens qui communiq[e] avec 
beaucoup de gens, beaucoup de gens a I’lntem et aussi.
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Student: D Tape setting: Tape 1 Side B Counter 462 

Travailler en solo

T. Alors Darren, vous avez etudie les 4 textes, et quel texte avez-vousprefere?
D. J’ai prefere le Soho,
T. Alors de quoi parle ce texte en fait?
D. Le soho il, on parle des gens qui travaill[e] chez lu dans I’article 1 point 3 million personnes 

qui vivre en France 
T. Old.
D. Ils rarement appreniant part de groupe structure 
T. Quel type de profession ont-ils?
D. D ’habitude le soho artisan ou ils exercent une profession liberale comme avocat, et medecin 

et ils
T. Old, et quel age ont-ils, est-ce que c 'est indique dans le texte
D. D ’habitude ils sont entre trente ans et quarante neuf ans et les soho la majorite de hommes 
T. des hommes. Et alors s ’ils travaillent a la maison comme ga, est-ce qu 'its ant de la 

technologie? Pour faciliter la tdche?
D. Oui, pour la plupart ils ont le moins appareil qui les personnes qui travaillent a le bureau 
T. par exemple
D. comme le fax, le photocopie, et les choses comme 9a
T. Oui d ’accord. Et est-ce qu ’il y  a des groupes structures alors?
D. Non ils d’habitude ils ne sont part de groupe structure, em parce que le em ils ignor[ont] les 

gens qui partir a leur domicile 
T. a leur domicile d ’accord

Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boidevard etc

T. On va regarder les autres textes, alors le premier texte, « Comment attribue-t-on les termes 
de rue avenue, boulevard etc », alors qu ’est-ce que vous avez retenu de ce texte, les 
Frangais, alors qu 'est-ce qu ’ils font en fa it quand ils doivent decider le nom des rues?

D. J’ai apprend qui les habitudes sont le nom avenue a les voies qui sont les voies avec d’arbres 
pres de rue et ils sont nomm[e] boulevard a les rues avec d’arbres plein d’arbres plein terre 
et dans le troisieme paragraphe nous trouvons que les personnes qui donn[e] les noms 
comme boulevard est General de Gaulle 

T. Alors qu ’on a souvent des avenues General de Gaulle, c ’est ga? Et est-ce qu ’on pourrait 
avoir une rue du General de Gaulle ?

D. Excuse-moi?
T. Est-ce qu ’il y  a souvent des rues du General de Gaulle, ou est-ce qu ce sont plutot des 

avenues,
D. Oui, d’habitudes c’est dans les grandes villes, ou les petits villages ou c’est fondamentement 

des villes et des petits villages et des c’est tout.
T. Alors qui est-ce qui decide des noms des rues, qui est-ce quiprend les decisions en France?
D. Qu’est-ce que c ’est deja?
T. Old est-ce qui decide le nom des rues
D. Oh, eh les towns municipale, ils sont votes pare le town conseil garde e t ...
T. Et est-ce qu ’ils changent souvent les noms des rues? Est-ce que les municipalites changent 

souvent les noms des rues?
D. Oui, eh non comme on agrandit une rue et c’est plus agrandir que le rue voisin on ne va pas 

changement systematiquement parce que c ’est important I’identite parce que le nom de la
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rue correspond a le patrimoine historique et em ils sent les noms de les de les gens de le 
patrimoine historique

Qui sont les Europeens?

T. Alors le texte sur les Europeens, ga parle de quoi en fa it ?
D. Dans le premier paragraphe on parle basiquement de chiffres entre les differences, entre 

differents pays dans le Europe et entre par example et on aussi em les les attitudes et les 
values par example en Angleterre on garde des mains sous le table mais en France les 
mains au-dessus et dans le deuxieme paragraphe on parle des les values et les attitudes et 
pour le plupart des regions particulerment les attitudes en Italic comme parce que il y a 
beaucoup de comportements differentes et 1’attitude differente en Italie. Et aussi...

T. Et alors ce sont les regions qui sont importantes ?
D. Oui surtout les regions on dit que on dit que nous vivrons, nous vivons dans un Europe 

surtout avec des regions
T. Alors, est-ce que vous croyez que c 'est iine bonne chose, dans le texte qu 'est-ce qu 'ils disent 

qu ’il y  ait toutes ces differences en Europe.
D. Oui, c ’est tres etonn[e] parce que je  parce que il y a beaucoup de differences entre les modes 

de vie entre les differents pays dans juste Europe et j ’etais etonne avec les attitudes des pays 
differentes.

T. Et est-ce que c 'est positif ou c 'est negatif est-ce qu 'il serait preferable si tons les Europeens 
se comportaient de la mime fagon, avaient les mimes attitudes, etc

D. Je pense c ’est plus mieux de pour tout le mon, pour tout pays etre different parce que ils ont 
toutes leur identite nationale et c ’est quoi qui les separ[e] les differents pays et c ’est 
important pour 1’identite et le passe.

Le Climat de la France

T. Bon alors le dernier texte, c 'etait sur le climat de la France, et en fa it quel est le point 
essentiel dans ce texte?

D. Le point essentiel est in France le climite modif, modification est tres, il cause des paniques 
parce que par exemple dans le premier paragraphe par exemple il dit que dans fevrier nord, 
ou en fevrier dernier, le nord de France a connu des temperatures vers 20 centigres et

T. Ouand, en fevrier ? C 'est beaucoup en fevrier?
D. Oui, c ’est tres chaud pour fevrier et dans le deuxieme paragraphe il dit que les dix demiers 

annees les plus chauds depuis le fin de la dix-neuf siecle mais les specialistes restent 
prudents

T. Ilspaniquent? Non? Alors ils nepaniquentpas ?
D. Non parce que ils ne paniquent parce que ils disent que il y a toujours les temps plus et 

moins reguliers. Et puis dans le troisieme paragraphe on parle du gulf stream, non, on parle 
de

T. Oui on parle du Gulf Stream
D. On parle de Paris or France se situ[e] sur la quarante-neuf parallele em et alors em alors em

il y a les hi vers {New tape. Tape 2 side A 000}
T. Done vous avez indique qu 'a cause du Gulf Stream la France a un climat qui est assez

mod ere
D. Oui, em le Gulf Stream c’est a cause du G ulf Stream il y a I’ete plus adoucant par exemple il 

y a des hivers pas trop brulants et des etes pardon excuse moi, des etes pas trop brulants et 
des hivers pas trop glace, mais sans le G ulf Stream em il y avait cause pour panique parce 
que il y avait un climite comme celui du Canada par exemple des hivers glace et des etes 
trop brulants.
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Student: K Tape setting: Tape 2 Side A  C ounter 020

Comment attribue-t-on les termes me. avenue boulevard etc

T. Alors quel texte avez-vousprefere?
K. M on texte prefere est “Com m ent attribue-t-on les termes de rue, avenue boulevard etc”
T. Qu ’est-ce qu 'ily  a d 'interessant dans ce texte?
K. Je pense que le nom  de la rue et des avenues et boulevards sent interessants parce que il nous 

dis[ont] ITiistoire de la ville et si le nom  est ancien et si il y a une personne, la personne est 
tres celebre en France.

T. Quel type de personne alors pent inspirer le bapteme d ’une rue
K. La personne plus celebre est Charles de G aulle em  il em 1’avenue Charles de Gaulle est une 

avenue tres grande en France et em il est tres celebre parce que il, il, c ’est I’histoire de la 
ville et Charles de Gaulle est tres important.

T. Alors quelle est la difference entre une rue, une avenue un boulevard? Est-ce qu 'il y  a une 
difference?

K. U n avenue est un rue, une voie borde d ’arbres et un boulevard est un arterie form ee par les 
voies de circulation separe par un terre-plein plante d ’arbres. Et un rue est surtout les grands 
voies com m e les boulevards et les avenues

T. Qui est-ce qui decide comment on va appeler les rues?
K. Chaque personne dans les differents regions ou com m unes decide[a] le nom  et c ’est pas un 

loi ecrite ils donnent le nom  a le conseil m unicipal et ils decid[e] si le nom  est convient.
T. Et est-ce qu 'on change facilem ent le nom? Est-ce que les municipalites ont tendance a 

changer souvent les noms des rues?
K. Si il y a un chang[e] si la rue, si la rue agrandit, ils preferent laisser le nom  parce que si le 

nom  est ancien, ils preferent laisser le nom  parce qu ils, il est, il y a surtout la patrim oine 
historique de la ville et ils preferent laisser le nom.

Old sont les Europeens?

T. Bon alors on va passer d un autre texte alors, “qui sont les Europeens  ”  de quoi parle ce 
texte?

K. Pardon?
T . De quoi parle ce texte?
K. C ’est les Europeens et les differents identites en Europe, les A llem ands, les Italiens, les 

Fran9ais, les Irlandaises, ils avaient differentes, differentes choses parce, par exem ple les
Anglais quand il dment, les Anglais gard[e] les m ains sous le table et en France les
personnes, la politesse c ’est de garder les m ains dessus de la table. Les A llem ands partent 
en vacances beaucoup de temps et les, les Anglais je  pense partent en vacances pas 
beaucoup de temps et les Espagnols m angent tres tard dans le jo u r et les Italiens je  pense ils 
dm ent vers 17 heures je  pense et tout le, tous les pays en Europe sont differentes et m ais ils 
sont un m em bre de 1’Europe et a cause de 9 a F Europe est, 1’Europe est, 1’Europe avait 
beaucoup de regions et ils sont tres differentes.

T. Est-ce que c ’est une bonne chose qu ’i ly  ait toutes ces differences?
K. Oui, je  pense que c ’est tres interessant parce que, em, en en Europe nous avons beaucoup de

langues differentes et beaucoup de cultures et beaucoup de choses tres differentes que les 
autres continents comme E tats Unis ou Asia.

T. Oui, d  'accord. Bon on parle aussi alors des regions, done, que I 'Europe est constituee de 
regions plutot que de pays, est-ce qu 'il y  a des pays en fa it  ou il y  a des regions tres 
differentes? A I ’interieur des pays?
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K. em a la pays antereiur?
T. Oui,
K. Em dans un pays il y a aussi des differents choses et par example I’Espagnol a la nord c’est 

tres industrial mais a la sud c’est, c’est contraire, c ’est pas developpe comme le nord 
d’Espagnol. L’ltalien, I’ltalie c’est la meme,

Le Climat de la France

T. Bon on va passer alors au texte sur le climat de la France, alors, brievement, qu ’est-ce qu ’il 
y avait dans ce texte?

K. em dans le em, de nos jours en France, les hivers sont, le temps a la hiver c ’est pas froid, il 
c’est, ils avons, non, ils ont des temps et des periodes [ch]ecs et le clima, les climatologues 
en France pensent que le Gulf Stream est I’influen, I’influencer le climat de France et I’ete 
en France c’est pas trop chaud mais I’hiver le temps est [ch]ec et il y a quelques fois de 
soleil mais il n ’est pas froid.

T. Alors est-ce que la France est tres au nord en fait, comparee a d ’autres pays?
K. Pardon?
T. On dit que la France se trouve, enfin que Paris se trouve au 49ieme parallele au niveau des 

latitudes la France est quand mime tres au nord comme d ’autres pays qui sont plus froids
K. Oui
T. Alors qu ’est ce qui fa it que la France ait ce climat modere?
K. Em je ne sais pas, em je ne comprends pas la question.
T. Alors on dit que la France pourrait avoir un climat semblable a celui du Canada,
K. Oui
T. S ’il n ’y  avait pas le Gulf Stream. Alors le climat du Canada c ’est comment?
K. em
T. Ils ont quel type de climat?
K. C’est em mediterranean

Travailler en solo

T. Bon on va passer alors a un autre texte, small office, home office, les gens qui travaillent d 
la maison, done qu ’est-ce qu ’il y  a dans ce texte d ’inter ess ant?

K. Les Anglo-saxons donnent le nom small office home office et il y a en France 1,3 millions
de Fran9ais qui travaillent chez eux, em, le prenom en France est petit bureau et bureau a
domicile et em c’est em par exemple les gens qui ultis[e] les soho c’est le informaticien 
qui teletravaille la fermiere qui avait les produits chez elle comme le fromage, em il y a 
beaucoup de gens mais aussi il y a des gens qui connait pas les soho c’est les gens qui 
n’est pas un membre du groupe leur style de vie est differente que les gens qui travaillent 
chez elles, chez eux.

T. D ’accord, et quel est le profil de ces gens alors, ce sont des homines, des femmes, des jeunes, 
des vieux

K. C’est, en general c’est les, c ’est les personnes qui travaillent avec les affaires ou commerce 
et qui, em qui avaient le temps, flex, flex, flexible c’est pas un homme ou une femme c’est 
en general c’est les tout le monde mais em en particulier c’est les gens qui travaillent dans 
une grande cntreprise.

T. Et est-ce qu 'ils ont de la technologic a la maison pour faciliter la tdche?
K. C’est necessaire d’avoir un ordinateur et avec I’lntemet parce que quand il y a des problemes 

chez eux, c’est facile d’envoyer un email a la compagnie qui ils travaillent.
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Student: L Tape setting: Tape 1 Side A Counter 292 

Old sont les Euroyeens?

T. Alors vous avez hi les quatre textes, quel texte avez-vous prefere?
L. J ’ai prefere le texte “Qui sont les Europeens”
T. Et pour quoi?
L. Parce que c ’est tres interessant d’apprendr[e] les cultures tres differentes 
T. Et qu 'est ce qu 'il y  a d 'interessant dans ce texte 7
L. Dans ce texte, ils disent, ils disent que dans a I’Angleterre les gens mettent la main sous la 

table et en France la politesse oblige que les mains au-dessus la table 
T. C'est une indication alors des habitudes differentes, i ly  a d'autres exemples?
L. Les Italiens et les Anglais passe trois heures trente devant la tele et les Suedes deux heures 

seulement.
T. Alors est-ce qu 'on peut dire que les Europeens se ressemblent de plus en plus 
L. Je ne comprends
T. Est-ce que les gens en Europe deviennent de plus en plus similaires? S'ils ont de plus en 

plus en commun ou est-ce qu 'ils restent tres differents?
L. Les Europeens restent tres differents em par exemple en Espagne, il y a beaucoup de 

differences entre les Espagnols du nord et les Espagnols du sud parce que la sud est sous- 
developpe.

T. Oui, d'accord. Et en Belgique alors i ly  a des differences aussi?
L. Oui, il y a une grande difference entre les Flamands et les Wallons, parce que ils parlent un 

autre langue 
T. Oui
L. Les Flamands parlent le frangais et les Wallons dutch
T. Le neerlandais, c 'est I 'inverse, ce sont les Flamands qui parlent le neerlandais et les 

Wallons qui parlent frangais. Bon. Alors, est-ce que ces differences mettent en danger 
I 'Union Europeenne?

L. A mon avis, je  pense que les differences permettre a I’Europe de s’epanouir, les differences 
c ’est une beau idee pour celebrer 1’Europe.

Le Climat de la France

T. On va passer a un autre texte: alors qu 'est-ce qu 'on dit sur le climat de la France?
L. L’annee demiere la France a connu, le temperature a augmente, il etait tres chaud, le

temperature a augmente de zero virgule sept pour cent le G ulf Stream est la raison pour 
laquelle la France, pour la France, em, pour la augmentation de la temperature a France 

T. Oui
L. Et les specialistes disent que les consequences de cette augmentation nous verrons en cent 

ans
T. en cent ans, alors ce n 'est pas tout de suite
L. en ce moment les petits changes mais les grands changes en cent ans.
T. en cent ans. Et alors, est-ce qu 'on doit s 'inquieter pour ga.
L. Non en ce moment mais en I’avenir
T. dans I 'avenir, parce que la France en fait, est-ce que la France se situe tres au nord?
L. La France situ[e] 49
T. au 49ieme parallele
L. Oui et il a situe comme des autres pays qui est chaud aussi
T. Oui d 'accord
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Travailler en solo

T. Bon on va passer au texte sur le travail a la maison, les Soho, alors qu ’est-ce qii ’il y  a 
d ’interessant dans ce texte, alors il y  a beaucoup de gens qui travail lent a la maison?

L. Oui, c ’est tres interessant, il y a 1,3 mille personnes qui travaillent chez eux et les il y a deux 
raisons qui contribuent a la developpement de teletravail, les nouvelles technologies, par 
exemple 1’Internet et la crise economique autre raison.

T. Oui
L. Et beaucoup de gens travaillent a la maison, c ’est tres convenient 
T Oui, et quel type de personne, quel type de profession?
L. Par exemple les commer9ants et les artisans et les personnes qui travaillent en 

s . . .s.ser.-travail qui permettent les gens de travailler a la maison.
T. A la maison, alors, est-ce qu ’ils sont bien equipes pour faire ce travail?
L. Oui, beaucoup de gens avaient, a des ordinateurs, un fax marche c ’est tout 
T. Onparle dans ce texte d ’une agence, une agence SOHO qui...
L. L’agence qui aid[e] les societes de connaitre, d ’avoir une bonne connaissance de les gens qui 

travaillent a la maison et d’aider les gens qui travaillent a la maison.
T. Oui, tout d fait. Alors, vous pensez que c 'est une bonne idee de travailler a la maison? Vous 

aimeriez bien faire ga?
L. Oui, parce que je  voyage chaque jour et c ’est tres difficile et j ’aime travailler a la maison a 

I’avenir
T. Vous passez beaucoup de temps alors dans les transports ?
L. Oui
T. Vous passez combien de temps dans les transports?
L. Chaque jour j ’attends pour une heure pour I’autobus 
T. Alors vous aimeriez mieux travailler a la maison?
L. Oui

Comment attribue-t-on les termes me. avenue boulevard etc

T. Alors I ’autre texte, c 'etait ‘‘Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue, boulevard etc ” 
alors, expliquez-moi, les Frangais, comment est-ce qu 'ils font pour decider si c ’est une rue, 
avenue ou boulevard.

L. Les gens form[e] des propositions et qui sont votees par le conseil municipal, les gens en 
France veulent, les gens veulent a des noms anciens parce que c ’est le histoire de le ville 

T. Oui,
L. Et beaucoup de rues en France ont le nom de Gaulle, c ’est General de Gaulle, c ’est un 

homme, un homme a 1’histoire de la France 
T. Oui
L. Et les gens veulent preserver les noms anciens
T. Oui, tout a fait, et quelle est la difference done entre une rue et une avenue?
L. Un avenue c ’est un grand rue large de bord[e] les arbres des rues c ’est petit et le avenue c ’est 

trop important 
T. Et un boulevard, alors, c ’est quoi
L. Un boulevard c’est une arite voie de circulation avec des arbres au milieu de la rue 
T. Et est-ce qu ’on pourrait donner le nom General de Gaulle a une rue? Ou est-ce qu ’on le 

donnerait a une avenue?
L. eh General de Gaulle a une avenue parce que il etait tres important et c ’est I’avenue.
T. Et nous en Irlande, est-ce qu ’on a un systeme comme ga?
L. Non
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Student; M T ape setting: Tape 1 Side B Counter 318 

Travailler en solo

T. Alors vous avez hi les 4 textes, alors quel texte avez-vousprefere?
M. Travailler en solo
T. E tpour quoi?
M. C ’est interessant pour les les developpements, parce que les developpements au travail pour 

les differents professions en France
T. Oui
M. em le terme soho s’appliqu[e] adopte en France s ’appliqu[e] pour les 1,3 million de 

personnes qui entre les personnes travaill[e] chez eux. Le soho est un petit bureau et un 
bureau a domicile em ils les groupes qui travaill[e] comme les professions liberales, 
comme les ar[k]itectes, le cadre superieur ou le profession comme y compris le medecin, le 
ar[k]itecte ils ne form[e] pas des groupes distinctes

T. oui
M. et travailler en solo
T. oui. Et qu ’est-ce qu ’ils ont a la maison pour faciliter le travail? Ils out de I 'epuipement a la 

maison?
M. Oui, pour une personne dans les, paixe que, par exemple, le studio dans les cites, ou dans les 

grandes villes pour les bureaux, tdephone, imprimante pour les travail
T. pour le travail, d ’accord
M. et pour decontracter aussi
T. D ’accord, vous aimeriez Men travailler a la maison comme ga?
M. moi?
T. oui
M. oui
T. Pour quoi? Quel serait I 'avantagepour toi?
M. Je prerfer[e] travailler chez moi parce que ils ne pas de distractions et j ’ai travail plus, oui 

plus.

Le Climat de la France

T. Bon on va passer a un autre texte, le texte sur le climat de la France par exemple, alors de 
quoi parle ce texte par exemple?

M. D ’apres le texte, il s’agit de climat de la France dans ces demieres annfes, demieres annees 
le temps il y avait il y avait des modifications dans le temps les temperatures devenu plus de 
dix degres et c ’est a cause d’influence du gulf Stream rechauffement general du adouciante 
le climat ressemblait a celui du Canada et but mais ils perd .. .ils oubli[e] pas ils ne [ ] pas 
parce que c ’est nous verrons un changement dans le depuis la fm du dix-neuvieme siecle

T. Bon, est-ce qu 'on doit s ’inquieter a cause de ces changements? On doit sepreoccuper? Ca 
change tres vite?

M. C ’est une petit changement over les demiers les dix demiers annees
T. On parle du fa it que Paris se situe au 49ieme parallele, alors quels sont les autres pays qui 

se trouvent a cette latitude?
M. Le Canada, I’Australie, I’Allemande, c’est, c ’est la meme chose
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Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boulevard etc

T. D ’accord, on va passer a un autre texte, alors par exemple comment attribue-t-on les termes 
de rue, avenue, boulevard etc. Comment est-ce qu ’on attribue les noms, quelle est la 
difference entre une rue, avenue, boulevard etc.,

M. Une rue c ’est une c’est un voie borde les arbres dans le cote de le, chaque cote, mais il 
boulevard il est large borde, largeur borde avec deux voies de circulation il est les arbres 
dans le milieu.

T. Et une avenue?
M. Une avenue c ’est le plus petit une voie de circulation avec d’arbres aussi 
T. D 'accord. Et si on va donner im nom par exemple. General de Gaulle, quel type de rue va-t- 

on choisir? On va lui donner une grande rue, une petite rue?
M. Une grande rue, parce que il est grand, il etait or il est une grande homme en France et il 

c ’est des lois ecrites pour ils I’appellation des voies a Paris 
T. Qui decide? En France, qui est-ce qui decide?
M. Les habitants dans les quartiers, c ’est important pour, pour eux, pour les gens qui habitant 

dans les quartiers 
T. Oui d 'accord

Oui sont les Euroveens?

T. Bon, alors, I ’autre texte alors, sur les Europeens, alors qu 'est ce qu 'on dit sur les Europeens 
dans ce texte?

M. II s ’agit de cultures differentes, diversites dans les EU et on peut oublier qui nous av,
sommes des regions differentes et nous nous fait pas les differents choix dans les differents 
pays et nous sommes le meme pays dans EU par exemple en Angleterre on garde les mains 
sous la table mais en Allemand on garde c ’est oblige sous or dessus la table 

T. D 'accord, est-ce que c ’est une bonne chose d 'avoir toutes ces differences?
M. Oui, d ’apres moi, il est une bonne chose parce que on ne devrait pas oublier que nous, nous 

gardens notre nationalite notre nationalite elle est differente dans chaque pays de la le le les 
differents choix que les gens faire.

T. Alors on parle des regions, donnez-moi un exemple d ’un pays oil il y  a des regions tres 
differentes 

M. d’unepays
T. un pays ou il y  a des regions qui sont differentes d I ’interieur d ’un pays 
M. C ’est une en France, les langues differentes, les socioliguistics, I’accen t, les facteurs qui 

influencent le langue c’est notre patrimoine et la famille I’argot et I’education
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Student; N Tape setting: Tape 1 Side B Counter 000 

Travailler en solo

T. Alors vous avez In les 4 textes, quel texte avez-vous prefere?
N. J ’ai prefere em, em (laughs) let me think
T. Alors le texte sur les rues, avenues, boulevards, ou le climat de la France, qui sont les 

Europeens, ou travailler a la maison 
N. Oui, travailler a la maison 
T. E tpour quoi est-ce que vous avez aime ce texte?
N. C ’est tres interessant, voir les gens qui travaillent a la maison 
T. Quel type depersonne travaille a la maison?
N. em par exemple le fermier, le medecin, peintre, I’informatation, le teletravail. Ils travaillent a 

partir de leur domicile mais I’agence Soho cree le Alain Bo 
T. Bosetti
N. Bosetti parce que ils ressentent, les ressentent mal connus il cree parce que.... Em em 
T. II cree I ’agence pour que..
N. pour permettre le peuple travaille a la maison to connaitre la [ ] des autres
T. Voila et quel type de personne travaille a la maison est-ce que I 'agence a pu preciser quel 

type de personne travaille a la maison, quel age...?
N. Majoritaire est les hommes, 55% et se situ[e] trente ans de quarante-neuf ans.
T. Oui, d ’accord, et ils ont des professions tres diverses alors 
N. em
T. Ce sont des hommes d ’affaires? Ou certains sont des hommes d'affaires, i ly  a d ’autres 

professions, vous avez mentionne des fermiers, des medecins etc 
N. Les professions, c ’etait or sorry c ’est differents types de professions 
T. Alors est-ce qu 'ils ont de la technologic a la maison pour faciliter le travail?
N. Em, quelques types de facilites ils ont le fax, le Internet, email, et les nouvelles technologies 

est une raison pour les gens travaill[e] a la maison et crise economique aussi 
T. C ’est une autre raison. Bon d ’accord.

Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boulevard etc

T. Alors on va passer a un autre texte, comment attribue-t-on les termes rue. avenue etc Est-ce 
que vous avez compris comment les Frangais decident les noms des rues etc?

N. II y a commission form ule...
T. oui alors qui formule des propositions 
N. qui sont votees par le conseil municipal
T. Et comment est-ce qu ’ils decident si c ’est une avenue, une rue. un boulevard 
N. En general une avenue c’est une voie forme large borde d ’arbres et boulevard voie large 

separe de avec circulation avec d ’arbres. II n ’y a pas de texte impose le maximal pour un 
avenue, or une rue ou minimal pour un avenue, cela depend une moyenne de rue 

T. Alors par exemple le nom General de Gaulle, est-ce qu 'on I ’utilise pour des rues en France? 
N. Em, c ’est utilise a cause de le respect qui est est du au personnage et le patrimoine de le 

personne qui donne le nom a la rue 
T. Oui, d ’accord, est-ce qu ’on change facilement les noms des rues?
N. Les municipalites em, ne pas changer le nom a cause parce que le patrimoine de I’homme, 

ou le patrimoine de historique 
T. de la ville.
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Oui sont les Europeens?

T. Alors on va passer a un autre texte, qui sont les Europeens, alors de quoiparle ce texte? Qui 
sont les Europeens?

N. Le texte parle les differences les Europeens, par exeraple les Grecs depens[a] 36,7% de leur 
budget a I’alimentation mais I’allemande depens[a] 15%, Italiens et Anglais pass[e] trois 
heures et demie heures regarde la tele mais les Suedes a peine deux,

T. En general est-ce que les Europeens se ressemblent tous?
N. En general il y a beaucoup de differences em a cause de mondi, mondialation de em 
T. Alors c ’est a cause de la mondialisation qu ' ily a des differences?
N. A r  Europe est em, il y a beaucoup de differences dans les cultures et sociales mais, like, il y 

une region plutot que nationale or pays differents pays 
T. Et alors p a r  exemple dans quels pays est-ce qu 'il y  a des regions tres differentes?
N. Par exemple, Espagnol, dans le nord c ’est industriel et dans le sud sous-developpe 
T. Est-ce que c ’est dangereuxpour I 'Union europeenne d  ’avoir toutes ces differences? C ’est 

une mauvaise chose?
N. Pardon?
T. C ’est une mauvaise chose d ’avoir toutes ces differences?
N. em
T. Ou c 'est une bonne chose?
N. C ’est une bonne chose parce I’Europe est ce uniformiste.

Le Climat de la France

T. On va passer a un autre texte « le climat de la France », qu ’est-ce qu ’on dit sur le climat de 
la France alors ?

N. C ’est le methode, le temperature de France augment[e] depuis dix ans 
T. Oui 
N. em
T. Oui, vous avez raison, ga a augmente et est-ce qu ’il y  a d ’autres changements? Par exemple 

I ’annee derniere en France, i l y  a eu des changements?
N. Oui, en fevrier dernier, le temperature de France or du nord de France a augmente 
T. Oui, d ’accord est-ce qu 'on doit s ’inquieter pour le climat? Est-ce qu 'on pense que le climat, 

ga va changer beaucoup, tres vite?
N. em non, pour 1’instant les specialistes rest[ant] prudents parce que em nous avons tendance a 

oubler ce changement depuis cent em cent ans il n’y a pas beaucoup de pleut, de plue dans 
em dans em or dans un an 

T. D ’accord, on parle aussi du G ulf Stream, quel est le role du G ulf Stream vous avez compris? 
N. Oui em. Le temperature de I’eau augmente, a augmente a cause de le G ulf Stream em France 

se situ[e] a le quarante neuvieme parallele comme le mongol, le Mongolie em 
T. Et le G ulf Stream alors, ga apporte quoi? Qu ’est-ce qui se passe, le G ulf Stream qui vient 

alors du sud et qui apporte des eaux chaudes?
N. Oui, em, a cause de le G ulf Stream, la France est tres chaud
T. Et si on n ’avait pas le G ulf Stream alors, on aurait un climat comment?
N. Sans le G ulf Stream? Le hiver il n ’est pas chaud mais il n ’est pas froid em il etait assez 

chaud
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Student; R T ape setting: Tape 1 Side A Counter 0

Le Climat de la France

T. Alors vous avez fa it les quatre articles,
R. Oui
T. Quel article avez vous prefere?
R. J ’ai prefere “Le climat de la France”
T. E tp o u r quoi?
R. Parce que il est tres interessant par exemple, le France est situe comme latitude de Mongolie 

mais le climat c ’est tres different 
T. Vous dites que le climat est tres dijferent, par exemple, comment?
R. Par exemple, le hiver en Mongolie, c ’est tres, tres froid, mais en France c ’est tres chaud

parce que le Gulf Stream, c ’est la un courant marine et il influence le climat de la France 
T. D  'accord. E t est-ce que les Frangais ont une garantie d ’avoir toujours un bon climat?
R. Oui, parce que le courant marine la, la demiere siecle, il, le temperature augmente de virgule 

sept degres
T. Oui, d  'accord, alors il y  a des changements dans le climat, est-ce qu 'il y  a d ’autres 

changements dans le climat en France?
R. L’ete c ’est plus chaud
T. Oui, d 'accord

Travailler en solo

T. Alors i l y  avait aussi le texte sur ... travailler a la maison alors qu 'est-ce qu 'ils ont dit dans 
ce texte? Qu 'est-ce qu 'il y  avait d'interessant dans ce texte?

R. II s’agit comme les Soho, small office, home office, et il dit comme les peuples en France 
qui travaillent a la maison, ils 1 million, ils 1,3 million personnes qui travaillent a la maison
et le proprie de la maison la fermiere o u .et la enquete, il carrie un enquete et il dit les
plupart de soho est le homme et ils entre les trente et quarante neuf ans

T. Old, d'accord et comment est-ce qu 'ils fo n t pour travailler a la maison alors? C ’est facile  
de travailler d la maison?

R. Oui parce que le telecommunication. C ’est le fax et la nouvelle c ’est tres facile 
T. D 'accord et quel type de profession ont-ils?
R. Le avocate ou le informacien par exemple
T. par exemple, d 'accord, et qu 'est-ce qui explique le developpement du travail a la maison, 

qu 'est-ce qui aprovoque le travail a la maison?
R. Le crisis economique et le Internet et c’est, il y a beaucoup de carrieres qui travaillent a la 

maison par exemple le medecin 
T. Oui, d  'accord, et est-ce qu 'ils sont bien organises? Comme groupe -  est-ce qu 'il s 'agit d  'un 

groupe de personnes? Est-ce qu 'ils sont tres independants?
R. mmm 
T. Non? Bon.

Comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue boulevard etc

T. Alors on va passer a un autre texte, celui sur les rues, “Comment attribue-t-on les termes de 
rues, boulevard etc ”  alors en fait, comment attribue-t-on les termes rue, avenue, boulevard, 
quelle est la difference entre ces termes?

R. La avenue, c ’est un rue qui ont arbres a la mmmm
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T. sur les cotes 
R. sur les cotes de la rue 
T. d 'accord,
R. Mais le boulevard le arbre dans le centre des rues, voies de voitures 
T. D ’accord. Et une me, alors, c ’est qiioi, par rapport a une avenue 
R. Qa depend[a] le large, de la, le moyen large de la rue depend[a] avenue ou rue 
T. D ’accord. Et quel type de nom donne-t-on aux rues ou aux avenues en France?
R. Dans un petit ville, le rue principale etait baptise avenue General de Gaulle, parce qu’il est 

considere un homme grand en France 
T. Oui et est-ce qu ’on pourrait dire par exemple rue du General de Gaulle?
R. Rue? Je ne sais pas
T. Une petite rue? Est-ce qu 'on donne des noms comme General de Gaulle a de petites rues?
R. Ah, non, parce qu’il, c ’est tres important, il baptisait le rue une avenue ou boulevard parce 

que ils un boulevard tres important 
T. Et alors si on agrandit une rue, est-ce qu ’on va changer le nom?
R. agrandit
T. s 'il devient plus grand 
R. Je ne comprends
T. Si vous avez une petite rue, et vous I 'elargissez, et comme ga c 'est plus grand est-ce qu'on va 

changer aussi le nom?
R. Qa depend[a] la muni, la m unicitip...
T. les municipalites 
R. Oui, dans le ville
T. Pour quoi, c 'est eux qui decident? Les municipalites decident?
R. Oui, avec les gens qui habitent dans le ville.
T. D 'accord, ils decident, d 'accord

Oui sont les Euroveens?

T. Alors I ’autre texte, c 'etait “Qui sont les Europeens ”, alors, qu 'est-ce que vous avez appris 
dans ce texte? De quoi parle ce texte?

R. II parle de le difference dans les gens qui habitent dans differentes pays alors 
T. Oui, et de quelles nationalitesparle-t-on?
R. Par exemple, I’Allemande pass[e] trois heures regarder la television mais le Suede regarde 

deux heures la television 
T. D ’accord, et il y  a d ’autre nationalites dont on parle a part les Anglais, les Suedois?
R. Oui, les Belgiques dans le Belgique il y a deux compartiments les Flamands et les Wallons et 

les Flamands parlent flamand et les Wallons parlent fran9ais 
T. Oui, alors dans le texte est-ce qu'on dit que les gens se ressemblent de plus en plus? et, les 

Frangais, les francophones et les neerlandophones, en Belgique par exemple, est-ce qu 'ils se 
ressemblent de plus en plus, est-ce qu 'il se rapprochent les uns des autres? Ou est-ce qu 'ils 
restent tres differents?

R. Em. C ’est tres different.
T. C ’est tres different. D ’accord, alors on parle aussi des regions dans ce texte 
R. Les regions, par exemple Espagnol, le nord et le sud le nord de I’Espagne est tres industrial, 

industrialias et le sud est sous-developpe, ils depend[z] dans I’agiculteur et de tourisme 
T. D ’accord, tres bien, et alors est-ce que c 'est une bonne chose, toutes ces diversites en 

Europe?
R. Oui, beaucoup de choses differentes entre les cultures, les societes, le developpe et le langue 
T. Et vous etespour cette idee d 'avoir des differences en Europe? C 'est mieux comme ga a 

votre avis ?
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R. a votre avis
T. a votre avis, qu ’est-ce que vous pensez, c 'est mieux d'avoir des differences, ou est-ce qu ’il 

serait mieux si nous avions tous la meme culture ?
R. tres differents,
T. tres differents
R. des autres cultures
T. bon, merci bien, c ’est tout.


